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Preface 

The golden age of mathematics-that was not 
the age of Euclid, it is ours. 

C.J. KEYSER 

This time of writing is the hundredth anniversary of the publication (1892) 
of Poincare's first note on topology, which arguably marks the beginning 
of the subject of algebraic, or "combinatorial," topology. There was earlier 
scattered work by Euler, Listing (who coined the word "topology"), Mobius 
and his band, Riemann, Klein, and Betti. Indeed, even as early as 1679, Leibniz 
indicated the desirability of creating a geometry of the topological type. The 
establishment of topology (or "analysis situs" as it was often called at the 
time) as a coherent theory, however, belongs to Poincare. 

Curiously, the beginning of general topology, also called "point set 
topology," dates fourteen years later when Frechet published the first abstract 
treatment of the subject in 1906. 

Since the beginning of time, or at least the era of Archimedes, smooth 
manifolds (curves, surfaces, mechanical configurations, the universe) have 
been a central focus in mathematics. They have always been at the core of 
interest in topology. After the seminal work of Milnor, Smale, and many 
others, in the last half of this century, the topological aspects of smooth 
manifolds, as distinct from the differential geometric aspects, became a subject 
in its own right. While the major portion of this book is devoted to algebraic 
topology, I attempt to give the reader some glimpses into the beautiful and 
important realm of smooth manifolds along the way, and to instill the tenet 
that the algebraic tools are primarily intended for the understanding of the 
geometric world. 

This book is intended as a textbook for a beginning (first-year graduate) 
course in algebraic topology with a strong flavoring of smooth manifold 
theory. The choice of topics represents the ideal (to the author) course. 
In practice, however, most such courses would omit many of the subjects in 
the book. I would expect that most such courses would assume previous 
knowledge of general topology and so would skip that chapter, or be limited 

v 



VI Preface 

to a brief run-through of the more important parts of it. The section on 
homotopy should be covered, however, at some point. I do not go deeply 
into general topology, but I do believe that I cover the subject as completely 
as a mathematics student needs unless he or she intends to specialize in that 
area. 

It is hoped that at least the introductory parts of the chapter on 
differentiable manifolds will be covered. The first section on the Implicit 
Function Theorem might best be consigned to individual reading. In practice, 
however, I expect that chapter to be skipped in many cases with that material 
assumed covered in another course in differential geometry, ideally concurrent. 
With that possibility in mind, the book was structured so that that material 
is not essential to the remainder of the book. Those results that use the 
methods of smooth manifolds and that are crucial to other parts of the 
book are given separate treatment by other methods. Such duplication is 
not so large as to be consumptive of time, and, in any case, is desirable from 
a pedagogic standpoint. Even the material on differential forms and 
de Rham's Theorem in the chapter on cohomology could be omitted with 
little impact on the other parts of the book. That would be a great shame, 
however, since that material is of such interest on its own part as well as 
serving as a motivation for the introduction of cohomology. The section on 
the de Rham theory of cpn could, however, best be left to assigned reading. 
Perhaps the main use of the material on differentiable manifolds is its impact 
on examples and applications of algebraic topology. 

As is common practice, the starred sections are those that could be omitted 
with minimal impact on other nonstarred material, but the starring should 
not be taken as a recommendation for that aim. In some cases, the starred 
sections make more demands on mathematical maturity than the others and 
may contain proofs that are more sketchy than those elsewhere. 

This book is not intended as a source book. There is no attempt to present 
material in the most general form, unless that entails no expense of time or 
clarity. Exceptions are cases, such as the proof of de Rham's Theorem, where 
generality actually improves both efficiency and clarity. Treatment of esoteric 
byways is inappropriate(tn textbooks and introductory courses. Students are 
unlikely to retain such material, and less likely to ever need it, if, indeed, 
they absorb it in the first place. 

As mentioned, some important results are given more than one proof, as 
much for pedagogic reasons as for maintaining accessibility of results essential 
to algebraic topology for those who choose to skip the geometric treatments 
of those results. The Fundamental Theorem of Algebra is given no less than 
four topological proofs (in illustration of various results). In places where 
choice is necessary between competing approaches to a given topic, preference 
has been given to the one that leads to the best understanding and intuition. 

In the case of homology theory, I first introduce singular homology and 
derive its simpler properties. Then the axioms of Eilenberg, Steenrod, and 
Milnor are introduced and used exclusively to derive the computation of 
the homology groups of cell complexes. I believe that doing this from the 
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axioms, without recourse to singular homology, leads to a better grasp of the 
functorial nature of the subject. (It also provides a uniqueness proof gratis.) 
This also leads quickly to the major applications of homology theory. After 
that point, the difficult and technical parts of showing that singular homology 
satisfies the axioms are dealt with. 

Cohomology is introduced by first treating differential forms on manifolds, 
introducing the de Rham cohomology and then linking it to singular 
homology. This leads naturally to singular cohomology. After development 
of the simple properties of singular cohomology, de Rham cohomology is 
returned to and de Rham's famous theorem is proved. (This is one place 
where treatment of a result in generality, for all differentiable manifolds and 
not just compact ones, actually provides a simpler and cleaner approach.) 

Appendix B contains brief background material on "naive" set theory. 
The other appendices contain ancillary material referred to in the main text, 
usually in reference to an inessential matter. 

There is much more material in this book than can be covered in a one-year 
course. Indeed, if everything is covered, there is enough for a two-year course. 
As a suggestion for a one-year course, one could start with Chapter II, 
assigning Section 1 as individual reading and then covering Sections 2 through 
11. Then pick up Section 14 of Chapter I and continue with Chapter III, 
Sections 1 through 8, and possibly Section 9. Then take Chapter IV except 
for Section 12 and perhaps omitting some details about CW-complexes. Then 
cover Chapter V except for the last three sections. Finally, Chapter VI can 
be covered through Section 10. If there is time, coverage of Hopf's Theorem 
in Section 11 of Chapter V is recommended. Alternatively to the coverage 
of Chapter VI, one could cover as much of Chapter VII as is possible, 
particularly if there is not sufficient time to reach the duality theorems of 
Chapter VI. 

Although I do make occasional historical remarks, I make no attempt at 
thoroughness in that direction. An excellent history of the subject can be 
found in Dieudonne [1]. That work is, in fact, much more than a history and 
deserves to be in every topologist's library. 

Most sections of the book end with a group of problems, which are 
exercises for the reader. Some are harder, or require more "maturity," than 
others and those are marked with a •. Problems marked with a 4 are those 
whose results are used elsewhere in the main text of the book, explicitly or 
implicitly. 

Glen E. Bredon 
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CHAPTER I 

General Topology 

A round man cannot be expected to fit in a 
square hole right away. He must have time to 

modify his shape. 

MARK TWAIN 

1. Metric Spaces 

We are all familiar with the notion of distance in euclidean n-space: If x and 
yare points in Rn then 

dist(x, y) = (itl (Xi _ y;)2) 1/2. 
This notion of distance permits the definition of continuity of functions from 
one euclidean space to another by the usual E~b definition: 

f: Rn -4 Rk is continuous at XERn if, given E > 0, 

315 > 0'3 dist(x, y) < 15 => dist(f(x),f(y)) < E. 

Although the spaces of most interest to us in this book are subsets of euclidean 
spaces, it is useful to generalize the notion of "space" to get away from such 
a hypothesis, because it would be very complicated to try to verify that spaces 
we construct are always of this type. In topology, the central notion is that 
of continuity. Thus it would usually suffice for us to treat "spaces" for which 
we can give a workable definition of continuity. 

We could define continuity as above for any "space" which has a suitable 
notion of distance. Such spaces are called "metric spaces." 

1.1. Definition. A metric space is a set X together with a function 

distX x X -4R, 

called a metric, such that the following three laws are satisfied: 

(1) (positivity) dist(x,y) z 0 with equality <=> x = y; 
(2) (symmetry) dist(x, y) = dist(y, x); and 
(3) (triangle inequality) dist(x, z) ::;; dist(x, y) + dist(y, z). 
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In a metric space X we define the "E-ball," E > 0, about a point XEX to be 

I B.(x) = {YEXldist(x,y) < E}. I 
Also, a subset U c X is said to be "open" if, for each point XE U, there is 

an E-ball about x completely contained in U. A subset is said to be "closed" 
if its complement is open. If YEB.(x) and if ~ = E - dist(x, y) then B6(Y) c B.(x) 
by the triangle inequality. This shows that all E-balls are open sets. 

It turns out that, for metric spaces, continuity can be expressed completely 
in terms of open sets: 

1.2. Proposition. A function f: X -+ Y between metric spaces is continuous ~ 
f-1(U) is open in X for each open subset U of Y. 

PROOF. If f is continuous and U c Y is open and f(X)EU then there is an 
E > 0 such that B.(f(x)) cU. By continuity, there is a ~ > 0 such that f maps 
the ~-ball about x into B.(f(x)). This means that B6(X) c f -1(U). This implies 
that f- 1(U) is open. 

Conversely, suppose f(x) = y and that E > 0 is given. By hypothesis, 
f-1(B.(y)) is open and contains x. Therefore, by the definition of an open 
set, there is a ~ > 0 such that B6(X) c f -1(B.(y)). It follows that if dist(x, x') < ~ 
then f(X')EB.(y), and so dist(f(x),f(x')) < E, proving continuity in the E-~ 
~~ 0 

The only examples of metric spaces we have discussed are euclidean spaces 
and, of course, subsets of those. Even with those, however, there are other 
reasonable metrics: 

n 

dist2 (x,y) = L IXi - yd, 
i= 1 

dist3 (x, y) = max(lxi - yd)· 

It is not hard to verify, from the following proposition, that these three 
metrics give the same open sets, and so behave identically with respect to 
continuity (for maps into or out of them). 

1.3. Proposition. If dist l and dist2 are metrics on the same set X which satisfy 
the hypothesis that for any point XEX and E > 0 there is a ~ > 0 such that 

dist1 (x, y) < ~ => dist2 (x, y) < E, 
and 

then these metrics define the same open sets in X. 

PROOF. The proof is an easy exercise in the definition of open sets and is 
left to the reader. 0 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Consider the set X of all continuous real valued functions on [0,1]. Show that 

dist(j, g) = f [J(x) - g(x)[ dx 

defines a metric on X. Is this still the case if continuity is weakened to integrability? 

2. -9- If X is a metric space and Xo is a given point in X, show that the function 
J: X --+ R given by J(x) = dist(x, xo) is continuous. 

3. -9-If A is a subset of a metric space X then define a real valued function d on X 
by d(x) = dist(x,A) = inf{dist(x,Y)[YEA}. Show that d is continuous. (Hint: Use the 
triangle inequality to show that [d(x j ) - d(x 2 )[ :::; dist(x j ,x2)') 

2. Topological Spaces 

Although most of the spaces that will interest us in this book are metric 
spaces, or can be given the structure of metric spaces, we will usually only 
care about continuity of mappings and not the metrics themselves. Since 
continuity can be expressed in terms of open sets alone, and since some 
constructions of spaces of interest to us do not easily yield to construction 
of metrics on them, it is very useful to discard the idea of metrics and to 
abstract the basic properties of open sets needed to talk about continuity. 
This leads us to the notion of a general "topological space." 

2.1. Definition. A topological space is a set X together with a collection of 
subsets of X called "open" sets such that: 

(1) the intersection of two open sets is open; 
(2) the union of any collection of open sets is open; and 
(3) the empty set 0 and whole space X are open. 

Additionally, a subset C c X is called "closed" if its complement X - C is 
open. 

Topological spaces are much more general than metric spaces and the 
range of difference between them and metric spaces is much wider than that 
between metric spaces and subspaces of euclidean space. For example, it is 
possible to talk about convergence of sequences of points in metric spaces 
with little difference from sequences of real numbers. Continuity of functions 
can be described in terms of convergence of sequences in metric spaces. One 
can also talk about convergence of sequences in general topological spaces 
but that no longer is adequate to describe continuity (as we shall see later). 
Thus it is necessary to exercise care in developing the theory of general 
topological spaces. We now begin that development, starting with some 
further basic definitions. 
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2.2. Definition. If X and Yare topological spaces and f: X --+ Y is a function, 
then f is said to be continuous if f -l(U) is open for each open set U e Y. 
A map is a continuous function. 

Since closed sets are just the complements of open sets and since inverse 
images preserve complements (i.e., f-1(y - B) = X - f- 1(B)), it follows that 
a function f: X --+ Y is continuous <=> f - l(F) is closed for each closed set 
Fe Y. 

2.3. Definition. If X is a topological space and XEX then a set N is called 
a neighborhood of x in X if there is an open set U e N with XEU. 

Note that a neighborhood is not necessarily an open set, and, even though 
one usually thinks of a neighborhood as "small," it need not be: the entire 
space X is a neighborhood of each of its points. 

Note that the intersection of any two neighborhoods of x in X is a 
neighborhood of x, which follows from the axiom that the intersection of 
two open sets is open. 

The intuitive notion of "smallness" of a neighborhood is given by the 
concept of a neighborhood basis at a point: 

2.4. Definition. If X is a topological space and XEX then a collection Bx of 
subsets of X containing x is called a neighborhood basis at x in X if each 
neighborhood of x in X contains some element of Bx and each element of Bx 
is a neighborhood of x. 

Neighborhood bases are sometimes convenient in proving functions to be 
continuous: 

2.5. Definition. A function f: X --+ Y between topological spaces is said to 
be continuous at x, where XEX, if, given any neighborhood N of f(x) in Y, 
there is a neighborhood M of x in X such that f(M) e N. 

Since f(f-1(N)) eN, this is the same as saying that f-1(N) is a 
neighborhood of x, for each neighborhood N of f(x). Clearly, this need only 
be checked for N belonging to some neighborhood basis at f(x). 

2.6. Proposition. A function f: X --+ Y between topological spaces is 
continuous<=> it is continuous at each point XEX. 

PROOF. Suppose that f is continuous, i.e., that f- 1(U) is open for each open 
U e Y. Let N be a neighborhood of f(x) in Y and let U be an open set such 
that f(X)E U e N as guaranteed by the definition of neighborhood. Then 
xEf-1(U)ef-1(N) and f-1(U) is open. It follows that f-1(N) is a 
neighborhood of x. Thus f is continuous at x. 
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Conversely, suppose that 1 is continuous at each point and let U c Y be 
an open set. For any xE/- 1(U), 1-1(U) is then a neighborhood of x. Thus 
there exists an open set Vx in X with XE VX c 1 -l(U). Hence 1 -l(U) is the 
union of the sets Vx for x ranging over 1 -l(U). Since the union of any 
collection of open sets is open, it follows that 1 -l(U) is open. But U was an 
arbitrary open set in Y and, consequently, 1 is continuous. 0 

2.7. Definition. A function I: X -+ Y between topological spaces is called a 
homeomorphism if 1 - 1: Y -+ X exists (i.e., 1 is one-one and onto) and 
both 1 and 1- 1 are continuous. The notation X ~ Y means that X is 
homeomorphic to Y. 

Two topological spaces are, then, homeomorphic if there is a one-one 
correspondence between them as sets which also makes the open sets 
correspond. Homeomorphic spaces are considered as essentially the same. 
One of the main problems in topology is to find methods of deciding when 
two spaces are homeomorphic or not. 

To describe a topological space it is not necessary to describe completely 
the open sets. This can often be done more simply using the notion of a 
"basis" for the topology: 

2.8. Definition. If X is a topological space and B is a collection of subsets 
of X, then B is called a basis for the topology of X if the open sets are 
precisely the unions of members of B. (In particular, the members of Bare 
open.) A collection S of subsets of X is called a subbasis for the topology of 
X if the set B of finite intersections of members of S is a basis. 

Note that any collection S of subsets of any set X is a subbasis for some 
topology on X, namely, the topology for which the open sets are the arbitrary 
unions of the finite intersections of members of S. (The empty set and whole 
set X are taken care of by the convention that an intersection of an empty 
collection of sets is the whole set and the union of an empty collection of 
sets is the empty set.) Thus, to define a topology, it suffices to specify some 
collection of sets as a sub basis. The resulting topology is called the topology 
"generated" by this subbasis. 

In a metric space the collection of E-balls, for all E > 0, is a basis, So is 
the collection of E-balls for E = 1, t, ~, .... 

Here are some examples of topological spaces: 

1. (Trivial topology.) Any set X with only the empty set and the whole set 
X as open. 

2. (Discrete topology.) Any set X with all subsets being open. 
3. Any set X with open sets being those subsets of X whose complements 

are finite, together with the empty set. (That is, the closed sets are finite 
sets and X itself.) 
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4. X = w u {w} with the open sets being all subsets of w together with 
complements of finite sets. (Here, w denotes the set of natural numbers.) 

5. Let X be any partially ordered set. For aEX consider the one-sided 
intervals {fJEXla < fJ} and {fJEXla > fJ}. The "order topology" on X is 
the topology generated by these intervals. The "strong order topology" is 
the topology generated by these intervals together with the complements 
of finite sets. 

6. Let X = I x I where I is the unit interval [0, 1]. Give this the "dictionary 
ordering," i.e., (x, y) < (s, t) ¢> either x < s or (x = sand y < t). Let X have 
the order topology for this ordering. 

7. Let X be the real line but with the topology generated by the "half open 
intervals" [x, y). This is called the "half open interval topology." 

8. Let X = Q u {Q} be the set of ordinal numbers up to and including the 
least uncountable ordinal Q; see Theorem B.28. Give it the order topology. 

2.9. Definition. A topological space is said to be first countable if each point 
has a countable neighborhood basis. 

2.10. Definition. A topological space is said to be second countable if its 
topology has a countable basis. 

Note that all metric spaces are first countable. Some metric spaces are 
not second countable, e.g., the space consisting of any uncountable set with 
the metric dist(x, y) = 1 if x #- y, and dist(x, x) = ° (which yields the discrete 
topology). 

Euclidean spaces are second countable since the E-balls, with E rational, 
about the points with all rational coordinates, is easily seen to be a basis. 

2.11. Definition. A sequence f1' f2' ... of functions from a topological space 
X to a metric space Y is said to converge uniformly to a function f: X -+ Y 
if, for each E > 0, there is a number n such that i> n = dist(fJx), f(x)) < E for 
all XEX. 

2.12. Theorem. If a sequence f1' f2, ... ' of continuous functions from a 
topological space X to a metric space Y converges uniformly to a function 
f: X -+ Y, then f is continuous. 

PROOF. Given E > 0, let no be such that 

n ~ no = dist(f(x),fn(x)) < E/3 for all XEX. 

Given a point xo, the continuity of fna implies that there is a neighborhood 
N ofxo such that XEN = dist(fna(x),fna(xO)) < f./3. Thus,for any XEN we have 

dist(f(x), f(x o)) ~ dist(f(x), fna(x)) + dist(fna(x), fna(xo)) + dist(fna(xO)' f(xo)) 

<~+~+~=~ 0 
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2.13. Definition. A function f: X ~ Y between topological spaces is said to 
be open if f(U) is open in Y for all open U eX. It is said to be closed if f(C) 
is closed in Y for all closed C c X. 

2.14. Definition. If X is a set and some condition is given on subsets of X 
which mayor may not hold for any particular subset, then if there is a 
topology T whose open sets satisfy the condition, and such that, for any 
topology T whose open sets satisfy the condition, then the T-open sets are 
also T -open (i.e., T c T), then T is called the smallest (or weakest or coarsest) 
topology satisfying the condition. If, instead, for any topology T whose open 
sets satisfy the condition, any T -open sets are also T-open, then T is called 
the largest (or strongest or finest) topology satisfying the condition. 

The terms "weak" and "strong" are the oldest historically. However, they 
are used in some places to mean the opposite of the above meaning in general 
topology. Even some topology books disagree on their meaning. For this 
reason, the terms "coarse" and "fine" were introduced to rectify the confusion. 
They are metaphors for thinking of open sets as grains in a rock (the fewer 
grains, the coarser the rock). The terms "smallest" and "largest" were 
introduced for the same reason, and they are mathematically more precise 
as applied to the topologies as collections of open sets. We prefer the latter 
terms in general. 

For example (see Section 13), if f: X ~ Y is a function and X is a topological 
space, then there is a largest topology on Y making f continuous, namely 
that topology having open sets {V c Ylf- 1(V) is open in X}. There is also 
a smallest such topology, the trivial topology, but it is not very interesting. 
Also see Sections 8 and 13 for other examples of this concept. 

If a topology is the largest one satisfying some given condition then usually 
(in fact, always) there is another condition for which the given topology is 
the smallest one satisfying the new condition. For example, the topology on 
Y, in the example ofthe previous paragraph, is the smallest topology satisfying 
the condition "for all spaces Z and all functions g: Y ~ Z, go f continuous => g 
continuous." Thus it is meaningless to argue whether a given topology is 
"weak" or "strong," etc., unless the defining condition is specified. 

PROBLEMS 

1. -9- Show that in a topological space X: 
(a) the union of two closed sets is closed; 
(b) the intersection of any collection of closed sets is closed; and 
(c) the empty set 0 and whole space X are closed. 

2. Consider the topology on the real line generated by the half open intervals [x, y) 
together with those of the form (x, y]. Show that this coincides with the discrete 
topology. 

3. Show that the space Q u {Q} in the order topology cannot be given a metric 
consistent with its topology. 
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4. -<r If f: X -+ Y is a function between topological spaces, and f -l(U) is open for 
each open U in some subbasis for the topology of Y, show that f is continuous. 

5. -<r Suppose that S is a set and that we are given, for each XES, a collection N(x) 
of subsets of S satisfying: 
(1) NEN(x)~XEN; 
(2) N,MEN(x) => 3PEN(x)3P c N nM; and 
(3) XES => N(x) =f. 0. 
Then show that there is a unique topology on S such that N(x) is a neighborhood 
basis at X, for each XES. (Thus a topology can be defined by the specification of 
such a collection of neighborhoods at each point.) 

3. Subspaces 

There are several techniques for producing new topological spaces out of old 
ones. The simplest is the passing to a "subspace," which is merely an arbitrary 
subset inheriting a topology from the mother space in a quite natural 
way. 

3.1. Definition. If X is a topological space and A c X then the relative 
topology or the subspace topology on A is the collection of intersections of 
A with open sets of X. With this topology, A is called a subspace of X. 

The following propositions are all easy consequences of the definitions 
and the proofs are left to the reader: 

3.2. Proposition. If Y is a subspace of X then A c Y is closed in Y ¢> A = 
Y n B for some closed subset B of X. 0 

3.3. Proposition. If X is a topological space and A c X then there is a largest 
open set U with U c A. This set is called the "interior" of A in X and is 
~~~~W 0 

3.4. Proposition. If X is a topological space and A c X then there is a smallest 
closed set F with A c F c X. This set is called the "closure" of A in X and 
~~~~X 0 

If we need to specify the space in which a closure is taken (the X), we 
shall use the notation AX. A consequence of the following fact is that this 
notation need not be used very often: 

3.5. Proposition. If A eYe X then A Y = AX n Y. Thus, if Y is closed in X 
then AY = .iP. 0 

3.6. Definition. If X is a topological space and A c X then the boundary or 
frontier of A is defined to be oA = bdry(A) = An X-A. 
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3.7. Proposition. If Y c X then the set of intersections of Y with members of 
a basis of X is a basis of the relative topology of Y. D 

3.8. Proposition. If X, Y, Z are topological spaces and Y is a subspace of X 
and Z is a subspace of Y, then Z is a subspace of X. D 

3.9. Proposition. If X is a metric space and A c X then A coincides with the 
set of limits in X of sequences of points in A. 

PROOF. If x is the limit of a sequence of points in A then any open set about 
x contains a point of A. Thus x~int(X - A). Since X - int(X - A) = A (see 
the problems at the end of this section), xEA. Conversely, if xEA and n > 0 
is any integer, then B1/n(x) must contain a point in A because otherwise x 
would lie in int(X - A). Take one such point and name it Xn. Then it follows 
immediately that x = lim(xn) is a limit of a sequence of points in A. D 

3.10. Definition. A subset A of a topological space X is called dense in X if 
A = X. A subset A is said to be nowhere dense in X if int(A) = 0. 

PROBLEMS 

1. -9- Let X be a topological space and A, B c X. 
(a) Show that 

int(A) = {aeX13U open3aeU c A} 
and 

A = {xeXI'v'U open with xeU, UnA #- 0}. 

(b) Show that A is open ¢> A = int(A) and that A is closed ¢> A = A. 
(c) Show that X - int(A) = X - A and that X - A = int(X - A). 

(d) Show that int(AnB) = int(A)nint(B) and that AuB=AuB. 
(e) Show that 

nint(A«):::;) int(nAJ = int(nint(A«)), 

U A« c closure( U A«) = closure ( U A«), 

Uint(A«) c int(UA«), 

n A« :::;) closure( n A«), 

and give examples showing that these inclusions need not be equalities. 
(f) Show A c B => [A c Band int(A) c int(B)]. 

2. -9- For A c X, a t~ological space, show that X is the disjoint union of int(A), 
bdry(A), and X-A. 

3. -\>- Show that a metric space is second countable ¢> it has a countable dense set 
(a countable set whose closure is the whole space). (Such a metric space is called 
"separable.") 
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4. -¢- Show that the union of two nowhere dense sets is nowhere dense. 

5. A topological space X is said to be "irreducible" if, whenever X = F u G with F 
and G closed, then either X = F or X = G. A subspace is irreducible if it is so in 
the subspace topology. Show that if X is irreducible and U c X is open, then U 
is irreducible. 

6. A "Zariski space" is a topological space with the property that every descending 
chain F 1 ::::> F 2 ::::> F 3 ::::> ••• of closed sets is eventually constant. Show that every 
Zariski space can be expressed as a finite union X = Y1 U Y2 U ... U Yn where the 
Yi are closed and irreducible and Yi ¢ Yj for i "# j. Also show that this decomposition 
is unique up to order. 

7. Let X be the real line with the topology for which the open sets are 0 together 
with the complements of finite subsets. Show that X is an irreducible Zariski space. 

8. -¢- Let X = Au B, where A and B are closed. Let f: X --+ Y be a function. If the 
restrictions of f to A and B are both continuous then show that f is continuous. 

4. Connectivity and Components 

In a naively intuitive sense, a connected space is a space in which one can 
move from any point to any other point without jumps. Another way to 
view it intuitively is as the idea that the space does not fall into two or 
more pieces which are separated from one another. There are two ways 
of making these crude ideas precise and both of them will be important 
to us. One of them, called "connectivity," is the subject of this section, 
while the other, called "arcwise connectivity," is taken up in the problems 
at the end. 

4.1. Definition. A topological space X is called connected if it is not the 
disjoint union of two nonempty open subsets. 

4.2. Definition. A subset A of a topological space X is called clopen if it is 
both open and closed in X. 

4.3. Proposition. A topological space X is connected <=> its only clopen subsets 
are X and 0· D 

4.4. Definition. A discrete valued map is a map (continuous) from a 
topological space X to a discrete space D. 

4.5. Proposition. A topological space X is connected <=> every discrete valued 
map on X is constant. 

PROOF. If X is connected and d: X --+ D is a discrete valued map and if YED 
is in the range of d, then d- 1(y) is clopen and nonempty and so must equal 
X, and so d is constant with only value y. 
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Conversely, if X is not connected then X = U u V for some disjoint clopen 
sets U and V. Then the map d: X ~ {O, 1} which is 0 on U and is 1 on V is 
a nonconstant discrete valued map. D 

4.6. Proposition. Iff: X ~ Y is continuous and X is connected, then f(X) is 
connected. 

PROOF. Let d:f(X)~D be a discrete valued map. Then do f is a discrete 
valued map on X and hence must be constant. But that implies that d is 
constant, and hence that f(X) is connected. D 

4.7. Proposition. If {YJ is a collection of connected sets in a topological space 
X and if no two of the Yi are disjoint, then U Yi is connected. 

PROOF. Let d: U Yi ~ D be a discrete valued map. Let p, q be any two points 
in U Yi• Suppose pE Yi and qE Yj and rE Yin Yj • Then, since d must be constant 
on each Yi, we have d(P) = d(r) = d(q). But p and q were completely arbitrary. 
Thus d is constant. D 

4.8. Corollary. The relation "p and q belong to a connected subset of X" is 
an equivalence relation. D 

4.9. Definition. The equivalence classes of the equivalence relation in 
Corollary 4.8 are called the components of X. 

4.10. Proposition. Components of space X are connected and closed. Each 
connected set is contained in a component. (Thus the components are "maximal 
connected subsets.") Components are either equal or disjoint, and fill out X. 

PROOF. The last statement follows from the fact that the components are 
equivalence classes of an equivalence relation. By definition, the component 
of X containing p is the union of all connected sets containing p, and that 
is connected by Proposition 4.7. This also implies that a connected set lies 
in a component. That a component is closed follows from the fact that the 
closure of a connected set is connected (left to the reader in the problems 
below). D 

4.11. Proposition. The statement "d(P) = d(q) for every discrete valued map d 
on X" is an equivalence relation. D 

4.12. Definition. The equivalence classes of the relation in Proposition 4.11 
are called the quasi-components of X. 

4.13. Proposition. Quasi-components of a space X are closed. Each connected 
set is contained in a quasi-component. (In particular, each component is con
tained in a quasi-component.) Quasi-components are either equal or disjoint, 
and fill out X. 
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PROOF. If PEX then the quasi-component containing it is just 

{qEXld(q) = d(P) for all discrete valued maps d}. 

But this is 

n {d- 1(d(p))ld a discrete valued map} 

which is an intersection of closed sets and hence is closed. The rest is obvious. 
D 

PROBLEMS 

1. -<t If A is a connected subset of the topological space X and if A c B c A then 
show that B is connected. 

2. -<t A space X is said to be "locally connected" if for each XEX and each 
neighborhood N of x, there is a connected neighborhood V of x with V c N. 
If X is locally connected, show that its components are open and equal its 
quasi-components. 

3. -<t Show that the unit interval [0, 1] in the real number is connected. (Hint: Assume 
that [0,1] = U u V, where U and V are disjoint nonempty open sets, and 1 E V. 
Consider x = sup(U). Show that x < 1 and derive a contradiction.) 

4. Consider the subspace X of the unit square in the plane consisting of the vertical 
line segments {lin} x [0, 1] for n = 1,2,3, ... , and the two points (0,0) and (0, 1). 
Show that the latter two points are components of X but not quasi-components. 
Show that the two point set {(O,O), (0, I)} is a quasi-component which is not 
connected. 

5. -<t A topological space X is said to be "arcwise connected" if for any two points 
p and q in X there exists a map l: [0, 1] --+ X with l(O) = p and l(l) = q. A space 
X is "locally arcwise connected" if every neighborhood of any point contains an 
arcwise connected neighborhood. An "arc component" is a maximal arcwise 
connected subset. Show that: 
(a) an arcwise connected space is connected; 
(b) a space is the disjoint union of its arc components; 
(c) an arc component of a space is contained in some component; 
(d) the arc components of a locally arcwise connected space are c1open, and 

coincide with the components; 
(e) the space with exactly two points p and q and open sets 0, {p}, {p, q} (only) 

is arcwise connected; and 
(f) the subspace of the plane consisting of {O} x [ - 1,1] u {(x, sin(l/x))lx > O} is 

connected but not arcwise connected. 

5. Separation Axioms 

The axioms defining a topological space are extremely general and weak. It 
should be no surprise that most spaces of interest will have further restrictions 
on them. We refer here not to structures like a metric, but to conditions 
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completely describable in terms of the topology itself, i.e., in terms of the 
points and open sets. We begin with the so-called separation axioms. 

5.1. Definition. The separation axioms: 

(T 0) A topological space X is called a To-space if for any two points x #- y 
there is an open set containing one of them but not the other. 

(T 1) A topological space X is called a T I-space if for any two points x #- y 
there is an open set containing x but not y and another open set 
containing y but not x. 

(T 2) A topological space X is called a T 2-space or Hausdorff if for any two 
points x#- y there are disjoint open sets U and V with XE U and yE V. 

(T 3) A T 1-space X is called a T 3-space or regular if for any point x and closed 
set F not containing x there are disjoint open sets U and V with x E U 
and Fe V. 

(T 4) A T rspace X is called a T 4-space or normal if for any two disjoint 
closed sets F and G there are disjoint open sets U and V with FeU 
and G e V. 

Axiom To simply says that points can be distinguished by the open sets 
in which they lie. 

Axiom T 1 is the same as saying that one-point sets (singletons) are closed 
sets, because if we single out a point x and, for each different point y we 
take U y to be an open set containing y but not x, then X - {x} = U U y is the 
union of open sets and so is open. Conversely, if {x} is closed then the open 
set X - {x} can be taken, in the axiom, as the open set containing any other 
point. 

Axiom T 2 is the most important of these axioms and will be assumed in 
the majority of the text of this book. We shall see later that it essentially 
means that "limits" are unique. 

5.2. Proposition. A Hausdorff space is regular -= the closed neighborhoods of 
any point form a neighborhood basis of the point. 

PROOF. Suppose that X is regular, let XE V, with V open, and put C = X - V. 
By regularity there are open sets U, W, with XEU, C e W, and Un W = 0. 
Then X - W is closed, and we have X - W e X - C = V, so any neighborhood 
V of x contains a closed neighborhood X - W of x, as was to be shown. 

Conversely, suppose that every point has a closed neighborhood basis. 
Let x~C with C closed and put V = X - C. By the assumption, there is 
an open set U with 0 e V = X - C and XEU. Then C eX - 0, and 
U n(X - 0) = 0. Thus X is regular. 0 

5.3. Corollary. A subspace of a regular space is regular. 

PROOF. If A e X is a subspace, just intersect a closed neighborhood basis in 
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X of a point aEA with A and you get a closed neighborhood basis of a 
~A D 

PROBLEMS 

1. Give an example of a space that is not To, and an example of a To-space that 
is not T 1. (Hint: Spaces with only two points suffice.) 

2. Show that a finite T 1-space is discrete. 

3. Consider the set w of natural numbers together with two other points named x, y. 
Put a partial ordering on this set which orders w as usual and makes both x and 
y greater than any integer, but does not order x against y. Give this the strong 
order topology. Show it is T 1 but not Hausdorff. 

4. Consider the space X whose point set is the plane but whose open sets are given 
by the basis consisting of the usual open sets in the plane together with the sets 
{(x,y)lx2+y2<a,y#O}u{(O,O)} for all a>O. Show that X is Hausdorff but 
not regular. 

5. -<:r Show that a subspace of a Hausdorff space is Hausdorff. 

6. -<r Show that a Hausdorff space is normal ¢> for any sets U open and C closed 
with C c: U there is an open set V with C c: V c: V c: U. 

7. Show that there is a smallest topology on the real numbers such that every singleton 
is closed. Which of the separation axioms does it satisfy? 

8. Show that if a Zariski space (see Section 3, Problem 6) is Hausdorff then it is finite. 

9. • -<:r Show that a metric space is normal. 

6. Nets (Moore-Smith Convergence) ~ 

In metric spaces continuity of functions can be expressed in terms of the 
convergence of sequences. This is not true in general topological spaces. 
However, there is a generalization of sequences that does work and permits 
proofs of some things analogously to proofs using sequences in metric spaces. 
This can be of great help to the intuition. The generalization of a sequence 
is called a net, and we will develop this subject in this section. Although we 
will use this concept in proving a couple of important results in subsequent 
sections, those results will not be used in the main body of the book, 
and for that reason, this section can be skipped without serious harm to 
subsequent developments. 

6.1. Definition. A directed set D is a partially ordered set such that, for any 
two elements (X and {3 of D, there is a TED with T ~ (X and T ~ {3. 

6.2. Definition. A net in a topological space X is a directed set D together 
with a function <1>: D --+ X. 
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Note that a sequence is simply a net based on the natural numbers as 
indexing set. 

6.3. Definition. If <1>: D ---+ X is a net in the topological space X and A c X 
then we say that <1> is frequently in A if for any (1.ED there is a fJ;::: (1. such 
that <1>(fJ}EA. It is said to be eventually in A if there is an (1.ED such that 
<1>(fJ}EA for all fJ ;::: (1.. 

6.4. Definition. A net <1>: D ---+ X in a topological space is said to converge to 
XEX if, for every neighborhood U c X of x, <1> is eventually in U. 

Note that if a net <1> is eventually in two sets U and V then it is eventually 
in Un V. Also, this is impossible if Un V = 0. This proves half of the 
following fact. The remainder of the proof constructs a net which is typical 
of the nets encountered with general topological spaces. 

6.5. Proposition. A topological space X is Hausdorff<=> any two limits of any 
convergent net are equal. (Thus one can speak of the limit of a net in such a 
space.) 

PROOF. The implication ~ follows from the preceding discussion. Thus 
suppose that X is not Hausdorff, and that X,YEX are two points which 
cannot be separated by open sets. Consider the directed set whose elements 
are ordered pairs (1. = (U, V) of open sets where XE U and yE V with the 
ordering (U,V);:::(A,B)<=>(UcA and VcB). For any (1.=(U,V), let 
<1>((1.} be some point in Un V. This defines a net <1> which we claim converges 
to both x and y. 

To see this, let W be any neighborhood of x. We claim that <1> is eventually 
in W. In fact, take any open set V containing y and an open set U with 
x E U c Wand let (1. = ( U, V). If fJ = (A, B) ;::: (1. then A c U and B c V so 
that <1>(fJ}EAnB cUe W, as claimed. Thus <1> converges to x. Similarly, it 
converges to y. 0 

Next we show that nets are "sufficient" to describe continuity. 

6.6. Proposition. A function f: X ---+ Y between two topological spaces is 
continuous<=> for every net <1> in X converging to XEX, the net fo<1> in Y 
converges to f(x). 

PROOF. First suppose that f is continuous and let <1> be a net in X converging 
to x. Let V be any open set in Y containing f(x} and put U = f- 1(V}, which 
is a neighborhood of x. By definition of convergence, <1> is eventually in U, 
and so f 0<1> is eventually in V, and thus converges to f(x}. 

Conversely, suppose that f is not continuous. Then there is an open set 
V c Y such that K = f- 1(V} is not open. Let xEK - int(K}. Consider the 
directed set consisting of open neighborhoods of x ordered by inclusion, i.e., 
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A < B means A::J B. For any such neighborhood A of x, A cannot be 
completely inside K, so we Can choose a point w A EA - K. Define the net <I> 
by putting <I>(A) = w A- If N is any neighborhood of x and if B ~ N (i.e., BeN) 
then <I>(B) = WBEB - KeN, showing that <I> is eventually in N. Thus <I> 
converges to x. However (f o<l»(A)~ V, for any A, so that f 0<1> is not eventually 
in V, and thus does not converge to f(x). 0 

Given a particular net <1>: D -+ X let x~ = <I>(oc), for OCED. Then it is common 
to speak of {x~} as being the net in question. This notation makes discussion 
of nets similar to the notation commonly used with sequences. For example, 
one can phrase the condition in Proposition 6.6 as 

f(lim x~) = lim(f(x~)). 

6.7. Proposition. If A c X then A coincides with the set of limits of nets in A 
which converge in X. 

PROOF. If xEA then any open neighborhood U of x must intersect A 
nontrivially. Thus we can base a net on this set of neighborhoods, ordered 
by inclusion and such points xuE U (J A. This clearly converges to x. 
Conversely, if {x~} is any net of points in A which converges to a point XEX 
then, by definition, this net is eventually in any given neighborhood of x. 
Thus any neighborhood of x contains a point in A and so xEA. (Here we 
are using Problem 1(a) of Section 3.) 0 

In the case of ordinary sequences, a subsequence can be thought of 
in two different ways: (1) by discarding elements of the sequence and 
renumbering, or (2) by composing the sequence, thought of as a function 
Z + -+ X, with a function h: Z + -+ Z +, such that i > j => h(i) > h(j). The first 
of these turns out to be inadequate for nets in general spaces. For the second 
method, a little thought should convince the reader that the last condition 
of monotonicity of h is stronger than is necessary for the usual uses of 
subsequences. Modifying it leads to the more general notion of a "subnet," 
which we now define. 

6.S. Definition. If D and D' are directed sets and h: D' -+ D is a function, then 
his called final if, VbED, 3b'ED'3(oc'~b'=>h(oc')~b). 

6.9. Definition. A sub net of a net Jl: D -+ X, is the composition Jl 0 h of Jl with 
a final function h: D' -+ D. 

6.10. Proposition. A net {x~} is frequently in each neighborhood of a given 
point XEX <:;> it has a sub net which converges to x. 

PROOF. Consider the directed set D' consisting of ordered pairs (oc, U) where 
ocED, U is a neighborhood of x, and X~EU, ordered by the D ordering and 
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inclusion. If (a, U) and (/3, V) are in D' then, since {xa} is frequently in Un V, 
there is a y 2:: a, /3 with XyE U n V. Thus (y, Un V)ED' and (y, Un V) 2:: (a, U), 
(/3, V), showing that D' is directed. Map D' -+D by (a, U)Ha. For any JED, 
we have (15, X)ED'. Now (a, U) 2:: (15, X) implies that a 2:: 15, which means that 
D' -+D is final, and so {x(a,U)} is a subnet of {xa}. We claim that it converges 
to x. Let N be any neighborhood of x. By assumption, there is some xpEN. 
If (a, U) 2:: (/3, N) then x(a.U) = xaE U c N. Consequently, {x(a.u)} is eventually 
in N. The converse is immediate. 0 

Next we treat a powerful concept for nets which has no analogue for 
sequences. 

6.11. Definition. A net in a set X is called universal if, for any A c X, the 
net is either eventually in A or eventually in X-A. 

6.12. Proposition. The composition of a universal net in X with a function 
f: X -+ Y is a universal net in Y. 

PROOF. If A c Y then the net is eventually in either f -l(A) or X - f -l(A) 
by definition. But X - f-l(A) = f-l(y - A) and it follows that the composed 
net is eventually in either A or Y - A, respectively. 0 

Except for somewhat trivial cases, the definition of a universal net may 
seem so strong that the reader may reasonably doubt the existence of universal 
nets. However: 

6.13. Theorem. Every net has a universal subnet. 

PROOF. Let {xalaEP} be a net in X. Consider all collections C of subsets of 
X such that: 

(1) AEC => {xa} is frequently in A; and 
(2) A, BEC => A n BEe. 

For example, C = {X} is such a collection. Order the family of all such 
collections C by inclusion. The union of any simply ordered set of such 
collections is clearly such a collection, i.e., satisfies (1) and (2). By the 
Maximality Principle, there is a maximal such collection Co. 

Let Po = {(A,a)ECo x PIXaEA} and order Po by 

(B, /3) 2:: (A, a) <=> B c A and /3 2:: a. 

This gives a partial order on Po making Po into a directed set. Map Po -+ P 
by taking (A, a) to a. This is clearly final and thus defines a subnet we shall 
denote by {X(A,a)}' We claim that this subnet is universal. 

Suppose S is any subset of X such that {X(A,a)} is frequently in S, Then, 
for any (A,a)EPo, there is a (B,/3) 2:: (A,a) in Po with XP=X(B,p)ES. Then 
BcA, /32:: a, and XpEB. Thus xpESnBcSnA. We conclude that {xa} is 
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frequently in S n A, for any A ECo. But then we can throw S and all the sets 
S n A, for AECo, into Co and conditions (1) and (2) will still hold. By 
maximality, we must have SECo. If {X(A.<x)} were also frequently in X - S 
then X - S would be in Co, and so 0 = S n(X - S) would be in Co, by (2), 
and this is contrary to (1). Thus we conclude that {X(A,<x)} is not frequently 
in X - S, and so is eventually in S. 

We have shown that if {X(A,<x)} is frequently in a set S then, in fact, it is 
eventually in S. This implies that {X(A,<x)} is universal. 0 

Note that this proof uses the Axiom of Choice in the guise of the Maximality 
Principle. In fact, it can be shown that Theorem 6.13 is equivalent to the 
Axiom of Choice. 

The following fact is immediate from the definitions: 

6.14. Proposition. A sub net of a universal net is universal. o 

PROBLEMS 

1. Show that a sequence is a universal net if and only if it is eventually constant. 

2. Consider the space X = Q u {Q} of ordinals up to and including the first 
uncountable ordinal Q with the order topology. Show explicitly that there is a net 
in Q which converges to {Q} but that there is no sequence which does so. 

3. Prove Proposition 6.14. 

4. • Let H be a dense set in the topological space X and let f: H ..... Y be a map with 
Y regular. Let g: X ..... Y be a function. Suppose that for any net {h.} in H with 
h ...... XEX we have f(heJ ..... g(x). Then show that g:X ..... Y is continuous. Also show 
that the condition of regularity on Y is needed by giving a counterexample 
without it. 

7. Compactness 

The notion of compactness is one of the most important ideas in mathematics. 
The reader has undoubtedly already met it in connection with some of the 
fundamental facts about the real numbers used in calculus. 

7.1. Definition. A covering of a topological space X is a collection of sets 
whose union is X. It is an open covering if the sets are open. A subcover is 
a subset of this collection which still covers the space. 

If A c X then, for convenience, we sometimes use "cover A" for a collection 
of subsets of X whose union contains A. 

7.2. Definition. A topological space X is said to be compact if every open 
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covering of X has a finite subcover. (This is sometimes referred to as the 
Heine-Borel property.) 

7.3. Definition. A collection C of sets has the finite intersection property if 
the intersection of any finite subcollection is nonempty. 

The following fact is just a simple translation of the definition of compact
ness in terms of open sets to a statement about the (closed) complements of 
those sets: 

7.4. Theorem. A topological space X is compact ~ for every collection of closed 
subsets of X which has the finite intersection property, the intersection of the 
entire collection is nonempty. D 

7.5. Theorem. If X is a Hausdorffspace, then any compact subset of X is closed. 

PROOF. Let A c X be compact and suppose XEX - A. For aEA let aEVa and 
XEVa be open sets with Van Va = 0. Now A = U(VanA), which implies, by 
compactness of A, that there are a1,a2, ••• ,an EA, such that A eVa, u ···uVan = 
V. But XE Va, n ... n Van = V, which is open, and V n V = 0. Thus XE V c 

X - V eX - A and V is open. Since this is true for any XEX - A, we conclude 
that X - A is open, and so A is closed. 0 

7.6. Theorem. If X is compact and f: X ~ Y is continuous, then f(X) is 
compact. 

PROOF. We may as well replace Y by f(X) and so assume that f is onto. 
For any open cover of Y look at the inverse images of its sets and apply the 
compactness of X. 0 

7.7. Theorem. If X is compact, and A c X is closed, then A is compact. 

PROOF. Cover A by open sets in X, throw in the open set X - A and apply 
the compactness of X. D 

The following fact provides an easy way to check that certain constructions 
yield homeomorphisms, as we shall see: 

7.S. Theorem. If X is compact and Y is Hausdorff and f: X ~ Y is continuous, 
one-one, and onto, then f is a homeomorphism. 

PROOF. We are to show that f- 1 is continuous. That is the same as showing 
that f is a closed mapping (takes closed sets to closed sets). But if A c X is 
closed, then A is compact by Theorem 7.7, so f(A) is compact by Theorem 
7.6, whence f(A) is closed by Theorem 7.5. D 
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7.9. Theorem. The unit interval 1= [0,1] is compact. 

PROOF. Let U be an open covering of I. Put 

S = {sEII [0, s] is covered by a finite subcollection of U}. 

Let b the least upper bound of S. Clearly S must be an interval of the form 
S = [0, b) or S = [0, b]. In the former case, however, consider a set U E U 
containing the point b. This set must contain an interval of the form [a, b]. 
But then we can throw U in with the hypothesized finite cover of [0, a] to 
obtain a finite cover of [0, b]. Thus we must have that S = [0, b] for some 
bE[0, 1]. But if b < 1, then a similar argument shows that there is a finite 
cover of [0, c] for some c > b, contradicting the choice of b. Thus b = 1 and 
we have found the desired finite cover of [0, 1]. D 

Note, of course, that any finite closed interval [a, b] of real numbers is 
homeomorphic to [0,1] and hence is also compact. Any closed subset of 
[a, b] is then compact. By looking at the covering of any subset of R by the 
intervals (- n, n), we see that a compact set in R must be bounded. 
Consequently, a subset of R is compact¢>it is closed and bounded. The 
reader is cautioned not to think that this holds in all metric spaces; see 
Corollary 8.7 and Theorem 9.4. 

7.10. Theorem. A real valued map on a compact space assumes a maximum 
value. 

PROOF. If f: X ~ R is continuous and X is compact then f(X) is compact 
by Theorem 7.6. Thus f(X) is closed and bounded. Thus sup(f(X)) exists, 
is finite, and belongs to f(X) since f(X) is closed. D 

7.11. Theorem. A compact Hausdorff space is normal. 

PROOF. Suppose X is compact Hausdorff. We will first show that X is regular. 
For this, suppose C is a closed subset and x¢c. Since X is Hausdorff, for 
any point YEC there are open sets Uy and Vy with XEUy, YEVy and 
Uyn Vy = 0. Since C is closed, it is compact, and the sets Vy cover it. 
Thus there are points Yl'''' ,Yn> so that C c Vy , u .. ·u VYn' If we put 
U = Uy,n .. ·nUYn and V = Vy, u .. ·u VYn then XEU,C c V, and Un V = 0 
as desired. The remainder of the proof goes exactly the same way with C 
playing the role of x and the other closed set playing the role of C. D 

The following notion is mainly of use for locally compact spaces X, Y (see 
Section 11), but makes sense for all topological spaces: 

7.12. Definition. A map f: X ~ Y between topological spaces is said to be 
proper if f - l( C) is compact for each compact subset C of Y. 

7.13. Theorem. If f: X ~ Y is a closed map and f-l(y) is compact for each 
yE Y, then f is proper. 
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PROOF. Let C c Y be compact and let {U a I aE A} be a collection of open sets 
whose union contains f-l(C). For any YEC there is a finite subset Ay c A 
such that 

Put 

and 

f-l(y) C U {U alaEAy}. 

Wy = U{UaIOCEAy} 

Vy = Y - f(X - Wy), 

which is open. Note that f-l(Vy) c Wyand YEVy. Since C is compact and is 
covered by the VY' there are points Yl, ... , Yn such that C c VYl U ... U VYn . Thus 

f-l(C) C f-l(VyJU ... U f-l(VyJ C WYl U ... U WYn 

= U{UalaEA yi; i = 1,2, ... ,n}, 

a finite union. 

7.14. Theorem. For a topological space X the following are equivalent: 

(1) X is compact. 

o 

(2) Every collection of closed subsets of X with the finite intersection property 
has a nonempty intersection. 

(3) Every universal net in X converges. 
(4) Every net in X has a convergent subnet. 

PROOF. We have already handled the equivalence of(1) and (2). For the rest: 
(1) = (3) Suppose {xa} is a universal net that does not converge. Then 

given XEX, there is an open neighborhood U x of x such that Xa is not 
eventually in U X. Then Xa is eventually in X - U x by definition of universal. 
That is, there is an index f3x such that oc 2': f3x = xa¢ U X. Cover X by 
U Xl U ... U U xn. Let a 2': f3Xi for all i. Then xa¢ U Xi for any i, which means that 
xa¢X, an absurdity. 

(3) = (4) is clear since every net has a universal subnet. 
(4) = (2) Let F = {C} be a collection of closed sets with the finite 

intersection propety. We can throw in all finite intersections and so assume 
that F is closed under finite intersection. Then F, ordered by C 2': C' ¢> C C C', 
is directed. For each CEF let XcEC, defining a net. By assumption, there is a 
convergent subnet, given by a final map f: D -+ F, say. Thus, for aED, f(a)E F 
and XJ(a) Ef(a). Suppose xJ(a)-+x. Let CEF. Then there is a f3ED3oc2':f3= 
f(a) c C, and so X J(a) Ef(a) c C. Since C is closed it follows from Proposition 6.7 
that xEC. Thus XEn {CEF}, proving (2). 0 

PROBLEMS 

1. Give a direct proof of (1) => (4) in Theorem 7.14 without use of universal nets. 

2. -¢- Let X be a compact space and let {C.IIXEA} be a collection of closed sets, 
closed with respect to finite intersections. Let C = n C. and suppose that C c U 
with U open. Show that C. c U for some IX. 
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3. Give an example showing that the hypothesis, in Theorem 7.13, that f is closed, 
cannot be dropped. 

8. Products 

Let X and Y be topological spaces. Then we can define a topology (called 
the "product topology") on X x Y by taking the collection of sets U x V to 
be a subbase, where U c X and V c Yare open. Since 

U 1 x Vl n U 2 x V2 = (U 1 n U 2) x (Vl n V2), 

this is, in fact, a basis. Therefore the open sets are precisely the arbitrary 
unions of such "rectangles." 

Similarly we can define a product topology on finite products 
X 1 X X 2 X ... xX. of topological spaces. 

For an infinite product X {XIXIIXEA}, we define the product topology as 
the topology with a basis consisting of the sets X { U IX IIXE A} where the U IX 

are open and where we demand that U IX = X IX for all but a finite number of 
IX'S. Note that the collection of sets of the form U IX x X {X /II P #- IX} is a sub
basis for the product topology. This topology is also called the "Tychonoff 
topology." 

8.1. Proposition. The projections nx: X x Y -4 X and ny: X x Y -4 Yare 
continuous, and the product topology is the smallest topology for which this is 
true. Similarly for the case of infinite products. 

PROOF. The subbasis last described consists of exactly those sets which must 
be open for the projections to be continuous, and the proposition is just 
expressing that. 0 

8.2. Proposition. If X is compact then the projection ny: X x Y -4 Y is closed. 

PROOF. Let C c X x Y be closed. We are to show that Y - ny(C) is open. 
Let y¢ny(C), i.e., <x,y)¢C for all XEX. Then, for any XEX, there are open 
sets Ux c X and Vx c Y such that XEUx, YEVx, and (Ux x Vx)nC = 0· 

Since X is compact there are points Xl"'" X.EX such that 
U Xl U ... u U Xn = X. Let V = VXI n ... n VXn ' Then 

(X x V)nC =(UXI u ",uUxJ X (VXI n ···n VxJnC = 0· 
Thus, yE V c Y - ny(C) and V is open. Since y was an arbitrary point of 
Y - ny(C) it follows that this set is open, and so its complement ny(C) 
is closed. 0 

8.3. Corollary. If X is compact then ny: X x Y -4 Y is proper. 

PROOF. This follows immediately from Theorem 7.13 and Proposition 8.2. 
o 
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8.4. Corollary. If X and Yare both compact, then X x Y is compact. 0 

8.5. Corollary (TychonoffTheorem for Finite Products). If the Xi are compact 
then Xl x ... X X" is compact. 0 

8.6. Corollary. The cube 1" c R" is compact. D 

8.7. Corollary. A subspace of R" is compact <0> it is closed and bounded. 

PROOF. Let X be the subspace in question. 
(~) Since X is compact, it is closed. Cover X by the open balls of radius 

k about the origin, k = 1,2, .... Since this has, by hypothesis, a finite subcover, 
X must be in one of these balls, and hence is bounded. 

( <=) If X is closed and bounded, then it is in some ball of radius k about 
the origin, which in turn is contained in [ - k, kJ x ... x [ - k, kJ (n times), 
which is compact. Thus X is a closed subset of a compact set and so is 
compact by Theorem 7.7. D 

8.8. Proposition. A net in a product space X = X X a converges to the point 
( ... ,Xa, ... ) <0> its composition with each projection Tea: X -+ X a converges to xa' 

PROOF. This is an easy exercise in the definition of product spaces and of 
convergence of nets, which will be left to the reader. 0 

8.9. Theorem (Tychonoff). The product of an arbitrary collection of compact 
spaces is compact. 

PROOF. Let X = X X a where the X a are compact. Let f: D -+ X be a universal 
net in X. Then the composition Tea 0 f is also a universal net by Proposition 
6.12. Therefore this composition converges, say to Xa by Theorem 7.14. But 
this means that the original net converges to the point whose ath coordinate 
is Xa by Proposition 8.8 and so X is compact by Theorem 7.14. D 

Tychonoff's Theorem has the reputation of being difficult. So, how can 
we prove it with such ease here? The answer is that the entire difficulty has 
been subsumed in the results about universal nets. The basic facts about 
universal nets depend on the axiom of choice, and so it follows that so does 
the Tychonoff Theorem. In fact, it is known that the Tychonoff Theorem is 
equivalent to the axiom of choice. That is why we gave a separate treatment 
of the finite case, which does not depend on the axiom of choice. (Also, the 
finite case is all that is needed in the main body of this book.) 

If X is a space and A is a set, the product of A copies of X is often denoted 
by X A and can be thought of as the space of functions f: A -+ X. In this 
context, Proposition 8.8 takes the following form: 

8.10. Proposition. A net {fa} in X A converges to f EXA <0> V X EX,fa(X) -+ f(x). 
In particular, lim{fa(x)) = (lim faHx). D 
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When A also has a topology, the notation X A is often used for the set of 
all continuous functions f: A ~ X. In that context a topology is often used 
on this set that differs from the product topology. There are several useful 
topologies in particular circumstances, and so the context must indicate what 
topology, if any, is meant by this notation. 

8.11. Definition. If X and Yare spaces, then their topological sum or disjoint 
union X + Y is the set X x {O} u Y x {1} with the topology making X x {O} 
and Y x {I} clopen and the inclusions x~(x,O) of X ~X + Y and y~(y, 1) 
of Y ~X + Y homeomorphisms to their images. More generally, if {X,IIXEA} 
is an indexed family of spaces then their topological sum +,X, is 
U { X, x {IX} IIX E A} given the topology making each X, x {IX} clopen and each 
inclusion x~(x,{3) of Xp~ + ,X, a homeomorphism to its image Xp x {{3}. 

In ordinary parlance, if X and Yare disjoint spaces, one regards X + Y 
as Xu Y with the topology making X and Y open subspaces. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let X and Y be metric spaces. Define a metric on X x Y by 

dist( (x" y, >, (Xb Y2 > ) = (dist(x" X2)2 + dist(y" Y2)2)'/2. 

Show that the topology induced by this metric is the product topology. 

2. Do the same as Problem 1 for the metric: 

dist( (x" y, >, (x 2, Y2 » = max {dist(xlo x 2), dist(y" Y2)}' 

3. -<r For a collection of spaces Y, show that a function f:X -+ X {Y.} IS 

continuous ¢> each composition X -+ X {Y,} -+ Y., with the projection, is 
continuous. 

4. -<r Show that an arbitrary product of Hausdorff spaces is Hausdorff. Also show 
that an arbitrary product of regular spaces is regular. (Hint: Use Proposition 5.2 
for the latter.) 

5. -<r If X is a topological space, the "diagonal" of X x X is the subspace 
~ = {(X,X>IXEX}. Show that X is Hausdorff¢>~ is closed in X x X. 

6. -<r Let f, g: X -+ Y be two maps. If Y is Hausdorff then show that the subspace 
A = {xEXlf(x) = g(x)} is closed in X. 

7. Give an alternative proof of Proposition 8.2 using nets. 

8. • Let A be an uncountable set. For each IX E A let X. = {O, I} with the discrete 
topology. Put X = X .EAX •. (That is, X = {O, l}A.) Let PEX be the point with all 
components P. = 1. Let K = {qEXlq. = ° except for a countable number of IX}. 

(a) Show that P does not have a countable neighborhood basis. 
(b) Show that there is no neighborhood basis for p simply ordered by inclusion. 
(c) Show that K = X but that if H is a countable subset of K then He K. 
(d) Give an explicit description of a net in K which converges to p. 
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9. • -9- Show that a product of a family of connected spaces is connected. Do the 
same for arcwise connectivity. 

9. Metric Spaces Again 

In this section we discuss the central concept of "completeness" of a metric 
space, which says, intuitively, that sequences that should converge do, in 
fact, converge. We also show that certain topological conditions on a topo
logical space suffice for the existence of a metric on that space consistent 
with the given topology. 

9.1. Definition. A Cauchy sequence in a metric space is a sequence Xl' X 2, X3"" 

such that 'tiE> 0, 3N > 03n,m > N => dist(xnoxm} < E. 

9.2. Definition. A metric space X is called complete if every Cauchy sequence 
in X converges in X. 

9.3. Definition. A metric space X is totally bounded if, for each E > 0, X can 
be covered by a finite number of E-balls. 

9.4. Theorem. In a metric space X the following conditions are equivalent: 

(I) X is compact. 
(2) Each sequence in X has a convergent subsequence. 
(3) X is complete and totally bounded. 

PROOF. (I) => (2) Let {xn} be a sequence. Suppose that X is not a limit of a 
subsequence. Then there is an open neighborhood U x of X containing Xn for 
only a finite number of n. Since X can be covered by a finite number of the 
U x' this contradicts the infinitude of indexes n. 

(2) => (3) Let {xn} be a Cauchy sequence. It follows from (2) that some 
subsequence xnj --+ x for some XEX. The triangle inequality then implies that 
Xn--+X and hence X is complete. Now suppose that X is not covered by a 
finite number of E-balls. Then one can choose points x 1> X2' ... such that 
dist(x;, x) > E for all j < i. It follows that the distance between any two of 
these points is greater than E. Such a sequence can have no convergent 
subsequences, contrary to (2). So, in fact, X must be totally bounded. 

(3) => (2) Let {xn} be an arbitrary sequence in X. Since X is totally bounded 
by assumption, it can be covered by a finite number of I-balls. Thus some 
one of these I-balls, say B l , must contain Xn for an infinite number ofn. Next, 
X, and hence B l , can be covered by a finite number of ~-balls and so one 
of these balls, say B2, must be such that Bl nB2 contains Xn for an infinite 
number of n. Continuing in this way we can find, for n = 1,2,3 ... , a (I/n}-ball 
Bn such that B 1 n B2 n ... n Bn contains Xi for an infinite number of i. Thus 
we can choose a subsequence {xn.} such that XniEB l n ... nBi for all i. If i < j 
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then it follows that xni and x nj are both in Bi and hence dist(xni, xn) < Iii. 
This implies that this subsequence is Cauchy and so it must converge by 
completeness. 

(2)=(1) Suppose {U~laEA} is an open covering of X. Since X is totally 
bounded (by (2) = (3)), we can find a dense sequence of points Xl> Xl"" in 
X. For each Xi there is a positive integer n such that B1/n(x;) C U~ for some 
a. Denote one such U~ by Vn,i' Now, given XEX, there is an n such that 
Bl/n(x) C V ~ for some a. By density, there is also an i such that dist(x i , x) < lin. 
Then B1/n(Xi) C Bl/n(x) C V ~ so that Vn,i is defined. Thus, xEB1/n(x;) C Vn,i' 
Therefore the Vn,i cover X and this is a countable subcover of the original 
cover. Let us rename this countable subcover {Vl' Vl''''}' If this has a finite 
subcover then we are done. If not then the closed sets 

C1 =X - V1 , 

Cl=X-(V1UVl ), 

C3 = X - (Vl U Vl u V3 ), 

are all nonempty. Also note that C1 :::J Cl:::J C3 :::J .... Choose XiECi for each 
i. By our assumption, there is a convergent subsequence xni --+ X, say. Since 
XniECn for all ni > n, and C n is closed, X must be in Cm for all n. Thus 

This contradiction completes the proof. D 

It clearly would be desirable to know when a given topological space can 
be given the structure of a metric space, in which case the space is called 
"metrizable." There are several known theorems of this nature. We shall be 
content with giving one of the simpler criteria. This development will span 
the rest of this section. 

9.5. Definition. A Hausdorff space X is said to be completely regular, or 
T 3!' if, for each point XEX and closed set C C X with x¢C, there is a 

2 

map f: X --+ [0,1] such that f(x) = ° and f == 1 on C. 

By following such a function with a map [0, 1] --+ [0, 1] which is ° on [0, i] 
and stretches [i, 1] onto [0,1], we see that the function f in Definition 9.5 
can be taken so that it is ° on a neighborhood of x. 

9.6. Proposition. Suppose X is a metric space. Define: 

d. '( ) {I if dist(x, y) > 1, 1st x,y = 
dist(x, y) if dist(x, y) ::s; 1. 

Then dist and dist' give rise to the same topology on X. 

PROOF. It is clear that the topology only depends on the open E-balls for 
small E, and these are the same in the two metrics. D 
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9.7. Proposition. Let X;, i = 1,2,3, ... , be a metric space with metric bounded 
by 1 (see Proposition 9.6). Define a metric on X {X;} by dist(x, y} = Lidist(x;, Yi)/ 
2i, where Xi is the ith coordinate of x, etc. Then this metric gives rise to the 
product topology. 

PROOF. Let X denote the product space with the product topology, and X' 
the same set with the metric topology. By Problem 3 of Section 8, to show 
that X' ---+ X is continuous, it suffices to show that its composition with the 
projection to each Xi is continuous. But this projection decreases distance 
and then multiplies it by the constant 2i and that clearly implies continuity. 
For the converse, it suffices to show that for any point XEX, the E-ball about 
x contains a neighborhood of x in the product topology. Recall that 

B.(x) = {YI~(dist(X;'Yi)/2i) < E}. 
Let n be so large that 2 -n < E/4 and then let YiEXi be such that dist(x;, yJ < E/2 
for i = 1,2, ... , n - 1 and arbitrary for i ~ n. Then we compute 

"-1 00 

dist(x, y) = L dist(xi, yJ/2i + L dist(x;, yJ/2i 
i= 1 i=n 

n-1 '+1 1 ( 1 1 ) 
< L E/2' +4E 1 +-+2+'" 

i=l 2 2 

< E/2 + E/2 = E. 

Thus 
xEB./2 (X 1) x .. · x B./2(xn- 1) x Xn X X n+ 1 x .. · cB.(x) 

and the middle term is a basic open set in the product topology. 0 

9.8. Lemma. Suppose that X is Hausdorff and that fi: X ---+ [0, 1] are maps 
(i = 1,2,3, ... ) such that, for any point XEX and any closed set C c X with 
x¢C, there is an index i such that fi(X) = ° and fi == 1 on C. Define 
f:X ---+ X {CO, 1]li = 1,2,3, ... } by f(x) = X {fi(x)li = 1,2,3, ... }. Then f is 
an embedding, i.e., a homeomorphism onto its image. 

PROOF. f is continuous by Problem 3 of Section 8. It is also clear that f is 
one-one (but not onto). Thus it suffices to show that: C c X closed => f(C) 
is closed in f(X). Suppose we have a sequence CiEC such that f(cJ ---+ f(x). 
It then suffices to show that xEC. If not, then there is an index i such that 
fi(X) = ° and fi == 1 on C. Then 1 = fi(Cn) ---+ fi(X) = ° and this contradiction 
concludes the proof. D 

9.9. Lemma. Suppose that X is a second countable and completely regular 
space and let S be a countable basis for the open sets. For each pair U, V ES 
with [j c V, select a map f: X ---+ [0,1] which is ° on U and 1 on X - V, provided 
such a function exists. Call this set of maps F, possibly empty, and note that 
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F is countable. Thenfor each XEX and each closed set C c X with xrj:C, there 
is an f EF with f == 0 on a neighborhood of x and f == 1 on C. 

PROOF. The whole point of the lemma is, of course, that the map f can be 
chosen from the previously defined countable collection F. Given xrj:C as 
stated, we can find a V ES with XE V c X - C (by definition of a basis). Since 
X is completely regular we can find a map g: X -+ [0, 1] which is 0 at x and 
1 on X-V. As remarked below Definition 9.5, this can be assumed to be 
o on a neighborhood of x. This contains a neighborhood V ES and so we have 
provided a triple V, V, g satisfying the initial requirements in the lemma. By 
assumption, this g can be replaced by another map f EF with the same 
properties and this f clearly satisfies the final requirements. 0 

9.10. Theorem (Urysohn Metrization Theorem). If a space X is second 
countable and completely regular then it is metrizable. 

PROOF. Find a countable family F of functions satisfying Lemma 9.9. Apply 
Lemma 9.8 to obtain an embedding of X into a countable (!) product of unit 
intervals. Finally, apply Proposition 9.7 to see that this countable product 
of intervals, and hence X, is metrizable. 0 

The following lemma will be useful to us later on in the book. The diameter, 
diam(A), of a subset A of a metric space is sup{ dist(p,q)lp,qEA}. 

9.11. Lemma (Lebesgue Lemma). Let X be a compact metric space and let 
{Va} be an open covering of X. Then there is a c5 > 0 (a "Lebesgue number" 
for the covering) such that (A eX, diam(A) < c5) => A c Va for some tX. 

PROOF. For each XEX there is an E(X) > 0 such that B2 €(x)(x) C Va for some 
tX. Then X is covered by a finite number of the balls B€(x)(x), say for 
x = Xl"'" xn- Define c5 = min {E(x;)1 i = 1, ... , n}. Suppose diam(A) < c5 and 
pick a point aoEA. Then there is an index 1::; i::; n such that 
dist(ao, x;) < E(XJ If aEA, then dist(a, ao) < c5 ::; E(XJ By the triangle 
inequality, dist(a,x;) < 2E(xJ Thus A c B2 €(Xi)(X;) c Va for some tX. 0 

PROBLEMS 

1. Show that a countable product of copies of the real line is metrizable. 

2. -<r Show that a subspace of a completely regular space is completely regular. 

3. Let X be a metric space. If {xn} and {Yn} are Cauchy sequences in X such that 
dist(x., Yn) --+ 0 then call {xn} and {Yn} "equivalent." Let Y be the set of equivalence 
classes [{xnD of Cauchy sequences {xn} in X. Give Y the metric 

dist([ {xn}], [{Yn}]) = Iimdist(xn,Yn)' 

(a) Show that this is a metric on Y. 
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(b) Show that the function f: X --+ Y given by Xf--+[ {x} ] is an isometric embedding 
of X as a dense subspace of Y. ("Isometric" means "preserving distance.") 

(c) Show that Y is complete. (It is called the "completion" of X.) 
(d) If g: X --+ Z is an isometry (into) and Z is complete then show that there is a 

unique factorization X L Y --"-+ Z of g with h an isometry. 
(e) If g(X), in part (d), is dense in Z then show that h is onto. 

4. Show that a completely regular space is regular. 

5. • Show that an uncountable product of unit intervals is not first countable and 
hence is not metrizable. 

10. Existence of Real Valued Functions 

In the metrization theorem of the last section, we gave conditions for 
metrizability that included complete regularity of the space. This relies on 
knowing about the existence of sufficiently many, in some sense, continuous 
real valued functions on the space. That leaves open the question of finding 
purely topological assumptions that will guarantee such functions, and that 
is what we are going to address in this section. 

10.1. Lemma. Suppose that, on a topological space X, we are given, for each 
dyadic rational number r = m/2n (0:::; m:::; 2n), an open set Ur such that 
r < s => Or C Us. Then the function f: X --+ R defined by 

is continuous. 

PROOF. Note that, for r dyadic: 

f(x)<r => XEUr 
f(x):::; r = XEUr 

Thus, for IY. real, 

hence 

hence 

ifxEU1, 

if x¢U 1, 

f(x) ~ r = x¢U" 
f(x) > r => x¢Ur => XEX - Ur. 

f-1( - OO,IY.) = {xlf(x) < IY.} = U{Urlr<lY.} 

which is open, and 

f- 1(P, 00) = {xlf(x) > P} = U {X - Urlr > P} = U {X - Osls > P} 

which is also open. Since these half infinite intervals give a subbasis for the 
topology of R, f is continuous. (See Problem 4 of Section 2.) D 

10.2. Lemma (Urysohn's Lemma). If X is normal and FeU where F is closed 
and U is open, then there is a map f: X --+ [0, 1] which is ° on F and 1 on X - U. 
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PROOF. Put VI = V and use normality to find F c V 0' V 0 c VI' 

VO CV1/2 and V1/2 CV1 , 

VO CV1/4 and V1 /4 CV1/2 and V1/ 2 CV3 /4 and V3 /4 CV1 , 

and so on. Apply Lemma 10.1. 

10.3. Corollary. Normality = Complete Regularity. 

o 

D 

10.4. Theorem (Tietze Extension Theorem). Let X be normal and F c X be 
closed and let f: F --> R be continuous. Then there is a map g: X --> R such that 
g(x) = f(x) for all xEF. Moreover, it can be arranged that 

sup f(x) = sup g(x) and inf f(x) = inf g(x). 
XEF XEX XEF XEX 

PROOF. First let us take the case in which f is bounded. Without loss of 
generality, we can assume ° ::s; f(x) ::s; 1 with infimum ° and supremum 1. By 
the U rysohn Lemma (Lemma 10.2), there exists a function g 1: X --> [o,~] such 
that 

( )_{o if xEFandf(x)::s;~, 
gl x -

~ if XEF andf(x)?: l 
Put fl = f - gl and note that o::s; fl(X)::S; t for all XEF. 

Repeating this, find g2: X --> [0, ~·t] such that 

( ) _ {o if XEF andfl(x)::s; ~·t, 
g2 X-I 2 . 2 2 

3X3 If xEFandfl(x)?:3·3. 

Put f2 = fl - g2 and note that o::s; f2(X)::S; (t? for all xEF. 
For the inductive step, suppose we have defined a function fn with 

O::s;fn(x)::S;(t)" for XEF. Then find gn+l:X -->[O,(~)(t)"] such that 

{o if XEF andfn(x)::s; (~)(t)", 
gn+ I(X) = (~)(t)" if XEF andfn(x)?: (t)(t)". 

Put fn+l = fn - gn+l· 
Now put g(x) = Lgn(X). This series converges uniformly since O::s; gn(x)::s; 

(~)(t)"-I. Thus g is continuous, by Theorem 2.12. 
For xEF we have 

f-gl=fl, 

fl-g2=f2, 

By adding and canceling we get 

f -(gl +g2 + ... +gn)=fn and O::s; fn(x)::s; (t)", 
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and taking the limit gives that g(x) = f(x) on F. Clearly the bounds are also 
correct. 

Now we consider the unbounded cases: 

Case I: f is unbounded in both directions. 
Case II: f is bounded below by a. 
Case III: f is bounded above by b. 

Let h be a homeomorphism: 

(- 00, oo)~(O, 1) 

[a, 00) ~ [0,1) 

(-oo,b]~(0,1] 

in Case I, 

in Case II, 

in Case III. 

Then ho f is bounded by 0,1 and we can extend it to gl say. If we can 
arrange that g 1 (x) is never ° (resp. 1) if h 0 f is never ° (resp. 1) then g = h - log 1 
would be defined and would extend f. 

Thus put 

C = {Xlgl(X) = ° or 1} 

C = {Xlgl(X) = 1} 

C = {Xlgl(X) = o} 

in Case I, 

in Case II, 

in Case III. 

Then C is closed and C nF = 0, so there exists a function k: X ~ [0,1] such 
that k == ° on C and k == 1 on F. Put g2 = k·g 1 + (1 - kH-. Then g2 is always 
between gl and i with g2 #- gl on C. Also, g2 = gl = hof on F. Thus 
g = h - log 2 extends f in the desired manner. D 

PROBLEMS 

1. If X is a compact Hausdorff space then show that its quasi-components are 
connected (and hence that its quasi-components coincide with its components). 
[Hint: If C is a quasi-component, let C = n c. where the C. are the clopen sets 
containing C. If C is disconnected, then C = Au B, An B = 0, A, B closed. Let 
f: X --> [0,1] be 0 on A and 1 on B. Put U = f- 1([0,k)) and apply Problem 2 of 
Section 7.] 

2. -¢- If F is a closed subspace of the normal space X then show that any map F --> Rn 
can be extended to X. 

11. Locally Compact Spaces 

There are many spaces, the most important being euclidean spaces, which 
are not compact but which contain enough compact subspaces to be important 
for many properties of the space itself. One class of such spaces is the subject 
of this section. 

11.1. Definition. A topological space is said to be locally compact if every 
point has a compact neighborhood. 
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11.2. Theorem. If X is a locally compact Hausdorff space then each neighbor
hood of a point XEX contains a compact neighborhood of x. (That is, the 
compact neighborhoods of x form a neighborhood basis at x.) In particular, X 
is completely regular. 

PROOF. Let C be a compact neighborhood of x and U an arbitrary 
neighborhood of x. Let Vee n U be open with x E V Then Vee is compact 
Hausdorff and therefore regular. Thus there exists a neighborhood N c V 
of x in C which is closed in V and hence closed in X. Since N is closed in 
the compact space C, it is compact by Theorem 7.7. Since N is a neighborhood 
of x in V and since N = N n V, N is a neighborhood of x in the open set V 
and hence in X. 0 

11.3. Theorem. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space. Put 
X + = Xu { OCJ} where OCJ just represents some point not in X. Define an open 
set in X+ to be either an open set in Xc X+ or X+ - C where C c X is 
compact. Then this defines a topology on X+ which makes X+ into a compact 
Hausdorff space called the "one-point compactification" of X. Moreover, this 
topology on X+ is the only topology making X+ a compact Hausdorff space 
with X as a subspace. 

PROOF. The whole space X+ and 0 are clearly open. If V c X is open and 
U = X + - C with C c X compact then Un V = V - C which is open in X 
(C being closed in X by Theorem 7.5). The other cases of an intersection of 
two open sets are trivial. 

For arbitrary unions of open sets, let U = U {U.J If all the U ~ are open 
subsets of X then the union is clearly open. If some U D = X + - C then 
X+-U=n{X+-U~}=Cn(n{X-U~[(X#P}) which is closed in C 
and therefore compact. Thus, this is a topology. 

Suppose that {U~} is an open cover of X +. One of these sets, say U fl' 
contains {oo}. Then X - U fJ is compact and hence is covered by a finite 
subcollection of the other U~. Therefore X + is compact. 

To see that X+ is Hausdorff, it clearly suffices to separate OCJ from any 
point xEX. Let V be an open neighborhood of x in X such that V c X is 
compact. Then XEV and ooEX - V provide the required separation. 

For uniqueness, let U c X+ be an open set in some such topology. Then 
C = X + - U is closed and therefore compact. If C eX· then U is open in the 
described topology. If C ¢ X then U c X and must be open in X since X is 
a subspace. Thus, again U is open in the described topology. It remains to 
show that we are forced to take the described open sets as open. Since X is 
a subspace, if U c X is open in X then U = U' nX for some U' open in X+. 
But X is an open subset of X + since points are closed in a Hausdorff space, 
so U = U' nX is open in X+. Next, if C is compact in X then it is compact 
in X +, since compactness does not depend on the containing space, and thus 
C is closed in X +. It follows that X + - C is open in X + . 0 
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Note that if X is already compact, then 00 is an isolated point (clopen) 
in X + and X is also clopen in X + . 

11.4. Theorem. Suppose that X and Yare locally compact, Hausdorff spaces 
and that f: X ~ Y is continuous. Then f is proper ¢;> f extends to a continuous 
f+ :X+ ~ y+ by setting f+(oox) = ooy. 

PROOF. => :f+ exists as a function, so it suffices to check continuity of it. 
Suppose V c y+ is open. In case V c Y then (f+)-l(V) = f-l(V) is open. 
In the other case, V = y+ - C with C c Y compact. Then (f+)-l(V) = 
X + - f - 1( C) is open in X + since f - 1( C) is compact, and therefore closed, 
by properness. 

¢' : If f+ exists then (f+)-l(OOy) = {oox} and thus (f+)-l(y)=X. If 
C c Y is compact then it is closed and so f - 1( C) is closed in X + and hence 
is compact and is contained in X. Thus f is proper. D 

11.5. Proposition. If f:X ~ Y is a proper map between locally compact 
Hausdorff spaces, then f is closed. 

PROOF. There is an extension f +: X + ~ Y +. If F c X is closed in X then 
Fu{oo} is closed in X+ and hence compact. Consequently, f+(Fu{oo}) is 
compact by Theorem 7.6 and hence closed in y+ by Theorem 7.5. But then 
f(F) = f+(F u {oo})n Y is closed in Y. D 

11.6. Definition. A subspace A of a topological space is said to be locally 
closed if each point aEA has an open neighborhood Va such that VanA is 
closed in Va' 

11.7. Proposition. A subspace A c X is locally closed ¢;> it has the form 
A = en V where V is open in X and C is closed in X. 

PROOF. Put V = U {ValaEA}, as in Definition 11.6, which is open, and C = A 
which is closed. Then 

11.8. Theorem. For a Hausdorff space X the following conditions are 
equivalent: 

(1) X is locally compact. 
(2) X is a locally closed subspace of a compact Hausdorff space. 
(3) X is a locally closed subspace of a locally compact Hausdorff space. 

PROOF. If X is locally compact then it is an open subspace of its one-point 
compactification. Thus (1)=>(2). Clearly, (2)=>(3). If Y:::J X is locally compact 
and X = en V where C c Y is closed and V c Y is open, then C is locally 
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compact, and X = Un C is open in C and hence is also locally compact. 
Thus (3)=(1). 0 

The remainder of this section is not used in the remainder of this book 
and so can be skipped. It assumes knowledge of nets from Section 6. 

The preceding results suggest the question of when a topological space 
X can be embedded in a compact, Hausdorff space Y (as a subspace). Since 
Y is normal, it is also completely regular. Since a subspace of a completely 
regular space is completely regular, it follows that X must be completely 
regular. This turns out to be the precise condition needed. 

If X is a completely regular space, consider the set F of all maps 
f: X --+ [0, 1]. Define 

<D:X --+[0, lY = X {[O, IJlfEF} 

by <D(x)(f) = f(x). (Here we regard an element of [O,IY as a function 
F--+[O, 1].) 

11.9. Definition. If X is a completely regular space, and <D: X --+ [0, 1 J F is 
defined as above then the closure of <D(X) is called the Stone-tech 
compactiflcation of X and is denoted by f3(X). 

11.10. Theorem. If X is a completely regular space, then f3(X) is compact 
Hausdorff and <D: X --+ f3(X) is an embedding. 

PROOF. The function <D is one-one since, if <D(x) = <D(y), then f(x) = fey) for 
all maps f: X --+ [0, IJ and this implies that x = y by complete regularity. 

To prove continuity, let Xa be a net in X converging to x. Then 

lim (<D(xa)(f)) = lim (f(xa)) = f(x) = <D(x)(f) 

for all maps f: X --+ [0,1]. This implies that lim <D(xa) = <D(x) by Proposition 
8.8. 

For continuity of the inverse, suppose that {xa} is a net in X such that 
<D(xa) converges to <D(x). Then, for all maps f: X --+ [0, IJ, 

lim (f(xa)) = lim (<D(xa)(f)) = <D(x)(f) = f(x). 

If Xa does not converge to x then there is a neighborhood V of x such that 
Xa is frequently in X-V. But there is a map f: X --+ [O,IJ which is ° at x 
and 1 on X-V. Thus f(xa) is frequently 1, while f(x) = ° contradicting the 
convergence of f(xa) to f(x). 0 

11.11. Theorem. If X is completely regular and f: X --+ R is a bounded real 
valued map, then f can be extended uniquely to a map f3(X) --+ R. 

PROOF. It suffices to treat the case in which the image of f is in [0,1]. 
Consider the function l: [0, IJF --+ R defined by J(Ji') = fl(f). If {fla} is a net in 
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[0, I]F converging to )1 then 

lim (f()1a)) = lim ()1a(f)) = )1(f) = f()1), 

which shows that! is continuous. 
If XEX thenf(<J>(x)) = (<J>(x))(f) = f(x), showing that! does extend f D 

The problems give other properties of the Stone-Cech compactification. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Show that the Stone-tech compactification f3(.) is a functor on completely regular 
spaces by showing that a map f: X ---> Y induces a unique commutative diagram 

xL Y 

1 1 
f3( X) f3(f» f3 ( Y) 

such that f3(f 0 g) = f3(f) 0 f3(g) and f3(l x) = 1 PiX). 

2. Show that the Stone-tech compactification is the "largest" compactification of a 
completely regular space X by showing that if g: X ~ Y is any compactification, 
then there is a unique map f3(X) ---> Y factoring g. 

3. Let OJ be the set of natural integers and let X be its Stone-tech compactification. 
Show that the sequence given by the usual ordering of OJ can have no convergent 
subsequence in X. Conclude that X is not metrizable and not second countable. 
(Note that this sequence does have a convergent subnet since that is always true 
in a compact space.) 

12. Paracompact Spaces 

The notion of "para compactness" of a space is a type of localization of 
compactness. It is very different, however, from local compactness. Para
compact spaces are very close to being metrizable, but the concept of para
compactness is sometimes simpler to deal with than that of a metric. In this 
book, most spaces in which we shall be interested are paracompact. The most 
important property of paracompact spaces is the existence of "partitions of 
unity," see Definition 12.7. 

12.1. Definition. If U and V are open coverings of a space then U is said to 
be a refinement of V if each element of U is a subset of some element of V. 

12.2. Definition. A collection U of subsets of a topological space X is said 
to be locally finite if each point XEX has a neighborhood N which meets, 
nontrivially, only a finite number of the members of U. 
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12.3. Definition. A Hausdorff space X is said to be paracompact if every 
open covering of X has an open, locally finite refinement. 

12.4. Proposition. A closed subspace of a paracompact space is paracompact. 

PROOF. If A is a closed subspace of the paracompact space X, cover A with 
sets open in X. Throw in the set X-A. Take a locally finite refinement of 
this open covering of X and intersect it with A. This gives a locally finite 
refinement of the original covering of A. D 

12.5. Theorem. A paracompact space is normal. 

PROOF. We will first show the paracompact space X to be regular. Thus 
suppose XEX and C c X is closed with x¢c. For each point YEC there are 
disjoint open sets Uy, Vy with XEU y and YEVy. Cover X by X - C together 
with the sets Vy- Then there is an open locally finite refinement, say by sets 
Ua' Let U = U {Ual Ua c some Vy} and note that this contains C. Since this 
is a locally finite collection, its closure (j is the union of the closures of the 
same U a's. But X is not in any of the (j a and so x¢ (j. Thus U and X - (j 
provide the required separation. 

The same argument, with C playing the role of x and the other closed set 
playing the role of C, shows X to be normal. D 

Thus paracompact spaces are close to being metric spaces because all that 
is needed is second countability. Also, it is known that metric spaces are 
paracompact. (This is very hard to prove and we will not attempt it.) However, 
there are paracompact spaces that are not metrizable. There are also examples 
of paracompact spaces having subspaces which are not paracompact, and, 
of course, that cannot happen with metrizable spaces. 

Normality implies that a paracompact space has many real valued maps, 
a property that we will now exploit. 

12.6. Definition. If f is a real valued map then the support of f is 

support (f) = closure{xlf(x) i= o}. 

12.7. Definition. Let {UaICXEA} be an open covering of the space X. Then 
a partition of unity subordinate to this covering is a collection of maps 

{Jp:X --+[0, 1JIf3EB} 

such that: 

(1) There is a locally finite open refinement {Vplf3EB} such that 
support(fp) c Vp for all f3EB; and 

(2) Lpfp(x) = 1 for each xEX. 
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12.8. Theorem. If X is paracompact and U is an open covering of X then there 
exists a partition of unity subordinate to U. 

PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the covering 
U = {U~IIXEA} is locally finite. 

Consider a family F = {gp: X ---+ [0,1] IPEA F}, where AF c A, such that if 
Wp = {X I gp(x) > O}, then Wp c Up and {WpIPEAF} U {U~IIXEA - AF} covers 
X. Let F be a collection of such families F which is simply ordered by inclu
sion and is a maximal such collection; see Theorem B.18(C). Let G = UFo 
We claim that GEF. Now G = {gpIPEAG = UAF for FEF}.1f G¢F then there 
is a point XEX not in any Wp for PEAG or in any U~ for IXEA - AG. Let 
{IX I , ... , IXn} be the finite nonempty set of indices for which XE U ~i' all i. Then 
each IX;EAG' Since F is simply ordered there is an FEF for which IX;EAF for 
all i = 1, ... , n. But then x must be in some W~i' a contradiction. Therefore 
GEF as claimed. 

Next we claim that AG = A. If not then let IXEA - AG and put 

Then X = D u U~. Let C = X - D which is closed and inside U a' Since X is 
normal, there exists an open set V with C c V and V c U a' By Urysohn's 
Lemma there is a map ga: X ---+ [0,1] which is 1 on C and 0 outside V. Then 
Wa:=J C and so X = D u Wa, showing that G u {ga} is a collection of maps, 
as above, properly containing G. This contradicts the maximality of F, and 
so AG = A as claimed. 

Thus we now have a collection {gaIIXEA} of maps such that the 
Wa = {xlga(x) > O} cover X and Wa c U~. Let g = Laga' which makes sense 
by the local finiteness, and note that g(x) > 0 for all X. Then put fa = ga/g. 
This fulfills our requirements. 0 

Note that we proved a little more than was stated in Theorem 12.8. 
Namely, if the original covering is already locally finite then it need not be 
refined as in Definition 12.7. Also note that the sets Wa form a covering and 
that Wa c U a' Thus, we have: 

12.9. Proposition. If X is paracompact and {U a} is a locally finite open covering 
of X then there is an open covering {Va} such that. for each IX, Va C U a' 0 

Generally it is difficult to check that a space is paracompact by just using 
the definition. Also, we would like to avoid using that metric spaces are 
paracompact, since we have not proved it. However, the following criterion 
will apply in most cases of interest to us here. 

12.10. Definition. A space is called a-compact if it is the union of countably 
many compact subspaces. 
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12.11. Theorem. A locally compact, Hausdorff space is paracompact =- it is 
the disjoint union of open a-compact subsets. 

PROOF. => : Using local compactness, cover the space with open sets Va 
such that Oa is compact. Using paracompactness it is easy to see that this 
covering can be replaced by one which is also locally finite, so assume that. 
We shall inductively construct open sets Vi whose closures are compact. We 
start with V1 = V p for some given {3. If Vn has been defined then consider all 
the Va which intersect Vw By compactness of Vn and the local finiteness of 
the cover, this set of Va's is finite. Let Vn + 1 be the union of these Va' Then 
Vn + 1 is the union of the closures of this finite set of Va's and so it is compact. 
Also Vn C Vn + l' Put V = U Vn. Then V is the union of countably many of 
the Va's. By local finiteness V is the union of the closures of these Va's but 
each of these closures is contained in some Vn C Vn+ 1 C V. Thus V = V is 
clopen and, by construction, is a-compact. The remainder of the proof of 
the implication (=» is accomplished by a Maximality Principle argument 
which will be left to the reader since this implication will not be used in this 
book. 

<= : It is clear that a disjoint union of open para compact spaces is 
paracompact, and so we may as well assume the space X to be a-compact; 
X = C 1 U C2 U ... where the Ci are compact. In sequence, alter the Ci by 
adding to each Ci + 1 (and to the following ones at the same time) a finite 
union of compact sets (by local compactness) whose interiors cover Ci . In 
this way, we get Ci c int(C i + 1) for all i. Define compact sets A1 = C 1, and 
Ai = Ci - int Ci- 1 for i> 1. (Think of the Ci as concentric disks and the Ai 
as the rings between them.) Note that each Ai intersects nontrivially with 
only (at most) A i - 1 and A i + 1 . A little more work, using the compactness, 
hence normality, of the Ai shows that we can enlarge the Ai slightly to provide 
compact sets Bi whose interiors contain the Ai and which intersect only with 
the two B j with adjoining indices. Now, given an open covering, consider 
the induced covering of each of the compact sets Ai' We can select a finite 
refinement still covering Ai and with none of the covering sets overflowing 
from Bi • It is then clear that these finite coverings taken together provide a 
locally finite refinement of the original cover. 0 

12.12. Theorem. If X is locally compact, Hausdorff, and second countable then 
its one-point compactlfzcation X+ is metrizable and X is a-compact and 
paracompact. 

PROOF. Let B be a countable basis for X and let C c X be compact. If XEC 
then x has a compact neighborhood N and there is a member VxEB with 
XE V xC N. Hence C is covered by a finite union V Xl U ... U V Xn of such sets. 
Put V = X - U OX" Then Vu {oo} is a neighborhood of 00 in X+ contained 
in the arbitrary neighborhood X+ - C. These sets V are indexed by finite 
subsets of B and hence are countable in number; see the remark below 
Theorem B.27. This shows that X+ is second countable, and also shows that 
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X is O"-compact. By Theorem 12.11, X is paracompact. By Theorem 7.11, 
Corollary 10.3 and Theorem 9.10, X+ is metrizable. 0 

PROBLEMS 

1. Without using Theorem 12.11 or the fact that metric spaces are paracompact, 
show that any open subspace of euclidean space is a-compact, and hence para
compact by Theorem 12.11. 

2. Suppose X is paracompact. For any open subset U of X x [0, (0) which contains 
X x {O} show that there is a map f: X ---> (0, (0) such that (x, Y)E U for all Y .::; f(x). 

13. Quotient Spaces 

The notion of a quotient space or identification space is of central importance 
in topology. It gives, for example, a firm foundation for the intuitive idea of 
the operation of "pasting" spaces together. It also provides many other 
techniques of producing new spaces out of old ones. It can also be difficult 
to understand when met for the first time, and the reader is advised to study 
it fully before going further in this book. 

13.1. Definition. Let X be a topological space, Ya set, and f: X --+ Yan onto 
function. Then we define a topology on Y called the topology induced by f 
or the quotient topology, by specifying a set V c Y to be open ¢> f -l(V) is 
open in X. Note that this is the largest topology on Y which makes f continuous. 

13.2. Definition. Let X be a topological space and ~ an equivalence relation 
on X. Let Y = XI ~ be the set of equivalence classes and n: X --+ Y the 
canonical map taking XEX to its equivalence class [xJEX/~. Then Y, with 
the topology induced by n, is called a quotient space of X. 

Quotient spaces often have very non-Hausdorff topologies. For example, 
if X is the real line and x ~ y ¢> x - y is rational, then X I ~ is an uncountable 
set but has the trivial topology, as the reader is asked to verify in Problem 6. 
We will mostly be concerned with quotient spaces that are better be
haved. 

The reader can verify the following fact directly from the definition: 

13.3. Proposition. A quotient space of a quotient space of X is a quotient space 
of X. That is, if X --+ Y --+ Z are two onto functions and Y is given the quotient 
topology from X, and Z is given the quotient topology from Y, then Z has the 
quotient topology from X induced by the composition of the two functions. 0 

13.4. Definition. A map X --+ Y is called an identification map if it is onto 
and Y has the quotient topology. 
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13.5. Proposition. A surjection f: X ~ Y is an identification map <:> (for all 
functions g: Y ~Z, (gofis continuous <:> g is continuous)). 

PROOF. The => part is clear from the definitions. For <= specialize to the 
case Z = Y as sets, with the identification topology (on Z) and g the identity 
function. Then the composition X ~ Y ~ Z is continuous, so the condition 
demands that g be continuous. But g -1 is continuous because the composition 
X ~ Z ~ Y is f which is continuous (by the case Z = Yas spaces and g = 1 y) 
and since Z has the quotient topology. Thus g is a homeomorphism, meaning 
that Y = Z as spaces. 0 

13.6. Example. The projective plane is often defined as the sphere S2 with 
antipodal points identified. That is, it is given the quotient topology from 
the relation that identifies antipodal points in a sphere. A second description 
of the projective plane one often sees is that it is the unit disk 0 2 with 
antipodal points on the boundary identified. Regard 0 2 as the upper 
hemisphere and consider the diagram: 

0 2 ~ S2 

1f 1 9 

0 2/ '" ~ S2/ '" 

where the maps f and g are the identifications, i is the inclusion, and k is 
induced (the only function making the diagram commute). If U c S2/ '" is 
open then g-1(U) is open so (gi)-1(U) = i-1(g-1(U)) is open. But this is the 
same as (kf)-1(U) = f- 1(k- 1(U)). Thus k-1(U) is open by the definition of 
the quotient topology. That means that k is continuous. But k is also clearly 
one-one and onto. Moreover, 0 2/", is compact since 0 2 is. Also, S2/ '" is 
easily seen to be Hausdorff, and so we finally conclude that k is a homeo
morphism from Theorem 7.8. Thus, indeed, these two ways of defining the 
projective plane as a topological space are equivalent. This is a typical argu
ment involving spaces obtained via identifications. 

An often used special case of quotient spaces is the idea of "collapsing" 
a subspace: 

13.7. Oefinition. If X is a space and A c X, then X/A denotes the quotient 
space obtained via the equivalence relation whose equivalence classes are A 
and the single point sets {x}, XEX - A. 

The following is an easy exercise: 

13.S. Proposition. If X is regular and A is closed then X/A is Hausdorff. If 
X is normal and A is closed, then X/A is normal. 0 
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Figure 1-1. The sphere as quotient space of a disk. 

13.9. Example. Consider the cylinder S" x I. Define f: S" x 1-> D" + 1 by 
f(x, t) = tx. This carries the set S" x {O} to the origin and so f factors through 
S" x Iisn x {O}. The resulting map g:sn x Iisn x {O}->D"+1 is clearly 
one-one and onto. Thus it is a homeomorphism by Theorem 7.8. 

13.10. Example. Consider the n-disk Dn. This is clearly homeomorphic to 
the lower n-hemisphere of radius 2 centered at 1 on the "vertical" axis. (See 
Figure 1-1.) We can map this onto the n-sphere sn of radius 1 centered at 
the origin by projection towards the vertical axis. It maps the boundary of 
the disk to the north pole of the sphere. This function is distance decreasing 
and hence continuous. Also consider the quotient space Dn Isn - 1. One can 
factor the projection of the disk to the sphere through this space. By an 
argument similar to that in Example 13.9 one can show that the resulting 
map D n Isn - 1 -> sn is a homeomorphism. 

If the method in Example 13.9 is not available, the following gives a 
criterion for deciding the same sort of question. 

13.11. Definition. If A c X and if ~ is an equivalence relation on X then 
the saturation of A is {xEXlx ~ a for some aEA}. 

13.12. Proposition. If A c X and ~ is an equivalence relation on X such that 
every equivalence class intersects A nontrivially, then the induced map 
k: AI ~ -> X I ~ is a homeomorphism if the saturation of every open (resp. closed) 
set of A is open (resp. closed) in X. 

PROOF. If f: A -> AI ~ and g: X -> X I ~ are the canonical maps, and U is an 
open set in AI ~ then g -1(k(U)) is the saturation of f -1(U). Moreover, by 
definition, it is open ~ k( U) is open in X I ~ . Also k is clearly one-one, onto, 
and continuous. 0 

Another common application of the idea of a quotient space is a space 
obtained by "attaching": 

13.13. Definition. Let X and Y be spaces and A c X closed. Let f: A -> Y be 
a map. Then we denote by YUrX, the quotient space of the disjoint union 
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x + Y by the equivalence relation 
a'" f(a) for aEA. 

which is generated by the relations 

(To be more precise about the equivalence relation, for points u, v in 
X + Y, u '" v if one of the following is true: (1) u = v; (2) u, vEA, and f(u) = f(v); 
(3) UEA and v = f(U)E Y.) 

Note that if Y is a one-point space then Yu f X = X/A. 
The following is an easy verification left to the reader: 

13.14. Proposition. The canonical map Y --+ YufX is an embedding onto a 
closed subspace. The canonical map X - A --+ Yu fX is an embedding onto an 
open subspace. D 

13.15. Definition. If A is a subspace of a space X then a map f: X --+ A such 
that f(a) = a for all points aEA, is called a retraction, and A is said to be a 
retract of X. 

Special cases of attachments of importance to us are the "mapping 
cylinder" and the "mapping cone." As is usual, the unit interval [O,IJ will 
be denoted by I here. 

13.16. Definition. If f: X --+ Y is a map then the mapping cylinder of f is the 
space M f = YUfoX x I where fo:X x {O}--+ Y is fo(x, 0) = f(x). See 
Figure 1-2. 

Note that X ::::: X x {I} is embedded as a closed subset of M f. By an abuse 
of notation, we will regard this as an inclusion X eMf. Also note then that 

there is the factorization of f, X eMf ~ Y where r is the retraction of M f 
onto Y induced by the projection X x I --+ X x {O}. 

13.17. Definition. If f: X --+ Y is a map then the mapping cone of f is the 
space Cf=Mf/(X x {l}). 

Figure 1-2. Mapping cylinder. 
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It is often of interest to know when a function M J ----> Z, taking a mapping 
cylinder into another space Z, is continuous. This is usually quite easy to 
check by use of the following simple fact. The proof is an easy application 
of the definition of the quotient topology on a mapping cylinder, and is left 
to the reader. 

13.18. Proposition. A function M J ----> Z is continuous ¢> the induced functions 
X x I ----> Z and Y ----> Z are both continuous. 0 

Here is a result we shall need later. 

13.19. Proposition. If f: X ----> Y is an identification map and K is a locally 
compactHausdorjJspacethenf x 1:X x K----> Y x Kisanidentificationmap. 

PROOF. Suppose that g: Y x K ----> Wand let h = go(f x 1): X x K ----> W Then, 
by Proposition 13.5, it suffices to prove that h continuous =g continuous. 
Let U c W be open and suppose that g(yo, ko)E U. Let f(x o) = Yo' Then 
h(xo, ko) = g(yo, ko)E U. Therefore there is a compact neighborhood N of ko 
such that h(xo x N) cU. Put A = {YEYlg(y x N) c U}. Then YoEA and it 
suffices to show that A is open. Thus it suffices to show that f -l(A) is open. 
Now 

f-l(A) = {xEXlh(x x N) = g(f(x) x N) c U} 

and so X - f-l(A) = nx(h- 1(W - U)n(X x N)) is closed by Proposition 8.2. 
o 

PROBLEMS 

1. -¢- If f: X ---+ A and g,' Y ---+ B are open identification maps, show that f x g: X x Y ---+ 

A x B is also an open identification map. 

2. If X, Yare normal, A c X is closed, and f,' A ---+ Y is a map, show that Yu fX is 
normal. 

3. Iff: X ---+ Y is a map between Hausdorff spaces, show that M f and C f are Hausdorff. 

4. There are four common definitions of the torus T2: 
(1) as R 2/Z2 , i.e., the plane modulo the equivalence relation (x, y) ~ (u, w)=x - u 

and y - ware both integers; 
(2) as a square with opposite edges identified (see Figure 1-3); 
(3) as the product 8 1 x 81; and 
(4) as the "anchor ring," the surface of revolution obtained by rotating a circle 

about an axis in its plane and disjoint from it. 
Show that these are all homeomorphic to one another. 

5. The "Klein bottle" K2 is a square with opposite vertical edges identified in the 
same direction and opposite horizontal edges identified in the opposite direction 
(see Figure 1-3). Consider the space (denoted by p2#p2) resulting from an annulus 
by identifying antipodal points on the outer circle, and also identifying antipodal 
points on the inner circle. Show that K2 ~P2#P2. 
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Figure 1-3. The torus (left) and Klein bottle (right). 

6. Consider the real line R, with the equivalence relation x ~ y=x - y is rational. 
Show that RI ~ has an uncountable number of points, but its topology is the 
trivial one. 

7. Consider the real line R and the integers Z. Let A = R/Z (the identification of the 
subspace Z to a point). Also consider the subspace B of the plane which is the 
union of the circles of radius lIn (n = 1,2, ... ) in the upper half plane all tangent 
to the real line at the origin. Also consider the subspace C of the plane which is 
the union of the circles of radius n (n = 1,2, ... ) in the upper half plane all tangent 
to the real line at the origin. Finally, consider the space D = S1 IN where S1 is the 
unit circle in the complex numbers and N = {ein/nln = 1,2, ... } u {1}. Which of these 
four spaces A, B, C, D are homeomorphic to which others of them? 

8. Let (X, xo) and (Y, Yo) be "pointed spaces," i.e., spaces with distinguished "base" 
points. Define the "one-point union" X v Y to be the quotient space of the 
topological sum X + Y by the equivalence relation identifying Xo with Yo. Show 
that X v Y ::;::: X x {Yo} u {xo} x Y, where the latter is regarded as a subspace of 
Xx Y. 

14. Homotopy 

A homotopy is a family of mappings parametrized by the unit interval. This 
notion is of central importance in topology. Here we lay down the basic 
definitions and properties of this concept. 

14.1. Definition. If X and Yare spaces then a homotopy of maps from X to 
Y is a map F:X x 1-+ Y, where 1= [0, 1]. 

Two maps 10' 11: X -+ Yare said to be homotopic if there exists a homotopy 
F: X x 1-+ Y such that F(x,O) = Io(x) and F(x, 1) = I1(x) for all XEX. 
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The relation "f is homotopic to g" is an equivalence relation on the set 
of all maps from X to Y (see Definition 14.11) and is denoted by f ~ g. The 
following is elementary: 

14.2. Proposition. Iff, g: X -4 Y, h: X' -4 X and k: Y -4 Y' then 

D 

14.3. Definition. A map f:X -4 Y is said to be a homotopy equivalence with 
homotopy inverse g if there is a map g: Y -4 X such that go f ~ 1 x and fog ~ 1 y. 
This relationship is denoted by X ~ Y. One also says, in this case, that X 
and Y have the same homotopy type. 

This is an equivalence relation between spaces, since, if h: Y -4 Z is another 
homotopy equivalence with homotopy inverse k then 

(gk)(hf) = g(kh)f ~ g1rf = gf ~ 1x 

and similarly for the opposite composition. 

14.4. Definition. A space is said to be contractible if it is homotopy equivalent 
to the one-point space. 

14.5. Proposition. A space X is contractible ¢> the identity map 1 x: X -4 X is 
homotopic to a map r: X -4 X whose image is a single point. 

PROOF. Let Y = {xo} = im(r). Then we have the inclusion map i: Y -4 X and 
the retraction r: X -4 Y. Now roi = 1y and ior ~ 1x by assumption. The 
converse is also easy. D 

14.6. Example. Consider euclidean space X = Rn and the homotopy 
F: X x I -4 X given by F(x, t) = tx. This is a homotopy between fl = 1x and 
fo, which is the map taking everything to {O}. Consequently, Rn is contractible. 
Note that each ft is onto for t > 0 but that, suddenly, fo is far from onto. 
This may challenge the intuition of some readers. 

14.7. Example. Consider the unit sphere sn-l in Rn and the punctured 
euclidean space Rn - {O}. Let i: sn - 1 -4 Rn - {O} be the inclusion and 
r:Rn_{O}-4sn-l be the central projection r(x)=x/llxli. Then roi= 1 and 
ior ~ 1 where the latter homotopy is given by F: (Rn - {O}) x 1-4 Rn - {O}, 
where F(x, t) = tx + (1 - t)xl II x II. Thus sn-l ~ Rn - {O}. 

These two examples illustrate and suggest the following: 

14.8. Definition. A subspace A of X is called a strong deformation retract of 
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X if there is a homotopy F: X x I -4 X (called a deformation) such that: 

F(x,O) = x, 

F(x,l)EA, 

F(a, t) = a for aEA and all tEl. 

It is just a deformation retract ifthe last equation is required only for t = 1. 

As in the examples, a deformation retract A of a space X is homotopically 
equivalent to X. 

Is the sphere sn contractible? Our intuition tells us the answer is "no" 
but, in fact, this is quite difficult to prove. This is one type of question which 
algebraic topology is equipped to answer, and we will answer it, and many 
more such questions, in later pages. 

14.9. Example. If F: X -4 Y is a map then the canonical map r: M f -4 Y is a 
strong deformation retraction, as the reader can verify (see the end of the 
proof of Theorem 14.18). Hence M f ~ Y. Thus, the mapping cylinder allows 
replacing "up to homotopy" the arbitrary map f by the inclusion X c:..-. M f' 

14.10. Definition. If A c X then a homotopy F: X x 1-4 Y is said to be 
relative to A (or reI A) if F(a, t) is independent of t for aEA. A homotopy 
that is reI X is said to be a constant homotopy. 

Two homotopies of X into Y can be "concatenated" if the first ends where 
the second begins, by going through the first at twice the normal speed and 
then the second at that speed. We will now study this construction. The 
reader should note the important special case in which X is a single point 
and so the homotopies are simply paths in Y. It might help the reader's 
understanding if he draws pictures, in this case, for all the basic 
homotopies produced in Propositions 14.13, 14.15, and 14.16. 

14.11. Definition. If F: X x 1-4 Yand G: X x 1-4 Yare two homotopies such 
that F(x, 1) = G(x, 0) for all x, then define a homotopy F * G: X x 1-4 Y, which 
is called the concatenation of F and G, by 

{ F(X,2t) if 
F*G x t = ( )(,) G(x, 2t - 1) if 

(See Figure 1-4.) 

One does not have to combine these homotopies at t = l We can do it 
at any point and with arbitrary speed: 

14.12. Lemma (Reparametrization Lemma). Let ¢1 and ¢2 be maps 
(1, 01) -4 (1, 01) which are equal on 01. (Note the case where one of these is the 
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-----G y --F 

Figure 1-4. Concatenation of homotopies. 

identity.) Let F: X x 1-+ Y be a homotopy and let Gi(x, t) = F(x, ¢i(t)) for 
i = 1,2. Then G1 ~ G2 reI X x aI. 

PROOF. Define H: X x I x 1-+ Y by H(x, t, s) = F(x, S¢2(t) + (1 - S)¢l(t)). 
Then 

H(x, t, 0) = F(x, ¢l(t)) = G1(x, t), 
H(x, t, 1) = F(x, ¢2(t)) = G2(x, t), 

H(x, 0, s) = F(x, ¢1(0)) = G1(x, 0), 

H(x, 1, s) = F(x, ¢2(1)) = G2(x, 1), 

with the last two equations coming from ¢1(0) = ¢2(0) and ¢1(1) = ¢i1). 
o 

We shall use C to denote a constant homotopy, whichever one makes 
sense in the current context. For example F * C is concatenation with the 
constant homotopy C for which C(x, t) = F(x, 1), but use of C*F will imply 
the one for which C(x, t) = F(x, 0). 

14.13. Proposition. We have F * C ~ F reI X x aI, and, similarly, C * F ~ F reI 
X x aI. 

PROOF. This follows from Lemma 14.12 by letting ¢l(t) = 2t for t::;; i and 
= 1 for t:;::-: i, and ¢2(t) = t in the first case, and ¢l(t) = 0 for t ::;; i and = 2t - 1 
for t :;::-: i and ¢2(t) = t in the second case. 0 

We define the "inverse" F- 1 of a homotopy F to be this homotopy with 
t running backward. Note that this has nothing to do with the inverse of 
the map (which probably does not exist anyway). 

14.14. Definition. IfF: X x 1-+ Yis a homotopy, then we define F- 1: X x 1-+ 
Y by F-1(x, t) = F(x, 1 - t). 

14.15. Proposition. For a homotopy F we have F*F- 1 ~ CrelX x aI where 
C(x, t) = F(x, 0) for all x and t; i.e., C is a constant homotopy. 
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PROOF. This follows from Lemma 14.12 by letting <P1(t) = 2t for t:s::;!, 
<P1(t) = 2 - 2t for t:?:!, and <Pz(t) = 0 for all t. 0 

14.16. Proposition. For any homotopies F, G, H for which the concatenations 
F*G and G*H are defined, we have (F*G)*H ~ F*(G*H)reIX x aI. 

PROOF. Again, this is an easy application of the Reparametrization Lemma 
(Lemma 14.12). 0 

14.17. Proposition. For homotopies F1, Fz, G1, and Gz, if F1 ~ Fz rei X x aI 
and G1 ~ Gz reI X x aI then F 1 * G1 ~ F z * Gz reI X x aI. 

PROOF. If H: X x I x I ~ Y and K: X x I x I ~ Yare the homotopies giving 
F 1 ~ F z and G 1 ~ Gz, respectively, then it is easy to check that H * K is the 
required homotopy of homotopies. (The reader should fill in the details 
here.) 0 

Note that all of the discussion of concatenation of homotopies goes 
through with no difficulties for the cases in which all homotopies are 
relative to some subspace A c X or are homotopies of pairs (X, A) ~ (Y, B). 

It follows from the stated results that homotopy between maps of pairs 
(X, A) ~(Y, B) is an equivalence relation. The set of homotopy classes of these 
maps is commonly denoted by [X,A; Y,B], or just [X; Y] if A = 0. 

We will now prove that the homotopy type of a mapping cylinder or cone 
depends only on the homotopy class of the map. 

14.18. Theorem. If fo ~ f1: X ~ Y then MfD ~ Mft rei X + Y and C fo ~ Cft 

rei Y + vertex. 

PROOF. The part for the cone follows from that for the mapping cylinder. 
Let F: X x I ~ Y be the given homotopy between f 0 and fl' Define 
h: M fo ~Mfl by h(y) = y for YEY and 

h(x, t) = {F(X, 2t) for t:s::;!, 
(x, 2t - 1) for!:s::; t. 

Note that h(x,!) = F(x, 1) = f1(X) = (x, 0). To prove continuity, we only have 
to show that the compositions Y ~ M ft and X x I ~ M ft are continuous by 
Proposition 13.18, but this is trivial. 

Define k: M ft ~ M fo in the analogous fashion. Then the composition 
kh: M fo ~ M fo is the identity on Y and, on the cylinder portion, it is 
F*(F- 1 *E) where E: X x I ~ M fo is induced by the identity on X x I ~X x J; 
see Figure 1-5. This is homotopic to the identity reI X x {I} + Y. Similarly 
for hk.1t remains to check the continuity ofthis homotopy. We have described 
a homotopy M fo x J ~ M fo' For continuity, it is sufficient to know that 
M fo x I:::::: M fo x I because then we only have to check continuity of the 
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y 

Figure 1-5. Deformation of a mapping cylinder. 

composition (X x 1+ Y) x 1-4 M fo x 1-4 M fo' and that is trivial. (On Y x I 
it is the constant homotopy and on X x I x I it results from 
F*(F- 1 *E) ~ E reI X x 81.) That is, it suffices to show that M fo x I has the 
identification topology from the map fo x I. But that is a consequence of 
Proposition 13.19. 0 

We conclude this section by studying the effect on mapping cones of 
changing the target space by a homotopy equivalence. 

Let f: X -4 Y. If ¢: Y -4 Y' is a map then there is the induced map 
F: M f -4 M q,0f induced from ¢ on Y and the identity on X x I. 

14.19. Theorem. If ¢: Y -4 Y' is a homotopy equivalence then so is 
F: (Mf' X)-4(MM' X) and hence so is F:Cf -4CM . 

PROOF. Let 1/1: Y'-4 Ybe a homotopy inverse of ¢ and let G:Mq,of-4MtjJoq,of 
be the map induced by 1/1 on Y' and the identity on X x I. The composition 
GF:Mf -4MtjJoq,of is induced from l/1o¢: Y -4 Yand the identity on X x I. Let 
H: Y x 1-4 Y be a homotopy from 1 to 1/1 0 ¢; i.e., H(y,O) = Y and H(y, 1) = 1/1¢(y). 
By the proof of Theorem 14.18 there is the homotopy equivalence 
h:Mf -4M",oq,of reI X given by h(y)=y and 

h(x, t) = {H(f(X), 2t) for t::;~, 
(x, 2t - 1) for t'? 2' 

We claim that h ~ GF reI X. Indeed, the homotopy H can be extended to 
M f x 1-4 M",oq,of by putting 

H((x, s), t) = {H(f(X), 2s + t) for 2s + t::; 1, 
(x, (2s + t - 1)/(t + 1)) for 2s + t '? 1. 

Then H( (x, s), 0) = h(x, s), H(y, 0) = y, and H( (x, s), 1) = (x, s), H(y, 1) = 1/1¢(y), so 
that H(',O) = hand H(', 1) = GF. 
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We conclude that GF is a homotopy equivalence, since h is one. Likewise, 
F'G is a homotopy equivalence, where F': M"'O"'Of~M",o",o",of is defined 
similarly to F. 

If k is a homotopy inverse of GF then GFk ~ 1. If k' is a homotopy inverse 
of F'G then k'F'G ~ 1. Thus G has a homotopy right inverse R = Fk and 
also a homotopy left inverse L = k'F'. That is, LG ~ 1 ~ GR. Then 
R = 10 R ~ (LG)R = L(GR) ~ L o l = L, and so R ~ L is a homotopy inverse of 
G. Therefore, G is a homotopy equivalence. Since G and GF are homotopy 
equivalences, so is F. (Explicitly, if I is a homotopy inverse of G then 
FkG ~ (lG)FkG = I(GFk)G ~ lG ~ 1 so that kG is a homotopy inverse of F, 
since kGF ~ 1 by the definition of k.) 0 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let S2 v Sl be the "one-point union" of a 2-sphere and a circle; see Problem 8 of 
Section 13. Let S2 u A denote the union of the unit 2-sphere and the line segment 
joining the north and south poles. Show that these spaces are homotopically 
equivalent. 

2. Show that the union of a 2-sphere and a flat unit 2-cell through the origin is homo
topically equivalent to the one-point union of two 2-spheres. 

3. Show that the union of a standard 2-torus with two disks, one spanning a latitudinal 
circle and the other spanning a longitudinal circle of the torus, is homotopically 
equivalent to a 2-sphere. 

4. Show that the projective plane is homeomorphic to the mapping cone of the map 
Zf-+ Z 2 of the unit circle in the complex numbers to itself. 

5. Consider the mapping cone of the map J of the unit circle in the complex numbers 
to itself, given by J(z) = z4 for z in the upper semicircle and ~y J(z) = z2 for z in 
the lower semicircle. Show that this space is contractible. 

6. The "dunce cap" space is the quotient of a triangle (and interior) obtained by identi
fying all three edges in an inconsistent manner. That is, if the vertices of the triangle 
are p, q, r then we identify the line segment (p, q) with (q, r) and with (p, r) in the 
orientation indicated by the order given ofthe vertices. (See Figure 1-6.) Show that 
the dunce cap is contractible. (Hint: Describe this space as the mapping cone of 
a certain map from Sl to itself, and study this map.) 

r r 

Figure 1-6. The dunce cap. 
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7. If ¢: X' --+ X and f: X --+ Yare maps, define an induced map F: C f o '" --+ C f' 
If ¢ is a homotopy equivalence then show that F is a homotopy equivalence. 

8. Show that a retract of a contractible space is contractible. 

9. For any two maps f, g: X --+ S" such that f(x) i= - g(x) for all x, show that f "" g. 

15. Topological Groups 

Topological groups, spaces which are also groups in the algebraic sense, 
form a rich territory for important examples in topology and geometry. Here 
we shall develop the roots of the theory behind them. 

15.1. Definition. A topological group is a Hausdorff topological space G 
together with a group structure on G such that: 

(1) group multiplication (g, h)Hgh of G x G ~ G is continuous; and 
(2) group inversion gHg- 1 of G ~ G is continuous. 

15.2. Definition. A subgroup H of a topological group G is a subspace which 
is also a subgroup in the algebraic sense. 

15.3. Definition. If G and G' are topological groups then a homomorphism 
f: G ~ G' is a group homomorphism which is also continuous. 

15.4. Definition. If G is a topological group and gEG then left translation 
by g is the map L g: G ~ G given by Lg(h) = gh. Similarly right translation 
by g is the map R g: G ~ G given by Rg(h) = hg -1. 

15.5. Proposition. Ina topological group G we have Lg 0 Lh = Lgh and 
Rg 0 Rh = R gh. Moreover, both Lg and Rg are homeomorphisms as is conjuga
tion by g (hHghg-1) and inversion (hHh- 1). 

PROOF. The first statement is a trivial computation, and implies that L g - 1 = 
L; 1 and similarly for right translation, and it follows that these are homeo
morphisms. Conjugation hHghg -1 is the same as Rg 0 Lg and so is a 
homeomorphism. Inversion is continuous by assumption and is its own 
inverse, and thus is a homeomorphism. D 

In a topological group G, if A,B are subsets then we let AB = {ablaEA, 
bEB} and A -1 = {a- 1IaEA}. 

15.6. Definition. A subset A of a topological group is called symmetric if 
A=A- 1• 

15.7. Proposition. In a topological group G with unity element e, the symmetric 
neighborhoods of e form a neighborhood basis at e. 
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PROOF. If U is any neighborhood of e then so is U- 1, and hence so is 
Un U - 1, which is symmetric. D 

It is an easy exercise using the continuity of multiplication to see the 
following two results: 

15.8. Proposition. If G is a topological group and gEG, and U is any neigh
borhood of g, then there is a symmetric neighborhood Vof e such that V g V- 1 C 

~ 0 

15.9. Proposition. If G is a topological group and U is any neighborhood 
of e and n is any positive integer, then there exists a symmetric neighborhood 
Vof e such that vn c U. D 

15.10. Proposition. If H is any subgroup of a topological group G then H 
is also a subgroup of G. If H is a normal subgroup then so is H. 

PROOF. It follows from continuity of inversion and multiplication that 
H-1 cHand HH c H so that H is a subgroup. If H is a normal subgroup 
and gEG then continuity also implies that gHg-1 cHand the opposite 
inclusion follows by applying this formula to g -1. D 

15.11. Proposition. If G is a topological group and H is a closed subgroup 
then the space G/H of left cosets of H in G, with the topology induced by 
the canonical map n:G-+G/H, is a Hausdorff space. Moreover, n is open 
and continuous. 

PROOF. If UcG is open then n-1n(U)=UH=U{UhlhEH} is a union of 
open sets and so is open. By definition of the quotient topology it follows 
that n(U) is open, proving the last statement. To see that G/H is Hausdorff, 
suppose that glH # gzH (hence representing different points in G/H). This 
is the same as saying that g;lgz ¢H. Since G-H is an open set containing 
g; 19z , Proposition 15.8 implies that there is a symmetric open neighborhood 
U of e such that (Ug;lg zU)nH = 0. Thus g;lgz U n UH = 0 which is the 
same as gzUng 1UH=0 which implies in turn that gzUHng 1UH=0. 
This shows that n(g;)Eg;UH which are disjoint open sets in G/H. D 

15.12. Proposition. If H is a closed normal subgroup of the topological group 
G then G/H, with the quotient topology, is a topological group. 

PROOF. G/H is Hausdorff by Proposition 15.11 and it remains to show that 
the group operations are continuous. Consider the following diagram, where 
the horizontal arrows are group multiplications: 

Gx G ) G 

lux 1 x 
G/H x G/H ------+ G/H. 
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An easy consequence of the fact (Proposition 15.11) that n is open is that 
n x n is an identification map (see Section 13, Problem 1). Taking an open 
set in GjH (the lower right), we must show its inverse image on the lower 
left is open. But that is the same as showing that its inverse image in G x G 
is open. But this inverse image is the same as that via the top and right 
maps, and that is open since those maps are continuous. A similar argument 
gives the continuity of inversion in GjH. D 

The most important class of topological groups is that of the so-called 
Lie groups which also carry a differentiable structure. We will discuss differen
tiable structures in Chapter II. Here, we will only discuss some of the important 
"classical Lie groups." 

The set Mn of n x n-matrices is just a euclidean space of dimension n2 • 

The determinant function M n -+ R is continuous since it is just a polynomial 
in the matrix coefficients. Thus the inverse image of {O} is a closed set. Its 
complement is the set of nonsingular matrices, and this forms a group under 
multiplication. It is called the "general linear group" and is denoted by 
Gl(n, R). It is an open subset of euclidean n2-space and that is the topology 
it is given. Matrix multiplication is given by polynomials in the coefficients 
and so is continuous. Matrix inversion is a rational function of the coefficients 
by Cramer's rule and so that is continuous. Thus Gl(n, R) is a topological 
group. 

In the same way, the general linear group Gl(n, C) over the complex numbers 
can be seen to be a topological group. 

The special linear group Sl(n, R) is the subgroup of Gl(n, R) consisting of 
matrices of determinant 1, and similarly for Sl(n, C) over the complexes. 

Similarly, the general linear group Gl(n, H) over the quaternions is a topo
logical group, although, in this case, the argument is a little harder since quater
nionic matrices lack a determinant function. (See Problem 12.) 

The set O(n) of orthogonal (real) matrices forms a subgroup of Gl(n, R) 
and it is a closed subset, since it is defined via continuous relations (AAt = J). 
Since the coefficients of an orthogonal matrix are bounded by 1 in absolute 
value, O(n) is a bounded closed subset of euclidean n2-space, and hence is 
compact by Corollary 8.7. 

Similarly, the set U(n) of unitary matrices (AA* = 1) is a compact subgroup 
of Gl(n,C). 

The quaternionic analogue of the orthogonal and unitary groups is called 
the symplectic group Sp(n). Its elements are quaternionic matrices A such 
that AA * = J, where A * is the quaternionic conjugate transpose of A, conjuga
tion meaning reversal of all three imaginary components. This group is a 
compact subgroup of Gl(n, H). 

These three classes of examples are called the "classical Lie groups." 
Note that the map Gl(n, R) x Rn -+ Rn is given by polynomials in the coef

ficients of the matrix and the vector, and so is continuous. 
An orthogonal matrix AEO(n), as a transformation of euclidean n-space, 

preserves lengths of vectors, and so it is a map of the sphere sn -1 to itself. 
We can regard O(n - 1) as the subgroup of O(n) fixing the last coordinate. 
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Consider the point (0,0, ... ,0,1). This point is left fixed by O(n - 1). We can 
map O(n) into sn-l by taking a matrix into where it moves the point 
(0,0, ... ,0, 1). That is, we define the map 

f: O(n)-+sn-l by f(A) = A(O, 0, ... ,0,1)1. 

If BEO(n - 1) then clearly f(AB) = f(A). This means that the map f factors 
through the left coset space O(n)jO(n - 1). A short computation will show 
that the induced map O(n)jO(n - 1) -+sn-l is one-one onto and continuous. 
Since this is a one-one mapping of a compact space onto a Hausdorff 
space it is a homeomorphism by Theorem 7.8. Let us abstract these 
observations. 

15.13. Definition. If G is a topological group and X is space, then an action 
of G on X is a map G x X -+ X, with the image of (g, x) being denoted by 
g(x), such that: 

(1) (gh)(x) = g(h(x)); and 
(2) e(x) = x. 

For a point XEX, the set G(x) = {g(X)!gEG} is called the orbit of x, and the 
subgroup Gx = {gEG!g(X) = x} is called the isotropy or stability group at x. 
The action is said to be transitive if there is only one orbit, the whole space 
X. The action is said to be effective if (g(x) = x for all x) => g = e, the identity 
element of G. 

Note that, in describing G x X -+ X as a "map," we are assuming it to be 
continuous. The following, then, is the general setting in which our comments 
on O(n) acting on sn-l lie. 

15.14. Proposition. IfG is a compact topological group acting on t'he Hausdorff 
space X and Gx is the isotropy group at x, then the map</J:GjGx-+G(x) given 
by gGxl-+g(x) is a homeomorphism. 

PROOF. If gl(X)=gz(x) then g~lg2EGx and so glGx=g2Gx, showing that 
</J is one-one onto G(x). It is continuous by the definition of the quotient 
topology on GjGx, and the result then follows from Theorem 7.8. 0 

Just as with the case ofO(n), U(n) acts on s2n- \ and it is transitive because 
one can find a unitary matrix moving any vector of length 1 into any other. 
The isotropy group at (0, 0, ... ,0, 1)is U(n - 1), and so U(n)jU(n - 1) ~ s2n-l 

Similarly Sp(n)jSp(n -1) ~ s4n-l. 
More generally, if we let (as is usual) Vn•k denote the "Stiefel manifold" of 

k-frames in n-space (a k-frame being an orthonormal set of k vectors in 
n-space), then O(n) acts transitively on Vn,k with an isotropy group O(n - k), 
and so O(n)jO(n - k) ~ Vn,k' The reader can make analogous observations 
for the unitary and symplectic cases. 
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Some other matrix groups are obtained by restriction to matrices of deter
minant 1: 

SO(n) = {AEO(n)ldet(A) = I} = the special orthogonal group, 

SU(n) = {A E U(n) I det(A) = I} = the special unitary group. 

There is no analogue in the symplectic case. 
With appropriate restrictions, these groups also act transitively on spheres 

and we get 

SO(n)/SO(n - 1) ~ sn-1 

SU(n)/SU(n - 1) ~ S2n-1 

for n 2: 2, 

for n 2: 2. 

Similar results can be obtained for the Stiefel manifolds, as the reader can 
verify. 

PROBLEMS 

1. If G is a topological group and Go is the component containing the identity 
element, then show that Go is a closed normal subgroup of G. 

2. If ¢: G ----> H is an onto homomorphism of topological groups, show that the kernel 
K of ¢ is a closed normal subgroup of G. If, moreover, G is compact, show that 
G/K ~ H as topological groups. 

3. If gEG, a compact topological group, and A = {gnl n = 0, 1,2, ... }, then show that 
A is a subgroup of G. Is this true without compactness of G? 

4. If G is a compact topological group, then show that every neighborhood of e 
contains a neighborhood V which is invariant under conjugation (i.e., 9 V g-l = V 
for all gEG). 

5. -<!- If G is a topological group and H is a closed subgroup, show that if Hand 
G/H are both connected then so is G. 

6. If G is a topological group acting on the space X and if we put 

H = {hEGI'v'XEX,h(x) = x}, 

then show that H is a closed normal subgroup of G. 

7. -¢- Show that SO(2) ~ Sl, SU(2) ~ S3, and Sp(l) ~ S3 (as spaces). 

8. -<!- Show that SO(n) is connected. (Hint: Use Problem 5.) Further, show that SO(n) 
is the component of O(n) containing the identity. 

9. -<r Show that Urn) and SU(n) are both connected and that U(n)/SU(n) ~ Sl. 

10. Show that the center {hEGI'v'gEG,hg = gh} of a topological group G is closed. 

11. Show that real projective n-space RP" ~ O(n + l)/(O(n) x 0(1)) and that complex 
projective n-space cpn ~ U(n + l)/(U(n) x U(l)). 

12. -¢- Show that Gl(n, H) is open in M n(H). 

13. Consider the multiplicative group of all upper diagonal 2 x 2 matrices of deter-
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minant 1. Show that the conclusion of Problem 4 is false for this (noncom pact) 
topological group. 

14. Show that a topological group is regular. (Hint: Let U, V be symmetric open 
neighborhoods of e such that V 2 c U and deduce that V cU.) 

15. Prove Propositions 15.8 and 15.9. 

16. Convex Bodies 

In topology, we often need to know that certain familiar objects are homeo
morphic. For example, we shall have reason to want to know that a disk in 
euclidean space is homeomorphic to a cube, and to a cylinder, and a simplex 
(the analogue of a tetrahedron), and so on. In this section we give a general 
result that provides a unified proof of these special cases and many others. 

16.1. Definition. A convex body in Rn is a closed set CeRn with the property 
that whenever p, qEC the line segment between p and q is contained in C. 
The boundary of C is ac = C - int(C). 

16.2. Proposition. If CeRn is a convex body and OEint(C) then any ray from 
the origin intersects ac in at most one point. 

PROOF. Suppose R is a ray from the origin and p,qERnC, with neither p 
nor q being the origin. Suppose q is further from the origin than p. Since the 
origin is assumed to lie in int(C) there is a ball B about the origin completely 
contained in C. Then consider the union of all line segments from points in 
B to q (the cone on B subtended from q). The point p is clearly in the interior 
of this cone, and the cone is contained completely in C, since C is convex, 
and so p must be in int(C). 0 

16.3. Proposition. Let CeRn be a compact convex body with OEint(C). Then 
the function f: ac -+ sn-1 given by f(x) = xl II x II is a homeomorphism. 

PROOF. Since f is the composition of the inclusion ac ~Rn - {O} with the 
radial retraction r: Rn - {O} -+ sn - 1, it is continuous. Proposition 16.2 
implies that f is one-one, and f is obviously onto. By Theorem 7.8, f is a 
homeomorphism. D 

16.4. Theorem. A compact convex body C in Rn with nonempty interior is 
homeomorphic to the closed n-ball, and ac ~ sn - 1. 

PROOF. By translation, we can assume the origin is in the interior of C. Let 
Dn denote the unit disk in Rn and let f be as in Proposition 16.3. Then the 
function k: Dn -+ C given by k(x) = II x II f-l(xl II x II) for x # 0 and k(O) = 0 
clearly maps Dn onto C and is continuous everywhere except possibly at the 
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origin. However, since C is compact, there is a bound M for {II x III x E C}. 
Then II k(x) II ::;; M ·11 x II which implies continuity at the origin. It is also clear 
that k is one-one, and hence it is a homeomorphism by Theorem 7.8. D 

17. The Baire Category Theorem 

Often, one is interested in a condition on points of a space that is satisfied 
by an open dense set of points. For example, if P(Xl, ... , Xn) is a polynomial 
function on Rn then the condition p(x) i= 0 has this property, and a special 
case of that is the determinant function on square matrices. If one has two 
such conditions then the set of points satisfying both conditions is still open 
and dense. The same, then, is true for any finite number of such conditions. 
But what of a countably infinite number of such conditions? Certainly, one 
cannot expect that the set of points satisfying all the conditions is open, but 
the density of this set does survive for a wide class of spaces, as we show in 
this section. This fact has many important consequences in analysis as well as 
in topology. 

17.1. Theorem (Baire Category Theorem). Let X be either a complete metric 
space or a locally compact Hausdorff space. Then the union of countably many 
nowhere dense subsets of X has empty interior. 

PROOF. Let U be an open subset of X and suppose that Ai C X is nowhere 
dense (i = 0,1, ... ). Construct a sequence of nonempty open sets Vl' V2 , ••• , 

such that Vi + 1 C Vi - Ai, where Vo = U. (In the complete metric case, this 
can be achieved by taking Vi+ 1 = B.(x) for some XE V; - Ai such that 
B 2.(x) C Vi - Ai.) 

If X is locally compact then also construct the Vi so that Vl' and hence 
each V;, is compact. Then the V; satisfy the finite intersection property and 
so 0 i= n V; C U - U Ai. 

If X is complete metric, then also construct the Vi so that diam(V;) < 2 - i. 
Then a sequence of points XiE Vi is Cauchy since, for i < j, dist(xi, Xj) ::;; 

diam(Vi) < rio Then XnEVi for all n;;::: i and so x = lim(xn)EVi for all i. Thus 
XEnVi C U - UAi. 

In both cases this shows that U ¢ UAi. Since U is an arbitrary open set, 
we conclude that int(UAi) = 0· D 

The word "category" in the theorem refers to the following definition: 

17.2. Definition. A subset S of a space X is said to be of first category if it 
is the countable union of nowhere dense subsets. Otherwise it is said to be 
of second category. A set of second category is said to be residual if its 
complement is of first category. 
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Thus Theorem 17.1 can be rephrased: "An open subset of a complete 
metric space, or a locally compact Hausdorff space, is of second category in 
itself." 

It is also worth while to state the contrapositive of Theorem 17.1: 

17.3. Corollary. Let X be either a complete metric space or a locally compact 
Hausdorff space. Then the intersection of any countable family of dense open 
sets in X (i.e., a residual set) is dense. D 

We close this section with some applications of this result. The first 
application deals with pointwise limits of functions. 

17.4. Corollary. If Un} is a sequence of continuous functions fn: X ~ Y from a 
complete metric space X to a metric space Yand if f(x) = limfn(x) exists for 
each x then the set of points of continuity off is residual and hence dense. 

PROOF. For positive integers m, k let 

Um,k = U {xldist(fn(x),fm(x)) > 11k} 
n2m 

which is open. Since 

n Um,k 
m :;.1 

consists of points where fix) does not converge, it is empty. It follows that 

n am,k C U (am,k - Um,k) 
m21 m21 

which is a countable union of nowhere dense sets. Therefore 

U n am,k 
k:;.1 m:;.1 

is also a countable union of nowhere dense sets. Thus its complement 

C = n U int( n {x I dist(fn(x),fm(X)) :s; 11k}) 
k:;.1 m:;.1 n:;.m 

is residual. But YEC means that 

Vk?? 1, 3m ?? 1 3315 > 0 3 dist(x, y) < 15 = Vn?? m, dist(fn(x),fm(x)) :s; 11k. 

Hence, for such k, m, 15 and dist(x, y) < 15 we have that dist(f(x), fm(x)):s; 11k 
and also that dist(f(y), fm{Y)):S; 11k. By taking 15 smaller, if necessary, we 
can also assure that dist(fm(x),fm(Y)) :s; 11k by the continuity of f m' Therefore 
dist(f(x),f(y)):s; 31k for these choices, showing that f is continuous at y. (We 
hasten to point out that the set of points of discontinuity off, while of first 
category, can well be dense. It is not hard to produce such examples.) D 
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17.5. Corollary. There exists a connected 2-manifold (i.e., a Hausdorff space 
in which each point has a neighborhood homeomorphic to the plane) with the 
following properties: 

(1) it has a countable dense set; 
(2) it has an uncountable discrete subset, and hence is not second countable; and 
(3) it is not normal, and hence not metrizable. 

PROOF. We will describe a similar manifold M "with boundary." The desired 
manifold can then be obtained by "doubling" M; i.e., taking two copies of 
M and identifying their boundaries. 

First we describe the point set of M. There are two types of points. The 
first type consists of the points in the upper half space of the plane, i.e., 
{(x, y)ly > O}. The second type of point is a ray (but we are describing a 
single point of M)from a point of the x-axis pointing into the upper half space. 

To describe the topology on this set of points, we shall give a neighborhood 
basis at each point. For points in the upper half space, we use the usual 
topology of the plane. For a point corresponding to a ray r from a point x 
on the x-axis, we take, for a basic neighborhood, the set of points in the 
upper half plane in the "wedge" between two rays surrounding r and of 
distance (in the sense of the plane) less than E from (x,O) together with the 
points of the second kind consisting of the rays from (x, 0) and lying in the 
mentioned "wedge." (See Figure 1-7.) 

To see that this really is a 2-manifold, consider the map <p from the upper 
half plane to itself given by <p(x, y) = (x/y, y). It is easy to verify that this is a 
homeomorphism on the upper half plane. Moreover, it maps rays from the 
origin to vertical lines. Thus the point of M corresponding to a ray from 
the origin can be thought of as the point on the x-axis attached to the vertical 
corresponding to the ray under <p. Under this correspondence it is evident 
that the topology becomes the ordinary topology of the closed half plane. 
This shows that a neighborhood of any point of M given by a ray from the 
origin, is indeed homeomorphic to an ordinary neighborhood of a boundary 
point in closed half space, a manifold with boundary. Rays from other points 
on the original x-axis can be treated similarly. 

r 

Figure 1-7. Construction of a strange manifold. 
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We now verify the claims for this space. The points in the upper half plane 
with rational coordinates clearly give a countable dense set, proving (1). 

Consider, for each x, the point of the second kind corresponding to a 
vertical ray from (x,O). Let S be the collection of these points. For anyone 
of them a "wedge" neighborhood of that point intersects S in that point 
alone. Thus that point is itself an open subset of S. Thus S is discrete, and 
it is in one-one correspondence with the real axis, and so is uncountable. If 
M were second countable then any subspace, such as S, would also be second 
countable (just intersect the basis with the subspace), and that is not true 
of S. 

Finally, we must show that M is not normal. In fact, let A be the subset 
of S, above, corresponding to rational x, and B that corresponding to 
irrational x. These are both closed subsets of M and are disjoint. We claim 
that it is impossible to separate them by disjoint open supersets. Suppose 
U c M is an open set containing B and disjoint from A. For a point XES, 
and integer n > 0, let Wix) be the wedge of angle nln and radius lin about 
the vertical ray from x. Then define 

Tn = {xEBI Wn(x) C U}. 

Then the sets Tn together with the singletons {xEA} comprise a countable 
collection of sets whose union is Au B, the real axis. Since the real line in 
its ordinary topology is complete metric, the closure in R of one of these 
sets must contain an interval. This is not true of the singletons, so it must 
be that Tn => (a, b) for some n and interval. But then for any "rational" 
qE(a, b) n S it is clear that every neighborhood in M of q must intersect U. 0 

The manifold just described is, in fact, a differentiable manifold (see 
Chapter II) except for failure to be second countable. Indeed, it is the strange 
properties of examples like this that lead to the restriction to second countable 
spaces in the definition of a differentiable manifold. 

Note that this manifold is a subspace of a normal space, its one-point 
compactification. Thus, a subspace of a normal space need not be normal. 

17.6. Corollary. In the space RI of continuous functions I -+R in the uniform 
metric, the set offunctions which are nowhere differentiable is dense. Indeed, it 
is residual in RI. 

PROOF. For a positive integer n, consider the set 

Un = {fERIIVtEI' 3s # t in 13If(t~ = :(S) 1 > n}. 

We claim that this is open. To see this, note that for a givenfEUn and tEl, 
there is an E > 0 and an s # t such that 

l_f(_t)_-_f(_S)1 > n + E. 

t-s 
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Then, for some such s = set) and E = E(t), there is an open neighborhood Vt 

of t such that set)¢. Vt and such that 

1 
,,----f ('----'-t')_--=--f-'-'..( s) 1 > n + E 

t' -s 

for all t' E Vt. The Vt cover I so ..!hat some finite union Vt! U ... U Vtk :::::> I. Let 
E = min E(ti), b = min dist(s(t;), Vt.), and suppose that II f - g II < Ebj2. Then, 
for any tEl, we have tEVri for some i and, for s = set;), we have 

n + E < 1 f(t) - f(s) 1 ~ 1 f(t) - g(t)1 + Ig(t) - g(s) 1 + Ig(S) - f(S)I· 
t-s t-s t-s t-s 

Since It - s I ~ b, the first and third terms on the right are each at most 
(EbI2)(1/b) = E/2. It follows that 

I
g(t) - g(s) 1 > n + E - E = n, 

t-s 

and hence that gEUn' Therefore, Un is open as claimed. 
Next we claim that each Un is dense. To see this, let f ERI and E > 0 be 

given. Let m be so large that 21m < E. By uniform continuity of f there is 
a k so large that 

Ix - yl ~ 11k = If(x) - f(y) I ~ 11m. 

Also, take k so large that k > nm. Let ai = ilk, bi = ai + 1/(3k), ci = ai + 2/(3k), 
and Yi = f(a;). Consider the interval [ab ai+ 1]. Define a function g on this 
interval whose graph consists of the three line segments (ai' y;) to (bi, Yi - (11m)) 
to (C i, Yi + (11m)) to (ai+ 1, Yi+ 1); see Figure 1-8. These fit together to define g 
on all of I. By construction, Ilf -gil ~2Im<E. Let tE[aiA+1]. If g(t) > Yi 

--------r-
11m 

Yi = f (a i ) -f -r------k----\--I--II'---j-'---j-

11m 

-- -- - - - -LI-----t---+----f-_+__ 

ai = ilk bi 

Figure 1-8. Creating a nowhere differentiable function. 
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then take s = bi. Otherwise, take s = Ci. Then 

Ig(t) - g(s) I ;;::: 11m = ~ > nm = n. 
t -s 11k m m 

Hence gEUn and Ilf - g II < E, concluding the proof that Un is dense. 
Since RI is a complete metric space (prove it) we conclude that A = nUn 

is residua1. We claim that any function f EA is nowhere differentiable. 
Suppose, on the contrary, that f is differentiable at some tEl. Then 
I (f(s) - f(t))/(s - t) I has a limit as s --+ t and so it is bounded for all sEI, s i= t. 
If n is larger than such a bound then it follows thatf ¢ Uno a contradiction. D 

PROBLEMS 

1. Below is an outline of a more elegant proof of the fact that Un is open in the proof 
of Corollary 17.6. Justify all statements made here. 
(a) The function RI x 1-> R taking (f, t)1-> f(t) is continuous. 
(b) For ~={(X,X)IXEI}, the function F:Rlx(IxI-~)->R taking (f,s,t)1-> 

1 (f(t) - f(s))/(t - s)1 is continuous. 
(c) The map <1>: RI x (I x I -~) -> RI x (R - {O}) taking (f, s, t)I->(f, t - s) is closed. 
(d) The projection p: RI x (R - {O})->RI is open. 
(e) Un = p(RI x (R - {O}) - <l>r 1[0, nJ) which is open. 

2. Let X be a complete metric space and let RX be the set of continuous functions 
X->R. Let ScRx be a collection of mapsf:X->R such that {J(x)lfES} is 
bounded for each XEX. Show that there is an open set 0 =1= U c X and a number 
B such that If(x)1 ::;; B for all XE U and f ES. 

3. An upper semicontinuous function of a real variable is a real valued function f 
on R such thatf-l( - 00, r) is open for all real r.1f f: R -> R is upper semicontinuous, 
show that there is some open interval (a,b) on whichfis bounded below. 

4. Show that the set of points of continuity of an upper semicontinuous function is 
residual. 



CHAPTER II 

Differentiable Manifolds 

We have here, in fact, a passage to the limit of 
unexampled audacity. 

F. KLEIN (in reference to Brook Taylor's 
derivation of his famous theorem) 

1. The Implicit Function Theorem 

In this section we will prove the Implicit Function Theorem and the Inverse 
Function Theorem in sufficient generality for our use. Readers who think 
they already know these theorems, or who are willing to accept them, can 
skip this section, but they are advised to at least read the statements. This 
section is self-contained. 

A real valued function on an open subset of euclidean space Rn is said to 
be Ck if it has continuous partial derivatives through order k (of all orders if 
k = (0). A function from an open subset of Rn to an open subset of Rm is said to 
be Ck if the m coordinate functions are Ck • A function from an open subset 
of Rn to another open subset of Rn is said to be a "diffeomorphism" if it is 
Coo and has a Coo inverse. 

1.1. Theorem (The Mean Value Theorem). Let f:Rn-+R be C l . Let X= 

(Xl"'" xn) and x = (Xl, ... , xn). Then 

n af 
f(x) - f(x) = L - (x)(x; - x;) 

;~l ax; 

for some point x on the line segment between x and X. 

PROOF. Apply the Mean Value Theorem found in any freshman calculus 
book to the function R -+ R defined by tl-+ f(tx + (1 - t)x) and use the Chain 
Rule: 

df(tx + (1 - t)x) I 
dt t~to 

where x = tox + (1 - to)x. o 
63 
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_ m af _ 
f(x, y) - f(x, y) = i~l aYi (x, Y)(Yi - y;) 

for some y on the line segment between Y and y. D 

1.3. Theorem (The Banach Contraction Principle). Let X be a complete metric 
space and T: X ---+ X a contraction (i.e., for some constant K < 1 we have 
dist(Tx, Ty) ~ K 'dist(x, y) for all x, YEX). Then T has a unique fixed point 
~EX. Moreover, for any XEX, ~ = lim Ti(X). 

PROOF. Consider a given point XoEX and put Xl = Txo, X2 = Tx 1, etc. Then, 
with (j = dist(xo, Txo) = dist(xo, Xl), we have 

dist(xo, xk) ~ dist(xo, Xl) + dist(x 1, x2) + ... + dist(xk - 1, Xk) 

Also, for m ~ n, 

~ dist(xo, xd + K 'dist(xo, xd + K 2 ·dist(xo, Xl) + ... 
= (j(1 + K + K2 + ... ) 
= (j/(1 - K). 

dist(xm xm) ~ K 'dist(xn _ b xm- 1) ~ K 2·dist(xn _2' Xm-2) 

~ .. , ~Kn·dist(xo,xm_n)~(jKn/(1-K) 

which tends to 0 as n ---+ 00, since K < 1. 
Thus xo, Xl' x 2 , ... is a Cauchy sequence. Put (= lim (xJ Then we have 

that T( = lim TXi = lim Xi+ 1 =~. 
If X is another fixed point then 

dist(x,~) = dist(Tx, T~) ~ K'dist(x, (). 

Since K < 1, this implies that dist(x,~) = 0 and hence that X = ~. D 

The following is the basic ingredient going into the Implicit Function 
Theorem and the Inverse Function Theorem: 

1.4. Lemma. Let ~ERn and 1]ERm be given. Letf: Rn x Rm ---+ Rm be C1 and put 
f = (f1,·" ,fm)· (fneed only be defined in a neighborhood of(~, 1]).) Assume that 
f((, 1]) = 1] and that all the following partial derivatives off vanish at (~, 1]): 

aJi(J: ) = 0 a c,,1] , 
Yj 

where Xl>"" Xn are the coordinates in Rn and Y1"'" Ym those in Rm. Then 
there exist numbers a > 0 and b > 0 such that there exists a unique function 
¢:A---+B, where A = {xERnlllx-O ~a} and B= {YERmIIIY-1]11 ~b}, such 
that ¢(~) = 1/ and ¢(x) = f(x, ¢(x)) for all xEA. Moreover, ¢ is continuous. 
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PROOF. By a transition of coordinates, we may as well assume that e = 0, 1] = 0, 
and f(O,O) = O. [Precisely, if 4)(x) = (Me + x) -1], f(x, y) = f(x + e, y + 1])-1] 

then 4>(x) = f(x, 4>(x)) becomes 4)(x) = f(x, 4)(x)) and now the situation is 
centered at the origin.] We now assume this. 

Applying Corollary 1.2 to each coordinatefi off and using the assumption 
that of;/oYj = 0 at the origin, and hence is small in a neighborhood of 0, we 
can find a > 0 and b > 0 so that for any preassigned constant 0 < K < 1, 

Ilf(x,y) - f(x,y) II < Klly - YII 

for II x II ~ a, II y II ~ b, and II y II ~ b. 
Moreover, we can take a to be even smaller so that we also have, for all 

Ilxll ~a, 

(**) Kb+ Ilf(x, 0) II ~b. 

Consider the set F of all functions 4>: A --+ B with 4>(0) = O. Give this the "uniform 
metric": dist(4), ljI) = sup{ 114>(x) -ljI(x) IllxEA}. This is a complete metric space 
since ({ 4>i} Cauchy) =>({ 4>i(X)} Cauchy for all x) =>(lim 4>i(X) exists for all x). 
[Note that if we restrict this to continuous 4>, it is still complete, since uniform 
limits preserve continuity.] 

Define T: F --+ F by putting (T4>)(x) = f(x, 4>(x)). One must check: (i) 
(T4»(O) = 0; and (ii) (T4>)(X)EB for xEA. Now (T4»(O) = f(O, 4>(0)) = f(O, 0) = 0, 
proving (i). Next we calculate 

II (T4»(x) II = Ilf(x,4>(x))II ~ Ilf(x,4>(x))- f(x, 0) II + Ilf(x, 0) II 

~ K 114>(x) II + Ilf(x, 0) II by (*) 

~ Kb + Ilf(x, 0) II ~ b by (**), 

proving (ii). 
We claim that T is a contraction. In fact, we compute 

dist(T4>, TljI) = sup (II (T4»(x) - (TljI)(x) II) 
XEA 

= sup (1If(x, 4>(x)) - f(x, ljI(x)) II) 
XEA 

~supKII4>(x)-ljI(x)11 by (*) 
XEA 

=K·dist(4),ljI). 

Thus the Banach Principle (Theorem 1.3) states that there is a unique 4>: 
A --+ B with 4>(0) = 0 and T4> = 4>; i.e.,f(x, 4>(x)) = 4>(x) for all XEA. 

It also states that 4> = lim 4>i where 4>0 is arbitrary and 4>i+ 1 = T4>i. Put 
4>o(x) = 0 for all x. Then 4>1 (x) = f(x, 4>o(x)) is continuous, 4>z(x) = f(x, 4>1 (x)) 
is continuous, etc. Hence 4> = lim 4>i is a uniform limit of continuous functions, 
and so it is continuous. 0 

1.5. Theorem (The Implicit Function Theorem). Let g: Rn x Rm --+ Rm be C1 
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and let ¢ERn,I]ERm be given with g(¢,I]) =0. (g need only be defined in a 
neighborhood of (¢, 1]).) Assume that the differential of the composition 

is onto at 1]. [This is equivalent to the statement that the Jacobian determinant 
J(gi; yJ =1= 0 at (¢, I]).J Then there are numbers a> 0 and b > 0 such that there 
exists a unique function ¢:A~B (with A,B as in Lemma 1.4), with ¢(¢) = 1], 

such that 

g(x, ¢(x)) = 0 for all xEA. 

[That is, ¢ "solves" the implicit relation g(x, y) = O.J 
Moreover, if g is cP then so is ¢ (including the case p = 00). 

PROOF. The differential referred to is the linear map L: Rm ~ Rm given by 

where Y = (Yb"" Ym) and L(y) = (L 1(y), ... , Lm(Y)). That is, it is the linear 
map represented by the Jacobian matrix (agPJy) at (¢,I]). 

The hypothesis says that L is nonsingular, and hence has a linear inverse 
L-l:Rm~Rm. 

Let 

be defined by 

f(x,y) = y - L -l(g(X,y)). 

Thenf(¢,I]) = I] - L -1(0) = 1]. Also, computing differentials at I] of yf--+ f(¢, y) 
gives 

I - L - 1 L = I - I = O. 

Explicitly, this computation is as follows: Let L = (ad so that ai.j = 
(ag;/aYj)(¢,I]) and let L -1 = (bd so that L bi,kak.j = bi,j' Then 

afi a [ m ] m agk 
-a (¢,I])=bi,j--a Ibi,kgk(X,y) =bi,j- Ibi,k-a (¢,I]) 

Yj Yj k=l (~,q) k=l Yj 
m 

=b··- ~ b·kak ·=0. t,) ~ t, ,J 
k=l 

Applying Lemma 1.4 to get a, b, and ¢ with ¢(¢) = I] andf(x, ¢(x)) = ¢(x) 
we see that 

¢(x) = f(x, ¢(x)) = ¢(x) - L -l(g(X, ¢(x))), 

which is equivalent to g(x, ¢(x)) = O. 
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We must now show that <fJ is differentiable. Since the Jacobian J(gi; Y) "# ° 
at (~, 11), it is nonzero in a neighborhood, say A x B. To show that <fJ is 
differentiable at a point XEA we can use the translation trick in the proof 
of Lemma 1.4 to reduce the question to the case x = 0, and we can also take 
~ = 11 = 0. With this assumption, which is a minor notational convenience 
only, apply the Mean Value Theorem (Theorem 1.1) to g(x, Y), g(O, 0) = 0: 

0= gi(X, <fJ(x)) = g;(x, <fJ(x)) - g;(O, 0) 
n Ogi m Ogi 

= L ~o (Pi,qJXj + L ~o (Pi,qJ<fJk(X), 
j=1 Xj k=1 Yk 

where (Pi' qJ is some point on the line segment between (0,0) and (x, <fJ(x)). 
Let h(j) denote the point (0,0, ... , h, 0, ... ,0), with the h in the jth place, in Rn. 
Then, putting h(j) in place of x in the above equation and dividing by h, we get 

Ogi m Ogi <fJk(h(j») 
O=~o (Pi,qi)+ L ~o (P;,q;)-h-' 

Xj k=1 Yk 

For j fixed, i = 1, ... , m and k = 1, ... , m these are m linear equations for the 
m unknowns 

<fJk(hUJ ) - <fJk(O) 

h 

and they can be solved since the determinant of the coefficient matrix is 
J(gi; Yk) "# ° in A x B. The solution (Cramer's Rule) has a limit as h --+ 0. Thus 
(a<fJk/aX)(O) exists and equals this limit. 

We now know that <fJ is differentiable (once) in a neighborhood A x B of 
(~, 11) and thus we can apply standard calculus to compute the derivative of 
the equations g(x, <fJ(x)) = ° (i.e., each gi(X, <fJ(x)) = 0) with respect to Xj' The 
Chain Rule gives 

ago mag. a<fJk ° =~' (x, <fJ(x)) + I ~'(x, <fJ(x))-(x). 
aXj k= 1 aYk aXj 

Again, these are linear equations (i = 1, ... , m, andj fixed) with nonzero deter
minant near (~, 11) and hence has, by Cramer's Rule, a solution of the form 

O<fJk 
-(x) = Fk.j(x, <fJ(x)), 
oXj 

where Fk.j is CP-1 when g is CPo (Fk,j isjust an analytic function of the ag/oxj 
and ag/aYk which are CP-1.) 

If <fJ is cr for r < p, then the right-hand side of this equation is also cr. 
Thus the left-hand side a<fJk/aXj is cr and hence the <fJk are cr+ 1. By induction, 
the <fJk are CPo Consequently, <fJ is CP when g is CP, as claimed. D 

1.6. Theorem (The Inverse Function Theorem). Let 8: Rm --+ Rm be C1 with 
8(11) = ~ and with differential at 11 which is nonsingular (i.e., J(8 i ; Y) "# ° at 
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Y = 1]). Then there are numbers a> 0 and b > 0 such that there is a function 
¢:A-+B, where 

and 

B = {YERmllly -1] II ~ b}, 

with ¢(~)=1] and with lJ(¢(x)) = x for all XEA. 
Moreover, ¢ is CP when lJ is CPo Furthermore, 0 is a diffeomorphism of some 

neighborhood of 1] onto a neighborhood of ~ with inverse ¢, when lJ is COO. 

PROOF. Apply the Implicit Function Theorem (Theorem 1.5) to g: Rm x Rm-+ 

Rm where g(x, y) = lJ(y) - x. We get ¢ with g(x, ¢(x)) = 0; i.e., 0 = lJ(¢(x)) - x, 
as desired. Now the Jacobian of ¢ is just the inverse of that of lJ at y = 1] by 
the Chain Rule. Thus we can apply the part of Theorem 1.6 now proved, to 
¢ in place of lJ. 

Note that the equation lJ(¢(x)) = x for XEA shows that ¢ is one-one on 
A and lJ I B is onto A. The application of the same result to ¢ in place of lJ 
shows that ¢: A -+ B is onto some neighborhood B' of 1] in B (hence in Rm). 

Thus ¢: A -+ B' is one-one onto, and lJ(¢(x)) = x shows that lJ = ¢ -1 here. 
If lJ is Coo then so is ¢ and hence lJ: B' -+ A is a diffeomorphism with inverse 
¢. (Technically we should pass to smaller open sets here.) D 

2. Differentiable Manifolds 

A "topological n-manifold" is a Hausdorff space for which each point has a 
neighborhood homeomorphic to euclidean n-space (or, equivalently, an open 
subset of euclidean n-space). In each of these euclidean neighborhoods one 
can introduce a coordinate system. As one travels around the manifold, one 
must pass from one set of such coordinates to another. This requires a change 
of coordinates. The changes of coordinates are continuous functions (real 
functions of several real variables). If one wants to do "calculus" on such a 
space, however, the changes of coordinates will have to be differentiable 
functions. This leads to the notion of a "smooth" or "differentiable" manifold 
(or "COO-manifold"). We shall now formally define this notion. Actually, we 
are going to give two quite different definitions of smooth manifolds. The 
first one is rather traditional. The second one is more elegant and adapts 
more easily to some more general situations. We will make use of both. 

2.1. Definition. An n-dimensional differentiable manifold (or smooth manifold 
or Coo-manifold) is a second countable Hausdorff space M n together with a 
collection of maps called "charts" such that: 

(1) a chart is a homeomorphism ¢: V -+ V' eRn where V is open in M n and 
V' is open in Rn; 
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(2) each point xEM is in the domain of some chart; 
(3) for charts ¢: U --+ U' eRn and 1jJ: V --+ V' c Rn we have that the "change of 

coordinates" ¢1jJ -1: IjJ(U n V) --+ ¢(U n V) is Coo; and 
(4) the collection of charts is maximal with properties (1), (2) and (3). 

A set of charts satisfying conditions (1), (2), and (3) is often called an 
"atlas." It should be noted that an atlas can be enlarged uniquely to provide 
a maximal atlas as in the definition. Note that, by Theorem 12.12 of Chapter I, 
a smooth manifold is paracompact and its one-point compactification is 
metrizable. 

2.2. Definition. Let X be a topological space. A Junctional structure on X is 
a function F x defined on the collection of open sets U in X, such that: 

(1) F x(U) is a subalgebra of the algebra of all continuous real valued functions 
on U; 

(2) F x(U) contains all constant functions; 
(3) Vc U,fEFx(U)=JlvEFx(V); and 
(4) U = U Ua and Jlu,EF x(Ua) for all r:x = JEF x(U), 

The pair (X, F x) is called aJunctionally structured space. (See Hochschild [IJ.) 

Note: To check item (4) in Definition 2.2 for a particular example, one needs 
only check it for "small" U a (diameter < c; in some metric, for example). To 
see this, compare U both to the original {U a} and to a "small" covering 
refining the original. 

Some examples of functional structures are X = Rn with: 

(1) F x(U) = CO(U) = all continuous real valued functions on U; 
(2) F x(U) = Ck(U) = all Ck functions on U; 
(3) F x(U) = Coo(U) = all Coo functions on U; and 
(4) F x(U) = C"'(U) = all real analytic functions on U. 

2.3. Definition. A morphism of functionally structured spaces 

(X, F x) --+ (Y, F y) 

is a map ¢: X --+ Y such that composition JI----+ Jo¢ carries F y(U) into 
F x( ¢ - 1( U)). An isomorphism is a morphism ¢ such that ¢ - 1 exists as a 
morphism. 

Notation. If (X, F x) is a given functionally structured space and U c X is 
open, then let F u(V) = F x(V) for open V c U. Then (U, F u) is a functionally 
structured space. With scant abuse of notation, we shall simply use F to 
denote F x' F u, etc. 

We now come to our second definition of a differentiable manifold. 

2.4. Definition. An n-dimensional differentiable manifold is a second countable 
functionally structured Hausdorff space (Mn, F) which is locally isomorphic 
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to (Rn, COO). That is, each point in M has a neighborhood U such that 
(U, F u) ~ (V, C~) for some open VcR". 

In this case a morphism is called a differentiable or smooth map, an isomor
phism is called a diffeomorphism, and members ofF(U) are called differentiable 
(real valued) functions. 

We shall now endeavor to show that these two definitions of a smooth 
manifold are, indeed, equivalent. 

(Definition 2.4 = Definition 2.1.) Let (M", F) be a given functionally struc
tured space satisfying Definition 2.4. Let a "chart" be a map of an open subset 
U c M to an open set VcR" which is an isomorphism of functional struc
tures. The domains of the charts cover M by Definition 2.4. Essentially all 
that needs proving, then, is that the "transition functions" f) = cpljl - 1 between 
two charts are COO. But f) is an isomorphism of functional structures. Clearly 
all we need to show, then, is that a morphism f): W -+ W' of the COO 
structures on open sets Wand W' in R" is the same thing as a C') map on 
such sets. 

By definition, f) is a morphism ¢;> (f E Coo on an open set in W' = f 0 f) is 
COO). Thus it suffices to show 

f): W -+ W' is Coo ¢;> f 0 f) is COO for all e" f. 

The implication=is clear. For=, let f be a coordinate function (projection 
to a coordinate axis in Rn) and decompose f) into its coordinate functions 

Then fof) = f)i for f = ith coordinate function. Thus each f)i is Coo. But that 
is exactly what it means for f) to be COO. 

(Definition 2.1 = Definition 2.4.) Suppose we are given a manifold M" in 
the sense of charts. We must define F(U) for U open. By (4) of Definition 2.2 
it suffices to do this for U small, and we shall do so for U the domain of a 
chart. If cp: U -+ U' eRn is a chart, put 

F(U) = {f°cplfECoo(U')}, 

that is, define F u such that cp is an isomorphism of functional structures. It 
is then easy to verify that this gives a smooth n-manifold in the sense of 
Definition 2.4. 

2.5. Definition. A map f: M -+ N between two smooth manifolds is said to be 
smooth (or differentiable or COO) if, for any charts cp on M and IjI on N, the 
function ljIo fo cp -1 is smooth where it is defined. (Also see Problem 3.) 

2.6. Definition. An n-manifold together with an atlas such that, for any two 
charts cp, IjI in the atlas, the Jacobian of the change of coordinates function 
cpoljl -1 has positive determinant at all points in its domain, is called an 
oriented manifold. The particular atlas, maximal with this property, is called 
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an orientation of the manifold. An n-manifold having such an atlas is called 
orientable. 

Clearly a connected orientable manifold has exactly two orientations. The 
charts of one have Jacobian determinants that are negative when compared 
with charts from the opposite orientation. An orientation can be chosen on 
a connected orientable manifold by the choice of a compatible chart or 
local coordinates at anyone point, which is often the wayan orientation is 
specified. 

2.7. Definition. An n-manifold with boundary is as in Definition 2.1 except 
that the target for charts is the half space {(Xl"",Xn)ERnlxl :S::O}. Its 
boundary is the (n-1)-manifold consisting of all points mapped to {(Xl"'" Xn) 
ERnlx l = O} by a chart. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Show that a second countable Hausdorff space X with a functional structure F 
is an n-manifold=every point in X has a neighborhood U such that there are 
functionsfl"" ,fnEF(U) such that: a real valued function 9 on U is in F(U)=there 
exists a smooth function h(XI"'" xn) of n real variables :3 g(p) = h(fl(p), ... ,j.(p)) 
for all pEU. 

2. Complete the discussion of the two definitions of smooth manifold by showing 
that if one goes from one of the descriptions to the other, as indicated, and then 
back, one ends up with the same structure as at the start. 

3. Show that a map f: M --> N between smooth manifolds, with functional structures 
F M and F N, is smooth in the sense of Definition 2.5 = it is smooth in the sense of 
Definition 2.4 (i.e., gEF N(U) = gof EF M(f-I(U))). 

4. Let X be the graph of the real valued function 8(x) = Ixi of a real variable x. Define 
a functional structure on X by taking f E F(U) = f is the restriction to U of a Coo 
function on some open set V in the plane with U = V nX. Show that X with this 
structure is not diffeomorphic to the real line with usual Coo structure. 

5. Consider the half open real line [0, 00). Define a functional structure F I by taking 
fEFI(U)= f(x) = g(X2) for some Coo function 9 on {xlxEU or -XEU}. Define 
another functional structure F 2 by taking f E F 2( U) = f is the restriction to U of 
some Coo function on an open subset of R. (Note that U is open in [0, 00) but 
not necessarily in R.) Convince yourself that it is not unreasonable to believe that 
these structured spaces are equal, and also try to convince yourself that this is not 
a triviality; i.e., try to prove it. 

3. Local Coordinates 

Let M n be a smooth manifold, let f be a real valued function on M, and let 
x: V -> V' eRn be a chart. Let 1 = fox -1 which is an ordinary real valued 
function f(x [, ... , xn ) of n real variables. Any point p in the domain V of the 
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chart has coordinates 

X(p)=(XI(p), .. ·, Xn(P))· 

Thus 

f(p) = !(x 1(p),···, Xn(P))· 

By abuse of notation, one often blurs this distinction between f and! and, 
on the domain of the chart, thinks off as a function of the "local coordinates" 
Xl"'" Xn' One must realize, however, that this representation of f depends 
on the choice of the chart. In another coordinate system (i.e., chart) this 
representation would change by the change of coordinates from one chart 
to another. 

4. Induced Structures and Examples 

Here we discuss some simple examples of manifolds, mostly with the intention 
of aiding the reader's understanding of the basic definitions. We also discuss 
three methods of creating new manifolds from old ones. 

4.1. Definition. Suppose F x is a functional structure on the space X and let 
jJ: X ~ Y be a map. Then the induced functional structure on Y is given by 

F y(V) = {f: V ~ Rlfo¢EF x(¢ -1(V))}. 

For example, if m > nand ¢: Rm ~ Rn is the projection then the induced 
structure from COO on Rm is just Coo on Rn as the reader should verify. 

We shall now give a number of examples of well-known manifolds defined 
by both the chart method and the functional structure method. 

4.2. Example. Consider the torus T2 defined as the quotient space of R2 
under the equivalence relation relating points whose coordinates differ by 
integer amounts. Let n:R2 ~ T2 be the canonical projection. We wish to give 
a smooth structure on T2 by means of charts. This is quite easy, since for a 
small open disk V c R2 in R2, n maps V homeomorphically to its image V'. 
Thus the inverse of this can be taken to be a chart. If ¢ and IjJ are two such 
charts then ¢1jJ -1 is just a translation and so it is Coo (in fact, real analytic), 
and so this does define a smooth structure on T2. (See Figure II -1.) 

Let us now show how to define the structure by means of functional 
structures. This is quite trivial in this example, since we can just take the 
structure induced from the standard one on R2 by the projection n. In this 
case, however, we must show that this induced structure is that of a manifold. 
But this need be done only locally. Let V' be a small open set in T2 whose 
inverse image, as above, is the disjoint union of open sets V homeomorphic 
to V' under n. Let f be a real valued function on V'. If V and Vare two of 
the open sets in R2 mapping homeomorphically to V' then fan is Coo on V 
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Figure 11-1. Differentiable structure on T2. 

if and only if it is on V since the difference is merely a translation U -+ V, 
which is smooth. Thus we see that the map U -+ U' is an isomorphism of 
functionally structured spaces where U c R2 has the COO structure. Therefore, 
T2 is indeed locally isomorphic to R2. 

4.3. Example. Consider the sphere 82. As before, we will first give a structure 
via charts. For this let us take the sphere of radius! in the upper half space 
tangent to the x-y plane at the origin. Thus the north pole is the point 
(0,0, 1) and the south pole is the origin. We map 82 - { (0,0, I)} to the plane 
by "stereographic projection," i.e., we take the line from (0,0,1) to another 
point on the sphere and produce it until it intersects the x-y plane, and the 
chart ¢ is the map taking that point on the sphere to that intersection point 
in the plane. (See Figure 11-2.) For a second chart 1jJ, we similarly take the 
stereographic projection from the origin to the plane z = 1 followed by the 
translation to the x-y plane. The comparison of these charts is 
1jJ¢-1:R2_{0}-+R2_{0} and is given by xHx/llxl12 as the reader can 

Figure 11-2. Stereographic projection. 
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Figure II-3. Defining a functional structure on a sphere. 

calculate. Since this map IS COO on R2 - {O}, this does define a smooth 
manifold. 

To define the structure on S2 by means of functional structures we will 
regard the sphere as the unit sphere in R3. Consider the radial projection 
n: R3 - {O} --*S2. We take the structure induced from Coo on R3 - {O} by this 
map n. 

This is a much simpler description of the structure than that given by 
charts, but the difficulty is in showing that this does define a Coo manifold. 
To do this, we consider a portion of the sphere cut out by a small circle and 
the single sheeted open cone through that. (See Figure 11-3.) The induced 
structure on that open "disk" on the sphere simply consists of those functions 
f such that the function, obtained on the open cone by making f constant 
along radii, is Coo. We must show this to be isomorphic to Coo on some open 
set in R2. To see this, we may as well just consider the case where the disk 
on the sphere is taken around the north pole, since rotations in R3 are Coo. 
Consider the map of this open cone to an open cylinder, given by (x, y, Z)H 

(xl p, yip, p) where p = JCX2 + y2 + Z2). This map is clearly a diffeomorphism 
of one open set in R3 to another, and it maps the spherical disk to a planar 
disk (in the plane Z = 1), and takes functions which are constant along radii 
to those independent of the z-coordinate. But a function independent of z 
and Coo as a function of x, y, z is simply a Coo -function of x, y. This shows 
the small spherical disk to be isomorphic to the planar disk with the 
COO-structure, as was desired. 

4.4. Example. Consider the projective plane p2 as the quotient space of a 
sphere by the identification of antipodal points. We can take the functional 
structure on p2 induced by this quotient map from the smooth structure on 
S2. Very much in the same way as with the torus in Example 4.2, one simply 
has to know that the antipodal map is smooth on the sphere, to conclude 
that this does define a smooth structure on p2. But that is trivial. 
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All of these examples could have been done in n dimensions with no 
further complications. We now discuss induced structures of a type opposite 
to that above. Although it can be done more generally for maps X --+ Y, we 
will confine it to the case of inclusions. 

4.5. Definition. Suppose that X is a topological space and that A c X is a 
subspace. Let F be a functional structure on X. We define a functional 
structure FA on A by letting fEFA(UnA)~each point of UnA has a 
neighborhood Win X3fis the restriction to W nA of some function gEF(W). 

Considering T2 and S2 to be subspaces of R3 in the usual ways, this gives 
another way to define a smooth structure on these spaces. Of course, one 
would have to show that the structure obtained this way is smooth, but that 
will follow from general results we will give later on. On the other hand, if 
we consider the surface of a cone in R 3 then this definition gives a functional 
structure on the cone. However, this is not a smooth structure. The cone is 
homeomorphic, but not diffeomorphic to R2. Thus, functional structures give 
an easy way to describe "singularities" like the vertex of a cone or of a cusp, 
which would be much harder to handle with the chart type of definition. 

Finally, let us define the product differential structure on a product of 
two smooth manifolds. 

4.6. Definition. Let Mm and N n be smooth manifolds. If 4J: U --+ Rm is a chart 
for M and l/!: V --+ Rn is a chart for N, then take 4J x l/!: U x V --+ Rm +n to be 
a chart for M x N. This defines a smooth structure on M x N called the 
product structure. 

For example, take the circle S1 with a smooth structure, then this gives 
a structure on the tori T2 = S1 x s1, T3 = S1 X S1 X S1, etc. It is not too 
difficult fo show that the smooth manifolds produced this way are diffeo
morphic to those described in Example 4.2. 

Note that the charts described in Definition 4.6 do not satisfy axiom (4) 
(maximality) of Definition 2.1, but this is not necessary, as remarked there, 
since there is a unique maximal atlas containing them. 

Note also that, for a product of manifolds, the projections M x N --+ M 
and M x N --+ N are smooth. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Consider the 3-sphere 83 as the set of unit quaternions 

{x+ iy+jz+kwlx2 + y2 +Z2 + w2 = I}. 

Let </>: u -> R3 be </>(x + iy + jz + kw) = (y, z, w)ER3 where 

U = {x + iy+ jz+ kWE83 1x >o}. 

Consider </> as a chart. For each qE83, define a chart I/Iq by I/Iq(p) = </>(q-lp). 
Show that this set of charts is an atlas for a smooth structure on 83 . 
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2. Let X be a copy of the real line R and let 1: X ..... R be 1(x) = x 3• Taking 1 as a 
chart, this defines a smooth structure on X. Prove or disprove the following 
statements: 
(1) X is diffeomorphic to R; 
(2) the identity map X ..... R is a diffeomorphism; 
(3) 1 together with the identity map comprise an atlas; 
(4) on the one-point compactification X+ of X, 1 and 1/1 give an atlas, 

where I/I(x) = l/x, for x*O, 00, and 1/1(00)=0. (1/1 is defined on X+ - {O}.) 

5. Tangent Vectors and Differentials 

All readers are well acquainted with the notion of tangent vectors to curves 
and surfaces embedded in 3-space. Perhaps, however, many readers are not 
aware that this notion is intrinsic to the curve or surface and has little to 
do with the particular embedding in 3-space. It is important to give the 
notion of a tangent vector an intrinsic setting, not dependent on, or even 
using, an embedding in euclidean space. One way to do this is to associate 
the notion of tangent vectors with that of directional derivatives, or 
derivatives along parametrized curves in the manifold in question. That is 
the approach we take. 

5.1. Definition. Let M be a smooth manifold and y: R ..... M a smooth curve 
with y(O) = p'. (y need only be defined in a neighborhood of 0.) Let f: U ..... R 
be smooth where U is an open neighborhood of p. Then the directional 
derivative of f along y at p is 

d 
Dif) = d/(y(t))lt=o. 

The operator Dr is called the tangent vector to y at p. For two such curves 
y and y' we regard Dr = Dr' if they have the same value at p on each such 
functionf· 

5.2. Definition. If M is a smooth manifold and pEM, Tp(M) denotes the 
vector space of all tangent vectors to M at p. (See below for the fact that 
this is a vector space.) 

5.3. Definition. A germ of a smooth real valued function fat pEM on a 
smooth manifold M is the equivalence class off under the equivalence relation 
f1 '" f2 <=> f1(X) = fix) for all x in some neighborhood of p. 

Note that Dr(f) is defined on the germ off. Letting D = Dr' we note two 
properties of tangent vectors: 

(1) D(af + bg) = aD(f) + bD(g) where a and b are constant; and 
(2) D(f g) = f(p)D(g) + D(f)g(p). 
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Figure 11-4. Tangent vectors. 

That is, D is a "derivation" of the algebra of germs of smooth real valued 
functions on M at p. We remark that one can show (in the Coo case only) 
that any derivation is a tangent vector. 

Let us interpret the foregoing in terms of local coordinates. Let Xl"'" xn 
be local coordinates at p. Then (by abuse of notation) y(t) = (Y1(t), ... , Yn(t)) 
where Yi(t) = x;(y(t)). Then 

Thus 

d 
Dif) = - !(Y1(t), ... , Yn(t))lt=o 

dt 

fa!dYij . 
i= 1 aXi dt t=O 

D y = L ai- , 
n a j 

i=l aXi P 

where ai = dy;/dt at t = 0. 
Now 

where v;(t) = (0, ... , 0, t, 0, ... , 0), 

where the t is in the ith place. Therefore the set Tp(M) of tangent vectors to 
M at p is a vector space with basis {a/ aXi Ii = 1, ... , n}. This also shows that, 
for tangent vectors X and Yat p and scalars a, bER, we have 

I (aX + b Y)(f) = a(X(f)) + b(Y(f)). 

5.4. Example. We go through these definitions for the manifold Rn itself. 
Fix a point pERn and an ordinary n-vector v = (Vb"" Vn). Let 

Yv(t) = P + tv = (P1 + tv b .. ·, Pn + tVn)· We then have the tangent vector Dyv ' 
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and wish to find its coordinates with respect to the basis {ajax;}. As shown 
above in general, 

_ dXi I - d(Pi + tv;) I -where ai -- - -Vi· 
dt 1=0 dt 1=0 

Thus 

in the ajaxi basis. That is, the correspondence 

Rn~Tp(Rn), 

v~Dyv' 

is an isomorphism of vector spaces. By abuse of notation, it is often regarded 
as an equality. 

5.5. Definition. If ¢: M ~ N is a smooth map between two smooth manifolds 
then we define the differential of ¢ at pEM to be the function 

¢*: Tp(M) ~ T¢(p)(N) 

given by ¢*(Dy) = D ¢oy. (The differential ¢* is also often denoted by d¢.) 

5.6. Proposition. The differential ¢* of a smooth map ¢: M ~ N is well defined 
and linear. It satisfies the equation 

PROOF. Let g: U ~ R be a smooth function where U is a neighborhood of 
¢(p). Then 

Therefore (¢*D)(g) = D(go¢) which shows that ¢*D is well defined and 
satisfies the stated formula. 

For tangent vectors X and Y at pEM, we have ¢*(aX + bY)(f) = 

(aX + bY)(fo¢) = aX(f°¢) + bY(f°¢) = (a¢*(X) + b¢*(Y))(f) and so ¢* is 
linear. 

Also (¢*IjJ*D)(g) = (IjJ*D)(go¢) = D(go¢oljJ) = ((¢oljJ)*(D))(g) giving the 
last formula. 0 

Note the following special case in which the smooth map ¢ is a curve: 
Let y: R ~ M be a smooth curve. Then 

Y*(dd I )(f) = dd (f°Y)lt=o = Dif) 
t t=O t 
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so that 

Let us now interpret the differential in terms of local coordinates. Let 
<J;: M ---+ N be a smooth map and consider local coordinates Xl" .. , Xm near 
the point pEM and Yl'"'' Yn near the point <J;(p)EN. Then we can write 

<J;(x1,···, xm) = (<J;1(X 1"", xm),···, <J;n(x 1"", xm)) 

and we wish to find <J;*: TiM)---+T</>(p)(N) in terms of the bases OjOXi and 
ojoYj' The linear map <J;* is represented, with respect to these bases, by a 
matrix (ad where 

and so 

But the left-hand side of this equation is 

o 0 
-(Yk°<J;) = -<J;k' 
OXj oXj 

Therefore <J;* is represented by the Jacobian matrix 

5.7. Definition. If <J;: M ---+ N is smooth then: 

(1) if <J;* is a monomorphism at all points then <J; is an immersion; 
(2) if <J;* is onto at all points then <J; is a submersion; 
(3) if <J; is an immersion and one-one then (M, <J;) is a submanifold; and 
(4) if (M, <J;) is a submanifold and <J;: M ---+ <J;(M) is a homeomorphism for 

the relative topology on <J;(M), then <J; is called an embedding, and <J;(M) is 
called an embedded submanifold of N. 

In case <J;: M ---+ N is an embedding (or just an immersion) then we may 
(and often will), without confusion, identify a tangent vector VE Tp(M) with 
<J;*(V)E T</>(p) (N). 

Similarly, if M and N are smooth manifolds then so is M x N by taking 
as charts the products of those for the factors. Clearly then T(p.q)(M x N) ~ 
Tp(M) x Tq(N) and we will often identify them when no confusion can result. 
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PROBLEMS 

1. -¢- If ¢: Rm --+ Rn is a linear map and we identify TiRk) with Rk by identifying a/ax; 
with the ith standard basis vector, show that ¢* becomes ¢. 

2. If the curve ¢: R --+ Rn is an embedding then show that ¢*(d/dt) coincides with 
the classical notion of the tangent vector to the curve ¢ under the identification 
of the tangent space to a euclidean space with the euclidean space. 

3. -¢- For a smooth function f defined on a neighborhood of a point pERn, the 
gradient V f = gradf of f is the vector 

( af , ... , af ). 
ax, aXn 

For a vector VERn show that the directional derivative Dv, denoted by Dyv 
in Example 5.4, satisfies the equation 

I DJ=(Vf,v), 

the standard inner product of V f with V in Rn. 

4. -¢- If M m c Rn is a smoothly embedded manifold and f is a smooth real valued 
function defined on a neighborhood of pEMm in Rn and which is constant on M, 
show that V f is perpendicular to TiM) at p. 

6. Sard's Theorem and Regular Values 

In this section we introduce the notion of "regular value" of a smooth map. 
This is a type of "general position" concept, and is one of the most useful 
tools when dealing with smooth manifolds from the topological viewpoint. 

6.1. Definition. If ¢: M m -+ N n is a smooth map then a point pEMm is called 
a critical point of ¢ if ¢*: Tp(M)-+ T",(plN) has rank < n. The image in N n 

of a critical point is called a critical value. A point of N" which is not a 
critical value is called a regular value (even though it may not be in the image 
of ¢). 

Note that this means that a point qENn is a regular value provided: 

m? n => ¢* is onto at all points PE¢ -l(q), and 

m < n => q¢Image (¢). 

Any point not in the image is automatically a regular value. It might seem 
strange to call a point q¢¢(M) a "regular value" when it is not even a "value," 
but this convention makes the statements and proofs of results concerning 
regular values much simpler than if one were to exclude points not in the 
image from the definition. 

The following is the main result concerning regular values. Its proof 
requires a small amount of measure theory. The proof contains no ideas of 
particular interest to us here and so is relegated to Appendix C. 
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6.2. Theorem (Sard's Theorem). If ¢: M m --> Rn is a smooth map then the set 
of critical values has measure zero. 

6.3. Corollary (A.B. Brown). If ¢: M m --> N n is smooth then the set of regular 
values is residual in N n. 

PROOF. If C is the critical set of ¢ and K c M is compact then ¢( C (1 K) is 
compact and its interior is empty by Theorem 6.2. Therefore ¢( C (1 K) is 
nowhere dense in N. Since M is covered by a countable number of such sets 
K, ¢( C) is of first category, and thus its complement is residual. D 

Note that, in the case m = 1, Sard's Theorem shows that there do not 
exist smooth "space filling curves," in distinction to the nonsmooth case. 

The reader who wishes to examine the proof of Sard's Theorem in 
Appendix C should first read Section 7 because the proof uses some elementary 
items from that section. 

We shall have many applications of Sard's Theorem later on in this book. 
It is one of the central tools of differential topology. For now, we will rest 
content with the following application to a classical result: 

6.4. Corollary (Fundamental Theorem of Algebra). If p(z) is a complex 
polynomial of positive degree then p(z) has a zero. 

PROOF. (This argument is due to Milnor [3]). Let p(x + iy) = u(x, y) + iv(x, y). 
Then p'(z) = (ux + ivx ) = - i(uy + ivy) as is seen by differentiating with respect 
to x and y and comparing the answers (and, of course, is very well known 
for all complex analytic functions). Thus the Jacobian J(u, v; x, y) = u~ + u~ 
is zero if and only if p'(z) = 0. There are only a finite number of points (zeros 
of p') that can satisfy this. Thus, p: R 2 --> R 2 has only a finite number of critical 
points. Let FeR 2 be the finite set of critical values. 

Letting p(z) = aozn + alzn- l + ... + an, with ao #- 0, the equation 

Ip(z)1 = Iznao + alz- l + ... + anz-nl 

shows that Ip(z)I--> ex) as IZI--> 00. This means that p can be extended 
continuously to the one-point compactification S2 of R2 and hence that p is 
a proper map. Thus p is a closed mapping by Proposition 11.5 of Chapter I. 

For any CEC, p-l(C) consists of the zeros of the polynomial p(z) - c and 
so it contains at most n points. Let k = k(c) be the number of points in p -l(C). 
If c is a regular value and p -l(C) = {z l, ... , Zk}, then each Zi has a neighborhood 
Vi mapping diffeomorphically onto a neighborhood Vi c R2 - F of c. Since 
R2 is Hausdorff, we can assume the Vi to be disjoint. There is an open 
connected neighborhood V of c inside the open set Vl (1 ... (1 Vk - f(R 2 -

(V 1 U ... U V k)). Then Wi = Vi (1 P -l(V) is taken diffeomorphically by ponto 
V. Moreover, p -l(V) = Wl U ... U Wk (disjoint) since p(Z)E V => ZEP -l(V) (1 

(V 1 U ... U V k) = Wl U ... U Wk. It follows that k(c) is locally constant on 
the set R2 - F of regular values. Since R2 - F is connected, k(c) is constant on 
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R2 - F. This constant cannot be zero since that would imply that the image 
of p is F, and hence that p is constant since its image is connected, but p is 
not constant. This shows that the image of p contains (R 2 - F) u F = R 2 , so 
that p takes on all values including O. 0 

The ideas in the last paragraph of the proof of Corollary 6.4 will be of 
importance to us in later parts of this chapter; see Theorem 11.6 and 
Section 16. 

PROBLEMS 

1. For the map ¢(x) = x sin(x) of the real line to itself, what are the regular values? 

2. For the map ¢(x, y) = x2 - y2 ofthe plane to the line, what are the regular values? 

3. For the map ¢(x, y) = sin(x2 + y2) of the plane to the line, what are the regular 
values? 

4. Criticize the following "counterexample" of Sard's Theorem: Let MO be the real 
line with the discrete topology. This is a O-manifold. The canonical map MO -+ R 
then has no regular values. 

5. Let y: R -+ R2 be a smooth curve in the plane. Let K be the set of all rER such 
that the circle of radius r about the origin is tangent to the curve y at some point. 
Show that K has empty interior in R. 

6. If C is a circle embedded smoothly in R4, show that there exists a three-dimensional 
hyperplane H such that the orthogonal projection of C to H is an embedding. 

7. Formulate and prove a "Fundamental Theorem of algebra" for quaternionic 
polynomials. 

7. Local Properties of Immersions and Submersions 

This section is mainly a simple generalization of the Inverse Function 
Theorem from the case of euclidean space to that of general smooth manifolds. 
There is nothing deep about this generalization and it is mainly a matter of 
notation. 

First let us note that if <p: M -> N is a smooth map and if <P*: Tp(M)-> T4>(p)(N) 
is a monomorphism, then it is a monomorphism at any point of some 
neighborhood of p. Also, if <P* is onto at p then it is onto at any point in 
some neighborhood of p. The reason for this is that these are the cases for 
which <P* has maximum possible rank, and the rank of a matrix (the Jacobian 
in these cases) is the largest size of a square submatrix having nonzero 
determinant. But the determinant is a continuous function of its entries, and 
hence of the point p, so it will still be nonzero in some neighborhood of p. 

7.1. Theorem. Let 8: Mm -> Nn be smooth and assume that 8*: Tp(Mm)-> TO(p)(Nn) 
is a monomorphism (at the particular point p). Then there are charts <p at p 
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and IjJ at 8(P) such that the following diagram commutes: 

Mm~ N n 

Ir1 r~-l 
Rm ~ Rn 

where 8' is the standard inclusion of Rm in Rn: (Xl"'" Xm)~(Xl"'" X m, 0, ... ,0). 
(Accordingly, in these local coordinates, 8(M) is "flat" in N.) 

PROOF. Take arbitrary charts 4J and IjJ such that the origin in euclidean space 
corresponds to p and 8(p), respectively. Then 8~: Rm = To(Rm) ~ To(Rn) = Rn 

is a monomorphism. By a change of coordinates (a rotation) we can assume 
that the image of 8~ is Rm c Rn = Rm x Rn- m. 

We wish to change coordinates in Rn by a map ,: Rn --+ Rn so that the 
diagram 

commutes, where I(X) = (x, 0). We must take ,(x,O) = 8'(x) and so the obvious 
candidate for' is ,(x,y) = 8'(x) + y. With this choice, note that '* takes the 
tangent space of Rm x {O} onto itself by 8~. Also, it takes the tangent space 
of {O} x Rn - m onto itself by the identity. Consequently '* is an isomorphism. 

By the Inverse Function Theorem (Theorem 1.6), , is a diffeomorphism 
in the neighborhood of the origin. We claim that if we replace the chart IjJ 
with C 1 0 IjJ (possibly cutting down on the domain) the new charts satisfy 
the conclusion ofthe theorem. But the new 8' is just I = C 1 08' and I(X) = (x, 0) 
as desired. 0 

7.2. Corollary. If MeN is an embedded submanifold then M has the induced 
functional structure as a subspace on N. D 

Another way to phrase the corollary is that if f is a smooth real valued 
function on M, then it extends locally to a smooth function on a neighborhood 
in N. 

7.3. Theorem. Let 8: Mm ~ N n be smooth and assume that 8*: TiMm) ~ T8(p)(Nn) 
is onto (at the particular point p). Then there are charts 4J at p and IjJ at 8(P) 
such that the following diagram commutes: 

Mm~Nn 

lrl lrl 
Rm ~Rn 
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PROOF. Actually, in this proof, we will regard Rm as Rk X Rn and the projection 
in question as the map taking (x, y)ERm to YERn. This is of no import. Let 
¢ and tjJ be charts at p and e(p) with ¢(p) = 0 = tjJ(e(p». 

Bya rotation of coordinates at pEM we can assume that ker(e~) = Rk x {O} 
at o. We wish to change coordinates in Rm by a map ,: Rm --+ Rm so that the 
diagram 

commutes, where n(x, y) = y. Then the second coordinate of '(x, y) must be 
e'(x, y), so that the obvious candidate for' is '(x, y) = (x, e'(x, y)). With this 
choice, note that ker('*) c ker(e~) = Rk x {O} since e' = no,. But the 

composition Rk ~ Rk X {O} c......... Rk X Rn ~ Rk X Rn --+ Rk is the identity, so 

that ker('*)n(Rk x {O})= {O}. Consequently '* is monomorphic, hence 
isomorphic, at O. Therefore, , is a diffeomorphism locally at O. Accordingly 
we can change the chart ¢ to 'o¢. Then the new e' is just n=e'oC l and 
n(x, y) = y as desired. 0 

7.4. Corollary. Suppose that e: Mm --+ N n is a smooth map and that YEN is a 
regular value ofe. Then e- 1(y) is an embedded submanifold of M m of dimension 
m-~ 0 

7.5. Example. Consider the map e: Rn--+ R given by e(x 1 , ••• , x n) = LX;. We 
claim that 1 is a regular value. To see this, let p = (Xl, ... , xn) where LX; = 1. 
Then some Xi is nonzero, say Xl -# 0 at p. Then ae/ax1 = 2X1 -# 0 at p and 
so e* is onto at p. Hence e- 1(1) = sn-1 is a submanifold of Rn. 

7.6. Definition. Suppose that N 1 and N 2 are embedded submanifolds of M. 
We say that N 1 intersects N 2 transversely (symbolically N 1 rjlN 2) if, whenever 
pEN 1 n N 2, we have Tp(N 1) + Tp(N 2) = TiM). (The sum is not direct, just 
the set of sums of vectors, one from each of the two subspaces of TiM).) 

7.7. Theorem. If N 1 rjI N 2 in M m then N 1 n N 2 is a submanifold of M m of 
dimension dim(N 1 n N 2) = dim(N 1) + dim(N 2) - dim(M). Moreover, locally 
in an appropriate coordinate system, we have that N 1 = Rn l x {O} and 
N2 = {O} x Rn2. 

PROOF. By taking a chart at p in which N 1 is "flat" (see Theorem 7.1) we can 
find a coordinate neighborhood U of p and a map ¢1: U --+Rm- nl having 0 
as a regular value and such that Un N 1 = ¢; 1(0). Similarly, perhaps cutting 
down U, we can find a map ¢2: U --+Rm-n2 with 0 as a regular value and 
such that U nN2 = ¢2"1(0). Consider ¢1 x ¢2: U --+Rm- nl x Rm-n2 taking X 

to (¢l(X), ¢2(X». We claim that 0 = (0,0) is a regular value. By considering 
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transverse 
everywhere 

transverse 
nowhere 

transverse except 
at 1 point 

Figure II-5. Intersection of submanifolds. 

¢1 X ¢z followed by the projections we see easily that 

(¢1 x ¢z)*: Tp(M)~Rm-nl x Rm- n2 

is given by 

(¢1 x ¢z)*(v) = (¢dv), ¢z.(v)). 
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It follows that ker( ¢ 1 x ¢z)* = ker( ¢ 1.) n ker( ¢z.) = Tp(N 1) n Tp(N z). But the 
dimension of this is dim Tp(N 1) + dim Tp(N z) - dim Tp(M) = n1 + nz - m. 
Thus dim(im(¢1 x ¢z)*) = m - (n1 + nz - m) = 2m - n1 - nz = dim(Rm-nl x 
Rm-n2) and hence (¢1 x ¢z)* is onto at p. Thus 0 is a regular value for ¢1 x ¢z 
on V and has (¢ 1 x ¢z) - 1(0) = N 1 n N z (locally), proving the first statement 
of the theorem. 

For the statement about the coordinate system consider the map 

defined by 8(x) = (¢z (x), ljJ(x), ¢1 (x)) where IjJ is the projection to N 1 n N z in 
a coordinate system on V in which N 1 n N z is flat. 

Now ¢i* kills T/N1 nNz) which implies that im(8*) contains the middle 
factor (of the tangent space ofthis product of euclidean spaces). By projection 
to the first and third factors (together) we see that im(8*) maps onto 
im(¢z* x ¢1.)=Rm- n2 x {O} x Rm-n 1 • It follows that 8* is onto and hence that 
8 is a chart (possibly by further restricting its domain) and it clearly satisfies 
our requirements. D 

7.8. Example. Consider V={(ZUZZ,Z3)EC3_{0}lzf+z~+z~=0}. Note 
that 0 is a regular value of (z 1, zz, Z3)f--->Zf + Z~ + z~ of C3 - {O} ~ C, so that 
V is a 4-manifold. Let S=S5={(Z1,ZZ,Z3)EC31Iz1Iz+lzzlz+lz3Iz=1}. 
Then we claim that V rh S and hence that V n S is a 3-manifold. 

To see this, note that we need only show that Vhas a tangent vector, at 
any given point (Z1,ZZ,z3)EVnS, which is not tangent to S. For this, consider 
the map ¢: R ~ V C C3 given by ¢(t) = (tZz1, t3zz, t3Z3) and the map 1jJ: C3 ~ R 
which is the norm squared. That is, IjJ(Z1,ZZ,Z3)=lz112+lzzI2+lz312. Note 
that IjJ takes vectors tangent to S into o. Accordingly, it suffices to show that 
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the differential of the composition'" 0 <p is nonzero at t = 1. But the value of 
this differential on d/dt is 41z 112 + 61 z212 + 61z312 ;6 0, as desired. 

Thus Vn S is a 3-manifold. It is known to be the "lens space" called L(3, 1), 
and, unless you already know about lens spaces, it is doubtful you have ever 
seen this 3-manifold before. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Consider the real valued function f(x, y, z) = (2 - (x 2 + y2)1/2)2 + z2 on R3_ 
{(O, 0, z)}. Show that 1 is a regular value of f. Identify the manifold M = f-1(1). 

2. Show that the manifold M of Problem 1 is transverse to the surface 

N = {(x,y,Z)ER3 Ix2 + y2 = 4}. 

Identify the manifold M n N. 

3. Show that the manifold M of Problem 1 is not transverse to the surface 

Is M n N a manifold? 

4. Show that the manifold M of Problem 1 is not transverse to the plane 

N = {(x,y,Z)ER3Ix = I}. 

Is M n N a manifold? 

5. Generalize Example 7.8 as far as you can. 

8. Vector Fields and Flows 

8.1. Definition. A vector field on a smooth manifold M n is a function ~ on 
M n, such that ~(p)E Tp(M) and which is smooth in the following sense: Given 
local coordinates Xl"'" Xn near pEM, we can write 

n 

~(p) = I ai(p) a/aXi 
i= 1 

and smoothness of ~ means that the ai are smooth functions. 

8.2. Definition. A (smooth) flow on a smooth manifold M n is a smooth map 
(): R x M --+ M such that: 

(1) (}(O, x) = X for all xEM; and 
(2) (}(s + t, x) = (}(s, (}(t, x)) for all XEM and s, tER. 

It is easy to check that a flow is the same as what we called an "action" 
of the additive topological group R of real numbers on the manifold M n in 
Definition 15.13 of Chapter I with the addition of smoothness. 
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A flow generates a vector field by assigning to a point p the vector ~(p) 
which is tangent to the curve y(t) = e(t, p) at t = 0. That is, 

~(p)=e*(~1 )ETp(M). 
dt (O.p) 

This vector field ~ is called the "tangent field" of the flow e. 
Conversely, given a smooth vector field and a coordinate chart in M n, the 

field broken up into its n coordinates is just a set of n functions 

~l(Yl'···' Yn), 

where the Yi are the local coordinates. A set of "solution curves" for this field 
are solutions of the first-order system of differential equations 

dYddt = ~l(Yl'···' Yn), 

dYn/dt = ~n(Yl'···' Yn)· 

For the solution going through the point p = (Xl' ... ' Xn) at time t = 0, the 
existence and uniqueness theorem for first-order differential equations says 
that there is a solution (smooth) in a neighborhood of (0, p) in R x Rn. This 
means, in the coordinate free notation, that there is a function e: V -4 M, for 
some neighborhood V of {o} x M in R x M, whose set of trajectories at t = ° 
induces the original vector field ~. By looking at the two functions e(s + t, p) 
and e(s, e(t, p)) as functions of s near s = 0, it is not hard to show that they 
give rise to the same set of differential equations. By the uniqueness theorem, 
they must coincide for small s, t. Thus a vector field induces a "local" flow 
(all properties of a flow except that it is defined on some neighborhood of 
{o} x M and possibly not on all of R x M). However, if M is compact then 
one can see that one gets a "global" flow as in Definition 8.2. Since we have 

Figure 11-6. Vector field and flow. 
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no great use for these facts, we leave it to the reader to fill in the details of 
this discussion. 

8.3. Example. Consider the sphere s2n -1 c en and let z = (z 1, ... , Zn)ES2n - 1. 

Let ~(z) = f *(djdt) where f(t) = (eitz1' ... ' eitzn). Since (djdt)(eitz)lt=o = iz, we 
see that ~(z) = iz. Consequently, this defines a unit vector field on s2n -1. 

It is natural to ask, for a given manifold M, whether or not a vector 
field exists on M which is everywhere nonzero, like the one just pro
duced on s2n-1. This is a question which algebraic topology is equipped 
to answer, and it will be taken up again when the needed tools have been 
developed. 

PROBLEMS 

1. On the 2-sphere, consider the flow 

8(t, (x,y,z») = (x,y·cos(t) - z·sin(t),y-sin(t) + z·cos(t). 

Find the vector field on 82 induced by this flow. 

2. Consider the vector field ~(x) = x on R. Show that ~ is the tangent field to a flow, 
and find the flow. (Hint: In classical notation, this vector field corresponds to the 
initial value problem dy/dt = y, yeO) = x.) 

3. Show that the vector field ~(x) = x 2 on R is not the tangent field of any (global) flow. 

4. -¢- If X and Yare vector fields on M then XY makes sense as an operator on 
smooth real valued functions on M. Show that [X, YJ = XY - YX is a vector 
field. (This is called the "Lie bracket" of X and Y. Sometimes it is defined with 
the opposite sign.) Also show that XY itself is not a vector field. 

5. Show that the Klein bottle has an everywhere nonzero vector field. Describe the 
resulting flow. 

9. Tangent Bundles 

For a smooth n-manifold Mn put T(Mn) = U {Tp(Mn)lpEM}. This is the set 
of all ordered pairs (p,~) where ~E Tp(M). There is the projection rc: T(M) --+ M. 
Let ¢: V --+ V' eRn be a chart giving the local coordinates Xl' ... ' Xn near p. 
Then any tangent vector at a point of V is of the form Liai8j8xi. Therefore 
rc- 1(V):::::; V x Rn:::::; V' x Rn and a specific map is 

(¢orc) x ¢*:rc- 1(V)--+ V' x Rn 

taking vETp(M) to (¢(rc(v)), ¢*(v)) = (¢(p), ¢*(v)). We can take this as a chart 
on T(M). (Thought of in terms of local coordinates, this gives the coordinates 
Xl' ... ' Xm Y1' ... ' Yn on rc- 1(V) where the Yi are the coordinates of the vector 
Li Yi 8j8xi·) If tf;: V --+ Rn is another chart on M so that () = tf;¢ -1: ¢(V n V)--+ 
tf;(V n V) is the transition function, then the corresponding transition function 
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on T(M) is clearly 8 x 8*. This makes T(M) into a smooth 2n-manifold, 
called the "tangent bundle" of M. 

A vector field ~ on M is then just a smooth cross section of this bundle. 
That is, it is a smooth map~: M -+ T(M) such that n 0 ~ = 1 M' 

A manifold M n is called "parallelizable" if there is a diffeomorphism 8: 
T(M) -+ M x Rn such that each Tp(M) is carried linearly isomorphically onto 
{p} x Rn. (This is called a "bundle isomorphism" of T(M) to the trivial n-plane 
bundle.) Clearly, M n is parallelizable <=> there exist n vector fields on M n 

which are independent at each point of Mn. 
An example of a parallelizable manifold is the circle S\ and one way to 

produce the required nonzero vector field is as the tangent field to the flow 
8(t, z) = eitz. 

A less trivial example is the sphere S3. The required three independent 
vector fields can be obtained by thinking of S3 as the unit quaternions and 
the three fields as the tangent fields of the flows 8(t, q) = (cos(t) + isin(t))q, 
obtaining the other two by replacing i with j and k, respectively. 

The sphere S7 can also be shown to be parallelizable by the same technique 
using the Cayley numbers. It is known, and nontrivial, that no other spheres 
are parallelizable. A proof of part of that is given in Corollary 15.16 of 
Chapter VI. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Show that the n-torus r = SI x ... X SI is parallelizable. 

2. Is the Klein bottle parallelizable? (. Prove your answer.) 

3. Show that the sphere s4n - 1 has three vector fields that are everywhere independent. 

4. Show that sn x R is parallelizable for all n. 

5. • If n is odd, show that sn X Sk is parallelizable for all k ;:::: 1. 

10. Embedding in Euclidean Space 

In this section we prove that every smooth manifold can be smoothly em
bedded in an appropriate euclidean space. 

First we establish a smooth version of the previous result, Theorem 12.8 
of Chapter I, on partitions of unity. 

10.1. Theorem. If M is a smooth manifold and {Va} is an open covering then 
there is a partition of unity Up} subordinate to this covering such that the 
functions fp are all smooth. 

PROOF. We may as well assume that the original covering is locally finite 
and also that each member is contained in the domain of a coordinate chart 
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and has compact closure. By Proposition 12.9 of Chapter I, there is a 
"shrinking" {Va}, such that Va C U a for all iY.. 

We shall complete the proof in a sequence of lemmas. 

10.2. Lemma. There exists a smooth function B: R --+ R such that B(x) > ° on 
(-1,1), and B(x) = ° for Ixl ~ 1. 

PROOF. Take B(x)=e- l /(X-l)2 e- l /(x+l)2 for Ixl < 1 and B(x) =0 otherwise. 

D 

10.3. Lemma. Let pE U c M with U open. Then there is a smooth map 
g: M --+ [0,00) such that g(p) > ° and support(g) c U. (That is, g vanishes on a 
neighborhood of M - U.) 

PROOF. Take local coordinates Xl' ... ' Xn at p and assume that the box 

{(xl,···,xn)lalllxil:S:: E} 

is contained inside U. Then let g(x) = B(xdE)· ... · B(xn/E). D 

10.4. Lemma. Let K c U c M with K compact and U open. Then there is a 
smooth function g: M --+ [0, CD) such that g(x) > ° for all xEK, and support(g) 
cU. 

PROOF. For each pEK, take a function gp satisfying Lemma 10.3. The sets 
{xEMlgp(x) > o} are open and cover K. Thus a finite number of them cover K. 
Add up the corresponding finite number of gp' and that clearly works for g. D 

Now we shall complete the proof of Theorem 10.1. For each index iY. use 
Lemma 10.4 to get a smooth function ga: M --+ [0, CD) such that ga(P) > ° if 
pE Va and support(ga) c U a. Then put fa = galLga. 0 

10.5. Proposition. Let U a and fa be as in Theorem 10.1. Let g a: U a --+ R be 
arbitrary smooth functions. Then the function g: M --+ R given by g(x) = 
Lafa(x)ga(x) is smooth. 

PROOF. Since fa vanishes on a neighborhood of M - U a' faga is smooth on 
U a and vanishes on a neighborhood of its boundary in M. Thus faga extends 
smoothly, by 0, to all of M. Any point XEM has a neighborhood on which 
all but a finite number of the faga vanish and so Lafaga makes sense and is 
smooth. 0 

10.6. Theorem. Let M be a smooth manifold and let K c M be closed. Let 
g: K --+ R be smooth (in the induced structure; this means that g extends locally 
at each point pEK to a smooth function on some neighborhood of p in M). 
Then g extends to a smooth function g: M --+ R. 
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PROOF. Cover K by sets Va which are open in M and such that there is a 
smooth function ga on Va coinciding with g on VanK. Throw M - K and 
the zero function into this to get a covering of M. By passing to a refinement 
we can assume that this is locally finite. By Theorem 10.1 there is a smooth 
partition of unity {fa} subordinate to this covering. By Proposition 10.5 the 
function g: M --+ R given by g(x) = Lfa(x)gix) is smooth. For xEK we have 
g(x) = L:Ua(x)g(x)) = (Lfa(x))g(x) = l·g(x) = g(x). 0 

10.7. Theorem (Whitney Embedding Theorem). If M n is a compact n-manifold 
then there exists a smooth embedding g: M n --+ R 2n + 1. 

PROOF. We can cover M by a finite number of domains Vi of charts cPi' 
i = 1,2, .... , k. We can assume there are sets Vi also covering M such that 
Vi C Vi for each i. There are also smooth functions Ai: M --+ R which are 1 on 
Vi and have support in Vi' This follows from Theorem 10.6. Let t{!i(P) = 

A;(p)cPi(P) for pE Vi and 0 otherwise. Then each t{!i is smooth. Now define 
8: M --+ (Rn)k x Rk by 

and note that 

We claim first that 8 is an immersion. Look at a point pEM which must 
be in some Vi, say pE Vj' Since Aj = 1 near p, t{!j coincides with cPj near p. 
Thus t{!j. = cPj. near p, and the latter is monomorphic near p since cPj is a 
chart. Accordingly, 8* is monomorphic at p. 

Next we claim that 8 is one-one. If 8(p) = 8(q) then Ai(P) = Ai(q) for each 
i. Now, PEVi for some i and, for that i, Ai(P) = 1. Thus cP;(p) = Ai(P)t{!i(P) = 

A;(q)t{!i(q) = cP;(q)· This means that p = q since cPi is one-one, being a chart. 
Since Mn is compact, 8 is a homeomorphism onto its image, by Theorem 7.8 

of Chapter I. Thus 8 is an embedding of M n into RN, for some large integer 
N, which we will regard as an inclusion. It remains to show that we can cut 
N down to 2n + 1. For this, suppose we can find a vector wERN such that 
W is not tangent to M n at any point, and such that there do not exist points 
x, YEM with x-y parallel to w. Then it is clear that the projection of Minto 
the hyperplane wJ. is still one-one and kills no tangent vector to M. Thus 
it suffices to show such a vector w exists if N > 2n + 1. The argument is one 
of "general position." 

Consider the map 0": T(Mn) - Mn --+ pN-1 (real projective (N - I)-space), 
taking a tangent vector to a vector in RN via the embedding and then to its 
equivalence class in projective (N - 1 )-space. Also consider the map'r: M n x 
M n - Ll--+ pN - 1 taking a pair (x, y), with x i= y, to the equivalence class of x-y. 
Both of these are smooth maps. The dimensions of both of the source 
manifolds are 2n which is less than the dimension N - 1 of the target manifold. 
By Sard's Theorem (Corollary 6.3), it follows that the images of both 
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maps are of first category, and hence their union is also of first category 
which implies that there must be a vector w satisfying our demands. 0 

Actually, Whitney [1] proved that M n can be embedded in R 2n, but that 
is beyond our present capabilities to show. 

It takes only a little more argument to remove the compactness restriction 
from Theorem 10.7 and we now indicate how to do that. We will not use 
this extension, so the reader can skip it if so desired. 

10.8. Theorem. A smooth manifold M n can be embedded as a submanifold, and 
closed subset, of R 2n + 1. 

PROOF. Cover M n by open sets with compact closures and take a smooth 
partition of unity subordinate to a locally finite refinement of this covering. 
The refinement must be countable and so we can index the partition by the 
positive integers {Ad i > O}. Let h(x) = LkkAk(X). This is a smooth proper map 
Mn~[I,oo)cR. Let V i=h- 1(i-i, i+~) and Ci=h-1[i-~, i+1]. Then 
Vi is open, Ci is compact, and Vi c int Ci. Also, all Codd are disjoint as are 
the Ceven. For each i, the proof of Theorem 10.7 shows that there exists a 
smooth map gi: Mn ~ R2n+ 1 which is an embedding on Vi and is 0 outside 
C i . By composing this with a diffeomorphism from R 2n + 1 to an open ball, 
we can also assume that gi has bounded image. Letfo = Lgodd andfe = Lgeven 
and f = <fa, fe' h): Mn ~ R 2n + 1 X R 2n + 1 X R and note that im(f) c K X R 
for some compact set K c R 2n + 1 X R 2n + 1 since fa and fe have bounded 
images. Then f is proper since h is proper. If f(x) = f(y) then h(x) = h(y) so 
that x and yare in some common Vi' If i is odd then fa is an embedding on Vi 
which implies that x = y; and similarly for i even. Hence f is an embedding 
to a closed subset (by properness). By repeated use of the Sard Theorem 
argument in the proof of Theorem 10.7 there is a projection p of R2n+1 X 

R 2n + 1 X R to a (2n + I)-dimensional hyperplane H which is still a one-one 
immersion on f(M). Moreover, this can be so chosen that the original h 
coordinate axis is not in ker(p). That is, if n: R2n+ 1 X R 2n + 1 X R ~ R 2n + 1 X R2n+ 1 

is the projection, then ker(n)nker(p) = {O}, which implies that n X p is an 
inclusion, hence proper, where (n X p)(x) = n(x) X p(x). Thus, for C c H 
compact, K X R n p -1( C) = (n x p) -1(K x C) is compact, whence p is proper 
on f(M) c K x R. Therefore po f is an embedding of M n as a closed subspace 
of R2 n+ 1. D 

11. Tubular Neighborhoods and Approximations 

In this section we will show that any smoothly embedded manifold has a nice 
neighborhood analogous to a tube around a curve in 3-space; see Figure 11-7. 
This is then used to prove that continuous maps can be approximated by 
smooth maps. 
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SCM, E) 

Figure U-7. Tubular neighborhood. 

11.1. Definition. Let M n be a compact smooth manifold embedded in Rk. 
Then the normal bundle of Mn in Rk is 3(M) = {<x,v)EM x Rklv~ Tx(M)}. 
We let n: 3(M) -'> M be the projection n < x, v) = x. 

11.2. Proposition. Each point xEM has a neighborhood U such that n-l(U);:::: 
U X Rk-n with the projection n: n-1(U) -'> U corresponding to the canonical 
projection U X Rk- n -'> U. 

PROOF. Let cp: V -,>Rk-n X Rn = Rk be a chart making M flat, i.e., U = V nM 
corresponds to {O} x Rn. Let A1 , ... , Ak - n be the first k - n coordinate 
projections Rk -'> R. Then the Aio cp are constant on U. Thus the vectors 
V(Aiocp), at a point of U, give a normal frame to U and provide the splitting 
n -l(U) ;:::: U X Rk -n; see Problems 3 and 4 of Section 5. (These vectors are 
independent since they form the first k - n rows of the Jacobian matrix of cp.) 

D 

11.3. Definition. In the present situation, let e: 3(M) -'> Rk be given by 
e<x, v) = x + v. Also let 3(M,E) = {<x, v)E3(M)111 v II < E}. 

11.4. Theorem (Tubular Neighborhood Theorem). Let M n be a compact 
smooth submanifold of Rk. Then there is an E > ° such that e: 3(M, E) -'> Rk is 
a diffeomorphism onto the neighborhood {YE Rk I dist(M, y) < E} of M n in Rk. 

PROOF. First note that there is a canonical splitting T(x.oi3(M));:::: Tx(M) x 
Nx(M) where Nx(M) is the normal space to Tx(M) in Rk. 

Now let us compute e* at <x,O)E3(M). Since e<x, v) = x + v is just a 
translation for x fixed and v variable, e* is the standard inclusion (identity) 
on Nx(M) -'> Rk. Also e*: T,,(M) -'> Y,,(Rk) is just the differential of the inclusion 
of M c Rk and so this part of e* is just the standard inclusion of TAM) in 
Tx(Rk) = Rk. Thus 
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is the identity. Therefore ()* is an isomorphism at <x,D) for each xEM, and 
so () is a diffeomorphism on some neighborhood of < x, 0). Consequently, 
() * is an isomorphism at < x, v) for any x and for II v II small. 

By compactness, there is a b > 0, such that ()* is an isomorphism at all 
points of S(M, b). Thus (): S(M, b) ~ Rk is a local diffeomorphism. We wish 
to show that () is one-one on S(M, E) for some ° < E ::::; b. 

Suppose that () is not one-one on S(M, E) for any E > 0. Then there exist 
sequences <xi,V;)#<Yi,Wi) in S(M) such that Ilvill~O, Ilw;II~O, and 
()<xi,v;) = ()<Yi' Wi)' Since M is compact, metrizable, there exists a 
subsequence such that (by reindexing) Xi ~ X and Yi ~ y. Then () < Xi' Vi) ~ 
()<x,O) = X and ()<Yi' w;) ~()<y,O) = y, so that X = y. But then, for i large, 
both <Xi' Vi) and <Yi' w;) are close to <x, 0). Since () is one-one locally near 
<x,O), this is a contradiction, and thus, as claimed, () must be one-one on 
some S(M, E). 

To finish, we must prove the final contention that ()(S(M, E)) = 
{y I dist(y, M) < E}. The containment c is clear, so suppose that Y is such that 
dist(y,M)<E and let XEM be such that dist(y,x) is a minimum (and 
hence < E). Then the. vector y-x is a normal vector, at the point x, of length 
<E and so Y does lie in ()(S(M, E)). D 

Note that the map r=no()-l:()(S(M,E))~Mn is a smooth retraction of 
the tubular neighborhood onto Mn. It is also clear that r is homotopic to 
the identity via a smooth homotopy. That is, r is a smooth "deformation 
retraction." Also every point of Mn is a regular value of r. We call r the 
"normal retraction" of the tubular neighborhood onto Mn. 

There are more general versions of the Tubular Neighborhood Theorem. 
Such a theorem can be proved for smooth submanifolds of arbitrary smooth 
manifolds, and not just euclidean space. This is done in much the same way 
using geodesics in some Riemannian structure in the same way as straight 
lines in euclidean space are used in the foregoing proof. A more elementary 
derivation of that is given at the end of this section. Also, compactness can 
be removed as a restriction, with a slight modification of the conclusion (the 
E must be allowed to vary with the point). 

11.5. Corollary. Let M n be a compact manifold and ~ a nonzero vector field 
on Mn. Then there is a map f: M n ~ M n without fixed points, and with f ~ 1. 
(~ is assumed to be continuous, but need not be smooth.) 

PROOF. Embed Mn in some Rk. Then ~ is a field of tangent vectors to Mn 
and, since Mn is compact, there is a constant c such that the vector field c~ 
has all vectors of length less than E for any given E > O. Thus each 
X + c~xE()(S(M,E)). Define f(x) = r(x + c~x)' If f(x) = X then c~xENAM)n 
Tx(M) = {O}, so that ~x = O. Therefore, f has no fixed points. The homotopy 
is given by F(x, t) = r(x + tcU· D 

11.6. Theorem. Let f:Rn~Mm be a smooth map. Assume that pEMm is a 
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regular value, let K = f - 1 {p}, and assume that K is compact. Then there is 
an open neighborhood N of K inside a tubular neighborhood of K, with normal 
retraction r: N ---+ K, and an open neighborhood E ~ R m of p in M m such that 
the map r xf: N ---+ K x E is a diffeomorphism. 

PROOF. Since the critical set of f is closed and disjoint from K, there exists 
a tubular neighborhood U of K on which f has no critical points. At a point 
pEK, the tangent space of Rn at p is the direct sum of the tangent space Tp 
of K at p and the normal space N p to Tp in Rn. The differential r * kills N p and 
is an isomorphism (the identity) on Tp. The differential f* kills Tp and is an 
isomorphism on N p since it has maximal rank. It follows that (r x f)* is an 
isomorphism at p. Therefore we can take U small enough so that (r x f)* 
is an isomorphism at each point of U. Then r x f is an immersion on U. An 
easy compactness argument, similar to that in the proof of Theorem 11.4, 
shows that r x f is one-one on some compact neighborhood C c U of K. 
Then r x f is a homeomorphism on C to its image by Theorem 7.8 of 
Chapter I. Another compactness argument shows that, for a sufficiently small 
open euclidean neighborhood E of p in M, we have that N = f - 1 (E) n C c 

int C. (Just consider the sets f -l(E) n ac for varying E.) 
For xEK, letfx:r-1(x)nN---+E denote the restriction off to the "fiber" 

r- 1(x) n N. We claim that eachfx is a diffeomorphism onto E. Since r x fhas 
no critical points in Nand r * kills tangent vectors to r-1(x) n N, it follows 
that fx has no critical points and hence is a diffeomorphism into E. Now 
fx(r- 1(x)nN) = f(r- 1(x)nCnf-l(E)) = f(r- 1(x)nC)nE, but r- 1(x)nC is 
compact and so this set is closed, as well as open, in E. Consequently, 
fAr- 1(x) n N) = E since E is connected. 

This shows that r x f:N ~ K x E is onto and that finishes the proof. D 

Figure II -8 illustrates the situation of Theorem 11.6. Let us rephrase 
Theorem 11.6 slightly. It says that if p is a regular value whose inverse image 
K is compact then, in a neighborhood of K, f has the form of a smooth 
projection K x E ---+ E. Also note that it does not say that the product 
neighborhood is the entire inverse image r l(E) but only that they coincide 

: f(x,y,z)=(x 2 +y2,z) 
, .. 

Y 

iY 

(~'1 
(~ 

x 

Figure 11-8, Regular value and inverse image of its neighborhood. 
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near K. The projection (x, y)H x of 8 1 - {(O, I)} ~ R is a counterexample to 
that. The compactness assumption on K is necessary as is shown by simple 
examples such as the projection (X,y)HX of {(x,y)ly< 11/xl}~R. 

This result can be generalized to a smooth map from any manifold and 
not just euclidean space. 

The neighborhood N ~ K x E of Theorem 11.6 is also called a "tubular 
neighborhood" although it does not quite have the form of a B(K, E). More 
generally, any neighborhood of K with the structure of a vector bundle over 
K (see Section 13) is called a "tubular neighborhood" of K. 

We shall now turn to the question of approximating arbitrary continuous 
maps between smooth manifolds by smooth maps. Note the case B = 0 of 
the following result, which is all that is used in this chapter. The case B #- 0 
is needed for an important application in Chapter IV, the Cellular Approxi
mation Theorem (Theorem 11.4 of Chapter IV). 

11.7. Theorem. Let Mn be smooth and A, Be Mn closed subsets. Letf: Mn~Rk 
be continuous on M n and smooth on A (in the induced structure). Then, given 
E > 0, there exists a map g: M n ~ Rk which is smooth on M - B and is such 
that g(a) = f(a) for all aEA u B and such that II g(x) - f(x) II < E for all xEMn. 
Moreover, f ':::::'. g reI Au B via an E-small homotopy. 

PROOF. Let dist be any metric on M; see Theorem 12.12 of Chapter I. For 
xEM, let E(X) = min(E, dist(x,B)). We remind the reader that "smooth on A" 
just means that near any point aEA, there is a function defined near a on 
M which is smooth there and whose restriction to A coincides with f there. 
Thus, for any XEMn - B, let Vx c Mn - B be a neighborhood of x in Mn - B 
and let hx: Vx ~ Rk be such that 

(1) XEA - B=hx is a smooth local extension of flAnvx; and 
(2) x¢A uB= VxnA = 0 and YEVx = hx(Y) = f(x) (constant in y). 

We can also assume that the Vx are so small that 

(3) yE Vx = II f(y) - f(x) II < E(x)j2, II hAy) - f(x) II < E(x)j2 and dist(x, y) < 
E(x)j2. 

Let {Va} be a locally finite refinement of {Vx} with index assignment 
aHx(a), and let {Aa) be a smooth partition of unity on M - B with 
support(lta) c Va' Note that Ita = ° on A - B unless x(a)EA - B. 

Put g(y) = Llta(y)hx(a)(Y) for YEM - Band g(y) = f(y) for YEB. We claim 
this has the desired properties. 

First g, is smooth on M - B by Proposition 10.5. 
Second, suppose YEA - B. Then g(y) = Llta(y)hx(a)(Y) = Llta(y)f(y) = f(y), 

since the sum need only range over the a for which x(a)EA - B, as remarked 
above. 

Third, for YEM - B, we calculate (the sums running over the a for which 
YEVa): 
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II g(y) - f(y) II = Ill)ciy)hx(o)(Y) - f(y) II 

Also, 

= IllJAo(y)(hx(o)(Y) - f(x(a)))J + lJAo(y)(f(x(a)) - f(y))J II 

::; Ill)co(y)(hx(o)(Y) - f(x(a))) II + III)o(y)(f(x(a)) - f(y)) II 

::; l)co(y) [ II hx(o)(Y) - f(x(a)) II + II f(x(a)) - f(y) IIJ 

< LAo(Y) [ E(x(a) )/2 + E(x(a))/2J ::; E. 

yE U 0 => E(x(a)) ::; dist(x(a), B)::; dist(x(a), y) + dist(y, B) < 
E(x(a))/2 + dist(y, B) => E(x(a)) < 2 dist(y, B). 

97 

It follows from the displayed inequalities that II g(y) - f(y) II < 2 dist(y, B). 
This implies that 9 is continuous on all of M. 

Finally, the standard homotopy F(x, t) = tf(x) + (1 - t)g(x) gives the desired 
E-small homotopy reI Au B. 0 

11.8. Theorem (Smooth Approximation Theorem). Suppose M m and N n are 
smooth manifolds with N n compact metric. Let A c M m be closed. Let f: Mm-,> 

N n be a map with flA smooth. Then for any given E > 0, there exists a map 
h: M m -'> N n such that: 

(1) h is smooth; 
(2) dist(h(x),f(x)) < E for all xEMm; 
(3) hlA = flA; and 
(4) h:::= f by an E-small homotopy (reI A). 

PROOF. Embed N n in some Rk. By continuity of the inverse of the embedding 
map of N n in Rk and the compactness of N n, hence uniform continuity, we 
can find a lJ > 0 such that lip - q II < lJ => dist(p, q) < E. Thus it will suffice to 
use the metric in Rk rather than the one given on N n. 

Take a lJ/2-tubular neighborhood U of N n in Rk (using a smaller lJ if 
needed), and let r: U -'> N n be the related normal retraction map. 

Approximate f by a smooth map g: M m -'> Rk within b/2 using Theorem 
11.7. Then g(Mm) cU. Let h = rag. Then: 

(a) h is smooth; 
(b) II h(x) - f(x) II ::; II r(g(x)) - g(x) II + II g(x) - f(x) II < lJ/2 + b/2 = lJ; 
(c) hlA = ragl A = ra flA = flA; and 
(d) h:::= f reI A by the homotopy F(x, t) = r(tg(x) + (1 - t)f(x)). 

To see that this homotopy is valid, recall that U = {YERkly is within b/2 of 
Nn}. Since II g(x) - f(x) II < lJ/2 we have that for 0::; t ::; 1, tg(x) + (1 - t)f(X)E 
U and is within lJ/2 off(x), showing that the given formula for F(x, t) is valid. 
It also shows that the homotopy remains within lJ of f(x). D 

11.9. Corollary. Suppose that M m and N n are smooth manifolds with N n 

compact. Then any continuous f: M m -'> N n is homotopic to a smooth map. Iff 
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and g are smooth and f ~ g, then f ~ g by a smooth homotopy F: I x M m c 
R x Mm-+Nn. 

PROOF. The first part comes directly from the theorem. Thus suppose that 
F: I x M -+ N is a given homotopy between two smooth maps. Extend F to 
R x M -+ N by making it constant on the ends. Then F is smooth on the 
subspace {O, I} x M and so Theorem 11.8 implies that there is a smooth map 
G: R x M -+ N which coincides with F on {O, I} x M. D 

We now apply the foregoing results of this section to derive some well
known topological facts. 

11.10. Theorem. If M m is a smooth m-manifold and m < n then any map 
f: M m -+ sn is homotopic to a constant map. 

PROOF. Approximate f by a smooth map g homotopic to it. By Sard's 
Theorem (Corollary 6.3), there must be a point p which is not in the image 
of g. But sn - {p} is homeomorphic to Rn and so it is contractible. Composing 
g with such a contraction gives a homotopy of g to a constant map. D 

11.11. Theorem. A sphere sn is not a retract of the disk nn + 1. 

PROOF. (This proof is due to M. Hirsch.) Suppose f: nn + 1 -+ sn is a retraction. 
We can alter f so that it is the composition of a map f:Rn+l-+sn which 
retracts the disk of radius ~ onto its boundary with one which maps everything 
outside the disk of radius ~ to the sphere sn of radius 1 by radial projection. 
This makes f smooth on a neighborhood of sn. Then we can smooth f 
without changing it near sn, so we may as well assume that f is smooth and 
that it is the radial projection near the boundary sn. 

Let ZESn be a regular value off. Thenf -1(Z) is a I-manifold with boundary, 
and its boundary is the single point f-1(z)nsn = {z}. But any compact 
I-manifold with boundary is homeomorphic to a disjoint union of circles 
and closed unit intervals, and hence has an even number of boundary points, 
a contradiction showing f cannot exist. D 

11.12. Corollary (Brouwer's Fixed Point Theorem). Any map f: nn -+ nn has 
a fixed point (i.e., a point x such that f(x) = x). 

PROOF. Iff is such a map and does not have a fixed point then we can define 
a new map r: nn -+ sn-l by letting r(x) be the point where the ray from the 
pointf(x) to the point x passes through sn-l in the direction indicated. (See 
Figure 11-9.) This is a retraction of nn onto sn-l and hence contradicts 
Theorem 11.11. 

It is not hard to convince oneself that r is continuous, but it is unpleasant 
to write down a formula that exhibits this. Instead, we will produce another 
retraction for which the continuity is evident. Consider the disk D of radius 
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Figure II-9. Retraction of disk. 

2 and define a map g: D ---+ D as follows: 

(x) = {(2 - II x II )f(x/ II x II) if II x II ~ 1, 
9 f(x) if II x II :::;; 1. 

It is clear that 9 has no fixed points since the image of each point is in the 
disk of radius 1 where 9 and f coincide. 

Then define r: D ---+ D by r(x) = 2(x - g(x))/ II x - g(x) II. This is obviously 
continuous, and, if II x II = 2, then g(x) = 0 whence r(x) = x. 0 

11.13. Corollary. The sphere sn is not contractible. 

PROOF. If sn is contractible then there is a homotopy F: sn x 1---+ sn such that 
F(x, 1) = x and F(x, 0) = Xo for all XESn and for some point XoEsn. This factors 
through the quotient space sn x I/Sn x {O} ::::: on+ 1 (by Example 13.9 of 
Chapter I). The resulting map on + 1 ---+ sn is a retraction of on + 1 onto its 
boundary sn, contrary to Theorem 11.11. 0 

Although the Tubular Neighborhood Theorem (Theorem 11.4) is sufficient 
for most of our purposes, it will be convenient to have a version for 
embeddings in arbitrary manifolds, instead of euclidean space. This will be 
used only in Section 15, which is not used elsewhere in this book. 

Let W be a compact manifold smoothly embedded in Rn and let N be a 
tubular neighborhood of W with normal retraction r: N ---+ W. Let M be a 
compact smooth submanifold of W. Define the "normal bundle" of M in W 
to be 

3(M, W) = {<x, v)EM = RnlvETAW) and v..l TAM)} 

and put 

3(M, W, b) = {<x, v )E3(M, W)III v II < b}. 

There is a map 8: 3(M, W) ---+ Rn given by 8(x, v) = x + v. Then, for 15 sufficiently 
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Figure 11-10. Normal vector to M in Wand normal retraction. 

small, () maps 8(M, W, «5) into N. Consider the composition cjJ = r o (): 8(M, W, 
«5) -+ W. At a point < x, 0), the differential of () is monomorphic, as seen before, 
and maps to the tangent space of W. Since r * kills only normal vectors, 
cjJ * = (r 0 0)* is monomorphic at < x, 0) and therefore isomorphic by a check 
of dimensions. As in the proof of Theorem 11.4, there must be an E > 0 such 
that cjJ: 8(M, W, E) -+ W is a diffeomorphism to a neighborhood of M in W. 
(See Figure II-10.) 

Although we have assumed that W is compact, that restriction is unnecessary 
since all manipulations take place in a compact subset, namely, some compact 
neighborhood of M. We have shown the following generalization of 
Theorem 11.4. 

11.14. Theorem (Tubular Neighborhood Theorem). Let MeW c Rn be a 
~mooth pair of submanifolds with M compact. With the notation above, there 
is an E > 0 such that the map cjJ: 8(M, W, E) -+ W is a diffeomorphism of the 
HE-normal disk bundle to M in W" to a neighborhood V of M in W. 0 

In a similar manner, Theorem 11.6 can be generalized so as to replace Rn 

by an arbitrary smooth manifold. 
The compactness assumptions in Theorems 11.4 and 11.14 can be removed 

if one allows E to vary with the point. This allows the compactness restrictions 
in Theorem 11.8 and Corollary 11.9 to be dropped as well. We do not need 
these results in that generality. 

PROBLEMS 

1. A "probability vector" is a vector in Rn whose coordinates are all nonnegative 
and add to 1. A "stochastic matrix" is an n x n matrix whose columns are 
probability vectors. Use Corollary 11.12 to show that every stochastic matrix A 
has a fixed probability vector under the mapping Vf--+Av. 
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2. Use Corollary 11.12 to show that every n x n matrix with positive real 
entries has a positive real eigenvalue. 

12. Classical Lie Groups -¢-

In this section we develop some elementary properties of the classical groups. 
This will be used mostly for the study of examples, and so is of minimal 
importance in understanding the remainder of the book. The reader may 
want to review parts of Section 15 of Chapter I. 

12.1. Lemma. Let A = [au] be an n x n matrix over the complex numbers. If 
c is a boundfor the coefficients I ai,il then (nc)k is a boundfor the coefficients of Ak. 

PROOF. The proof is by an easy induction on k which the reader can supply. D 

It follows from Lemma 12.1 that the series of coefficients of 

A2 A3 

I+A+-+-+ .. · 
2! 3! 

are absolutely dominated by the convergent Taylor's series of ene• Thus this 
series of matrices converges to a matrix called eA. Moreover, the convergence 
is uniform in any compact subset of the space M n of all n x n matrices, and 
so the coefficients of eA are analytic functions of those of A. That is, the map 
exp: Mn ---+ Mn defined by exp(A) = eA, is analytic. Note that exp(O) = I. 

Let us compute the Jacobian of exp at 0, using the usual coordinates (i.e., 
the matrix coefficients Xi) in Mn. Note that the i, j coordinate of eA is 

bi,j + Xi,j + higher degree terms. 

It follows that the Jacobian at OEM. is the n2 x n2 identity matrix. 
By the Inverse Function Theorem, exp is a diffeomorphism on some 

neighborhood of OEMn to some neighborhood of I EGI(n, C). (Recall that 
GI(n, C) is an open subset of M no) 

Also note that for any nonsingular n x n matrix B, 

exp(BAB-1)=I+BAB-1+ BA2B- 1 =B(I+A+ A2 + ... )B-1=BeAB-1. 
2! 2! 

For any AEMn, there is a BEGI(n, C) such that BAB- 1 has super diagonal 
form with the eigenvalues Ai,'''' An of A on the diagonal. It follows that 
BeA B- 1 = exp(BAB - 1) is also super diagonal with eA1 , ••• , eAn on the diagonal. 
It follows that 

det(eA) = etrace(A). 

In particular, det(eA) =1= 0 for all A, and so the image of the map exp is in 
GI(n, C). 
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12.2. Proposition. If A and Bare n x n matrices that commute then eA + B = eAeB. 

PROOF. For A and B fixed, we shall show that the two functions esA +tB and 
esAetB, of the real variables sand t, are identical. We compute 

(1) 
OC! (sA + tB)n OC! n (sA)j(tB)n - j 

esA + tB = L = L L . 
n=O n! n=Oj=O j!(n-j)! 

On the other hand, an easy computation of partial derivatives in sand t 
shows that the power series expansion of esAetB is 

and this is clearly formally equally to the right-hand side of (1). Since esA +tB 
and esAetB are analytic functions of s, t it follows that they are identical. 0 

12.3. Corollary. For a given n x n matrix A, the map tl--->etA is a homomorphism 
from the additive group of reals into GI(n, C). 0 

The homomorphism of Corollary 12.3 is called a "one-parameter 
subgroup" of GI(n, C). Since GJ(n, C) is an open subset of the euclidean space 
Mm tangent vectors to GJ(n, C) can be regarded as points in Mn- In particular, 
the tangent vector to the curve tl--->etA, at t = 0, is 

etA _ I ( A2 ) 
lim--=lim A+t-+··· =A. 
t-O t t-O 2! 

Consequently, these tangent vectors to GJ(n, C) at I fill out the tangent space. 

12.4. Proposition. Letf: R --> GJ(n, C) be a one-parameter subgroup. (That is, fis 
a continuous homomorphism.) Then there is a matrix AEMn such thatf(t) = etA 
for all tER. 

PROOF. Consider an open E-neighborhood V c Mn of 0 on which the 
exponential map is one-one onto a neighborhood Vof I in GI(n, C). Since 
enA = (eAt, for integers n, multiplication by n on V, where defined, becomes 
raising to the nth power on V. It follows that elements in V have unique nth 
roots in V. Letf, g: R --> GI(n, C) be one-parameter subgroups withf(t) = g(s) 
for some parameter values t and s. Also assume that f(t')E V for t' in the 
interval between 0 and t, and similarly for g and s. Then it follows that 
f(t/q) = g(s/q) for all integers q > O. In turn, this implies that f(tp/q) = g(sp/q) 
for all rational numbers p/q. By continuity, we deduce that f(rt) = g(rs) for 
all real r. Thus f(u) = g((s/t)u) for all real u. Since the one-parameter groups 
of the form etA fill out a neighborhood of I in GI(n, C), there is a matrix B 
and parameters sand t with f(t) = esB and fulfilling the conditions above 
for g(s) = esB. Consequently, f(u) = g(su/t) = e(su/t)B = euA, for all u, where 
A = (s/t)B. 0 
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All of the matrix groups discussed in Section 15 of Chapter I are evidently 
subgroups of GI(n, C) except for the ones defined via quaternions. To see 
this for the latter, note that any quaternionic matrix P can be written as 
P = A + Bj where A, B are complex matrices. Since jB = iii, the matrix 
product is given by 

(A + Bj)(C + Dj) = (AC - BV) + (AD + BC)j. 

For P = A + Bj, let 

(2) ¢(P) = (~jj ~). 
It is easy to calculate that ¢ is an isomorphism of the algebra of quaternionic 
n x n matrices into that of 2n x 2n complex matrices. Also ¢(P*) = ¢(P)*, so 
that P is symplectic (i.e., PP* =1)<:::>1= ¢(l)= ¢(PP*) = ¢(P)¢(P)*, which 
holds <:::> ¢(P) is unitary. 

It is elementary to see that a 2n x 2n complex matrix Q has the form (2) 
<:::>JQr 1 = Q where 

J=( ~1 ~). 
If Q is also unitary, then the equation JQJ- 1 = Q can be rewritten as 
Q'JQ = J. Thus the symplectic group Sp(n) is isomorphic, via ¢, to the 
subgroup of U(2n) consisting of those unitary matrices Q which preserve the 
bilinear form J (i.e., Q' JQ = J). Therefore, we may, and will, consider Sp(n) 
as that subgroup of U(2n). 

12.5. Theorem. For a complex n x n matrix A the following statements hold: 

(1) if A is real then eA is real; 
(2) if A is skew symmetric (A' = -A) and real then eAEO(n); 
(3) if A is skew Hermitian (A* = - A) then eAEU(n); 
(4) if A is skew Hermitian, JA + A'J = 0, and n = 2m then eA = Sp(m); and 
(5) if A has trace 0 then eAESI(n, C). 

Conversely, there is a neighborhood of 0 in Mn on which the reverse implications 
hold. 

PROOF. The proofs are all similar and quite easy, so we will only give the 
argument for (4). If A* = -A then (eA)* = eA' = e- A = (eA)-l which implies 
that eA is unitary. The equation J A + A' J = 0 is equivalent to J AJ -1 = - A' 
and so it implies that JeA J- 1 = eJAJ -' = e- A' = (e- A)' = ((eA)')-1. For A skew 
Hermitian, and hence eA unitary, this equals the complex conjugate of eA , 

implying that eAESp(m). 
For the converse, restrict attention to matrices A in a neighborhood of 0 

taken by the exponential homeomorphically onto a neighborhood of I. We 
can assume this neighborhood to be a "ball," and hence invariant under 
complex conjugation, negation, conjugation by J, and transposition. Then 
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if eA is unitary, we have that e- A = (eA)-l = (eA)* = eA'. Since the exponential 
is one-one on a neighborhood of 0 containing both A * and - A, we conclude 
that A*= -A. If eA is symplectic then we also have that exp(JAJ- 1) = 
J exp(A)r 1 is the complex conjugate of eA. But that is exp(A). It follows 
that JAJ- 1 = A = _A', which is equivalent to JA + A'J = O. D 

12.6. Definition. A Lie group is a topological group G which also has the 
structure of a smooth manifold for which the group operations (product and 
inverse) are smooth maps. 

We remark that it can be shown, fairly easily, that a Lie group carries a 
unique structure as a real analytic manifold for which the group operations 
are real analytic. It is also known (Hilbert's "fifth problem" proved by 
A. Gleason, D. Montgomery, and L. Zippin; see Montgomery-Zippin [lJ), 
that a topological group which is locally euclidean (i.e., a topological 
manifold) carries a unique structure as a Lie group. We shall need neither 
of these facts. 

12.7. Corollary. Let G c GI(n, C) be one of the groups GI(n, C), GI(n, R), SI(n, C), 
SI(n, R), U(n), SU(n), O(n), SO(n), or Sp(m), where n = 2m in the latter case. 
Then there is a vector subspace TG of Mn such that exp:Mn~GI(n,C) maps 
a neighborhood of 0 in TG homeomorphically onto a neighborhood of I in G. 
Also, G is a closed embedded submanifold ofGI(n, C) and is a Lie group with this 
structure. 

PROOF. We already have the first statement. The exponential map can be 
regarded as the inverse of a chart at I in GI(n, C), and so the first statement 
means that G coincides with a plane in this chart near I. By left translation, 
one sees that this holds at any point of G. The group operations are smooth 
because they are in the big group. (The restriction of a smooth map to a 
submanifold is smooth.) D 

Corollary 12.7 is a special case of a general statement about closed 
subgroups of Lie groups. We will state and prove this for the special case 
of closed subgroups of GI(n, C). This is not so special a case, but we won't 
go into that. Since all the groups of interest to us here (those listed in 
Corollary 12.7) are themselves closed subgroups of GI(n, C), the following 
development applies to them as to GI(n, C). Indeed, the whole development 
can be done starting with a Lie Group instead of GI(n, C). Since our applica
tions will only concern closed subgroups of GI(n, C), and are merely examples, 
we chose this approach to get at the desired items as cheaply as possible. 

12.8. Theorem. Let G be a closed subgroup ofGI(n, C). Then G is an embedded 
submanifold of GI(n, C) and is a Lie group with this structure. 

PROOF. Consider Mn as a real 4n2-dimensional vector space. Let A 1 , ••• , 
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AkEMn be linearly independent and such that etAiEG for all t, and assume 
that k is maximal with these properties. Let Vbe the span of A 1 , ... ,Ak and 
let W be a complementary subspace of V in M n' Consider the map ¢: M n -'> 

GI(n, C) defined by 

where BE W By looking at the differential of ¢ restricted to these k axes and 
on W, one sees that ¢* is the identity. Therefore ¢ is a diffeomorphism on 
any sufficiently small neighborhood of 0 in M n to a neighborhood of I in 
GI(n, C). Ifthe right-hand side of (*) is in G then eB EG since the other factors 
are. If we can show that the image under exp of a sufficiently small 
neighborhood of 0 in W contains no elements of G, other than I, then it 
follows that a local inverse of ¢ gives a chart on Gl(n, C) at I with G cor
responding to a vector subspace. The group operations on G are smooth 
near I since they are in GI(n, C). Smoothness elsewhere follows from an easy 
argument using left and right translations. 

(This latter is a general fact about Lie groups: one need only have differen
tiability near the identity, and it follows elsewhere. The proof is more difficult 
in general than in this special case, much more in case of disconnected groups.) 
Consequently, the proof will be finished when we establish the following 
lemma. 

12.9. Lemma. Let S c Rm be a closed nonempty subset. Suppose that SES = 
nSES for all integers n. If 0 is not isolated in S then S contains a line through 
the origin. 

PROOF. For each integer n > 0 let Xn =I- 0 be a point in B 1 /n(O)nS. Then there 
is an integer kn? n such that knXnEK, where K = {vERmll .::;; II v II .::;; 2}. Let 
Yn = knxn, so that YnEK. Since K is compact, there is a subsequence {Yn,} of 
{Yn} converging to some point YEK. Since the subsequence has all the 
properties of the original sequence, we may as well assume that {Yn} itself 
converges to y. Let t =I- 0 be a real number. Then there is an integer r such 
that 

Also (r/kn)Yn = (r/kn)knxn = rXnES. We conclude that 

II rXn - ty II = II ;n Yn - ty II = II ;n Yn - tYn + tYn - ty II 

1 
.::;;-IIYnll +ltIIIYn-YII· 

n 

But this approaches 0 as n -'> 00 and so rXn -'> ty. Since rXnES and S is closed, 
we have tYES for all real t. 0 
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Although we now know that any closed subgroup G of GI(n, C) is a Lie 
group, we do not have the full force of Corollary 12.7 for it, in that we do 
not know that G coincides near I with the image under the exponential of a 
linear subspace of M n. (The proof of Theorem 12.8 gives G in terms of what is 
known as "canonical coordinates of the second kind" while Corollary 12.7 
corresponds to "canonical coordinates of the first kind." The first kind are 
natural, while the second kind are not.) If we knew that G has a neighborhood 
of I that is swept out by one-parameter groups then it would follow from 
the uniqueness (Proposition 12.4) of one-parameter subgroups that the 
exponential map takes a neighborhood of 0 in the tangent space of G, thinking 
of M n as the tangent space of GI(n, C), diffeomorphically onto a neighborhood 
of I in G, i.e., that Corollary 12.7 holds for any closed subgroup G of GI(n, C). 
For completeness we will indicate the proof of this, but we really don't need 
it, since we will be concerned only with subgroups that are products of the 
classical groups, and this fact is immediate (using Corollary 12.7) for those. 

12.10. Theorem. If G is a Lie group and X is a tangent vector to G at the 
identity eEG, then there is a one-parameter subgroup f: R --+ G whose tangent 
vector at 0 is taken to X by the differential f*. 

PROOF. For any gEG there is the left translation L g : G--+ G defined by 
Lg(h) = gh. This is a diffeomorphism and so the differential of it at e takes 
X to a tangent vector at g. This gives a tangent vector field on G. By the 
existence and uniqueness theorem for first-order ordinary differential equations 
this has, locally at eE G, a unique solution curve f: R --+ G with f(O) = e. 
Suppose that f(t) = 9 for some t near O. Then Lg takes e to 9 and takes the 
vector field into itself, and hence takes solution curves to solution curves. This 
implies that, for s near 0, f(t + s) = Lg(f(s)) = g. f(s) = f(t)f(s). Thus f is a 
homomorphism locally at O. (Of course, it is only defined near 0 at the 
moment.) An easy argument, that we leave to the reader, shows that f can 
be extended, uniquely, to a global homomorphism R --+ G. By construction, its 
tangent vector at 0 is the original vector X. 0 

13. Fiber Bundles M 
The theory of fiber bundles, which we have already alluded to and which 
will be studied in this section, is very well developed. We make no attempt 
here to go into it deeply, being satisfied to introduce the relevant notions 
and to discuss some of the examples that will be of use to us later in the book. 

13.1. Definition. Let X, B, and F be Hausdorff spaces and p: X --+ B a map. 
Then p is called a bundle projection with fiber F, if each point of B has a 
neighborhood U such that there is a homeomorphism </1: U x F --+ P -l(U) 
such that p(</1(b,y»)=b for all bEU and YEF. That is, on p-l(U), p 
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corresponds to projection U x F --+ U. Such a map ¢ is called a trivialization 
of the bundle over U. 

13.2. Definition. Let K be a topological group acting effectively on the 
Hausdorff space F as a group of homeomorphisms. Let X and B be Hausdorff 
spaces. By aflber bundle over the base space B with total space X,flber F, and 
structure group K, we mean a bundle projection p: X --+ B together with a 
collection <I> of trivializations ¢: U x F --+ P -l(U), of p over U, called charts 
over U, such that: 

(1) each point of B has a neighborhood over which there is a chart in <1>; 
(2) if ¢: U x F --+ p - 1 (U) is in <I> and V c U then the restriction of ¢ to V x F 

is in <1>; 
(3) if ¢, t{! E<I> are charts over U then there is a map 8: U --+ K such that 

t{!<u,y) = ¢<u,8(u)(y); and 
(4) the set <I> is maximal among collections satisfying (1), (2), and (3). 

The bundle is called smooth if all these spaces are manifolds and all maps 
involved are smooth. 

Let us investigate the meaning of condition (3) of Definition 13.2. Given 
charts ¢ and t{! over U, ¢ - 1 t{!: U x F --+ U x F is a homeomorphism comm u t
ing with the projections to U. Thus we can write 

¢-It{!<U,y) = <u,f.1<u,y», 

where 

f.1: U x F--+F 

is the composition PFo¢ -1t{! with the projection PF: U x F --+ F, and hence is 
continuous. Then 8: U --+ K is given by 

8(u)(y) = f.1<u,y). 

group = Z2HF fiber F = I 

Base space B = S 1 

Figure 11-11. A fiber bundle. 
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Therefore () is completely determined by the charts cjJ and 1/1, and it is only 
a matter of its continuity, and that it takes values in the structure group K, 
that is of concern in condition (3). 

In most cases of interest, the continuity of () comes free (see Section 2 of 
Chapter VIII). We shall show that this is the case for "vector bundles" which 
we now define. 

13.3. Definition. A vector bundle is a fiber bundle in which the fiber is a 
euclidean space and the structure group is the general linear group of this 
euclidean space or some subgroup of that group. 

A vector bundle is usually denoted by a Greek letter such as ~ and its 
total space by E(~) and base space by B(~). Its fiber projection is denoted by 
n~ or just by n. The following definition, given only for vector bundles, has 
a fairly obvious generalization to general fiber bundles, but we need it only 
for vector bundles. 

13.4. Definition. If ~ and 1] are vector bundles then a bundle map ~ ~ 1] is a 
map g: E(~) ~ E(1]) carrying each fiber of ~ onto some fiber of 1] isomorphically. 
(In particular, the fibers have the same dimension and there is an induced 
map B(~)-+B(1]).) A bundle map g is a bundle isomorphism or a bundle 
equivalence if it is a homeomorphism. 

13.5. Proposition. For a vector bundle, condition (3) in Definition 13.2 can be 
replaced by the weaker requirement that each ()(u): Rn -+ Rn be linear. That is, 
a vector bundle can be defined as a bundle projection p: X -+ B with fiber Rn 

such that the changes of coordinates are linear in the fiber. 

PROOF. Let A. = cjJ - 11/1: U x Rn -+ U x Rn be the change of coordinates between 
any two charts cjJ and 1/1 over U. The function JL: U x Rn ~ Rn given by 
A. (u, y) = (u, JL (u, y) ) is continuous, as remarked before, and () is given by 
()(u)(y) = JL(u,y). Let ej be the jth standard basis vector in Rn and let 
Pi: Rn ~ R be the ith coordinate projection. Then the composition 

U-+U x {eJ c..-U x Rn~Rn~R 

is continuous and is given by 

Uf-+( u, ej)f-+ JL( u, ej) = ()(u)(e)f-+Pi(()(u)(ej»' 

But ()(u)(e) is just the jth column of ()(u)EGI(n) and Pi(()(u)(ej» is the i, j 
element of ()(u). That is, 

()(u) = ( ai,]{u) ), 

where aiju) = Pi(()(u)(e) = Pi(JL(u,ej» is continuous. Hence () is con
tinuous. 0 
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Note that if we only have the map A: U x Rn --+ U x Rn in the proof of 
Proposition 13.5 (commuting with the projection to U and an isomorphism 
on each fiber), then J1. is continuous and hence () is continuous. If we let 
()'(u) = (()(U))-l then ()' is also continuous. This implies that the corresponding 
J1.' and A' are also continuous. But A.' = A - 1 and so A must, in fact, be a 
homeomorphism, and a diffeomorphism in the smooth case. This gives the 
following consequence. 

13.6. Corollary. I!~ and 1'/ are vector bundles over B and!:E(~)--+E(1'/) is a 
bundle map inducing the identity on B then! is a bundle isomorphism. D 

13.7. Definition. A disk bundle, or sphere bundle, is a fiber bundle in which 
the fiber is a metric disk or sphere in euclidean space and the structure group 
is the orthogonal group of that space, or a subgroup of that group. 

A disk or sphere bundle gives rise to a vector bundle with the orthogonal 
group as structure group just by replacing the fibers Dn or sn-l by Rn and 
using the same change of coordinate functions (). Such a vector bundle is 
sometimes called a "euclidean bundle." Conversely, every vector bundle over 
a paracompact base space can be given the structure of a euclidean bundle, 
meaning that an atlas of charts can be selected for which the changes of 
coordinates are orthogonal in each fiber. (In Steenrod's terminology, one 
says that the structure group can be "reduced" to O(n).) One can see this as 
follows: the changes of coordinates being orthogonal in each fiber just means 
that they preserve the quadratic form LX? on fibers. That means that there 
exists a map q: E(~) --+ R which is a positive-definite quadratic form on each 
fiber since, given such a map q, the Gram-Schmidt construction produces 
an orthonormal framing on the fibers of a coordinate chart and this is equi
valent to giving a chart for which the quadratic form is the standard one, 
LX? on each fiber. Thus it suffices to produce such a q: E(~) --+ R. For any 
point xEB, one can use any chart to produce such a function q locally about 
x in B. One can then multiply it by a function!: B --+ [0, (0) which is nonzero 
at x and vanishes outside the domain of the chart. This gives a qx: E(~)--+ [0, (0) 
which is a positive semidefinite form on each fiber and is positive definite 
over a neighborhood of x. Since a positive linear combination of positive 
definite forms is positive definite, a partition of unity argument then finishes 
the construction. If the base space is a smooth manifold and ~ is a smooth 
vector bundle (smooth ()) then one usually wants the quadratic form q to 
be smooth, and that can be guaranteed by using a smooth partition of 
unity. 

In the case of the tangent bundle of a smooth manifold, such a smooth 
quadratic form is called a "Riemannian metric" on M. 

For another example, suppose Mm is a smooth manifold and that N n is 
a submanifold. The tangent bundle of M is a vector bundle over M. Its 
restriction to N is a vector bundle, or "m-plane bundle" over N. For this 
bundle over N the structure group can be taken to be (is said to be "reducible" 
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to) the subgroup K of GJ(m, R) consisting of matrices of the form 

where A is n x n. This is because the tangent space of M at a point of N has 
a well-defined subspace, the tangent space of N, and we can restrict our atten
tion to charts preserving this subspace. The matrices A form the transforma
tions of the subspace (i.e., give the transitions for the tangent space of N). 
This embeds the tangent bundle of N in that of M, restricted to N. One 
can also form a bundle of the quotients of the tangent spaces to M at points 
of N by this subbundle, the tangent bundle of N. One gets a vector bundle 
in which the transition functions are given by the matrices denoted by C 
above. This vector bundle is called the "normal bundle" of N in M. 

For another example, one that will be of use to us in providing examples 
of later results in algebraic topology, consider a Lie group G and closed 
subgroup H. Let us assume that G is a closed subgroup of GJ(n, C). (This 
assumption is not needed for the truth of what we say below, but is imposed 
so as to be able to use facts we have previously proved under such an assump
tion. All our examples will satisfy this.) Then we claim that the canonical 
map G -+ G/H is a bundle projection with fiber H. Recall that from Corol
lary 12.7 and the discussion above Theorem 12.10, that the exponential map 
Mn-+GJ(n,C) takes a linear subspace TG of Mn smoothly into G and is a 
diffeomorphism on a neighborhood of ° in TG to a neighborhood of the 
identity eEG. We do not care about the remainder of the exponential map 
and can forget about GJ(n, C) now. Similarly, a linear subspace TH c TG is 
taken into H by exp, again a diffeomorphism near 0. Let V be a linear 
subspace of TG complementary to TH and consider the map cp: V x H -+ G 
defined by cp(v, h) = exp(v)h. Recalling that the differential of exp at 0 is the 
identity, we see that the differential cp* of cp at (0, e) is the identity on Vx {O} c 

Vx TH = TG. It is also the identity on {O} x TH since cp(O, h) = h. Thus cp* = 1 
at (0, e) and it follows that cp is a diffeomorphism near (0, e)E V x H to a 
neighborhood U of e in G. We claim that cp is an embedding on B x H where 
BeVis a ball about the origin such that exp(Bf cU. Note that translation 
by elements of H shows that the differential cp* is an isomorphism at any 
point of B x H. Consequently, it suffices to show that cp is one-one on B x H. 
Suppose that cp(b, h) = cp(b', h') where b, b' EB. This equation is ebh = eb'h', i.e., 
e- b' eb = h'h- 1• But this is in exp(B)2nH = {e}. Thus, eb = eb', whence b = b', 
and h = hi. 

Clearly, cp induces a commutative diagram 

BxH~ G 

1 proj 1 
B .p I G/H 

defining I/J. Obviously I/J maps onto a neighborhood of eH in G/H. If I/J(v) = 
I/J(v') then cp(v, e) = cp(v', e)h for some hEH. But cp(v', e)h = cp(v', h), and so this 
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can happen only for v = Vi and h = e. Thus !/J is one-one. If we take B to be a 
closed ball then !/J is a one-one map from a compact space to a Hausdorff 
space and so is a homeomorphism to its image. This provides a trivialization 
of the map G --+ GjH over a neighborhood of eH. Trivializations near other 
points are obtained simply by left translation in G and GjH. We leave the 
rest of the easy verification that this is a bundle to the reader. Note that it 
also follows that GjH is a smooth manifold with the structure induced by 
the projection G --+ GjH, and that left translation G x GjH --+ GjH is a smooth 
action; see Definition 15.13 of Chapter I. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Finish the proof at the end of this section that G -+ G/ H is a bundle. Also show 
that this is a fiber bundle with structure group N(H)/H where N(H) is the normalizer 
of H in G. 

2. -9- Suppose that G is a Lie group, and assume it is a closed subgroup of GJ(n, C). 
Assume that K c H c G are closed subgroups. Show that the canonical map 
G/K -+ G/H is a fiber bundle with fiber H/K. 

3. Show that the Klein bottle is a fiber bundle over 8 1 with fiber 8 1 and structure 
group Zz acting by a reflection on 8 1 c RZ. 

4. -¢- A fiber bundle p: X -+ B is a "principal bundle" if its fiber is its structure group 
K acting on itself by right translation. Show that K acts naturally on X (on the 
left) with orbit space X/K ~ B. If p has a continuous cross section then show that 
it is a trivial bundle. 

14. Induced Bundles and Whitney Sums -¢-

This section will be used only in Section 15 and in Section 17 of 
Chapter VI. 

If p: X --+ B is a fiber bundle with fiber F and if B' c B, then the restriction 
of p to p - l(B') --+ B' is also a fiber bundle. One can generalize this to 
arbitrary maps f: A --+ B instead of inclusions as follows. 

The "induced bundle" pi: f* X --+ A, induced from p by f, is given by 
the "pullback" 

f*(X) = {<a,x)EA x Xlp(x) = f(a)} 

and pi is given by pi < a, x) = a. Withf': f*(X) --+ X given by f' (a, x) = x, the 
diagram 
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commutes. To see that p' is a bundle projection, let 4J: U x F ~ P - 1(U) be a 
chart over the open set U c X and define 

by 

4J' (v,y) = (v,4J(f(v),y». 

This works since p4J (f(v), y) = f(V)E U and f p' (v, 4J (f(v), y» = f(v). The 
inverse of 4J' is 

for p(x) = f(a)E U, and where PF: U x F ~ F is the projection onto F. To see 
this, let Pu: U x F ~ U be the projection onto U and compute 

A4J' (v,y) = A(v,4J(f(v),y» 

and with f(a) = p(x), 

= (V,PF4J- 1(4J(f(v),y»)) 

= (v,PF(f(v),y» 
= (v,y) 

4J'A(a, x) = 4J' (a,PF4J- 1(X) 

= (a, 4J (f(a), PF4J -1(X) ) 

= (a, 4J (p(x), PF4J -1(X) ) 

= (a, 4J (Pu4J -1(X), PF4J -1(X) ) 

= (a,4J4J- 1(x) 

= (a,x). 

This shows that P' is a bundle projection with fiber F. If 4J and 1/1 are two 
charts over U for p: X ~ Band 1/1 (u, y) = 4J (u, O(u)(y) as in (3) of 
Definition 13.2, then we see that 

1/1' (v, y) = (v, 1/1 (f(v), y) ) 
= (v,4J(f(v),O(f(v))(y))) 

= 4J' (v, O(f(v))(y)) 

= 4J' (v, O'(v)(y), 

where 0' = 0 0 f:f-1(U) ~ K. Therefore 0' is continuous and satisfies (3) of 
Definition 13.2 for p'. Consequently, P' is a fiber bundle with fiber F and 
structure group K. 

It is clear that if A' c A and B' c Bare subspaces such thatf(A') c B', then 
the part of f*(X) over A' and the part X' of X over B' provide a pullback 
diagram; i.e., the part ofj*(X) over A' is equivalent to (fIA')*(X'). Applying 
this to the case of a single point aEA and its image b = f(a)EB gives the 
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subdiagram 

f*(F)-- F 

1 1 p 

{a} ~{b}. 

Thus f*(F) = {(a,x)E{a} x Flp(x) = f(a)} = {a} x F and this maps to Fin 
the obvious manner. 

Now we shall specialize, for the remainder of this section, to vector 
bundles. As remarked before, one commonly denotes the total space of a 
vector bundle ~ by E( ~). 

14.1. Theorem. Suppose ~ is a vector bundle over A and 1] is a vector bundle 
over Band letf:A-+B. If¢:E(~)-+E(1]) is a bundle map over fthen ~ is 
isomorphic to f*1]. 

PROOF. Let g:E(~)-+E(f*1])={(a,x)EA xE(1])lf(a)=1I:~(x)} be given by 
g(v) = (1I:~(v), ¢(v». Then 9 maps the fiber of ~ over aEA to that off*(1]) over a 
by the linear isomorphism vH(a,¢(v». By Corollary 13.6 this implies that 
9 is a bundle equivalence. 0 

If ~ 1 and ~ 2 are vector bundles with projections 11: 1: E( ~ 1) -+ Bland 
1I:2:E(~2)-+B2 and with fibers Rnl and Rn2, then 11:1 x 1I:2:E(~d x E(~2)-+ 
B1 X B2, with the obvious charts, is a vector bundle with fiber Rnl +n2. In the 
special case for which B1 = B = B2, the diagonal map B -+ B x B then induces 
a bundle from 11:1 x 11:2, This vector bundle over B with fiber Rnl +n2 is denoted 
by ~1 EB~2 and is called the "Whitney sum" of ~1 and ~2· 

For example, if Mm is a smoothly embedded submanifold of Rn then one 
has its tangent bundle 't and its normal bundle v. The fiber of the Whitney 
sum 't EB v is just Rn. Since tangent vectors to Mm can be regarded as vectors 
in Rn and similarly for normal vectors, there are maps E('t) -+ Rn and E(v) -+ Rn. 
This induces a map E('t EB v) -+ Rn, by addition of vectors, which is an 
isomorphism on each fiber. This is a bundle map if Rn is thought of as the 
total space of a vector bundle over a point. Therefore E('t EB v) is induced 
from the trivial bundle over a point and hence is itself a trivial bundle. Thus, 
in a sense, v is an additive inverse to 'to That the tangent bundle has an 
additive inverse in this sense is not a special property of the tangent bundle, 
as we now show. 

14.2. Theorem. If ~ is a smooth vector bundle over the smooth manifold Mm 

then there exists a vector bundle 1] over Mm such that ~ EB 1] is isomorphic to 
a trivial vector buncle over Mm. 

PROOF. We can, and will, regard Mm as the zero section of E(~). One can 
embed some neighborhood U c E(~) of Mm in some Rn. If 'tu and Vu are the 
tangent and normal bundles of U then 't u EB Vu is a trivial bundle over U as 
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seen above. Consider a vector in ~ at XEM. This defines a ray in the fiber of 
E(~) over x. The differential of the embedding U --+ Rn takes the tangent vector 
to this ray into a tangent vector to U at x that does not lie in the tangent 
space of M at x. Therefore, it projects non trivially to the normal space to 
Tx(M) in TAU), regarding both as subspaces of Rn. This induces an 
isomorphism of ~ with the normal bundle A to M in U. But A EB Vu I M ~ VM 

and so AEBvulMEBrM ~ vMEBrM which is a trivial bundle. This shows that 
~ ~ A has an additive inverse, namely, Vu I M EB r M· 0 

Remark. The condition in Theorem 14.2, that the base space is a smooth 
manifold, can be weakened considerably. Indeed, if the base space is any 
space that can be embedded in euclidean space, then it can be shown that 
the bundle extends over some neighborhood and can be assumed smooth 
there. Then the idea ofthe proof of Theorem 14.2 applies. On the other hand, 
the canonical line bundle over pro (essentially the projection R ro - {O} --+ pro) 
does not have an inverse. (This follows from the results presented in Section 17 
of Chapter VI.) 

15. Transversality U 

Transversality is a central idea in differential topology which allows "general 
position" arguments. Here we prove some basic facts about it and attempt 
to indicate its importance via some simple examples. This section will not 
be used elsewhere in this book except for the isolated result Theorem 11.16 
of Chapter VI. 

The following is a generalization of the definition of transversality given 
in Definition 7.6: 

15.1. Definition. Let M, X, Y be smooth manifolds and let f: X --+ M and 
g: Y --+ M be smooth maps with g an embedding. Thenfis said to be transverse 
~J g (denoted by f rhg) if, whenever f(x) = g(y), the images of the differentials 
f*: TAX)--+ Tf(xiM ) and g*: Ty(Y)--+ Tg(y)(M) = Tf(x)(M) span Tf(xiM). 

15.2. Theorem. In the situation of Definition 15.1, f-1(f(X)ng(Y)) is an 
embedded submanifold of X of dimension dim(X) + dim(Y) - dim(M). 

PROOF. Let pEf(X)ng(Y) and take local coordinates on the open set U eM 
about P for which g(Y) is flat; i.e., U ~ Rn x Rk with g(Y) corresponding to 
Rn x {O}. Let q: U ~ Rn x Rk --+ Rk be the projection. Then qo f:f-1(U) --+ Rk 
has 0 as a regular value and so (qo f) -1(0) = f -1(f(X) n g(Y)) n f -1(U) is an 
embedded submanifold of X of codimension k = dim(M) - dim(Y). 0 

The elegant proof of the following result is due to Kosinski [1]. 
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15.3. Theorem. Let ~ be a smooth vector bundle over the smooth manifold Y. 
Let X be a smooth manifold and f: X -+ E(~) a smooth map. Then there is a 
smooth cross section s: Y -+ E(~), as close to the zero section as desired, such 
thatf ~s. 

PROOF. By Theorem 14.2 there is a (smooth) vector bundle '1 over Y such 
that ~ EB '1 is trivial. Consider the commutative diagram 

E(f*(~ EB '1)) L E(~ EB '1) 

n'l 1 n 

X f 'E(~) 

definingJ'. A trivialization of ~ EB '1 provides a diffeomorphism ¢: Y x Rn ~ 

E(~ EB '1). Let p: E(~ EB '1) -+ Rn be the resulting projection. Let zERn be a regular 
value of the composition po J':E(f*(~EB'1))-+E(~EB'1)-+Rn. By definition of 
a regular value, the differential p* 0 f~ maps the tangent space at any point 
vEE(f*(~EB'1)) with pJ'(v)=z onto that of Rn at z. This implies that the 
image of f~ must span the complement of the tangent space to Y x {z} at 
<f'(v), z) and that simply means that J' is transverse to the section 
s':Y-+E(~EB'1), given, in terms of the trivialization, by s'(y) = <y,z). Define 
the section s: Y -+ ER) by s(y) = ns'(y); i.e., so that the following diagram 
commutes: 

We claim that f ~ s. To see this, let XEX, yE Y be such that f(x) = s(y). 
Then n(s'(y)) = s(y) = f(x). By the definition of the induced bundle, the point 
<x, s'(y) )EE(f*(~ EB'1)) has J' <x, s'(y) = s'(y). Since J' ~s', the images of the 
differentials f~ at < x, s'(y) and s~ at y span the tangent space to E( ~ EB '1) 
at J' < x, s'(y) = s'(y). Since n is a submersion, this must also hold for the 
images of the differentials f* at x and s* at y to the tangent space of E(~) at 
f(x) = s(y), but that just means thatf ~s. D 

For the remainder of this section we will consider submanifolds of some 
fixed manifold W. We will state the results in general, but will use the 
Tubular Neighborhood Theorems (Theorems 11.4 and 11.14) which we have 
proved only in case W = Rn or Wa compact submanifold of Rn. To simplify 
notation in proofs, the case W= Rn will be assumed, but there is no real 
difficulty in extending the proofs to the general case. 

15.4. Corollary. Let M and N be compact smooth manifolds. Let f: M -+ W be 
smooth and let go: N -+ W be a smooth embedding where W is some smooth 
manifold. Then there is an arbitrarily small homotopy of go to a smooth 
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embedding g1: N -+ W such that f rDg1' Indeed, the homotopy can be taken to 
be smooth and such that each gt: N -+ Wis an embedding; i.e., it is an "isotopy." 
M and N can be manifolds with boundary provided the boundaries do not meet. 

PROOF. Let v be the normal bundle of go(N) in Wand let g: E(v) c:........ W be a 
tubular neighborhood. Then M' = f - 1(E( v)) is an open submanifold of M 
and Theorem 15.3 applies to fIM': M' -+ E(v). 0 

We need to have a version of Corollary 15.4 in which the map f is the 
one to be deformed. This requires the following fact. 

15.5. Lemma. Let N be a compact smoothly embedded submanifold of W. Let 
T be a tubular neighborhood of N as constructed in Theorems 11.4 or 11.14. 
If s: N -+ int T is a section (i.e., po s = 1 where p: T -+ N is the normal retraction) 
then there is a homeomorphism h: T -+ T which preserves fibers, is the identity 
on aT, and carries s to the zero section N. If s is smooth then h is smooth on 
int T. Moreover, h is homotopic to the identity through such homeomorphisms. 

PROOF. As stated before, we will do the proof in the case W = Rn which is 
notationally, but not conceptually, easier. Let us first remark that a more 
advanced proof can show that there is such a map h which is smooth on aT 
as well; i.e., such that the extension to Rn -+ Rn by the identity is smooth. See 
Kosinski [1]. (It can be seen that the h we produce here is C1 but not C2 • 

It is possible to amplify the present proof to produce such a smooth h.) 
For our proof, recall that Twas constructed as the image of 

{(x,v)EN x Rnlv~ TAN) and Ilvll ::;;E} 

under the map (x, V)HX + VERn. The section s can be viewed as a map 
XHS(X)ERn where s(x) ~ Tx(N) and II s(x) II < E for all x. Let cP: [0, CIJ) -+ [0, E) 
be a diffeomorphism which is the identity near 0, and note that dcp/dt -+ ° 
as t -+ 00. If B is the open E-ball about ° in Rn then the map 8: B -+ Rn given 
by 8(v) = cp -1( II vii )v/ II v II for v ;6 ° and 8(0) = 0, is a diffeomorphism. Then 
the map h: int T -+ int T given by 

h(x, v) = (x, 8- 1(8(v) - 8(s(x)))) 

is the required map. The reason that it extends continuously to aT is as 
follows. Note that II 8(s(x)) II is bounded. As II v II -+ E we have that II 8(v) II -+ 00. 

Since 8(v) and 8(v) - 8(s(x)) are of bounded distance apart it follows that the 
distance between v = 8- 18(v) and 8- 1(8(v) - 8(s(x))) approaches 0, basically 
because dcp/dt -+ 0. 

Note that the idea of h is that one uses a nice diffeomorphism 8 of B to 
Rn, then translation in Rn to move the section s to the zero section and then 
the inverse of 8 to bring this back to B from Rn. 

The reason that h carries T into itself preserving fibers is that 8 carries 
all vector subspaces of Rn into themselves, and, in particular, carries the 
orthogonal complement of TAN) into itself. 
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The statement that h ~ 1 is obvious from the construction. o 
15.6. Corollary. Let M be a compact smooth manifold. Letfo: M --> W be smooth 
and let NeW be a smooth compact submanifold. Then fo ~ f1 where f1 rf\ N. 
Moreover, the homotopy can be taken to be constant outside f 0 l(T) for a 
given tubular neighborhood T of N in W 

PROOF. Theorem 15.3 provides a section s of some tubular neighborhood of 
N such thatforf\s(N). Composingfo with h of Lemma 15.5 (extended by the 
identity) gives the desired fl' This f1' as constructed, is not smooth at the 
boundary of the tubular neighborhood, but can then be smoothly approxi
mated without changing it near the intersection with N where f1 is already 
~~. 0 

Although we have only dealt with manifolds without boundary, it is clear 
that everything goes through for manifolds with boundary as long as the 
maps do not take any boundary point of one manifold to the image of the 
other manifold. It is not too hard to weaken that to the case in which 
transversality already exists near the boundaries. Even that restriction can 
be dropped, in which case one should also demand that the approximating 
maps be transverse when restricted to either boundary. 

15.7. Corollary. Let M m be any compact manifold smoothly embedded in R" 
(or SO). Then any map f: Sk --> R" - M m can be extended to l: D k+ 1 --> R" - M m 

provided k < n - m - 1. 

PROOF. By a small homotopy (see Theorem 11.7) we can smooth f and then 
we can extend it to a smooth map fo: Dk+ 1 --> R". By Corollary 15.6,10 ~ f1 
reI S\ with f1 rf\ Mm. But, in these dimensions (k + 1 + m < n), this implies 
thatf1(Dk+1)nMm =0 so thatf1:Dk+1-->R"-Mm as required. D 

As an example, this shows that iff: Sl --> R4 is a smooth embedding, then 
R4 - f(Sl) is "simply connected," i.e., that any map Sl --> R4 - f(Sl) is homo
topic to a constant map. This is not true for nonsmooth embeddings in 
general; see Rushing [1]. 

As another example, consider embeddingsf: S" --> R"+k+ 1 and g: Sk--> R"+k+ 1 
whose images are disjoint. One can extend f to f1: D" + 1 --> R" + k+ \ and, by 
a homotopy reI So, one can assume that f1rf\g. Thenf1(D"+1)ng(Sk) is a 
O-manifold; a finite set of points where these maps are transverse. Let K = 
f;1(f1(D"+1)ng(Sk)), again a O-manifold by Theorem 15.2. At any point 
xEK, the differential of f1 induces an (n + I)-frame at f1(X) and that of g 
induces a k-frame at the same point. Putting these together in this order 
gives an (n + k + I)-frame which mayor may not be consistent with the 
standard (n+k+l)-frame ofR"+k+1. Assign a plus sign to x if so and a 
minus sign if not. Then the sum of these signs over all such points x gives 
an integer called the "linking number" L(f, g) of f and g. To see that this is 
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Figure 11-12. About linking numbers. 

independent of the choice of the approximation f1' let fa:Dn+1-.Rn+k+1 
be another such approximation. Then there is a homotopy F: Dn+ 1 X J -. 
Rn+k+1 rel sn x J from fa tof1. It can be assumed that F is constant near 
the two ends, and so it is transverse to g there. Then F can be approximated 
by some F 1 :Dn + 1 x J -.Rn+k+1 that coincides with F on a neighborhood 
of sn x JuDn+1 x oJ and such that F1riJg. Then F~1(F1(Dn+1 x J)ng(Sk)) 
is a I-manifold in Dn + 1 X J not meeting sn x I and which is transverse to 
the boundary. See Figure 11-12. This I-manifold describes cancellations and 
creations of pairs of points of opposite sign in its intersections with Dn + 1 X {O} 
and Dn+ 1 X {1}, which implies the in variance of the linking number. The 
reader might find it edifying to try to convince himself that L(f, g) differs 
from L(gJ) only by a sign depending on nand k. There are several other 
methods of defining L(f, g). 

For our last example, let M m be a compact smooth manifold without 
boundary and let ¢: M m -. Rn be smooth, for some n ~ m. Let x E ¢(Mm) be 
a regular value (assuming not all of M m is critical). Then we claim that 
K m - n = ¢-l(X) is an (m - n)-manifold which bounds an (m - n + I)-manifold 
V c Mm. To see this, let r c Rn be a ray from x of length b where b > diam 
¢(Mm) and let y be its other end. Then the open segment (x, y) has a tubular 
neighborhood (x, y) x Rn -1 for which the rays are the constant cross-sections. 
By Theorem 15.3, ¢ is transverse to one of these rays, say s. The required 
vm-n+ 1 is just ¢ -1(S). 

16. Thom-Pontryagin Theory U 
In this section we will investigate pointed homotopy classes of maps 
f: sn +k -. sn. The term "pointed" means that we fix a base point in each space 
and consider only maps and homotopies taking the base point to the base 
point. This set of homotopy classes is called the (n + k)th "homotopy group" 
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ofSn and is denoted by nn+k(sn). The group structure on this set will be defined 
below, and in more detail in the next chapter. 

By composing a pointed mapf:Sn+k~Sn with the end of a deformation 
of sn collapsing a disk about the base point to the base point, we see that, 
up to homotopy, we can assume that f takes a neighborhood of the base 
point of sn +k to the base point of sn, and similarly with homotopies of such 
maps. 

Then by removing the base point from sn +k we can study, instead, maps 
and homotopies Rn + k ~ sn which are constant to the base point outside some 
compact subset of Rn +k. By the Smooth Approximation Theorem we can 
also restrict attention to smooth maps Rn +k ~ sn and smooth homotopies. 

For convenience in notation we shall consider sn to be the one-point 
compactification R"r = Rn u {oo} of euclidean space. Use will be made of 
some constructions on sn which are not smooth at 00, but this will have no 
affect on our arguments. For example, a translation of Rn extends to R"r and 
is smooth except at 00. 

Suppose given a smooth map f:Rn+k~R"r as above. Then there is a 
regular value pERno By followingfby a translation in Rn (which is, of course, 
homotopic to the identity as a map of R"r to itself) we can assume that P is 
the origin OERn. By Theorem 11.6 there is a disk P about 0 in Rn and an 
embedding Mk X En~Rn+k onto an open neighborhood N of Mk and whose 
inverse N ~ Mk X En is r x f where r: N ~ Mk is the normal retraction. By 
another homotopy of f it can and will be assumed that En is the open unit 
disk in Rn about the origin. In this section, we will refer to such an embedding 
g: Mk X En ~ Rn+k, Mk compact, as a "fattened k-manifold." 

Now we can follow f by a smooth deformation of Rn+ starting at the 
identity and ending with a map 8: R"r ~ R"r which takes En diffeomorphically 
onto Rn and everything else to 00. For example, the homotopy 

{
XI(l - II x 112 t2 )1/2 for II x II < lit, 

<l>(x, t) = 
00 for II x II z lit, 

does this. With this map, 8(x) = xl(l - II x 112)1/2 for II x II < 1. Then the 
composition 8 0 f ~ f can be described as the map taking N :::::: Mk X En ~ En 

by the projection followed by the diffeomorphism En ~ Rn (the restriction 
of 8) and taking everything else to 00. (See Figure 11-13.) 

Therefore every fattened k-manifold g: Mk X En ~ Rn +k gives rise to a map 
<pg : Rn+k ~ Rn+ of this form, and every map Rn+k~Rn+, as above, is homotopic 
to a map arising this way. 

Now suppose we are given two fattened k-manifolds go:M~ x En~Rn+k 
and gl:M~ x En~Rn+k and that the associated maps are homotopic: 
<P9o ~ <P9l via the homotopy F:Rn+k x I ~R"r. 

By composing F with a map Rn+k x I ~Rn+k x I of the form 1 x If; where 
If;(t) = 0 for t near 0 and If;(t) = 1 for t near 1, we can assume that F is a 
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Figure 11-13. Thom-Pontryagin construction. 

constant homotopy near the two ends. Also, of course, F can be assumed to 
be smooth away from F-1(oo). 

Let qERn be a regular value of F and put vk+ 1 = F- 1( {q}). Then there 
is an open disk Dn about q and an embedding Vk + 1 X Dn --> Rn +k X I onto a 
neighborhood Wof Vand whose inverse is r x F: W --> Vk + 1 X Dn, r being the 
normal retraction. Also, in Rn+ 1 X [0, E], for some E > 0, this fattened Vk+ 1 

has the form of the composition 

M~ x Dn x [O,E] ~M~ x Rn x [O,E] ----=--.M~ x En X [O,E] ~Rn+k X [O,E] 

and similarly at the other end. The first inclusion can be replaced by an 
isotopy (a level preserving embedding M~ x Dn x [O,E]-->M~ x Rn x [O,E]) 
which first translates Dn to the origin, then expands it to the unit disk En 
and then expands it to map onto Rn (essentially the map <D above with a 
modification of the parametrization to make it constant near the ends). At the 
end of this we get the diffeomorphism M~ x Dn ----=--. M~ x Rn ----=--. M~ x En. 
We can use the inverse of this to reparametrize the entire fattened Vk+ 1 to 
give a fattened manifold G: vk+ 1 X En --> Rn+k X I which coincides with go 
near Rn+k x {a} and with gl near Rn+k x {1}. This is called a "cobordism" 
of fattened manifolds in Rn+k; see Figure 11-14. Since cobordism is taken to 
be constant near the ends, it is an equivalence relation between fattened 
k-manifolds in Rn+k. 

I 

Figure 11-14. A cobordism. 
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Conversely, such a cobordism of fattened manifolds determines a homo
topy between the maps Rn+k ~ R: associated with the ends of the cobordism. 
Thus we have set up a one-one correspondence between pointed homotopy 
classes of maps sn +k ~ sn and cobordism classes of fattened k-manifolds 
Mk X En ~ Rn +k. This is close to what we want, but not quite. 

A fattened manifold Mk X En ~ Rn+k (or vk+ 1 X En ~ Rn+k X 1) determines 
a field of normal (meaning here, independent of the tangent space) n-frames 
on Mk by taking the differentials at points xEMk C Rn+k of the coordinate 
axes in {x} x En. (An n-frame is a set of n independent vectors. We do not 
assume that they are orthogonal, and they are not in this construction.) 
Thus we have a "framed manifold" Mk C Rn+k. Similarly, the fattened Vk+ 1 

gives a field of normal n-frames to vk+ 1 eRn +k X I, and this is a "framed 
cobordism." 

Conversely, given a (compact) framed manifold Mk C Rn+k, we can 
construct a fattening of Mk as follows. Let ~ 1, ... '~n be the vector fields in 
Rn +k defined on Mk and forming an independent set of n normal vectors at 
each point of Mk. Then define the map r: Mk X Rn ~ Rn+k by 

r(x,t1,···, tn) = x + tl~l(X) + ... + tn~n(x). 

At any point of M\ the differential of r is clearly onto and so, by an argument 
similar to the proof of Theorem 11.4, there is an E > 0 such that r maps 
Mk x BE(O) diffeomorphically onto a neighborhood of Mk in Rn +k. By compos
ing with a diffeomorphism En ~ BiO) which is the identity near 0, we 
get a fattening Mk X En ~ Rn +k of Mk in our sense, and its differential gives 
back the original n-frame on Mk. 

We have almost proved that there is a one-one correspondence between 
nn+k(sn) and framed cobordism classes of framed k-manifolds Mk in Rn+k. 
What remains to prove is that if we start with a fattening, pass to the induced 
framing, and then, by the above construction, to a fattening, we get a fattening 
which is cobordant to the original one. We shall prove this formally later, 
in Lemma 16.3. 

The group structure on nn+k(sn) is defined as follows. Use a base point 
which is in the equator of sn+k. If we collapse the equator to a point, we get 
a map y: sn+k ~sn+k V sn+k. If we have pointed mapsj, g: sn+k ~sn then we 
can put j on the first factor of sn +k V sn +k and g on the second to get a map 
sn+k V sn+k~sn. Composing this with y then gives a new map sn+k~sn 
called j * g. If we use [f] to denote the homotopy class of j then we define 
[fJ + [gJ to be [f *g]. That this is a group structure will be proved in the 
next chapter. Looking at the inverse image of a regular value (assuming j 
and g are smooth) it is clear that the corresponding operation on framed 
cobordism classes of framed k-manifolds in Rn+k is as follows. Given two 
framed k-manifolds Mk and N\ translate Mk in Rn+k until it lies in the lower 
half space (with respect to the last coordinate, although that does not really 
matter), and translate N k to the upper half space. Then Mk and N k together 
form a framed k-manifold in Rn+\ which we will denote here by Mk*Nk. If 
[MkJ denotes the framed cobordism class of Mk then let [MkJ + [NkJ = 
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[Mk*Nk]. It is not hard to see that this latter operation does provide the 
structure of an abelian group. The identity element is the cobordism class 
of the empty manifold and the inverse is the class of the mirror image of a 
framed k-manifold. 

Thus, subject to proving the mentioned lemma, we have shown: 

16.1. Theorem (Thom-Pontryagin). The above construction gives an isomor
phism of 7rn + k(sn) with the group of framed cobordism classes of framed k-mani
folds in Rn+k. D 

As mentioned, we still must prove Lemma 16.3. By a diffeomorphism of 
Rn with En which is the identity near the origin, or at least has the identity as 
differential there, we may replace En by Rn in the definition of "fattening." 
We need the following definition: 

16.2. Definition. Let ¢, t/J:Mk x Rn-4Rn+k be two fattenings of the same 
manifold Mk, i.e., ¢(x, 0) = t/J(x, 0) for all x. Then an isotopy between them is an 
embedding 0:Mk xRn xI-4Rn+k x I such that 0(X,y,t)ERn+k x {t}, 
0(x, 0, t) is constant in t, and 0(x, y, 0) = (¢(x, y), 0), and 0(x, y, 1) = 
(t/J(x, y), 1). 

Often an isotopy is denoted by 0t(x, y): Mk X Rn -4 Rn+k where 

0(x, y, t) = (Ot(x, y), t). 

An isotopy can be assumed to be constant near the ends, i.e., Ot is constant 
for t near 0 and near 1. Then it is clear that isotopy is an equivalence relation 
and that it implies cobordism of fattenings. Thus the following lemma suffices 
to complete the proof of Theorem 16.1. 

16.3. Lemma. If¢, t/J:Mk x Rn-4Rn+k are twofattenings of the same compact 
manifold Mk and if they induce the same framing of Mk then they are isotopic. 

PROOF. We can shrink the normal disk, keeping a neighborhood of 0 fixed, 
to make the images of the normal disks as small as we please, and this 
constitutes an isotopy that does not change the assumptions in the lemma. 
Thus it is clear that we may assume that the image of ¢ is contained in the 
image of t/J. Then t/J -l¢ is defined. Therefore we can define 0t(x, y) = 
t/J(t-lt/J-l¢(X,tv)) and we must investigate this as t approaches O. For 
simplicity, we can regard Mk as an embedded submanifold of Rn+k. 

Let pE Mk and let Xl"'" xk be local coordinates on an open neighborhood 
V of pin Mk, Let Yl, ... ,Yn be coordinates in Rn. Then Xl' .. ·'Xk, Yt, ... ,Yn 
can be taken as local coordinates in Rn +k using t/J: V x Rn -4 Rn +k as a chart. 
Thus t/J is the identity in these coordinates. We can represent ¢ in these 
coordinates by 

¢(x, y) = (-i(x, y), /l(x, y)), 
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where 

A(X,Y) = (A1(X, Y), ... , Ak(X, Y))ER\ 

Il(x, y) = (Ill (X, Y), ... , IlIl(X, Y))ERn. 

Since cjJ(x,O) = (x,O) we have that A(X,O) = x and ll(x,O) = O. Therefore 

0t(x, y) = t/J(t- 1t/1-1cjJ(X, ty» = (A(X,ty), t- 1 Il(x, ty)) 

which is defined for sufficiently small t "1= O. 
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Now A(X, ty) is defined and smooth in x, y, t even at t = O. Since ll(x,O) = 0, 
we can express 

lli(X,y) = L ai,ix)Yi + L bi,j,k(x'Y)YjYk 
j j,k 

via Taylor's Theorem, where the bi,j,k are smooth and where 

ai,ix) = (Olli/OYj)(x, 0). 

By the assumption that cjJ induces the same frame as does t/I, we have that 
ai,}{x) = Oi,j' Therefore 

t- 1Ili(X, ty) = Yi + t L bi,j,k(x, tY)YjYk' 
j,k 

which is defined and smooth in x, y, t even at t = O. Also, putting t = 0 gives 
0o(x, y) = (x, y). This means that the end t = 0 of the isotopy 0t(x, y) is t/I(x, y). 
The end t = 1 is 0l(X,Y) = cjJ(x,y). 0 

We will now look at the special case k = 0 of maps sn-+s". By Theorem 16.1 
1t,,(S") is isomorphic to the group of framed cobordism classes of framed 
O-manifolds in R". A (compact) O-manifold is just a finite set of points. The 
framing at each point can be assumed orthonormal by the Gram-Schmidt 
process, which provides a "homotopy" of the frame, which is a framed 
cobordism. Also a frame can be rotated so that its first vector agrees with 
that of R", and then a rotation in the orthogonal complement of the first 
vector can move the second to agree with the second standard basis vector 
of R", if n > 2. (This is just a matter of knowing that the special orthogonal 
group SO(n) is connected and transitive on the sphere S,,-l if n> 1. See 
Problem 8 of Section 15 of Chapter I.) One can continue this until one gets 
to the last vector. That finishes it since SO(1) is not transitive on the O-sphere. 
But that leaves all vectors but the last in the standard position and the last 
is either standard or in the opposite direction from the nth standard vector. 
One can distinguish these cases simply by the sign of the determinant of the 
matrix made up of column vectors equal to the original frame, expressed in the 
standard basis. Thus, we can replace the frame by the sign ± 1, and 
still have the correspondence. Moreover, one can cancel two opposite signs 
by a cobordism that is an arc between two such points at the end t = 0, and 
empty at the end t = 1. Other points stay constant during the cobordism. 
Thus, adding up the signs gives an integer, and this integer is a complete 
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invariant for n"(S"). This integer is known as the "degree" of the map f: S" ~ S" 
whose homotopy class is in question. Thus we have: 

16.4. Corollary (Hopf). There is an isomorphism n"(S"):::::: Z which takes a 
homotopy class [f] to the degree off. D 

16.5. Corollary (Hopf). A map f: S" ~ S" of degree 0 is homotopic to a 
constant. D 

The degree of such a smooth map is, by the discussion, determined by 
taking a regular value pES" and adding up the signs of the lacobians of f 
at the (finite number of) points inf-l(p). 

The method of Pontryagin and Thorn was originally intended as an 
approach to the computation of homotopy groups of spheres. The groups 
n" + 1 (S") work out fairly easily since they correspond to framed 1-manifolds 
and 1-manifolds are well known. The groups n" + 2(S") also work by this 
method since 2-manifolds are well understood. Even in that case, however, 
the derivation of n" + 2(S") is quite difficult. Indeed, Pontryagin originally 
announced that n"+2(S") is trivial; apparently because of a missed framing 
on the torus. He corrected this shortly thereafter. With great difficulty, the 
method has been pushed through to compute nn + 3(S"), For higher codimen
sions, the difficulties become overwhelming. In the meantime, other, algebraic, 
methods were found for the computation of nn+k(sn) and many computations 
have been done, but the complete problem is yet to be cracked. But these 
results on homotopy groups can be used, through the Thom-Pontryagin 
construction, to yield information about manifolds, a method that has proved 
to be highly productive. 

Although we have restricted our attention in the discussion to maps from 
R"+k to sn, the only place we used that the maps are from Rn+k was in the 
definition of the group structure in nn+k(S"), We mainly made that assump
tion in order to simplify the argument and aid the reader's intuition. (Also 
it is by far the most important case.) There is no difficulty in generalizing the 
results to apply to maps from any compact manifold Mn+k to S". The upshot 
of that generalization is the following: 

16.6. Theorem. If Mn+k is a compact smooth manifold, then the Thom
Pontryagin construction gives a one-one correspondence between the set 
[Mn + \ sn] of homotopy classes of maps M n + k ~ sn and the set of smooth framed 
cobordism classes of smooth, compact, normally framed k-submanifolds of M" + k. 

D 

Returning to smooth maps f: S" +k ~ S", note that there is an obvious 
"suspension" of f to a map Sf: S" +k + 1 ~ S" + 1 induced from f x 1: S" +k x I ~ 
S" x I by passing to the quotient spaces S" +k + 1 of S" +k x I and S" + 1 of S" x I 
identifying the ends of the cylinders to points. This is not smooth at the 
poles, but has a regular value on the equator and so it can be smoothed 
without changing that regular value. 
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In the viewpoint of the Thom-Pontryagin construction, it is clear that 
the corresponding operation (at least up to sign) is given by considering a 
given framed k-manifold Mk in Rn+k as lying in Rn+k x {O} c Rn+k+ 1 and 
adding the new coordinate vector to the frame at each point. Then this 
defines a homomorphism 

We claim that S is an isomorphism for n > k + 1 and is surjective for n = k + 1. 
We will prove this in several steps. 

First, note that a given framing can be altered by an isotopy of frames 
(producing a framed cobordism that is a constant cobordism on the manifold 
itself) so that the new framing is orthonormal and orthogonal to the manifold. 
To do that, first project to the normal space. This can be filled in with an 
isotopy via the standard tv + (1 - t)w method. Then use the Gram-Schmidt 
process to orthogonalize. This also fills in with an isotopy. 

Second, for Mk C Rn +k + 1, n > k, there is a unit vector v not tangent to M 
anywhere and not a secant of M; see the proof of the Embedding Theorem 
(Theorem 10.7). We can rotate Rn+k+1 (giving a cobordism) moving v to the 
last basis vector, and so we can assume that v is this basis vector e = en +k + 1. 
If pH(X1(p), ... , Xn+k+ l(P)) represents the original embedding of Mk in 
Rn+k+1, then the map ¢:MkxI---+Rn+k+1 xl given by ¢(p,t)=(Xi(P), ... , 
Xn+k(p), tXn+k+ l(P), t) defines a cobordism of Mk to N k C Rn+k x {O} c Rn+k+ 1, 
not yet framed. 

To see that ¢ does carry the framing along, note that at each parameter 
value t, the manifold pH¢(p, t) has a tangent space at each P which has an 
angle < nl2 with the original tangent space of M at P and hence has trivial 
intersection with the original normal space. Thus the original framing is still 
a framing of the displaced manifold, even though not orthogonal to it. 

Therefore, we may assume that Mk C Rn+k x {O} c Rn+k+ 1 (if n > k) and 
has an orthonormal framing. Now consider the frame at each point. Referring 
the vector e = en+k+ 1 to this frame at a given point XEM gives a point 
8(X)Esn. Since n> k, the smooth map 8: Mk ---+sn must miss a point. By 
rotating the framing by an orthogonal transformation constant on M 
(another cobordism) we can assume that -v¢image(8), where v = vn+ 1 is the 
last vector in the given frame (v 1 ,· •. , vn+ d. 

Now we claim that we can change the framing via a homotopy so that 
the last vector v = Vn + 1 of the frame becomes e. This is done by rotating the 
frame through the 2-plane spanned by e and v moving v to e. This rotation 
can be described as follows: Let w be the unit vector half way between e and 
v; i.e. w = (e + v)1 II e + v II. This makes sense since - v is never e. Then the 
rotation in question is Rw: Rn+ 1---+ Rn+ 1 given by Rw(u) = TiTw(u)) where Tw 
is the reflection in the line Rw; whence Tw(u) = 2<u, w)w - u. The homotopy 
is given by the family Rwt of rotations where 

te + (1- t)w 
Wt=~-----

II te + (1 - t)w II 
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Consequently, we can assume that the framing has e as its last vector, but 
that just means that the new framed k-manifold is in the image of the 
suspension S: nn + k(8") --+ nn + k + 1 (8n + 1); n > k. For a framed cobordism V~ + 1 C 

Rn + k + 1 X I, a similar argument shows that it can be changed into a cobordism 
vk+ 1 C Rn +k X {O} x I c Rn +k + 1 X I with the last frame vector e, provided 
that n > k + 1. This shows that S is an isomorphism for n > k + 1. Thus we 
have proved: 

16.7. Theorem (Freudenthal). For n ~ 1, the suspension homomorphism 

S: nn+k(8") --+ nn +k + 1(8n+ 1) 

is an isomorphism for n > k + 1 and an epimorphism for n = k + 1. 0 

Note that this implies that S: n1(81)--+n2(82) is onto and that 
n2(82) --+ n3(83 ) --+ ... are all isomorphisms. Thus an alternative to the proof 
of Corollary 16.4 is to compute n1(81):::::: Z (done by other means in 
Chapter III), and to show that n2(82) is infinite (an easy application of 
Homology Theory in Chapter IV), and to then use Theorem 16.7 to conclude 
that all these groups are Z. 

In Chapter VII we will show that n3(82) :::::: Z and ni83) :::::: Z2. Thus it will 
follow from Theorem 16.7 that nn + 1 (8n) :::::: Z2 for all n ~ 3. It is easy to 
"explain" (without proof) these facts from the point of view of Thom
Pontryagin. An element of nn + 1 (8n) is represented by a framed 1-manifold 
M1 in Rn+1. It is not hard to see that one can join the components of M 

via a framed cobordism and similarly one can unknot M. That is, every 
element of nn + 1 (8n) is represented by a framed standardly embedded circle 
M = 8 1 in Rn + 1. The trivial element is represented by a "trivial" framing: 
embed D2 in R2 x I meeting R2 x {1} transversely in 8 1 = 8D2; then this 
can be framed and shows that the normal framing of the standard 8 1 c R2 
is frame cobordant to 0 (i.e., n2(81) = 0; similar arguments show nk(81) = 0 
for all k> 1). Suspending this adds another normal vector to 8 1 in R 3, giving 
a "trivial" framed 8 1 in R3. Now, given any smooth map 4>:81 --+80(2):::::: 8 1, 

one can produce a new framing of 8 1 by rotating the given frame at xE81 

by 4>(x)E80(2). It is clear that all framings come this way. A homotopy of 
maps 8 1 x 1--+80(2) gives a cobordism (actually an isotopy) of framings. 
The homotopy classes of maps 8 1 --+80(2):::::: 8 1 are given by n1(81):::::: Z, 
by Corollary 16.4, and each of these classes produces, by the frame change 
construction, an element of n3(82), and it turns out that these elements are 
all distinct, which explains why n3(82):::::: Z. For framings of 8 1 in R4 , one 
would operate on a trivial normal framing by the maps 8 1 --+ 80(3). In 
Chapter III we will show that there is exactly one nontrivial (up to homotopy) 
map 8 1 --+ 80(3) and this "explains" why n4(8 3):::::: Z2. The same fact holds 
for 81--+80(n) for all n ~ 3, "explaining," without using Theorem 16.7, why 
nn+ 1(8n):::::: Z2 for all n ~ 3. 



CHAPTER III 

Fundamental Group 

1. Homotopy Groups 

Finally, let me propose still another kind of 
geometry, which, in a sense, is obtained by the 

most careful sifting process of all, and which, 
therefore, includes the fewest theorems. This 

is analysis situs . ... 

F. KLEIN 

With this chapter we begin the study of algebraic topology. The central idea 
behind algebraic topology is to associate an algebraic situation to a 
topological situation, and to study the simpler resulting algebraic setup. For 
example, to each topological space X there could be associated a group 
G(X), such that homeomorphic (indeed, usually homotopically equivalent) 
spaces give rise to isomorphic groups. Usually, also, to a map of spaces one 
associates a homomorphism of the groups attached to those spaces, such that 
compositions of maps yield compositions of homomorphisms of groups. Then 
anything one can say about the algebraic situation, gives information about 
the topological one. For example, if we have two spaces whose associated 
groups are not isomorphic, then we can conclude that the spaces cannot be 
homeomorphic. 

Many readers will recognize that what we are talking about here is what 
is known as a "functor" from the category of topological spaces and maps 
to the category of groups and homomorphisms. Indeed, the whole idea of 
functors arose out of the field of algebraic topology. 

In this chapter we shall study the first and simplest realization of this 
idea, the fundamental group (or Poincare group) of a space. This is a special 
case of so-called homotopy groups, and we shall first define the latter and 
then specialize, in the rest of the chapter, to the fundamental group, or "first 
homotopy group." 

To define a group, one must define an operation of "multiplication." The 
reader may recall that we already had such a situation in the first chapter, 
namely, the concatenation F * G of two homotopies. However, this operation 
is only defined when the second homotopy starts where the previous one 
ends. But we can restrict attention to homotopies that all start and end with 
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the same map, and the simplest such map to take is a constant map to a 
point. Also, one needs certain identities in the definition of a group, such as 
the associativity of multiplication. But concatenations of homotopies only 
satisfy the weaker law that F*(G*H)~(F*G)*H. This suggests that the 
objects making up the group should not be homotopies, but equivalence 
classes of homotopies under some type of equivalence that would make 
homotopic homotopies equivalent to one another. That is exactly what we 
are going to do. 

First let us recall the notations from Section 14 of Chapter I. If X and Y 
are spaces, then [X; Y] denotes the set of homotopy classes of maps X --+ Y. 
If A c X and Be Ythen [X, A; Y, BJ denotes the set of homotopy classes of 
maps X --+ Y carrying A into B (denoted by (X,A)--+(Y,B)) such that, 
moreover, A goes into B during the entire homotopy. 

To make a group then, we can select a point Yo E Yand consider the set 

[X x I, X x 01; Y, {Yo}]' 

Here, indeed, one does get a group from the operation of concatenation of 
homotopies. However, it is technically better to also choose a "base point" 
XoEX and consider the set 

[X x I, {xo} x luX x 0/; Y, {yo}J. 

(Of course, 01 = {O, 1 }.) For the moment let us set A = {xo} x I u X x 01. 
Then note that maps X x 1--+ Y which carry A into {Yo} are in one-one 
correspondence with maps of the quotient space (X x 1)/ A --+ Y which take 
the point {A} into {Yo}. Thus we define the space 

SX = (X x I)/A = (X x 1)/( {xo} x luX x 0/) with base point {A}. 

This is called the "reduced suspension" of X. 
A space with a base point is often referred to as a "pointed space." We 

will mostly work in the category of these pointed spaces and pointed maps 
(maps taking base point to base point). Let us denote the set of homotopy 
classes of pointed maps of a pointed space X to a pointed space Y, with 
homotopies preserving the base points, by [X; YJ*. (We use this notation for 
stress here. In most of the book we will drop the asterisk suffix, depending 
on the context to make clear what is intended.) 

Thus [SX; YJ* is in a canonical one-one correspondence with [X x I, A; 
Y,{Yo} ]. 

If I, g: SX --+ Yare pointed maps, then they induce homotopies 1', g': 
X x 1--+ Y by means of composition with the quotient map X x 1--+ SX. Then 
I' * g': X x 1--+ Y is defined and factors through SX. The resulting pointed 
map SX --+ Ywill be denoted by I*g with little danger of confusion. Note 
that, geometrically, 1 *g is obtained by putting 1 on the bottom and 9 on 
the top of the one-point union SX v SX and composing the resulting map 
SX v SX --+ Ywith the map SX --+ SX v SX obtained by collapsing the middle 
(parameter value ·H copy of X in SX to the base point. (See Figure III-I.) 
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Figure III-1. The product of two map classes SX ---> Y. 

For any map J: (SX, {A}) --> (Y, {Yo}) we denote its homotopy class in 
[SX; YJ* by [f]. For two such maps J and 9 we define 

[fl [gJ = [f*g]. 

Of course, we must check that [f1J = [f2J and [glJ = [g2J imply that 
[f1 *glJ = [f2 *g2J, but this follows from Proposition 14.17 of Chapter I. 

Let cYo : SX --> Y be the constant map to the point Yo. Then, from the laws 
of homotopies developed in Propositions 14.13, 14.15 and 14.16 of Chapter I, 
we see easily that: 

(associativity) 
(unity element) 
(inverse) 

[fl([gl [hJ) = ([fl [gJ)-[hJ 
[cyol [fJ = [f] = [fl [cyoJ 
[fl[f-1] = [cyo] 

from 1-14.16, 
from 1-14.13, 
from 1-14.15. 

(Recall that J - 1 stands here for the "inverse" homotopy with time running 
the opposite way to that in J, and not to an inverse function.) 

Thus, under this operation, the set [SX; y]* of pointed homotopy classes 
of pointed maps SX --> Y, becomes a group. 

Figure 111-1 illustrates the group operation. Note that the line segment 
from the "north pole" in the left-hand side of the illustration to the point X o 
and on to the "south pole" is, in SX, really identified to a point. For the 
picture it is easier not to try to depict this. One can consider the picture as 
defining a map on the "unreduced suspension" (the union along X of two 
cones), which is constant on this line segment. Such a map factors through 
the reduced suspension, and vice versa, so such illustrations should not lead 
to problems. 

The most important special case of the foregoing is that of suspensions 
of spheres. To fix the ideas, let SO denote the O-sphere {O, I} with base point 
{O}. Pick any base point in the other spheres, say the north pole. We shall 
use an asterisk "*" to denote base points in general. 

1.1. Proposition. The reduced suspension gives ssn-1 ~ sn. 

PROOF. Note that ssn-1 - {*} ~ (sn-1 - {*}) x (0, 1) ~ Rn- 1 x R ~ Rn. Since 
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ssn - 1 is compact Hausdorff, if follows that it is homeomorphic to the 
one-point compactification of Rn. But the latter is just sn. D 

Because of this fact, we can, and will for the purposes of this chapter, define 
the (pointed) n-sphere sn to be the n-fold reduced suspension of the two-point 
set So. Then we have the equality sn = ssn-l. 

Thus, as a special case of the foregoing discussion, the set [sn; y]* is a 
group for n > 0. This is the "nth homotopy group," and it is denoted by 

If we wish to indicate a homotopy group without specifying the "n" we will 
just write 1!*(y, Yo), or sometimes just 1!*(Y), the base point being understood. 

Of course, the elements of 1!n(Y) are homotopy classes (reI base point) of 
maps sn ..... Y. The group operation is easily seen directly. Given maps f, 
g: sn ..... Y, put them together to give a map of sn v sn ..... Y, and then compose 
with the map sn ..... sn v sn which just collapses the equator (containing the 
base point) ofSn to a point. (The reader may well argue here that this descrip
tion is too vague. For example, on which of the two parts of sn v sn do you 
put f? As a matter of fact, however, we will see later that this only matters 
when n = 1. Also, it is of little consequence just how one defines sn in the 
first place. Of course, at the present time, we cannot justify these statements, 
and when proving things we will have to stick to our definition.) 

If you think about our definition of 1!n(Y) for a moment, especially the 
description of sn as a repeated suspension of So, you will note that each 
suspension supplies a parameter in [O,lJ and, in fact, the space sn as 
constructed is actually a quotient space of the cube r obtained by collapsing 
the boundary of the cube to a point (which becomes the base point). Maps 
sn ..... Y preserving base points, are in one-one correspondence with maps 
r ..... Y which take ar to the base point of Y. This is a more traditional way 
of defining 1!n(Y). This group then becomes the set of homotopy classes of 
maps (r,ar) ..... (Y, {Yo}). In that context, the group operation is the one 
coming from the definition: 

We will see later that using the last coordinate to do the concatenation of 
f and 9 is completely immaterial, and one gets the exact same group operation 
in 1!n(Y) by using any other coordinate for the concatenation. 

Homotopy groups are very important but they are also very difficult to 
compute. The most important cases are the groups 1!n(Sk). Many of these 
have been computed, but not all of them. Their study has long been, and 
continues to be, a very important topic in algebraic topology. 

Before returning to the general discussion, let us indicate some of the 
known facts about these groups. Some of these things will be proved later 
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in this book. The groups nn(sn) are known to be infinite cyclic and are 
generated by the homotopy class of the identity map sn ~ sn, a fact that is 
probably no surprise. Indeed, this was proved in Corollary 16.4 of Chapter II. 

The group nn(Sk) is trivial for n < k. In fact, this follows from Theorem 11.10 
of Chapter II. 

The group nn(Sl) is trivialfor n > 1. We will prove this later in this chapter. 
The group n3(S2) is infinite cyclic. This may well come as a surprise. 

Consider S3 as the unit sphere in C 2 • Then (U,V)HUV- 1 defines a map 
S3 ~ C + ~ S2 and this represents a generator of n3(S2). This map, incidentally, 
is called the "Hopf map" and there are several other ways to define it. 

The group nn + 1 (sn) is the group Z2 of two elements for n> 2. Going back 
to maps S3 ~ S2, note that one may "suspend" such maps to get maps 
S4 ~S3, ... , sn+ 1 ~sn. (They are obtained from the maps f x 1: X x I ~ 
Y x I, for any f: X ~ Y by passing to the quotient spaces defining the reduced 
suspensions.) Starting with the Hopf map described in the last paragraph, 
these suspensions turn out to yield the generators of all the groups nn+ 1 (sn) 
forn>2. 

The group nn+2(sn) is the group Z2 of two elements for n 2 2. The group 
n4(S2) is generated by the composition of the Hopf map S3 ~ S2 with its 
suspension S4 ~ S3, and the higher groups are generated by the suspensions 
of this. 

The group nn+ 3(sn) ~ Z24 for n 2 5; also ns(S2) ~ Z2' n6(S3) ~ Z12, and 
n7(S4) ~ Z EB Z12' 

As might be guessed from some of the stated facts about homotopy groups 
of spheres, it turns out that nn+k(sn) is independent of n for n sufficiently 
large. This is known as "stability." Those who have read Section 16 of 
Chapter II have already seen a proof of this in Theorem 16.7 of Chapter II. 

Enough peeks into the future. Let us resume our general discussion of 
the groups [SX; YJ*. Let (X, xo) be a fixed pointed space, and consider 
maps 

¢:(Y,Yo)~(W, wo)· 

Iff: (SX, *)~(Y, Yo) is any map then ¢of:(SX,*)~(W,wo). Also, iff"" 
g rel{ *}, then ¢ 0 f "" ¢og rel{ *} so that ¢ induces a function 

¢#: [SX, *; Y, YoJ ~ [SX, *; W, woJ 

by ¢#[f] = [¢o f]' It is clear (see Figure III-2) that ¢o(f *g) = (¢o f)*(¢og) 
whence ¢#(rx[3) = ¢#(rx)¢#([3), i.e., ¢# is a homomorphism of groups. 

If ¢:(Y,yo)~(W, wo) and l/!:(W, wo)~(Z,zo) then it is clear that 

and Identity# = Identity, 

so that [SX, *; .,.J is a functor. 
Also,if ¢ "" l/!:(Y,Yo)~(Z,zo)then ¢o f "" l/!ofwhichimplies that ¢# = l/!#. 
Let us rewrite these observations in terms of the special case of homotopy 

groups. If ¢:(Y,Yo)~(W, wo) and l/!:(W, wo)~(Z,zo) then there are the 
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Figure IIJ-2. Functoriality of the product. 

homomorphisms 

cP#:nn(Y,yo)-+nn(W, wo) and 1/I#:nn(W, wo)-+ nn(Z, zo), 

and we have (1/10 cP)# = 1/1#0 cP#· Also, if cP c::::: 1/1: (X, xo) -+ (Y, Yo) then cP# = 1/1 #. 

2. The Fundamental Group 

We shall now specialize to the case of n1(X,xO), the "fundamental" or 
"Poincare" group. Via the quotient map (1, a1) -+(S1, *) we had the one-one 
correspondence between maps (1, a1) -+(X, xo) and maps (S1, *) -+(X, xo). Thus 
the fundamental group n 1(X, xo) can be considered as [1, a1; X, xoJ, i.e., as 
the set of homotopy classes of closed paths, or "loops," in X at the base 
point Xo. For loops j, 9 in X at xo,f * 9 is the loop obtained by going along 
j and then along g. (This is, of course, a special case of the treatment of 
homotopies. A loop is just a homotopy of maps from a point {*} to the 
space X beginning and ending at the map {*} -+ {xo}.) 

Therefore, for each pointed space (X, xo) there is a group n 1 (X, xo), and 
for each map cP: (X, xo) -+ (Y, Yo) there is an induced homomorphism 
cP#: n1(X,xO)-+n1(Y,Yo) such that (1/1 0 cP)# = 1/I#°cP#, and Identity# = Identity. 
Finally, if cPc:::::I/I:(X,xo)-+(Y,yo) then cP#=I/I#. Moreover, it is clear that 
n1({xO},xo) = 1, the trivial group. 

An arcwise connected space X with n 1(X, xo) = 1 is called "simply 
connected." Presently, we will show that this does not depend on the choice 
of xoEX. 

As a consequence of this formalism, let us derive an application. Suppose 
that X is contractible in the strong sense that there exists a homotopy 
cP: 1 x (X, x o) -+ (X, xo) of pointed spaces with cP(x,O) = x and cP(x, 1) = Xo for 
all XEX. The assumption that this is a homotopy of pointed spaces means 
that cP(xo, t) = Xo for all t E [0, 1]. Letting c denote the constant map X -+ X 
with c(x) = Xo for all XEX, we have Identity c::::: c. Thus Identity# = c# on 
n1(X,xO)' But Identity#=Identity, and c=iok where i:{xo}-+X is the 
inclusion and k: X -+ {xo} is the unique map of X into the one point space 
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{xo}. Thus 

Identity = Identity# = c# = i#o k#. 

But the right-hand side is a composition through the group n1( {xo},xo) 
which is trivial. The only way this can happen is if n 1(X, x o) = 1, the trivial 
group. (One can give an easier direct proof of this, but we wished to illustrate 
it as a consequence of the functoriality of the fundamental group.) 

Of course, this is not of any use unless we know of spaces X for which 
the fundamental group n 1(X, x o) is nontrivial. We will find many such spaces, 
but for the present let us give a proof that this is the case for the circle. We 
will compute n1(Sl) later, but for now, we will just show it nontrivial using 
only methods from the simpler parts of Chapter II. 

2.1. Proposition. The circle Sl is not simply connected. 

PROOF. Consider the identity map f: Sl -+ Sl as a loop in Sl. Thus [fJ En1 (Sl, p) 
for some pES1. If [fJ = 1, the unity element of n1(Sl,p), thenf:::::: c (pointed) 
where c: Sl -+ Sl is the constant map to the base point p. But such a homotopy 
is a deformation ofS1 to a point and implies that Sl is contractible, contrary to 
Corollary 11.13 of Chapter II. D 

On the other hand, we have: 

2.2. Theorem. The sphere sn is simply connected for n ~ 2. 

PROOF. This almost follows from Theorem 11.1 0 of Chapter II, but to be a 
correct proof, we have to make sure that the homotopy resulting from the 
proof of Theorem 11.10 of Chapter II can be taken to preserve the base point. 
(Later we will show that this is not really necessary.) But the map of the 
base point to sn is smooth, and so the smooth approximations used in 
Theorem 11.10 of Chapter II can be taken to not move the base point. D 

These are important facts, so we will give alternative proofs. We 
also do this for the reason of illustrating some other approaches to things 
of this sort. For Proposition 2.1, consider Sl as the unit circle in the plane 
and suppose that we have a homotopy F: Sl x 1-+ Sl with F(x,O) = (1,0) and 
F(x, 1) = x for all XES1. We can assume this to be a smooth map, since it 
is already smooth on the ends. Composing this with the quotient map 1-+ Sl 
gives a homotopy G: I x 1-+ Sl with 

G(s, 0) = (1,0), 

G(s, 1) = (cos (2ns), sin (2ns)), 
G(O, t) = (1,0), 

G(I,t) = (1,0). 

Break G into its components G(s, t) = (x(s, t), y(s, t)) and consider the 
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differential de = d(arctan(y/x)) = (x dy - Y dx)/(x2 + y2). Then consider the 
line integral 

f i1 de 
I(t) = de = -(s, t)ds. 

o ds 

It is easy to calculate that 1(0) = 0 and 1(1) = 2n. If you look at the 
approximating Riemann sums for this integral, you will see that they are 
just sums of (signed) angles between successive points (Xi' yJ Any partial sum 
is the angle from the x-axis to the present point (Xi' yJ Of course, the angle 
is determined only up to a multiple of 2n. Since the start and end of each of the 
parametrized (by s) curves are the same, the approximating Riemann sums 
must all be multiplies of 2n. It follows that the line integral/(t) = fde is itself 
a multiple of 2n for any t. But I(t) is continuous in t and a continuous 
function taking values in a discrete set must be constant. This contradiction 
shows that the homotopy caimot exist. Some readers may be unsure of the 
rigor of this proof, and they are urged to fill in the details. This argument 
was one of the precursors to algebraic topology and one of the things we 
will be doing momentarily is to detail this type of argument, although with 
different terminology. 

Here is another proof of Theorem 2.2: Cover sn with open hemispheres. Let 
I: 1 -+ sn be any loop and consider the covering of 1 by the inverse images under 
1 of the hemispheres. By the Lebesgue Lemma (Lemma 9.11 of Chapter I), 
there is an integer n such that any interval [a, b] of length:::;; l/n is taken by 
1 into an open hemisphere. Now we will define a homotopy of 1 reI 01. It 
will be defined as a homotopy of the restriction of 1 to each interval 
[i/n,(i + l)/n] rel{i/n, (i + l)/n}. For s in this interval, let g(s) be any 
parametrization of the line segment in Rn+ 1 from I(i/n) to I(i + l)/n), and 
note that this does not go through the origin since the end points are in a 
common open hemisphere. Then let 

Fi(s, t) = tg(s) + (1 - t)/(s) . 
II tg(s) + (1 - t)/(s) II 

Combining these homotopies then gives a homotopy from 1 to a loop made 
up of a finite number of great circle arcs. Such a loop cannot fill up sn (prove 
it) and so there is a point PESn left over. Thus [f] is in the image of the 
homomorphism n1(Sn - {p}) -+ n1(Sn). But sn - {p} is contractible without 
moving the base point, so its fundamental group is trivial, and [f] must be 
the trivial class 1. (Where did we use that n > 1 in this argument?) 

In the things we have done in this section, so far, we had to pay attention 
to the base point, making sure it did not move during homotopies. This was 
particularly irksome in the proof that a contractible space has a trivial 
fundamental group, since we had to assume a stronger type of contractibility, 
one that does not move the base point. An example of a contractible space 
that does not satisfy this condition is the "comb space" Comb of Figure 111-3. 
Any contraction of Comb must move the point Xo. On the other hand, 
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Figure III-3. The comb space {O} x luI x ({O}u{1jnln= 1,2,3, ... }). 

there is a contraction that does not move the point x l' Thus we know 
that n 1(Comb, Xl) = 1 but nothing we have said tells us anything about 
n1(Comb, xo). It can be shown directly that the latter group is trivial, and 
the reader is encouraged to try to do so. 

We now try to rectify this fault by studying change of base point. We will 
restrict attention at this time to the fundamental group, but a similar 
treatment can be given for homotopy groups niX), in general, and the reader 
is urged to attempt to give generalizations of the things we do here for the 
fundamental group. Given a space X, let p: I ~X be a path from p(O) = Xo 

to p(1) = Xl' Then we define a function 

by 

hp[fJ = [p*f*p-1]. 

That this is well defined (i.e., depends only on the homotopy class of f) 
is clear. 

This is a homomorphism since (p*f*p-1)*(p*g*p-1)~p*f*(p-1*p)* 
g*p-1 ~P*f*g*p-1. 

Also it is clear that: 

(1) hpohq=hp*q; 
(2) p ~ q reI aI =hp = hq ; and 
(3) hex = 1 where Cx is the constant path at x. 

Also, using (1) to (3) we get 

(4) hpohp-1 = 1. 

Moreover, if p is a loop then hp[f] = [pJ[f][pr1. Thus we have: 

2.3. Theorem. For a path p from Xo to X 1 in a space X, we have the isomorphism 

hp: n 1(X,x 1) ~n1(X, xo) 

with inverse hp." If p is a loop representing a = [p J, then hp is the inner 
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automorphism 

hi{3) = a{3a - 1. D 

Thus, 1'C 1(X,xo) only depends, up to isomorphism, on the path component 
of Xo. It must be noted, however, that the isomorphism is not natural, in that 
it depends on the homotopy class of a path between the two base points. The 
degree ofnonnaturality is only up to inner automorphism, however. Thus, for 
example, if the fundamental group is abelian then the isomorphism connecting 
different base points is natural. 

Because of these facts, we sometimes use 1'Cl(X) to represent the funda
mental group, where the base point taken is immaterial if X is arcwise 
connected. 

Now we take up the study ofhomotopiesofloops which can move the base 
point, which we shall call "free homotopies." To be more precise, suppose 
p: I --+ X is a path as above. Suppose we have a homotopy F: I x I --+ X such 
that 

F(O, s) = F(1, s) = p(s), 

F(t, 0) = !o(t), 

F(t, 1) = !l(t). 

Then we say that!o is "freely homotopic" to!l along p, and we denote this 
relationship by !o ~ P!l. 

2.4. Proposition. In the above situation,!o ~ P!l - hi!l] = [fol 

PROOF. The proof is accomplished by study of the diagrams in Figure 111-4. 
These are pictures of homotopies I x 1--+ X. In that figure, the cross hatching 
represents lines along which the maps are constant. The unhatched portion is 
to be filled in here. The left-hand diagram represents the proof of the => part of 
the proposition. The unhatched portion can be filled in since!o ~ P!l. The 
entire map is then a homotopy showing that hp [fl] = [fol The right-hand 

10 
Figure 111-4. Basic free homotopy constructions. 
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diagram represents the proof of <=. There, the unhatched portion can be 
filled in since hp[fl] = [fo]. The entire map shows that 10 ~ pll· D 

Now we remove the restriction from the proof that contractible spaces 
have trivial fundamental group. Indeed, we prove a much stronger fact, that 
homotopically equivalent, arcwise connected spaces have isomorphic funda
mental groups. 

2.5. Theorem. II X and Yare arcwise connected spaces and ¢: X ~ Y is a 
homotopy equivalence then ¢#: 7rl(X, xo) ~ 7rl(Y, ¢(xo» is an isomorphism. 

PROOF. Let Yo = ¢(xo). The only problem with proving this is that we can
not assume that there is a homotopy inverse which takes Yo to xo, and we 
cannot assume that homotopies preserve the base points. Let tjJ: Y ~ X 
be a homotopy inverse to ¢ and put Xl = tjJ(yo). Then we have the homo
morphisms 

whose composition is (tjJ0¢)#. By assumption tjJ0¢ ~ 1. During the homotopy 
the images of the point Xo sweep out some path, say p, from Xl to Xo. 
Composing on the right with a loop I gives tjJ0¢o I ~ pf. Putting 
IX = [fJE7rl(X, xo), we have (tjJo¢MIX) = hp(lX) for allIXE7r 1(X, xo). Thus (tjJ0¢)# 
is an isomorphism, and it follows that ¢# is a monomorphism and tjJ# is 
onto. Applying the same discussion but starting with tjJ shows that tjJ# is also 
a monomorphism. Thus tjJ# is an isomorphism. Therefore ¢# = tjJ; 1 o(tjJ0¢)# 
is an isomorphism as claimed. D 

2.6. Theorem. Let X and Y be spaces with base points Xo and Yo and let 
iX: X =+X x Y and iY: Y =+X x Y be the inclusions iX(x) = (x,Yo) and 
iY(y) = (xo, y). Let jX and l be the projections 01 X x Y onto X and Y, 
respectively. Then the map 

i~·i~:7rl(X,xo) x 7rl(Y,YO)~7rl(X x Y,(xo,Yo», 

given by i~·i~(1X x 13) = i~(IX)iW3), is an isomorphism with inverse 

j~ Xj~:7rl(X x Y,(xo'YO»~7rl(X,XO) x 7r 1(Y, Yo)· 

PROOF. Given a loop I: Sl ~ X X Y, let Ix = jX ° I and Iy = l of. Consider the 
map I x x Iy: Sl x Sl ~ X X Y given by Ix x Iy(s, t) = (Ix(s), Iy(t». Also let 
lX(t) = (t, 0), f3(t) = (0, t), and c5(t) = (t, t) as maps Sl ~ Sl X Sl. Clearly 
IX * 13 ~ c5 ~ 13 * IX, which can be seen by thinking of c5 as the diagonal of the 
unit square and lX,f3 as adjacent sides. Thus 

1= (fx x ly)oc5 ~ Ux x ly)O(IX* 13) 
= {(fx x Iy) ° IX} * {(fx x ly)of3}. 
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Computing each of these terms at t shows that (fx x fy)orJ. = iX 0 fx and 
(fx x fy)o f3 = iY 0 fy. Thusf ~ (iX 0 fx)*W 0 fy) which shows thati~·i~is onto. 

If f: S1 ~ X and g: S1 ~ Yare loops, then it is easy to see that 
jXo{(ixof)*(iYog)}=f*cxo~f and lo{(iXof)*(iYog)}=Cyo*g~g from 
which it follows that j~ xj~(infJi~[g]) = [fJ x [g]. This means that 
(j~ xj~)o(i~·i~ = 1. Therefore i~·i~ is one-one onto andj~ xj~ is its inverse. 
Since j~ x j~ is a homomorphism, it is an isomorphism and hence so is 
i~·i~. 0 

We end this section with a simple criterion for the triviality of an element 
of the fundamental group, which is quite convenient at times. 

2.7. Proposition. Let f:S 1 ~X. Then [I] = len1(X)<=> f extends to D2. 

PROOF. If [I] = len1(X) then there is a homotopy S1 x I ~X starting with 
f and ending with the constant map to the base point. We can think of this 
homotopy as a map from the annulus between the circles of radius 1 and t 
to X, which is f on the outer circle and constant to the base point on the 
inner circle. But that extends, by a constant map, over the disk of radius t, 
giving the desired extension of f to D2. 

Conversely, suppose there is an extension of f to F: D2 ~ X. Compose 
this with the map G: I x I ~ D2 given by G(s, t) = (tcos (2ns), tsin (2ns)). This 
is a free homotopy along the path p(t) = F(G(O, 1 - t)) from f to a constant 
loop c. Therefore, in the notation above, [fJ = hp[c] = hp(l) = 1. 0 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let G be a topological group with unity element e. For loopsJ, g:(sl,*) ..... (G,e) 
define a loop J eg(t) = J(t)g(t) by the pointwise product in G. Show that 
J*g~Jegrel*. 

2. Let G be a topological group with unity element e. Show that 1l:1(G,e) is 
abelian. (Hint: Use Problem 1 and the idea of Problem 1 to show that 
Jeg~g*f.) 

3. If K2 is Klein bottle, show that 1l:1(K2) is generated by two elements, say IX and {3 
obtained from the "longitudinal" and "latitudinal" loops. Also show that there is 
the relation (with proper assignment of IX and {3) 1X{31X - 1 = {3 -1. (You are not asked 
to show that this is the "only" relation, but, in fact, it is.) (Hint: Use the fact that 
a smooth loop must miss a point.) 

3. Covering Spaces 

The spaces we shall consider in this section will all be Hausdorff, arcwise 
connected, and locally arcwise connected. 
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Note that, in such spaces, every point has a neighborhood basis consisting 
of arcwise connected sets. In turn, this implies that the arc components of 
any open subset of such a space are themselves open. 

3.1. Definition. A map p: X ~ Y is called a covering map (and X is called a 
covering space of Y) if X and Yare Hausdorff, arcwise connected, and locally 
arcwise connected, and if each point yE Yhas an arcwise connected neighbor
hood V such that p -l(V) is a nonempty disjoint union of sets Va (which are 
the arc components of p-1(V)) on which pi u, is a homeomorphism Va ~ V. 
Such sets V will be called elementary, or evenly covered. 

Note that a covering map must be onto, because that is part of "homeo
morphism." Also, it is not enough for a map to be a local homeomorphism 
(meaning each point of X has a neighborhood mapping homeomorphically 
onto a neighborhood of the image point). Consider the map p: (0, 2) ~ Sl 
defined by p(t) = (cos (2nt), sin(2nt)). That is a local homeomorphism, but for 
any small neighborhood V of I ES1 , some component of p - l(V) does not 
map onto V. 

It is clear that the number of points in the inverse image of a point, under 
a covering map, is locally constant, and hence constant since the base space 
is connected. This number is called the "number of sheets" of the covering. 
Covering maps with two sheets are often called "double" coverings" or "two 
fold" coverings. 

Here are some examples of covering maps. Throughout the examples, we 
will consider Sl to be the unit circle in the complex numbers C. 

(1) The map R ~ Sl taking tHe21[it is a covering map with infinitely many 
sheets. 

(2) The map Sl ~ Sl taking ZH Z" for a fixed positive integer n, is a covering 
with n sheets. 

(3) The canonical map S2 ~ p2, the real projective plane, is a double covering. 

Figure III-5. A threefold covering space. 
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(4) Consider the equivalence relation on the plane R2 which is generated by 
the equivalences (X,y),,-, (x,y + 1) and (x,y) "-' (x + 1, -y). The canonical 
map R2 -+ R2/ "-' is a covering with infinitely many sheets. (The quotient 
space is the Klein bottle.) 

(5) Figure 111-5 shows an interesting covering of the "figure eight" space, 
with three sheets. We shall have reason to refer back to this example 
later. It would be wise to tryout results and proofs on this example. 

(6) Let p(z) be a complex polynomial considered as a map C -+ C, and let F 
be the set of critical values of p(z). Then the induced map C - P ~ l(F)-+ 
C - F is a covering map, as follows from the proof of Corollary 6.4 of 
Chapter II, and has deg(p(z)) sheets. 

3.2. Lemma. Let W be an arbitrary space and let {U a} be an open covering 
of W x I. Then for any point WE W there is a neighborhood N of w in Wand 
a positive integer n such that N x [i/n, (i + 1 )/nJ c U a for some (1., for each 
o ~ i < n. 

PROOF. We can cover {w} x I by a refinement of {Ua} of the form Nl x V1 , 

N 2 X V2 , ••• , N k X Vk by compactness of I and the definition of the product 
topology. The Lebesgue Lemma (Lemma 9.11 of Chapter I) implies that there 
is an n > 0 such that each [i/n, (i + 1)/nJ is contained in one of the Vj' Just 
take this nand N = n N i · D 

3.3. Theorem (The Path Lifting Property). Let p: X -+ Y be a covering map 
and let f: 1-+ Y be a path. Let XoEX be such that p(xo) = f(O). Then there 
exists a unique path g:I-+X such that pog=fand g(O)=xo. This can be 
summarized by saying that thefollowing commutative diagram can be completed 
uniquely: 

PROOF. By the Lebesgue Lemma (Lemma 9.11 of Chapter I), there is an n 
such that each f[i/n,(i + 1)!nJ lies in an elementary set. By the local 
homeomorphisms over elementary sets we can lift by induction on i. (At each 
stage of the induction, the lift is already defined at the left-hand end point, 
leading to the uniqueness since it singles out the component above the 
elementary set which must be used.) D 

3.4. Theorem (The Covering Homotopy Theorem). Let W be a locally 
connected space and let p: X -+ Y be a covering map. Let F: W x 1-+ Y be a 
homotopy and letf: W x {O} -+X be a lifting of the restriction of F to W x {O}. 
Then there is a unique homotopy G: W x I -+ X making the following diagram 
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commute: 

Moreover, if F is a homotopy reI W' for some w' c W, then so is G. 

PROOF. Define G on each {w} x I by Theorem 3.3. This is unique. For 
continuity, let WE W. By Lemma 3.2 we can find a connected neighborhood 
N of w in Wand integer n so that each F(N x [i/n,(i + l)/n]) is in some 
elementary set Vi' Assuming that G is continuous on N x {i/n} we see that 
G(N x {i/n}), being connected, must be contained in a single component, say 
V of p - 1( VJ But then on N x [i/n, (i + 1 )/n], the lift G must be F composed 
with the inverse of the homeomorphism ply: V ~ Vi (again using 
connectivity). But that means G is continuous on all of N x [i/n,(i + l)jn]. 
A finite induction then shows that G is continuous on each N x I, and hence 
everywhere. The last statement follows from the construction of G. D 

The condition that W be locally connected, in Theorem 3.4, can be 
dropped. The proof is only slightly more difficult. The reader might try 
proving that. 

3.5. Corollary. Let p: X ~ Y be a covering map. Let fo and fl be paths in Y 
with fo ~ f1 rel aI. Let 10 and 11 be liftings of fo and f1 such that 10(0) = 11 (0). 
Then 10(1) = 11(1) and 10 ~ 11 reI aI. D 

3.6. Corollary. Let p:X ~ Ybe a covering map. Letf:(I,aI)~(Y,yo) be a loop. 
Iff is homotopic to a constant loop reI aI then any lift off to a path is a loop 
and is homotopic to a constant loop reI aI. D 

3.7. Corollary. Let p: X ~ Y be a covering map and p(xo) = yo. Then 

p#: 7r 1(X, xo) ~ 7r 1(Y, Yo) 

is a monomorphism whose image consists of the classes of loops at Yo in Y 
which lift to loops at Xo in X. D 

3.8. Corollary. Let p: X ~ Y be a covering map and p(xo) = Yo' Iff is a loop 
in Y at Yo which lifts to a loop in X at Xo then any loop homotopic to frel aI 
also lifts to a loop in X at Xo. That is, lifting to a loop is a property of the 
class [f]. D 

3.9. Corollary. If a Hausdorff, arcwise connected, and locally arcwise connected 
space Y has a nontrivial covering space then 7r 1 (Y, Yo) 1= 1. 
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PROOF. Take two points X O,X1Ep-l(yO) and letfbe a path between them. 
Then po f is a loop in Yat Yo which does not lift to a loop in X at xo. By 
Corollary 3.7, it follows that [po fJ Enl(Y, Yo) is not in the image from n1(X, xo) 
and hence it is a nontrivial element. D 

As a consequence of Corollary 3.9 we now know several spaces having 
nontrivial fundamental groups: the circle, the Klein bottle, and the projective 
plane. Later, we will completely calculate these fundamental groups. We shall 
start with the most important one, the circle. 

Consider the exponential map p: R -. SI defined by p(t) = eZnit which is a 
covering map. Let f: I -. SI be any loop at 1 ESI. Let 1: I -. R be a lifting of f 
such that J(O) = O. Then J(l)Ep-l( {1}) = Z. Let n = J(l). By Corollary 3.5, 
n depends only on the homotopy class [fJEn1(SI). This integer n is called 
the "degree" of f, and we write n = deg(f). 

3.10. Theorem. deg: n 1 (S 1) -. Z is an isomorphism. 

PROOF. First, we show that deg is a homomorphism. Given loops f, g, and 
liftings f,g, both starting at OER we have J(l) = deg(f) = n, say, and g(l) = 
deg(g) = m. Define g'(t) = g(t) + n. Then g'(O) = n = J(l), and so J * g' is defined, 
coversf *g andJ *g'(l) = g'(l) = g(l) + n = m + n = deg(f) + deg(g), as claimed. 

Second, deg is onto since a path from 0 to n in R maps to a loop in SI 
which has degree n by definition. 

Third, we show that deg is a monomorphism by showing its kernel is 
zero. Suppose f: I -. SI has degree O. Then, for a lifting J of f we have 
J(l) = 0 = J(O) so that Jis a loop and represents an element []J En 1 (R, 0) = 1, 
since R is contractible. Thus [fJ = p#[JJ = P#(l) = 1. D 

3.11. Proposition. The map ZHZn OfSl-.Sl has degree n. D 

3.12. Corollary (Fundamental Theorem of Algebra). If p(z) is a complex 
polynomial of degree n > 0 then p(z) has a zero. 

PROOF. We may assume that p(z) = zn + alzn-1 + ... + am n > O. Assuming p 
has no zeros, consider the homotopy F: SI x I -.SI defined by 

p((l- t)z/t) tnp((l - t)z/t) 
F~0= = . 

Ip((l- t)z/t) I Itnp((l- t)z/t) I 

Since 

tnp((l - t)z/t) = (1- t}"zn + a1 (1 - t)"-1 zn-l t + ... + antn, 

F is defined and continuous even at t = o. We have F(z, 0) = zn and 
F(z, 1) = p(O)/lp(O)I. Therefore the map ZHZ" of S1-.S1 is freely homo
topic to a constant map contrary to Proposition 2.4, Theorem 3.10, and 
Proposition 3.11. D 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Referring to example (5), find at least two more coverings of the figure eight space 
with three sheets. Find at least three different double coverings of the figure eight 
space. Are there any others? 

2. Show that the fundamental group of the projective plane is the unique group Z2 
of two elements. 

3. Compute the fundamental group of an n-dimensional torus (a product ofn circles). 

4. Use the covering of the figure eight in example (5) to show that the fundamental 
group of the figure eight is not abelian. (Hint: Consider liftings of/oops representing 
rxp and Prx, for appropriate classes rx and p.) 

5. Show that, for maps S1 -+ S1, the notion of "degree" in this section coincides with 
that defined above Corollary 16.4 of Chapter II. 

4. The Lifting Theorem 
The "lifting problem" in topology is to decide when one can "lift" a map 
f: W -+ Y to a map g: W -+ X, where p: X -+ Yis given. That is, under what 
conditions can one complete the following diagram (making it commutative): 

X 

),/'/jp 
" f W ,y. 

One might also add conditions such as having a lifting already given on some 
subspace. 

This is an important problem in topology, since many topological 
questions can be phrased in terms of finding such liftings. 

If one adds the condition that base points xo, Yo, and Wo are given and 
must correspond under the mappings, and if p is a covering map, then we 
can answer this question now. 

4.1. Theorem (The Lifting Theorem). Assume that p: X -+ Y is a covering 
mapping with p(xo) = Yo. Assume that W is arcwise connected and locally 
arcwise connected and that f: W -+ Y is a given map with f(wo) = Yo. Then a 
map g: (W, wo)-+(X,xo) such that pog = f exists-f#nl(W, wo) c p#n 1(X,xo). 
Moreover, 9 is unique. 

PROOF. First let us define the function g. Given WE W, let A.: I -+ W be a path 
from Wo to w. Then f 0 A is a path in Y. Lift this to a path J.l: (1, 0) -+ (X, xo) 
and put g(w) = J.l(l). Then pog(w) = p(J.l(l)) = f(A(l)) = f(w). 

To see that 9 is well defined, suppose A' is another path in W from Wo to 
wand put 1] = (A')-1. Then h1] is a loop at Wo in W, so fOA* f01] is a loop 
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at Yo in Y. Since [fo.h f01]] = f#[h 1]] Eim(f#} c im(P#},jo),* f01] lifts to a 
loop in X at Xo. The reverse of the portion of this lift corresponding to 1] 

then is a lift J1' of A', and ,u/(l} = ,u(l}, as required. 
Next, we have to show that 9 is continuous. This is where the condition 

that W be locally arcwise connected comes in. Let WE Wand put y = f(w}. 
Let U c Y be an elementary neighborhood of y, and let V be an arcwise 
connected neighborhood of w such that f(V} c U. For any point w' E V, we 
can construct a path from Wo to w' by concatenating a given path A from 
Wo to w with a path (J in V from w to w'. Since f(V) is contained in an 
elementary set, the lift of f ° (J is simply f ° (J composed with the inverse of p 
taking U to that component of p-1(U) containing g(w}. This same component 
is used for all w' E V and it follows that 9 is continuous at w. 

The converse is immediate from f# = p#og#. 0 

To see that, in this theorem, the hypothesis that W be locally arcwise 
connected cannot be dropped, consider the example illustrated in Figure 
111-6. The map f there is a quotient map that collapses the "sin(l/x)" part 
of W to a point. Take the point, to which this set is collapsed, as 1 on the 
circle and let it be the base point. Take 0 as the base point in R. If the lift 
9 of f is constructed as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 (which is forced by 
continuity of path lifting), then the straight part of the "sin (l/x)" set maps 
to 0 under 9 and the wiggly part maps to 1 under g, so that 9 is seen to be 
discontinuous. 

4.2. Corollary. Let W be simply connected, arcwise connected, and locally 
arcwise connected, and let p: (X, xo) ~ (Y, Yo) be a covering map. Letf: (W, wo) ~ 
(Y,Yo) be any map. Then a lift 9 off always exists taking Wo to any given point 
in p-1(yO}' The lift 9 is unique if the image ofwo is specified. 0 

4.3. Corollary. The homotopy group 1[n(Sl} is trivial for n> 1. That is, any 
map sn ~ Sl is homotopically trivial for n> 1. 

o R 

g 
---------

1: 

f -
w 8' 

Figure 111-6. Discontinuous lifting. 
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PROOF. Any given map f: sn ~ Sl lifts to g: sn ~ R by Corollary 4.2. But g 
is homotopically trivial since R is contractible, and so f = pog is also 
homotopically trivial. D 

4.4. Lemma. Let Wbe connected. Let p:X ~ Ybe a covering map andf: W~ Y 
a map. Let gl and g2 be maps W~X both of which are liftings off· If 
gl(W) = g2(W) for some point WE W then gl =g2' 

PROOF. Let wEWbe such that gl(W) =g2(W) =X, say. Let U be an open 
elementary neighborhood off(w) in Yfor the covering map p. Let Vbe the 
component of p-l(U) containing x. Then A=g;l(V)ng;l(V) is an open 
set in Wand for aEA we have gl(a) = gia) since the homeomorphism p: V ~ U 
maps them both to f(a). This shows that the set {wEWlgl(W) = g2(W)} is 
open. But this set is also closed since it is the inverse image of the diagonal 
under the map gl x g2: W ~ X x X, and the diagonal is closed by Problem 5 
in Section 8 of Chapter I, since X is Hausdorff. Since W is connected, this 
set is either empty or all of W D 

4.5. Corollary. Let Pi: Wi ~ Y, i = 1,2, be covering maps such that WI is simply 
connected, and let WiE Wi and yE Y be such that Pi(Wi) = y. Then there is a 
unique map g: WI ~ W2 such that g(wl ) = W2 and P2 0 g = Pl' Moreover, g is a 
covering map. 

PROOF. This follows directly from Lemma 4.4 except for the addendum that 
g is a covering map. The latter is a simple exercise in the definition of covering 
maps and is left to the reader. D 

4.6. Corollary. Let Pi: Wi~ Y, i = 1,2, be covering maps such that WI and W2 
are both simply connnected. IfWiE Wi are such that Pl(Wl) = piw2) then there 
is a unique map g: WI ~ W2 such that P2 0 g = PI and g(Wl) = w2. Moreover, g 
is a homeomorphism. 0 

PROOF. Use Corollary 4.5 to produce g and to also produce a map k: W2 ~ WI 
going the other direction. Then kog: WI ~ WI covers the identity map and 
equals the identity map at WI' By Lemma 4.4, it equals the identity 
everywhere. Similarly, with gok, so k=g-l. D 

In the situation of Corollary 4.6, g is called an "equivalence" of covering 
spaces. Thus all simply connected covering spaces of a given space are 
equivalent. Such covering spaces are also called "universal" covering spaces. 
They do not always exist, but they do exist under a mild restriction, as we 
shall see presently. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Show that 1l:n(pm) is trivial for 1 < n < m. 
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2. Show that any map of the projective plane to the circle is homotopic to a constant 
map. 

3. Complete the proof of Corollary 4.5. 

5. The Action of n 1 on the Fiber 

The next few sections are devoted to the classification of all covering spaces 
of a given space. It should be clear from our previous results that this is 
closely associated with the study of the fundamental groups of the spaces 
involved. In this section we define and study an action of the fundamental 
group of the base space of a covering map, on the "fiber," the set of points 
mapping to the base point in the base space. This will play an important 
role in the study of the classification problem. 

Throughout this section let p: X --+ Y be a given covering space. Also let 
YoE Ybe a fixed base point. To simplify notation, we define 

and 

The discrete set F is called the "fiber" of p. We are going to describe an 
action of the group J on F as a group of permutations. For convenience the 
group will act on the right of the set. This action is called the "monodromy" 
action. 

Let XEF and aEJ. Represent a by a loop f: I --+ Y. Lift! to get a path g 
in X with g(O) = x. Then define 

x·a = g(I). 

By Corollary 3.5, this does not depend on the choice of ! and so it is a 
well-defined function 

FxJ~F. 

Now we shall derive some properties of this function. 

(1) x·l = x. 
(2) (x·a)"/3 = x·(a{J). 

These say that J acts as a group of permutations of F. (1) is clear. To 
prove (2), lift a loop representing a to a path! starting at x. This goes 
from x to X· a. Then lift a loop representing {J to a path g starting at X· a. 
This goes from x·a to (x·a)· {J. But then!*g is a lift of a loop representing 
a{J and starts at x and hence ends at x·(a{J), proving (2). 

(3) This is a transitive action. That is, given x,xoEF, 3aEJ3x=xo·a. 
To see this, merely choose a path in X from Xo to x. This projects to a 
loop! in Y. Then a = [fJ works. 

(4) Put Jxo={aEJlxo·a=xo} (called the "isotropy subgroup" of J at xo). 
Then J xo = im{P#: n 1(X,xO)--+n 1(Y,yo) = J}. 
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To see this, note that rt.EJ Xo ¢>(rt. = [fJ and f lifts to a loop at Xo)¢>rt.E 

im p# (as shown earlier in Corollary 3.7). 
(5) The map ¢:Jxo\J-+F taking the right coset Jxort. to Xo·(Jxort.) = xo·rt. is 

a bijection. 
This is a simple computation left to the reader. 

Summarizing this, we now have: 

5.1. Theorem. Let p: X -+ Y be a covering with p(xo) = Yo' Then there is a 
one-one correspondence between the set P#7r1(X,XO)\7r 1(Y,yo) of right co sets, 
and the fiber p-1(yO)' 0 

Note that P#7r1(X,XO)~7r1(X,XO) since P# is a monomorphism by 
Corollary 3.7. 

5.2. Corollary. The number of sheets of a covering map equals the index of 
P#7r1(X,XO) in 7r 1(Y,yo). D 

5.3. Corollary. If p: X -+ Y is a covering with X simply connected, then the 
number of sheets equals the order of 7r 1 (Y, Yo)· 0 

For example, since sn is simply connected for n> 1 and sn is a double 
covering of the real projective n-space pn, it follows that 7r1(pn) ~ Z2' 

PROBLEMS 

1. Show that any map of the projective plane to itself which is nontrivial on the 
fundamental group can be lifted to a map T: 82 ..... 82 such that T( - x) = - T(x) 
for all xE82• 

2. Show that a map f: 81 ..... 81 of degree 1 is homotopic to the identity. (Hint: If 
n: R 1 ..... 81 is the exponential map, consider the lift of f 0 n to a map R 1 ..... R 1.) 

6. Deck Transformations 

In this section, a covering map p: X -+ Y will be fixed once and for all. Also 
the notation from Section 5 will continue to be used here. 

6.1. Definition. Let p: X -+ Y be a covering map. A homeomorphism D: X -+ X 
which covers the identity map on Y (i.e., poD = p) is called a deck trans
formation or automorphism of the covering. 

If D is a deck transformation, then D -1 is also. Also, the composition of 
two deck transformations of the same covering is a deck transformation. 
Thus the deck transformations form a group A = A(p) under composition. 
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Note that, by Lemma 4.4, if DEA and D(x) = x for some XEX then D = 1. 

PROOF. Let f be a loop at Yo representing a and lift f to a path g starting 
at x. Then g(1) = x·a by definition. Look at the path Dog. It is a lift of f and 
starts at Dx. Thus it ends at (Dx)·a by definition of the latter. But it ends at 
D of the end of g, i.e., at D(x·a). D 

Recall that the "normalizer" of a subgroup H of a group G is 

N(H) = {nEGlnHn- 1 =H}. 

6.3. Theorem. Let XoEX be such that p(xo)=Yo and let XEp-l(yO). Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 

(1) :JDEA3D(xo)=x. 
(2) :JaEN(p#1!I(X,Xo))3X = xo·a. 
(3) P#1!I(X, xo) = P#1!I(X, x). 

PROOF. By Theorem 4.1 a map D covering the identity and taking the point 
Xo to x exists=-P#1!I(X,XO) c P#1!I(X,X). Similarly, a map D' exists cover
ing the identity and taking x to xo=-the opposite inclusion holds. If both 
exist then DoD' covers the identity and has a point in common with the 
identity map, so DoD' = 1 by Lemma 4.4. This proves the equivalence 
(1) =- (3). 

Now compute 

Thus 

J xo .a= {f3I(xo·a)·p=(xo·a)} 

= {f3Ixo·apa- 1 =xo} 

= {Plapa- 1EJxo}· 

J xo.a = a-I J xoa. 

Next we prove (2)=(3): If x=xo·a and aEN(Jxo) then Jx=Jxo.a= 
a-I J xoa = J Xo' as claimed. 

For (3) = (2), Suppose J Xo = J x and x = xo· a. (Note that such an a exists 
since J is transitive on F.) Then J Xo = J x = J xo.a = a-I J xoa which shows that 
aEN(Jxo)· D 

From (2)=-(1) of Theorem 6.3, and the last part of its proof, we get: 

6.4. Corollary. The subgroup P#1!I(X.XO) is normal in 1!l(Y,yo)=-A is (simply) 
transitive on p -1(yO). D 
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6.5. Corollary. Ifx ranges over p-1(yo) and Xo is one such point then P#7r1 (X, x) 
ranges over all conjugates of p#7r 1 (X, xo). 

PROOF. This is really a consequence of the proof of Theorem 6.3, namely, it 
is contained in the formula J Xo." = oc - 1 J xooc derived there. 0 

6.6. Definition. A covering map p is said to be regular if Ll is transitIve on 
the fiber p-1(yO), i.e., if P#7r1(X,XO) is normal in 7r 1(Y,Yo). 

The examples (1) through (4) of Section 3 are all regular. Example (5) is 
not regular since it is obvious that Ll is not transitive. (Indeed, Ll is clearly 
the trivial group in that example.) 

6.7. Definition. Define a function 0:N(Jxo)-+Ll by 0(oc)=D" where D" is 
that unique deck transformation such that Dixo) = Xo·OC. 

6.8. Theorem (Classification of Deck Transformations). The map 0: N(Jxo)-+ 
Ll is an epimorphism with kernel J xo. Consequently, 

PROOF. First compute DpDixo) = Dp(xo·oc) = (Dp(xo»·oc = (xo·P)·oc = xo·(poc) = 
Dpixo). Thus DpD" = Dp", i.e., 0 is a homomorphism. 

Next note that if DEll then there is an ocEN(Jxo) such that Dxo = Xo·oc = 
Dixo). Therefore D = D", which shows that 0 is onto. 

Finally we compute the kernel of 0: D" = 1 ~ Xo·oc = Xo (since D ixo) = 
xo·OC)~ocEJxo' as claimed. 0 

6.9. Corollary. If the covering map p: X -+ Yis regular, then 

Ll ~ 7r 1(Y, Yo)/p#7r 1(X, xo)· o 
6.10. Corollary. If p: X -+ Y is a covering map with X simply connected then 

o 
We will now discuss some examples. The covering R-+S1 has, as deck 

transformations, the translations of R by integer amounts. Thus 7r1(Sl) ~ 
Ll ~ Z, as we already know. 

Similarly, the covering of the torus by the plane has the translations by 
integer amounts, in both coordinates, as deck transformations, so that the 
fundamental group of the torus Sl x Sl is Z EEl Z, as also follows from 
Theorem 2.6. 

Any double covering by a simply connected space has exactly two deck 
transformations, the identity and one "switching the sheets." Thus the funda
mental group of the base space must be Z2. For example, 7r1(pn) ~ Z2 for 
n~2. 
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-~ 
ex f3 

ex 

Figure 111-7. A sixfold covering of the figure 8. 

Note the covering illustrated in Figure 111-7. The arcs labeled IX, on the 
left, map to the one in the figure eight at the right with the indicated 
orientation. Similarly for the ones marked {3. It is easy to see, by looking at 
the figure on the left, that the deck transformation group 1\ is 0"3, the 
permutation group on three letters. If we alter the covering map by reversing 
the arrows IX on the inner circle only, then the deck transformation group 
becomes Z2 x Z3 ~ Z6. In both cases the covering is regular since 1\ is 
transitive on the fiber (the six vertices on the left). 

PROBLEMS 

1. If p: X -+ Yis a covering map with X simply connected then 7t 1(y) acts on the fiber 
F in two ways: 
(1) by deck transformations via the isomorphism e of Definition 6.7; and 
(2) by the monodromy action. 
Show that these actions coincide¢>7t1(Y) is abelian. 

7. Properly Discontinuous Actions 

Recall, from Section 15.13 of Chapter I, that an "action" of a group G on a 
space X is a map G x X -+X, where the image of (g,x) will be denoted by 
gx, such that (gh)x = g(hx) and ex = x. In this section G will have the discrete 
topology, which we mean to imply by calling it a "group" rather than a 
"topological group." 

For XEX, the "orbit" of x is the set G(x) = {gxlgEG}. It is easy to see that 
two orbits are either disjoint or identical. Thus they partition the space X. 
The set of all orbits is denoted by X/G, with the quotient topology from the 
map X -+X/G taking x to G(x), and is called the "orbit space." Note that 
the canonical map p: X -+ X/G is open since, for U c X open and U* its 
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image in X/G, then 

which is a union of open sets and hence is open. 

7.1. Definition. An action of a group G on a space X is said to be properly 
discontinuous if each point XEX has a neighborhood U such that 
gU n U"# 0 =>g = e, the identity element of G. 

For example, if p:X -4 Y is a covering map, then the group d of deck 
transformations acts properly discontinuously. Moreover, if p is regular then 
X/d ~ Y. 

7.2. Proposition. If G acts properly discontinuously on the arcwise connected 
and locally arcwise connected H ausdorfJ space X then p: X -4 X /G is a regular 
covering map with deck transformation group d = G. 

PROOF. Let U c X be an arcwise connected open set as in Definition 7.1 
and put U* = p(U) which is open as remarked above. Since U -4 U* is 
continuous, U* is arcwise connected. Also, the sets gU are the components of 
p-1(U*). The maps gU -4 u* are continuous, open, one-one and onto, and 
hence are homeomorphisms. Thus p is a covering map. Elements of G are 
deck transformations and act transitively on a fiber. There are no other 
deck transformations by Lemma 4.4. D 

7.3. Corollary. If X is simply connected and locally arcwise connected and G 
acts properly discontinuously on X, then 7r 1(X/G) ~ G. D 

7.4. Example (Lens Spaces). Consider s2n-1 C en as {z = (Z1' ... ' zn)11I Z II = 1}. 
Let E = e2ni/p be a primitive pth root of unity and let q 1, ... ,qn be integers 
relatively prime to p. Consider Zp = {1, E, E2, ... , EP - 1} and let it act on s2n - 1 
by E(Z1, ... ,Zn)=(EQ'z1, ... ,EQnZJ This is properly discontinuous, as is any 
action by a finite group such that gx = x=> 9 = e (and which the reader should 
check). The orbit space is denoted by L( p; q 1, ... ,qn) and is called a "lens 
space." By Corollary 7.3, the fundamental group of any of these spaces 
is Zp. For the classical case n = 2, L( p; 1, q) is commonly denoted by 
L(p,q). 

7.5. Example (Klein Bottle). Consider the group of transformations of the 
plane generated by a and {3, where a(x, y) = (x + 1, y) and {3(x, y) = (1 - x, y + 1). 
A close inspection of this action should convince the reader that the orbit 
space R2/G is the Klein bottle. The group is the group abstractly defined as 
generated by elements a an {3 and having the single relation {3-1a{3 = a-I. 
(This is easily checked geometrically.) This group is nonabelian, has a normal 
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infinite cyclic subgroup (generated by IX) with a quotient group also infinite 
cyclic generated by the image of 13. By Corollary 7.3, this group is the 
fundamental group of the Klein bottle. 

7.6. Example (Figure Eight). Let G be the free group on two letters IX and 13. 
Define a graph X = Graph( G, IX, 13) as follows: The vertices of X are the 
elements of G, so they are reduced words in IX and 13. The edges are of two 
types (g, ga) and (g, gf3). (Note then that there are exactly four edges abutting 
the vertex g, namely, (g, ga), (g, gf3), (ga-l, g), and (gp- 1, g).) The group element 
hEG acts on X by taking an edge (g,ga) to (hg,hga) and (g,gf3) to (hg,hgf3). 
That is, it is the obvious action on X induced by left translation on G, the 
vertex set. It is clear that this action is properly discontinuous and that X /G 
is the figure eight space, whose two loops are the images of edges (g, ga) for one 
loop and (g, gf3) for the other loop. 

(The precise description of the space X is as (G x V)/ ~ where V is the 
graph with the three vertices e, a, and b and two edges (e, a) and (e, b) 
and where ~ is the equivalence relation generated by g x a ~ gIX X e and 
g x b ~ gf3 x e.) 

We claim that this space X is simply connected. It suffices to show that 
any finite connected subgraph is contractible (since the image of a loop is 
in a finite connected sub graph). The proof will be done via the following two 
lemmas. 

7.7. Lemma. A finite connected graph with no cycles (a finite "tree") is 
contractible. 

PROOF. Such a graph must have a vertex which is on only one edge (or the 
graph is a single vertex). If the graph obtained by deleting that vertex and 
edge (but not the other vertex of this edge) is contractible then clearly the 
original graph is contractible. Thus the result follows by induction on the 
number of vertices. (We remark that this lemma is true without the word 
"finite." The reader might attempt to prove this.) 0 

7.8. Lemma. The graph X of Example 7.6 has no cycles. 

PROOF. Start constructing a cycle beginning at the vertex g. The vertices one 
visits have to be of the form g, ga, gaf3, gaf32, ... That is, it is g followed by a 
growing reduced word in a, 13. Thus, upon return to the vertex g the vertex 
we stop at is gw where w is a reduced word. Thus g = gw, so w = 1. But w 

is a reduced word, and in a free group no nontrivial reduced word equals 1. 
o 

Thus, finally, we see that the fundamental group of the figure eight is the 
free group on two generators. The reader can prove similar results for more 
than two circles attached at a common point. We simply state the final result: 
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7.9. Theorem. If X is the one-point union ofn circles then 7rl(X) is afree group 
on n generators. D 

Theorem 7.9 holds for infinite n provided the correct topology is used on 
the union. (It should be a CW-complex, see Chapter IV.) 

We shall go on to find the fundamental group of any finite connected 
graph in the following sequence of lemmas. 

7.10. Lemma. A finite connected graph G contains a maximal tree. Any such 
tree T c G contains all the vertices of G. 

PROOF. The existence of T is obvious. If it does not contain all vertices of G 
then there must be an edge of G one of whose vertices is in T and the other 
not. But then addition of this edge to T still makes a tree, contradicting 
maximality. D 

7.11. Definition. If G is a finite connected graph with Vvertices and E edges 
then its Euler characteristic X(G) is defined to be the integer V - E. 

7.12. Lemma. If T is a finite tree then X(T) = 1. If T is a maximal tree in the 
finite connected graph G then X(G) = 1 - n, where n is the number of edges of 
G not in T. 

PROOF. The first statement is an easy induction on the number of edges using 
the fact that a tree that is more than a single vertex has an edge with a vertex 
on no other edge. Removing such an edge leaves a tree with one less edge 
and one less vertex. The second statement is even more trivial. 0 

7.13. Lemma. If G is a finite connected graph then G is homotopy equivalent 
to the one-point union of n circles where n = 1 - X( G). 

PROOF. The graph G is obtained from one of its maximal trees T by attaching 
edges. Each of these attachments is just the mapping cone of a map of {O, 1} 
to the pair of vertices of that edge. Since the vertices are in T and T is 
contractible by Lemma 7.7, this mapping cone is homotopy equivalent to 
the mapping cone of the map of {O, 1} to a single vertex (any vertex), by 
Theorem 14.18 of Chapter I. By Theorem 14.19 of Chapter I, this argument 
can be repeated for subsequent attachments and so G is homotopy equivalent 
to T with n circles attached to any vertex. Since T is contractible this space 
is homotopy equivalent to the subspace consisting of the n circles joined at 
a vertex by Theorem 14.19 of Chaptet I again. D 

The following theorem is a direct consequence of the foregoing results: 

7.14. Theorem. If G is a finite connected graph then 7rl(G) is a free group on 
1 - X( G) generators. D 
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PROBLEMS 

1. -9- Suppose that G is a finite group acting on the Hausdorff space X in such a 
way that g(x) = x, for some XEX,=g = e, the identity element of G. (Such an action 
is called "free.") Then show that G acts properly discontinuously. 

2. If G =I- {e} acts properly discontinuously on R, show that G ;:::;; Z. 

3. Find an example of a free, but not properly discontinuous, action of some infinite 
group on some space. 

4. • Either prove or find a counterexample to the following statement: 
If p: X --+ Yis a covering map and if rjJ: X --+X is a map such that porjJ = p, then rjJ 
is a deck transformation. 

8. Classification of Covering Spaces 

Recall that two covering spaces X and X' of a given space Yare called 
equivalent if there is a homeomorphism X --+ X' covering the identity on Y. 
There is also a stronger form of equivalence, that one for which one specifies 
base points, which, of course, must correspond under the mappings. 

8.1. Theorem. Let Y be arc wise connected and locally arc wise connected, and 
suppose that Y has a simply connected covering space Y. Then the equivalence 
classes of covering spaces of Y with base points mapping to Yo E Y, are in one-one 
correspondence with subgroups ofn1(Y,Yo). Equivalence classes without base 
points are in one-one correspondence with conjugacy classes of such subgroups. 
The correspondence is given by X ~ P#n 1 (X) where p: X --+ Y is the covering 
map. 

PROOF. The second statement follows from the first and Corollary 6.5, so we 
shall restrict our attention to the first. We are to show the function taking 
a covering map, with base point, p:(X,xo)--+(Y,Yo), into the subgroup 
p#n1(X, xo) of n1(Y, Yo) is a one-one correspondence. This function is one-one 
by the Lifting Theorem (Theorem 4.1). To see that it is onto, suppose that 
He n1(Y,yo) = J is an arbitrary subgroup. Since Y is simply connected, 
Theorem 6.8 gives the isomorphism 0: J --+ 11, where 0(1X) = Da. Under this 
map, the subgroup H goes to a subgroup I1H c 11. Put X = Y / I1H which maps 
to Y canonically. Let Xo be the image of the base point Yo of Y. We wish to 
identify p#n1 (X, xo). Let f be a loop in X at Xo. Lifting this to Yat Yo gives 
the same path as a lifting of the projection of f to a loop at Yo in Y. Thus 
the lift ends at the point Da(yo), where IXEnl(Y,YO) is the homotopy class of 
the projection of f to Y. But for f to be a loop in X = Y/I1 H , we must have 
that Yo and Da(Yo) are in the same orbit of I1H • This is true if and only if 
DaEI1H' and this holds if and only if IXEH. But IX is an arbitrary element of 
p#n1(X,xo). Thus H = p#n1(X,xO)' D 
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8.2. Corollary. If G is a free group on n generators and H is a subgroup of 
index p in G then H is a free group on pn - p + 1 generators. 

PROOF. From Theorem 7.9 we know that G is the fundamental group of the 
bouquet Yof n circles. By Theorem 8.1 and Corollary 5.2, H is isomorphic 
to the fundamental group of a p-fold covering X of Y. Then x(X) = PX(Y) = 

p(1 - n). By Theorem 7.14, H is a free group on 1 - X(X) = 1 - p(1 - n) = 

pn - p + 1 generators. D 

Now we turn our attention to the question: "When does an arcwise 
connected and locally arcwise connected Hausdorff space X have a simply 
connected covering space?" A necessary condition is readily at hand: If a 
loop is in an evenly covered subspace of X then the loop lifts to the covering 
space, and if that is simply connected, the loop must be homotopically trivial 
in the covering space. The homotopy can be composed with the map to X 
and so the original loop must be homotopically trivial in X. That is, "small" 
loops in X must be homotopically trivial in X. This leads to: 

8.3. Definition. A space X is said to be semilocally I-connected or locally 
relatively simply connected if each point XEX has a neighborhood U such 
that all loops in U are homotopically trivial in X (i.e., for any UE U, the 
homomorphism n 1(U, u) -+ n 1(X, u) is trivial). 

It turns out that this condition is also sufficient, as we now show. 

8.4. Theorem. If Y is arcwise connected and locally arcwise connected, then 
Y has a simply connected covering space~ Y is locally relatively simply 
connected. 

PROOF. Only the <= part is left to be proved. We must construct the simply 
connected covering space 1'. Choose a base point YoE Yonce and for all 
and let 

Y = {[f] reI aI If is a path in Y with f(O) = Yo} 

and let p: Y -+ Ybe p([f]) = f(1). We are going to topologize Yand show 
that p is then the desired covering map. 

Let B = {U c YI U is open, arcwise connnected, and relatively simply 
connected} and note that this is a basis for the topology of Y. If f(I)E U EB 
let 

U[n = {[g] Ep-l(U)lg ~ f *IY. rel aI, for some path IY. in U} 

which is a subset of Y. (See Figure III-8.) 
We shall now prove a succession of properties of these definitions, 

culminating in the proof of the theorem. In the discussion, all homotopies 
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Yo 

Figure III-8. The set U[fl' 

of paths starting at Yo will be assumed, to simplify notation, to be reI 81 
unless otherwise indicated. 

(1) [g]EU[n=>U[g] = U[fl" 

To prove this, let [h] E U[g]. Then h '::::'. g *{3, for some path {3 in U. Since 
g'::::'.!*a we conclude that h'::::'.(f*a)*{3'::::'.!*(a*p) showing that [h]EU[n' 
Thus U[g] c U[fl" But g '::::'.!*a=>g*a- 1 '::::'.!*a*a- 1 '::::'.f, so [!]EU[g]' Con
sequently, U[n c U[g], proving the claim. 

(2) p maps U[n one-one onto U. 

That this is onto is clear since U and Yare arcwise connected. To show 
that it is one-one, let [g], [g'] E Urn' which we now know is the same as U[g] 
and U[g']' Suppose that g(l) = g'(l). Since [g']EU[g] we have that g' '::::'. g*a for 
some loop a in U. But then a is homotopically trivial in Y since U is relatively 
simply connected in Y Thus g' '::::'. g*a '::::'. g*constant '::::'. g. Therefore [g'] = [g], 
showing the map in question to be one-one. 

(3) U, VEB, UcJl,!(l)EU=>U[ncV[n. 

This is obvious. 

(4) The U[n for U EB and !(l)E U, form a basis for a topology on Y. 
Suppose [f]EU[g]n V[g'] = U[nn Vrfl" Let W c Un Vbe in B with!(l)EW 

Then [f]EW[n c U[nn V[n yielding the claim. 

(5) p is open and continuous. 

We have P(UIf]) = U by (2), and these sets form bases, so it follows that p 
is open. Also, p-l(U) = U {U[nl! Ep-l (U)} which is open for U EB, so p is 
continuous. 

(6) p: U[n ~ U. 

This is because p is one-one, continuous, and open. 
Now we have shown that p satisfies all the requirements to be a covering 

map except for showing that the space Yis arcwise connected. To do this, 
we need the next claim. 

(7) Let F: 1 x 1 ~ Ybe a homotopy with F(O, t) = Yo' Put !t(s) = F(s, t) which 
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t I-_________ .~h~o ________ ~ 
o 

Figure III-9. Proof of item (7). 

is a path starting at Yo. LetJ(t) = [f,]EY. Then J is a path in Y covering 
the path f,(l) = F(l, t) in Y. 

The only thing that needs proving here is that J is continuous. Let toE!. 
We shall prove continuity at to. Let UEB be a neighborhood of f'o(l). For 
t near to, f,(l)E U. Thus 

for t near to 

because the portion of F(·, t) for t in a small interval near to is a homotopy 
rel{O} between f,o and f, with the right end of the homotopy dp.scribing a 
path a in U, i.e., f,~fro*a; see_Figure 111-9. Since U[I,] maps homeo
morphically to U it follows that f(t) is continuous at to because it maps to 
the continuous function F(l, t) in U, for t near to. 

(8) Yis arcwise connected. (Hence p is a covering map.) 

For [fJE Y, put F(s, t) = nst). By (7) this yields a path in Y from Yo = [lyo] 
to the arbitrary point [fJ E Y. 

(9) Y is simply connected. 

Let aEn1(Y,yo) and letfbe a loop in Y representing a. Let F(s,t) = f(st) 
and let f,(s) = F(s, t). Then we have the path], where J(t) = [f,]. This path 
covers f since p(](t)) = p[f,] = f,(l) = f(t). 

Now J(O) = [fo] = Yo· Also, by definition. yo·a = J(1) = [fl] = [f]. 
If yo·a = Yo then 

1 = [1 YO] = Yo = Yo· a = [fJ = a 

so that a = 1 in nl(Y, Yo). By (4) of Section 5, we conclude that 

{I} = {aIYo·a = Yo} = lYa = p#n1(Y, Yo)· 

Since P# is a monomorphism by Corollary 3.7, Y must be simply connected. 
D 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Describe all covering spaces of the projective plane, up to equivalence. 

2. Describe all covering spaces of the 2-torus, up to equivalence. 

3. Describe all covering spaces of the Klein bottle, up to equivalence. 

4. Find all covering spaces with three sheets of the figure eight. What are the 
implications for the fundamental group of the figure eight? 

5. If X is a topological group which, as a space, has a universal covering space X 
then show how to define a group structure on X making it into a topological 
group such that the projection X -> X is a homomorphism. Also show that this 
is essentially unique. 

6. If Y satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 8.1, show that the equivalence classes, 
ignoring base points, of k-fold covering spaces of Yare in one-one correspondence 
with the equivalence classes of representations of 11:1 (Y) as a transitive permutation 
group of {l, 2, ... , k} modulo the equivalence relation induced by renumbering; 
i.e., modulo inner automorphisms of the symmetric group on k letters. Also inter
pret the correspondence geometrically. 

7. The connected sum M of T2 and p2 has fundamental group {a,b,c!aba- 1b- 1c2 = I}. 
Find the number of regular 3-fold covering spaces of M up to equivalence. 

9. The Seifert-Van Kampen Theorem ~ 

In this optional section we shall prove a powerful result about the funda
mental group of a union of two spaces. First, we provide some needed 
group-theoretic background material on free products of groups. 

Let {Gal!XES} be a disjoint collection of groups. Then the "free product" 
of these groups is denoted by G = * {Gal !XES} (or by G1 * Gz *"', etc.). It is 
defined to be the set of "reduced words" 

W=X 1X2"' X n 

where each Xi is in some Ga, no Xi = 1 and adjacent Xi are in different G/s. 
These are multiplied by juxtaposition and then reduction (after juxtaposition, 
the last Xi in the first word may be in the same group as the first Xi in the 
second word, and they must be combined; this combination may cancel those 
x's out, etc.). The unity element is the empty word which we just denote by 1. 
The proof that this does, in fact, define a group is messy but straightforward 
and intuitive, so we shall omit it. 

There are the canonical monomorphisms ia: Ga -+ G whose images 
generate G. 

9.1. Proposition. The free product G=*{Gal!XES} is characterized by the 
"universal property" that if H is any group and t/la: Ga-+ H are homomorphisms 
then there is a unique homomorphism f: G -+ H such thatfoia = t/lafor all !XES. 
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PROOF. For a reduced word w = x 1 ... Xn we must have f( w) = f(x 1) ... f(x n) = 
1/1 al (x 1) .. '1/1 aJxn) and this serves as the definition off. An easy induction on 
the length of the word proves f to be a homomorphism. 0 

Th "f" . F { - 2 - 1 1 2} Th e ree group on one generator x IS x = "., x ,x "x, x,,,.. e 
"free group" on a set S is F s = * {F x I XES} and S generates it, since F s is the 
group of words in S. The reader may supply the proof to: 

9.2. Proposition. The free group F s on a set S satisfies the "universal property" 
that if H is any group and g: S -+ H is any function then there is a unique 
homomorphism f: F s -+ H such that fl s = g. D 

Suppose we are given groups Gl , G2 , and A and homomorphisms ¢l: A-+ 
Gl and ¢2: A -+ G2 . Then we define the "free product with amalgamation" 
G 1 * A G 2 as (G 1 * G 2)/ N where N is the normal subgroup generated by the 
words ¢l(a) ¢2(a)-l for aEA. Otherwise stated, this consists of the words in 
G1 and G2 with the relations ¢l(a) = ¢2(a). There is the commutative diagram: 

G 
/l~ 

A ~Gl*AGZ' 

~/ 
Gz 

The notation Gl * A Gz leaves something to the imagination since it does not 
indicate the homomorphisms ¢l and ¢2 explicitly, and they are, of course, 
important to the construction. 

9.3. Proposition. The free product with amalgamation satisfies the universal 
property that a commutative diagram 

Gl 

/~ 
A ~'H 

~/ 
G2 

induces a unique homomorphism G 1 * A Gz -+ H through which the homo
morphismsfrom Gl , Gz, and A to H factor. 

PROOF. There is a unique extension to a homomorphism Gl * G2 -+ H. Words 
of the form ¢l(a) ¢z(a)-l are in the kernel, and so it factors through Gl * A G2. 

D 

9.4. Theorem (Seifert-Van Kampen). Let X = Uu V with U, V, and Un V 
all open, nonempty, and arcwise connected. Let the base point of all these be 
some point Xo E U n V. Then the canonical maps of the fundamental groups of 
U, V, and Un Vinto that of X induce an isomorphism 0: 7rl(U)*'t1(unv) 7r l (V) 
---=--. 7r 1 (X). 
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PROOF. The homomorphism 8 is defined and it is a matter of showing it 
to be one-one and onto. To show it is onto, let f be a loop in X (at the 
base point in Un V). By the Lebesgue Lemma (Lemma 9.11 of Chapter I) 
there is an integer n such that f takes each subinterval [iln,(i + l)ln] into 
either U or V. If one of these is in U and the next one is in V, or vice versa, 
then the common point must map to Un V. Insert into the path at that point 
a path through Un V running to the base point and then back again. This 
does not change the homotopy class off. When that is done at all the division 
points iln where it is appropriate, we then have a path that can be broken 
up into parts that are loops in U or in V. Thus the images in 1!l(X) from 
1!l(U) and 1!l(V) generate the whole fundamental group, proving that 8 is 
onto. 

Now we will prove that 8 is one-one. Suppose we have a word w = 
IY.1Pl IY.2 ... where IY.1 E1! 1 (U) and PiE1!l (V). Let IY.i be represented by the loop 
fi in U and Pi by the loop gi in V. Suppose that this word is in the kernel 
of 8. That means that there is a homotopy F: I x I --+ X with F(s,O) = 
fl*gl*f2*···,F(s,1)=xo, F(O,t)=xo and F(l,t)=xo. By the Lebesgue 
Lemma (Lemma 9.11 of Chapter I), there is an integer n so that any square 
of side lin is mapped by F into either U or V. We can assume that n is a 
multiple of the number of letters in the word w so that each of the loops Ii 
and gi consists of an integral number of paths on intervals of length lin. 
What we must do is to show that the word w, thought of as an element of 
1!l(U)*1!l(V), can be altered by the amalgamation relations (passing an 
element of 1!l(U n V) from one element in the word to the next), so as to end 
up with the trivial word. The procedure will be, after some preliminaries, to 
show that one can thus pass from the word represented by F(s, iln) to that 
represented by F(s,(i + l)/n). First, however, by a homotopy not changing 
the word w illegally, we can assume that F is constant along the horizontal 
(s direction) on a neighborhood of the verticals {iln} x I. Then it can be 
made constant vertically in the neighborhood of the horizontals I x {iln}. It 
is then constant in the neighborhood of each grid point (iln,j/n). Then one 
can use paths in U, V, or Un V, with preference to the latter, to replace the 
constant disks by functions of the radius making the radii into paths to the 

h Xo I Xo /' 

k m 
U V V 

f 9 g' 

Figure 111-10. Used in the proof of Theorem 9.4. 
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base point so that the grid points all map to the base point Xo. Now we will 
indicate the passage from one horizontal to the next by means of a typical 
example indicated in Figure 111-10. In that figure f and h represent loops in 
U and should be thought of as giving elements in 1l:1(U) of the word along 
the horizontal. Similarly, g, g', I, and l' represent loops in V. Now we give 
the manipulation of the bottom word to the top one, taking place in 
1l:1(U)*'tt(unv)1l: 1(V). Subscripts show what group the indicated homotopy 
class is meant to be in: 

[fJu[g]v[g']v = [hk]u[k- 1Im]v[m- 1l']v 
= [hk]u[k- 111']v 

= ([h]u[k]u)[k- 111']v 
= [h]u([kh[k- 111']v) ,. 

= [h]u[ll']v 

(multiplication in 1l:1(V)) 

(by amalgamation 
of [k]E1l:1(U II V)) 

(multiplication in 1l:1(V)). 

Thus we have passed from the bottom word to the top word in Figure 111-10. 
In such a way, we change the original word to the word along the top of F. 
But the latter is the trivial word, so we have shown that the original word 
w represents 1 in the amalgamated product. These remarks should make it 
clear how to complete a formal proof and the details of that will be left to 
the reader. D 

9.5. Corollary. If X = U u V with U, V, and U II Vopen and arcwise connected 
and with U II V i:- 0 and simply connected, then 1l:1(X) ~ 1l:1(U) * 1l:1(V)· D 

For example, the figure eight is the union of two circles with whiskers 
(making them open sets) and with contractible intersection. Thus its funda
mental group is the free product of Z with itself, i.e., it is the free group on 
two letters (as we know by different means). Similarly, we can add another 
circle making a three-petaled rose, and it follows that its fundamental group 
is the free group on three letters, etc. 

9.6. Corollary. Suppose X = Uu Vwith U, V, and U II Vi:- 0 open and arcwise 
connected, and with V simply connected. Then 1l:1(X) = 1l:1(U)/N where N is the 
normal subgroup of 1l:1(U) generated by the image of 1l: 1(U II V). D 

For example, consider Figure 111-11, which illustrates the Klein bottle K2. 
If we remove a small disk from the center of the square, the result contracts 
onto the "boundary," which, under the equivalences, is the figure eight. One 
gets the Klein bottle back from this by pasting on a slightly larger (open) 
disk, which is contractible. The fundamental group of the intersection (an 
annulus) is Z generated by the obvious circle. This circle deforms to the 
figure eight and represents the word aba -1 b there. Then it follows from 
Corollary 9.6 that 1l: 1 (K 2) is {a, b I aba - 1 b = I}. This agrees with our earlier 
calculation using a universal covering space. 
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a 

b o b 

a 

Figure III -11. The Klein bottle and a disk in it. 

PROBLEMS 

1. The surface Hn obtained from the sphere S2 by attaching n handles is 
homeomorphic to the space obtained from a 4n-gon by identifications on the 
boundary according to the word a l bla; Ib; la2b2a; I b; I ... anbna;; Ibn-t. Similarly, 
the surface H~ obtained from the projective plane by attaching n handles is 
homeomorphic to the space obtained from a (4n + 2)-gon by identifications on the 
boundary according to the above word with c2 added. See Figure 111-12. Calculate 
the fundamental groups of these surfaces. Also calculate the abelianized 
fundamental groups nt/[n!> n l ]. From the latter, show that none of these surfaces 
are homeomorphic to any of the others. (Hn is called the surface of "genus" n.) 

2. Consider the space which is obtained from a disjoint union of countably many 
circles by identifying one point from each of them to a common base point (an 
infinite petaled rose). Show that the fundamental group of this is the free group 
on a countable set of letters. (The topology is the quotient topology with respect 
to the indicated identifications and is important to the validity of the result.) 
(Hint: Use the known result for a finite rose to a deduce this result directly, 
instead of trying to cite a theorem.) 

3. Consider an annulus. Identify antipodal points on the outer circle. Also identify 
antipodal points on the inner circle. Calculate the fundamental group of this 

Figure 111-12. Projective plane with two handles. 
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surface. Can this surface be homeomorphic to one of those in Problem 1? If not, 
prove it. If so, which one? 

4. Let H: be the surface resulting from the Klein bottle by attaching n handles, 
n ~ O. It is known that the H: together with the Hn and H: of Problem 1 form 
a complete list without repetitions of compact surfaces up to homeomorphism. 
Let Cm n ~ 1, be the surface obtained from 82 by removing n disjoint open disks 
and identifying antipodal points on each remaining boundary circle, giving what 
are called "crosscaps." It is known that the Hn and the Cn form a complete list, 
without repetition, of all compact surfaces up to homeomorphism. Granting this, 
Cn must be homeomorphic to some H~ or H~. Determine this correspondence. 

5. Let X be -the union of the unit sphere in 3-space with the straight line segment 
from the north pole to the south pole. Find 1t1(X). 

6. Let X be the union of the unit sphere in 3-space with the unit disk in the x-y 
plane. Find 1t1(X), 

7. Let X be the quotient space ofD2 obtained by identifying points on the boundary 
that are 120° apart. Find 1t1(X), 

8. Let X be the quotient space of an annulus obtained by identifying antipodal 
points on the outer circle, and identifying points on the inner circle which are 
120° apart. Find 1t1(X), 

9. Let p 2 = U 1 U'" U Un where each Ui is homeomorphic to the plane. Put 
Vi = U 1 U'" U Ui for 1:::;; i < n. Show that there is an i:::;; n such that U i n Vi- 1 is 
disconnected or empty. 

10. Let X = D2 X 8 1 U f 8 1 X D2 where f: 8 1 x 8 1 ..... 8 1 X 8 1 is the map induced by 
the linear map R2 ..... R2 given by the matrix 

Compute 1t1(X) in terms of the integers a,b,c,d. 

11. • Consider 8~ = 8 1 X D2 U D2 X 8 1. The intersection of these sets is the torus 
81 x 8 1. The "torus knot" Kp,q, p and q relatively prime, is the curve px = qy in 
R2 projected to this torus and considered as a closed curve in 8 3. Show that 

Figure 111-13. Cloverleaf knot as the torus knot K 2 ,3' 
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n 1 (83 - K p.q) = {ct, PI ctP pq = 1}. The knot K Z.3 is also known as the "cloverleaf 
knot." Show that the '.'group nl(83 - K Z•3) ofthe knot" is nonabelian by exhibiting 
an epimorphism of it to the dihedral group of order 6 (the symmetry group of 
a regular triangle), from which it follows that K Z •3 is really knotted. (It can be 
shown that the Kp.q all have distinct groups, except, of course, that Kp.q = K q•p .) 

See Figure II1-13. 

12. Construct a compact 4-manifold whose fundamental group is the free group on 
k generators, k = 1,2, 3, .... 

13. • If G is finitely presented (i.e., a group defined by a finite number of generators 
and relations) then show how to construct a compact 4-manifold M with 
nl(M) ~ G. 

10. Remarks on SO(3) .p. 
The special orthogonal group SO(3) in three variables is homeomorphic to 
real projective 3-space p3. One way to see this is to consider the action of 
S3 ~ Sp(l) on itself by conjugation. This action is linear and preserves norm 
and so is an action by orthogonal transformations. It leaves the real axis 
fixed and so operates on its perpendicular complement, the span of i, j, and 
k. Thus it defines a homomorphism Sp( 1) ~ SO(3). It is easy to check that 
the kernel of this map is {± l}. It can be seen that this map is onto (an easy 
proof is given in Section 8 of Chapter VII, relying on some results pre
sented in Chapter IV), and it follows that SO(3) ~ Sp(l)j{ ± l} ~ p3. Therefore 
nl(SO(3)) ~ Z2. 

Consider the semicircle 

{cos(t) + isin(t)ESp(l)IO:::;; t:::;; n}. 

This maps to a loop in SO(3) and so this projection represents the nontrivial 
element of nl(SO(3)). When it acts by conjugation on the quaternions we 
see that it fixes the complex plane and so acts only on the j-k-plane. For 
z = jx + ky we have 

(cos(t) + isin(t))(jx + ky)(cos(t) + isin(t))-l 

= (cos(t) + isin(t))(jx + ky)(cos(t) - isin(t)) 

= j[(cos 2(t) - sin2(t))x - 2sin(t)cos(t)yJ 

+ k[2sin(t)cos(t)x + (cos2(t) - sin2(t))YJ 

= j[cos(2t)x - sin(2t)yJ + k[sin(2t)x + cos(2t)yJ, 

which means that cos(t) + isin(t) acts on the j-k-plane as a rotation through 
2t. This means that the nontrivial element of nl(SO(3)) is given by the path 
of rotations about a given axis going from the rotation of angle 0 to that 
of angle 2n. Let us take the axis to be the z-axis and let r(t) be the 
counterclockwise rotation in the x-y-plane through the angle 2nt, so that r 
is a loop in SO(3) representing the nontrivial class of nl(SO(3)). This group 
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is the cyclic group of order 2, so we have that the loop r*r is homotopic to 
the constant loop at eESO(3). This loop A = r*r is the loop whose value A(t) 
is the rotation of angle 4nt. 

The fact that A is homotopically trivial means that there is a homotopy 

with 

F:I x I ~SO(3) 

F(s,O) = e, 

F(s ,1) = A(S) = rotation by 4ns, 

F(O, t) = e, 

F(1, t) = e. 

Consider the map <D: R3 x I ~ R3 given by 

<D(x, t) = {F(P - 1,1 - t)· x for 1 s,. P s, 2, 
x otherwIse, 

where P is the distance from x to the center. Thus 

<D(x, 0) = A(p - 1) 

<D(x, 0) = x 

<D(x, 1) = x 

for 1 s, P s, 2, 

for P s, 1 or P ~ 2, 

for all x. 

Think of the parameter t as time and, for given t, think of <D(., t): R 3 ~ R 3 as 
representing a contortion of space. At time t = 0, the contortion is given by 
the rotation of the sphere of radius P through the angle 4n(p - 1). At time 
t = 1, there is no longer any contortion. For p s, 1 and p ~ 2, there is no 
contortion at any time. This can be illustrated by the following thought 
experiment. Suppose we have a steel ball of radius 1. Suppose it is placed 
in the center of a cavity of radius 2 in a block of steel. In the region between, 
put some very flexible, but not liquid, Jello attached firmly to both ball and 
block. Now rotate the ball about some axis until it has made two full rotations. 
During this rotation, the Jello must move, but we suppose it does not break. 
At the end, the ball is in its original position, but the Jello is all wound 
around. Now clamp the ball so it cannot move and give the block a kick. 
The Jello will move through the region between the stable ball and stable 
block, and it will totally untangle itself. (This action is what is described by 
the map <D(x, t) where t is representing time. The wound up position is <D(x, 0) 
and the unwound position is <D(x, 1) = x.) 

One can actually carry out such an experiment with some minor changes. 
Take some strings and attach one end of them to some small object. Attach 
the other ends to some fixed objects in the room, say some chairs and tables 
and chandeliers. Do this carefully so that the strings are not tangled. Then 
rotate the small object one complete turn. Then try to untangle the string 
keeping the object stationary. You will not be able to do that. But rotate the 
object one more time in the same direction. You would think this would just 
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Figure 111-14. Two full rotations are homotopic to the identity. 
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tangle the strings more thoroughly, but, in fact, you can now untangle them, 
while holding stationary the small object to which they are attached. 

The photographs in Figure III-14 show another illustration of this pheno
menon. In them a hand holding a cup is rotated about the vertical axis 
two complete turns, with palm up at all times, and at the end the arm has 
untwisted itself. 

This phenomenon has been used in mechanical devices. It has also been 
cited by Dirac to explain why a rotating body can have an angular momentum 
of half a quantum, but of no other fraction. 



CHAPTER IV 
Homology Theory 

Others [topological invariants] were discovered 
by Poincare. They are all tied up with his 

homology theory which is perhaps the most 
profound andfar reaching creation in all topology. 

S. LEFSCHETZ 

1. Homology Groups 

One necessary annoyance when dealing with the fundamental group is 
keeping the base point under contro1. Let us discuss another approach that 
does not require base points, but which leads necessarily to something other 
than the fundamental group. 

Instead of loops, consider paths I ---+ X and "sums" of paths in a formal 
sense. The sums of paths are called chains, more precisely I-chains. We are 
mostly interested in "closed" chains, defined as follows: If a is a path then 
put Da = a(l) - a(O), a formal sum of signed points. Then for a chain c = L ai 

let DC = L Dai . A "closed" chain is a chain c with DC = O. A closed chain is 
more commonly called a "cycle." The left part of Figure IV-l shows a I-cycle. 
Instead of using homotopies to identify different cycles, we use the relation 
arising from regarding the boundary of a triangle to be trivia1. (The boundary 
consists of three paths oriented consistently.) The right side of Figure IV-l 
indicates the sum of the boundaries of several triangles and, allowing for 
cancellations of paths identical except for having the opposite orientation, 
the boundary is the indicated inner cycle C1 minus the outer cycle co, if both of 
those are oriented in the clockwise direction. Accordingly, C1 - Co is regarded 
as zero, i.e., C1 and Co give the same equivalence class. The equivalence 
relation here, resulting from making boundaries zero, is called "homology." 

Note that if the paths in these chains are joined to make loops then the 
loops are homotopic in this example. It is important to understand that this 
need not be the case in general. For example, if the torus is divided into 
triangles (it is "triangulated") and if the interior of one of the triangles is 
removed, then its boundary (a chain of three paths) is still homologically 
trivial since it bounds the sum of all the remaining triangles, oriented 
consistently, on the torus. However, regarded as a loop, it is not homotopically 
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Figure IV-I. Examples of chains. 

trivial. Thus the relation of homology is weaker than that of homotopy. This 
has the disadvantage that it yields an invariant of spaces which is less sharp 
than that of homotopy, but the advantage, as we shall see, that it gives 
invariants which are easier to compute and work with. 

The foregoing was somewhat vague. We shall soon give a more precise 
description of homology. Historically, the first method of introducing 
homology was to restrict attention to spaces having a "triangulation." Then 
the invariants (homology groups) one gets must be shown to be independent 
of the triangulation, a difficult matter. Also, one is restricted to dealing with 
spaces with such a structure. There are two ways of generalizing this to 
general topological spaces: One way of generalizing is to discard the idea of 
physical triangles, edges, etc., and substitute maps of a standard triangle into 
the space. This leads to what is known as "singular homology" and it is the 
approach we will take. The other way to generalize is to approximate the 
space, in some sense, with triangulated spaces. This leads to what is known 
as "Cech homology." 

We now embark on the detailed description of "singular homology." 

1.1. Definition. Let Roo have the standard basis eo,e u .... Then the standard 
p-simplex is Llp = {x = Lf = ° Aie;! L Ai = 1,0 ::::;; Ai ::::;; I}. The Ai are called bary
centric coordinates. 

1.2. Definition. Given points Vo, ... , Vn in RN, let [vo, ... , vnJ denote the map 
Lln ~ RN taking Li Aiei ~ Li AiVi. This is called an affine singular n-simplex. 

Note that the image of [vo, ... , vnJ is the convex span of the Vi. The Vi are 
not assumed to be independent, so this convex object may be degenerate. 
For example, the image of [eo, e1 , e2 , e2 J is a triangle instead ofa tetrahedron. 

The notation of putting a hat over one of a group of similar symbols, 
indicates that that one is omitted. Thus [eo, ... , ei, ... , epJ denotes the affine 
singular (p - I)-simplex obtained by dropping the ith vertex (counting from 
0). Note that the image of this is in Llp • 

1.3. Definition. The affine singular simplex [eo, ... , e;, ... , e p]: Llp _ 1 ~ Llp is 
called the ith face map and is denoted by F f. 
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eo '-----_---> e 1 

[eo, e1J 

Figure IV-2. Standard 2-simplex and its faces. 

Note that the ith face referred to here is the face opposite vertex number 
i. Figure IV-2 indicates the standard 2-simplex and its faces. Note that the 
faces in the figure are not oriented consistently. That is something that will 
have to be dealt with. 

We have that Ff(e) = ej for j < i, and Ff(ej) = ej + 1 for j;::: i. It is easy to 
see that 

. > . FP + 1 FP _ [ A A ] ] I => j 0 i-eO, ... , ei, ... , ej , ••• , ep , 
J. <_ I· FP + 1 FP _ [ A A ] => j 0 i - eo, ... ,ej, ... ,ei+l, ... ,ep . 

1.4. Definition. If X is a topological space then a singular p-simplex of X is 
a map a p: ~p ~ X. The singular p-chain group ~p(X) is the free abelian group 
based on the singular p-simplices. 

Thus a p-chain (for short) in X is a formal finite sum c = 2:" n"a of 
p-simplices a with integer coefficients n". Or you can consider this a sum 
over all singular p-simplices with all but a finite number of the coefficients 
zero. 

1.5. Definition. If a: ~p ~ X is a singular p-simplex, then the ith face of a is 
ali) = ao Ff. The boundary of a is opa = 2:f=o ( - I)ia(i), a (p - I)-chain. If 
c = 2:"n"a is a p-chain, then we put opc = op(2:"n"a) = 2:"n"opa. That is, op is 
extended to ~p(X) so as to be a homomorphism 

op: ~p(X) ~~P-l(X). 

1.6. Lemma. The composition OpOp+ 1 = o. 

PROOF. This is a simple calculation as follows: 
p+l p+l P 

OpOp+la = Op L (-I)j(aoF}'+l) = L (-l)i L (-I)i(aoFr+1)oFf 
j=o j=o i=O 

p+ 1 P 

= L L (-I)i+jaoFlj+10Ff 
j=O i=O 
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L (-I)i+ j(JoFr+ 1oFf + L (-l)i+ j (JoFf+1 oFf 
O,,;i<j";p+1 O,,;j,,;i,,;p 

L ( - l)i+ j(JoFr+ 1 oFf + L ( - l)i+ j(JoFf:/ oFf. 
O,,;i<j,,;p+1 O,,;j,,;i,,;p 

But, if we replace i + 1 by i, the second sum becomes the negative of the 
first, so this comes out zero as claimed. D 

For convenience we put Ap(X) = 0 for p < 0, and op = 0 for p ~ O. Thus 
the composition 

Bp+ 1 Bp 
Ap+ 1 (X) -----+ Ap(X) -----+ Ap- 1 (X) 

is always zero. Chains in the kernel of op are called "p-cycles," and those in 
the image of Op+ 1 are called "p-boundaries." That is, 

p-cycles = ker 0 p = Z p( X), 

p-boundaries = im Op+ 1 = Bp(X). 

1.7. Definition. The pth singular homology group of a space X is 

Hp(X) = Zp(X)/Bp(X) = (kerop)/(im Op+ 1)' 

As said before, a p-chain c is called a "cycle" if OC = O. Two chains c 1 and 
Cz are said to be "homologous" if C1 - C2 = od for some (p + I)-chain d, and 
this is indicated by (\ ,..., C2 • The equivalence class ofa cycle c under the relation 
of homology is denoted by [c] E Hp(X). 

Homology groups are obviously invariant under homeomorphism. In fact, 
even the chain groups are invariant, but they are too large to be useful 
invariants. 

Clearly the chain group Ap(X) is the direct sum of the chain groups of 
the arc components of X. The boundary operator 0 preserves this and so 
Hp(X) = EfjHp(Xa), where the Xa are the arc components of X. Accordingly, 
if suffices to study arcwise connected spaces. 

Let us compute the homology groups of a one-point space *. This is not 
a complete triviality since there is a singular simplex in each dimension p ~ O. 
A p-simplex (J has p + 1 faces, all of which are the unique (p - I)-simplex. 
But they have alternating signs in op(J starting with +. Thus op(J = 0 when 
p is odd, and op is an isomorphism Ap --+ Ap- 1 when p is even, p -# O. It follows 
that H p( *) = 0 for p -# 0 and H o( *) ~ Z and is generated by the homology 
class of the unique O-simplex (J of *. One of the problems with the definition 
of singular homology is that the one-point space is about the only space for 
which the homology groups can be computed directly out of the definition. 
Rest assured, however, that we shall develop tools which will make computa
tion usually fairly easy, at least for simple spaces. 

For a space X, the sequence of groups Ai(X) and homomorphisms 
0: Ai(X)--+Ai- 1(X) is called the "singular chain complex" of X. 
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If H;(X) is finitely generated then its rank is called the ith "Betti number" 
of X. 

2. The Zeroth Homology Group 

In this section we shall calculate H o(X) for any space X. A O-simplex rr in 
X is a map from do to X. But do is a single point, so a O-simplex in X is 
essentially the same thing as a point in X. By agreement, 80 = o. 

Thus a O-chain can be regarded as a formal sum c = Lxnxx over points 
XEX, where nx = 0 except for a finite number of x. A O-chain is automatically 
a O-cycle. 

Let us define, for C=LxnxX, E(C)= LxnxEZ. Then E:do(X)---+Z is a 
homomorphism. 

If rr is a singular I-simplex then 8rr is the difference of two points. Thus 
E(8rr) = O. Since E is a homomorphism and any I-chain is a sum of I-simplices, 
it follows that E(8d) = 0 for any I-chain d. 

It follows that E induces a homomorphism 

Both E and E* are called the "augmentation." 

2.1. Theorem. If X i= 0 is arcwise connected, then E*:Ho(X)---+Z is an 
isomorphism. 

PROOF. That E* is onto is clear. Choose a point xoEX. For any XEX, let Ax 
be a path from Xo to x. This is, of course, a I-simplex with 8Ax = x - Xo. 
Suppose c = Lxnxx is a O-chain with E*[C] = E(C) = Lxnx = 0, i.e., cEkerE. 
Then C - 8LxnxAx = c - Lxnx8Ax = Lxnxx - LxnAx - xo) = (LxnJXo = O. 

Therefore c = 8Lx nxAx, so that [c] = O. D 

2.2. Corollary. If X is arcwise connected then H o(X) ::::::: Z and is generated by 
[x] for any xEX. D 

2.3. Corollary. Ho(X) is canonically isomorphic to thefree abelian group based 
on the arc components of x. D 

3. The First Homology Group 

We now give ourselves the task of "finding" the first homology group H 1 (X) 
of any space, something a good deal more difficult than for Ho. As should 
be suspected, the answer is in terms of the fundamental group of the space, 
and provides a definite link between the present subject of homology and 
our previous discussion of homotopy. 
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It suffices, of course, to treat the case in which X is arcwise connected. 
As in the last section, we pick a point XoEX once and for all. For any point 
XEX, we again let Ax denote some path from Xo to x. We shall take Axo to 
be the constant path. 

Let it1 be the abelianized fundamental group of X at Xo. That is, 
it1=7r1(X,XO)/[7r1,7r1]' where the denominator stands for the normal 
subgroup generated by the commutators of elements in 7r1 (X, xo). Recall that 
this has the universal property that any homomorphism from 7r 1 (X, xo) to any 
abelian group can be factored through it 1. 

Since we shall be dealing with both homotopy classes and homology 
classes in this section, we remind the reader that [f] stands for a homotopy 
class, while [I] stands for a homology class. Also recall that I ~ 9 stands 
for "I is homotopic to g," while I '" 9 stands for "I is homologous to g." 

3.1. Lemma. II I and 9 are paths in X such that 1(1) = g(O) then the I-chain 
I *g - 1- 9 is a boundary. 

PROOF. On the standard 2-complex il2 put I on the edge (eo, e1 ) and 9 on 
the edge (e 1, e2 ). Then define a singular 2-simplex 0-: il2 --+ X to be constant 
on the lines perpendicular to the edge (eo, e 2). This results in the path 1* 9 
being on the edge (eO,e2). Therefore oo-=g-(f*g)+ I as claimed. D 

Note that this lemma implies that one can replace the I-simplex I *g by 
the I-chain 1+ 9 modulo boundaries. 

3.2. Lemma. II I is a path in X then 1+1 - 1 is a boundary. Also a constant 
path is a boundary. 

PROOF. The boundary of a constant 2-simplex is a constant I-simplex since 
two of the faces cancel. If we put I on the edge (eo, e1) and then define a 
2-simplex 0-: il2 --+ X by making it constant on lines parallel to the edge (eo, e2 ), 

then the edge (e1, e2) carries 1- 1 and we have that 00- = 1+ 1- 1 - constant. 
Since the constant edge is a boundary, so is I + 1- 1• D 

3.3. Lemma. II I and 9 are paths then I ~ 9 rei OJ => I '" g. 

PROOF. If F: I x 1--+ X is a homotopy from I to 9 then, since the edge {O} x I 
maps to a single point, F factors through the map I x 1--+ il2 which collapses 
that edge to the vertex eo. This provides a singular simplex 0- which is I on 
the edge (eO,e1) and 9 on (eO,e2 ) and is constant on (e 1,e2 ). Then 
00- = I - 9 + constant. Since the constant edge is a boundary, so is I-g· D 

Now if I: 1--+ X is a loop then I, as a I-chain, is a cycle. Thus, by Lemma 
3.3, we have a well-defined function 

¢: 7r1(X, xo) --+ H l(X), 
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taking [fJ to [I]. We claim that this is a homomorphism. To see this, let f 
and g be loops and note that 1>([fJ [gJ) = 1>[f *gJ = [f * g] = [1] + [g], by 
Lemma 3.1, as claimed. 

Consequently, 1> induces a homomorphism 

3.4. Theorem (Hurewicz). The homomorphism 1>* is an isomorphism if X is 
arc wise connected. 

PROOF. First, we will define the function that will be the inverse of 1>*. Let 
f Ed 1 (X) be a path. Then put J = AJ(o)*f *Af(~) which is a loop at Xo' Define 
t/J(f) = [JJEn1(X). This extends to a homomorphism 

t/J: d 1 (X) -+ n1 (X). 

(Note that this is defined since we are going into n1(X) instead of n 1(X).) 
We will need two further lemmas before completing the proof of Theorem 3.4. 

3.5. Lemma. The map t/J takes the group B l(X) of I-boundaries into 1 En 1 (X). 

PROOF. Let 0': d 2 -+ X be a 2-simplex. Put O'(ei) = Yi and f = 0'(2), g = 0'(0) and 
h = (0'(1») -1. Then 

t/J(oO') = t/J(O'(O) - 0'(1) + 0'(2») 

= t/J(g - h -1 + f) = t/J(f + g - h -1) 

= t/J(f)t/J (g)t/J (h - 1) - 1 

= [JJ [gJ [((h- 1n- 1J 
= [J*g*((h- 1n- 1J 
= [A *f*A -1 *Ay *g*A -1 *(Ay *h- 1 *..1 -l)-lJ 

Yo Yl 1 Y2 0 Y2 

= [Ay * f * A - 1 * Ay * g * A - 1 * Ay * h A - 1 J o Yl 1 Yz 2 Yo 

= [AYo*f*g*h*Ay~lJ = [constantJ = 1, 

since f *g*h =::::. constant. (See Figure IV-3.) D 

Thus t/J induces the homomorphism t/J *: H 1 (X) -+ n 1 (X). If f is a loop then 
t/J *1>* [f] = t/J * [I] = [Axo * f * ..1';01 J = [fJ since Axo was chosen to be a 
constant path. 

Thus we have shown that t/J*1>* = 1, and it remains to show that the 
opposite composition is also 1. 

The assignment xHAx takes O-simplices into I-simplices and thus extends 
to a homomorphism A: do(X) -+ d 1 (X) by A~nxx = A(Lx nxx) = Lx nxAx· 

3.6. Lemma. If 0' is a I-simplex in X then the class 1>*t/J(0') is represented by 
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Yo 

Figure IV-3. Inverse of the Hurewicz homomorphism. 

the cycle (J + AU(O) - AU(l) = (J - )'ou. Also, if c is a I-chain then c/9P(c) = [c - Ace]· 
lfc is a I-cycle then ¢*tf;(c) = [c]. 

PROOF. We compute 

¢*tf;((J) = ¢* [Au(O) * (J*AMi)] 

= [AU(O)*(J*AMiJ 

= [Au(O) + (J + AM;)] 
= [Au(O) + (J - Au(l)] 

by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. The last two statements follow immediately. D 

If c is a 1-cycle, then, by Lemma 3.6, ¢*tf;* [c] = [c], finishing the proof 
of Theorem 3.4. D 

Using Theorem 3.4, we can now calculate H l(X) for a large number of 
spaces. Here are a few such results: 

3.7. Corollary. The following isomorphisms hold, where pn is real projective 
n-space, and Tn is the n-dimensional torus (the product of n circles): 

Hl(Sl):;::; Z, 

H l(sn):;::; 0 

Hl(pn):;::; Z2 

H1(r):;::; zn, 

for n> 1, 
for n;:::: 2, 

H 1 (Klein bottle):;::; Z EB Z2, 

H 1 (Figure eight):;::; Z EB Z. 

4. Functorial Properties 

D 

Suppose that f: X --+ Y is a map. For any singular p-simplex (J: ~p --+ X in X, 
the composition f 0 (J: ~p --+ Y is a singular p-simplex in Y. This extends 
uniquely to a homomorphism: 
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by 

4.1. Proposition. For a map f: X --> Y, the induced homomorphismf!J..: ~*(X)--> 
~*(Y) is a "chain map." That is, f!J..oa = aof!J..· 

PROOF. We compute 

f!J..(aO")=f!J..( ~(_l)iO"(i») 
= I( -l)ifoO"(i) 

= I( - l)ifoO"oFi 
i 

= I( -l)i(foO")(i) 
i 

This shows that f!J.. 0 a = a 0 f!J.. on generators, and thus these homomorphisms 
must also be identical on the entire group ~*(X). D 

4.2. Corollary. A map f: X --> Y induces homomorphisms f*: H p(X) --> H p(Y) 
defined by f*[c] = [f!J..(c)]. Moreover 

(f°g)*=f*og* 
and 

That is, H * is a "functor." 

PROOF. If CE~p(X) is a cycle then so is f!J..(c), since af!J..(c) = f!J..(ac) = f!J..(O) = O. 
If c ~ c' then c' = c + ad for some chain dE~p+ 1 (X) and so f!J..(C') = f!J..(c + ad) = 
f!J..(c) + f!J..(ad) = f!J..(c) + af!J..(d). This shows that f!J..(c') ~ f!J..(c) so that [J!J..(c')] = 

[f!J..(c)], Thus f* is defined. The two equations follow immediately from the 
definition. D 

4.3. Corollary. Iff: X --> Y is a homeomorphism then f*: H p(X) --> H iY) is an 
isomorphism. D 

PROBLEMS 

1. -¢- If X is arcwise connected and f: X --+ X is any map, show that f*: H o(X) --+ H o(X) 
is the identity. 
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2. -¢- If f: X ..... Y is a map and f(xo) = Yo then show that the diagram 
f# 

7rj(X,xo) ----> 7rj(Y,yo) 

1 <Px 1 <Py 

Hj(X) ~ Hj(Y) 

commutes, where r/>x and r/>y are the Hurewicz homomorphisms. 
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3. If f:X ..... Y is a covering map then f#:7r j(X,xo) ..... 7r j(Y,yo) is a monomorphism 
by covering space theory. Is it true that f*:Hj(X) ..... Hj(Y) is a monomorphism? 
Give either a proof or a counterexample. 

5. Homological Algebra 

For a space X we defined the "singular chain complex" (A*(X), a) of X. From 
that point, the definition of the homology groups H p(X) and some simple 
properties were derived completely algebraically. Such "chain complexes" 
can, and will, occur in other contexts. Accordingly, it is very useful to abstract 
the algebraic part of the process, in order to apply it to future situations. 
We will begin that in this section. At the end of the section are some 
applications to singular homology. 

5.1. Definition. A graded group is a collection of abelian groups Ci indexed 
by the integers. 

5.2. Definition. A chain complex is a graded group {C;} together with a 
sequence of homomorphisms a: Ci~ C i - 1 such that az: Ci~ Ci- Z is zero. The 
operator a is called a boundary operator or differential. 

Our only example, so far, is the singular chain complex Ci = A;(X) for 
i ;:::: 0, and Ci = ° for i < 0. 

5.3. Definition. If C* = ({ C;}, a) is a chain complex, then we define its 
homology to be the graded group 

kera: Ci ~ C i - 1 
Hi(C*) = . . 

Ima:C i + 1 ~Ci 

Thus Hi(X) = H;(A*(X)). 

5.4. Definition. If A* and B* are chain complexes then a chain map f: A* ~ B* 
is a collection of homomorphisms f: Ai ~Bi such that f oa = ao f· 

In other words, a chain map is a "ladder" of homomorphisms which 
commutes: 
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A chain map f: A* -+ B* induces a homomorphism of graded groups 
f*: H*(A*)-+ H *(B*) by f*[ a] = [f(a)], such that (f 0g)* = f* 0g* and 1* = 1. 

5.5. Definition. A sequence of groups A ~ B ~ C is called exact if 
im(i) = ker(j). 

Exact sequences are common and fundamental in algebraic topology. 

Note that an exact sequence of the form O-+A~B~C-+O means that 
i is an isomorphism of A onto a subgroup of B andj induces an isomorphism 
of B/i(A) onto C. Also note that to say that k: A -+ B is an isomorphism 

(onto), is the same as to say that 0 -+ A ~ B -+ 0 is exact. 

5.6. Theorem. A "short" exact sequence 0 -+ A* ~ B* ~~ C* -+ 0 of chain 
complexes and chain maps induces a "long" exact sequence 

0* i* j* 0* i* 
... ----+Hp(A*) ----+Hp(B*) ----+HiC*) ----+Hp- 1(A*) ----+ ... , 

where (\[c] = [i-loaorl(c)] and is called the "connecting homomorphism". 

PROOF. The arguments in this proof are of a type called "diagram chasing" 
consisting, in this case, of carrying elements around in the diagram 

i j 
O-+Ap+l ----+Bp+l ----+Cp+1 -+0 

10 10 10 
0-+ Ap 

i 
Bp 

j 
Cp -+0 ----+ ----+ 

10 10 10 
i j 

0-+Ap_ 1 ----+Bp- 1 ----+cp- 1 -+0. 

We will see this one through in detail, but later such arguments will be 
abbreviated, since they are almost always straightforward to one with 
previous experience. We begin by checking that the definition given for 13* 
really does define a unique homomorphism Hp(C*)-+Hp_ 1(A*). Suppose 
given CECp such that ac = O. Since j is onto there is a bEBp with c = j(b). 
Then j(ab) = a(j(b)) = a(c) = O. By exactness there is a unique element aEAp_ 1 

such that i(a) = abo Then i(aa) = a(i(a)) = aab = O. Thus aa = 0 since i is a 
monomorphism. Therefore [a]EHp_1(A*) is defined. As indicated a*[c] is 
defined to be [a]. 

We must show that this does not depend on the choices of b and of c 
within its homology class. First suppose c = j(b'), so that j(b - h') = O. Then 
b - b' = i(ao) for some aoEAp. Thus ab - ab' = a(i(ao)) = i(aao). But the 
left-hand side of this equation is ab - ab' = i(a) - i(a') = i(a - a'). It follows 
that a - a' = aao and so a'" a' as desired. 

We now consider the effect of changing c within its homology class. Let 
c' = c + ac". Then we can set c = j(b) and c" = j(b"). Let b' = b + ab". We 
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calculate j(b') = j(b) + j(ob") = c + oc" = c'. But ob' = ob + oob" = ob and so 
ob and ob', being equal, pull back to the same thing under i- l . 

One also must show that 0* is a homomorphism. But for two classes c 
and c', we can trace the definition back for both and, at any stage, the 
addition of the elements going into the definition work for the sum c + c', 
which proves this contention. 

Finally, we must show that the indicated "long" sequence is exact. First, 
we show it is of "order two" (i.e., the composition of adjoining homo
morphisms is zero). There are three cases. First, j*i* = (joi)* = 0* = o. 

Second, consider o*j*[b], where ob = O. By definition of 0*, this is obtained 
by taking b, then applying 0 to it, giving ob = 0, and pulling this back 
(to 0) to A*. 

Third, consider i*o*. This is the result of taking an element of C*, pulling 
it back to B*, taking 0 of it, pulling that back to A* (this being the 0* part) 
and then pushing this out to B* again. But this element of B* is, by 
construction, 0 of something, which has homology class 0, as claimed. 

Now we must show that an element in the kernel of one of the maps 
i*, j*, or 0* is in the image of the preceding one. Again the proof of this has 
three cases. 

First, we show the exactness at H*(B*). Suppose that j*[b] = O. This 
means that j(b) = OC for some CEC*. Let b' EB* be such thatj (b') = c. Then 

j(b - ob') = j(b) - j(ob') = OC - o(j(b')) = oc - OC = o. 
This shows that we could have taken the representative b of its homology 
class to be such that j(b) = O. For this choice, then, b = i(a) for some aEA* 
(and oa = 0 since it maps, by the monomorphism i, into ob = 0). Thus 
[b] = i*[a] as claimed. 

Second, for the exactness at H *(A*), suppose that i*[ a] = O. Then i(a) = ob 
for some bEB*. Then put C = j(b). We have OC = oj(b) = j(ob) = j(i(a)) = O. 
Thus C represents a homology class, and by construction of 0*,0* [c] = [a]. 

Third, for the exactness at H*(C*), suppose that o*[c] = O. Then for an 
element bEB* for which j(b) = c, there is an aEA* such that i(a) = ob, by the 
construction of 0*, and a must be a boundary since it represents o*[c] = o. 
Thus let a = oa'. Then oi(a') = i(oa') = i(a) = ob. Accordingly, o(b - i(a')) = 0 
and j(b - i(a')) = C - 0 = c. Therefore j*[b - i(a')] = [c] as required. 0 

A short exact sequence 0 ~ A ~ B -.:!.- C ~ 0 is said to "split" if there 

exists an idempotent (¢2 = ¢) endomorphism ¢: B ~ B whose kernel or image 
equals im(i) = ker(j). Then 1 - ¢ is also idempotent and ker(l- ¢) = {bib = 
¢(b)} = {bib = ¢(b')} = im(¢),since,ifb = ¢(b'), then ¢(b) = ¢2(b') = ¢(b') = b. 
Also B=ker(¢)EBim(¢) given by b=(l-¢)(b)+¢(b). If ker(¢)=im(i) 
(otherwise use 1 - ¢ instead) then we have {O} = im(¢)nker(¢) = im(¢)n 
ker(j) so that j: im( ¢) ~ C is injective. But j: im( ¢) ~ C is also surjective since 
j: B ~ C is surjective and kills the summand ker( ¢) = ker(j) complementary 
to im(¢). Therefore B = ker(¢)EBim(¢) = im(i)EBim(¢) ~ im(i)EB C via 1 EB j. 
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Conversely, if im(i) is a direct summand of B then the projection ¢: B --> im(i) 
is a splitting. 

If 0 --> A ~ B ~ C --> 0 is exact and if s: B --> A satisfies so i = I A then 
¢ = ios is idempotent and im(¢) = im(i) so that the sequence splits. 
Conversely, a splitting provides such a left inverse s of i. 

If 0 --> A ~ B ~ C --> 0 is exact and if t: C --> B satisfies jot = Ie then 

¢ = to j is idempotent and ker(¢) = ker(j) = im(i) so that the sequence splits. 
Conversely, a splitting provides such a right inverse t of j. 

Therefore, to specify a splitting, either of the maps s or t, as above, will 
do. Both are called "splitting maps." 

If 0--> A ~B ~ C -->0 is exact and if C is free abelian, then the sequence 
splits since a splitting t: C --> B can be defined by just specifying its value on 
a basis element to be any preimage under j. 

Similar remarks also hold in the noncommutative case as the reader should 
show. 

5.7. Example. Let A c X be a pair of spaces. Clearly ,1i(A) is a subgroup of 
,1i(X) and the inclusion is a chain map. Let ,1i(X, A) = ,1i(X)/,1;(A). Then 

is an exact sequence of chain complexes and chain maps. We define the 
"relative homology" of (X, A) to be 

Then we have an induced "exact homology sequence of the pair (X, A)": 

Note that the group ,1p(X, A) = ,1p(X)/ ,1p(A) is free abelian since it can be 
seen to be isomorphic to the free group generated by the singular p-simplices 
of X whose images are not completely in A. This gives a splitting 
,1* (X, A) --> ,1* (X). It is important to realize, however, that this splitting is 
not a chain map (why not?) and so it does not induce a map in homology. 

5.8. Example (Homology with Coefficients). Let G be an abelian group. Then 
the tensor product ,1* (X) ® G is a chain complex with the differential a ® 1. 

[Those not familiar with tensor products can regard ,1p ® G as the group 
of finite formal sums L,,,g,p with g"EG. All the properties ofthe tensor product 
we will use here are easily verified for this definition. Tensor products are 
discussed in detail in Section 6 of Chapter V, and are not really needed until 
then.] 
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We define homology groups with coefficients in G by 

For A c X, the sequence 

(1) 

is exact because of the splitting map Ll*(X, A) ~ Ll*(X). Define 

I H p(X, A; G) = H p(Ll*(X, A) ® G). 

Then (1) induces the long exact sequence 

... ~ H p(A; G) ~ H p(X; G) ~ H iX, A; G) ~ H p-l (A; G) ~ .... 

If 0 ~ G' ~ G ~ G" ~ 0 is an exact sequence of abelian groups then 

O~Ll*(X)® G' ~Ll*(X)® G~Ll*(X)® G" ~O 
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is exact, since Ll*(X) is free abelian. Consequently, there is the long exact 
sequence 

and similarly for the relative groups H *(X, A;'). The connecting 
homomorphism H p(X; G") ~ H p-1 (X; G') is sometimes called the "Bock stein" 
homomorphism in this case, although that appellation is usually reserved 
for the special cases of the coefficient sequences 0 ~ Z ~ Z ~ Zp ~ 0 and 
o ~ Zp ~ Zp2 ~ Zp ~ O. 

Especially note the case of coefficients in a field F. In this case all the 
groups such as H p(X, A; F) are vector spaces over F. More generally, if R is 
a commutative ring, then H p(X, A; R) is an R-module. 

5.9. Example (Reduced Homology). Consider the chain complex C* where 
Ci = Lli(X) for i;::: 0, C -1 = Z, and Ci = 0 for i < - 1, and where the differential 
Co ~ C -1 is the augmentation E: Llo(X) ~ Z. The homology of this complex 
is called the "reduced homology" of X and is denoted by fI *(X). This differs 
from H *(X) only in degree zero where fI o(X) can easily be seen to be the 
kernel of the map H 0 (X) ~ H o(point) induced by the map of X to the one
point space. (For X = 0 it also differs in degree - 1 since fI -1 (0) ;::::; Z. 
However, one usually does not talk of reduced homology in this case.) 

The following algebraic lemma is useful throughout algebraic topology: 

5.10. Lemma (The 5-Lemma). If the following diagram is commutative and 
has exact rows, and if f1,f2,f4, and fs are isomorphisms then f3 is also an 
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isomorphism: 

Al --> A z -->A3 --> A4 --> As 
'" 1 II '" 1 h 1 h '" 1 14 '" 1 Is 
Bl --> Bz --> B3 --> B4 --> Bs· 

PROOF. This is a fairly straightforward diagram chase. First suppose 
a3Eker(f3). Then a3 maps into ker(f4) = 0, so that a3 comes from some 
azEA z by exactness. If we push az to bzEBz then that goes to 0 in B3 and 
thus comes from some b I EB 1 , and in turn that can be lifted to aIEA I. But 
a1 maps to az, since the images of these in B2 are equal. But then a l maps 
to a3 and so the latter is 0 by exactness. This shows thatf3 is a monomorphism. 

Now, forgetting the above notation, let b3EB3. Map this to b4EB4 and 
pull it up to a4EA4. This must map to 0 in As since it goes to 0 in Bs. By 
exactness, there is an a3EA3 mapping to a4. If we map this to B3 and subtract 
it from the original b3 we conclude that this goes to 0 in B4 . Accordingly, 
we may as well assume that the original b3 maps to 0 in B4 , and hence comes 
from some bz EBz. Pulling this up to A z and pushing it into A3 gives us an 
element that maps to b3, showing that f3 is onto. D 

5.11. Definition. A space X is said to be acyclic if ii *(X) = o. 

Note that 0 is not acyclic since ii -1(0) #- o. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Multiplication by the prime p: Z --+ Z fits in a short exact sequence 

Use this to derive the natural split exact sequence 

H.(X) 
0--+----+ Hn(X; Zp) --+ker{p: Hn- 1(X) --+Hn- 1(X)} --+0. 

pHn(X) 

(The splitting is not natural.) 

2. -¢- The proof of the 5-lemma did not really use the full strength of the assumptions. 
Find the minimal assumptions on the homomorphisms 11'/2'/4, and 15 needed to 
prove that 13 is a monomorphism (resp., onto). Give examples showing that further 
weakening of the assumptions on these maps is not possible. 

3. If 0 =f. A c X and A is acyclic then show that H *(X, A) ~ Ii *(X). 

6. Axioms for Homology 

We shall now temporarily abandon singular homology in order to present 
the Eilenberg-Steenrod-Milnor axioms for homology. Then we shall derive 
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consequences and applications directly out of the axioms. Only later will we 
return to singular homology and show that it satisfies the axioms. This 
illogical approach is used in order to get as quickly as possible to some of 
the main applications of homology theory. It is useful, also, to force ourselves 
to derive some of the main consequences of homology in the "right way" 
instead of making ad hoc arguments with singular chains. 

The axioms are not presented in their most general form, as we prefer to 
state them for the full category of topological spaces and maps. 

6.1. Definition. A homology theory (on the category of all pairs of topological 
spaces and continuous maps) is a functor H assigning to each pair (X, A) of 
spaces, a graded (abelian) group {H p(X, A)}, and to each map f: (X, A) --+(Y, B), 
homomorphisms f*: H p(X, A) --+ H iY, B), together with a natural transforma
tion of functors 0*: Hp(X, A)--+Hp_ 1(A), called the connecting homomorphism 
(where we use H *(A) to denote H *(A, 0), etc.), such that the following five 
axioms are satisfied: 

(1) (Homotopy axiom.) 

f ~ g: (X, A) --+ (Y, B) => f* = g*: H *(X, A) --+ H *(Y, B). 

(2) (Exactness axiom.) For the inclusions i: A c......... X and j: X c......... (X, A) the 
sequence 

is exact. 
(3) (Excision axiom.) Given the pair (X, A) and an open set U c X such that 

(] c int(A) then the inclusion k: (X - U, A - U) c......... (X, A) induces an 
isomorphism 

k*:H*(X - U,A - U) ~H*(X,A). 

(4) (Dimension axiom.) For a one-point space P, Hi(P) = 0 for all i "# O. 
(5) (Additivity axiom.) For a topological sum X = + "X" the homomorphism 

EB(i,,)*: EBHn(X,,)--+Hn(X) 

is an isomorphism, where i,,: X" c......... X is the inclusion. 

The statement that 0* is a "natural transformation" means that for any 
map f:(X,A)--+(Y,B), the diagram 

8* 
Hp(x,A)~Hp_l(A) 

V* 1f * 
8* 

Hp(Y,B) ~HP-l(B) 

is commutative. The statement that H is a functor means that for maps 
f:(X,A)--+(Y,B) and g:(Y,B)--+(Z,C) we have (g0f)*=g*of*, and also 
1* = 1, where 1 stands for any identity mapping. 
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6.2. Definition. For a homology theory, Ho(P) = G is called the coefficient 
group of the theory, where P is a one-point space. 

Note that singular theory H*(Ll*(·)) has coefficients Z and H*(Ll*(·) (8) G) 
has coefficient group G. 

Singular homology clearly satisfies the additivity axiom. 
It should be noted that there are important "homology theories" that do 

not satisfy all ofthese axioms. ("Cech homology" does not satisfy the exactness 
axiom, and "bordism" and "K-theories" do not satisfy the dimension axiom.) 

So far, we have proved that singular homology is a functor with the 
natural transformation 0* that satisfies the exactness, dimension, and 
additivity axioms. Later, we shall prove the more difficult homotopy and 
excision axioms. For now, we will assume we have a theory that does satisfy 
all these axioms and shall derive many consequences from this assumption. 

6.3. Proposition. 

PROOF. Iff: (X, A) --+ (Y, B) is a homotopy equivalence with homotopy inverse 
g then gof~1(x.A)' so that g*of*=1*=1. Similarly, f*og*=l. Thus 
f*: H*(X,A)--+ H*(Y, B) is an isomorphism with inverse g*. 0 

The following shows that the additivity axiom is needed only for infinite 
disjoint unions. (However, the axiom has implications for spaces which are 
not disjoint unions.) 

6.4. Proposition. If ix: X ~ X + Y and iy: Y ~ X + Yare the inclusions, 
where X + Y is the topological sum of X and Y, then ix. E9 iy.: H *(X)E9 H *(Y)--+ 
H*(X + Y) is an isomorphism for any homology theory satisfying axioms 
(1)-(4). 

PROOF. Consider the exact homology sequence for the pair (X + Y, X): 

The inclusion map k: (Y, 0) ~ (X + Y, X) is an excision map (with U = X) 

and so there is the isomorphism k*:Hp(Y) ~Hp(X + Y,X). But k = joiy. 
Accordingly, i y• ok; 1 is a splitting of the long exact sequence, as claimed. 0 

Reduced homology was previously defined for singular homology, but it 
is easy to define it from the axioms as follows: Assume that X =1= 0 and let 
E: X --+ P be the unique map to a one-point space P. This induces 
E*:H*(X)--+H*(P). For any mapi:P--+X we have Eoi = 1 so that E* is onto. 
We define iio(X) = ker(E*). That is, the reduced homology group is defined 
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by exactness of the sequence 

_ E* 
0--+ Ho(X) --+ Ho(X) ---+ Ho(P) --+0. 

The group on the right is, of course, the coefficient group G. This sequence 
splits via i*, but this splitting is not natural, as it depends on the inclusion 
i chosen. Accordingly, 

H o(X) ~ H o(X) EEl G (not natural). 

We set Hp(X) = Hp(X) for p # O. We also set Hp(X,A) = Hp(X, A) if A # 0. 
Then the map (X, A) --+ (P, P) induces the commutative diagram: 

,/'" H1(A)--+H1(X) ~ 

Hi (X, A) --+ H o(A) --+ H o(X) --+ H o(X, A) --+ H -1 (A) 
! ! ! ! 

0= Hi (P, P) --+ H o(P) --+ H o(P) --+ H o(P, P) = O. 

A diagram chase shows the reduced homology sequence is exact. The 
following result is immediate from Proposition 6.3 and the definition of 
reduced homology. 

6.5. Theorem. If X is contractible then H *(X) = o. D 

Note that this is just a convenient way of saying that H p(X) = 0 for p # 0 
and H o(X) = G. 

Let us denote by D"t the closed upper hemisphere of the sphere sn. 

6.6. Theorem. For n ;:::: 0, we have 

if i = n, 
if i # n, 

if i = n, 
if i # n, 

PROOF. The labels (Sn)' (Dn), and (Rn) stand for these statements which will all 
be proved by a recursive procedure. First we shall prove (Ro). This follows 
from the excision and dimension axioms giving Hi(SO, D~) ~ Hi(P) ~ G for 
i = 0, and 0 otherwise. 

Next we shall show that (Rn) <=> (Sn). This follows from the exact homology 
sequence of the inclusion mapD"t --+sn: 

0= Hi(D"t) --+ Hi(sn) --+ Hi(sn, D"t) --+ Hi- 1 (D"t) = o. 
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Similarly, (Dn)¢> (Rn) follows from 

H;(sn,0"r)~Hi(sn- U,O"r - U)~Hi(o,,-,sn-1), 

where U is a small disk neighborhood of the north pole of sn, and the first 
isomorphism is by the excision axiom and the second by Proposition 6.3. 

Next, the exact sequence of the pair (on,sn-1) in its reduced form is 

H;(on) ~ Hi(on, sn-1) ~ Hi- 1 (sn-1) ~ Hi- 1 (on). 

The two groups on the ends are zero since on is contractible, and so the 
middle map is an isomorphism, proving (Dn) ¢> (Sn -1). 

Finally, having proved (Ro) and the following implications, all claims are 
proved: 

6.7. Corollary. The sphere sn-1 is not a retract of the disk on. 

PROOF. (This was proved by smooth manifold methods in Theorem 11.11 
of Chapter II, but we now give a totally independent, and very simple, proof 
via homology.) If r: on ~ sn - 1 is a retraction map, and i: sn - 1 ~ on is the 
inclusion, then ro i = 1. Thus the composition 

G = H n _ 1 (sn - 1) ~ H n _ 1 (on) ~ H n _ 1 (sn - 1) = G 

factors the identity map 1 = r * 0 i*: G ~ G through the middle group which 
is O. This implies that the coefficient group G is zero. Consequently, any 
homology theory with nonzero coefficients, such as the integers, gives a 
contradiction. D 

The Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem (Theorem 11.12 of Chapter II), 
follows from this by the same simple geometric argument given in 
Chapter II. 

The reader should note the form of the proof of Corollary 6.7. The 
geometric assumption that there is a retraction can be stated in terms of 
maps and their compositions (the identity map of the sphere to itself factors 
through the disk). This statement translates, by applying the homology 
functor, to an analogous statement about groups and homomorphisms and 
their compositions. Since the resulting statement about groups is obviously 
false, the original one about spaces must also be false. This type of argument 
is typical of applications of homology theory. 

6.8. Oefinition. If f: sn ~ sn is a map, we let deg(f) be that integer such that 
f*(a) = (deg(f))a for all aEHn(sn; Z) ~ Z. 

The following is a triviality: 
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6.9. Proposition. Iff, g: sn -'> sn then deg(f og) = deg(f) deg(g). 0 

6.10. Proposition. For sn c Rn + 1 with coordinates x o, ... , Xm let f: sn -'> sn be 
given by f(xo, Xl' . .. , Xn) = ( - X O, Xl' . .. , x n), the reversal of the first coordinate 
only. Then deg(f) = - 1. 

PROOF. First we prove the case n = O. The zero sphere SO is just two points, 
say SO = {x,y}, where x=l and y= -1 on the real axis. Note that f 
interchanges X and y. By Proposition 6.4, the inclusions induce the isomor
phism 

H o( {x} )EBHo( {y}) ~Ho(SO) 

and f* becomes, on the direct sum, the interchange (a, b)H(b, a), where we 
identify the homology of all one point spaces via the unique maps between 
them. The map SO -'> P, to a one-point space, is, in homology, (a, b)Ha + b. 
Hence, under this isomorphism with the direct sum, ii o(SO) becomes 
{(a, -a)EHo(P)EBHo(P)~Ho(SO)}. Thus, in this representation, f* takes 
(a, - a) to ( - a, a) = - (a, - a). Accordingly, f has degree - 1 in this case as 
claimed. 

Suppose we know the result on Sk for k < n. Let D"r = {(xo, ... , Xn)ESn I 
xn:2: O} and D"-- = {(xo, .. . ,xn)ESnlxn::;; O}. Note that these are preserved by 
f. Consider the commutative diagram 

Hn(sn) 
::::; 

Hn(sn,D"r) 
::::; 

H n(D"--,sn-1) 
::::; ii (sn-1) ---+ +--- ---+ n-1 

V* V* 1f* V*= -1 

Hn(sn) 
::::; 

Hn(sn, Dn+) 
::::; 

H n(D"--,sn-1) 
::::; ii (sn-1) ---+ +--- ---+ n-1 

in which the horizontal isomorphisms are from the proof of Theorem 6.6. 
This shows that all of the vertical maps f* are multiplication by - 1. The 
one on the left establishes the induction. D 

The map f in Proposition 6.10 is topologically no different from the map 
reversing any other single coordinate. So all these maps have degree - 1. 
On sn c Rn+ 1 there are n + 1 coordinates. If we compose all these n + 1 maps, 
we get the antipodal map, and so that composition must have degree (- It+ 1. 

Therefore we have proved: 

6.11. Corollary. The antipodal map - 1: sn -'> sn has degree ( - l)n + 1. D 

6.12. Corollary. For n even, the antipodal map on sn is not homotopic to the 
identity map. D 

6.13. Corollary. If n is even and f: sn -'> sn is any map then there is a point 
XESn such that f(x) = ± x. 

PROOF. Suppose not. That is, suppose there is a map f: sn -'> sn such that 
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f(x) is never ± x. Define two homotopies F and G as follows: 

( _ tf(x) + (1 - t)x 
F x, t)-, 

II tf(x) + (1 - t)x II 

- tx + (1 - t)f(x) 
G(x, t) = --~-----'----'-

11- tx + (1- t)f(x) II 

Now, F(x, 0) = x, F(x, 1) = f(x}, G(x, 0) = f(x), and G(x, 1) = - x. Conse
quently, F * G is a homotopy between the identity and the antipodal map 
on S", contrary to Corollary 6.12. 0 

6.14. Corollary. The sphere S", for n even, does not have an everywhere nonzero 
(continuous) tangent vector field. 

PROOF. If (x is a tangent vector at XES" which is nonzero and continuous, 
we can divide by its length (as a vector in R" + 1) to get one of length one 
everywhere. Consequently, putting f(x) = (xi II (x II gives a map S" ...... S" for 
which f(x) is never ± x (since it is 1.. x). This contradicts Corollary 6.13. 0 

It follows, for example, that at any given time there is a point on the 
surface of the earth where the wind velocity is zero. 

Note that an odd-dimensional sphere S2"-1 does have a nonzero vector 
field, the field assigning to (x l' ... , X 2n)E R 2", the vector (xz' - XI' x 4 , - X3' ... , 

x 2"' - X 2" -1)' 

We end this section by proving a stronger form of the exactness axiom, 
namely, exactness for a triple (X, A, B). 

6.15. Theorem. If BcAcX and we let 8*:HJX,A) ...... H i _ 1(A,B) be the 
composition of 8*: H i(X,A) ...... H i - 1(A) with the map H i - 1(A) ...... H i - I (A,B) 
induced by inclusion, then the following sequence is exact, where the maps other 
than 8* come from inclusions: 

PROOF. There is the following commutative diagram: 

"-.,. ...------.....------.. ~ / 
/Hi+l(X,A)~ /Hi(A'B)~ /Hi-l(B)~ /Hi-1(X) "-.,. 

Hi(A) H,(X, B) H,_ ,(A) 

~/~/~/~ / 
/ H,(B~,(X~,(X,A~i-l(A'B)"-.,. 

This is called a "braid" diagram. (This kind of diagram is due to Wall [1] 
and Kervaire.) There are four braids and three of them are exact (the exact 
sequences for the pairs (X, A), (X, B), and (A, B)). The fourth is the sequence 
of the triple (X, A, B) which we wish to prove exact This sequence is easily 
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seen from the commutativity to be of order two except for the composition 

Hi(A, B) ~ Hi(X, B) ~ Hi(X, A). 

But this composition factors through Hi(A, A) = 0 (see Problem 5), so the 
entire sequence is of order two. The theorem now follows from the following 
completely algebraic fact. 

6.16. Lemma (Wall). Consider the following commutative braid diagram: 

'-.. ,...-----..,......-----....,-------../ 
'-... G' G G Gil 

/ 1'2~ / 2'3~ / 3~ /1"-. 

G G Gil 
/ 1,3 / 2 / 1,3 

"-... G' ""-..G ~G ~GII / 
/ 3~~'~2'3"-... 

If all the (3) braids except the one with single subscripts are exact and the 
fourth is of order two, then the fourth one is also exact. 

PROOF, The proof is by a diagram chase. For simplicity in doing the chase 
we shall introduce some special notation for it. Elements of, for example, G'1,2 

will be denoted by a'1,2' b'1,2' etc. To indicate that an element a1 EG1 comes 
from an element b1,3' not yet defined, we just write 3b1,3 ~a1' To indicate 
that an element a1EG1 goes to b1,2EG1,2 we just write a1 ~b1,2' and if b1,2 
has not yet been defined, this does so. The notation a2 ~ 03 means that the 
element a2 EG2 goes to 0 in G3 . Now we begin the chase. In following the 
arguments the reader will find it helpful to diagram the elements and relations 
as they arise. 

First we prove exactness at G2 for the composition G1 ~ G2 ~ G3 • Thus 
suppose a2 ~ 03 , Then if a2 ~ a1,2' a1,2 ~ O'~,3 by commutativity. By exactness, 
3a1 ~ a1,2' Let a1 ~ b2. Then a2 ~ a1,2 and b2 ~ a1,2 imply a2 - b2 ~ 01 ,2' 

Thus 3a2,3 ~a2 - b2· Since a1 ~b2 we have b2 ~03' Thus a2 - b2 ~03' and 
so a2,3 ~03' Therefore 3a1,3 ~a2,3' Let a1,3 ~ b1· Since a1,3 ~a2,3 ~a2 - b2 
and a1,3 ~ b1 it follows from commutativity that b1 ~ a2 - b2. But a1 ~ b2, 
so a1 + b1 ~ b2 + (a2 - b2) = a2' as desired. 

Next we prove exactness at G3 • Thus let a3~0~. Define a3~a~,3' Then 
a~,3 ~O'~, so that 3al,2 ~ a~,3' Since a3 ~ a~,3 ~0;,3 we have a1,2 ~0;,3' 
Consequently, 3a2 ~ al,2' Let a2 ~ b3. Then a3 - b3 ~ 0~,3' Thus 3a2,3 ~ 
a3 - b3· Let a2,3 ~C2' Thtm a2 + c2 ~b3 + (a3 - b3) = a3 as claimed, 

Finally we prove exactness at G1. Thus suppose a 1 ~02' Then a1 ~01,2 

so 3a1,3 ~a1' Let a1,3 ~a2,3' Then a2,3 ~02 so that 3a'1,2 ~a2,3' Let 
a'l,2 ~b1,3' Then note b1,3 ~01' Then we have a1,3 - b1,3 ~02,3 so 
3a~ ~ a1,3 - b1,3' Now a1,3 - b1,3 ~ a1 - 01 = a1, so that a~ ~ a1, as claimed. 

o 
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PROBLEMS 

1. -¢r Define the "unreduced suspension" LX of a space X to be the quotient space 
of I x X obtained by identifying {O} x X and {I} x X to points. (This is the union 
of two cones on X.) For any homology theory (satisfying the axioms) show that 
there is a natural isomorphism Hi(X)~Hi+1(LX). Here "natural" means 
that for a map j: X -> Y, and its suspension L j: L X -> L Y, the following diagram 
commutes: 

Hi(X) ~ Hi+ 1(LX) 

1f * l(Lf)* 

HdY) ~ Hi+ 1(LY). 

2. If j: S" -> S" is a map without fixed points, show that deg(f) = ( - 1)" + 1. 

3. -¢- Let X be a Hausdorff space and let XoEX be a point having a closed 
neighborhood N in X, of which {xo} is a strong deformation retract. Let Y be a 
Hausdorff space and let YoE Y. Define X v Y = X x {Yo} u {xo} x Y, the "one-point 
union" of X and Y. Show that the inclusion maps induce isomorphisms 

Hi(X)(£) HJY) ~ Hi(X v Y), for any homology theory, whose inverse is induced 

by the projections of X v Y to X and Y. 

4. If n is even, show that any map j:P"->P" (real projective n-space) has a fixed 
point. (Hint: Use Corollary 6.13.) 

5. -¢- Prove from the axioms that Hi(0) = 0 for all i, and that Hi(X, X) = 0 for all i 
and all spaces X. 

7. Computation of Degrees 

In the next few sections it will be important for us to be able to compute 
the degree of a map S" -+ sn. We will give a method for doing that in this 
section for any homology theory satisfying the axioms. (Degree was defined 
in Definition 6.8.) 

In this section, and in the remainder of the book, the coefficient group 
for homology is assumed to be Z if not otherwise indicated. 

7.1. Proposition. Let A be a nonsingular n x n matrix. As a map Rn -+ Rn it 
can be extended, by adding the point at infinity, to a map sn -+ sn, and as such 
it has degree equal to the sign of the determinant 1 A I. 

PROOF. Since A is a homeomorphism it does extend to the one-point 
compactification. Clearly, if the statement on degree holds for matrices A 
and B then it holds for AB. Consequently, it suffices to prove it for the 
elementary matrices. The elementary matrix which is diagonal with one term 
on the diagonal different from 1 (and from 0) is homotopic, as a map, through 
such matrices to the identity matrix or to the matrix differing from the 
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identity by the sign of one of the diagonal entries. These cases are taken care 
of by Proposition 6.10. The elementary matrix differing from the identity by 
having one off-diagonal entry is homotopic to the identity, taking care of 
that case. The remaining case of an elementary matrix obtained by interchange 
of two rows ofthe identity is topologically a reflection through a codimension
one hyperplane, so this is also taken care of by Proposition 6.10. 0 

7.2. Proposition. Suppose that f: sn -4 sn is differentiable and that the north 
pole p is a regular value such that f -l(p) is exactly one point q. Then deg(f) 
is the sign of the Jacobian determinant at q, computed from coordinate systems 
at p and q that differ by a rotation of S", i.e., operation by an element of 
SO(n + 1). 

PROOF. By a rotation (and using that SO(n + 1) is arcwise connected) we 
may as well assume that q = p. Using Proposition 7.1 we can compose f 
with a (one-point compactified) linear map so that the differential at p of 
the new map is the identity. Thus we can assume that to be the case for f, 
and our task becomes to show that the new f has degree one. By Taylor's 
Theorem, we can write f(x) = x + g(x) in some local coordinates x = (Xl' ... ' x n) 

about p, where, for some E > 0, II g(x) II < til f(x) II for 0 < II x II :s; 2E. Define 
F: S" x I -4 S" by 

{
f(X) 

F(x, t) = f(x) - t(2 - II x II / E)g(X) 
f(x) - tg(x) 

for 2E:S; II x II , 
for E:S; II x II :S; 2E, 

for II x II :S; E, 

and put f1(X) = F(x, 1). Then f1 is the identity near p and maps no other 
point to p because of the stipulation that II g(x) II < til f(x) II for II x II :S; 2E. 

Then there is an open disk about p so small that if D is the complementary 
disk in S" then f1(D) cD and f1 is the identity on aD. Such a map on a disk 
is homotopic to the identity reI the boundary. (Considering D as D", the 
homotopy G(x, t) = tx + (1 - t)f1(X) does this.) This homotopy extends to 
give a homotopy of f1 to the identity, and so deg(f) = deg(f1) = deg(lsn) = 1. 

o 

7.3. Proposition. Let X = S~ v ... v SZ be the one-point union of k copies of 
the n-sphere, for n > O. Then the homomorphism H "(S~) EB ... EB H "(SZ) -4 H "(X) 
induced by the inclusion maps, is an isomorphism whose inverse is induced by 
the projections X -4 S7 (obtained by collapsing all the other spheres to the base 
point). 

PROOF. This follows from Problem 3 of Section 6 by an induction on k. 0 

To state our next, and main, result, we first need some notation and a 
description of the situation we will be concerned with. Let Y be a space with 
a base point yo. Let E 1' ... , Ek be disjoint open sets in sn each homeomorphic 
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Figure IV-4. Setup for Theorem 7.4. 

to Rn, n > O. Let f: sn --+ Y be a map which takes sn - U Ei to Yo. Then f 
factors through the space sn /(sn - U E i) ::;::: S~ v ... v S~ where S7 = 
sn/(sn - EJ 

9 h f: sn ~ S~ V ... v SZ ~ Y. 

Let ij: Sj ~ S~ v ... v S~ be the jth inclusion and let Pj: S~ v ... v SZ --+ Sj be 
the jth projection. Then Proposition 7.3 implies that Ljij,Pj, = 1 on 
Hn(S~ v .. , vS~). Let gj=Pjog:sn--+Sj, and let hj=hoi/Sj--+Y, and put 
fj = hjog/ sn --+ Y. See Figure IV-4. Note that fj is just the map which is f 
on Ej and maps the complement of E j to the base point Yo. 

7.4. Theorem. In the above situation we have f* = L~= 1 f j,: Hn(sn) --+ Hn(Y). 

PROOF. For aEHn(sn) we have g*(a) = Ljij,pj,g*(a) = Ljij,gj.(a) and so 
f*(a) = h*g*(a) = Ljh*ij,gj.(a) = Ljhj,gj.(a) = Ljh(a). 0 

7.5. Corollary. Let f:sn--+sn be differentiable and let PESn be a regular value. 
Let f - l(p) = {q 1, ... , qk}' Let di = ± 1 be the "local degree" off at qi' computed 
as the sign of the Jacobian at qi using a coordinate system at qi which is a 
rotation of the coordinate system at p. Let d = deg(f). Then d = L~= 1 di • (More 
generally, f need only be smooth on f -l(U) for some neighborhood U of p.) 

PROOF. By definition of regular value there is a disk D about P such that 
f -l(D) is a union of disjoint disks about the qi which map diffeomorphically 
to D. We can follow f by the end of a deformation which stretches D so 
that its interior maps diffeomorphically onto the complement of the antipode 
of P and the rest of sn goes to this antipode. This composition has the same 
degree as f and it falls under the situation of Theorem 7.4. The result then 
follows from Theorem 7.4 and Proposition 7.2. 0 
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7.6. Corollary. The degree of a map f: sn --> S" is independent of the homology 
theory (integer coefficients) used to define it. D 

7.7. Example. Consider the circle S1 as the unit circle in the complex plane 
and let ¢k: S1 -->S1 be ¢k(Z) = Zk. This is differentiable and all points are 
regular values. The inverse image of a point is k equally spaced points around 
S1 and the local degree at each ofthem is clearly 1. Consequently, deg(¢k) = k. 

One can give another argument for this directly from Theorem 7.4: Divide 
S1 into k equal arcs, which are the Ei of Theorem 7.4. Let f = ¢k' The map 
fi just takes one of these arcs and wraps it around S1, in the same direction, 
and maps the complement to a point. It is clear that fi is homotopic to the 
identity. Accordingly, deg(fJ = 1 and it follows from Theorem 7.4 that 
deg(¢k) = Li deg(fJ = k. 

7.8. Example. We shall calculate H *(pZ), where pZ is the projective plane, 
even though this computation will follow easily from things we shall develop 
later. Consider P = pZ as the attachment of OZ to S1 by a map f: S1 --> S1 
which is ¢2 of Example 7.7. Let D denote the disk of radius i in 0 2 and 
let C be its boundary. Let S = S1, the circle the disk is being attached to. 
Let U = P - {p} where p is the center of 0 2. Note that S is a deformation 
retract of U, so that these have the same homology. Consider the exact 
sequence of the pair (P, U): 

'" --> H k+ 1 (P, U) --> H k(U) --> H k(P) --> H k(P, U) --> .... 

By excision and a homotopy Hi(P, U) ~ H;(P - S, U - S) ~ H;(D, C) which, 
by Theorem 6.6, is Z for i = 2 and is 0 otherwise. Thus Hk(U) --> Hk(P) is an 
isomorphism if k =1= 1,2. Since U is homotopy equivalent to S1 it follows that 
H k(P) = Z for k = 0 and is 0 for k > 2. It remains to compute H 1 (P) and H 2(P), 

The pair (D, C) maps to the pair (P, U) by inclusion. Since this is an excision 
and H 2(U) = 0, H 1 (P, U) = 0, Hi(D) = 0 for i = 1,2, there is the following 
commutative diagram with exact rows: 

0--> H 2(D, C) --> H 1 (C) --> 0 
l~ 1 

0--> H 2(P) --> H 2(P, U) --> H 1 (U) --> H 1 (P) --> O. 

Thus the map H 2(P, U) --> H 1(U) is essentially the same as H 1(C) --> H 1(U)-='--. 

H 1(S), and this is induced by the inclusion C ~ U followed by the retraction 
of U onto S. But this map is just ¢z and so has degree 2. Thus the sequence 

looks like 0 --> H z(P) --> Z ~ Z --> H 1(P) --> O. Accordingly, H z(P) = 0 and 

H 1(P) ~ Z2' 
Note that we could have deduced that H 1(P) ~ Z2 for singular theory 

from the connection between it and 1f 1(P), and then the rest follows from the 
exact sequence of (P, U) alone. However, the argument we gave is the type 
of idea we are going to generalize. 
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7.9. Corollary (Fundamental Theorem of Algebra). Ifp(z) is a complex poly
nomial of positive degree then p(z) has a zero. 

PROOF. There was another proof in Corollary 6.4 of Chapter II and we shall 
use parts of that proof here. The function p can be extended to S2 --> S2 and 
there are only a finite number of points which are not regular values. Since 
the image of p is connected and p is not constant, there must be a point in 
the image which is a regular value. But the Jacobian (which was computed 
to be u; + u~) is always positive. Thus the local degree at a point mapping 
into a regular value must be 1. Therefore the degree of p: S2 --> S2 is strictly 
positive by Corollary 7.5. Hence p is not homotopic to a constant map and 
so its image cannot miss a point. 0 

PROBLEMS 

1. Give another proof of Example 7.7 for singular homology using the fact that <Pk 
is a k-fold covering map, and using the relationship between 1[1(SI) and Hl(SI). 

2. Consider the surface S of a tetrahedron. Number its vertices in any order and 
number the three vertices of a triangle 1, 2, 3. Let S' be the triangle with the sides 
collapsed to a point. Note that both Sand S' are homeomorphic to S2. Define a 
map S ..... S' by taking a triangle T in S and mapping its vertices to the points 1, 
2, 3 of the triangle in the order of the numbering of the vertices of T. Extend that 
to an affine map of T to the triangle and then collapse to get a map to S'. Find 
the degree ofthis map up to sign. Do the same for all regular triangulated polyhedra. 
Does the answer depend on the numbering? 

3. If X k = SI U4>k D2, where <Pk is the map of Example 7.7, compute H*(Xk). 

8. CW -Complexes 

A CW -complex is a space made up of "cells" attached in a nice way. The 
"C" in "CW" stands for "closure finite" and the "W" stands for "weak 
topology." It is possible to define these spaces intrinsically, but we prefer to 
do it by describing the process by which they are constructed. For the most 
part, we will be concerned only with "finite" complexes, meaning complexes 
having a finite number of cells, but we shall give the definition in general 
and we will make use of infinite complexes in parts of Chapter VII. 

Let K(O) be a discrete set of points. These points are the O-cells. 
If K(n-l) has been defined, let {fa.,.} be a collection of maps fa.,.: sn-l --> 

K(n - 1) where (J ranges over some indexing set. Let Y be the disjoint union 
of copies D: of Dn, one for each (J, let B be the corresponding union of the 
boundaries S:-1 of these disks, and put together the maps fa.,. to produce a 
map f: B --> K(n -1). Then define 

K(n) = K(n-l) U f Y. 

The map fa.,. is called the "attaching map" for the cell (J. 
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Figure IV -5. A two-dimensional CW -complex. 

If K(n) has been defined for all integers n;::: 0, let K = U K(n) with the 
"weak" topology that specifies that a set is open <=> its intersection with each 
K(n) is open in K(n). (It follows that a set is closed <=> its intersection with 
each K(n) is closed.) 

For each (J let fO': D: --+ K be the canonical map given by the attaching of 
the cell (J. This map is called the "characteristic map" of the cell (J. Let KO' 
be the image of fO'. This is a compact subset of K which will be called a 
"closed cell." (Note, however, that this is generally not homeomorphic to Dn 
since there are identifications on the boundary.) Denote by U 0' the image in 
K of the open disk D: - S: - 1. This is homeomorphic to the interior of the 
standard n-disk (i.e., to Rn). We shall refer to U 0' as an "open cell," but 
remember that this is usually not an open subset of K. It is open in K(n). See 
Figure IV -5. 

It is clear that the topology of each K(n), and hence of K itself, is 
characterized by the statement that a subset is open (closed) <=> its inverse 
image under each fO' is open (closed) <=> its intersection with each KO' is open 
(closed) in KO' where the topology of the latter is the topology of the quotient 
of Dn by the identifications made by the attaching map foO" 

Also note that a function g: K --+ X, for any space X, is continuous if and 
only if each go fO': D: --+ X is continuous. 

By a "subcomplex" we mean a union of some of the closed cells which is 
itself a CW-complex with the same attaching maps. (Thus if the cell (J is in 
the subcomplex then KO' is contained in the subcomplex, as well as all the 
open cells it touches.) It is clear that an intersection of any collection of 
subcomplexes of K is a subcomplex of K. Consequently, there is usually a 
minimal subcomplex satisfying any given condition. 

The subcomplex K(n) of K is called the "n-skeleton"of K. 

8.1. Proposition. IfK is a CW-complex then thefollowing statements all hold: 

(1) if A c K has no two points in the same open cell, then A is closed and discrete; 
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(2) ifC c K is compact then C is contained in afinite union of open cells; and 
(3) each cell of K is contained in a finite subcomplex of K. 

PROOF. First, we will show that (1) = (2). If C c K is a compact set then let 
A c C be a set of points, one from each open cell touching C. By (1) A is 
closed, hence compact, and discrete. Hence A is finite. But that means C is 
contained in a finite union of open cells as claimed. 

Second, we will prove (2) = (3). In fact, for a cell (J, we will only use (2) 
for the set C which is the image of the attaching map fa" and the images of 
attaching maps of smaller-dimensional cells. Statement (2) implies that K" 
is contained in a finite union of open cells, and by construction all of these 
are of smaller dimension except for U" itself. By the same token each of these 
lower-dimensional closed cells is contained in a finite union of open cells of 
even smaller dimension (except for the cell itself), and so on. This reasoning 
obviously must come to an end with O-cells in a finite number of steps, and, 
at that stage, the union of the cells produced is a finite subcomplex. 

Third, we will prove (3)=(1). Consider the intersection of A with a closed 
cell. By (3) this is contained in a finite subcomplex. Since A has at most one 
point in common with any open cell this intersection must be finite, and 
hence closed. For any point xEA, the set A - {x} satisfies the hypothesis for 
A, and so it must also be closed. Hence {x} is open in A, so A is discrete. 

Finally, we put all this together. Statement (1) clearly holds for K(O). 

Suppose we know (1) for the n-skeleton K(n). Then we also have (2) for K(n). 

In turn, we get (3) for K(n). But the proof of (2) =(3) for a particular k-cell 
only used (2) for subsets of K(k-l). Thus we actually have (3) for K(n+ 1). Thus 
we also have (1) for K(n+ 1). Consequently, we have all three statements for 
K(n) for all n. But any cell is in some K(n), and so we know (3) for K itself, 
and this implies (1) then (2) for K. 0 

8.2. Theorem. If K is a CW-complex then any compact subset of K is contained 
in a finite subcomplex. 

PROOF. Let C c K be compact. By (2) of Proposition 8.1, C is contained in 
a union of a finite number of open cells. By (3) of Proposition 8.1, each of 
these is contained in a finite subcomplex. The union of this finite number of 
finite subcomplexes is a finite subcomplex which contains C. 0 

Note that it follows that the attaching map fa" for any cell (J is an 
attachment onto a finite subcomplex. Part (3) of Proposition 8.1 is the origin 
of the term "closure finite." The notion of a CW-complex is due to J.H.C. 
Whitehead [2]. 

Here are some examples of finite CW -complexes. 

8.3. Example. The n-sphere is a CW -complex with one O-cell and one n-cell, 
where, of course, the only attaching map is the unique map sn-1 ~ point. 
There are no cells at all in other dimensions. 
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8.4. Example. Another CW-structure on the n-sphere is obtained by starting 
with two O-cells, making K(O) ~ So. To this, attach two I-cells attached by 
homeomorphisms SO -+ K(O). This makes K(l) ~ Sl. Then attach two 2-cells 
(the north and south hemispheres) again by homeomorphisms Sl -+ K(l). This 
gives K(2) ~ S2. The pattern is now clear. This complex has exactly two cells 
in each dimension from ° to n. 

8.5. Example. In Example 8.4, we can take the two cells in dimension i, for 
each i, to be 

and 
Di_ = {(x 1, ... ,Xi+1,0, ... ,0)ESnlx i+1 sO}. 

Then the antipodal map interchanges Di+ and Di_. If we identify these two 
i-cells by the antipodal map for each i = 0, ... , n then we get a CW -complex 
structure on pn, the real projective n-space. (See Example 8.9 for the complex 
analogue giving another approach to the definition of this structure.) 

8.6. Example. The 2-sphere has a CW-structure given by its dissection as a 
dodecahedron. This has twenty O-cells, thirty I-cells, and twelve 2-cells. 

8.7. Example. The torus T2 can be considered as the space resulting from 
a square by identifying opposite sides. Under this identification all four vertices 
of the square are identified. Thus one can consider this as a CW-complex 
with one O-cell, two I-cells, each corresponding to one of the two pairs of 
identified sides, and one 2-ce11. The attaching maps for the I-cells are unique 
since the O-skeleton is a single point. The I-skeleton K(l) is a figure eight. If 
the two loops of the figure eight are named iY. and {3 then the attaching map 
of the 2-cell is given by the word iY.{3iY. - 1 p- 1. 

8.9. Example. Consider complex projective n-space cpn. Let (zo : Z 1 : ... : zn) 
from Example 8.7 is that the attaching of the 2-cell is by the word iY.{3iY. - 1 {3. 

8.9. Example. Consider complex projective n-space cpn. Let (zo: Z 1: ... zn) 
denote the homogeneous coordinates of a point in cpn. Let 1: D 2n -+ cpn 
be given by 1(zo"",Zn-1) = (zo> '-:Zn- dl - Li<n I zf 1)1/2). Then 1 takes aD2n 
into the points with Zn = 0, i.e., into cpn-1. If 10 denotes the restriction of 
1 to S2n-1 then 1 factors through cpn-1 U foD2n. The resulting map 
cpn-1ufoD2n-+cpn is easily seen to be one-one and onto. Since it is from 
a compact space to a Hausdorff space it is a homeomorphism by Theorem 7.8 
of Chapter I. Therefore, this gives a structure as a CW -complex on cpn with 
exactly one i-cell in each even dimension ° sis 2n. There are no odd 
dimensional cells. 

We conclude this section by showing that a covering space of a CW -complex 
has a canonical structure as a CW-complex. This is rather a triviality, but 
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perhaps it is useful to illustrate a direct argument concerning the weak 
topology. Let p: X ....... Y be a covering map and assume that Y is a CW -complex 
with characteristic maps fa: nn ....... Y. Since nn is simply connected, each fa 
lifts to maps fa: nn ....... X which are unique upon specification of the image of 
any point. Take the collection of all such liftings of all fa to define a cell 
structure on X. 

8.10. Theorem. With the above notation, the covering space X of the CW
complex Y is a CW-complex with the fa as its characteristic maps. 

PROOF. The only thing that really needs proving is that X has the weak 
topology. That is, we must show that a set A c X is open <0:> each f i l(A) 
is open in the disk which is the domain of fa. The implication = is trivial 
since fa is continuous. Thus we must show that if A c X has each f i l(A) 
open, then A is open. If U ranges over all components of p~l(V) where V 
ranges over all connected evenly covered open sets in Y, then A = U (A n U) 
and fil(AnU)=fil(A)nfil(U). This shows that it suffices to consider 
the case in which A c U for some such U. 

We claim that 

f;l(p(A» = UUi 1(A)lfa a lift of fa}. 

Indeed, if xEf;l(p(A» then fa(x) = p(a) for some aEA and there exists a 
lifting fa of fa such that fiX(x)=a. Thus xEfil(a)cfil(A). Conversely, if 
xEfi l(A) then Ja(x) = aEA and so fa(x) = (po fa)(x) = p(a) Ep(A), giving that 
x E f; 1 (p( A)), as claimed. 

Therefore, if fi l(A) is open for all a, then the union above is open and 
so f;l(p(A» is open for all lI.. Since Y has the weak topology by definition, 
p(A) is open. But A c U and p: U ....... p(U) = V is a homeomorphism by the 
assumption that U is a component of p ~ l(V) for the evenly covered open 
set V. Therefore, A is open in U and hence in X. D 

PROBLEMS 

1. Fill in the details of Example 8.9. 

2. -¢- Give the analogue of Example 8.9 for quaternionic projective spaces. 

3. Let X be the union in Rn of infinitely many copies of the circle which all go 
through the origin, but are otherwise disjoint. Show that X does not have the 
structure of a CW -complex. 

9. Conventions for CW-Complexes 

For the purposes of computing the homology of CW-complexes in the 
following sections we need some notational conventions. For technical 
reasons we will consider characteristic maps as being defined on the cubes 
I" rather than on nn. 
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For spaces X, Y with base points (pointed spaces), and using * to denote 
all base points, the one-point union X v Y is the disjoint union X + Y with 
base points identified. The "smash product" is X /\ Y = X x Y I(X x {*} u 
{*} x Y) = X x Y I X v Y. If X and Yare compact then X /\ Yis the one-point 
compactification of (X - {*}) x (Y - {*}). Thus, for example, SP /\ sq ~ Sp+q. 

Let I = [0, 1J with base point {O}. Let r = I x ... x I (n times). Thus 11 = 1. 
Let Sl = 11 loll = II{O, I}, a pointed space. Let Yl: 11 -+ Sl be the quotient 
map. Let SP = Sl /\ ... /\ Sl (p times) and Yp: IP = I x ... x I -+Sl /\ ... /\ Sl 
= SP be Yp = Yl /\ ... /\ Yl, and note that this factors through I /\ ... /\ I. Note 
that Yp collapses (lIP to the base point and is a homeomorphism on the 
interior. (olP c IP is the set of points with some coordinate 0 or 1.) Also note 
that 

Yp+q = Yp /\ Yq: Ip+q = F x F -+SP /\ sq = Sp+q. 

The reason for using In rather than Dn is that we have Ip+q = IP x Iq, not 
just homeomorphic. This will be very convenient when considering product 
complexes. Note that, with these conventions aF is homeomorphic to srl 
but not equal to it. 

Now let H* be a homology theory satisfying the axioms. We will assume 
it to have integer coefficients, but this is not really necessary. It could have 
any coefficient group G but statements about "generators" would have to 
be replaced with statements about "given isomorphisms with G." 

Let 1° be a singleton, so that Ho(IO) ~ Z, the coefficients of the theory, 
and take, once and for all, a generator [IO]EHo(IO). This element [loJ is often 
called a "fundamental class," or an "orientation." 

Take Yo:l°-+So = {O, I} to be the map to {I}, {O} being the base point * 
of So. (For any space X, X/0 should be regarded as the disjoint union of 
X and a base point. Thus Yo:l°-+So is the collapse 1°-+lololo~So, where 
the homeomorphism is the unique pointed map. Note that 01° = 0.) 

Now we shall orient IP, SP, and aF (which, here, is not SP-l) inductively 
as follows. If IP has been oriented by choice of a generator [IPJEH p(IP, olP) 
then orient SP by taking [SPJEHp(SP, *) to correspond to [FJ under the 
isomorphism 

YP.: Hp(IP,aF) ~Hp(SP, *). 

That is, take [SPJ = YpJIP]. That YP• is an isomorphism follows from the fact 
that, up to a homeomorphism, Y P is the collapsing map Y in the diagram 

(D~,SP-l) ~(SP,D~) 
r! h _______ 

(SP,*)~ 

where h is a homotopy equivalence (stretching D~ to cover SP) and the 
inclusion induces an isomorphism in homology by the excision and homotopy 
axioms (see Theorem 6.6). 

Now we orient alP+ 1: Consider the map 1/\ y,,: IP+ 1 = 11 X IP -+ 11 /\ SP. 
This restricts to alP+ 1 = (all) x IPul1 x (oIP)-+ OIl x SPuI x {*} -+So /\ SP = 
SP. (The latter equality is the canonical homeomorphism X -+ SO /\ X 
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taking x to {1} /\ x, for any space X.) This is a map which collapses all but 
the face {1} x IP C 11 X IP to the base point and is essentially Yp on this face. 
Clearly it is a homotopy equivalence. (Indeed, it is homotopic to a 
homeomorphism.) This map 1 /\ Yp: alP + 1 --+ SP then induces an isomorphism 

(1 /\ Yp)*: H p(aJP+ \ *) ~ H p(SP, *) 

and we take [aJP+ 1 ]EH iaJP+ \ *) to go into [SP]. 
Finally, we orient IP+ 1 via the isomorphism 

a'H (IP+1 aJP+1)~H (aIP+1 *) *0 p+l' P' , 

choosing, of course, [IP + 1] to go into [alP + 1]. This completes the inductive 
definitions. 

Now, suppose given a CW-complex K. For each n-cell (J of K we choose, 
once and for all, a characteristic map 

/u: In --+ K(n). 

Its restriction to al" is the "attaching map" 

/au: aln --+ K(n-l). 

Consider K(n)/K(n-1) (for n = 0 this is KO + {*}) as a pointed space. It is the 
one-point union 

K(n)/K(n-1) ~ V sn (one copy for each n-cell (J). 

There is a "projection" to the (Jth summand sn and the composition 

collapses al" to the base point and is otherwise a homeomorphism. We are 
free to change this by a self-homeomorphism of sn and thus, without loss of 
generality, this composition can be assumed to be the given collapse Y .. 

With this assumption, the (Jth projection K(n)--+K(n)/K(n-1)--+sn will be 
denoted by Pu' Thus Pu: K(n) --+ sn is that unique map such that 

and 

Pu/u' = constant map to base point, for n-cells (J' "# (J. 

10. Cellular Homology 

We will now show how to compute the homology of a CW-complex using 
only information about the degrees of certain maps arising from the attaching 
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maps. Throughout this section let K be a CW-complex and A a subcomplex. 
Let K(n) denote the union of the n-skeleton of K with the entire space A. 

Let + "r be the disjoint union of n-disks over the n-cells (J of K not in 
A. The characteristic maps fIT fit together to give a map f: + "In ~ K(n) which 
takes + "oIn ~ K(n-I). Additivity gives 

which is a free abelian group on the n-cells of K not in A. 

10.1. Lemma. The map EB,,!,,*: EB"Hn{r, or)~ Hn(K(n), K(n-I)) is an isomor
phism. Also Hi(K(n), K(n - I)) = 0 for i =1= n. 

PROOF. This is equivalent to the map f*: H*( + ,,(r, or)) ~ H*(K(n), K(n-I)) 
being an isomorphism. In turn, this follows from the diagram: 

H*( + (r,oIn)) ~H*(K(n),K(n-I)) 

1 '" 1 " (homotopy axiom and 5-1emma) 

H*( + {r,In - {Om ----+H*(K(n),K(n) - Uf,,(O)) 

" r '" r" (excision) 

H*( + (intln,intr - {O})) ~H*(K(n) - K(n-I),K(n) - K(n-I) - U f,,(O)). 
" 

The isomorphism on the bottom holds because the map of spaces is a 
homeomorphism. 0 

By the naturality of the homology sequence of a triple we get the following 
result. 

10.2. Corollary. The following diagram commutes: 

o 

We have seen that Hn(K(n), K(n-I)) is a free abelian group on the n-cells 
of K not in A, and that Hi(K(n), K(n -1)) = 0 for i =1= n. The exact homology 
sequence of(K(n), K(n-I)) then implies that Hi(K(n-l), A) ~ Hi(K(n), A) is onto 
for i =1= n, is one-one for i =1= n - 1, and thus is an isomorphism for i =1= n, n - 1. 
By induction on n with i fixed we conclude that 

for n < i (and for i < 0), 
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and we have the exact sequence 

0-+ Hn(K(n), A) -+ Hn(K(n), K(n-l») ~ Hn_1(K(n-l), A) -+ Hn_1(K(n), A) -+0. 

Consider the following diagram with exact row and column, defining f3n+ 1 

by commutativity: 
o 
L 

Hn+ 1 (K(n+ 1), A) ~ Hn+ 1(K(n+ 1), K(n») ~ Hn(K(n), A) ~ Hn(K(n+ 1), A) ..... 0 

(in~ Ijn 
Hn(K(n), K(n-1») 

1 an 
Hn_ 1(K(n-1), A). 

Accordingly, f3n+ 1 = jn 0 an+1' Since f3nf3n+ 1 = jn-l anjnan+ 1 = jn-l oooan+ 1 = 0, 
this gives a boundary operator 13. Note that 

Hence 

kerf3n+l =keran+1 =imjn+l' 

ker f3n = ker an = imjn> 

imf3n+l = j.(iman+1) 

andjn is a monomorphism on H.(K(n»). Consequently,jn induces isomorphisms 

u u 

and hence induces 

But 

Hn(K(n+ 1), A) ---=--. Hn(K(n+2), A) ---=--. Hn(K(n+ 3), A) ---=--. ... 
since H.(K(i), K(i-l») = 0 for i> n, and by the exact sequences. Thus, if 
dim(K) < 00, we get 

Hn(K, A) ~ Hn(K(n+1), A) ~ ker f3n/im f3n+1' 

For arbitrary K, and for singular homology this also follows from the fact 
that any singular chain has compact image and hence is inside some finite 
subcomplex. It is proved in general from the axioms in Appendix A but the 
case of finite-dimensional cell complexes is all we really need here. 
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The above facts then show that HiK, A) can be computed from the chain 
complex whose nth term is Hn(K(n), K(n-I») and whose boundary operator 
is p. We now look more closely at this chain complex. 

Let CiK, A) be the free abelian group based on the n-cells of K not in 
A. Define the homomorphisms 

C (K A) ~ H (K(n) K(n-I») n , +------=- n , 
<I> 

given by 

" 

where 4>n: H iSn, *) -+ Z is the unique homomorphism such that 4>n[sn] = 1. 
Note that \f has already been shown to be an isomorphism. We claim that 
<D is its inverse. To show this, it suffices to show that <Do \f = 1. Thus start 
with some n-cell (J, i.e., a basis element of CiK, A). The composition in 
question is then <D(\f((J)) = <D(fa*[In]) = Lt4>n(Pt*fa.W])r. Using that 
pJ" = Yn for r = (J and is constant otherwise, we see that this is 

as claimed. 
These explicit maps allow us to "compute" the homology as follows: We 

define, of course, the boundary operator a on C*(K, A) by commutativity of 

/3.+ 1 

where the verticals are the isomorphisms given above. 
For a generator (JECn + I (K, A) (an n -+ 1 cell) we trace this diagram as 

follows (where the [r: (J] E Z are the coefficients that make the diagram 
commutative): 
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Looking at our previous description of the right-hand vertical map we 
conclude that the "incidence number" [r: 0] is 

[r:o] = cf>iPt.(faa.[aIn+1]» 
= cf>i (PJaa)* [ar + 1]) 

= cf>ideg(PJaa)-[Sn]) 

=deg(PJaa) 

by the definition of degree and the choice of the generators [aIn+ l]EHiar+ 1) 
and [sn]EHisn). Consequently, we have shown: 

10.3. Theorem. H *(K, A) is isomorphic to the homology of the chain complex 
C*(K, A), where the boundary operator a: Cn + l(K, A) -+ CiK, A) is given by 

aa = L [r: a ]r 

where 

[r: a] = deg(pJaa). D 

The boundary operator a: C 1 (K, A) -+ Co(K, A) is the least important one 
to understand since the singular homology in this area is easy to understand. 
(We already computed it in Sections 2 and 3.) However, it is perhaps the 
most difficult for the student to understand from the point of view of the 
present section. Thus we will work that out here. Suppose that x and yare 
O-cells in K and that a is a I-cell attached by the map faa: {O, I} = all -+ {x, y} 
c K(O) taking 0 to x and 1 to y. We wish to compute aa = [y: a]y + [x: a]x, 
where [x: a] = deg(Pxfaa) and [y: a] = deg(Pyfaa). The projections p" and 
Py are both compositions of the form (disregarding O-cells other than x 
and y) 

K(O)-+K(O)/K(-l) = K(O)/A = (K(O) - A) + {*} = {*,x,y} -+So 

and the only difference is that p" takes x to 1 and y to 0, while Py does the 
opposite. Thus pxfaa takes 1 to 0 and 0 to 1, while Pyfaa is the identity on 
SO = {O, I}. Therefore [x: a] = deg(Pxfaa) = - 1 (the reader may wish to verify 
the details of this) and [y: a] = deg(pyfaa) = 1. Hence, we can now compute 
aa = [y: a]y + [x: a]x = y - x. (If either x or y is in A, just discard it.) 

We shall now illustrate these results by doing some simple examples. 

10.4. Example. Consider the real projective plane K = p2 as a CW-complex 
with exactly one O-cell x, one I-cell a, and one 2-cell a. There is only one 
way to attach the I-cell to the O-cell, and it makes K(l) into a circle. The 
2-cell is attached to this by the map that is the quotient map of identifying 
antipodal points on Sl. The chain complex C*(K) is 

... -+0-+C2(K)-+C 1(K)-+Co(K)-+0-+ ... 
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which is 

For the I-cell a we have that oa = x - x = 0, by the remarks above. For the 
2-cell (J, the attaching map is just the map that can be thought of as Z~Z2 
of the unit complex numbers. This is the map paia" up to a difference of 
orientation (which only affects the sign of the incidence number [a: (J J). By 
Example 7.7 this map has degree 2. Our neglect of "orientation" here means 
that we cannot depend on the sign, but anyway, [a: (J J = ± 2. Accordingly, 
the chain complex looks like 

10.5. Example. Consider the torus K = T2 as the space arising from the unit 
square by identifying opposite sides. The obvious structure as a CW-complex 
is to let the corners be the unique O-cell x, the edges of the square giving 
two I-cells a, b and the interior giving the single 2-cell (J. Thus Co(T2) ~ Z, 
generated by x, C 1 (T2) ~ Z ff) Z, generated by a and b, and C 2(T2) ~ Z, 
generated by (J. By the above remarks oa = 0 and ob = O. The attaching map 
for (J is the loop in the figure eight (formed by a and b) running around a 
then b then a- 1 then b- 1 . The composition Pa/a" is this map followed by 
mapping the a part of the figure eight around the circle by degree ± 1, and 
the b part to the base point. This is just the loop a * constant * a - 1 * constant 
~ constant. Hence it has degree 0, and similarly for Pb/a". Consequently, 
[a: (J J = 0 and [b: (J J = 0 so that 0 = 0 in degree 2, and thus in all degrees. 
Therefore H *(T2) ~ C*(T2) ~ Z, Z ff) Z, Z in degrees 0, 1, 2, respectively. 

10.6. Example. The Klein bottle K2 can be constructed similarly to the torus 
but with the "b" edges identified with a flip. Thus the attaching map, up to 
orientation of cells, would be the loop a * b * a -1 * b. In this case the 
composition Pb/a" becomes the loop, in Sl, constant*b*constant*b which 
has degree ± 2. Thus the boundary map computation will give [b: (J J = ± 2, 
where the sign depends on how one defines the attaching maps in detail. 
Thus o(J = [a: (J Ja + [b: (J Jb = Oa ± 2b = ± 2b.1t then follows that H 2(K2) = 0, 
H1(K2)~Zff)Z2' and Ho(K2)~Z. 

10.7. Example. We will define a space L as a quotient space ofD3 as follows. 
The only identifications will be on the boundary S2. Let relatively prime 
integers P > 1 and q be given. Identify a point on the closed upper hemisphere 
of S2 with the point on the lower hemisphere obtained by rotating clockwise 
about the vertical axis through an angle of 2nq/p and then reflecting through 
the equator. Then a point in the open upper hemisphere is identified to 
exactly one other point which is in the open lower hemisphere. However, a 
point on the equator is identified with all points on the equator making an 
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angle with it of any multiple of 2nq/p. Since q is prime to p, this implies that 
points on the equator 2nn/p apart are identified for all n = 1, 2, ... , p - 1. We 
take the class of some point on the equator to define the unique O-cell x of 
L. The equivalents .of this point divide the equator into p intervals of angle 
2n/p all equivalent to one another. Take such a (clockwise) interval to define 
the unique I-cell a of L. The upper hemisphere is then taken to define the 
unique 2-cell b of Land n 3 itself is taken to define the unique 3-cell c of L. 
Then oa = x - x = 0 and ob = pa (or - pa with the opposite choice of 
orientation). It is clear that oc is either ± (b - b) = 0 or ± (b + b) = ± 2b. But 
± 2b is not a cycle and so we must have oc = O. Consequently, Ho(L) ~ Z, 
H1(L) ~ Zp, HiL) = 0 and H3(L) ~ Z. This space can be seen to be the lens 
space L(p, q); see Example 7.4 of Chapter III. Indeed, this is the classic 
description of the lens space (except for our use of a simple CW -decomposition 
instead of a much more complicated simplicial decomposition). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Give a CW-structure on the 3-torus T3 and use it to compute the homology. 

2. Consider the space X which is the union of the unit sphere S2 in R 3 and the line 
segment between the north and south poles. Give it a CW-structure and compute 
its homology. 

3. Show that the space X in Problem 2 is homotopy equivalent to the one-point 
union S2 v Sl of a 2-sphere and a circle. Use this to give an easier computation 
of H*(X). 

4. Compute the homology of the real projective 3-space. (Hint: Try to use informa
tion you already have from the computation for projective 2-space.) 

5. The "dunce cap" space is the space resulting from a triangle (a, b, c) and its interior 
by identifying the three edges by (a, b) ~ (b, c) ~ (a, c). Compute its homology using 
the induced CW -structure. 

6. Compute the homology of the space obtained from a circle by attaching a 2-cell 
by a map of degree 2, and another 2-cell by a map of degree 3. Generalize. 

7. -¢- Show that 

8. -¢- Show that 

for i even, 0 :0; i :0; 2n, 

otherwise. 

H;(QP"):::; {Z for i di~isible by 4, 0:0; i:O; 4n, 
o otherwlse. 

9. Let K be the quotient space of the cube {(x,y,z)llxl:o;l, lyl:o;l, Izl:o;l} by 
the identifications (x, y, 1) ~ (- y, x, - 1), (x, 1, z) ~ (z, - 1, - x), and (1, y, z) ~ 
( - 1, - z, y); i.e., by identifying each face with the opposite face by a counter 
clockwise rotation through 90°. Compute H *(K; Z) and H *(K; Z2)' 

10. Let X result from n 3 by identifying points on S2 taken into one another by the 
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1800 rotation about the vertical axis. Give X the structure of a CW-complex and 
compute its homology. 

11. Let C be the circle on the torus T2 which is the image, under the covering map 
R2 --> T2, of the line px = qy. Let X = T2/C, the quotient space obtained by 
identifying C to a point. Compute H *(X). 

12. For a CW-complex, show that L, [w: rJ [r: 0] = 0 for all (n + I)-cells (J and 
(n - I)-cells w, and with r ranging over all n-cells. 

11. Cellular Maps 

In the previous section we showed how to compute H *(K) for a CW -complex 
K. In this section we show how to compute f*:H*(K)-+H*(L) for a map 
f: K -+ L between CW -complexes. We shall use that K x J has the structure 
of a CW-complex, where J is regarded as the 3-cell complex {J, {O}, {I} }. The 
cell structure of K x J is obvious (if not, see Section 12). That the product 
topology coincides with the CW-topology is easy to see; a proof is given in 
Theorem 12.3, not requiring the reading of the rest of Section 12. 

11.1. Definition. A map f: K -+ L between CW -complexes is said to be 
cellular if f(K(n») c L(n) for all n. 

11.2. Lemma. Let K be a CW-complex. Then any map ¢: Dn-+K such that 
¢(sn-1)cK(n-1) is homotopic reISn- 1, to a map into K(n). The same is true 
for Dn replaced by a quotient space resulting from Dn by some identifications 
on the boundary. (Accordingly, (K, K(n») is "n-connected.") 

PROOF. Since any compact subset of K is contained in a finite subcomplex, 
it suffices to show that if (X, Y) is a pair of spaces with X = Yu ",1m, where 
¢: (JIm -+ Y, for some m > n, and if f: (Dn, sn - 1) -+ (X, Y) then f is homotopic, 
reI sn- \ to a map into Y. Let U = X - Y ~ Rm and put M n = f-1(U) which 
is an open set in Rn. Let E"# 0 be an open set with E c U compact. Put 
B = M - f -l(E) which is a closed subset of M. By the smooth approximation 
Theorem (Theorem 11.7 of Chapter II), there is a map g: M -+ U which equals 
f on B, is smooth on M - B, and is homotopic to f reI B. Since g = f on 
B, and since Buf-1(y) is a neighborhood of f-1(y), g extends to a map 
g:Dn-+x by takingg(x) = f(x) for xEDn - M = f-1(y). LetpEEbe a regular 
value of gIM-B' Since m> n, this just means that p¢g(M - B). But 
p¢g(B) = f(B), and so p¢g(Dn). However, X - {p} deforms to Yand so there 
is a homotopy reI sn -1 of g, and hence of f, to a map into Y. 

For the case of a map from a space Q which is D n with some identifications 
on the boundary, just apply what we now have to the composition 
Dn -+ Q -+ K. Since the resulting homotopy is reI sn - 1, it factors through Q x J 
and the induced function Q x J -+ K is continuous because Q x J has the 
quotient topology by Proposition 13.19 of Chapter I. D 
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11.3. Corollary. If K is a C W -complex then any map Dn x {O} usn - 1 X I -+ K 
such that j(sn-1 X {I}) c K(n-1) extends to a map D n x 1-+ K taking D n x {I} 
into K(n). This also holds for maps from Q x I where Q is a quotient space of 
D n resulting from identifications on sn - 1. 

PROOF. This follows from Lemma 11.2 and the evident fact that the pair 
(Dn x I, D n x {O} usn - 1 X 1) is homeomorphic to the pair (Dn x I, D n x {O}); 
see Figure VII-6 on p. 451. D 

11.4. Theorem (Cellular Approximation Theorem). Let K and Y be CW
complexes and L c K a subcomplex. Suppose rp: K -+ Y is a map such that rp IL 
is cellular. Then rp is homotopic, rei L, to a cellular map 1/1: K -+ Y. 

PROOF. Extend rp u (rponL): K x {O} u L x 1-+ Y by induction over the 
skeletons of K - L using Corollary 11.3. Continuity of the result IS a 
consequence of having the weak topology on K x I. D 

11.5. Corollary. If rp, 1/1: K -+ Yare cellular maps which are homotopic, then 
they are homotopic via a cellular homotopy K x 1-+ Y. Also, if the original 
homotopy is already cellular on L x I, for some subcomplex L of K, then the 
new homotopy can be taken to be identical to the old one on L x I. 

PROOF. Just apply Theorem 11.4 to (K x I, K x 01 u L x I). D 

In the remainder of this section, we shall show, for a cellular map g: 
(K, A) -+(L, B) of pairs of CW-complexes, how to compute the induced map 
g*: Hi(K, A) -+ Hi(L, B) in homology. As in the previous section, we shall 
simplify the notation by letting K(n) denote the union of the n-skeleton of K 
with all of A and similarly for (L, B). 

Since g is cellular, it induces the commutative diagram: 

1 

Hn _1(L(n -1), L(n - 2)) 

1. 

Thus g/1:C*(K,A)-+C*(L,B), induced by this diagram, is a chain map. 
(Although the notation g /1 for an induced chain map is derived from the 
notation for the singular chain complex, we use it to denote any chain map 
induced from a map. This should not cause confusion since cellular chain 
maps and singular chain maps are never used at the same time in this book.) 
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We have shown that there is the following commutative diagram with 
exact rows: 

jK 

0--+ im 0n+ 1 --+HiK(n») ~HiK, A)--+O 

0--+ im Pn+ 1 --+ ker Pn 

I 
I 
I 

! 
~ kerPn --+0 

imPn+l 

where the dotted arrow is the resulting isomorphism with which we are 
concerned. (Recall that H n(K(n + 1), A) ~ H n(K, A).) There is the same diagram 
for (L, B) and its obvious naturality shows that g* induces a map from the 
diagram for K to that for L. Accordingly, the following diagram commutes: 

The bottom ofthis diagram is simply the map g*: Hn(C*(K, A)) --+ Hn(C*(L, B)) 
induced by the chain map ga: C*(K, A) --+ C*(L, B). This shows that 
g*:Hn(K,A)--+Hn(L,B) can be "computed" from the chain map ga: C*(K,A) 
--+ C*(L, B). It remains to get a formula for this chain map. 

Consider the following commutative diagram, where the barred maps are 
uniquely defined by commutativity, and gt,a is defined to be the composition 
along the bottom. (Here rr denotes an n-cell of K - A, r an n-cell of L - B, 
and g: K --+ L is cellular.) 

nn ~K(n) g ) IJn) p, ) sn 

1 y. - 1 1 _ II 
sn ~K(n)/K(n-l) ~L(n)/L(n-l) ~sn 

1. 

By the discussion above, the diagram 

HiK(n),K(n-l») ~HiIJn),L(n-l») 

commutes (which is the definition of the chain map ga on the top). For an 
n-cell rr of K - A, we can then compute ga(rr) by going down, right, and up 
in this diagram as follows: 
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= L deg(g,.o}r 

the sums ranging over n-cells r of L - B. We have shown: 

11.6. Theorem. If g: K --+ L is cellular, and A c K is a subcomplex of K, and 
B, one of L, such that g(A) c B, then the induced chain map gd: C*(K, A)--+ 
C*(L, B) is given by 

gd((J) = L deg(g,)r. D 

We have now shown how to compute the homology groups of CW
complexes and the induced homomorphisms in homology from cellular 
maps. Also, the computations depend only on the degrees of maps of spheres 
associated to the attaching maps. These degrees can be found from smooth 
approximations and signs of determinants of certain Jacobian matrices. None 
of this data for the computations depends at all on the particular homology 
theory used. Thus we have a sort of uniqueness theorem for homology theories 
satisfying the axioms as far as their values on CW-complexes is concerned. 
This is not quite a proper uniqueness theorem since we should also show 
how to compute the "boundary" operator a *: H n(K,A) --+ H n _ 1 (A) from the 
same sort of data. This can be done by similar arguments as for the rest, 
but we don't need it and so leave it as an exercise for the interested reader. 

It is worthwhile noting here that although we have this uniqueness result, 
we still do not have a corresponding existence theorem. That is, we do not 
know yet that there is any homology theory that does satisfy the axioms. In 
later sections we shall remedy this and show that singular theory does satisfy 
the two axioms (excision and homotopy) that we have not already verified. 
Only at that point will the applications we have already given be fully justified. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Consider the torus T2 as the quotient space of R2 by identifying points, both of 
whose coordinates differ by integers. In R2 also consider the line segment from 
(0,0) to (2, 3). In the torus this gets embedded as a circle C. Compute, with the 
methods of this section, the map HI (C) --+ HI (T2) induced by the inclusion C c... T2. 

2. Consider the unit sphere 8 2 in 3-space. Attach two handles (connected sum with 
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two tori) away from the z-axis in such a way that the 1800 rotation about the 
z-axis takes one into the other. Call this space X. Define a quotient space Y of 
this by identifying points that are symmetric with respect to the z-axis. (Note that 
Y is homeomorphic to the torus.) Compute the homology of these spaces and the 
map n*: H;(X)--+H;(Y) induced by the quotient map n:X --+ Y. 

3. -¢- Let L be a subcomplex of the CW-complex K. 
(a) If L is contractible, show that L is a retract of K. 
(b) If Land K are both contractible, show that L is a deformation retract of K. 
(Hint: Construct the retractions by induction over skeletons.) 

4. Show that the fundamental group of a finite CW-complex is finitely generated. 

5. Show that a connected finite CW -complex has the homotopy type of a CW -complex 
with a single O-cell. 

12. Products of CW -Complexes -p. 
Let K and L be CW-complexes and K x L the product CW-complex. This 
need not have the product topology unless one of K and L is locally finite, 
but it is the case L = I (a complex with cells {O}, {I}, and [0,1]) in which 
we are mainly interested. The attaching maps for K x L will be described in 
a moment, and that is how this space is defined. (The fact that the topology 
may not be the product topology is of very little significance, since it can be 
shown that the singular homology and homotopy groups are the same, in a 
strong sense; see Problem 5.) 

Since IP x P = Ip+q and SP /\ sq = Sp+q by our conventions, we can define, 
for a p-cell (J of K and a q-cell r of L, the P + q-cell (J x r of K x L having 
characteristic map 

Also 

Pa /\ Pr: K(p) X K(q) --+ SP /\ sq = Sp+q 

extends to (K X L)(p+q) = U {K(i) x Di)li + j = P + q}. If XEIP and YEIq then 

(Pa /\ PrHf" x ix, y)) = (Pa /\ Pr)(fa(x),fr(Y)) = Pafa(x) /\ pJrCY) 
= Yp(x) /\ yq(y) = yp+q(x,y). 

Thus, Pa x r = Pa /\ Pr extended trivially to (K x'L)(p+q). 
We wish to compute the boundary operator of the chain complex 

C*(K x L) which is the free abelian group on the cells (J x r, in terms of those 
on C*(K) and C*(L). 

First, let (J be a p-cell of K, r a (p - I)-cell of K and /1 a q-cell of L. To 
find a«(J x /1) we need to know, in particular, the value of the incidence number 

[r x /1: (J x /1] = deg(Pr x /1 0 fo(" x /1»). 
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For (x,Y)Eolp + q = oJP x IqulP x of, we have 

p, x pfa((J x /l)(x, y) = (PT /\ Pp)(fa x f/l)(x, y) 

= (Pr /\ p)(fa(x),f/l(Y)) 

= pJa(x) /\ YiY)· 

If one looks at this, one sees that it is the composition (lp denoting the 
identity on IP or SP) 

where the first map is a restriction of 1 P /\ Yq: JP x F ~ JP /\ sq. 

12.1. Lemma. [r x P:(J x pJ = [r:(J]. 

PROOF. By the above remarks, we need to show that 

In general, for a map g: alP ~ SP- 1 we will show that the composition 

has the same degree as does g. That is, deg(g /\ lqo Ip /\ Yq) = degg. 
Recall from Problem 1 of Section 6 that there is a natural "suspension" 

isomorphism Ii k(X) ~ Ii k + 1 (L X). Also, for pointed X, there is a canonical 
map L X ~ X /\ S1 collapsing the arc between the poles through the base 
point. For most X this is a homotopy equivalence, and that is true when 

X~Sk. (We only need that Hk+1(LX)~Hk+1(X /\S1) when X~Sk and 

that is an easy consequence of Theorem 7.4 by comparing both spaces to 
the sphere obtained by collapsing the complement of a nice disk away from the 
"base point arc.") Therefore, the composition Iik(X) ~ Iik+ 1(X /\ S1), of these 
two maps, is a natural homomorphism which is an isomorphism when X ~ Sk. 
Iterating this q times and using that sq = S1 /\ ... /\ S1, q times, gives the 
natural homomorphism ¢: Iik(X)~Iik+iX /\ sq) which is an isomorphism 
for X ~ Sk. (Incidentally, a general condition on X for ¢ to be an isomorphism 
is that X be "well-pointed"; see Theorem 1.9 of Chapter VII.) Thus there is 
the commutative diagram 

for any g. 
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Define E=±1 by ¢[SP-l]=E[SP+q-l]. By definition, g*[8IP]= 
(deg g) [SP- 1]. Hence 

(g /\ l q)*¢[8JP] = ¢g*[8IP] = Edeg(g)[Sp+q-l]. 

In the special case where g is 11 /\ Yp_l:8IL·~SP-1, our orientation conven
tions specify that deg(11 /\ YP-l) = 1. Substituting 11/\ Yp-l forg in the above 
equation gives 

(11 /\ Yp-l /\ l q)*¢[8JP] = E[SP+q-l]. 

For general g then, these two equations show that 

deg(g /\ lq) = deg(g)' deg(11 /\ Yp-l /\ lq). 

(The degrees make sense only after orienting 8JP /\ sq, but the equation is 
not affected by that choice.) Composing this with Ip /\ Yq, and noting that 
(11/\ Yp-l /\ lq)o(lp /\ Yq)= 11/\ Yp+q-l in the diagram 

we conclude that 

1 Iq 8W x Iq) -"----!..... 

111\ Yp + Q -l1 
Sp+q-l 

111 A'Yp-l/\ lq 

SP-l /\ sq 

deg(g /\ lq 01 p /\ Yq) = deg(g)· deg( (11 /\ Yp-l /\ l q)o(1 p /\ Y q)) 

= deg(g)· deg(11 /\ YP+q -l) = deg(g), 

where the last equation is by our orientation conventions. D 

12.2. Theorem. For a product of two CW-complexes with our orientation 
conventions, the boundary operators satisfy the equation 

8(0" x 11) = 80" x 11 + (_I)degu O" X 811. 

PROOF. It is clear, by remarks similar to those above, that [0" x ¢: 0" x 11] = 
± [¢: 11] where the sign ± 1 depends only on the dimensions of 0" and 11. For 
a O-cell 0", it is clear that the sign is + 1. Direct arguments can determine 
this sign, as in the proof of Lemma 12.1. But this is difficult and the following 
approach is much easier. 

Let Ep.q = ± 1 be the sign defined by the equation 

[0" x ¢: 0" x 11] = Ep.i¢: 11] 

where 0" is a p-cell of K, 11 is a q-cell of L, and ¢ is a (q - I)-cell of L. We 
have that EO,q = 1 for all q. We compute 

8(0" X 11) = L [r x 11: 0" x Il]r x 11 + I [0" X ¢: 0" x 11k x ¢ 
¢ 

= L [r: O"]r x f.1 + I Ep,q[¢:f.1]O" x ¢ 
¢ 

= (80") X f.1 + Ep,qO" X (8f.1). 
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But we know that 02 = 0, and so 

0= oo(u x Il) = (oou) x Il + Ep-1.iOU) x (Oil) 

+ Ep,iou) x (Oil) + Ep,q-l Ep,qU x (001l) 

= Ep-l,iOU) x (Oil) + Ep,q(OU) x (Oil)· 

For this to always hold (for all K and L) we clearly must have Ep,q = - Ep-1,q' 
Since EO,q = 1, we conclude that Ep,q = ( - 1)P. 0 

For the sake of completeness, we now prove the fact, about the topology 
of a product complex, alluded to at the beginning of this section. 

12.3. Theorem. If K and L are CW-complexes and if L is locally finite then 
the weak topology coincides with the product topology on K x L. 

PROOF. For each n-ce11 U of K, let D" be a copy of In and consider the 
characteristic map f" as defined on D ", and similarly for cells L of L. Then, 
for the product topology on K x L, there is the map 

+D" x D,--+K x L, 

where + denotes disjoint union over all cells U of K and L of L. It suffices 
to show that this map is an identification since that is exactly what the weak 
topology on K x L is. We can factor this as the composition 

+D" x D,--+ +D" x L--+K xL. 

The first map is an identification by Proposition 13.19 of Chapter I since 
+ D" is locally compact. The second map is an identification since L is 
locally compact (which follows easily from local finiteness). Therefore the 
composition is an identification by Proposition 13.3 of Chapter I. 0 

PROBLEMS 

1. Compute Hj(SP x sq). 

2. Compute HlP2 x p2). 

3. Compute the homology ofthe product of a Klein bottle and a real projective plane. 

4. Let X = Sl U fD2 and Y = Sl Ug D2 where f: Sl ..... Sl has degree p and g: Sl ..... Sl 
has degree q. Compute Hj(X x Y). 

5. Let K and L be CW-complexes. Let K x L denote the product space with the 
product topology and let K 0 L denote K x L with the CW topology. Show that 
the canonical function ¢: K 0 L ..... K x L is continuous. Also show that if X is 
compact then a function f:X ..... KOL is continuous<o>¢of:X ..... KxL is 
continuous. Conclude that ¢*: H *(K 0 L) ..... H *(K x L) (singular homology) and 
¢#: 'Tt*(K 0 L) ..... 'Tt*(K x L) are isomorphisms. 
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13. Euler's Formula 

Let us recall, without proof, the Fundamental Theorem of Abelian Groups. 
A finitely generated free abelian group A is isomorphic to Z' for some r. 
Suppose that Be A is a subgroup. Then there exists a basis a1 , ••• , a, of A 
and nonzero integers nIl n2 1···1 ns (each dividing the next) with s ~ r such that 
n1 a1, ••• , nsas is a basis for B. In particular, B is free abelian of rank sand 

(1) 

The integer r - s ~ 0 is called the rank of AlB. Note that it is the dimension 
of the rational vector space (AlB) ® Q where Q is the rationals. 

Thus any finitely generated abelian group has the form of (1) and if 
0--+ B --+ A --+ C --+ 0 is an exact sequence of finitely generated abelian groups 
then rank (A) = rank(B) + rank(C). 

13.1. Definition. A space X is said to be of finite type if Hi(X) is finitely 
generated for each i. It is of bounded finite type if Hi(X) is also zero for all 
but a finite number of i. 

13.2. Definition. If X is a space of bounded finite type then its Euler 
characteristic is 

x(X) = L (- 1)i rank Hi(X). 
i 

Note then that x(X) is a topological invariant of X. 

13.3. Theorem (Euler-Poincare). Let X be a finite CW-complex and let ai 
be the number of i-cells in X. Then x(X) is defined and 

x(X) = L ( - 1)iai· 
i 

PROOF. Note that ai = rank Ci(X). Let Zi c Ci = Ci(X) be the group of 
i-cycles, Bi = aci+ 1, the group of i-boundaries, and Hi = Hi(C*(X)) ~ Hi(X). 
Thus Hi = ZJBi. 

The exact sequence 

shows that 

rank(Ci) = rank(Zi) + rank(Bi_1). 

Similarly the exact sequence 0 --+ Bi --+ Zi --+ Hi --+ 0 shows that 

rank(Zi) = rank(Bi) + rank(Hi). 
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Adding the last two equations with signs (- l)i gives 

I (- l)i (rank(H;) + rank(Bi)) = I (- l)i rank(Z;) 
i i 

= I (- Ihrank(C;) - rank(B i _ 1))· 

i 

The terms in B* cancel, leaving X(X) = Li (- Ihank(H;) = Li (- l)i rank(C;) 
= Li ( - l)i ai. D 

13.4. Corollary (Euler). For any CW-complex structure on the 2-sphere with 
F 2-cells, E I-cells and V O-cells, we have F - E + V = 2. D 

13.5. Proposition. If X ~ Y is a covering map with k sheets (kfinite) and Y is 
afinite CW-complex then X is also a CW-complex and X(X) = kX(Y). 

PROOF. Since the characteristic maps Di ~ Yare maps from a simply 
connected space, they lift to X in exactly k ways. This gives the structure of 
a CW-complex on X with the number of i-cells exactly k times that number 
for Y. (Also see Theorem 8.lD.) Thus the alternating sum of these fOf X is k 
times the same thing for Y. D 

13.6. Corollary. IfS2n~ Y is a covering map and Y is CW then the number 
of sheets is either 1 or 2. D 

13.7. Corollary. The Euler characteristic of real projective 2n-space p2n is 1. 
D 

13.8. Corollary. Iff:p2n~ Y is a covering map and Y is a CW-complex then 
f is a homeomorphism. D 

The hypothesis that Y is a CW-complex in Corollaries 13.6 and 13.8 can 
be dropped, but we do not now have the machinery to prove that. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Use the knowledge of the covering spaces of the torus, but do not use the knowledge 
of its homology groups, to show that its Euler characteristic is zero. 

2. If X is a finite CW-complex of dimension two, and if X is simply connected 
then show that X(X) determines Hz(X) completely. What are the possible values 
for X(X) in this situation? 

3. Let 

00 00 

A(t) = I a/ and B(t) = I b/ 
i=O i=O 
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be formal power series. Define a relation A(t) »B(t) to mean that there is a formal 
power series 

00 

C(t)= L c/ 
i=O 

with all Ci ~ 0 such that 

A(t) - B(t) = (1 + t)C(t). 

(a) Show that A(t) »B(t) is equivalent to the "Morse inequalities": 

(b) If C* is a chain complex of finite type over a field A with Ci = 0 for i < 0, let 
C(t) = LJank(CJti and H(t) = LJank(HlC*)W. Show that C(t)>> H(t). 

(c) Derive the Euler-Poincare formula from (b). 

4. If X and Yare finite CW-complexes, show that X(X x Y) = X(X)X(Y). 

14. Homology of Real Projective Space 

Construct a CW-complex structure on sn with exactly two cells in each 
dimension i, 0 .::; i .::; n, by letting the i-cells be two hemispheres of Si C sn for 
each i. For k.::; n denote the two k-cells by (Jk and T(Jk' We can take the 
characteristic map of the latter to be 

JTak = To Jak 

where T: sn ~ sn is the antipodal map. Note that PTaiTa = PaJa since both 
are equal to Yk. Also note that the first of these equals PTaTJa' Since the 
equation PaJa = Yk characterizes the projection Pa we conclude that 

PTa T = Pa' 

Now the composition Pak_Jaak:Sk-l~Sk-l collapses a hemisphere to a 
point and is otherwise a homeomorphism. This is clearly homotopic to a 
homeomorphism and thus has degree ± 1. (This also follows directly from 
Proposition 7.2 or Corollary 7.5.) 

We can choose the characteristic mapsJak inductively so that 

deg(Pak_ JaaJ = 1. 

We also have that deg(PTak_ Jaak) = ± 1. Thus 

[(Jk-l: (Jk] = 1 

[T(Jk-l: (Jk] = ± 1. 
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We will determine the correct sign in a moment. It follows that 

(1) 

Now 

has degree 1. Similarly 

has the same degree as the sign in (1). Thus 

(2) 

where the sign is the same as in (1). From (1) and (2) we see that T: C* -+ C* 
is a chain map. 

Now a(J 1 = (J 0 ± T(J 0' but the sign here must be "-" in order for H 0 to 
come out correctly. Thus a(J1 = (Jo - T(Jo = (1- T)(Jo. 

Similarly, a(J 2 = (1 ± T)(J l' But we calculate 

0= aa(J2 = (1 ± T)a(J1 = (1 ± T)(1- T)(Jo. 

If the sign here is "-" then the result is 0 = 2(1 - T)(J 0, which is false. Thus 
the sign must be "+." Similar arguments establish that these signs must 
alternate in order that aa = 0 on all the (J k' Thus 

a(Jk=(1 +( -l)kT)(Jk_l' 

Now the map n: sn -+ pn induces a cell structure on pn with a single cell 'k 
for each k::; n and with characteristic map hk = no iUk = nTiuk = niTuk' 

Thus the map n: sn -+ pn induces the chain map na: ck(sn) -+ ck(pn) taking 
both (Jk and T(Jk to 'k' Therefore 

ark = ana(Jk = naa(Jk = na(1 + ( - 1)kT)(Jk_l = (1 + ( - 1)k)'k_ U 

which is 0 if k is odd and 2'k-l if k is even. Thus we can compute the 
homology groups of P" from this, with the final result: 

PROBLEMS 

n even = H;(P') ~ { ~, 

n odd = H ;(P,) ~{~, 

for i = 0, 
for i odd, 0 < i < n, 
otherwise, 

for i = O,n, 

for i odd, 0 < i < n, 
otherwise. 

1. Use the formulas developed in this section for the CW-structure on sn to rederive 
the degree of the antipodal map. 

2. • Let fl, = e2ni/p• The map (z 1, ... ,Zn)H(fl,Z 1, ... , fl,Zn) is a map of period p on the 
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sphere s2n~1. It defines a properly discontinuous action of Zp on s2n~1 and so 
gives a p-fold covering s2n ~ 1 -> L of its orbit space L (which is a special case of 
what is called a "lens space"). Compute the homology groups of L. 

15. Singular Homology 

We now return to the study of the singular complex of a space. The reader 
may wish to review the definitions and elementary properties given m 
Section l. 

First we shall give some further material on homological algebra. 

15.1. Definition. Let <p and 0/ be chain maps A* -+ B* between chain com
plexes. Then we say that they are chain homotopic, <p ~ 0/ in symbols, if there 
exists a sequence of homomorphisms D: Ai -+ Bi+ 1 such that oD + Do = <p -0/. 

PROOF. If oa=O then <p*[a]-o/*[a] = [<p(a)-o/(a)] = [(oD+Do)a] = 

[oD(a)] = O. 0 

15.3. Proposition. Chain homotopy is an equivalence relation. 

PROOF. If <p -0/ = oD + Do and 0/ -11 = oD' + D' 0 then <p -11 = o(D + D') + 
(D +D')o. 0 

15.4. Definition. A chain map <p: A* -+ B* is called a chain equivalence if there 
is a chain mapo/:B*-+A* such that <Po/ ~ 1Bo and o/<P ~ lAo' 

Note that in the situation of Definition 15.4, the induced maps satisfy 
<P*o/* = 1 on H*(B*) and o/*<P* = 1 on H*(A*), and so <p* and 0/* are both 
isomorphisms which are inverses of one another. Clearly the relation of chain 
equivalence is an equivalence relation on chain complexes. 

The following theorem is basic to singular homology theory. Remember 
that we do not yet know that singular theory satisfies the axioms. 

15.5. Theorem. If X is contractible then H;(X) = 0 for all i i= O. 

PROOF. Let F: X x I -+ X with F(x, 0) = x and F(x, 1) = Xo for all XEX and 
for some base point XoEX. Define Da:!J.n -+ X, for each singular simplex 
a:!J.n_l-+X of X, by 

where L~ Ai = 1 and A = L~ Ai = 1 - Ao. (See Figure IV-6.) This is called the 
"cone construction." 
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Figure IV-6. A chain homotopy. 

Since D has been defined on a basis of the free abelian group ,1n _ 1 (X) it 
extends uniquely to a homomorphism D:,1n _ 1 (X) ~ ,1n(X). 

To compute the ith face of the singular simplex D(J for i > 0 just put Ai = 0 
or eliminate the Ai terms, and you get 

(D(J)(i) = D((J(i-1)). 

Clearly also 
(D(J)(O) = (J. 

Let us compute a(D(J). For n> 1 we find 
n n-1 

a(D(J) = (D(J)(O) - L ( - l)i-1(D(J)(i) = (D(J)(O) - L ( - l)jD((JU)) = (J - D(a(J). 
i=l j=O 

For n = 1 (i.e., (J a O-simplex) we have 

a(D(J)=(J-(Jo where (Jo:,1o~{xo}, 

and D(a(J) = 0 by definition. Thus aD + Da = 1 - E where E: ,1i(X) ~ ,1;(X) is 
given by E = 0 for i #- 0 and E(L: niP) = (L: n,,)(Jo for i = 0 and where (Jo is the 
O-simplex at Xo. That is, E is the "augmentation." Thus, in homology 
1 = 1* = E* which is 0 in nonzero dimensions. 0 

16. The Cross Product 

We would like to define a bilinear map (for each p, q :?: 0) 

X :,1p(X) x ,1q(Y)~,1p+q(X x Y). 

The image of < a, b > will be denoted by a x b. The geometric idea here is 
easy to describe. If (J is a singular p-simplex in X and r is a singular q-simplex 
in Y then < (J, r > is a map from the prism ,1p x ,1q to X x Y. Thus if we 
somehow subdivide the prism into simplices we can regard that map as 
defining a (p + q)-chain in X x Y. This is essentially what we do, except that 
the process of subdivision is replaced by an algebraic analogue that is easier 
to implement. 
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First let us establish some notation. If XEX then we will use x to also 
stand for the singular O-simplex taking the vertex eo into x. That is, x(eo) = x. 
For 0": ~q --> Y we let x x 0" be the singular q-simplex of X x Y taking 
Wf---*(x,O"(w)) and similarly, for YEY and r:~p-->X, we let r x y denote 
the singular p-simplex of X x Y taking wf---*(r(w), y). This defines x on 
~o(X) x ~q(Y) and on ~p(X) x ~o(Y). 

16.1. Theorem. There exist bilinear maps X: ~p(X) x ~q(Y) --> ~p+q(X x Y) 
such that: 

(1) for XEX, YEY, O":~q--> Y, and r:~p-->X, x x 0" and r x yare as described 
above; 

(2) (naturality) if f:X --> X' and g: Y --> Y' and if <f, g): X x Y --> X' x Y' 
denotes the product map, then 

<f, g) ti(a x b) = fti(a) x gti(b); and 

(3) (boundary formula) a(a x b) = aa x b + ( - 1)deg aa X abo 

PROOF. Note that (3) holds when either p or q is zero. The method of proof 
here goes by the name of "acyclic models." One can give a general form of 
it allowing the plugging in of specific situations like the present one. We much 
prefer, however, to just use it as a method, as that gives one a better idea of 
just what is going on. 

Let I p: ~p --> ~p be the identity map thought of as a singular p-simplex of 
the space ~p. 

Let p > 0 and q > 0 be given and assume that X has been defined for 
smaller p + q satisfying (1), (2), and (3). The idea is this: first try to define 
lp x lq (on the "models"). To do that, write down what its boundary would 
have to be by (3). Then compute the boundary of that to see that it is a 
cycle. Since the space ~p x ~q is contractible, and hence "acyclic," this cycle 
must be a boundary. What it is a boundary of is then taken to be lp x lq. 
Next we define 0" x r in general by applying (2) to the maps 0": ~p --> X and 
r: ~q --> y. We now carry this plan out. 

If lp X lq were defined then, by (3), its boundary would be 

"a(lp x lq)" = alp x lq + ( - 1)Plp x alq 

in ~P+q-l(~P x ~q). We compute the boundary of the right-hand side 

a(rhs) = aal p x lq + ( - 1)p-lalp x alq + ( - 1)palp x alq + lp X aalq = O. 

Thus the rhs is a (p + q - I)-cycle in ~p x ~q. Since this space is contractible 
and p + q > 1, its homology is zero by Theorem 15.5. Thus the rhs is a 
boundary of some chain. Choose any such chain to be lp x lq. 

Now, if 0": ~p --> X and r: ~q --> Yare arbitrary singular simplices then, 
regarding them also as maps which then induce homomorphisms of chain 
groups, we have 0" = O"ti(lp) and r=rti(lq). As before, let <O",r):~px~q--> 
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x x Y denote the product map. By (2) we must define (J x r = (J a(lp) x ra(lq) = 

< (J, r) a(lp x Iq). Then it is clear that (2) holds in general in these dimensions. 
To verify property (3) we compute 

a((J x r) = a( < (J, r) a(lp x Iq» 

= < (J, r) a(a(lp x Iq» 

= <(J,r)a(a,p x Iq + (-1)Plp x a,q) 

= (Ja(a,p) x ra(lq) + (-1)P(Ja(lp) x ra(a,q) 

= a(Ja(lp) x ra(lq) + (-1)P(Ja(lp) x ara(lq) 

= a(J x r + ( - 1)P(J x ar. 

This extends to all chains by bilinearity. o 

16.2. Definition. If (X, A) and (Y,B) are pairs of spaces then (X, A) x (Y,B) 
denotes the pair (X x Y, X x B u A x Y). 

16.3. Proposition. The cross product ,1p(X) x ,1q(Y) --+ ,1p+iX x Y) induces a 
bilinear map X:Hp(X,A) x Hq(Y, B)--+Hp+q((X, A) x (Y,B» defined by 
[a] x [b] = [a x b]. 

PROOF. If aE,1iX) with aaE,1p_1(A) (i.e., if a represents a cycle of (X, A» 
and bE,1iY) with abE,1q_1(B) then 

a(a x b) = aa x b + ( -1)Pa x abE,1p+q_1((A x Y)u(X x B» 

so that a x b does represent a cycle of (X, A) x (Y, B). We must show that it 
does not depend on the choices of representatives a and b of the (relative) 
homology classes. This is clear if they are changed by adding chains in A 
and B respectively. Also, (a + aa') x (b + ab') = a x b + a x ab' + aa' x b 
+ aa' x ab' = a x b ± a(a x b') + a(a' x b) + a(a' x ab') + (a chain in A x Yu 
X x B) when a and b are relative cycles. D 

The most important case of this is X = 1 = [0, 1]. We will also use 1 to 
denote the affine simplex [(0},{1}J:,11--+1 and we let EO and E1 be the 
O-simplices Eo(eo) = {O} and E1(eO) = {1} of 1. Thus a1 = E1 - Eo· 

For a chain CE,1q(X) we have 1 x CE,1q+ 1 (1 x X), and 

a(I x C)=E1 x C-Eo x c-1 x ac. 

Define D: ,1q(X) --+ ,1p+ 1 (l X X) by D(c) = 1 x c. Then 

(aD + Da)(c) = a(D(c» + D(ac) = E1 X C - Eo xc. 

Let 110 and 11 1 be the maps X --+ 1 x X given by 11o(X) = (0, x) and 111 (x) = (1, x). 
Then 11i,(C) = Ei x c. Thus we have 

aD + Da = 111, -110,· 
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16.4. Theorem. If fo~f1:(X,A)--+(Y,B) then fo,,~f1,,:A*(X,A)--+A*(Y,B) 
and therefore fa. = fl.: H *(X, A) --+ H *(Y, B). 

PROOF. The second statement follows immediately from the first. If 
F: I x (X, A) --+(Y, B) is a homotopy between fa and f1 (so that F°'1o = fa 
and F°'11 = f1) then it induces FfJ..:A*(I x X,I x A)--+ A*(Y, B). If we compose 
this with oD + Do = '11" - '10" we obtain 

o(FfJ..°D) + (FfJ..oD)o = FfJ..°(oD + Do) = FfJ..°1h" - FfJ..°'1o" = f1" - fa", 

which shows that F fJ.. ° D is the desired chain homotopy. D 

16.5. Corollary. Singular homology satisfies the Homotopy Axiom. D 

17. Subdivision 

We wish to prove that singular homology satisfies the Excision Axiom. First 
we will indicate the difficulty with doing this, and outline the remedy, and 
finally we go into the detailed proof. 

Suppose, for example, U cAe X with 0 c int(A) and we wish to "excise" 
U. If all singular simplices which are not completely within A miss V 
completely, then we could just discard any simplex in A. Thus the problem 
is with "large" singular simplices, those touching both X - A and U. These 
sets are "separated," i.e., their closures do not meet. Thus if we could somehow 
"subdivide" a singular simplex into smaller simplices (a chain) which satisfy 
the above condition then we might be able to make excision work. 

We are going to define an operator Y called "subdivision" on Ai(X) and 
a chain homotopy T from Y to the identity. 

Please recall the standard q-simplex Aq c Rq+ 1. Let L*(Aq) be the sub
complex of A*(Aq) generated by the affine singular simplices, i.e., singular 
simplices of the form 0": Ap --+ Aq such that O"(Li Aie;) = Li Aivi where Li Ai = 1 
and Vi = O"(eJ We denote such affine singular simplices by 0" = [va' ... ' vp]. 

Now we define the "cone operator" which takes an affine simplex and 
forms the "cone" on it from some point, producing a simplex of one higher 
dimension. Let VEAq and let 0" = [va' ... ' vp]: Ap --+ Aq be affine. The cone on 
0" from v is then defined to be vo" = [v, va' ... ' vp]: Ap+ 1 --+ Aq. For a chain 
C = Lu nuO"ELp(Aq), let vc = Lu nuvo"ELp+ 1 (Aq). Taking CHVC gives a 
homomorphism 

Lp(Aq) --+ Lp+ 1 (Aq). 

(By definition, vO = 0.) If p > 0 then we compute 

o[v, va' ... ' vp] = [va' ... ' vp] - ~) - 1)i[V, va' ... ' Vi' ... ' vp] 
i 
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If p = ° then oV(J = (J - [v]. Thus, for a O-chain e, ove = e - E(e) [v] where E 
is the augmentation, of Section 2, assigning to a O-chain the sum of its 
coefficients. Thus we have that 

o(ve) = { e - v(oe) if deg(e) > 0, 

e - E(e) [v] if deg(e) = 0. 

We now define the "barycentric subdivision" operator Y: LiAq) -+ Lp(Aq) 
inductively by 

y((J) = {Q:(J(Y(O(J)) for p > 0, 
for p = 0, 

where Q: denotes the "barycenter" of the affine simplex (J, i.e., 
Q: = (Lf=o vJ/(p + 1) for (J = [vo, ... ,vp]. This defines Y on a basis of Lp(Aq) 
and thus we extend it linearly to be a homomorphism. See Figure IV-7. 

PROOF. We shall show that Y(O(J) = o(y((J)) inductively on p where (J is an 
affine p-simplex. If p = ° then Y(O(J) = YeO) = 0, while o(y((J)) = o(J = 0, since 
there are no (- I)-chains. If p = 1 then Y(O(J) = o(J while o(y((J)) = 

o(Q:(Y( o(J))) = o(Q:( o(J)) = o(J - E( o(J) [Q:] = o(J. 
For p > 1 and assuming that the formula is true for chains of degree < p, 

we have o(y((J)) = o(Q: Y(o(J)) = Y(o(J) - Q:(oYo(J) = Y(O(J) since OYO(J = Yoo(J = ° 
by the inductive assumption. 0 

T(J = Q:(Y(J - (J - T(o(J)), 

and T = ° for p = 0. 
We wish to show that oT + To = Y - 1. For p = ° we compute 

oT(J + TO(J = o(Q:(Y(J - (J)) = ° 
since y(J = (J for p = 0. For the same reason (Y - 1)(J = 0. 

c 

a '--__ --' b f! "----±-----" b 

Figure IV-7. Barycentric subdivision. 
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For p > 0 we compute 

oTu = (Yu - u - Tou) - Q:(oYu - OU - o Tou). 

The term oTou = (Y - 1 - To)(ou) = You - OU so that the entire right-hand 
term of (*) vanishes, which yields the claimed formula. Thus T is a chain 
homotopy from 1 to Y. 

We are now done for affine chains in Llq. We now transfer these results 
to general singular chains of X. 

We wish to define Y:Llp(X)-+Llp(X) and T:Llp(X)-+Llp+l(X) such that: 

(1) (naturality) Y f4(C) = f4(YC) and T(f4(C)) = f4(T(c)) for f: X -+ Y; 
(2) Y is a chain map and oT + To = Y - 1; 
(3) Y and T extend the previous definition on affine chains; and 
(4) Yu and Tu are chains in image(u). 

Note that (4) follows from (1). We list it for stress. 
Thus let u: Llp -+ X. Then we have u = u 4(lp) and, of course, IpELiLlp). We 

define 

YU=U4(Ylp), 

Tu = u 4(Tlp)' 

Of course, one must check that these coincide with the previous definitions 
when u is affine, but this is obvious because Y and T were defined on affine 
simplices using only affine operations. Property (4) is also clear, so this settles 
(3) and (4). 

To show naturality (1) we compute Y f4U = Y(f oU)4(lp) = (f °U)4(Ylp) = 
f4(U 4(Ylp)) = f4(Y u), and similarly for T. 

It remains to prove property (2). To show that Y is a chain map, we 
compute 

You = Y(o(u 4(lp))) 

= Y(u 4(0Ip)) 

= u 4(Y(0Ip)) 

= u 4(0(Ylp)) 

= o(u 4(Ylp)) 

= o(Yu) 

(since U 4 is a chain map) 

(naturality) 

(since Ip is affine) 

(since U 4 is a chain map) 

(by definition). 

Similarly, for the formula involving T we compute 

Tou = T(u 4(0Ip)) = u 4(Tolp) 
and 

so that 

17.2. Corollary. For k '?:. 1, yk: Llp(X) -+ Llp(X) is chain homotopic to the 
identity. 
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PROOF. This follows from y2 ~ yo 1 ~ 101 = 1, etc. Another way to show it, 
which displays the chain homotopy explicitly is to note that 

yk _ 1 = yk _ yk - 1 + yk - 1 _ ... _ 1 = (yk - 1 + yk - 2 + ... + Y + 1 )(Y _ 1) 

= G(Y - 1) = G(To + oT) = (GT)o + o(GT). D 

Let us denote this chain homotopy (GT in the second proof) by Tk and 
note that it is natural. 

17.3. Lemma. If a = [vo, ... , vp] is an affine simplex of t1q then any simplex 
in the chain Ya has diameter at most (pj(p + 1))diam(a). 

PROOF. A simplex in Ya has the form Q! where! is a simplex of Y(oa), i.e., 
! is a simplex of Y(a(i)) for some i. Thus a simplex of Ya has the form 
[QO,Q1,Q2, ... ] where a=aO>a1 >a2···, using cx>/3 to mean that /3 is a 
proper face of cx. Each of the barycenters Qi is the average of some of the Vk. 
If j> i then Qj is the average of some of these Vk. Thus by reordering the 
vertices, the lemma comes down to the following: 

Ifw1, ... ,Wk ERQ withm<k::::;p+l then 

11
1 kIm II p - L W i -- L Wi ::::;~-max Ilwi-Wjll. 
k i =l mi=l p+l 

Since xj(x + 1) is an increasing function and m < k::::; p + 1, it suffices to 
show that the left-hand side of this inequality is at most ((k - l)jk) 
max II Wi - Wj II. We calculate 

11
1 m 1 k II 111 m 1 m 1 k II - L Wi - - L Wi = - L Wi - - L Wi - - L Wi 
mi=l k i=l mi=l k i=l k i=m+l 

Il k - m m 1 k II = - I w i-- L Wi 
km i=l k i=m+1 

k - mill m 1 k II =-- - L w·--- L w. 
k mi=l' k-mi=m+1 ,. 

Both the terms in the norm of the last expression are in the convex span of 
the Wi and so this entire expression is at most ((k - m)jk) max II Wi - Wj II ::::; 
((k - l)jk) max II Wi - Wj II· D 

17.4. Corollary. Each affine simplex in Yk(zp)ELp(t1 q ) has a diameter of at most 
(pj(p + l)t diam(t1q), which approaches 0 as k -> 00. D 

17.5. Corollary. Let X be a space and V = {Ua} an open covering of X. Let 
a be a singular p-simplex of X. Then 3k3 yk(a) is V-small. That is, each simplex 
in yk(a) has image in some Ua. 
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PROOF. This is an easy consequence of Corollary 17.4 and the Lebesgue 
Lemma (Lemma 9.11 of Chapter I). D 

17.6. Definition. Let V be a collection of subsets of X whose interiors cover 
X. Let L1~(X) c L1*(X) be the subcomplex generated by the V-small singular 
simplices and let H~(X) = H *(L1~(X)). 

17.7. Theorem. The map H~(X) -4 H *(X) generated by inclusion is an isomor
phism. 

PROOF. First we show the map to be a monomorphism. Let cEL1~(X) with 
8c = O. Suppose that c = 8e for some eEL1p+ 1 (X). We must show that c = 8e' 
for some e'EL1~+l(X). There is a k such that yk(e)EL1~+l(X) and 

yk(e) - e = Tk(8e) + 8Tk(e) = Tk(C) + 8Tk(e). 
Thus 

8yk(e) - 8e = 8 Tk(c), 
so that 

c = 8e = 8(yk(e) - Tk(C))E8(L1~(X)) 

by the naturality of Tk . 

Now we shall show the map to be onto. Let cEL1p(X) with 8c = O. We 
must show that there is a c' EL1~(X) such that c ~ c'. There is a k such that 
yk(C)EL1~(X). Then 

yk(C) - c = Tk(8c) + 8Tk(C) = 8Tk(C). 

Thus c' = yk(C) works. D 

We remark that it can be shown that the isomorphism of Theorem 17.7 
is induced by a chain equivalence. 

To discuss the relative case of this result, put 

where V nA is the set of intersections of members of V with A. We have 
the commutative diagram 

o -4 L1~ nA(A) -4 L1~(X) -4 L1~(X, A) -40 

111 
0-4 L1*(A) -4 L1*(X) -4 L1*(X, A) -4 o. 

This induces a commutative "ladder" in homology 

-4 H~ nA(A) -4 H~(X) -4 H~(X, A) -4 H~_nlA(A) -4 H~_l (X) -4 

l~ l~ 1 l~ l~ 
-4 Hi(A) -4 H;(X) -4 Hi(X,A) -4 H i- 1(A) -4Hi _1(X)-4. 

Thus H~(X, A) ----="--+ H;(X, A) follows from the 5-lemma. 
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Now we are prepared to prove the Excision Axiom. Note that the following 
statement of it is slightly stronger than the axiom itself. 

17.8. Theorem (Excision). If Be A c X with Be int(A) then the inclusion 

(X - B, A - B) ~ (X, A) induces an isomorphism H *(X - B, A - B) ~ 

H*(X, A). 

PROOF. Let U = {A,X - B}. Then X = int(A)u(X - B) = int(A)uint(X - B). 

Thus we have H~(X, A) ~ H *(X, A). Note that 

Ll~(X) = Ll*(A) + Ll*(X - B) 

as a subgroup of Ll*(X). (The sum is not direct.) Also 

Ll*(A - B) = Ll*(A)nLl*(X - B). 

By one of the Noetherian isomorphisms it follows that inclusion induces the 
isomorphism 

Thus the inclusion maps induce 

Ll*(X - B) Ll~(X) 
----"---- -----'----~) --

Ll*(A - B) Ll*(A) 

LLl*(X)~. 
Ll*(A) . 

This diagram of chain complexes and chain maps induces the following 
diagram in homology: 

It follows that the map marked incl* is an isomorphism. D 

This concludes the demonstration that singular theory does satisfy all the 
axioms. 

18. The Mayer-Vietoris Sequence 

In this section we derive an exact sequence that links the homology of A, B, 
An B, and A u B directly. It is often useful in doing computations of homology 
groups. It will also playa major role in the proofs of some important results. 
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IS.1. Theorem (Mayer-Vietoris). Let A, B c X and suppose that X = int(A) u 
int(B). Let U = {A,B}. Let iA:AnB =---.A, iB:AnB =---.B, jA:A =---.A uB, 
and r: B =---. A u B be the inclusions. Then the se£juence 

is exact and so induces the long exact sequence 

-->Hp_t(AnB)--> ... 

called the "Mayer- Vietoris" sequence. If An B =1= 0 then the reduced sequence 
is also exact. 

PROOF. This is all straightforward and elementary, given our present 
machinery. D 

The reader should note that we could just as well have taken the difference 
instead of the sum in the first map and the sum in the second. 

We wish to give a version of this for relative homology. Consider the 
diagram 

with exact columns. The first two nontrivial rows are exact, and an easy 
diagram chase shows the third to be exact. (Another way to see that is to 
regard the rows as chain complexes. The columns then provide a short exact 
sequence of chain complexes and chain maps. Thus there is an induced long 
exact homology sequence with every two out of three terms zero, and so the 
remaining terms are also zero; which is equivalent to the third row being 
exact.) 

Also consider the diagram 
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with exact rows. The first two vertical maps induce isomorphisms and so 
the third one must also induce an isomorphism in homology by the 5-lemma. 
Putting this together gives: 

18.2. Theorem. If A, B are open in Au B c X then there is the long exact 
Mayer- Vietoris sequence 

•.. --+ H iX, A n B) --+ H p(X, A) EB H p(X, B) --+ H p(X, A u B) 

--+ H p_1(X, A nB)--+ "', 

where the map to the direct sum is induced by the sum of the inclusions and the 
map from the direct sum is the difference of those induced by the inclusions. D 

PROBLEMS 

1. Use the Mayer-Vietoris sequence to give another derivation of the homology 
groups of spheres (of all dimensions). 

2. Use the Mayer-Vietoris sequence to compute the homology of the space which 
is the union of three n-disks along their common boundaries. 

3. Use the Mayer-Vietoris sequence to give another derivation of the homology 
groups of the projective plane. 

4. -¢- For X = int(A) u int(B), consider the following commutative braid diagram: 

~ ----.......----... .....----... /" 
/" H i+ 1(AUB,A( /H;(A),,- /H;(AUB,B)"-. /Hi- 1(B) ~ 

H;(AnB) H;(AuB) H i - 1(AnB) 

"-.... ,/ "-.. ,/""'-. /'" /'" /' H i+ 1(AuB,B) Hi(B) H;(AuB,A) H i - 1(A) ........ 

./ -------- ----- ~ ~ 
in which all four braids are exact. (Two of the sequences are the exact sequences 
of the pairs (A, A n B) and (B, A n B) with a modification resulting from the excision 
isomorphisms for the inclusions (A, A n B) c......... (A u B, B) and (B, A n B) c......... 
(A u B, A).) Show that the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence 

···--->Hi(AnB) 
.A .B 
J*-J* , H i(AuB)--->Hi _1(AnB)---> ... 

can be derived from the braid diagram by a diagram chase alone. (Therefore, this 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence follows from the axioms alone.) 

19. The Generalized Jordan Curve Theorem 

The Jordan Curve Theorem states that a circle in the plane divides the plane 
into two parts. The Generalized Jordan Curve Theorem proved below is the 
analogue in higher dimensions. As consequences of this theorem we also 
prove two classic theorems called Invariance of Domain and Invariance of 
Dimension. These show that for an open set in euclidean n-space the 
dimension n is a topological invariant. That is, if an open set in n-space is 
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homeomorphic to one in m-space then n = m. This intuitively "obvious" fact 
is, in fact, rather difficult to prove without the sort of advanced tools we 
now have at our disposal. 

First, however, we prove a result saying, in effect, that the homology of 
each piece of an increasing union of open sets determines that of the union. 

Although we use the terminology "direct limit" (lim) in this section, it is 
-4 

not really necessary to know what a direct limit is, since we only use the 
two properties listed below in Theorem 19.1. However, the reader can consult 
Appendix D for this definition and its simple properties, if so desired. 

19.1. Theorem. Let X be a space and let X= U{Uili= 1,2,3, ... } where the 
Ui are open and Ui C Ui+ 1, for all i. Let in: Un ~X and im,n: Un ~ Um be 
the inclusions. Then Hp(X) = lim Hp(U;). That is: --+ 
(1) each rxEHp(X) is in im(in.) for some n; and 
(2) if rxnEHp(Un) and in.(rxn) = 0 then im,n.(rxn) = 0 for m sufficiently large. 

PROOF. Note that if C c X is compact then C c Un for some n. To prove (1), 
let rx be represented by the singular chain aE,:\iX). Since a involves only 
a finite number of singular simplices and the image of each of them is compact 
we must have that aE':\p(Un) for some n and this implies (1). Part (2) is proved 
in the same way. D 

We wish to show that if f:Dr --+sn is an embedding then H*(sn - f(Dr)) = 
O. The next theorem will be a generalization of this. 

First, let us point out that the complement of the image of this r-disk in 
sn need not be contractible. (If it were the result would be trivia!.) One 
counterexample of this is the "wild arc" of Fox and Artinillustrated in Figure 
IV -8. It can be shown that the complement of this arc in R 3 is not simply 
connected. Although this is quite plausible, a proof is difficult, and we will 
not attempt it here. 

Another counterexample is the Alexander horned disk depicted in Figure 
IV-9. This is an inductively constructed object in 3-space. We will briefly 
describe it with no attempt at proving anything about it. One starts with an 
ordinary disk (right-hand side of the figure). Embed that in 3-space in the 
standard way. Then take two disks inside it and map them to "horns" on 

Figure IV-8. Wild arc of Fox and Artin. 
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Figure IV-9. The Alexander horned disk. 

the embedded disk. You now have an embedded disk shaped with horns and 
a map of the standard disk to the embedded disk. In each of these two 
subdisks, now take two more disks and use them to put horns on the horns 
in such a way that the two pairs of horns seem to link like a chain. This 
process is continued ad infinitum. If done carefully you will end up with a 
one-one map (hence a homeomorphism) of the standard disk to an embedded 
disk in 3-space whose complement is not simply connected. For details about 
these, and similar, examples see Rushing [ll 

The following theorem, and its proof, is essentially due to Alexander (see 
Dieudonne [1], p. 57): 

19.2. Theorem. Let n be fixed. Suppose that Y is a compact space with the 
property that H*(sn - f(Y)) = 0 for every embedding f: Y -+sn. Then I x Y 
also has this property. 

PROOF Let f: I x Y -+sn be an embedding and suppose that 0 # iXE 

Hi(sn - f(1 x Y)). Put 

and 

Then 

and 

U 0 U U 1 = sn - f( a} x Y). 

The latter is acyclic by assumption. There is the following Mayer-Vietoris 
exact sequence: 

... -+Hi+1(U oU U 1)-+Hi(UO n U 1)-+Hi(U o)tBHi(U 1)-+Hi(UO U U 1)-+ .... 
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The terms involving U 0 u U 1 are 0 by assumption. Our element 
o =j:. (X Eii;(U 0 nUl) must then map nontrivially into at least one of ii;(U 0) 
and ii;(U 1) and it is no loss of generality to suppose it is U o. Now replace 
the interval I by [O,i] and repeat the argument. 

In this way we get a sequence of intervals I:::J Ii :::J 12 :::J ••• where I k has 
length 2 -k and (X maps to (Xk =j:. 0 in ii;(S" - f(Ik x Y)). Let Vk = S" - f(Ik x Y), 
an open set. Then we have Vo C Vi C V2 C···, nIk = {x} for some xEI, and 
uvk=S"-nf(Ikx Y)=S"-f({x} x Y). _ _ _ 

By Theorem 19.1, we have 0 =j:. {(Xk}ElimH;(Vk) = H;(U Vk) = H;(S"-
--+ 

f( {x} x Y)) = 0, (i.e., (X maps to (Xk =j:. 0 for all k and so it must map to a 
nonzero element of ii;(U Vk) by Theorem 19.1), a contradiction. D 

19.3. Corollary. If f: 0' --+ S" is an embedding then ii *(S" - f(O')) = O. In 
particular S" - f(O') is connected. 

PROOF. This is clearly true for r = O. By Theorem 19.2, it follows for 
r= 1,2,3,.... D 

19.4. Theorem (The Generalized Jordan Curve Theorem). If f: S' --+S" is an 
embedding then 

ii;(s" _ f(S')) ~ {OZ for i = n - r -1, 
for i =j:. n - r - 1. 

PROOF. We use induction on r. For r = 0 we have S" - f(SO) ~ R" - {O} ~ S"-l. 
Suppose we know the result for r - 1, i.e., that ii;(S" - f(S,-l)) ~ Z for 
i = n - r and is 0 otherwise. Then for an embedding f of S' in S" put 

and U _ = S" - f(O'_), 

so that 

U + n U _ = S" - f(S') and U + u U _ = S" - f(S' - 1 ). 

In the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the pair U + and U _, 

... ---+ ii;+ l(U +)(B ii;+ l(U _) ---+ ii;+ l(sn - f(S'-l)) ---+ ii;(S" - f(~)) 
---+ii;(U +)(Bii;(U _) ---+ ... 

the direct sum terms are 0 by Corollary 19.3. Thus the terms between are 
isomorphic and this implies the result. D 

Now we shall apply the foregoing results in a sequence of propositions 
culminating in two classic facts called Invariance of Domain and Invariance 
of Dimension. These results are so intuitively plausible that it is very easy 
to allow some unproved intuition to creep into the proofs. The reader should 
keep this in mind when going through the demonstrations. 
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19.5. Corollary (Jordan-Brouwer Separation Theorem). Iff: S" -1 --+ S" is an 
embedding then S" - f(S" - 1) consists of exactly two components and both of 
them are acyclic. Moreover, f(S" - 1) is the topological boundary of each of 
these components. 

PROOF. By Theorem 19.4, H o(S" - f(S"-I)) ~ Z (J) Z and all other homology 
groups are zero. This is equivalent to the first statement of the corollary. 
For the last statement, let U and V be the two components ofS"- f(S"-I). 
Note that since f(S"-I) is compact, its complement is open and any point 
in it is in an open E-ball completely contained in U or V. Thus such a point 
is not in the boundary of either U or V. Therefore au c f(S" -1) and 
oVcf(S"-I). Let pES"-1 and suppose that f(p)¢oU. Then some open 
neighborhood N of f(p) does not touch U. Let Wbe an open ball in S"-1 
about p so small that f(W) c N. Since S"-1 - W ~ D"- \ we have that 
Y = S" - f(S"-1 - W) is an open connected set by 19.3. Now Y = U u Vu 
f(W) c Uu VuN. But U n(VuN) = 0 and so Y = (U n Y)u((VuN)n Y)is 
a disjoint union of two nonempty open sets, a contradiction. Thus f( p)EaU, 
and a similar argument shows thatf(p)EaV. 0 

19.6. Corollary. Iff: S"-1 --+ R", n 'C. 2, is an embedding then R" - f(S"-I) has 
exactly two components, one of which is bounded and the other not. The bounded 
component is acyclic and the other has the homology OfS"-I. 

PROOF. Let Vbe a component ofS"-f(S"-I) and let XEV. Then consider 
the exact sequence of the pair (V, V - {x}): 

... --+ H i+ I(V) --+ H i+ I(V, V - {x}) --+ Hi(V - {x}) --+ Hi(V) --+ .... 

The homology of V is trivial by Corollary 19.5, so 

Hi(V - {x}) ~ Hi+ I(V, V - {x}) ~ Hi+ I(D",D" - {O}) 

~ Hi(D" - {O}) ~ H i(S"-I), 

where the first isomorphism is from the sequence for (V, V - {x}), the second 
is by excision, the third is from the exact sequence for (D", D" - {O}), and 
the fourth is by homotopy. 0 

19.7. Corollary. Iffis an embedding ofD" in S" (or in R") thenf(D" - S"-I) = 

f(D")- f(S"-I) is open in S" (or R") and equals a component ofS"- f(S"-I) 
(or R" - f(S"-I)). 

PROOF. Let U 0 and U 1 be the two components of S" - f(S" - 1). Then 
S" - f(S" - 1) is the disjoint union U 0 + U l' But it is also the disjoint union 
(S" - f(D")) + f(D" - S" -1). By Corollary 19.3, Ao = S" - f(D") is open and 
acyclic and therefore connected. Also Al = f(D" - S"-I) is connected. Now 
Aocsome Ui' say U o. Then A 1 cU I. Since A ouA 1 =UOUU 1 we must 
haveAo =Uo andA 1 =U1• 0 
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19.8. Corollary. Ij Mn is a topological n-manifold and j: Mn -+ Rn is one-one 
and continuous, then j is an open mapping. 

PROOF. Let V c Mn be open and XE V. Then there is an open neighborhood 
U c V of x and a homeomorphism g: R" -+ U such that g(O) = x. Then 
g(D" - sn-1) is open in U, by Corollary 19.7, and therefore is open in M. 
Consider the composition joglon:Dn-+R", which is an embedding by 
Theorem 7.8 of Chapter I. Now (f og)(Dn - sn-1) is open by Corollary 19.7 
and contains j(x). But this set is j(g(D" - sn-1)) C j(U) and so j(U) is a 
neighborhood ofj(x). Therefore j(V) contains a neighborhood of each of its 
points and so is open. 0 

19.9. Corollary (Invariance of Domain). Ij M" and Nn are topological 
n-manifolds and j: M n -+ Nn is one-one and continuous, then j is open. 

PROOF. It suffices to show that the image under j of a neighborhood of x is 
a neighborhood of f(x). Let j(X)E VeNn be an open set homeomorphic to 
Rn. Then the restriction of j to j - 1( V) -+ V::::o R" is one-one, continuous and 
hence open by Corollary 19.8. Now, if U is an open neighborhood of x then 
so is Unj-1(V). Therefore j takes this into an open neighborhood ofj(x). 
Hence j(U) is a neighborhood of j(x). 0 

19.10. Corollary (Invariance of Dimension). Ij an m-manifold Mm is homeo
morphic to an n-manifold N" then n = m. 

PROOF. If m < n then one can embed Rm in Nn::::o Mm in such a way that Rm 
is not open in N n. But then this Rm is not open in M m contrary to 
Corollary 19.9. 

There is also an easy direct proof of Corollary 19.10 as follows: By 
embedding an m-disk D m in M m with 0 corresponding to x we compute 

H;(M,M - {x})::::o H;(Dm,Dm - {O}) 
::::0 H; _ 1 (Dm - {O} ) 
::::0 H;_1(sm-1) 

(by excision) 

(by the exact sequence) 

(by homotopy) 

and we know this group to be Z for i = m and 0 otherwise. It follows that m 
is a topological invariant of Mm since the groups H;(M, M - {x}) are 
topological invariants. 0 

In the classical situation of embeddings j: Sl -+ S2, it is also known that 
the closure of each of the two components of S2 - j(Sl) is homeomorphic 
to D2. This is called the Schoenflies Theorem and follows from the strong 
form of the Riemann Mapping Theorem in complex analysis. (See, for 
example, Nehari [1].) 

In higher dimensions, the analogue of this is false, in general, as is shown 
by the Alexander horned sphere. However, by assuming a "bicollaring" on 
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the embedding, one can prove the higher-dimensional case. The rest of this 
section is devoted to just that. It will not be used elsewhere in this book and 
so it can be skipped. However, it does provide an exposure to some interesting 
topological techniques quite different from others studied in this book. 

This higher-dimensional case was first proved by Mazur [lJ with an 
ingenious argument. His argument assumed an additional niceness hypothesis 
that was later removed by Morse [1]. Independently of Morse, M. Brown 
[1J gave an elegant new proof that also avoided the additional condition. 
Our treatment is based on Brown's proof. 

19.11. Theorem (Generalized Schoenflies Theorem). Suppose f:Sn- 1 x 
[ -1, 1J --t sn is an embedding. Then the closure of each component of 
sn - f(sn - 1 X {O}) is homeomorphic to Dn. 

PROOF. First we need the following four lemmas: 

19.12. Lemma. Let K 1 , ••• , Kk be compact sets in Rn, let K = UKi and let 
Rn/{KJ denote the quotient space obtained by identifying each Ki to a point. 
If g: Rn / {KJ --t Rn is a one-one map then it is an embedding onto an open set. 

PROOF. We must show that g is open. Let f: Rn --t Rn be the composition of 
g with the quotient map Rn--tRn/{KJ Let D be an n-disk with K c intD. 
Then f(D - aD) is contained in a component Wof Rn - f(aD). Note that 
f(D - aD) = f(D)n W By Invariance of Domain, f(D - aD - K) is open. But 
f(D) is compact and so f(D - aD - K) = f(D) n (W - f(K)) is closed in 
W - f(K). Since f(K) is a finite, W - f(K) is connected and we conclude 
that f(D - aD) = W, which is open. Now g is an embedding on D/{KJ by 
Theorem 7.8 of Chapter I and so g: (int D)/{ KJ --t W is a homeomorphism. 
Thus (int D)/{KJ, and hence Rn/{KJ, is an n-manifold and so g is open by 
Invariance of Domain. D 

19.13. Lemma. Let A and B be disjoint compact subsets of Rn. Suppose that 

Y(A(]·u 
.Q ~/ 

> 
Rn Rn 

Figure IV-10. Avoiding B. 
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the quotient space Rn/{A,B} obtained by identifying A to a point and B to 
another point can be embedded in Rn. Then Rn/A and Rn/B can be embedded 
in Rn as open sets. 

PROOF. (See Figure IV-10.) Letf:Rn--+Rn be the composition of the quotient 
map Rn--+Rn/{A,B} with the embedding of the latter in Rn. Let f(A) = {a} 
and f(B) = {b}. By Lemma 19.12, f(Rn) is open in Rn. 

Let U c f(Rn) be an open disk with bEU and a¢V. Let g:Rn--+Rn be an 
embedding which is the identity on U and whose image does not contain a. 
(The image can be taken to be any open disk slightly larger than V.) On 
f- 1(Rn - {b}) the map f- 1 gf is defined since a¢gf(Rn). It is the identity on 
f-1(U) ~ B. Thus the function h: Rn --+ Rn, defined by 

h(x) = {x for xEB, 
f-1 gf(x) for x¢B, 

is continuous, collapses A to a point, and is an embedding on Rn - A. The 
induced map h: Rn / A --+ Rn is one-one and hence an embedding onto an open 
set in Rn by Lemma 19.12. 0 

19.14. Lemma. If A is a compact subset ofRn and Rn/A can be embedded as 
an open set in Rn then A is "cellular," meaning that each neighborhood of A 
contains a neighborhood homeomorphic to Dn. 

PROOF. (See Figure IV-ll.) We may assume that A c int Dn. Letf: Rn --+ Rn be 
the composition of the quotient map Rn --+ Rn / A with the hypothesized 
embedding Rn/A--+Rn. Let U~A be open. Letf(A) = {a}, so aEf(U). 

Let V be a small open disk about a with V c f(U). Let g: Rn --+ Rn be an 
embedding such that 

g(x) = x for XE V, 
im(g) c f(U). 

J --

Figure IV-ll. Showing A to be cellular. 
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Then f-l g f is an embedding on R" - A and equals the identity on 
f-l(V - {a}). Thus the function h: R" -4 R" defined by 

h(x) = {
X for xEA, 

f-l g f(x) for x¢A, 

is an embedding. Then h(Dn) ~ D" and A c h(Dn) c U, as required. D 

19.15. Lemma. Let M" be a compact topological n-manifold, possibly with 
boundary. Let A c M - aM be cellular. Then M ~ M/A. 

PROOF. Give M a metric. (For our use we could assume further that M c Rn.) 
Since A is cellular, there exist, in M - aM, n-cells (homeomorphs of D") 
Q=QO::::lQl::::lQ2··· with Qi+lcint(QJ and A=nQi. Let ho:Q-4Q be a 
homeomorphism which is the identity on aQ and is such that diam (hO(Ql)) < 
1. Then let h 1 : Q -4 Q be a homeomorphism which equals ho on Q - Ql and 
has diam (hl (Q2)) < 1/2. Continue inductively to construct homeomorphisms 

such that 

hi(x) = hi- 1 (x) on Q-Qi 

and 

diam(hi(Qi+ d) < 1/2i. 

For any XEQ, we have dist(hi+ 1 (x), h;(x)):s; diam(hi(Qi+ 1)) < 1/2i since hi+ 1 = hi 
outside Qi+l, and (hence) hi+1(Qi+l)ch;(Qi+l). 

Therefore the hi converge uniformly to a map Q -4 Q which is the identity 
on aQ. Also 

dist(hi(x), h(x)) :s; dist(hi(x), hi+ 1 (x)) + dist(h i + 1 (x), hi+ 2(X)) + ... < 1/2i- 1 . 

Now h = hi on Q - Qi+l. Therefore h is one-one outside A. Since h(Qi+l) = 
Q-h(Q-Qi+d=Q-hi(Q-Qi+l)=h;(Qi+l)' we have h(A)=nhi(Qi+l) 
which has diameter at most 1/2' for all i. It follows that h(A) is a single point 
which is distinct from any h(x) for x¢A. 

We claim that h is onto. To see this, let XEQ. Then, for any i, there is a 
point Xi with hi(x;) = x. Thus dist(x, h(x;)) = dist(h;(x i ), h(x;)) < 1/2i - 1, so that 
h(xi) -4 x. Since im(h) is compact, we conclude that xEim(h). 

The map h extends by the identity to M and so induces a map M / A -4 M 
which is one-one onto, and hence a homeomorphism by Theorem 7.8 of 
Chapter I. D 

Now we shall prove the main theorem (Theorem 19.11). Let ¢:S"-l x 
[ -1,1] -4 S" be an embedding. Then ¢(sn-l x {O}) divides S" into two 
components with common boundary ¢(S"-l x {O}), by Corollary 19.5. Let 
M + be the closure of the one of these components containing ¢(S" - 1 X {1}) 
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a 

b 

Figure IV-12. Final proof of the Generalized Schoenflies Theorem. 

and M _ the closure of the one containing ¢(sn - 1 X { -I}). Put 

A = (sn - ¢(sn - 1 X ( -1, 1))) n M +, 

B = (sn - ¢(sn-1 x (-1, l)))nM_. 

(See Figure IV-12.) Consider the map 8: sn-1 X [ -1, IJ --->sn given by 

8(x, t) = <xcos(ntI2), sin(ntI2) )ERn x R = Rn+ 1. 
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Then 8 0 ¢ -1 extends to a map f: sn ---> sn taking A to the north pole, B to 
the south pole, M + onto D: and M _ onto D~. In particular, f induces 

homeomorphisms M + I A ~ D: and M _ I B ~ D~. 
If PESn - (A u B) then f induces a homeomorphism (sn - {p} )1 {A, B} ---> 

sn - f(p). Regard Rn as sn - {p}. By Lemma 19.13, RnlA and RnlB can be 
embedded as open sets in Rn. By Lemma 19.14, A and B are cellular. By 
Lemma 19.15, M + ~ M +IA ~ D: and M _ ~ M _IB ~ D~. D 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let Y = Au B where A, B, and An B are homeomorphic to closed disks. Let X, 
be a union of three r-dimensional disks along their common boundary; i.e., X, = 
{(xo, ... , x,)ER'+ IlL>; = 1, or X o = 0 and LiX; ::; 1}. 
(a) For any embeddingf: Y --->sn show that H*(sn - fry)) = o. 
(b) For any embedding g: X, ---> sn find H *(sn - g(X,)). 

(Hint: X, is a union of two sets each of which is homeomorphic to some Y, as 
above, and with intersection X,-l') 

2. Find a cellular set in R2 which is not arcwise connected. 

3. Find a manifold M2 and a compact set A c M2 such that MIA is a 2-manifold 
but A is not cellular. 

4. Consider the graph G consisting of the vertices and edges of ~4' Show that G 
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cannot be embedded in S2. (Hint: Assume the Schoenflies Theorem, use Euler's 
Formula, and derive the relation 3F:S; 2E.) 

5. Consider the Fox-Artin wild arc A of Figure IV-8. Let C be a small circle looping 
around a portion of A (one that does not obviously deform to a point in R3 - A). 
Sketch a surface in R3 - A bounded by C, thereby showing directly that C is 
homologous to 0 in the complement of A. Do the same for a loop C around one 
of the horns of the Alexander horned disk of Figure IV-9. 

6. Let A eRn be a closed set homeomorphic to Rk. Determine H *(Rn - A). 

7. Let A, Be sn be disjoint, with A ~ SP, B ~ sq. Find H *(sn - (A u B)). 

8. If A, Be sn are as in Problem 7 except that A!l B is a single point, find 
H*(sn - (A u B)). 

9. Let G c sn be a finite connected graph. Find H *(sn - G). Also try this for a 
disconnected graph. 

20. The Borsuk - Ulam Theorem 

Let n: X ~ Y be a two-sheeted covering map. Let g: X ~ X be the unique 
nontrivial deck transformation. We have gZ = 1. Also g(x) =1= x for all xEX. 

Throughout this section we will use singular homology with coefficients 
in Zz. This can be regarded as the homology based on the chain complex 
L\*(X; Zz) = L\*(X) ® Zz or more simply as the complex of chains L" n"O" 
where n"EZz. 

For any simplex 0": L\p ~ X the simplex goO" is distinct from 0". Thus the 
simplices of X fall into a set of pairs (0", go 0"). Any simplex r of Y can be lifted 
to a simplex of X since the standard simplex is simply connected. There are 
exactly two such liftings of the form 0" and goO". Define a chain map 
t:L\*(Y;Zz)~L\*(X;Zz) by taking r into O"+goO"=(l +g~)O". Clearly 
n~ °t = 0 since we are using mod 2 coefficients. Suppose a chain c of X is in 
the kernel of n~: L\*(X; Zz) ~ L\*(Y; Zz). That means that c contains the 
simplex goO" whenever it contains 0" and that means that it is in the image 
of t. Thus we have shown that there is the short exact sequence of chain 
complexes 

The chain map t (and its induced map t* in homology) is called the "transfer." 
We have the induced long exact sequence in homology: 

···~H (Y·Z )~H (X·Z )~H (Y·Z )~H (Y·Z )~ ... p , z p' 2 p' Z p-l, Z • 

(This sequence is a rather trivial special case of an extensive theory due to 
P.A. Smith; see Bredon [4].) The composition ton~ takes a simplex 0" to 
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(1 + gJa and so 

t*°71:* = (1 + g*): Hp(X; Zz) ..... Hp(X; Zz). 

In particular, if g* = 1 then t* 071:* = O. Note that this is always the case when 
we have H p(X; Zz) ~ Zz. 

The exact sequences we have derived are obviously natural with respect 
to equivariant maps, i.e., maps f: X ..... X' between the total spaces of two 
double sheeted coverings such that fog = g' ° f (using g' to denote the 
nontrivial deck transformation of X'). 

20.1. Theorem. Let g: S" ..... S" be the antipodal map (and similarly for g' on sm) 
and let ¢: S" ..... sm be equivariant. Then n ~ m. 

PROOF. Suppose that n > m. The coverings in question are the double 
coverings of the real projective spaces by the spheres. We claim that the 
exact sequence for sm must look like this: 

... ~H1(pm; Zz) ~Ho(pm;zz) ~Ho(sm;zz) ~Ho(pm;zz) ----0. 

To see this, we do not need to know the homology of pm. If the first map 
marked 0 were nontrivial then the composition H m(sm; Zz) ..... H m(pm; Zz) ..... 
Hm(sm; Zz) would be nontrivial since the second map is a monomorphism. 
But that composition is trivial by the remarks above (it is 1 + g~). Thus 
Hm(pm; Zz) ~ Zz and the first two markings are correct. The second 0 is 
correct since H m -1 (sm; Zz) = 0 and the same reasoning applies to the rest. 

By naturality we get the commutative diagram (where t/!: P" ..... pm is the 
map induced by ¢): 

Hi(P";Zz) ~ Hi- 1 (P"; Zz) 

!IY* 

~ 

~ llY* • 
Hi(pm;zZ) ~ Hi_1(pm;zz)· 

~ 

The isomorphisms shown are true for i - 1 = O. It follows that t/! * on the left 
is also an isomorphism. Then we can look at the same diagram for i = 2, 3 
and so on until we no longer know that the horizontal maps are isomor
phisms, i.e., until, and including, i = m. Now look at the commutative diagram: 

Hm(P";ZZ) ~ Hm(S"; Zz) = 0 

~ j IY* 

~ 
1 ~* 

Hm(pm;zz) Hm(sm;zz)· 
~ 
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This diagram is self-contradictory, and so we have reached the desired 
contradiction. D 

20.2. Theorem (Borsuk-Ulam Theorem). If f:sn--+Rn is a map then there 
exists a point XESn such thatf(x) = f( -x). 

PROOF. If not then consider the map ¢(x) = (f(x) - f( -x))/II f(x) - f( -x) II E 

sn-1. This satisfies ¢( -x) = - ¢(x) so that it contradicts Theorem 20.1. D 

20.3. Corollary. At any particular time there is a place on the earth where the 
barometric pressure and the temperature are both equal to those at the antipodal 
~~ D 

A ham sandwich consists of two pieces of bread and one piece of ham. 
The following corollary says that one can always slice it with a straight cut 
of a knife so as to cut each slice of bread exactly in two and the same for 
the ham. 

20.4. Corollary (The Ham Sandwich Theorem). Let A 1, ••• ,Am be Lebesgue 
measurable bounded subsets of Rm. Then there exists an affine (m - I)-plane 
H c Rm which divides each Ai into pieces of equal measure. 

PROOF. The proof is illustrated in Figure IV-13. Regard Rm as Rm x {1} c 
Rm+ 1, i.e., the subset {(Xl' ... ' X m + l)lxm+ 1 = I}. For a unit vector xERm+ 1, let 

Vx=Rm x {1}n{YERm+ll<x,y) ;;:::O} 

and 

Hx=Rm x {1}n{YERm + 1 1<x,y) =O}. 

Let fi = measure(Vx n Ai) which is continuous since Ai is bounded. Then 
put f = (fl, ... ,fm): sm--+Rm. By the Borsuk-Ulam Theorem (Theorem 20.2), 

V 3 

Figure IV-13. Ham sandwich. 
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there is a vector Xo such that f(xo) = f( -xo). Then Hxo is the desired 
hyperplane. 0 

Let us discuss briefly a generalization of the Ham Sandwich Theorem due 
to Stone and Tukey [1]. 

Suppose we are given maps fo," . ,fn: Rk --+ R and bounded measurable 
sets A 1, ... , An C Rk. Suppose that the fi are independent in the sense that 
{xERkl "L7= 0 AJi(X) = O} has measure zero unless all the Ai are zero. For 
A = (AO' ... ,An)Esn define 

vt = {XERkl jto AjJiX) ~ 0 }. 

V; = {XERkl jto AjJiX):::;; O}. 

V~ = {XERkl t AjJiX) = o}, 
}=o 

and note that V; = V~;.' Define 

g: sn--+Rn 

by g = (gl"'" gn) where gi(A) = measure(Vt nA;). That g is continuous is not 
hard to prove, but requires more measure theory than we wish to assume. 
It will be clear in the examples we give. Then by Theorem 20.2, there exists 
a AESn with g(A) = g( - A). That is, 

measure( V t n AJ = measure( V; n Ai) for all i, 

so that the solution set V~ = {XI"LJ=OAjiix) = O} cuts each Ai in half. For 
example, if fo = 1, f1 = Xl"'" fn = Xn, this is the Ham Sandwich Theorem. 
For fo = X2 + y2, f1 = X, f2 = y, f3 = 1, we conclude that, given three sets 
A1,A2, and A3 in R2, there is a circle or a line (the solution set 
{(x, y) I AO(X2 + y2) + A1 X + A2Y + A3 = O} ) cutting each Ai in half. That "or a 
line" cannot be omitted is shown by Problem 5. Similarly, the functions 
fo = X2, f1 = xy, f2 = y2, f3 = x, f4 = y, f5 = 1 show that any five such sets 
A 1, ... , A 5 in R 2 can be cut in half by some conic section. 

20.5. Theorem (Lusternik-Schnirelmann). Ifsn is covered by n + 1 closed sets 
A 1, ... ,An + 1 then at least one of the Ai contains an antipodal pair of points. 

PROOF. Suppose that Ai is disjoint from - Ai for i = 1, ... , n. By Urysohn's 
Lemma (Lemma 10.2 of Chapter I), there is a map fi: sn --+ [0, 1J which is 0 
on Ai and 1 on -Ai' for all i= 1, ... ,n. Let f=(f1, ... ,fn):sn-+Rn. By 
Theorem 20.2 there exists a point XoEsn such that f(xo) = f( -xo). If XOEAi 
for some i :::;; n then h(xo) = 0 while J;( - xo) = 1 and so f(xo) #- f( - xo). Thus 
XO¢Ai for any i:::;;n. Similarly -XO¢Ai for any i:::;;n. Since the Ai cover sn, 
both Xo and -Xo must lie in An + 1• 0 
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We conclude this section by giving an alternative proof of Theorem 20.1 
using a combination of smooth methods and homology. If ¢: sn ~ sm satisfies 
¢( - x) = - ¢(x) with m < n then composing ¢ with the inclusion sm ~ sn 
gives an equivariant map f: sn ~ sn of degree zero. Thus Theorem 20.1 follows 
from: 

20.6. Theorem. Iff: sn ~ sn satisfies f( - x) = - f(x) then deg(f) is odd. 

PROOF. Let g: sn ~ sn be a smooth approximation to f so close that 
II f(x) - g(x) II < 1 for all XEsn. Put h(x) = (g(x) - g( -X))/2ERn+ 1 - {O} and 
k(x) = h(x)/11 h(x) II. Then 211 h(x) - f(x) II = II g(x) - g( - x) - f(x) + f( - x) II ~ 
II g(x) - f(x) II + II g( - x) - f( - x) II < 2 so that II h(x) - f(x) II < 1. This implies 
that h(x), and hence k(x), is in the open half space in Rn + 1 with f(x) as pole 
and this implies, in turn, that k: sn ~ sn is homotopic to f via the homotopy 
F(x, t) = (tk(x) + (1- t)f(x))/11 tk(x) + (1 - t)f(x) II. Also k is smooth and 
equivariant. This shows that we may assume that f is smooth. Now discard 
the notation g, h, k. 

Let VESn be a regular value of f and put f- 1(v) = {Xl'"'' xd}; see Figure 
IV-14. Note that d == deg(f) (mod 2) by Corollary 7.5. There is a great sphere 
sn-1 C sn not containing any of the points Xi and hence not containing any 
of the - Xi' Let D + ;:::: nn be the closure of one of the components of sn - sn - 1 
and D _ the closure of the other component. Let {Y1'"'' Yd} be those points 
among the ± Xi contained in D +. Let r: sn ~ sn be the "folding" map that is 
the identity on the hemisphere with center v and the reflection taking - v 
to v on the other hemisphere. Since f(sn - 1) C sn - {V, - V}, and hence 
rf(sn-1) c sn - {v};:::: Rn, the restriction rflv+ extends to D_ ~sn - {v}. Let 
g: sn ~sn be r f on D + and this extension on D _. Then g-l(V) = {Y1,'''' Yd} 
and so deg(g) == d (mod 2) by Corollary 7.5. Note that - v¢g(D +). Let 
k: sn - {v, - v} ~ sn -1 be the obvious equivariant map, which is a homotopy 
equivalence, and put h=kog:sn-1~sn-1 which is equivariant. The com
mutative diagram 

v 

f -
-v 

Figure IV-14. Proof of Theorem 20.6. 
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shows that deg(h) = ± deg(g) == d == deg(f) (mod 2). Since the result is clear 
for n = 0, it follows from this by induction on n. D 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let f be a map pn ---> pm with n > m > O. Show that f#: n1 (pn) ---> nl (pm) is trivial. 

2. Show that p2 is not a retract of p3. 

3. Show that S" can be covered by n + 2 closed sets, none containing an antipodal pair. 

4. If AI"'" A" are measurable subsets of S", show that there is a great S"-1 cutting 
each Ai exactly in half. 

5. It has been stated in the popular literature that, given three regions in the plane, 
there is a circle dividing each into equal pieces. Show by example that this is false; 
indeed, give an example of just two regions for which no such circle exists. However, 
show that for any three regions on S2 there is a circle on S2 dividing each region 
into equal pieces. 

6. Give a simple derivation of Theorem 20.1 out of Theorem 20.2. 

7. Derive Theorem 20.6 from Theorem 20.1. (Hint: From an equivariant map S"---> S" 
of even degree, show how to construct one of degree zero, and from such a map 
of degree zero construct an equivariant map S" + 1 ---> S". There is also an easy proof 
out of the proof of Theorem 20.1.) 

8. Justify the statement, in the proof of Theorem 20.6, that there exists a great sphere 
S"-1 not containing any of the Xi' 

21. Simplicial Complexes 

Points vo, ... , Vn E R 00 are "affine1y independent" if they span an affine n-plane, 
i.e., if 

If this is not the case then if, for example, Ao =P ° we can assume Ao = - 1 
and solve the equations to get 

n 

Vo = L AiVi, 
i= I 

which means that Vo is in the affine space spanned by VI"", Vn-
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If VO, ••• 'Vn are affinely independent then we put 

which is the "affine simplex" spanned by the Vi' Note that this is the convex 
hull of the Vi' For k::; n, a k-face of a is any affine simplex of the form 
(v io"'" ViJ where these vertices are all distinct and so are affinely independent. 

21.1. Definition. A (geometric) simplicial complex K is a collection of affine 
simplices such that: 

(1) aEK = any face of a is in K; and 
(2) a, ,EK = an, is a face of both a and " or is empty. 

Figure IV-I5 illustrates two noncom pie xes, and they are not complexes 
because the intersection of two simplices is not a face of at least one of those 
simplices. Both of these could be "subdivided" to form simplicial complexes. 

If K is a simplicial complex then we put IKI = U{alaEK}. This is called 
the "polyhedron" of K. 

21.2. Definition. A space X is a polyhedron if there exists a homeomorphism 
h: I K I ~ X for some simplicial complex K. The map h, together with the 
complex K, is called a triangulation of X. 

Let K be a finite simplicial complex and choose an ordering of the vertices 
vo, Vi"" of K. If a = (vuo"'" vuJ is a simplex of K, where ao < ... < an then 
let fu: Lln --+ I K I be 

in the notation of Definition 1.2. Then this gives a CW-complex structure 
on I K I with the fu as characteristic maps. 

In this situation we will use < vuo"'" VUn ) = a to denote a as an n-cell of 
this CW-complex. 

Recall the boundary formula (Theorem 10.3) for cellular homology of a 
CW-complex: Ifaisan n-cell thenoa = LT[': a]" where [,:a] = deg(pJou)' 

Figure IV-IS. Not simplicial complexes. 
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In the present situation it is clear that 

. {constant if r is not a face of (J, 

PrO fO(f IS 
of degree ± 1 if r is a face of (J, 
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because, in the latter case, this map is homotopic to a homeomorphism since 
it maps a face of the boundary of a simplex homeomorphically and collapses 
all other faces. Therefore we get the boundary formula 

n 

a(V(fO"",V(fn> = L En.i(V(fO"",V(fi"",V(fn> 
i=O 

where En,i = ± 1. We wish to determine this sign. The equation aa = ° implies 
that En,i = - En,i + l' Thus En,i = En( - l)i for some signs En = ± 1. 

But, for homology calculations, it does not matter what the signs En are, 
since the cycles and boundaries do not depend on that. Thus, we get the 
correct homology if we just take En = 1. (Technically, to work this out, one 
must produce a fixed homeomorphism of the n-simplex Lln with the n-cube 
In. It is clear that one can make those choices so that the sign En comes out 
any way one wants.) Thus we can arrange so that the boundary formula for 
a simplicial complex is 

n 

a(V(fO"",V(fn> = L (_l)i(V(fO"",V(fi"",V(fn>' 
i=O 

This describes a chain complex we shall, temporarily, name C~(K). That 
is, we order the vertices of K (which we do here by naming them vo, VI, ... ) 
and we let C~(K) be the free abelian group on the n-simplices (V(fO'" ., v(fn >, 
where (Jo < ... < (In' and we take the boundary formula (*). We have shown, 
by way of considering this as a CW -complex, that 

H*(IKI)::::: H*(C~(K)). 

There is another way of describing this chain complex. It is called the 
"oriented simplicial chain complex" and it is defined as follows: Let Cn(K) 
be the abelian group generated by the symbols (V(fO"'" V(fn> where the Vi 
are distinct vertices of a simplex of K, subject to the relations that make 
these "alternating" symbols, i.e., we regard 

for any permutation P ofO, ... , n. The boundary operator is still defined by (*). 
If we take an ordering of the vertices of K then any chain in C~(K) can 

be regarded as an oriented chain, and, in fact, we get all oriented chains this 
way. (For example, (VI' Vo > is an oriented chain, but it is equal, as an oriented 
chain, to - (Vo, VI >, and the latter is a chain in C~(K).) It is clear that this 
correspondence preserves the boundary operator and so it is an isomorphism 
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of chain complexes. Thus, we also have that 

H*(IKI) ~ H*(C*(K)), 

IV. Homology Theory 

and this does not depend on any ordering of the vertices. 
It is easy to generalize these considerations to the case of infinite simplicial 

complexes as long as they are locally finite in the sense that each vertex is 
the vertex of at most a finite number of simplices. The only difficulty with 
general infinite complexes that are not locally finite is in comparing them to 
a CW -complex, and there it is just a matter of changing the topology to the 
weak topology to make the discussion go through. 

The formula for the boundary operator in simplicial theory is very nice, 
but it is almost always much more difficult to make computations with it 
than it is for the cellular homology since there are usually many more 
simplices in a triangulation than there are cells needed in a CW -complex 
structure for the same space. For example, the real projective plane p2 requires 
only a single cell in dimensions 0,1, and 2, while Figure IV-16 shows the 
simplest triangulation of this space. It has 6 vertices, 15 edges, and 10 faces. 
It is the image of the triangulation of S2 as an icosahedron. 

Of course, Figure IV-16 does not describe a complex in the sense of our 
definition of a simplicial complex, since we have given no embedding in 
euclidean space. This can be done by taking those faces of the standard 
simplex 1\5 c R6 which correspond to simplices in the figure. (For example, 
include the simplex eel' e3, e4J since < 1, 3, 4> is a simplex in the figure.) 
Obviously, this works for any finite complex, and that suffices for our 
purposes. 

There is another important variety of simplicial complex called an 
"abstract simplicial complex." We will not make use of this concept in this 
book, but briefly give its definition. An abstract simplicial complex is a set 
V, whose elements are called vertices, and a collection K of finite subsets of 
V, called simplices, such that (JEK, 0"# r C (J => rEK, and VEV => {v}EK. It 
is possible to assign a topological space I K I to such an abstract simplicial 
complex which, for finite complexes, is equivalent to a geometric simplicial 

o 

o 
Figure IV-16. Triangulation of the projective plane. 
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complex. The notion of an abstract simplicial complex is useful in a number 
of ways, but we shall not have a need for it in this book. 

Perhaps it is useful to do one calculation using simplicial theory, and we 
shall do so with the projective plane as triangulated as in Figure IV-16. We 
leave the discussion of the zeroth homology to the reader, and shall do the 
first and second (oriented) homology groups. We start with the easier of the 
two, the second homology group. Thus suppose we have a 2-cycle c. If c 
contains a term n<O, 1,3) then, this term contributes an<O, 1,3) = n(1, 3)
n<O, 3) + n<O, 1) to the expression for ac. For c to be a cycle, these have to 
be cancelled out. But, for example, the only way to cancel out n<O, 3) would 
be to have a term n<O, 3, 2) in c because that is the only 2-simplex besides 
the original <0,1,3) that has <0,3) as an edge. Reasoning in the same way 
for all the "interior" 1-simplices, we see that the cycle c must have the same 
coefficient on all of the 2-simplices <0,1,3), <0,3,2), (1,4,3), (3,4,5), 
(2,3,5), (2,5,1) < 1,2,4), <0,4,2), <0,5,4), and <0,1,5). These are just all 
ten 2-simplices written with the vertices in such an order that they go clock
wise in the figure. Thus c must be a multiple of the chain which is the sum of 
these 10 simplices. Computing the boundary of this chain, and just looking 
at the contribution to the term in <0, 1), we see that that is 2<0,1). This is 
not zero, and so this 2-chain cannot be a cycle, nor can any nonzero multiple 
of it. Thus, H 2(P2) = 0. (If we compute with mod 2 coefficients, however, note 
that this 2-chain would be a cycle, the only one, and so H 2(P2; Z2):::::: Z2') 

Now let us try to compute the first homology group. We shall not try to 
find all 1-cycles (there are many) but shall look for representatives within a 
homology class. That is, starting with an unknown 1-cycle c we allow 
ourselves to change c by adding boundaries of 2-simplices, and thus will try 
to get c into some standard form. In fact, let us try to get c into 
a form only involving the 1-simplices <0,1), (1,2), and (2,0). We will first 
work on the edges around the vertex (3). Clearly we can add a multiple, 
perhaps, 0, of a<o, 1,3) to c to get rid of any term involving <0,3). Then 
we can add a multiple a(3, 1,4) to get rid of a term in (1,3) (without ruining 
previous work, of course). Similarly, use (3,4,5) to get rid of (3,4), then 
use (3, 5, 2) to get rid of (3,5). At this point, we have gotten rid of all the edges 
around the vertex (3) except for <2,3). But the resulting coefficient on (2,3) 
must be ° or else the boundary of this 1-cycle would have a nonzero term 
n(3). Working in the same way, we can use (1,2,4) to get rid of (1,4); 
<0,4,5) to get rid of <4,5); <0,2,4) to get rid of <0,4) and we get rid of 
(2,4) forfree, because of the vertex (4). Then use < 1, 5, 2) to get rid of (2, 5), 
and <0,5,1) to get rid of (1, 5), and <0,5) disappears automatically because 
of (5). Now we have altered c, within its homology class, into the 
form c=i<0,1)+j(1,2)+k(2,0). Then we calculate ac=i(1)-<O»)+ 
j( (2) - < 1»)+ k( (0) - (2) )=(k- i)<O) +(i - j)< 1) + (j - k)<2). For this 
to be ° we must have i = j = k. Thus there is an n such that 
c~n«0,1)+<1,2)+(2,0»), and this is, indeed, a 1-cycle. However, we 
showed above that there is a 2-chain a (the sum of the 10 clockwise 2-simplices) 
with aa = 2( <0,1) + (1,2) + (2,0»). Thus the homology class ex = [ <0,1) + 
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(1,2)+(2,0)] generates Hl(P2) and 2a=0. Hence Hl(P2)~Z2. Mod 2 
coefficients give the same result. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Triangulate the torus and use simplicial theory to compute its homology. 

2. Triangulate the Klein bottle and use simplicial theory to compute its homology in 
both integer and mod 2 coefficients. 

3. Consider the triangulation of S2 as an octahedron. This is invariant under the 
antipodal map and so gives a CW -decomposition of p2 into four triangles. Show 
that this is not a triangulation of p2. 

22. Simplicial Maps 

For simplicial complexes K and L there is a class of mappings I K I ~ IL I of 
the associated polyhedra which are closely related to the triangulations. These 
are the "simplicial maps" studied in this section. A simplicial map induces 
a homomorphism in homology that is very easy to describe. We will prove 
an important result called the "Simplicial Approximation Theorem" which 
says that any map IKI ~ ILl is homotopic to a simplicial map after, perhaps, 
subdividing K. 

22.1. Definition. If K and L are simplicial complexes then a simplicial map 
f: K ~ L is a map f: I K I ~ ILl which takes vertices of any given simplex of 
K into vertices of some simplex of L and is affine on each simplex, i.e., 
fCLiAiV",) = LiAJ(V",}. 

Note that such a map is characterized by its values on vertices. Also a 
function f from the vertex set of K to that of L will define a simplicial map 
if and only if 

(v"o'···' V"k)EK => f(v"o)'··· ,f(V"k) are vertices of some simplex of L 

(not necessarily distinct). It follows that f: IKI ~ ILl is cellular and the induced 
chain map f&: C*(K) ~ C*(L) has values 

{" ( ) = {(f( v "0)' ... , f( v "J ) ifthe latter vertices are distinct, 
J& v"o'···'v" 

n ° ifthey are not distinct. 

(To see this, choose an ordering of the vertices of L such that these are in 
the correct order.) Thus this formula serves to calculate the homomorphism 
in oriented simplicial homology induced by any simplicial map f. 

To generalize this to arbitrary maps between polyhedra we need a way 
to replace an arbitrary map by a simplicial one. This is called "simplicial 
approximation." It also requires subdivision of one of the complexes involved, 
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and we shall deal with that first. For the rest of this section we shall deal 
exclusively with finite simplicial complexes. 

Suppose K to be a simplicial complex. Let K' be its "barycentric sub
division," i.e., the complex whose vertices are the barycenters Q: of the simplices 
(5 of K and the simplices are of the form <Q:o, ... , Q:k> where (50 < ... < (5k. 

(Recall that the barycenter of <vo, ... , vn> is the average of the Vi' and that 
the" <" relation between simplices means the first is a proper face of the 
second.) Also, let K[r] denote the r-fold iterated barycentric subdivision of K. 

We have that 1 K 1 = 1 K' 1 (proof left to the reader). 
Define mesh(K} to be the maximum diameter of a simplex of K. In 

Section 17 it was shown that 

n 
mesh(K'} ~ --mesh(K}, 

n+1 

where n = dim K, and hence that mesh(K[r]} -+ 0 as r -+ 00. 

22.2. Definition. For xEIKI, for a simplicial complex K, we define the carrier 
of x (carr(x}) to be the smallest simplex of K containing x. 

Note that 

YEcarr(x} ~ carr(y} c carr(x}. 

22.3. Definition. Let f: 1 KI-+ 1 LI be continuous. A simplicial approximation 
to f is a simplicial map g:K-+L such that g(x}Ecarr(f(x}} for each xEIKI. 

Note that this condition is equivalent to carr(g(x)) c carr(f(x}}. 

22.4. Corollary. If 9 is a simplicial approximation to f then f ~ g. 0 

PROOF. Since f(x} and g(x} are both in the simplex carr(f(x}}, the line segment 
between them is in carr(f(x}}. Thus the homotopy F(x, t} = tg(x} + (1 - t)f(x} 
works. 0 

22.5. Lemma. If g: K -+ L is simplicial then g(carr(x}} = carr(g(x}}. 

PROOF. Let (vo, ... ,vp}EK and X = Lf=o,{iVi with all ,{i>O. Then carr(x}= 
(vo,···, vp). Since 9 is simplicial, g(x} = Lf=o ,{ig(VJ Note that some of the g(vi} 
may be equal. Thus carr(g(x)) = convex hull of {g(vo}, ... , g(vp}} = g(carr(x}}. 

o 

22.6. Corollary. If f1:IKI-+ILI and f2:ILI-+IMI are continuous and gi is a 
simplicial approximation to fi then g2°g1 is a simplicial approximation to 
f2 0 fl. 

o 
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22.7. Definition. If v is a vertex of the simplicial complex K then the open 
star of v is 

Stk(v) = {xEI K 1 1 v Ecarr(x) }. 

Note that 

xEStK(V) <0> V Ecarr(x). 

22.8. Proposition. For vertices v of K, each StK(v) is open, and these cover 1 K I. 

PROOF. Let St = StK. We will show that 1 K 1 - St(v) is a union of simplices, 
and hence is closed. It suffices to show that x¢;St(v) = carr(x) n St(v) = 0. 

Thus suppose x¢;St(v), i.e., v¢;carr(x). If YEcarr(x) then carr(y) c carr(x) and 
hence v¢;carr(y). Therefore y¢;St(v). That is, carr(x)nSt(v) = 0· 0 

22.9. Proposition. If Vo, ... , Vr are vertices of the simplicial complex K then 

PROOF. A point XEnSt(V;)<o>(viEcarr(x) for all i)<o>(vo,oo.,vr) is a face of 
carr(x), and the result follows. 0 

22.10. Theorem (The Simplicial Approximation Theorem). Let K and L be 
finite simplicial complexes and let f: 1 K 1--+ 1 LI be continuous. Then there is 
an integer r ?: 0 such that there is a simplicial approximation g: K[r1--+ L to f. 

PROOF. Let {w;} be the set of vertices of L. Let Vi = f- 1(StL(Wi)) and note 
that these give an open covering of 1 K I. Let 15 be a Lebesgue number of 
this covering. Then diam(A) < 15 = A C Vi for some i. Take r such that 
mesh(K[r1) < 15/2. For purposes of the proof we can now forget r and assume 
that mesh(K) < 15/2. 

Let v be a vertex of K. If xEStK(V) then vEcarr(x) and so 

dist(v, x) :s; mesh(K) < 15/2. 

Therefore diam(StK(v)) < 2·15/2 = b. 
Thus StK(v) C Vi = f- 1(StL(W;)) for some i. That is, f(StK(v)) C StL(w;) for 

some i. Define g(v) to be one such vertex Wi' That is 

and this is the defining relation for g. 
Next we show that 9 is simplicial. Let (vo,···, Vk)EK. Then n {StK(v;)} =1= 0. 

Thus,0 =1= f(n StK(vJ) c nf(StK(v;)) c nStL(g(v;)). Therefore n StL(g(Vi)) =1= 

0, and it follows from Proposition 22.9 that (g(vo), . .. , g(Vk)) is a simplex of L, 
showing that 9 is simplicial. 

Finally, we must show that 9 is a simplicial approximation to f. That is, we 
must show that g(x) Ecarr(f(x)) for all x. Let x = L~=oAiVi' where (vo,···, Vk) = 
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carr(x). Then viEcarr(x), so that xEStK(V;). Thus f(X)Ef(StK(Vi)) c StL(g(Vi)). 
This implies that g(Vi) Ecarr(f(x)). Therefore g(x) = L~=oAig(vi)Ecarr(f(x)). 

D 

The Simplicial Approximation Theorem can be used to prove some things 
that we have used smooth approximation to prove previously. For example, 
it can be used to prove that any map Sk -+ sn is homotopic to a constant if 
k < n. (Because it is homotopic to such a simplicial map, and that map must 
miss a point in sn.) 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let K be any subdivison of 1\. and let g: K --> 1\. be a simplicial approximation to 
the identity. Show that the number of simplices of K that map onto 1\n is odd. (This 
is known as "Sperner's Lemma.") (Hint: g must carry a1\. into itself.) 

2. Triangulate 82 via the central projection of a regular tetrahedron T inscribed in 
82 • Show that there is no simplicial approximation T --> T (without subdividing) 
to the antipodal map. 

3. Let K be a simplicial complex and K' its barycentric subdivision. Let 
Y: C*(K) --> C*(K') be the subdivision chain map and let 11: K' --> K be a simplicial 
approximation to the identity. Show that 11/1 0 Y = 1: C*(K) --> C*(K). 

23. The Lefschetz-Hopf Fixed Point Theorem 

Let W be a finite-dimensional vector space over the field A and let f: W -+ W 
be a linear transformation. Then the "trace" of f is the sum of the diagonal 
entries in a matrix representation of f, which is the sum, with multiplicities, 
of the eigenvalues of f, and is denoted by tr(f). The reader can supply the 
proof to the following elementary fact. 

23.1. Lemma. Iff: W -+ W is linear and V c W is a subspace such that f(V) c 
V then f induces a linear map f W/V on W/V and we have tr(fw) = tr(fv) + tr(f w/V)' 

D 

Let C* be any chain complex of bounded finite type over a field A (i.e., 
each Ci is finite dimensional and all but a finite number of them are zero), 
and let Zi be the i-cycles, Bi the i-boundaries, and Hi the i-homology, all of 
which are A-vector spaces. Let f: C* -+ C* be a chain map. Then f induces 
the endomorphisms fZi,fBi' and fHi on Zi,Bi, and Hi, respectively. We have 
the commutative diagram 

o ---+ 

r~" ~ r~" ~ F:', ~ 0 

Zi ---+ Ci ---+ B i - 1 ---+ 0 o ---+ 
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and it follows from Lemma 23.1 that 

tr(fe) = tr(fz') + tr(fBi_J 

Similarly 

tr(fz') = tr(fB) + tr(fH,). 

Thus Li( - 1)i(tr(fc) - tr(fBi_ J) = L:J - 1)i(tr(fB) + tr(fH)). The terms In

volving Bi cancel out and so we get the following fact: 

23.2. Theorem (Hopf Trace Formula). If C* is a chain complex of bounded 
finite type over a field A and f: C* -+ C* is a A-linear chain map then 

I(-1)itr(fci)= I(-1)i tr(fH)EA, 
i i 

where f Hi is the induced map on homology. o 

Note that forf = 1 and C* = C*(K), for a CW-complex K, this is just the 
Euler-Poincare formula (Theorem 13.3). 

23.3. Definition. Let K be a finite simplicial complex, and consider homology 
with coefficients in a field A. Let f: 1 K 1-+ 1 K 1 be a map and f*: Hi( 1 K I; A)-+ 
H;( 1 K I; A) the induced map in homology and tri(f*) its trace in degree i. 
Then we define the Lefschetz number of f to be 

LA(f) = I( - 1)itri(f*)EA. 
i 

23.4. Theorem (Lefschetz-Hopf Fixed Point Theorem). Let K be a finite 
simplicial complex and f: 1 K 1-+ 1 Kia map. If LA(f) =1= 0 thenfhas afixed point. 

PROOF. Suppose that f has no fixed points. Then we must show that L(f) = O. 
Since dist(x, f(x)) is a continuous function there is a number c5 such that 
dist(x,f(x)) ;?: c5 for all xEIKI. Subdivide K so that mesh(K) < 0/2. We may 
as well assume this holds for K itself. That is, we have 

dist(x, f(x)) > 2· mesh(K). 

Let g: Kln]-+ K be a simplicial approximation to f. Thus XE 1 K 1 => g(x) 
EcarrK(f(x)). It follows that dist(g(x),f(x)):::;; mesh(K). We conclude that 

dist(x, g(x)) > mesh(K). 

Therefore xEaEK => g(x)¢a. This shows that 

ang(a) = 0 for all simplices a of K. 

Now g may be regarded as a cellular map Kln]-+ KIn] even though it is 
not simplicial. Recall that the induced cellular chain map is given by 
gi\(a) = Lrdeg(gr.a)r where, for k-cells a and r, gr.a: Sk -+ Sk is induced by the 
composition of the characteristic map for a with the collapse to V rSk followed 
by the projection to the rth sphere. Since g( 1 a I) has empty intersection with 
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10'1 we have deg(gO',o.)=O. Therefore g,1:Ck(K[nl)~Ck(K[nl) has trace O. Since 
f ~ g, we deduce that 

L(f) = I( - 1)i tri(g*) 

= I( - 1)i tri(g,1) 

=0 

(since g* = f*) 
(by Hopi) 

(since all terms are 0). o 

Now we will discuss the case of integer coefficients. Let A be an abelian 
group. Then the tensor product A ® Q of A with the rationals Q is the abelian 
group generated by the symbols a I$)q for aEA and qEQ subject to the 
relations of being bilinear ((a + b)l$)q = al$)q + b®q and al$)(p + q) = 
a I$) p + a I$) q). This is a rational vector space (by r(a I$) q) = a I$) rq for rEQ). 

If A is finitely generated, as is the case with the applications in this section, 
then A I$) Q is easy to understand. The torsion part T(A) of A disappears 
in A I$) Q because if na = 0 for some integer n then a ® q = a I$) (n)(q/n) = 
nal$)(q/n) = 01$) (q/n) = O. But A/T(A) is free abelian and it is clear that 
(A/T(A)) I$) Q is just the rational vector space on a basis of this free abelian 
group, so the same is true of A I$) Q. Unfortunately, this description is not 
"natural" and so masks the fact that, for example, tensoring a commutative 
diagram with Q gives a commutative diagram. 

If 0 ~ A ~ B ~ C ~ 0 is a short exact sequence of abelian groups then 

O~AI$)Q~BI$)Q~CI$)Q~O 

is also exact. (That is, I$)Q is an exact functor.) We only need this for finitely 
generated groups and the reader should be able to prove that case with ease. 
(If not, then refer to Chapter V, Section 6, where general tensor products are 
discussed in detail.) It follows that for any chain complex C*, we have 
H*(C*I$)Q) ~ H*(C*)I$)Q. 

Suppose now that A is finitely generated and that f: A ~ A is an endo
morphism. Then f induces an endomorphism A/T(A) ~ A/T(A). Since A/T(A) 
is free abelian with a finite basis, this has a matrix representation over the 
integers, and therefore has a trace in Z. We denote this trace by tr(f). 

Then fl$) 1 is defined on A I$) Q = A/T(A) I$) Q, which, as mentioned above, 
is a vector space over Q with basis consisting of a basis over Z of A/T(A) 
tensored with 1. Thus fl$) 1 has the same matrix representation as does f. 
Therefore trQ(f1$) 1) = tr(f) and is an integer. 

Thus if f: I K I ~ I K I is a map of a finite polyhedron to itself then one can 
define the integral Lefschetz number 

L(f) = I( -1)itr(f(H,(IKll/torsionj)EZ 
i 

but we have L(f) = LQ(f) by our remarks. Therefore L(f) can always be 
computed using rational coefficients, and the result is always an integer. 

We shall now make a slight generalization of Theorem 23.4 to the case 
of a compact "euclidean neighborhood retract" (ENR). An ENR is a space 
which is homeomorphic to a retract of some open set in some Rn. If X is a 
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compact ENR then X is a retract of a finite polyhedron K because it is the 
retract of an open set U in some Rn and one can triangulate Rn so finely 
that any simplex touching X is inside U, and the union of those simplices 
can be taken as K. Conversely, a retract of a finite polyhedron is an ENR 
since the polyhedron is an ENR as is shown in Appendix E (not needed 
here). It follows easily from the Tubular Neighborhood Theorem that any 
smooth compact manifold is a compact ENR. In Appendix E it is shown 
that any topological manifold embeddable in euclidean space, and hence any 
compact topological manifold, is an ENR (not needed here). 

23.5. Corollary. Let X be a compact ENR. If f: X ---+ X has L(f) # 0 then f 
has a fixed point. 

PROOF. By the above remarks X is a retract of some finite polyhedron K. 
Let i: X ~ K be the inclusion and r: K ---+ X the retraction, so that r 0 i = 1. It 
follows from this that H *(X) has bounded finite type since the identity map 
on it factors though H *(K) which has bounded finite type. Therefore L(f) is 
defined. We cannot apply Theorem 23.4 directly because we do not assume 
that X can be triangulated. Put fK = io for: K ---+ K. On Hp(-; Q), and recalling 
that tr(AB) = tr(BA), we have 

trp(f!) = trp(i*f*r *) = trp(f*r *i*) = trp(f* 01) = trp(f*), 

and so L(f) = L(fK). If L(f) # 0 then L(fK) # 0 and so fK has a fixed point 
XEK by Theorem 23.4. But x = fK(X) = ifr(x) shows that XEX and so 
f(x)=x. D 

Let us now examine a few examples and corollaries. First note that if X 
is arcwise connected then, for any map f: X ---+ X, f * is the identity on H o(X). 
That is so because H o(X) is generated by a singular O-simplex, which is 
essentially just a point in X, and any two of these are homologous because 
there is a singular I-simplex having the difference of the points as boundary 
(a path from one to the other). Consequently, [x] = [f(x)] = f*[x]. 

The following result is an immediate consequence of Corollary 23.5 and 
Corollary 11.5 of Chapter II. Note that L(IK) = X(K). 

23.6. Corollary. If M is a compact smooth manifold with Euler characteristic 
X(M) # 0 then any tangent vector field on M has a zero. D 

The converse of Corollary 23.6 is also true but cannot be shown here. It 
is proved in Corollary 14.5 of Chapter VII. 

23.7. Corollary. If f:sn---+sn has deg(f)#(-l)n+l then f has a fixed point. 
D 

This implies, of course, that the degree of the antipodal map on sn is 
( - 1 t + 1 as seen before. 
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23.8. Definition. A space X is said to have the fixed point property if every 
map f: X --+ X has a fixed point. 

For example, any polyhedron X which is acyclic (Ii *(X; A) = 0) over any 
field A has the fixed point property. Thus the "dunce cap" space and the 
real projective plane have the fixed point property. In fact, the real projective 
space of even dimension p2m is acyclic over Q and so has the fixed point 
property. 

We shall give some further examples based on some results we shall have 
to state without proof(all but one of which will be proved later in the book). 

Consider a map f: cpn --+ cpn on complex projective n-space. Recall from 
Problem 7 of Section 10 that Hi(cpn):::::: Z for i even with 0:::;; i:::;; 2n. It is 
known (shown in Proposition 10.2 of Chapter VI, also see Section 10 of 
Chapter V), that if 0 #- O:EH2(cpn) and f(o:) = ko: then f* is multiplication by 
ki on H2i(cpn). Thus L(f) = 1 + k + k2 + ... + kn. This is not zero for k = 1. 
For k #- 1 we have L(f) = (1- kn+l)j(1_ k). But this has no integer k as a 
root if n is even. (For n odd, there is the single root - 1.) Consequently, cpn 
has the fixed point property for n even. 

A similar argument also applies to quaternionic projective space Qpn. 
The homology of this space is Hi(Qpn) :::::: Z for i divisible by 4 and 0 :::;; i:::;; 4n. 
There is also the added fact about these spaces that for n ~ 2, it can be shown 
that there is no map f: Qpn --+ Qpn which is multiplication by - 1 on H4 (Qpn), 
i.e., the analogue of k here cannot be - 1. It follows that Qpn has the fixed 
point property for all n ~ 2. 

The reduced suspension SCP2 is a CW-complex with single cells in 
dimensions 0,3, and 5. It follows that its mod 2 homology is Z2 in these 
dimensions and 0 otherwise. It is a fact that if f is a self-map in SCP2 then f * is 
nontrivial in dimension 3 if and only if it is nontrivial in dimension 5. Thus 
LZ2(f) = 1 in Z2 always. Therefore SCP2 has the fixed point property. (Proofs 
of the foregoing facts about Qpn and scpn can be found in Section 15 of 
Chapter VI.) 

A known theorem in the other direction states that if K is a simplicial 
complex of dimension at least 3, with no local cut points (i.e., no point of I KI 
disconnects all small connected neighborhoods), and Euler characteristic 
X(K) = 0, then there is a self-map of I K I without fixed points and homotopic 
to the identity. (See R.F. Brown [1].) 

23.9. Proposition. A retract A of a space X with the fixed point property has 
the fixed point property. 

PROOF. This follows from the last part of the proof of Corollary 23.5. D 

23.10. Proposition. The one-point union A v B has the fixed point property 
-= both A and B have the fixed point property. 

PROOF. Let Xo stand for the common base point. For (<=) suppose 
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f: A vB -+ A v B and let us assume that f(Xo)EA and is not Xo' Let g: A -+ A 
be P A 0 f where PAis the projection of A v B onto A. Then g(ao) = ao for 
some aoEA. 

If f(ao)EA then ao = g(ao) = PAf(ao) = f(ao) and we are done. 
If f(ao)EB then ao = g(ao) = PAf(ao) = Xo contrary to the assumption that 

f(Xo)EA - B. 
The implication (= ) follows from Proposition 23.9. 0 

Putting together several of the last "results," we see that the space 
X = QP3 V SCpz V SCpz has the fixed point property, but [ x X does not. 
This is because all three "factors" of X have the fixed point property by the 
above remarks, but x(/ x X) = X(X) = 1 + (3) - (2) - (2) = 0, so that there is 
a map without fixed points on [ x X by the theorem cited above. (In this 
computation, the 1 represents the unique O-cell, the others are contributions 
from higher cells in the three factors.) Examples like this are rather hard to 
come by. They are useful to prevent hard work being expended trying to 
prove intuitively plausible guesses such as "[ x X has the fixed point property 
if X does" which are, in fact, false. There are more sophisticated examples 
of polyhedra K and L such that K x L has a fixed point free map but every 
polyhedron homotopy equivalent to either K or L has the fixed point 
property; see Bredon [3]. 

Lefschetz originally proved his fixed point theorem for manifolds only. 
That is the form appearing here in Theorem 12.6 of Chapter VI. The 
version (Theorem 23.4) in the present section is due to Hopf. 

Remarks on computation of homology groups. Let K be a finite CW-complex. 
Since Bp - 1 c Cp - 1 is free abelian by the Fundamental Theorem of Abelian 
Groups (see Section 13), the exact sequence 0-+Zp-+Cp-+Bp_1 -+0 splits. 
Thus Cp ~ Zp EB B p- 1 and Cp+ 1 ~ Zp+ 1 EB Bp. In this representation, op+ 1 is 
just the inclusion Bp c........" Zp. By the Fundamental Theorem of Abelian 
Groups there are bases {Zl"" ,zn,b l , ••• ,b,} of Cp and {z'1"" ,z~"b'1"" ,b~,} 
of Cp + l' such that ob; = kizi where kll kzl"'1 k". It follows that 

H p(K) ~ Z bp EB Zk, EB ... EB Zk" 

where the pth Betti number bp = n - r'. (Some of the ki may be 1 in which 
case Zki is trivial.) Thus 

bp = n - r' = nullity(op) - rank(op+ d 
= rank (Cp ) - rank(op) - rank(op+ 1)' 

The matrix A of 0p+1 in these bases is diag(kl, ... ,kr ,) padded with some 
zero rows and/or columns. 

A change of bases is given by BH U BV where U and V are unimodular 
(integer matrices with determinant ± 1). This can be achieved by a sequence 
of row and column operations which are addition of an integer multiple of 
a row or column to another, interchange of rows or columns, and change 
of the sign of a row or column. Therefore the matrix A, and hence the ki' 
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can be obtained, via these operations, from the matrix of Op+ 1 in its canonical 
basis. The latter is just the matrix 

([t;:uJ) 
of incidence numbers, where the '; are the p-cells of K and the uj are the 
(p + I)-cells of K. Such matrix reductions can be given in algorithmic form 
and hence can (easily) be programmed on a computer. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let f:Rz->Rz be the map taking (x,y)f->(-x-y,x). Since this is linear and 
preserves the integral lattice Z z, it induces a map f: T Z -> T Z on the torus. Let 
woETz be the point corresponding to the origin {O} of RZ. 
(a) Find h nl(TZ, wo) -> nl(TZ, wo) and use this to find f*: H l(TZ) -> H l(Tz). 
(b) Find f*:Hz(TZ)->Hz(TZ). 
(c) Show that any self-map on T Z homotopic to f has a fixed point. 

2. Let Ybe the union of the cylinder {(x,y,Z)ER3IxZ + yZ = 1, Izl:s; 1} with the disk 
{(x,y,Z)ER3Ixz+yz:S;1,z=0}. Let X be the quotient space of Yobtained by 
identifying antipodal points on the circle {z = 1} in Y and also identifying antipodal 
points on the circle {z = - 1} in Y. Show that X has the fixed point property. 

3. If X is a polyhedron with the property that any map f: X -> X has L(f) =I 0, then 
show that any finite polyhedron Y homotopy equivalent to X has the fixed point 
property. Also show that this is false if Y is allowed to be any topological space 
homotopy equivalent to X. 

4. Consider the subset X of the plane consisting of the two circles A and B of radius 
1 centered at (0, ± 1). Let f: X -> X be the reflection in the y-axis on A and a map 
B -> B of degree 2 on B. Show that L(f) = 0 but that any map g: X -> X homotopic 
to f has a fixed point. 

5. Let X = A uBu C be the subset of R3 where A = {(1 + 1jt)eZ"it I1 :s; t < eX)} (a 
spiral), B = {(x,0,Z)ER31(x _1)Z + ZZ = 1,z ~ O} (a semicircle), and C = {zECI 
Izi :s; 1} (a disk). Show that X is compact and acyclic (whence L(f) = 1 for all 
f: X -> X) but there exists a map f: X -> X without fixed points. Why does this not 
contradict Corollary 23.5? 

6 .• Let K = {(x,Y)ERZlx2 + y2:s; 16,(x - 2)2 + yZ ~ 1,(x + 2)Z + y2 ~ 1} which is 
a disk with two small separated disks removed; i.e., the simplest surface with three 
boundary components. Iff: K -> K is a homeomorphism without fixed points, show 
that f must cyclically permute the three boundary components and must reverse 
orientation. Also, construct such a homeomorphism without fixed points. 



CHAPTER V 

Cohomology 

I shall allow myself free excursions as the 
changing stimulus of surroundings may lead me 

to do .... 

F. KLEIN 

1. Multilinear Algebra 

Let V be a vector space over the real numbers. Denote by AP(V) the vector 
space of all alternating multilinear p-forms on V. That is, wEAP(V) is a 
function which assigns to each p-tuple <XI, ... , X p) of vectors in V, a real 
number w(X 1' ... , X p) such that 

W(X"l' ... ' X"p) = sgn(a")w(X 1, ... , X p) 

for any permutation a of 1, 2, ... , p, and such that w is linear in each variable. 
There is a product, the "wedge" product or "exterior" product, AP x Aq 

~Ap+q defined by 

W /\ '1(X 1'···' X p+q) = I sgn(a)w(X "1'···' X"p)'1(X"p+ 1' ... ' X"p+)' 
" 

where the sum is over all permutations a of 1,2, ... , p + q such that 
a 1 < ... < a P and a p+ 1 < ... < a p+q. Note that this is the same as 

1 
w /\ '1(X 1 , ••• ,Xp +q)=-Lsgn(a)w(X"1'···'X" )'1(X" +l'···'X" + ), p! q! " p p p q 

where the sum is over all permutations. 
The wedge product is bilinear and associative. 
For p=O we define AO(V)=R. Note that Al(V)= V*, the dual space to 

V. It is easy to see that if WI' .. . , Wp are I-forms then 

Indeed, that is essentially the definition of a determinant. 

260 
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1.1. Proposition. If WI"'" Wn is a basis of V* then {Wil /\ ... /\ wip I il < ... < ip} 
is a basis of AP(V) over R. 

PROOF. Let X I, ... , X n be the dual basis of V, so that wi(X j) = bi.j. Let W be 
a p-form. For indices i l < ... < ip let a iJ ..... ip = W(Xil , ... , Xi) Then we see that 

i1 < ... <ip 

for alljl < ... <jp since Wil /\ ... /\ Wi/XiI"'" Xj) = 1 when thejk equal the 
ik , and is zero otherwise. It follows that these forms are identical. Thus the 
forms in question span AP(V). If the above sum is zero, i.e. if W = 0, then 
each of the coefficients a.- . vanishes and so the forms in question are 

ll, ... ,lp 

independent. 0 

1.2. Corollary. 

dim AP(V) = G) = n!j( p! (n - p)!) where n = dim V. o 
1.3. Corollary. 

wEAP(V), I]EAq(V) = W /\ I] = (-l)pql] /\ W. 

PROOF. Both sides of the formula are bilinear. They coincide, by direct 
examination, when wand I] are from the basis given in Proposition l.l. Thus 
they coincide for all forms wand 1]. 0 

1.4. Corollary. 

WE AP(V), P odd = W /\ W = O. o 

2. Differential Forms 

Let M n be a smooth manifold. Recall that Tx(M) denotes the tangent space 
of Mat xEM. 

2.1. Definition. A differential pjorm W on M is a differentiable function which 
assigns to each point xEM, a member wxEAP(Tx(M)). 

In this definition, "differentiable" means the following: In local coordinates 
Xl"'" xn about X, T;(M) has the basis dx l , ... , dXn where dx;(f)jox) = ox/ox j = 
bi•j . Thus W can be written as 

and the fil ..... ip are required to be smooth. 
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We let QP(M) be the vector space of all smooth p-forms on M. Note that 
QO(M) is the space of all real valued smooth functions on M. 

One has the wedge product on QP(M) by operating pointwise. In the case 
of a function f EQO(M) and a form wEQP(M) we use the notation f W = f /\ W 

for short. 
Note that if X b ... , X P are vector fields on M and W is a p-form then 

w(X l' ... ,X p) is a smooth real valued function on M. (It can be shown that 
smoothness of W is equivalent to the smoothness of the functions obtained 
this way.) 

In general, if f is smooth real valued function on M, and X is a smooth 
vector field, then we define df(X) = X(f). Note that df = Li(8f/8xi)dxi· 

If wEQP(M) then we define its "exterior derivative" dWEQP+ l(M) as follows. 
If W = f dXil /\ ... /\ dXipthen we put dw = df /\ dXil /\ ... /\ dx ip. This is then 
extended linearly to all forms. 

Of course, it must be shown that this definition is independent of the local 
coordinates used to define it. This is straightforward and will be left to the 
reader. A nice way to do this is indicated in Problem 1. 

Note then that the exterior derivative gives a linear map 

2.2. Proposition. We have that dd = o. 

PROOF. It is sufficient to check this on W = f dx 1 /\ ... /\ dxp • We calculate 

n 8f 
dw = df /\ dx /\ ... /\ dx = " - dx· /\ dx /\ ... /\ dx 

1 P '--8 ,1 p" 
i=l Xi 

Thus 

If we rearrange the double sum so that it ranges over j < i then we get two 
terms for each pair i,j. These terms are identical except for a dXj /\ dXi in 
one and dXi /\ dXj in the other. Thus it all cancels out. D 

2.3. Proposition. If w is a p-form and 1] is a q-form then 

d(w /\ 1]) = dw /\ 1] + (-1)Pw /\ d1]. 

PROOF. One need only check this when w = f dX 1 /\ ••. /\ dxp and 1] = 
g dxi, /\ ... /\ dxiq· This is straightforward. D 

One can prove (but we will not do so here) the following invariant formula 
for dw: 
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where [X, y] = XY - YX, the so-called Lie bracket. 

2.4. Definition. A p-form w is closed if dw = O. It is exact if w = d1] for some 
(p - I)-form 1]. 

Note that the sequence··· ~QP-I(M) ~ QP(M) ~ QP+ I(M) ~ ... is of order 
2 and so it is a chain complex except that the operator d raises degree instead 
oflowering it. Thus what we get by taking its "homology" is called "cohomol
ogy." more precisely: 

2.5. Definition. The pth de Rham cohomology group of M is the real vector 
space 

( ker(d:QP(M)~QP+I(M» closedp-forms 
H~M)= =. 

im(d: QP-I(M) ~ QP(M» exact p-forms 

It is a classical problem in analysis to decide when a given form is exact. 
It is easy to check whether or not a form is closed since that is just a 
computation. Thus, if H~(M) = 0, then exact is the same as closed and so 
the problem is solved in that case. 

Note that there is a product H~(M) x HMM)~H~+q(M) given by 
[w] x [1]]t-+[w A 1]]. This is well defined by Proposition 2.3 and it is 
bilinear and associative. Moreover, the constant function 1 is a unity element. 
Thus H~(M) is a graded (signed) commutative R-algebra. 

Let us compute H~(M). This is the kernel of d: QO(M) ~ QI(M). That is, 
it is {f:M~RldJ=O}. But dJ=O means all partials ofJvanish and that 
means that J is locally constant. Thus H~(M) is the cartesian product of 
copies of R, one copy for each component of M. In particular, it is R if M 
is connected. 

Now we will study "induced forms." Let (): M ~ N be a smooth map. 
Recall that the differential ()* of () at a point XEM is defined by 
() *(X) (f) = X(J 0 (}) where X is a tangent vector at x of M. 

2.6. Definition. If (}:M ~N is smooth then (}*:QP(N)~QP(M) is defined 
by 

where X lx' ... ,X Px are tangent vectors to M at x. On functions (}*(f) = J 0 (). 
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Note that for a smooth real valued function f there are the following 
identities which follow immediately from the definitions: 

d8*(f)(X) = d(f 0 8)(X) = X(f08) = 8*(X)(f) = df(8*(X)) = 8*(df)(X). 

Of course, we must show that the form 8*(w) is smooth. This follows 
immediately from part (3) of the following result: 

2.7. Proposition. If 8 and IjJ are smooth mappings of manifolds then: 

(1) (8 01jJ)* = 1jJ*08*; 
(2) 8*(w /\ 1]) = 8*(w) /\ 8*(1]); 
(3) 8*(f dYI /\ ... /\ dyp) = f 08 d(YI 08) /\ ... /\ d(Yp0 8); and 
(4) 8*(dw) = d(8*(w)). 

PROOF. The first two follow directly from the definitions. For the third, we 
compute 

8*(fdYI /\ ... /\ dyp) = 8*(f) /\ 8*(dYl) /\ ... /\ 8*(dyp) 

= f 0 8 d(y 1 0 8) /\ ... /\ d(yp 0 8). 

For part (4), and for w = f dYI /\ ... /\ dyp, we have 

8*(dw) = 8*(df) /\ 8*(dYl /\ ... /\ dyp) 

= d(f08) /\ d(YI 08) /\ ... /\ d(Yp0 8) 

= d(f08d(Yl 08) /\ ... /\ d(Yp0 8)) 

= d(8*w). 

It follows from Proposition 2.7 that 8* induces a ring homomorphism 

H~(N) ~ H~(M), 

taking [w] to [8*w]. 

PROBLEMS 

D 

1. On an open set U c R" show that the exterior derivative d is the only operator 
d: QP(U) -->QP+ I(U) satisfying: 
(a) d(w + 11) = dw + dl1; 
(b) WEQP(U), I1EQQ(U)=d(w /\ 11) = dw /\ 11 + (-!)pw /\ dl1; 
(c) ! EQO(U)=d!(X) = X(f); and 
(d) ! EQO(U)=d(df) = o. 
Deduce that d is independent of the coordinate system used to define it. 

2. On the unit circle 8 1 in the plane, let e = arctan(y/x) be the usual polar coordinate. 
Show that de makes sense on 81 and is a closed I-form which is not exact. 

3. For wEQ1(M), verify the special case dw(X, Y) = X(w(Y)) - Y(w(X)) - w([X, YJ) 
of the invariant formula mentioned above Definition 2.4. 
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3. Integration of Forms 

We wish to define the "integration" of an n-form on an n-manifold. First we 
consider the case of an open subset U eRn with coordinates Xl"'" xn• 

For a form ro, define the support of ro, support(ro), to be the closure of 
{xlrox#O}. 

Let ro be an n-form on U c Rn with compact support. Note then that ro 
extends to all ofRn by 0 with support in some cube. Now ro can be written 

ro = f(x l , ... , xn) dX I /\ ... /\ dXn 

and f = 0 outside some compact set. Thus we can define 

L ro = Ln ro = f f- .. LJ(XI"", xn) dX I dxz '" dx", 

where the right-hand integral is an ordinary Riemann integral. In fact, f need 
only be Riemann integrable with compact support for this to make sense. 

Now suppose that W is another open set in Rn and let (): W -+ U be a 
diffeomorphism. Then we have the n-form (}*(ro) on Wwhere, by definition, 

Now 

n o(x;o(}) n 
d(x;o(}) = L --dxj = L J;,j«(})dxj. 

j=l oXj j=l 

where J;,i(}) is the i,j entry of the Jacobian matrix of (). Thus 

d(x I 08) /\ ... /\ d(xn o(}) = ( ~? I ,it «(})dx it) /\ ... /\ (j? n,jJ 8)dx jn ) 

= LJI,s,«(})"'Jn,sn«(})dxs, /\ ... /\ dXsn 

= det(J;,i(}))dxI /\ ... /\ dxn. 

Therefore 8*(ro) = (f ° ()) det(J;,J{(})) dX I /\ ... /\ dXn and so 

f(}*(ro) = f f- .. LJ«(}(XI, ... ,Xn))det(J;,i(}))dXI .. ·dXn 

= ± f f- .. ff(xl, ... ,Xn)dXI· .. dXn= ± fro 
by the standard Riemann change of variables rule, where the sign is the sign 
of det(J;)(})). If U is not connected then we are assuming here the same sign 
on all components. 
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Now assume that Mn is an oriented manifold and use only charts consistent 
with its orientation. Let w be an n-form on Mn whose support is contained 
in the open set V where V is the domain of a chart ¢: V --+ W eRn. 

Then (¢-l)*W is an n-form on WcRn. Thus we define 

To show that this is independent of the choice of ¢ let t/J be another such 
map and let 0 = t/Jo¢-l. Then t/J-1oO = ¢-l so (¢-l)* = O*o(t/J-l)*. Thus 

f(¢-l)*W = f O*(t/J-l)*W = f(t/J-l)*W 

which proves this independence. 
Now let w be an arbitrary n-form on M n with compact support K. Let 

Ii: M --+ R give a smooth partition of unity so that: 

(a) Ii 2: 0; 
(b) support(f;) c Vi where {VJ is a locally finite covering of M with each 

Vi the domain of a chart; and 
(c) LJi = 1. 

Note that the compact set K touches only a finite number of the Vi' We 
define 

We must show that this is well defined. Thus suppose {gj} to be another 
such partition. Then 1 = Li,Jigj' Hence Ii = Ii Ljgj = LjIi gj. It follows that 

Therefore 

as claimed. 
We already had a local change of variables rule which now generalizes 

easily to the global fact that if 0: Mn --+ Nn is a diffeomorphism of oriented 
n-manifolds, which preserves orientation, then 

for any n-form w on N n with compact support. 
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4. Stokes' Theorem 

Consider an n-manifold Mn with boundary. It can be shown, in a similar 
manner to the Tubular Neighborhood Theorem, that such a manifold can 
be embedded in an n-manifold without boundary by adding an outward 
"collar" to oM. For technical reasons we shall assume this to be done. (In 
this way, we do not have to redefine forms, etc.) 

We also assume Mn to be oriented. Given, at a boundary point, a system 
of local coordinates Xl"" xn such that Mn is defined by Xl::;; 0 (as in 
Definition 2.7 of Chapter II), we have that X 2 , •• • , Xn form local coordinates 
for the boundary. (See Figure V-I.) We take these coordinates, renumbering 
in the same order, to define an orientation on the boundary oM. (The reader 
should convince himself that the boundary is, indeed, orientable.) Let B = oM 
denote the boundary and i: B --+ M the inclusion map. 

Let w be an (n -I)-form on Mn. Then i*w is an (n -I)-form on Bn- 1. We 
will denote this by wl B = i*w or simply by w when it is clear we are talking 
about Bn- 1 and not Mn. 

"'-
Thus, if w = "LJi dx 1 /\ ••• /\ dXi /\ ... /\ dxno then 

./'0..,. 
WIB = i*w = IJid(xl oil /\ ... /\ d(Xi°i) /\ ... /\ d(xn°i) = fl dX 2 /\ ••• /\ dxno 

i 

since B is given by Xl = 0, whence d(Xl oil = o. 

4.1. Theorem (Stokes' Theorem). If Mn is an oriented n-manifold with boundary 
oMn and w is an (n - I)-form on M n with compact support then 

f dw=f w. 
M aM 

PROOF. We first prove this in the case for which the support of w is in a 
"cubic coordinate neighborhood" {(x1, ... ,xn)llxil::;;a}. (At a point on the 
boundary, we assume as usual that Xl::;; 0 defines M.) We can take 

Figure V-I. Coordinate patch at a boundary point. 
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OJ = 2:.Ji dx 1 /\ ••• /\ :hi /\ ... /\ dXn where sUPPort(fi) is in the coordinate 
neighborhood. Because of the linearity of both sides of the equation iIi 
Theorem 4.1, it suffices to prove Theorem 4.1 for the individual terms 

A. 

OJ = 1 dX 1 /\ ... /\ dXi /\ ... /\ dxn· 

Then 
dOJ =( -1)i-1(of/oxi)dx1 /\ ... /\ dXi /\ ... /\ dxn. 

Accordingly, we compute 

fM dOJ=(-I)i-1 f-··f(Of/OXi)dX1dX2 ···dXn 

= (_I)i-1 f- .. f f(x 1,···, Xn)I:::~a dX1 ... ~i··· dx", 

where Xi = a should be replaced with Xi = 0 in the case of coordinates at a 
boundary point and i = 1. For an interior point this last term is zero since 
1 vanishes where it is being evaluated. At a boundary point, with i #- 1 we 
also get O. In both cases J oM OJ = 0 since OJ 10M = O. 

The only case remaining is that of a boundary point, and i = 1. In this case, 

as was to be shown. Now we take the general case. Let {g;} be a smooth 
partition of unity with the support of each gi being compact and inside a 
cubic coordinate neighborhood as above. Then 

f dOJ=f d(~9iOJ)= ~f d(9iOJ)=~f giOJ=f ~giOJ=f OJ. 
MM' • M • oM oM • oM 

o 
To close this section, we shall briefly discuss the relationship between this 

material and the classical Stokes' Theorem in R3 one usually sees in a calculus 
course. 

In R3 a I-form OJ can be written 

OJ = Idx + gdy + hdz. 

To this, one can associate the vector field F = <I, g, h). A 2-form '1 can be 
written 

'1 = 1 dy /\ dz + 9 dz /\ dx + h dx /\ dy 
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and this too can be associated with the same vector field F = <I, g, h). The 3-
form I dx A dy A dz can be regarded as the function f. 

Then one can compute that 

dw = (gx - Iy)dx A dy + (fz - hx)dz A dx + (hy - gz)dy Adz, 

so that the form dw corresponds to the vector field curl F. 
Similarly, for a 2-form '1, as above, we have 

d'1 = (fx + gy + hz) dx A dy A dz 

which is identified with the function div F. 
For a function I, the vector field grad I corresponds to the form dl. 
On a (compact smooth) solid M3 c R3 one can see that the 2-form induced 

from '1 by the inclusion map aM3 ~ R3, corresponds to F· n d(J on aM3 where 
n is the outward normal and d(J is the element of surface area. This is 
essentially the same calculation that is done in calculus books. In this case, 
then, the formula fMd'1 = f iJM'1 of Theorem 4.1 becomes 

which is the "Divergence Theorem" or "Gauss' Theorem" in calculus books. 
Similarly, if M2 is a surface with a boundary in R3 and w is a I-form as 

above, then the restriction of w to aM2 can be computed to correspond to 
F· f dswhere f is the unit tangent vector to the curve aM2 appropriately 
oriented, and ds is the element of arc length. Thus, the formula fMdw = fiJMW 
of Theorem 4.1 becomes 

f fM CUrlF.nd(J=taMF. fdS 

which is the "Stokes' Theorem" in calculus books, and becomes, in case M2 
is planar, what is variously called "Green's Theorem" or "Gauss' Theorem" 
in the plane. 

Also, of course, the formula d2 = 0 becomes, in the classical notation, 
div curl F = 0 when applied to I-forms, and curl grad 1= 0 when applied to 
O-forms. 

5. Relationship to Singular Homology 

We wish to relate de Rham cohomology to singular homology. In order to 
do that we must make a slight modification to singular homology (which 
will be shown later to give the same groups). We will restrict attention to 
smooth singular simplices (J: flp --t Mn. (Actually we require (J to be defined 
and smooth in a neighborhood of flp in its p-plane, but we don't care about 
its values there. This is just to avoid a separate definition of "smooth" for 
nonmanifolds like flp") 
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Since we are going to integrate a p-form over the standard p-simplex, we 
must choose an orientation for !!.p. Do this by taking the positive orientation 
on the O-simplex !!.O and, if an orientation has been chosen for !!.P-l, choose 
the one on i3!!.p making the face map F 0: !!.P-l -+ 8!!.p preserve orientation. 
(Ignore the (p - 2)-ske1eton so you can think of !!.p as a manifold with 
boundary.) Then orient !!.p consistently with its boundary, in the way 
described in the previous section. Since the face maps F; satisfy F; = 
[e;, eo, e1 , ... , e;, ... , ep ] 0 F 0 it follows that F; preserves orientation if and only 
if i is even. 

Now suppose we have a p-form w on Mn and a smooth singular simplex 
a:!!.p -+ Mn. Then a*w is a p-form on !!.p. Ignoring the (p - 2)-skeleton of !!.P' 
we can integrate a*w over !!.p. (To be precise, one must do an approximation 
in order to avoid the (p - 2)-skeleton, or expand the treatment of integration 
a bit. One could, for example, multiply the form by a smooth function to 
[0,1] which is 1 outside a small neighborhood of the (p - 2)-skeleton and 0 
inside a smaller neighborhood, and then pass to a limit as these neighbor
hoods get smaller. The result of all that is clear, however, so we shall leave 
the details alone.) 

Thus we define 

f w=f a*w. 
" 4p 

(Note that Mn need not be oriented for this. It is the orientation of !!.p that 
matters.) Define, for a p-chain c = L" n"a, 

This provides a homomorphism 

'¥(w): !!.p(M) -+ R 

given by '¥(w)(c) = Jew. Note that this is linear in w as well. Therefore we 
have the homomorphism 

'1': gP(M) -+ Hom(!!.iM), R), 

where Hom(A, B) denotes the group of homomorphisms A -+ B. 
Now let w be a (p - I)-form and a a (smooth) singular p-simplex in Mn. 

Applying Stokes' Theorem, we obtain 

'¥(dw)(a) = f dw = f a*(dw) 
" 4p 

= f d(a*w) = f a*w 
4p iJ4p 

= ~ (-I);f Fia*w = ~(-I);f (aoF;)*w 
l .4p -l l .4p -l 
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=2:(-I)if w=f w='I'(w)(oa) 
l (JoFi aa 

= b('I'(w))(a), 
where 

b: Hom(Ap_1(M), R) --+ Hom(Ap(M), R) 

is the transpose of 0, i.e., (bf)(c) = f(oc). 
Thus we have the commutative diagram 

QP-l (M) --!... Hom(Ap _ 1 (M), R) 

1') = Hom(a, 1) 

'P 
QP(M) -----+) Hom(Ap(M), R). 

That is, 'I' is a chain map. We shall study it. 
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The groups on the right (the duals of the chain groups) are called "co chain 
groups," their elements being "cochains." The (smooth) singular "cochain 
complex" is 

I AP(M; R) = Hom(Ap(M), R) I 

together with the transpose b of o. The singular "cohomology" of M is 

I HP(M; R) = HP(A *(M; R)), I 

that is, the kernel of b on AP modulo the image of b from AP- 1. The chain 
map '1', above, then induces a homomorphism 

I '1'*: H~(M) --+ HP(M; R). I 

The "de Rham Theorem" (originally conjectured by E. Cart an) states that 
'1'* is an isomorphism for all M. We will prove that theorem in Section 9. 
First we must develop the elements of the theory of singular cohomology, 
and related things. 

6. More Homological Algebra 

We briefly discussed the tensor product A@B of two abelian groups A and 
B before. Let us take it up again a little more fully. The group A @ B is 
defmed as the abelian group generated by the symbols a®b, aEA and bEB 
subject to the relations that make this bilinear, i.e., (a 1 + a2 ) @b = a1 @b + 
a2 @banda®(b 1 + b2 ) = a@b 1 + a@b 2 . It is characterized by the "universal 
property" that a bilinear map A x B --+ C into an abelian group C factors 
uniquely through A ® B where A x B --+ A @B taking a x b to a@ b is bilinear 
and the induced map A ® B --+ C is a homomorphism. 
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The tensor product is a covariant functor of both variables. That is, 
homomorphisms f: A' --+ A and g: B' --+ B induce a homomorphism f ® g: 
A'®B'--+A®B by (f®g)(a®b) = f(a)®g(b). 

If A' c A and K c A ® B is the image of i ® 1: A' ® B --+ A ® B, then there 
is the homomorphism (AjA')®B--+(A®B)jK taking [a] ®b into [a®b]. 
There is also the homomorphism (A ® B)jK --+ (Aj A') ® B induced from the 
homomorphism A®B--+(AjA')®B and taking [a® b]f--+[a] ®b. These two 
homomorphisms are mutually inverse, and so define an isomorphism 
(Aj A') ® B ::::::: (A ® B)j K. This is equivalent to saying that the short exact 
sequence 

0--+ A' --+ A --+ A" --+ 0 

induces the sequence 

A' ® B --+ A ® B --+ A" ® B --+ 0 

which is exact at the A ® B term. It is also obviously exact at the A" ® B 
term, and so it is exact. That means that ® is a "right exact functor." 

There is the isomorphism Z ® B ::::::: B making 1 ® b correspond to b. This 
covers all of Z®B because of the identity n®b=(1+1+···+1)®b= 
1 ® b + ... + 1 ® b = 1 ® nb. 

If {Aa} is a collection of abelian groups then (EBAa) ® B is generated by 
the elements aa ® b. The group EB(Aa ® B) is also generated by elements 
aa ® b. This symbol means different things in the two groups, but the 
correspondence between them generates an isomorphism 

Similarly, if A and B are abelian groups then Hom(A, B) denotes the 
abelian group of all homomorphism A --+ B. If 0 --+ A' --+ A --+ A" --+ 0 is exact 
then it is very easy to see that the induced sequence 

0--+ Hom(A", B) --+ Hom(A, B) --+ Hom(A', B) 

is exact. Thus Hom(·,.) is a "left exact" contravariant functor of the first 
variable. It is easy to see that it is also a left exact covariant functor of the 
second variable. 

Now let (C*, 0) be a chain complex and let G be an abelian group. Then 
C * ® G is a chain complex with the differential 0 ® 1. Also Hom( C *' G) is a 
chain complex with the differential b = Hom(o, 1), but note that this raises 
degree by one instead of lowering it. (Some people call this a "cochain 
complex" but we will usually not do that unless we want to stress that the 
differential is of degree + 1 instead of -1.) 

If A* and B* are chain complexes and 1jJ: A* --+ B* is a chain map then, 
for any abelian group G, IjJ ® 1: A* ® G --+ B* ® G is a chain map, and 1jJ' = 
Hom(ljJ, 1): Hom(B*, G) --+ Hom(A*, G), given by 1jJ'(f)(a) = f(ljJ(a)), is also a 
chain map, i.e., bljJ' = 1jJ' b, by 

b(IjJ'(f))(a) = 1jJ'(f)(oa) = f(ljJ(oa)) = f(o(ljJ(a))) = (bf)(ljJ(a)) = 1jJ'(bf)(a). 
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Thus there is an induced homomorphism 

¢*: H*(Hom(B*, G)) --+ H*(Hom(A*, G)), 

and similarly 

¢*: H *(A* ® G) --+ H *(B* ® G). 

Let 0 --+ A* --+ B* --+ C* --+ 0 be an exact sequence of chain complexes and 
chain maps which is split, by a splitting C* --+ B* which is not assumed to 
be a chain map (and usually is not). (For example, the splitting exists if each 
C i is free abelian, e.g., C* = A*(X).) In this case we get the short exact sequence 

0--+ Hom(C*, G) --+ Hom(B*, G) --+ Hom(A*, G)--+O 

and therefore the induced long exact sequence 

... --+Hi(Hom(C*, G))--+ Hi(Hom(B*, G)) --+ Hi(Hom(A*, G)) 

--+ H i + l(Hom(C*, G)) --+ ... 

and similarly for the tensor product. 
For example, in singular theory, if A c X then there is the split exact 

sequence 

which induces 

0--+ A*(X, A; G) --+ A*(X; G) --+ A*(A; G)--+O 

where, for instance, AP(X; G) = Hom(AiX), G). Note that this "cochain group" 
can be thought of as the group of/unctions from the set of singular simplices 
to G, since these simplices are a set of free generators of the chain group. 
By the exact sequence, it follows that we can similarly regard AP(X, A; G) as 
the set offunctions on singular p-simplices of X to G which vanish on simplices 
totally in A. Of course, the singular cohomology group HP(X, A; G) with 
coefficients in G is defined to be 

I HP(X, A; G) = HP(A*(X, A; G)).I 

The last short exact sequence then induces the long exact sequence in 
singular cohomology with coefficients in G: 

For another example, but one involving changing the other variable in 
Hom, suppose that 0 --+ G' --+ G --+ Gil --+ 0 is a short exact sequence of abelian 
groups, and that C* is a free chain complex. Then this induces the short 
exact sequence 

0--+ Hom(C*, G') --+ Hom(C*, G) --+ Hom(C*, Gil) --+0, 

the exactness on the right following from the assumption that C* is free, 
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and hence the long exact sequence 

... ~Hi(Hom(C*, G'))~Hi(Hom(C*, G))~Hi(Hom(C*, G")) 

~ H i + l(Hom(C*, G')) ~"'. 

For singular theory, this gives, for example, the exact sequence 

In singular homology, the tensor product gives, similarly, the long exact 
sequences 

... ~ Hi(A; G) ~ Hi(X; G) ~ Hi(X, A; G) ~ H i- 1(A; G) ~ ... 

and 

... ~ Hi(X, A; G') ~ Hi(X, A; G) ~ Hi(X, A; G") ~ H i- 1(X, A; G') ~"'. 

We shall now introduce and study the "derived functors" Ext and Tor of 
Hom and (8), respectively, in the category of abelian groups. 

6.1. Definition. An abelian group I is called injective if, whenever G' c G, any 
homomorphism G' ~ I can be extended to a homomorphism G ~ I. An 
abelian group D is said to be divisible if, for any element dED and any integer 
n i= 0, there is an element d' ED with nd' = d. An abelian group P is called 
projective if, for any surjection G ~ G" of abelian groups, any homomorphism 
P ~ G", can be factored via a homomorphism P ~ G. 

The group I being injective then means that the following diagram with 
exact row can always be completed to be commutative: 

° ----t G' ----t G 

! ""II''' 
I. 1ft" 

Similarly, the group P being projective then means that the following 
diagram with exact row can be completed to be commutative: 

P 

6.2. Proposition. An abelian group I is injective ¢> it is divisible. 

PROOF. If I is injective, then applying the definition of injective to the inclusion 
nZ ~ Z and the homomorphism nZ ~ I taking nkH kd shows that I is 
divisible. If D is divisible and h': G' ~D is a homomorphism and G' c G then 
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consider all pairs (j, H) where H is a subgroup of G containing G' and 
f: H ~ D is a homomorphism extending h'. Order these pairs by inclusion (of 
homomorphism as well as of group) and note that the union of any chain 
of this partially ordered set is a member of the set. Thus, by the Maximality 
Principle, there is a maximal such pair. We may as well suppose that (h', G') 
is already maximal and must then show that G' = G. Suppose gEG - G'. If 
ngfj:G' for any integer n> 1 then we can extend h' by putting h'(g) = O. Thus 
also define h'(g' + kg) = h'(g'), for any g' EG' and kEZ. This is a proper 
extension contradicting maximality. Next suppose that ngEG' for some 
minimal integer n > 1. Since D is divisible, there is a dED such that nd = h'(ng). 
Then, extend h' by putting h'(g' + kg) = h'(g') + kd. This is a well-defined 
proper extension of h' and so this again contradicts maximality. D 

6.3. Proposition. Any abelian group G is a subgroup of an injective group. 

PROOF. There exists an epimorphism F ~ G for some free abelian group F; e.g., 
F could be taken as the free abelian group on the elements of G. Thus G is 
isomorphic to FjR for some ReF. If we take D to be the rational vector 
space on a basis of F then FeD, so that G ~ FjR c DjR and DjR is divisible 
and hence injective. D 

Since the quotient of a divisible group is divisible and hence injective, it 
follows that, for any abelian group G, there is an exact sequence 

O~G~I~J~O 

with both I and J injective. (This is called an "injective resolution of G.") 
Applying the functor Hom(A,·) we get an exact sequence 

o ~ Hom(A, G) ~ Hom(A, 1) ~ Hom(A, J). 

The group Ext(A, G) is defined to be the cokernel of the last map. That is, 
it is defined so that the following sequence is exact: 

I O~ Hom(A, G) ~ Hom(A, 1) ~ Hom(A, J) ~ Ext(A, G) ~ O. 

Letting 1° = I and 11 = J, the resolution can be regarded as a small cochain 
complex 1* with augmentation G ~ 1*. Then C* = Hom(A, 1*) is also a 
cochain complex and the above exact sequence amounts to saying that 
HO(C*) = Hom(A, G) and H 1(C*) = Ext(A, G). 

6.4. Proposition. If G ~ 1* and H ~ J* are injective resolutions of the abelian 
groups G and H respectively, and if h: G ~ H is a given homomorphism then 
there exists a chain map h*: 1* ~ J* extending h. Moreover, any two such 
extensions are chain homotopic. 

PROOF. We will prove this for the resolutions of length two that we have in 
the case of abelian groups, but it would extend easily to those of any length. 
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We are to show that there is a completion to a commutative diagram (with 
exact rows) as shown: 

0 G 
i 

1° 
io 11 ~ ~ ~ 

lh 

I I 
I I 
I I 

:ho : hi 
~ jo ~ 

0 ~ H L JO ~ J 1. 

The compositionjoh: G-+Jo extends to the map ho by injectivity of JO. This 
makes the first square commute. Regarding, as we can, i,j as inclusions, there 
is the induced diagram with exact rows 

o~ IOjG i~ 
~ 11 

1 h~ 
I 
I 
I 

: hi 
~ 

o ~ JOjH j~ ]1. ~ 

The mapj~oh~ extends to hI: Il-+J1 by injectivity of J 1. This completes the 
construction of ho and hI' the desired commutativity being clear from the 
construction. 

Now suppose that h;: Ii-+Ji, i = 0, 1, give another extension of h. The 
desired chain homotopy will be a map D: 11 -+Jo (since it vanishes in other 
degrees) such that Doio = h~ - ho andjooD = h'l - hI' Since h~ - ho vanishes 
on G it induces a map 1° jG -+Jo and this extends to a map D: 11 -+Jo because 
JO is injective. Thus we have the commutative diagram: 

io o ~ G j 1° j 11 j 0 

10 h~-ho 1 /n lh;-h l 

o ~ H j j JO 10 j Jl 

which is exactly what we were after. (The commutativity of the lower triangle 
follows from the surjectivity of io, the only place we are using that these are 
resolutions of length 2.) 0 

This shows that there is a canonical isomorphism between the versions 
of Ext(A, G) obtained from two injective resolutions of G and also shows 
that Ext(A, G) is a covariant functor of G. Naturality in A of the sequence 
defining Ext(A, G) shows that Ext(A, G) is a contravariant functor of A. 

If 0 -+ A' -+ A -+ A" -+ 0 is exact then so is 

0-+ Hom(A", I) -+ Hom(A, I) -+ Hom(A', I) -+ 0, 

for I injective, the exactness on the right being precisely the definition of 
"injective." Thus 

0-+ Hom(A", 1*) -+ Hom(A, 1*) -+ Hom(A', 1*)-+0 

is a short exact sequence of cochain complexes, and hence induces the (not 
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very) long exact sequence in homology: 

0-> Hom(A", G) -> Hom(A, G) -> Hom(A', G) -> Ext(A", G) 

-> Ext(A, G) -> Ext(A', G)-> O. 
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If P is projective and 0 -> G -> J -> J -> 0 is an injective resolution of G then 
Hom(P, J) -> Hom(P, J) is onto, by definition of "projective," and so 
Ext(P, G) = o. Suppose that 0 -> R -> F -> A -> 0 is exact with F projective. 
(Here "F" stands for "free" since a free abelian group is obviously projective, 
and such a sequence always exists for any A with F free.) This gives the exact 
sequence 

0-> Hom(A, G) -> Hom(F, G) -> Hom(R, G) -> Ext(A, G) -> 0 

since Ext(F, G) = O. Thus Ext(A, G) could also be defined via this exact 
sequence. 

Suppose now that A is such that Ext(A, G) = 0 for all G. Let 0 -> R -> F-> 
A -> 0 be exact with F projective and let 0 -> G 2 -> G 1 -> Go -> 0 be exact. Then 

0-> Hom(A, G*)-> Hom(F, G*) -> Hom(R, G*)->O 

is a short exact sequence of chain complexes. Its induced homology sequence 
contains the segment 

H 1(Hom(R, G*))-> Ho(Hom(A, G*))-> Ho(Hom(F, G*)). 

But the right-hand term is zero since Hom(F,·) is exact because F is projective. 
The left-hand term is also zero since 0 -> Hom(R, G2 ) -> Hom(R, G1) -> Hom(R, 
Go) is exact. Therefore the middle term is zero which means that Hom(A, G 1)-> 
Hom(A, Go) is onto. Since this is true for all surjections G 1 -> Go, it follows 
that A is projective. This shows that Ext(A,·) = 0 <0;> A is projective. 

F or general A, and for an exact sequence 0 -> R -> F -> A -> 0 with F 
projective, the exact sequence 

0-> Hom(A, G) -> Hom(F, G) -> Hom(R, G) -> Ext(A, G) 

-> Ext(F, G) -> Ext(R, G) -> 0 

shows that Ext(R, G) = 0 for all G, since Ext(F, G) = O. Therefore R is 
automatically projective, so that we really have a projective resolution of A. 
Since R is an arbitrary subgroup of F we conclude that any subgroup of a 
projective group is projective. 

[Of course, it is well known that a subgroup R of a free abelian group 
F is free abelian. It follows easily that "projective" is the same as "free" for 
abelian groups. However, we do not need these facts.] 

Let 0 -> P 1 -> Po -> A -> 0 be a "projective resolution" of A; e.g., take Po = F, 
P 1 = R as above. Then Hom(P *' G) is a cochain complex with 
HO(Hom(P *, G)) = Hom(A, G) and H1(Hom(P *' G)) = Ext(A, G) for all G. If 

0-> G' -> G -> Gil -> 0 
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is exact then so is 

0--> Hom(P *' G') --> Hom(P *' G) --> Hom(P *' Gil) --> 0 

since P * is projective. The induced homology sequence of this gives the exact 
sequence 

0--> Hom(A, G') --> Hom(A, G) --> Hom(A, Gil) --> Ext(A, G') 

--> Ext(A, G) --> Ext(A, Gil) --> O. 

Similar considerations apply to the tensor product in place of Hom, as 
we will briefly describe. For any abelian group A, let 0 --> R --> F --> A --> 0 be 
a projective resolution. Then there is the exact sequence 

O-->A*B-->R®B-->F®B-->A®B-->O 

which defines the "torsion product" A * B. This is often denoted by Tor(A, B) 
or Tor 1(A,B).1t is symmetric in the sense that A*B~B*A (in a canonical 
way). (To see this, chase the diagram made up of the tensor product of a 
projective resolution of A with one of B.) Also, any exact sequence 0 --> A' --> 
A --> A" -- 0 induces the (somewhat) long exact sequence 

0-- A' *B --A*B-- A" *B --A' ® B--A ® B --> A" ® B -->0. 

Clearly A *B = 0 if either A or B is projective since, then, 0 --> R -- F -- A --> 0 
splits. 

Now we shall compute Ext and Tor for finitely generated groups. Since 
they commute with finite direct sums, as is easily seen by looking at split 
exact sequences, it suffices to compute them for cyclic groups. 

Since Z is projective we have 

and Ext(Z,A) =0 for all A. 

n 
From the exact sequence 0 --> Z --> Z --> Zn --> 0 we have, for any G, the exact 
sequence 

0--> Hom(Zm G) -- Hom(Z, G) ~ Hom(Z, G) --> Ext(Zn' G) --> o. 

Since Hom(Z, G) ~ G, we conclude that 

Ext(Z", G) ~ G/nG. 

In particular, 

Ext(Z", Z) ~ Zn" 
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To compute Ext(Zm Zm) consider the exact sequence 0 - Zm - Q/Z ~ Q/Z
o where the map on the right is multiplication by m. This induces the exact 
sequence 

where the middle map is multiplication by m. The groups on the ends must 
be cyclic, and counting orders using exactness shows they must both be Zd 
for some d. Thus it suffices to compute the kernel of multiplication by m on 
Hom(Zn' Q/Z) ~ Zn- We claim the kernel is the (cyclic) subgroup of order 
d = gcd(n, m). To see this let n = dp and m = dq where p and q are relatively 
prime. Then kEker(m) -= nlkm -= dplkdq -= plkq-= plk, whence k = p works 
and is the smallest such, proving the claim. Therefore we have 

where d = gcd(n, m). 

The exact sequence 0 - Z --"--+ Z - Zn - 0 induces the exact sequence 

Since Z is projective, this reduces to 

where the middle map is multiplication by n. As above this implies that the 
groups on the ends are cyclic of order d = gcd(n, m). That is, 

where d = gcd(n, m). 

Recall that an abelian group A is said to be "torsion free" if na = 0 for 
some O:f. nEZ implies that a = o. 

6.5. Proposition. The abelian group A is torsion free -= A * B = 0 for all B. 

PROOF. <=: Suppose A has n-torsion and consider the exact sequence 0-

Z --"--+ Z - Zn - O. This induces the exact sequence 

where the middle map is multiplication by n. Then A * Zn ~ kerr n: A - A} :f. 0 
as claimed. 

=>: For arbitrary B suppose A*B:f. 0, with A torsion free. Let 
0- R - F - B - 0 be a projective resolution of B. This induces the exact 
sequence 
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Let 0 =1= IXEA *B. Then, regarding IX as an element of A@R, IX can be written 
IX = Lai ® rio Let G c A be the subgroup generated by the ai• Consider the 
commutative diagram 

A/G*R--+A/G*F 
1 1 

O--+G*B--+ G®R --+ G@F --+G®B--+O 
1 1 1 1 

O--+A*B--+ A®R --+ A®F --+A@B--+O 

with exact rows and columns. The element IX E A * B taken into A ® R comes 
from some [3EG®R by construction. The image of [3 in G@F maps to 0 in 
A®F, and so comes from (A/G)*F. But (A/G)*F=O since F is projective. 
Thus [3 comes from G *B. But G is finitely generated and torsion free, hence 
free, so G *B = 0, a contradiction. 0 

6.6. Proposition. 

(1) A is projective ¢> Ext(A, G) = 0 for all G. 
(2) G is injective ¢> Ext(A, G) = 0 for all A. 

PROOF. Part (1) has already been proved. For part (2), if G is injective then 0--+ 
G --+ G --+ 0 --+ 0 is an injective resolution and Ext(A, G) = 0 from its definition. 
Conversely, suppose that Ext(A, G) = 0 for all A. Then, for an exact sequence 
0--+ A' --+ A --+ A" --+ 0, the induced sequence 

0--+ Hom(A", G)--+Hom(A; G)--+Hom(A', G)--+O 

is exact. The surjectivity on the right is precisely the definition of G being 
injective. D 

We conclude this section with some remarks on other "base rings." If A 
is a commutative ring with unity and A, B are A-modules then one can 
define the tensor product A ® A B and the module of A-homomorphisms 
HomA (A, B). The only differences are the addition of the relation Aa ® b = 
a ® Ab for the tensor product and the requirement that hE Hom A (A, B) 
be A-linear; i.e., h(Aa) = Ah(a). Then A @AB and HomA (A, B) are A-modules. 
If A is a principal id,eal domain then everything done in this section, and 
most of the rest of the book, goes through with no major differences. In fact, 
however, the only major use made of such generalizations in this book is in 
the case of a field A. Even in that case, we use only the fields Q, R, and Zp, p 
prime. For a field, @A and RomA are exact functors and all A-modules are 
both A-projective and A-injective and so the theory is a great deal simpler 
for them than for the integers or for a general principal ideal domain. More 
general base rings would have no impact on the ideas covered in this book. 
For that reason, and for the sake of simplicity, we shall generally restrict 
attention to the case of the integers, with a few special comments in the case 
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of a field. Occasionally, we will state results for a principal ideal domain as 
base ring, but this is only done in order to give a unified statement covering 
the case of a field in addition to the case of the integers. When this is done, 
® and Hom should be interpreted as ® A and HomA even if those subscripts 
are omitted. 

7. Universal Coefficient Theorems 

In this section we will show that the integral homology groups determine 
the homology and cohomology groups with arbitrary coefficients. Note that 
this does not mean, and it is not true, that anything you can do with these 
more general groups can be done with integral homology. In the first place, 
field coefficients, by their simplicity, often provide a better platform for 
computation. Much more significant is the fact that cohomology can be 
given extra structure which is not present in homology, as we shall see in 
Chapter VI. 

Assume, throughout this section, that C* is a free chain complex, i.e., that 
each Cp is free abelian. Let Zp denote the p-cycles, Bp the p-boundaries, and 
Hp = Zp/Bp the pth homology group. 

Since Bp~ 1 is projective (because Bp~ 1 C Cp~ 1 and Cp~ 1 is free), the exact 
sequence 

O---*Zp---*Cp---*Bp~1---*O 

splits. Let cP: C p ---* Z p be a splitting homomorphism. 

7.1. Theorem (Universal Coefficient Theorem). For a free chain complex C* 
there is a natural, in C* and G, exact sequence 

o ---* Ext(Hn~ 1(C*), G) ---* Hn(Hom( C*, G)) ~ Hom(Hi C*), G) ---* 0 

which splits (naturally in G but not in C*) and where (f3[J])([c]) = f(c). 

PROOF. The proof is just an easy diagram chase in the diagram: 

0---* Hom (Bp, G) ---*Hom(Cp+ l' G) 

I I" 

o 
I 

Ext(Hp~1' G) 

I 
O+- Hom(Zp, G) +- Hom(Cp, G) +- Hom(Bp~1' G)+-O 

I I j I" I 
Hom (Hp, G) Hom(Cp~ l' G)---* Hom(Zp~ 1, G)---*O 

I 
O. 
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The diagram is, for the most part, induced by the exact sequences O~Zp~ 
Cp~Bp_l ~O and O~Bp~Zp~Hp~O. The rows and end columns are 
exact. Starting with an element f EHom(Cp, G) killed by b, we chase left, up, 
and right. Since that is b f = 0, and the right arrow is monomorphic, the 
element goes to OEHom(Bp, G). By exactness of the first column the element 
can be pulled back to the Hom(H p' G) term. If f was in the image of b then 
the first part of the chase kills it. Thus the chase describes the desired 
homomorphism p. The curved arrow is Hom(c/>, 1), arising from the splitting 
map c/>, and clearly induces, by an even simpler chase, the desired splitting 
homomorphism. To see the map from Ext(Hp_1,G), go down and left. To 
see that this produces a co cycle, note that, starting at Hom(Bp_1, G) and 
going left then up is the same as going left twice then up then right, but 
going left twice gives zero, as claimed. To see that it is well defined, note 
that the indeterminacy comes from the Hom( C p _ 1, G) term and that goes 
into a co boundary in Hom(Cp,G). That the map from Ext(Hp_1,G) to 
Hom( C p' G) goes into the kernel of the map to Hom(H p' G) is clear. To see 
exactness at that point, note that any cocycle of Hom(Cp, G) mapping to 
zero in i-Iom(Hp, G) must already map to zero in Hom(Zp, G). Thus it comes 
from Hom(Bp_1,G), but that implies that it comes from Ext(Hp_1,G) as 
claimed. 0 

7.2. Corollary (Universal Coefficient Theorem). For singular homology and 
cohomology there is the exact sequence 

which is natural in G and in (X, A) and which splits (naturally in G but not in 
(X, A)). 0 

7.3. Corollary. If Hn-1(X,A) and Hn(X,A) are finitely generated then so is 
Hn(x, A; Z). Indeed 

(not natural) where F; and T; are the free part and torsion part, respectively, 
~~4 0 

Now we take up the dual situation of the tensor product. 

7.4. Theorem (Universal Coefficient Theorem). For afree chain complex C* 
there is a natural, in C* and G, exact sequence 

which splits (naturally in G but not in C*) and where IX( [c] ® g) = [c ® g]. 

PROOF. This is a dual argument to Theorem 7.1 using the analogous diagram: 
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0+-Bp®G+-Cp+ 1 ®G 

~ ~a 
O-+Zp®G-+ Cp®G -+Bp_1 ®G-+0 

~ L-J ~a ~ 
Hp®G Cp_1 ®G+-Zp_1 ®G+-0 

~ 
O. 
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Algebraically, this diagram is identical to that of Theorem 7.1 after rotating 
it 180°. (The splitting Cp® G -+Zp® G implies a splitting Bp- 1 ® G -+ Cp ® G.) 
Thus an algebraically identical diagram chase gives the result. 0 

7.5. Corollary (Universal Coefficient Theorem). For singular homology there 
is the exact sequence 

O-+HiX,A)® G-+Hn(X,A; G)-+Hn_1(X,A)*G-+0 

which is natural in G and in (X, A) and which splits (naturally in G but not in 
(X, A)). 0 

7.6. Example. For an abelian group G let 

TG = {gEGlng = 0 for some integer n ~ 1} 

which is called the "torsion subgroup" of G. The exact sequence 0 -+ TG -+ G-+ 
G/TG-+O induces the exact sequence O-+TG*B-+G*B-+G/TG*B which 
implies that G*B ~ TG*B since G/TG is torsion free. The exact sequence 
0-+ Z -+ Q -+ Q/Z -+ 0 induces the exact sequence. 

0-+ TG*Q/Z-+ TG®Z-+ TG®Q. 

Now TG®Q =0 and so 

TG ~ TG®Z ~ TG*Q/Z ~ G*Q/Z. 

Therefore Corollary 7.5 gives the exact sequence 

7.7. Example. This example shows that the splitting in Corollaries 7.2 and 
7.5 cannot be natural. It is simply the map ¢: p2 -+ 82 which (regarding 
p2 as a 2-disk with antipodal points on the boundary identified) collapses the 
"boundary" circle pl to a point. Since H 1 (p2) ~ Z2 and H iP2) = 0, the map 
¢*: H j(p2) -+ Hl82) is trivial for i = 1,2. If the splitting 

H 2(X;Z2) ~ HiX)®Z2 $ H 1(X)*Z2 
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were natural then the homomorphism ljJ*: H 2(P2; Z2) --> H 2(S2; Z2) would 
have to be zero. (Both these groups are Z2') We claim that this is not the 
case, i.e., we claim that ljJ* is an isomorphism. To see that, note that ljJ is 
cellular for the usual CW-structures on p2 and S2. By Theorem 11.6 of 
Chapter IV, the chain map ljJ!1: C2(P2; Z2) --> C2(S2; Z2) is given by ljJ!1(a) = 
deg(ljJt.<1)r (mod 2) where a and r are the unique 2-cells of p2 and S2, 
respectively. But ljJt.<1 is clearly of degree ± 1 in this example; indeed ljJt,<1 is 
a homeomorphism. Since a and r, being the only 2-cells, must generate their 
respective homology groups, the contention follows. 

The following is a corollary of Theorems 7.1 and 7.4: 

7.8. Corollary. Let ljJ: A* --> B* be a chain map offree chain complexes inducing 

isomorphisms ljJ*: Hp(A*) ~Hp(B*)forallp. Then(ljJ01)*: Hp(A*® G) ~ 

H p(B* ® G) and ljJ*: HP(Hom(B*, G)) ~ HP(Hom(A*, G)) for all p. 

PROOF. The Universal Coefficient Theorem (Theorem 7.1) provides the 
commutative diagram 

0------+ Ext(Hp_I(B*),G) ------+ HP(Hom(B*,G)) ------+ Hom(Hp(B*),G) ------+ 0 

! "" ! 1 "" 
o ------+ Ext(H p-I (A*), G) ------+ HP(Hom(A*, G)) ------+ Hom(H iA*), G) ------+ 0 

and the second of the claimed isomorphisms follows from the 5-lemma. The 
first claimed isomorphism follows the same way from the analogous diagram 
from Theorem 7.4. 0 

7.9. Corollary. If ljJ: (X, A) --> (Y, B) is a map such that ljJ*: H p(X, A) --> H iY, B) 
is an isomorphism for all p, then 

and 

ljJ*: HP(Y, B; G)--> HP(X, A; G) 

are isomorphisms for all p and all G. o 

PROBLEMS 

1. Prove the analogue of Example 7.7 for cohomology with coefficients in Z2' That 
is, show that 1;*: H2(S2; Z2) -> H 2(p 2 ; Z2) is an isomorphism. 

2. Given that the Klein bottle K2 has Ho(K2)~Z, HI(K2)~ZEBZ2' and all other 
integral homology groups zero, compute the homology and cohomology of K2 
in all dimensions for coefficients in Z, and in Zp, all primes p. 

3. If X arises from attaching a 2-disk to a circle by a map of circles of degree 9, then 
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compute the homology of X with coefficients in Z3 and in Z9 and in Z6' Do the 
same in case the map was of degree 3, and of degree 6. 

4. Suppose f, g: X -> Yare maps such that f* = g*: H*(X; Z) -> H*(Y; Z). There are 
cases in the literature ofthe Universal Coefficient Theorem being cited as implying 
that then f*=g*:H*(X;G)->H*(Y;G) for any coefficient group G. Show by 
example that this is false. 

5. If H *(X) is finitely generated then show that X(X) = L: (_I)i dim Hi(X; A) for any 
field A. 

6. Show that Hl(X) is torsion free for all X. 

7 .• If G is finitely generated show that there is a natural exact sequence 

0-> H"(X, A; Z) ® G -> H"(X, A; G) -> H" + l(X, A; Z) * G -> 0 

which splits naturally in G but not in X, A. 

8. Excision and Homotopy 

8.1. Theorem (Excision). If Be A c X and Be int(A) then the inclusion map 

(X - B, A - B) c..- (X, A) induces isomorphisms HP(X, A; G) ~ HP(X - B, 

A -B;G) and Hp(X -B,A - B;G) ~HiX,A;G)for all p and G. 

PROOF. The Excision Theorem for integer homology (Theorem 17.8 of 
Chapter IV) says that this inclusion induces, through the chain map ~*(X - B, 
A - B) --+ ~*(X, A), an isomorphism in homology. Thus the present result 
follows immediately from this and Corollary 7.9. 0 

The following result is a similar consequence of Corollary 7.9. 

8.2. Theorem. If U is a collection of subsets of X whose interiors cover X, 
and we put ~t(X; G) = Hom(~~(X), G) then ~ *(X; G) --+ ~t(X; G) induces an 
isomorphism in cohomology and ~~(X) ® G --+ ~*(X) ® G also induces an 
isomorphism in homology. 0 

Consider the case of X = int(A)uint(B), and put U = {A, B}. Then we have 
the exact sequence 

O--+~p(AnB) ~~p(A)EB~p(B) ~ ~~(AuB)--+O 

of Theorem 18.1 of Chapter IV. Since these groups are all free abelian, 
applying Hom(-, G) or (.) ® G to this sequence yields short exact sequences. 
These, in turn, induce Mayer-Vietoris long exact sequences, proving, via 
Theorem 8.2: 

8.3. Theorem (Mayer-Vietoris). If X = int(A) u int(B) then there is the long 
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exact sequence 

~HP+l(AuB)~··· 

for any coefficient group G. Also Theorem 18.1 of Chapter IV holds for any 
coefficients. 0 

8.4. Theorem. If X = + XIX (topological sum) then the inclusions and projec
tions induce an isomorphism HP(X; G) ~ X HP(XIX; G). 

PROOF. This is true already on the cochain level. That is, 

Hom( EBA*(X IX)' G) ~ X Hom(A*(X IX)' G). o 
In the proof of the Homotopy Axiom for singular homology with 

integer coefficients we constructed (in Section 16 of Chapter IV) a natural 
chain homotopy D: Ap(X) ~ Ap+ 1(1 x X) between Y/o, and Y/l" where Y/i, is the 
chain map induced by the inclusion X ~ I x X taking x to (i, x). That is, 
aD + Do = Y/ 1, - Y/o,. Putting D' = Hom(D, 1), Y/t = Hom(Y/i" 1), and () = 
Hom(a, 1) etc., this becomes 

D'{) + ()D' = Y/t - y/~, 

where D': AP(I x X; G) ~ AP-l(X; G). Thus if F: I x X ~ Y is a homotopy 
between fO,!I: X ~ Y then, with Fa = Hom(Fa, 1): A*(Y;G)~A*(I x X; G), 
we have 

(D'Fa){) + {)(D'Fa) = y/~oFa - y/~oFa = (FoY/l)a - (FoY/o)a = f~ - f~. 

Consequently, f! = f"&: HP(Y; G) ~ HP(X; G). 
The naturality of D implies that D and D' induce similar chain homotopies 

on pairs (X, A). The reader can fill in these details. We state the final result. 

8.5. Theorem (Homotopy). If fo ==: fl: (X, A) ~ (Y, B) then, for any coefficient 
group G, 

f"& = fi: HP( Y, B; G) ~ HP(X, A; G) 

and 

o 

9. de Rham's Theorem 

We now return to de Rham cohomology (closed forms modulo exact forms) 
and its relation to singular theory. As mentioned, the relationship is through 
singular theory based on smooth singular simplices. Thus we must know to 
what extent the development of singular theory can be followed with the restric-
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tion to smooth simplices. Of course, we are interested only in (co)homology 
of smooth manifolds, and smooth maps and homotopies. There are a few 
things we will need below for this theory. We will need the long exact se
quences, the Mayer-Vietoris sequences (for open subsets), and the triviality 
of the homology of contractible manifolds (like euclidean space). All of this 
goes along quite easily for smooth simplices with two exceptions. First, one 
must talk about chains in the standard simplices, but these spaces are not 
manifolds. They do, however, carry a functional structure as subspaces of 
euclidean space, and so smoothness makes sense for them. This is really a 
nonissue. More serious is the proof of Theorem 15.5 of Chapter IV that a 
contractible space has trivial homology. It does no good to cite the 
Homotopy Axiom for this, as it is a crucial ingredient of the proof of that 
axiom. The problem is the "cone" construction of a (p + 1)-simplex from a 
given p-simplex and the contracting homotopy. This construction simply 
does not produce a smooth simplex. However, if you look at where this 
result is used in proving the Homotopy Axiom, you see that it is used only 
in the "acyclic models" argument constructing the cross product of chains. 
There, one has a cycle in the product of two standard simplices and one 
wishes to conclude it is a boundary. But it is clear that, by induction, this 
construction need only be done on affine chains, yielding affine chains. In 
that case, we are in good shape because that is exactly what the cone 
construction does, i.e., in that case it is the same as the cone operator discussed 
in Section 17 of Chapter IV. That takes care of the second problem. 

Recall that in Section 5 we defined the "de Rham homomorphism" 
'1'*: Hf1(M) -+ HP(M; R) (using smooth singular theory) which is induced by 
'I'(w)(u) = Jaw where w is a p-form and u is a (smooth) p-simplex in M. The 
purpose of this section is to prove the following: 

9.1. Theorem (de Rham's Theorem). The homomorphism 

'1'*: H~(M) -+ HP(M; R) 

is an isomorphism for all smooth manifolds M. 

To prove this we will need to know a few things about de Rham 
cohomology analogous to some things we know about singular cohomology. 
The first of these is an analogue of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence. Let U and 
Vbe open subsets of the smooth manifold M and consider the sequence 

O-+QP(Uu V)-+QP(U)EEJQP(V)-+QP(U n V)-+O, 

where the first nontrivial map is the difference of the restrictions, and the 
second is the sum of the restrictions. We claim this sequence is exact. The 
only part of this that is nontrivial is the surjectivity on the right. Thus suppose 
w is a p-form on Un V. We must show that, on Un V, w = Wu + Wy for some 
p-forms Wu defined on U and Wy defined on V. 

By taking a smooth partition of unity on U u V subordinate to the cover 
{U, V} and passing to the function with support in V we get a smooth 
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function f: U u V --+ R which is 0 on a neighborhood of U - V and 1 on a 
neighborhood of V - U. Then f w is zero on a neighborhood of U - Vand 
so can be extended by 0 to U. Similarly, (1 - f)w is zero on a neighborhood 
of V - U and so extends by 0 to V. So, w = f w + (1 - f)w gives us our 
desired decomposition. Thus this sequence generates a long exact sequence in 
de Rham cohomology. Moreover, the de Rham map 'P: QP(Uu V)--+ 
LlP(U u V) can be composed with the map LlP(U u V) --+ Llt (U u V), yielding 
the commutative diagram: 

o -----+ QP(U u V) 

! 
o -----+ Llt( U u V) 

-----+ QP( U) E9 QP( V) 

! 
-----+ LlP(U)E9LlP(V) 

-----+ QP(U n V) -----+ 0 

! 
-----+ Ll P( U n V) -----+ 0 

with exact rows, the vertical maps being 'P. Therefore there is the associated 
"ladder" commutative diagram, with exact rows, in homology: 

... --+ --+ H~(U)E9H~(V) --+ 

! 
H~(Un V) 

! 
--+ ... 

9.2. Lemma (Poincare Lemma). The de Rham Theorem (Theorem 9.1) is true 
for any convex open subset U of RH. 

PROOF. We can assume that U contains the origin. We must show: 

(i) that any closed p-form w, p ~ 1, on U is exact; and 
(ii) that any smooth function f on U with df = 0 is constant (this suffices 

because the de Rham map takes a constant function with value r to the 
constant O-cocycle taking value r on each O-simplex). 

Part (ii) is clear since df = 0 means that all partials off are zero, implying 
that f is locally constant, hence constant since U is connected. 

We prove part (i) on U c Rn + 1, for notational convenience, with coordi
nates X o, ... , xn• For p ~ 0, we define 

¢: QP+ l--+QP 

as follows: If w = f(xo, ... ,xn) dx jo 1\ .. 1\ dx jp then put 

where 

Then, using Dk to denote the partial derivative with respect to the kth variable, 
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d¢(w) = kt ( { tP+ 1 Dd(tx) dt )dXk 1\ I] + ( { tP f(tx) dt) dl] 

= S + T, 

where S is the sum term and Tthe rest. Also 

so that 

n 

dw = I Dd(x) dXk 1\ dx jo 1\ ... 1\ dXjp' 
k=O 

= I xk(fl tP+1Dd(tX)dt)dX. 1\ ... 1\ dx· -s 
k = 0 0 Jo Jp 

= ( Ii tP+ 1 :/(tX) dt) dxjo 1\ '" 1\ dXjp - S 

= {tP+ 1 f(tX)]~ - (p + 1) { tP f(tx) dt} dx jo 1\ '" 1\ dXjp - S 

=w- T- S, 
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since dl] = (p + 1)dxjo 1\ ... 1\ dXjp' Then d¢(w) + ¢(dw) = w for wEQP(Rn + 1), 
p;:::: 1. Thus, if dw = 0 then w = d(¢(w)), as required. D 

9.3. Lemma. If the de Rham map 'P* is an isomorphism for open sets U, V in 
M and for Un V then it is an isomorphism for U u V. 

PROOF. This follows from the Mayer-Vietoris "ladder" ( *) and the 5-lemma. 
D 

9.4. Lemma. If the de Rham map 'P* is an isomorphism for disjoint open sets 
U a then it is an isomorphism for the union U U a' 

PROOF. This follows from the Product Theorem (Theorem 8.4) and its obvious 
analogue in de Rham cohomology, and the naturality of 'P*. D 

The de Rham Theorem (Theorem 9.1) now follows from the next lemma. 

9.5. Lemma. Let M n be a smooth n-manifold. Suppose that P(U) is a statement 
about open subsets of M n, satisfying the following three properties: 

(1) P(U) is true for U diffeomorphic to a convex open subset of Rn; 
(2) P(U), P(V), P(U n V) = P(U u V); and 
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(3) {Ua} disjoint, and P(Ua), aU a => P(U Ua). 

Then P(M) is true. 

V. Cohomology 

PROOF. First, we shall prove this in case Mn is diffeomorphic to an open 
subset of Rn. We may as well, and will, think of M n as equal to an open set 
in Rn. 

By (1) and (2) and an induction it follows that P(U) is true when U is the 
union of a finite number of convex open subsets, because of the identity 

(U 1 U"'U Un)n Un+ 1 = (U 1 n Un+ l)U" 'u(Unn Un+1 ). 

Let f: M --+ [0, (0) be a proper map (so that it extends to the one-point 
compactifications). For example, we can use the fact that the one-point 
compactification M+ is metrizable and let, for some such metric, f(x) = 
1/dist(x, (0). Or, we could take a partition of unity {fJ subordinate to a 
collection of open sets Ui with Vi compact and then take f(x) = Ln nfix). 

Then define An = f- 1[n, n + 1], which is compact since fis proper. Cover 
An by a finite union Un of~onvex open sets contained inf- 1(n - t, n + i). Then 

An c Unc f- 1(n-t,n+i)· 

It follows that the sets U even are disjoint. Similarly, the sets U odd are disjoint. 
See Figure V-2. 

Since Un is a finite union of convex open sets, P(Un) is true for all n. 
From (3) we deduce that P(U) and P(V) are true, where U = U U 2n and 
V = U U 2n+ l' But Un V = (U U 2n)n(U U 2n+l) = U(U 2i n U 2j+l) (disjoint) 
and each U 2i n U 2j+ 1 is a finite union of convex open sets. Therefore P(U n V) 
is also true. By (2) it follows that P(M) = P(U u V) is true. 

Now we know that P(U) is true whenever U is diffeomorphic to an open 
subset of Rn. In the general case, substitute in (1) and in the above proof, 
the words "open subset of Rn" for "convex open subset of Rn." The proof 
clearly applies and shows that P(M) is true for all M. D 

, 
I 

-- - -.- - - - - - - - - -" - -

Figure V-2. An "onion" used in the proof of Lemma 9.5. 
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This completes the proof of the de Rham Theorem. People with knowl
edge of Riemannian geometry will note that one can prove Lemma 9.5 and 
hence Theorem 9.1 in "one pass" by substituting "convex" in the sense of 
Riemannian geometry (unique geodesic segment between two given points) 
for "convex in Rn" in (1) and in the proof. The given "two pass" proof, how
ever, is a good deal more elementary. The present proof dates to 1962 when 
the author gave it in a course on Lie Groups. 

There is one final wrinkle to this story. de Rham's '~'heorem as it now 
stands involves smooth singular cohomology. We would like to replace that 
by ordinary singular cohomology. There is the inclusion 

(**) 

This induces, via Hom(', G), the chain map 

~*(M; G) ...... ~;mooth(M; G). 

Exactly the same proof as the above use of Lemma 9.5 will show that the 
induced map 

H*(M; G) ...... H;mooth(M; G) 

is an isomorphism for all smooth manifolds M. (Better would be to use 
Lemma 9.5 to show that (**) induces a homology isomorphism. Then the 
result for cohomology would follow from Corollary 7.8.) 

PROBLEMS 

1. Deduce from de Rham's Theorem that if U c R3 is open and H 1(U) = 0 then any 
vector field F on U with curl F = 0 is a gradient field. 

2. Deduce from de Rham's Theorem that if U c R3 is open and Hz(U) = 0 then any 
vector field F on U with div F = 0 has the ~Jrm F = curl G for some vector field 
G on U. 

3. If F is an incompressible (i.e. div F = 0) vector field on R3 - {O} then show that 
there is a real number a and a vector field G on R3 - {O} such that F = curl G + 
(a/p3)<x,y,z), where p is the distance from the origin. 

4. Call a smooth real valued function f(x, y) defined on RZ "periodic" if 
f(x + n, y + m) = f(x, y) for all real x, y and integers n, m. Call a pair <f, g) of 
periodic functions, a "periodic pair." Call a periodic pair <f, g) "nice" if fy == gx. 
If hex, y) is periodic then < hx , hy) is a nice periodic pair; call such a nice pair, 
"excellent." 
(a) Show that there are nice periodic pairs which are not excellent. 
(b) The set of all nice periodic pairs forms an abelian group N under vector 

addition. The excellent ones form a subgroup E of N. Find the quotient group 
N/E. 

(c) Describe all nice periodic pairs as explicitly as you can. 

5. Suppose that w is a closed p-form on a smooth manifold Mn such that Sew = 0 
for every smooth p-cycle c of Mn. Then show that w is exact. 
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10. The de Rham Theory of cpn .p. 
In this (optional) section we are going to illustrate de Rham's Theorem in 
a very special case, that of complex projective n-space CP", which is a real 
2n-dimensional manifold. Most readers will get a deeper understanding of 
the theorem from these very explicit manipulations, and discussions, offorms. 

Let (ZO:Zl:Z2) be homogeneous coordinates on CP2. The complement of 
the complex line CP1 = {(o: Zl: Z2)} is the affine space {(1: u: v)} ~ C x C. To 
describe forms on CP2 it suffices (by density) to write them down for the 
affine space. (Of course, it must be checked that they extend smoothly to all 
of CP2.) 

Let 

u = re21dO, 

v = se2ni¢, 

r, s :2: 0, 

0-::; e, ¢ -::; 1. 

(Thus r, e and s, ¢ are polar coordinates. Note that r is not smooth, but 
r2 = x2 + y2 is, and hence rdr is smooth, since 2r dr = d(r2). Similarly, 
2ne = arctan(y/x) is not even globally defined, but 2nr2 de = x dy - y dx is a 
smooth I-form and 2nrdr /\ de = dx /\ dy is a smooth 2-form. These things 
should be kept in mind.) 

Our strategy is going to be this: We wish to write down a closed 2-form 
OJ on CP2 which is not exact. But the restriction of that form to affine space 
will be exact (OJ = dry on C x C) by de Rham. Thus we shall start with the 
I-form ry. (Of course, ry cannot extend to Cp2 or OJ will be exact.) 

We claim that the I-form 

works. (The obvious generalization to more variables on CP" also works.) 
Thus define 

(1) OJ = dry 

(1 + s2)2r dr /\ de - 2s ds /\ r2 de - 2r dr /\ s2d¢ + (1 + r2)2s ds /\ d¢ 
(1 + r2 + S2)2 

where the first equality holds on C x Conly. 
We must show that OJ defines a form on all of CP2. To do this we must 

compute the change of variables to the charts {( *: 1: *)} and {( *: *: I)}, but, 
by symmetry, it suffices to consider just the first. It is easier to change variables 
in the form ry and then pass to dry and analyze it. 

Thus note that 

(l:u:v)=(u- 1 :1:u- 1 v) (foru"eO) 

= ((I/r)e 2ni(-O): 1: (s/r)e2ni(¢-O») 

= (r 1 e2niO,: 1: Sl e2ni (Pl). 
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Hence the change of coordinates is 

Therefore 

r = llrl , 

s = sdrl' 
()= -()l, 

¢ = ¢l - ()l' 

dr = -r;2drl' 
ds = r; 1 ds 1 - sIr; 2 dr 1, 

d() = -d()l' 

d¢=d¢l -d()l· 
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(Note that the si d¢l part is all right but the part involving d()l is not defined 
when rl = 0; which is why 1] is not a global form on Cp2.) We need only 
check that 

d((1 + Si)d()l) 
1 + ri + si 

is a smooth form on this affine space. But this is 

- (1 + si)2rl drl /\ d()l + [(1 + ri + Si)2S1 - (1 + si)2s1J dS l /\ d()l 

(1 + ri + Si)2 

The term in r l drl /\ d()l is smooth as noted above. The expression in the 
square brackets is 2s1 rids /\ d()l = (2s1 dsl ) /\ (rid()l) and so that is smooth 
also. Hence w is a 2-form on all of CP2. Since, on C x C, dw = ddf/ = 0, we 
have that dw = ° on CP2, by continuity; that is, w is closed. 

We also wish to show that w is not exact. But it suffices to show that 
w /\ w is not exact and we wish to compute that anyway. Using the explicit 
formula (1) for w, we compute 

_ 2[4rs(1 + s2)(1 + r2) - 4r3s3J d d() d d,A. 
w/\w- 2 24 r/\ /\ s/\ 'I' 

(1 + r + s ) 

8rs 
2 2 3 dr /\ d() /\ ds /\ d¢. 

(1 + r + s ) 

Using dr /\ d() /\ ds /\ d¢ to orient CP2, we can now compute 

( w/\w= e (00 (If 00 8;s 23 drd()dsd¢ 
J Cp2 J 0 J 0 J 0 0 (1 + r + s ) 

= 8 (00 (00 :s 2 3 dr ds = 1. 
Jo Jo (l+r +s) 

(The complement Cpl of the affine space is "small" and will not affect the 
integral, so we can, and did, ignore it in the computation.) In particular, 
w /\ w is not exact, by Stokes' Theorem. 
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[Remark. Similarly, you can integrate w over Cp1 = {(1: u: O)} and get 1. 
This implies that w is an "integral class," that is, it is in 

HZ(CPZ; Z) c HZ(CPZ; R) ~ H~(CPZ). 

This uses the fact that CP1 "represents" the generator of H z(CPz; Z); i.e., the 
map Z ~ H z(CP1) -+ H z(Cpz) ~ Z induced by inclusion, is an isomorphism. 
(The reader might want to try to prove that.) This form w on cpn (in general) 
is, up to sign, what is called the "first Chern form" for the "canonical line 
bundle" over Cpn, and its cohomology class, up to sign, is called the "first 
universal Chern class c1."J 

We treated only Cpz above merely to simplify notation. It is easy to 
generalize I] and w = dl] to cpn. Thus we would get a closed 2-form w on 
cpn such that 

f w/\"'/\w#O 
CP" 

(indeed = ± 1), 

where the wedge is of n copies of w. Thus none of w, wZ, ..• , wn are exact and 
they must, therefore, give generators of 

H~(cpn), Hii(cpn), .. . , H~n(cpn), 

which we already know to be R by the de Rham Theorem and the previous 
computation of the homology of cpn (Problem 7 of Section 10 of Chapter IV). 

For fun, we will apply the above computations to some topological facts 
about Cpz. These things will be done in more generality later, but must 
await the further development of cohomology theory. 

10.1. Theorem. Let X be any space homotopy equivalent to Cpz. Then any 
mapJ: X -+X has LeJschetz number L(f) #0. (Hence if X is a compact ENR, 
then J must have a fixed point.) 

PROOF. It follows easily from the Universal Coefficient Theorem that L(f) 
can be computed, in the obvious way, using real cohomology, so we stick to 
cohomology. 

Let ¢: Cpz -+ X be a homotopy equivalence with homotopy inverse 
1/1: X-+ Cpz. Consider the map l/IoJo¢:Cp2-+CP2. We have the com
mutative diagram 

H*(CP2) <fJ*f*I/J*=(l/Jofo<fJl*) 

11/J*=Wl- 1 

H*(X) f* 
-------"'-----+) H*(X) 

and it follows that L(f) = L(I/I 0 J 0 ¢). (This results from the algebraic formula 
trace(ABA -1) = trace(B).) Thus the space X is immaterial. It suffices to 
compute on CP2 itself. 
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On Cpz we have that f is homotopic to a smooth map by the Smooth 
Approximation Theorem (Theorem 11.8 of Chapter II), and hence we can 
take f to be smooth as far as computing L(f) is concerned. 

Then it makes sense to talk about [f*w] = f*[W]EHMCPZ). Since 
[w] generates H~(CPZ) it follows that f*[w] = r[w], for some rER. (That 
is, f*w = rw + df.1 for some f.1.) Then f*[w /\ w] = [f*w /\ f*w] = 
[rw /\ rw + exact] = [rw /\ rw] = rZ [w /\ w]. (All of this is, of course, just 
a special case ofthe fact that /\ induces a natural product structure on H~.) 

Thus, L(f) = trace f*IHg + tracef*IH~ + tracef*IHi; = 1 + r + rZ. 
Since 1 + r + rZ =1= 0 for all real r, we are done. (Actually it follows from 

the naturality of the de Rham isomorphism and of the Universal Coefficient 

isomorphism HZ(CPZ; R) ~ Hom(H z(CPZ), R), that r must be an integer.) 

o 

Recall that Cpz can be represented as a CW-complex by Cpz = SZ U h D4 
where the attaching map h: S3 -+Sz is called the "Hopf map." Explicitly, one 
can show that h is (u,v)I--+UV- 1 of S3={(u,v)ECxCllulz +lvl z =I}-+ 
Cu{oo}=Sz. 

10.2. Corollary. The Hopf map S3 -+ SZ is not homotopic to a constant map. 

PROOF. If h ~ constant then Cpz ~ SZ U constant D4 = SZ V S4 has a map f 
without fixed points (project to SZ and follow by the antipodal map on SZ), 
and hence with L(f) = 0, contrary to the theorem. 0 

o 

It is, in fact, known that n3(SZ) ~ Z, generated by the class of the Hopf 
map; see Section 8 of Chapter VII. 

Another consequence of the de Rham Theorem is in showing that CP3 
does not have the homotopy type of SZ x S4 even though these spaces have 
the same homology groups. One can see this by showing, similarly to one 
of the previous arguments that any self-map of CP3 (and thus of any space 
of its homotopy class) for which the map on HZ(CP3) ~ Z is multiplication 
by k must be multiplication by kZ on H4 and multiplication by k3 on H6. 
On the other hand, the map f on SZ x S4 which is the projection to SZ is 
the identity on HZ but kills H4 and H6. 

It is instructive to compute the pull back of w to C3 - {O} (or to the unit 
5-sphere in this). Thus let n: C3 - {O} -+ Cpz be the map from nonhomo
geneous coordinates to homogeneous coordinates; i.e., the map 

Thus r = bja, e = f3 - ex and s = cja, ¢ = y - ex in the notation above. Again 
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it is easier to pull back I] first: 

(
r2 de + S2 dcP ) b2(d{3 - da) + c 2 (dy - da) 

n*(I]) = n* = ~~~~---:-~---
1 + r2 + S2 a 2 + b2 + c2 

b2 d{3 + c 2 dy - (b 2 + c 2)da a 2 da + b2 d{3 + c 2 dy = = -k 
a2 + b2 + c2 a2 + b2 + c2 

Thus n*w = n*(dl]) = dn*I] = dv (since dda = 0), where 

a 2da + b2d{3 + c 2dy 
v = ----::-----::--____=_~ 

a2 + b2 + c2 

(N ote that v is everywhere defined on C3 - {O} whereas the" - da" prevents 
n*I] from being defined on the set a = 0.) 

Let us now see how v restricts to a fiber Sl (of S5 --+CP2). The inclusion 
of a typical fiber can be given as i: Sl --+S5 C C3 - {O} where 

where a~ + b~ + c~ = 1. Use A as the coordinate on Sl. Then a = ao + A, etc., 
and 

a2 dA + b2 d), + c2 dA 
i*v = 2 2 2 = dA. 

a +b +c 

(Of course, A is not globally defined, and so dA is not really exact. Thus 
i*v = dA = the standard i-form on Sl. Note that the integral over Sl of dA 
is S dA = g dA = 1.) 

Passing to cohomology, we claim that we have defined a homomorphism 

r: H~(CP2) --+ H~(Sl). 

In fact, for an arbitrary closed 2-form w on Cp2 we take n*w on C 3 - {O} 
(or on S5). Since H~(C3 - {O}) = 0 (by de Rham's Theorem), n*w must 
be exact: 

n*w = dv. 

Then i*v is a i-form on Sl; automatically closed for dimensional reasons. (It 
is closed for a better reason also: d(i*v) = i*dv = i*n*w = (noi)*w = 
(constant)*w = 0.) Therefore [i*V]EH~(Sl) is defined, so we put 

r[w] = [i*v] where n*w = dv. 

Of course, we must show that this is well defined: Suppose v is replaced by 
v + v' where dv' = O. Then v' is a closed i-form on C3 - {O} and hence it is 
exact. Thus v' = dv", and [i*v] = [i*v + d(i*v")] = [i*(v + v')]. Similarly, if 
w is replaced by w + dw', then n*(w + dw') = n*w + dn*w' = d(v + n*w'). 
But i*(v+n*w')=i*v+i*n*w'=i*v, since i*n*=(noi)*=constant*=O on 
p-forms, p > O. 
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From our specific calculation, ' is an isomorphism in the present example. 
Homomorphisms constructed this way are called "transgressions." Note that 
a similar definition works in singular cohomology with arbitrary coefficients. 

11. Hopf's Theorem on Maps to Spheres -p. 
In this section we will show that the set of homotopy classes of maps of an 
n-dimensional CW -complex to an n-sphere can be completely described by 
cohomology. This is a precursor to what is known as "obstruction theory," 
and contains, in fact, most of the ideas from that subject. 

Let us recall the definition of cellular homology. If a is an n-cell of a 
CW-complex K, let f .. : on -+ K be the characteristic map and fa .. : sn+ 1 -+ K 
its restriction, the "attaching map." We denote by PO": K(n) -+ sn, the map 
collapsing everything but the "interior" of a to the base point. (A choice of 
homeomorphism of the collapsed space with sn is involved here, and it is 
resolved by assuming that the map 

P .. O f .. : on-+sn 
is a fixed predefined collapsing map Yn> but this is rather a technicality.) For 
an n-cell a and an (n - I)-cell, we defined the "incidence number" to be 

[,:a] =deg(ptofa .. ). 

Then Cn(K) was defined to be the free abelian group on the n-cells, and the 
boundary operator was defined by aa = Lt [,: a],. 

Thus the cellular cochain groups are defined to be 

Cn(K; G) = Hom(Cn(K), G). 

The co boundary operator is, of course, defined by (!5c)(an +d=c(aa). Thus 

(!5c)(a) = L [,: a]c(,). 

The resulting cohomology group is isomorphic to Hn(K; G) by the Universal 
Coefficient Theorem (Theorem 7.2). 

In this section we are going to treat sn and on + 1 as explicit CW -complexes, 
with one cell in dimensions 0, n and (for the disk) n + 1, so here are the boring 
details of that. The cells will be called *, en> and en + l' We let 

We take fen: on -+ sn to be Yn and fen + 1 : on + 1 -+ on + 1 to be the identity. Note 
that Pen °Yn = Pen ° fen = Yn> so that Pen = 1. Thus [en: en+ 1] = deg(Pen ° faen+ J = 
deg(l) = 1. Therefore, the boundary formula is aen+ 1 = en' (Of course, all that 
work was just to figure out the sign.) 

Now let K be a CW-complex. We wish to study homotopy classes of 
maps K -+ sn. By the Cellular Approximation Theorem (Theorem 11.4 of 
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Chapter IV), we know: 

(1) Any map ¢: K ....... sn is homotopic to one that takes K(n - 1) to *. 
(2) If ¢, 1jJ: K ....... sn are cellular and ¢ ~ IjJ then they are homotopic via a 

homotopy K x I ....... sn which takes (K x 1)(n-1) to the base point *. (Note 
that this skeleton is K(n-i) X 8IuK(n-2) X I.) 

If ¢: K(n) ....... sn is cellular then recall from Theorem 11.6 of Chapter IV that 
the induced map ¢t.:Cn(K) ....... Cn(Sn) is given by ¢t.(-r)=deg(¢e,t)e where 
¢e,t: sn ....... sn is that map making 

Dn~K(n) 

PJ'= Ynl 1¢ 
sn ~sn 

commutative and where e = en" Define a cochain c<jJEc"(K; Z) by 

Then 

11.1. Proposition. If ¢: K ....... sn then c<jJ is a cocycle. 

PROOF. We have that (&<jJ)(0") = c<jJ(80") = 0 since c<jJ(8O')e = ¢t.(8O') = 8¢t.(O') = 0 
because ¢t.(O')ECn+ 1(Sn) = O. 0 

The cocycle c<jJ is called the "obstruction cocycle." The following gen
eralizes Proposition 11.1. 

11.2. Proposition. Let a be an (n + 1 )-cell of K and suppose that ¢: K(n) ....... sn 
is a map defined on the n-skeleton. Then (&<jJ)(O') = c<jJ(8O') = deg(¢o faa)' 

PROOF. Clearly, we may assume that the characteristic map fa: D n + 1 ....... K is 
cellular since we can throw the rest of the (n + I)-cells and higher dimensional 
cells away as far as this computation in concerned. (Note that f" is always 
cellular except on the O-cell of Dn + 1, so we are just saying that the O-cell * 
can be assumed to go into a O-cell of K for the purposes of this computation.) 
Thus fa induces a chain map fitting in the diagram: 
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Chase this diagram starting with the cell en + 1 at the upper left. Going right, 
down, right gives <Pa(i]a) = c",(oa)e since (f .. )a(en+1)=a. Going down, right, 
right gives <Pa«f a .. h(oen+ 1)) = (<po f a .. )a(en) = deg(<p o fa .. )e. D 

Now we will study homotopies of maps of K to sn. Suppose that 
F:(K x I)(n)-+sn and let F(x,O) = <Po(x) and F(x, 1) = <P1(X) where <p;:K(n)-+sn. 
We wish to compare the cochains c</>o and Cc/>" 

Define dF ECn - 1(K;Z) by 

I dp(1:) = cF(1: X I) = degFe,t xl' 

11.3. Proposition. In the situation above, and for an n-cell a of K, we have 

(<5dF)(a) = deg(Fo f a( .. x I») + ( -It+ 1 (Cc/>1 - cc/>o)(a). 

PROOF. We have (<5dF)(an) = dF(oa) = cF(oa x I) = cF(o(a x I) - (-Ita x {I} 
+( -Ita x {O}). Substitution of cp(o(a x 1)) = degFo fa( .. xl)' from Proposition 
11.2, yields the desired formula. D 

Note that the degree term here vanishes if F is defined on K(n) X I. This 
gives: 

11.4. Corollary. If <Po ~ <P1: K -+sn then [cc/>J = [cc/>J in Hn(K; Z). D 

Thus for <p: K -+ sn an arbitrary (not necessarily cellular) map we put 

where <Po is a cellular approximation to <p. Then <p ~ '" = ec/> = e",. 

11.5. Theorem. If dim(K) = n, or if n = 1, and <Po, <P1: K -+ sn then: 

(1) <Po ~ <P1 - ec/>o = ec/>,; and 
(2) for any eEHn(K; Z), 3<p: K -+sn with ec/> = e. 

PROOF. We will prove (2) first. In the case dim(K) = n let c be a cocycle 
representing e. Then map K(n)-+K(n)/K(n-1)-+ V {sn}, one sphere for each 
n-cell 1:, the map to the one-point union of spheres being induced by the 
projections Pt' Follow this by putting, on the 1:th sphere, a map to sn of 
degree c(1:). If the final map is called <p then cc/>(1:) = c(1:) by definition, proving 
(2). 

In the case n = 1 of (2) we can get the map <p on the I-skeleton as above. 
Then we try to extend it over a 2-cell a. Consider the map <po fa .. :S1-+S1. 
By Proposition 11.2, we have deg(<P°fa .. ) = (<5c)(a) = 0 since c is a cocycle. 
Thus this map extends to D2 and this means, looking at the quotient topology 
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of this cell, that <P extends over the cell (J. We can thus extend <P over the 
2-skeleton. We make the same argument to extend over 3-cells, but, in this 
case it is the fact that any map Sk --+ S 1 extends to Dk + 1, for k ~ 2, that makes 
it go through. Thus one gets an extension over the whole complex K. 

(Note that this argument works for n> 1 to the extent of getting an 
extension of the map to K(n+ 1). One cannot go further than that.) 

Now we address part (1). We already proved the => half. For the <= half, 
suppose that ~q,o = ~q,!, We may assume that the <Pi are cellular. Then 
(_1)n+ l(Cq,o - cq,,) = (jd for some dECn-1(K). Define F: K(n) X 01 U K(n-l) x 1 
--+sn by: 

(a) F is cellular (meaning here that it takes the (n - I)-skeleton to the base 
point); 

(b) F = <Pi on K x {i}, i = 0, 1; and 
(c) for r an (n - I)-cell of K, deg Fe .• xl = d(r). 

Then note that dF = d, because, by definition, dF(r) = cF(r x 1) = deg Fe .• xl = 
d(r). Hence, for an n-cell (J, «(jdF)«(J) = (-It+1(cq,, - cq,o)«(J) + degFo fa(I1 xl) 

by Proposition 11.3. However, this is equal to «(jd)«(J) = ( -It+ 1 (Cq" - cq,o)«(J), 
and so deg Fo fa(I1 xl) = O. This implies that F extends over the (n + I)-cell 
(J x 1, by Corollary 16.5 of Chapter II. Therefore it extends to all of K x 1 when 
dim(K) = n. The remainder of the proof in the case n = 1 is exactly as for 
~m 0 

The fact, from Corollary 16.5 of Chapter II, that a map sn--+sn of degree 
zero extends over Dn + 1 (which is equivalent to saying it is homotopic to a 
constant) is a crucial item in the proof of Theorem 11.5, and in most of 
algebraic topology. Since some readers have skipped that part of Chapter II, 
and others may have found the proof there to be difficult to follow, we will 
give a different proof ofthis fact at the end ofthis section in Lemma 11.13. 

11.6. Theorem (Hopf Classification Theorem). Let K be a CW-complex and 
assume that dim(K) = n or that n = 1. Then there is a one-one correspondence: 

[K; S"] +-+ Hn(K; Z) 

o 

11.7. Corollary. The function degree: nisn) --+ Z is a bijection. o 
This was also shown in Corollary 16.4 of Chapter II, using smooth 

manifold methods. In fact, degree was shown there to be a homomorphism, 
hence an isomorphism. That is also an easy consequence of Corollary 7.5 of 
Chapter IV. 

11.8. Example. Let K = p2, the real projective plane. Then H 2(P2; Z) ~ Z2' 
as follows from the Universal Coefficient Theorem (Theorem 7.3). Thus there 
are exactly two homotopy classes of maps from p2 to S2, one of which, of 
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course, is the class of the constant map. The other class is represented by 
the collapse p2 --+ p2 /p1 ~ S2, which was shown to be nontrivial in mod 
2-homology, and hence not homotopic to a constant, in Example 7.7. 

Now we wish to derive an expression for ~c/> for any given map ¢: K --+sn. 
Let e be the top cell of sn and let e' E c(sn; Z) = Hom( cn(sn), Z) be defined 
by e'(e) = 1. Define the "orientation class" 9n = [e']EHn(Sn; Z). 

11.9. Theorem. For a map ¢: K(n) --+ sn we have ~ c/> = ¢*( 9n). 

PROOF. We calculate ¢4(e')(a) = e'(¢4(a)) = e'(cc/>(a)e) = cc/>(a). Therefore, 
Cc/> = ¢4(e'). Hence ~c/> = [cc/>] = ¢*[e'] = ¢*(9n)· D 

11.10. Corollary. A map ¢: K(n) --+ sn is homotopic to a constant if and only if 
¢*: Hn(sn; Z) --+ Hn(K(n); Z) is trivial. D 

11.11. Corollary. Two maps K(n) --+ sn are homotopic if and only if they induce 
the same homomorphism on Hn(.; Z). 0 

11.12. Corollary. For any CW-complex K, [K;S1] ~H1(K;Z). o 
This is meant to indicate only a one-one correspondence, but the maps 

of any space into S1 can be made into a group by using the group structure 
on s1, and it can be shown that the correspondence in Corollary 11.12 is a 
group isomorphism. 

As mentioned above, we are going to give another proof of the following 
important fact. 

11.13. Lemma (Hopf). A map sn --+ sn of degree zero is homotopic to a constant. 

PROOF. For the proof we will regard sn as the boundary of the standard 
(n + I)-simplex, so that it is a simplicial complex K. Let f: 1 K 1--+ 1 K 1 be a 
map of degree zero. Then, by the Simplicial Approximation Theorem it is 
homotopic to a simplicial map from some subdivision K[r] to K. We may as 
well assume f to be this simplicial map. Take one of the vertices v of K as 
a base point and consider the opposite face T. In its structure as a sphere, 
take a disk in that face. Then there is a deformation of the sphere ending 
with a map ¢: 1 K 1--+ 1 K 1 taking the interior of that disk diffeomorphically to 
1 K 1 - {v} and taking everything else to v. Let g = ¢ 0 f. Then f ~ g and g has 
a very special nature: On each simplex of K[r], g either maps the entire simplex 
to the base point v or it is an affine homeomorphism to T followed by ¢. 
Let us call the latter type of simplex "special," and call this type of map on a 
simplex a "special map." Note that all special maps differ only by an affine 
homeomorphism of simplices, i.e., by the ordering of the vertices. Each special 
map collapses the exterior of a disk to the base point and maps the interior 
diffeomorphically to the complement of the base point. Therefore a special 
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map has a degree which is ± 1. The degree of the original map f is just the 
sum of these local degrees by Theorem 7.4 of Chapter IV. Thus half of the 
local degrees are + 1 and the other half are - 1. 

Consider two n-simplices of K[r] which have a common (n - I)-face. If one 
of them, (J, is special and the other, /1, is not, we will describe how to perform 
a homotopy which makes the second one special and the first not, and does 
not change the map outside these simplices. The homotopy will be constant 
outside these two simplices and so it suffices to describe it on a space 
homeomorphic to their union. One can take the union of two regular simplices 
in Rn for this purpose. First we "shrink" the special simplex as follows. Take 
a point inside the special simplex (J and consider a deformation F: (J x 1--> (J 

through embeddings starting with the identity and ending with a map 
shrinking (J into some small neighborhood of the selected point. (By this we 
mean to describe a homotopy of the map on (J as follows: Embed (J x I in 
(J x I by (x, t)H(F(X, t), t) and let 8 be the inverse of this embedding (defined, 
of course, on its image). Then define a homotopy which is (g x 1)08 on the 
image of this embedding and is constant to the base point outside it.) Note 
that, after this "shrinking," the map is special on the shrunk simplex and is 
constant to the base point on its complement in (J. 

By the same type of construction, we can then "move" the shrunk simplex 
over to the nonspecial simplex /1. (The space requirements of doing this move 
dictate how small the previous shrinking had to be.) Now by rotating and 
stretching we can maneuver the shrunk and moved simplex so that it is a 
shrunk version of /1. Then we can expand it (the inverse operation to shrinking) 
until it fits /1 exactly. Now the map on /1 is special and (J maps to the base 
point. See Figure V-3. (The figures depict irregular simplices in order to 
emphasize only what is important.) 

Now suppose we have two such adjoining simplices (J and /1 which are 
both special but have opposite local degrees. (Again we are looking at these 
as adjoining regular simplices in euclidean space.) Then the maps on these 

move 

start shrink 

position 
affinely 

expand 

Figure V-3. Moving a special simplex. 
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simplices are identical except for the ordering of the vertices. By shrinking 
one of them, rotating, and expanding, we can bring them into a position 
such that the maps on them are mirror images across the common face, 
because they have opposite local degrees. Suppose, as we may, the common 
face to be in the plane Xl = 0 of euclidean space and that the heights of these 
regular simplices are 1. Let h:Rn-+sn be the given map on these simplices 
extended to be constant to the base point outside them. Then the fact that 
the maps on the simplices are mirror images means that h(xl , X z, ... , xn) = 
h(-xl,xZ' ... 'xn). The homotopy G:Rn x J-+Rn given by 

G( ) _ {h(XI,xZ, ... ,xn) for Ixll;:::>: t, 
xl,XZ,···,xn,t -

h(t, Xz, ... , xn) for IXII ~ t, 

starts with h and ends with the constant map to the base point. (Note that 
this is always constant to the base point outside the two simplices.) Thus, 
this lets us convert the two special simplices with opposite local degree to 
two non special simplices. See Figure V -4. 

Now let us complete the argument. If there are no special simplices then 
the map is constant and we are done. If there are special simplices then there 
must be one of positive degree and one with negative degree. There must be 
a sequence of n-simplices each having a common (n - 1)-face with the next, 
starting with a special simplex with positive degree, ending with one of 
negative degree with only nonspecial simplices between. (We give a rigorous 
proof of this in the next paragraph.) Thus, by a sequence of changes of the 
type we have described, one can cancel out these two special simplices. By 
an induction on the number of special simplices, the map must be homotopic 
to a constant, finishing the proof. 

Finally, as promised, let us show that there is a sequence of simplices as 
described above. Let L be the simplicial complex K[r1. As a space it is the 
n-sphere. Then it follows from the Invariance of Domain (Corollary 19.9 of 
Chapter IV) that no three n-simplices can have a common (n - I)-face, since 
the face plus the interiors of two of them is an n-manifold and so must be 
open in the sphere. Now starting with a special simplex of local degree + 1, 

~:::::j:~, 

-1 

constant along 
horizontals 

Figure V -4. Cancelling opposite special simplices. 
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write down a sequence of n-simplices each having a common (n - I)-face 
with the last. If we come to a place where it is impossible to add another 
n-simplex that is not already in the list, we look for any simplex v in the list 
that does have an (n - I)-face in common with an n-simplex not in the list. If 
there is one then we retrace our steps (adding repetitions to the list) until 
we come to v. Then we add that new simplex bordering v to the list. Eventually, 
we either come to a special simplex with negative local degree, or we cannot 
continue. We claim the latter possibility cannot happen. If it does happen 
then the list we have at that point is a set of n-simplices such that any 
n-simplex with an (n - I)-face in common with one of the simplices in the 
list, is also in the list. We can regard this set ofn-simplices, without repetitions, 
as an n-chain c with mod 2 coefficients (in the simplicial chain complex of 
L). Since any (n - I)-face of any of these simplices is the face of exactly two 
n-simplices, we see that OC = O. But the sum s of all the n-simplices of L is 
also an n-cycle. Since there are no n-boundaries (there being no (n + 1)
simplices) the homology group Hn(L; Z2) is the same as the group of cycles. 
Since we have found two different nonzero cycles, we conclude that Hn(L; Z2) *' 
Z2' contrary to our knowledge of this group. Thus this eventuality cannot 
happen, and so we have constructed a sequence of n-simplices, possibly with 
repetitions, from a special simplex of degree + 1 to one of degree -1. Somewhere 
within this sequence must be a subsequence from a special simplex of degree 
+ 1 to one of degree -1 with only nonspecial simplices between, which is 
what we set out to construct. D 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let K = 82 V f D3 where f: 82 --+ 82 is a map of degree p. Find the number of 
homotopy classes of maps K --+ 83• 

2. How many homotopy classes of maps are there from the projective plane to the 
circle? 

3. Show that a map p3 --+ 83 extends to p4 ~ it is homotopic to a constant map. 

4. Let K be a CW -complex of dimension n + 1 and let A c K be a subcomplex. Show 
that a map cP: A --+ 8n extends to K ~ ~ '" is in the image of the restriction 
Hn(K) --+ Hn(A). (Hint: Note that (n + 1)-cells in A have no effect on this question 
and so can be discarded.) 

5. Show that there is a one-one correspondence [K; Tn] +-+ Hl(K; zn} for CW
complexes K. 

12. Differential Forms on Compact Lie Groups -;¢f 

This optional section is an introduction to a very small portion of the theory 
of compact Lie groups. We wish to derive some elementary consequences 
that de Rham's Theorem has for the cohomology of a compact Lie group. 
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Let G be a Lie group and let Te(G) be its tangent space at the identity 
element eEG. Let L,,:G-->G be left translation: L,,(T)=(n. If XeETAG) is a 
tangent vector at e then X" = (L,,)*(Xe) is a tangent vector at O"EG. This 
defines a vector field X on G which is "left-invariant." Such a vector field X 
is uniquely determined by X e' 

12.1. Proposition. Any left-invariant vector field is smooth. 

PROOF. For a smooth real valued function f defined near 0", we have 

X(f)(O") = XJf) = (L,,)*(Xe)(f) = Xe(foL,,). 

Let XI""'Xn be local coordinates at eEG and put Xe="Laiajaxi. Let 
YI,"" Yn be local coordinates at 0". Then, for T near e, we can write 

where the Fi are smooth real valued functions defined near 0 in Rn x Rn. Then 

n a 
Xe(f 0 L,,) = L ai-(f(F1(y,x), ... ,Fn(y,x)))l x =0 

i=1 aXi 

is smooth in Y1, ... ,Yn as required. D 

Similarly, if w is a p-form on G then L:(w) is another p-form and w is 
said to be "left-invariant" if L:(w) = w for all O"EG. As in Proposition 12.1, 
left-invariant forms can be seen to be smooth and hence are in one~one 
correspondence with the p-forms on the vector space Te( G). 

If X and Yare left-invariant vector fields then the Lie bracket 
[X, YJ = XY - YX is also left-invariant. This defines [X, Y] on Te(G). We 
define LG to be TAG) with this product [X, Y]. Then LG is called the "Lie 
algebra" of G. 

We shall assume the formula for dw given above Definition 2.4. If w is a 
left-invariant p-form and X 0, ... , X p are left-invariant vector fields, then 
w(Xo, ... ,Xi, ... ,Xp) is a constant function and so X;(w(Xo, ... ,Xi, ... ,Xp)) 
= O. Therefore, in this case, the formula for dw simplifies to 

dw(Xo,'" ,Xp) = L (-lrj w([Xi,XJ,XO"" ,X;, ... ,Xj , ... ,Xp). 
i<j 

Let Xl"",Xn be a basis of LG and let Wl""'Wn be the dual I-forms, i.e., 
wi(X) = bi.j . The Wi can be considered as left-invariant I-forms on G and so 
w = WI /\ ... /\ Wn is a left-invariant n-form. Let this n-form be fixed once 
and for all. If f: G --> R is a smooth function with compact support then we 
can define 
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Assuming now that G is compact, we can normalize this integral so that 

L 1 d(J = 1. 

By the left-invariance of w, we have 

for all rEG, which we can write as 

Lf(W)d(J = Lf((J)d(J. 

This left-invariant integral on G is called the "Haar integral." 
Now a left-invariant n-form, where n = dim G, is unique up to a constant 

multiple. Let Rr:G--+G be right translation:m--+(Jr- 1 . Then L(1oRr = RroL(1 
and it follows that R;(w) = c(r)w where c(r}ER. Now R:r = R;oR: and it 
follows that c((J!) = c((J)c(r). Therefore c: G --+ R is a homomorphism. Since 
G is compact and the only compact multiplicative subgroup of R - {O} is 
{± 1}, we must have that c((J) = ± 1 for all (J, and clearly c((J) = -1 ¢> R(1 
reverses orientation. (For G disconnected, we orient the components of G so 
that left-translation always preserves orientation.) Hence 

ff((Jr- 1 )d(J = f/ 0 Rrw = c(r)-l L (f 0 Rr) R;(w) 

=c(r)-l L R;(fw) = LfW = ffd(J. 

That is, the Haar integral is automatically right-invariant for G compact. 
Suppose now that G acts smoothly on the smooth manifold M; i.e., that 

there is given a smooth map G x M --+ M taking ((J, x)f->t(1(x), such that 
t(1r = t(1° tr and te = 1 M. Then a p-form w on M is said to be "invariant" if 
t:(w) = w for all (JEG. Let QG(M) be the set of invariant forms on M. Define 

I: Q(M) --+ QG(M) 

by 

Then 

t;(l (w))(X 1,···, X p) = I(w)((tr)*X 1, ... , (tr)*X p) 

= f W( (t(1)*(tr)*X 1'·· ., (t(1)*(tr)*X p)d(J 
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= f W((tuT)*X1,···,(tUT)*Xp)dO" 

= f W((tU)*X 1,···, (tU)*X p)dO" = l(w) 

by the right-invariance of the integral. Thus l(w)EQG(M) for all wEQ(M). 
Suppose that wEQG(M). Then 

by the normalization of the integral (assuming, as we do, that G is compact). 
Let J:QG(M)~Q(M) be the inclusion. Then we have just shown 

that 

12.2. Lemma. I:Q(M)--+QG(M) is a chain map; i.e., d1=ld. 

PROOF. Using the shorthand notation XU = (tu)*X we have 

p ~ 

d(l(w))(Xo, ... ,Xp) = L (_1)iXi(l(W)(Xo,···,Xi'···'Xp)) 
i=O 

i<j 

p f ~ = i~O (_1)iXi w(xg, ... ,Xf···,X;)dO" 

+ i~j (_I)i+ j f w([Xf,XjJ,Xg, ... ,Xf,···,Xj, ... ,X;)dO" 

= f dw(Xg, . .. , X;) dO" 

=1(dw)(Xo,···,Xp). D 

Now G acts as a group of automorphisms on HP(M; R). Let HP(M; R)G 
denote the fixed point set of this action. This is all of HP(M; R) if G is 
connected, since then tu ~ 1M for each O"EG. 

12.3. Theorem. The inclusion J: QG(M) ~ Q(M) induces an isomorphism 
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PROOF. We have 1* J* = 1 since I oj = 1. Therefore, 1* is onto and J* is an 
injection. We must show that the image of J* is all of H*(M; R)G. 

If rJ. = [w] EH*(M; R)G then we claim that J* J*(rJ.) = rJ., which suffices. 
That is, we claim that wand I(w) represent the same class in H*(M; R). 

Let aEG. Then w - t:(w) = d1] for some (p - I)-form 1] depending on a, 
since [w] is invariant under G. Therefore, for a smooth p-cycle cEAp(M), 
we have 

f w - f t: w = f d1] = f 1] = O. 
c eeoc 

Thus 

1 I (W) = I(Lt:wda)= fG(l t: w )da 

= L(lw )da=(lw )(L Ida)= 1w. 

Hence L(l(w) - w) = 0 for every p-cycle c. That is, the de Rham isomor
phism HP(Q*(M)) --. HP(M; R):::::; Hom(H p(M), R) kills [I(w) - w]. Therefore 
[I(w)] = [w] in H*(M;R). D 

12.4. Corollary. Let G be a compact connected Lie group. Then HP(G; R) 
is isomorphic to HP(L~), where L~ is the chain complex of alternatingforms w on 
LG with differential given by 

dw(Xo,··· ,Xp) = L (_l)i+i w([X i,XJ,XO'··· 'Xi' ... · 'Xi'··· ,Xp). D 
i<j 

We can do better than this by applying Theorem 12.3 to the action of 
G x G on G given by (a x T)(g) = agT-l. Then the real cohomology of G 
(compact connected) is given by the "invariant forms," meaning now 
two-sided invariance. But this is the same as the space of left-invariant forms 
which are also invariant under conjugation. Let ca: G --. G be Ca(T) = aT(J-l. 

Then the differential of Ca defines an automorphism of the vector space 
Te(G) = LG and the invariant forms on G are equivalent to forms on LG 
invariant under each (ca)*. This linear transformation (ca)* of (the underlying 
vector space of) LG is called Ad(a)EGJ(LG). Then al--+Ad(a) is a homomor
phism Ad: G --. GJ(LG) called the "adjoint representation" of G. This induces 
an action of G on forms w by putting 

a(w)(X 1, ... ,X p) = w(Ad(a- 1)X 1, ... , Ad(a- 1) X p). 

12.5. Theorem. Let G be a compact connected Lie group. Let w be a multilinear 
pjorm (not necessarily alternating) on L G. Then the adjoint action of Gleaves 
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w invariant ¢> the following identity holds: 
P 

L W(Xl"",Xi-l,[Y,X;J,Xi+l""'Xp)=O 
i= 1 

The proof of Theorem 12.5 will be deferred until the end of the section because 
it involves many details and would disrupt the flow of ideas. 

By an "invariant" form on LG we mean one invariant under the adjoint 
action. 

12.6. Proposition. Every invariant alternating form on LG is closed. 

1. ~ ~ 
=- L( -i)' LEi,jW([Xi,Xj],Xo,'" ,Xi,.··,Xj, ... ,Xp) 

2 i j 

=0, 
since the inner sum is zero by the invariance formula of Theorem 12.5. 0 

12.7. Corollary. For a compact connected Lie group G, HP(G; R) is isomorphic 
to the vector space of invariant alternating p-forms on LG· D 

For the remainder of this section, we assume that G is a compact connected 
Lie group. Let [LG, L G] denote the span of the elements of LG of the form 
[X, Y] for X, Y ELG• 

12.8. Corollary. 

PROOF. If [LG,LG] #LG then there is a nonzero i-form w vanishing on 
[LG , L G ], and conversely. Such a form is invariant since that just means that 
w([X,Y])=OforallX,YELG' D 

12.9. Corollary. 

PROOF. Let w be an invariant alternating 2-form on L G• Then 

O=dw(X, Y,Z) = -w([X, Y],Z) + w([X,Z], Y)-w([Y,Z],X) 

= - w([X, Y],Z) - {w([Z,X], Y) + w(X, [Z, Y])} 

= -w([X, Y],Z) 

by invariance. Since [LG, L G] = LG by Corollary 12.8, w == O. o 
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12.10. Theorem. If Hl(G; R) = 0 then the assignment I]f---*W, where 
w(X, Y, Z) = I]([X, Y], Z) is a one-one correspondence from the space of 
invariant symmetric 2jorms I] on LG to that of invariant alternating 3jorms 
won LG. 

PROOF. Given an alternating 3-form w, define an alternating 2-form W z on 
LG by wz(X, Y) = w(X, Y, Z). We claim that Wz is closed. We compute 

0= dw(XO,X1 ,X2, Z) 

= -w([XO,X1 ],X2,Z) + w([XO,X2],X1 ,Z) - w([XU X 2],XO,Z) 

- w([XO,Z],X1,X2) + w([X 1,Z],XO,X2) - w([X2 ,Z],XO,X1) 

= dwZ (X O'X1,X2), 

since the last three terms cancel by the invariance of w. Since H2(G;R) = 0 
by Corollary 12.9, we conclude that Wz = d(z for some 1-form (z. That is, 

w(X, Y, Z) = wz(X, Y) = d(z(X, Y) = (z([X, YJ). 
Put I](S, T) = (T(S). This is clearly linear in S. Since [LG' LG] = LG, I](S, T) is 
also linear in T. For (JEG and X ELG , denote (c,,)*(X) by X" where c" is the 
inner automorphism of G by (J. Then 

I]([X, Y], Z) = w(X, y, Z) = w(X", Y", Z") 

= I]([X", Y"], Z") = I]([X, Y]", Z"). 

Since [LG,LG] = LG it follows that I] is invariant. 
Now I] decomposes uniquely as I] = I]sym + I]skew and both terms must be 

invariant by the uniqueness of the decomposition. Since H2(G; R) = 0, we 
have that I]skew = O. Thus I] is symmetric. 

Conversely, if I] is given and w is defined by w(X, Y, Z) = 1]( [X, YJ, Z) then 
w is invariant by the same argument. By invariance of I] we have I]([X, YJ, Z) = 

-I](Y, [X, Z]). Thus an interchange of X and Yor of X and Z changes 
the sign of w. It follows that w is alternating. 0 

There always exists a nontrivial invariant symmetric 2-form on L G , for G 
compact, since if <.,.) is a positive definite inner product on LG then 

I](X, Y) = f <X", Y")d(J 

is a positive definite invariant inner product. Consequently, we have the 
following result: 

12.11. Corollary. IfG is nontrivial and Hl(G;R)=O then H3(G;R) #0. 0 

12.12. Corollary. The only spheres which are Lie groups are So, s1, and S3. 
o 
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Now let us introduce the notation 

Lz = {X ELGI [X, Y] = 0 for all Y ELG}' 

12.13. Proposition. Given an invariant positive definite inner product <.,.) on 
LG, we have [LG,LG] = Lt. 

PROOF. If XELz then <X, [Y,Z]) = <[X, Y],Z)=O by the invariance 
formula of Theorem 12.5. Thus Lz c [LG, LG]~' Conversely, if X E [LG, LG] ~ 
then <[X, Y],Z) = <X,[Y,Z]) = 0 for all Yand Z and so [X, Y] = 0 for all 
Y, whence X ELz by definition. D 

12.14. Corollory. Hl(G; R) ~ q, the dual space to Lz . 

PROOF. The invariant 1-forms on LG are just the I-forms vanishing on 
[LG,LGJ. Thus they are the 1-forms vanishing on Lt, and those can be 
identified with all 1-forms on L z ; i.e., with the dual space q. D 

12.15. Corollary. dim Hl(G; R) = dim Lz . D 

From some basic Lie group theory which we cannot derive here, it can 
be seen that L z is just the tangent space at e to the center of G. Thus, the 
condition Hl(G;R)=O is equivalent to the center being finite. A compact 
connected Lie group with finite center is said to be "semisimple." It is said 
to be "simple" if it is nontrivial and has no connected normal subgroups 
except for {e} and G itself. Another basic fact, which we must leave unproved, 
is that any invariant subspace of L G , for G semisimple, is the tangent space 
of a closed normal subgroup of G. Moreover, a compact semi simple group 
is, locally at e, a product of its simple normal subgroups. (More precisely, the 
universal covering group of G is compact and is the product of simple normal 
subgroups.) Granting this gives the following corollaries. 

12.16. Corollary. If G is simple then H3(G; R) ~ R. 

PROOF. Let <X, Y) be a positive definite invariant inner product, and let 11 
be an invariant symmetric 2-form on L G• Put 

k = min{I1(X,X)I<X,X) = 1} 

and let ((X, Y) = I1(X, Y) - k<X, Y). Then ((X, X);::: 0 for all X and equals 
o for some X =1= O. If ((X, X) = 0 = (( Y, Y) then 

2((X, Y) = ((X + Y,X + Y);::: 0, 

-2((X, Y) = ((X - Y,X - Y);::: 0, 

and so ((X, Y) = 0 and ((X + Y, X + Y) = O. Therefore 

s= {XI((X,X)=O} 
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is a vector subspace of L G • But, is invariant and it follows that S is invariant 
under Ad. Since G is simple, , must be identically zero. Therefore 1](',') = 
k('''). By Theorem 12.10, there is then exactly one nontrivial invariant 
alternating 3-form on LG up to a constant multiple and so dim H 3 ( G; R) = 1. 

o 
12.17. Corollary. H1(G; R) = 0 => dim H3(G; R) equals the number of simple 
normal factors of G. 0 

PROOF OF THEOREM 12.5. For a finite-dimensional vector space V, suppose we 
are given a linear action of G on V; i.e., a homomorphism (): G -t GI(V). 
(Think of Vas Rk if you wish.) Then the differential of () at e is a linear map 
()*: LG = Te(G) -t T[(GI(V» = Endo(V), the space of endomorphisms of V(i.e., 
the k x k matrices if Vis regarded as Rk). For VEV, we claim that (}(o")(v) = v 
for all uEG¢>(}*(X)(v)=O for all XELG. Let </Jx:R-tG be the one
parameter subgroup of G with tangent vector X = </J!(d/dt) at e. (Recall 
from Theorem 12.10 of Chapter II that this exists for each X ELG and 
that they fill out a neighborhood of e in G and hence generate G.) Then 
(}</JX(t) is a one-parameter group in GI(V) and therefore has the form 
(}</JX(t) = etA for some AEEndo(V). By definition (}*(X) = (}*(</J!(d/dt» = 
(d/dt)etAlt=o = A. Thus (}</JX(t)(v) = etAv = v + tAv + tt2 A 2v + .... If v is fixed 
by the action, then this is v and so Av = (d/dt)((}</JX(t)(v))lt=o = (d/dt)(v)lt=o = O. 
Conversely, if Av = 0 then etAv = v + tAv + tt2 A 2 v + ... = v and so v is fixed 
under G since the one-parameter subgroups generate G. 

For the adjoint representation Ad: G-tGI(LG), the differential is called 
ad = Ad*: LG -t Endo(LG)' By definition, if </JY: R -t G is the one-parameter 
subgroup with tangent Y, then 

ad Y = Ad*(Y) = Ad*</J~ (~I ) = ~((AdO</JY)(t»)1 
dt 0 dt t=O 

and so 

d d 
ad Y(X) = -(Ad(</JY(t)))lt=o(X) = - Ad (</JY(t)(X»lt=o' 

dt dt 

Let Vbe the space of p-forms (not necessarily alternating) on LG with action 
given by 

(}(U)(w)(X 1, •.. , X p) = w(Ad(u- 1) Xl"'" Ad(u- 1) X p). 

Then (}(</J - Y(t»(w) (X 1, ... , X p) = w(Ad(</JY(t» Xl"'" Ad(</JY(t» X p) and so, 
putting Bt = Ad(</JY(t», we have 

- (}*(Y)(w)(X 1,···, X p) = (}*</J;Y(:t IJ(w)(x 1,· .. , Xp) 

d _Y 
= dt (}(</J (t»(w)(X 1 , .. ·,Xp)l t=o 
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since 

d 
= d/w(BtXl, ... ,BtXp))lt=o 

= lim !{w(BtX 1, ... , BtXp) - w(X 1""'X p)} 
t~O t 

= lim!{(w(BtX 1 - X 1,BtX z,···, BtXp) 
t~O t 

+ w(X1,BtX Z - X Z,BtX 3 ,···) + ... 

+ w(X1,XZ,··· ,Xp- 1,BtX p - Xp)} 

= w(lim !(BtX 1 - XI), lim BtX z, ... ) 
t~O t t~O 

+ w(x1, lim!(BtXz - Xz), lim BtX 3 , ... ) 
t~O t t~O 

+ ... + w(X 1, ... ,Xp- 1, lim!(BtXp - X p)) 
t~O t 

= w(ad Y(Xl)'XZ""'Xp) 

+ w(X 1, ad Y(X z), X 3'" ., X p) + ... 

+ w(X 1"", X p-l> ad Y(X p)) 
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By the general remarks at the beginning of the proof, WE V is invariant 
(i.e., 8((J)w = w for all (JE G)¢:> 8* (Y)(w) = ° for all YELG • 

Therefore Theorem 12.5 will be proved once we show that ad Y(X) = [Y, Xl 
For that, consider the left-invariant vector field Y. Left-invariance means 
that Y" = (L,,)* Ye for all (JEG. Thus, for a smooth function j, we have 

Consider the function g(t, s, u) = j((PX(t)(pY(s)¢X(u)). We have 

aa aa x y 
--g(O,O,O)=--j(¢ (t)¢ (s))ls=t=o 
at as at as 
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Similarly 

a x = - Yf(<jJ (t))\t=o 
at 

= XY(f) ate. 

a a a a Y A-.X( ))\ --g(O,O,O)=--f(<jJ (s)'I' u FU=O 
au as ouos 

a a Y x =--f(<jJ (s)<jJ (u))\s=u=o 
as au 

a Y = - xf(<jJ (s))\s=o 
as 

= YX(f) ate. 

If h(s, t) = g(t, s, - t) then 

v. Cohomology 

00 ao aa 
-- h(O, 0) = - - g(O, 0, 0) - -- g(O, 0, 0) = XY(f) - Y X(f) 
at as at as au as 

That is, 

= [X, Y](f) ate. 

a a x Y -x ] (f) oto/(<jJ (t)<jJ (s)<jJ (t))\s=t=o = [X, Y e • 

On the other hand, SH<jJX(t)<jJY(s)<jJ-X(t) is a one-parameter group whose 
tangent vector at e is Ad(<jJX(t))(Y) by definition of Ad. Thus 

<jJX(t)<jJY(s)<jJ -X(t) = <jJAd(q,X(t))(Y)(s) 

and so 

:/(<jJX(t)<jJY(S)<jJ-X(t))\s=O = Ad(<jJX(t))(Ye)(f), 

since (djds)f(<jJZ(s))\s=o = Ze(f) as seen before. Therefore 

a a x Y -x a x f d ( )(f) -- f(<jJ (t)<jJ (s)<jJ (t))\s=t=o = - Ad(<jJ (t))(Ye)( )\t=o = a X Ye . 
at as at 

Comparing formulas gives the desired result adX(Y) = [X, Y]. D 

We remark that the common notation for the one-parameter group <jJX(t) 
with tangent vector X at e is exp(tX). That is, exp: LG --+ G is defined by 
exp(X) = <jJX(l), and so exp(tX) = <jJtX(l) = <jJX(t). This is compatible with the 
previously defined exponential map for the classical matrix groups. 



CHAPTER VI 

Products and Duality 

Algebra is generous; she often gives more than 
is asked of her. 

D'ALEMBERT 

1. The Cross Product and the Kiinneth Theorem 

Now we begin discussion of several varieties of products that can be introduced 
into homology and, especially, cohomology. First, we need to discuss a sign 
convention. 

Suppose that A*, B*, C* and D* are graded groups. A map f: A* -+ B* is 
said to be of degree d if it takes Ai to Bi +d for all i. For the most part d has 
the values 0 or ± 1. We define the tensor product of two graded groups A* 
and B* to be the graded group A* @ B* where 

(A*0B*)n = EB Ai@Bj . 
i+j=n 

Iff:A*-+C* and g:B*-+D* then we definef@g:A*0B*-+C*@D* by 

(f 0 g)(a 0 b) = (_l)deg(a)deg(g)f(a) 0 g(b). 

Note that the exponent in the sign is the product of the degrees of the items 
whose order is interchanged. For compositions of such maps, it is easy to 
check that 

(f 0 g)o(h 0 k) = ( _l)deg(g)deg(h)(f 0 h) 0 (go k). 

In particular, for the chain complexes ~*(X) and ~*(Y) we have the chain 
complex 

(~*(X)0~*(Y))n = EB ~;(X)@~/Y), 
i+j=n 

with boundary operator a® = a 01 + 1 @a. The sign convention holds here, 
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so this means 

o®(ap@bq )=(O@l + l@o)(a@b)=oa@b+(-l)pa@ob. 

The subscript on o® is used only for stress. It will be dropped in many cases. 
If x and yare points then (~*( {x} )@~*( {Y}))o = ~o({x} )@~o( {y});;::; Z 

generated by x @ y. Also ~o({ x} x {y});;::; Z generated by (x, y). Recall that 
in Section 16 of Chapter IV we had a "cross product" X: ~*(X) x ~*(Y)---> 
~*(X x Y). Because this is bilinear, it induces a homomorphism, still called 
a cross product, 

X :~*(X)@~*(Y)--->~*(X x Y), 

which, by definition, takes a @ b to a x b. The product is natural in X and 
Y, and is the canonical map (x x y = (x, y)) when X and Y are points. There 
was the boundary formula o(a x b) = oa x b + (_l)de g(a)a X Ob. Thus 

o( X (a@b))=o(a x b) = oa x b + (_l)de g(a)a X ob 
X (oa@b+(-l)de g(a)a@ob) 

= X (o®(a@b)). 

That is, X is a chain map. 

1.1. Lemma. If X and Y are contractible then there is a chain contraction of 
~*(X)@~*(Y). Consequently, Hn(~*(X)@~*(Y))=Ofor n>O and is Z, 
generated by [xo @ Yo], for n = o. 

PROOF. In Theorem 15.5 of Chapter IV we constructed such a chain con
traction for X. That is, for the chain map E: ~p(X) ---> ~p(X) which is 0 for 
p > 0 and E(L nxx) = L nxxo, we constructed a map D: ~p(X) ---> ~p+ 1 (X) such 
that oD + Do = 1- E. Put E = D@ 1 + E@D on ~*(X)@~*(Y). Then 

Eo® + o®E = (D@l + E@D)(o@l + l@o)+(o@l + l@o)(D@l + E@D) 

= Do@l + D@O-EO@D+E@Do 

+ oD@l + oE@D-D@o+E@oD 

=Do@l+E@Do+oD@l+E@oD 

= (Do + oD)@ 1 + E@(Do + oD) 

= (1 - E)@ 1 + E@(l - E) 

=l@l-E@l+E@l-E@E 

= 1 @ 1 - E @ E = identity - augmentation. 

1.2. Theorem. There exists a natural (in X and Y) chain map 

8: ~*(X x Y) ---> ~*(X) @ ~*(Y) 

which is the canonical map (x, Y)HX@ Y in degree o. 

o 

PROOF. Note that naturality means that for mapsf: X ---> X' and g: Y ---> Y' we 
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have ()0(f x g)a = (fa ® ga)o(). The proof is by the method of acyclic models. 
Suppose () is defined for degree less than k, such that o() = ()o in those degrees. 
This holds trivially for k = 1. 

Consider the case X = ~k = Yand let dk: ~k --+ ~k X ~k be the diagonal map. 
Then dkE~k(~k x ~k). The chain ()(Odk)E(~*(~k) (8) ~*(~k)h-l is defined and 
o()(odk) = ()(oodk) = O. Thus ()(odk) is a cycle in ~*(~k) ® ~*(~k) (and if k = 1 
then the augmentation takes this to 0). Therefore ()(odk) is a boundary by 
Lemma 1.1. Let ()(dk) be some chain whose boundary is ()(odk). 

Next, for general X and Y, let nx: X x Y --+ X and ny: X x Y --+ Y be the 
projections. Let a: ~k --+ X X Y be any singular k-simplex of X x Y. Then we 
have the product map nxa x nya: ~k x ~k --+ X x Y. We can express a as the 
composition a = (nxa x nya)odk: ~k --+ X x Y. It follows that a = (nxa x 
nya)a(dk) in ~k(X x Y) where (nxa x nya)a is the induced chain map 
~*(~k x ~k) --+ ~*(X X Y). Thus, for () to be natural, we must define 

()(a) = ()((nxa x nya)a(dk)) = ((nxa)a ®(nya)a)(()(dk)). 

We do so. Then naturality of this definition is clear. To prove the boundary 
formula, we compute 

o®()(a) = o®(((nxa)a®(nya)a(J(dk)) 

= ((nxa)a ® (nya)a)(o®(Jdk) 

= ((nxa)a ® (nya)a)(()odk) 

= ()(nxa x nya)a(odk) 

= (Jo(nxa x nyah(dk) 
= (Joa. o 

1.3. Theorem. Any two natural chain maps on ~*(X x Y) to itself or on 
~*(X)®~*(Y) to itselfor on one a/these to the other which are the canonical 
isomorphisms in degree zero, with X and Ypoints, are naturally chain homotopic. 

PROOF. The proofs of all four cases are similar. One uses "models" Ip(8) IqE 
~*(~p)®~*(~q) for the complex ~*(X)®~*(Y), and dpE~*(~p x ~p) for the 
complex ~*(X x Y), and then tries to construct a chain homotopy D 
inductively so that Do + oD = ¢ - t/J where ¢ and t/J are the two chain maps. 
One does this by computing, inductively on a model, the boundary of 
¢ - t/J - Do, showing it is zero and using a chain of which it is a boundary 
as D of the model. We will do one case in detail and the reader can furnish 
the details of the other three. 

We will take the case of ¢,t/J:~*(X x Y)--+~*(X)(8)~*(Y). Take D to be 
zero on O-chains. Suppose that we have defined D on chains of degree less 
than k, for some k> O. We compute 

o®(¢ - t/J - Do)(dk) =o®¢(dk) - o®t/J(dk) - o®Dodk 
= ¢(odk) - t/J(odk) - (¢ - t/J - Do)(odk) = O. 

Since ~*(~k) ® ~*(~k) is acyclic by Lemma 1.1, there exists a (k + 1)-chain 
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whose boundary is (</J -1/1 - Do)(dd. We let Ddk be one such chain. If u is 
any singular simplex of X x Y then we have u = (nxu x nyu)a(dk ) as seen 
before. Thus we define Du = «nxuh (8) (nyuh)(Ddk )· Extending by linearity, 
this defines D on ~k(X x Y) for all X and Y, such that Do + aD = </J -1/1 on 
chains of degree k. This completes the induction. D 

1.4. Corollary (The Eilenberg-Zilber Theorem). The chain maps 

and 

are natural homotopy equivalences which are naturally homotopy inverses of 
one another. D 

The implication of this result is that one can compute the homology and 
cohomology of a product space X x Y from the chain complex 
~*(X)<8)~*(Y). That is, 

Hp(X x Y; G) ~ Hp(~*(X)<8)~*(Y)<8)G), 

and 

1.5. Theorem (Algebraic Kiinneth Theorem). Let K* and L* be free chain 
complexes. Then there is a natural exact sequence 

O--+(H*(K*)@H*(L*))n ~ Hn(K*<8)L*) --+(H*(K*)*H*(L*))n-l --+0 

which splits (not naturally). 

PROOF. Recall that (H*(A*) (8) H*(B*))n means EB{Hp(A*) (8) Hq(B*)lp + q = 
n}, and similarly for the torsion product. Let Z* denote the group of cycles 
of K*, and B* the group of boundaries. There is the exact sequence 

which splits, since Bn - 1 is projective. Tensoring this with L* gives a short 
exact sequence 

0--+ Z* (8) L* --+ K* (8) L* --+ B* (8) L* --+0. 

This induces the long exact sequence 

(018)1). H (B to. L ) 
I n-l *ICI * 
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Now B* has trivial differential and B* ® (.) is exact. It follows that a cycle 
of B* ® L* is just an element of B* ® Z*(L*). This group is generated by 
elements of the form ok® 1 = (0 ® 1)(k® I) where 01 = O. Therefore 
A* [ok ® l] is represented by (i ® 1)-1 o®(k® I) = (i ® 1)-1(ok® I) = (j® 1) 
(ok ® I) where j: B* ~ Z* is the inclusion. Because B* ® (.) and Z* ® (.) are 
exact, we have the canonical isomorphisms 

and 

It follows that, under these isomorphisms, A* becomes j ® 1: B* ® H *(L*)--+ 
Z* ® H *(L*). This is part of the exact sequence 

°1811 
O--+H*(K*)*H*(L*)--+B* ®H*(L*)~Z* ®H*(L*) 

--+ H *(K*) ® H *(L*) --+ O. 

From (*) one derives the exact sequence 

0--+ (coker A*)n --+ Hn(K* ® L*) --+ (ker A*)n-1 --+ O. 

But coker A* ~ coker(j ® 1) ~ H *(K*) ® H *(L*) and ker A* ~ ker(j ® 1) ~ 
H*(K*)*H*(L*), and the substitution of these gives the desired Kiinneth 
sequence. 

If kEK* and IEL* are cycles, then it is easy to trace through the 
correspondences to see that the first map in the Kiinneth sequence takes 
[k] ® [/]EH*(K*)®H*(L*) to [k® I]EH*(K* ®L*), so this mapis, indeed, 
the cross product. 

We may regard the graded groups H *(K*) and H *(L*) as chain complexes 
with zero differentials. 

If ¢:K*--+Z*(K*) and t/!:L*--+Z*(L*) are splittings then <I>:kf---+[¢(k)] 
and 'I':/f---+[t/!(l)] are chain maps <I>:K*--+H*(K*) and 'I':L*--+H*(L*) since 
[¢(ok)] = [ok] =0= o [¢(k)] (the latter by definition). Hence <I>®'I': 
K*®L*--+H*(K*)®H*(L*) is a chain map inducing 

(<I> ® '1')*: Hn(K* ®L*)--+(H*(K*) ®H*(L*))n, 

where we identify "chains" with homology in the right-hand side since the 
differential is zero there. If ok = 0 = 01 then 

(<I>®'I')*( X ([k] ® [I])) = (<I>®'1')*([k] x [I]) = (<I>®'I')*([k®I]) 
= [<I>(k) ® '1'(1)] = <I>(k) ® '1'(0 

= [¢(k)]®[t/!(O] = [k] ® [I], 

and so this gives the desired splitting. Since it is defined through the splittings 
¢ and t/! which are not natural, this splitting may not be natural. Indeed, 
examples, such as that given for the Universal Coefficient Theorem, show 
that there does not exist a natural splitting. 0 

It can be seen that the freeness assumption in Theorem 1.5 can be replaced 
by the hypothesis that H*(K**L*) = 0, but that would entail extending the 
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proof and we have no need for that generality. (See Dold [1] or Spanier [1] 
for a proof.) The result can also be proved, in exactly the same way, for free 
chain complexes over a principal ideal domain instead of Z. In particular, 
it holds over a field, in which case the torsion term does not appear. But 
over a field ® is exact and the result is quite trivial in that case. 

1.6. Theorem (Geometric Kiinneth Theorem). There is a natural exact 
sequence 

O~(H*(X)®H*(Y»n ~HiX x Y)~(H*(X)*H*(Y»n-l ~O 

which splits (not naturally). 

For example, we compute 

H2(P2 X p2) ~ HO(P2)®H2(P2)tfJH l(P2)®Hl(P2) tfJH2(P2) ®HO(P2) 

EB Ho(P2)*H 1 (P2)tfJ H 1 (P2)* HO(P2) 

~ Z®O tfJ Z2 ®Z2 tfJ O®Z tfJ Z*Z2 tfJ Z2*Z 

~Z2®Z2~Z2· 

o 

For another example, let 1)-EHo(sn) be the canonical generator (class of a 
point), and [sn]EHn(sn) a generator, the "orientation class." Then ~ x 1)

generates Ho(sn x sm), -¢- x [sm] generates Hm(sn x sm), [sn] x.p. generates 
Hn(sn x sm) and [sn] x [sm] generates Hn+m(sn x sm). (In case n = m then 
.p. x [sn] and [sm] x .p. are a free basis of Hn(sn x sn).) 

For a subspace A c X the cross product Ll*(X) ® Ll*(Y) ~ Ll*(X x Y) 
carries Ll*(A)®Ll*(Y) into Ll*(A x Y) and hence induces a chain map 
Ll*(X,A)®Ll*(Y)~Ll*«X,A) x Y). This induces an isomorphism in homo
logy by the 5-lemma. Thus one obtains a natural Kiinneth exact sequence 

O~(H*(X,A)®H*(Y»n~Hn«X,A) x Y) 

~(H*(X,A)*H*(Y»n-l ~O, 

which splits nonnaturally. In general, there is no such result when Y is also 
replaced by a pair (Y, B); see Bredon [2]. There is one, however, if A and B 
are both open. For open sets U, V c X the map Ll*(X x y)/(Ll*(U x Y) + 
Ll*(X x V»~Ll*«X, U) x (Y, V» induces an isomorphism in homology. It 
follows that the map Ll*(X, U)®Ll*(Y, V)~Ll*«X, U) x (Y, V» induces an 
isomorphism in homology, and hence that there is a natural Kiinneth exact 
sequence 

O~(H*(X, U)®H*(Y, V»n~Hn«X, U) x (Y, V» 

~(H*(X, U)*H*(Y, V»n-l ~O. 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Verify the example on p2 x p 2 by using a CW-structure to compute its homology 
directly. 

2. Let X p be the space resulting from attaching an n-cell to S" - 1 by a map of degree 
p. Use the Kiinneth Theorem to compute the homology of X p x X q for any p, q. 

3. For spaces X, Y of bounded finite type, show that xiX x Y) = X(X)X(Y). 

4. Complete the proof of Theorem 1.3. 

2. A Sign Convention 

Let us ask whether the coboundary operator should have a sign attached 
to it instead of being given by the formula (jf = foo. A singular p-cochain 
is a map Ap(X) ~ G and G can be thought of as a graded group B* with Bo = G 
and Bi = 0 for i =I o. Then f is a map of graded groups of degree - p, i.e., it 
lowers degree by p. 

For any two graded groups A*, B*, we let Hom(A*, B*)_ p = Hom(A*, B*)p 
be the set of homomorphisms taking Ai ~ Bi- p • Then f EHom(A*, B*)p and 
to be consistent with the way signs work in most places in homological 
algebra we should have the formula 

o(f(a)) = ((jf)(a) + (-1)P f(oa) 

in our case. The left-hand side is 0 in our case of a complex B* vanishing 
outside degree o. Thus we should define 

I (jf=(-I)de g(f)+lf o o, I 

and, in fact, we will use this convention in the remainder of the book. Note 
that this change does not affect which cochains are cocycles and coboundaries 
and so it does not affect cohomology groups. It does affect some things in 
minor ways. (For example, the de Rham map !1*(M) ~ A *(M; R) = Hom(A*, 
R) is no longer a chain map strictly speaking.) For the most part, however, 
it only affects signs in various formulas that we will use in subsequent parts 
of the book. This sign convention will have the effect of making a number 
of formulas appear much more logical than they would otherwise (see Mac 
Lane [1]). 

3. The Cohomology Cross Product 

In this section we will consider cohomology with coefficients in a commutative 
ring A with unity. (The work can be generalized a bit to the case of two 
groups G1 and G2 of coefficients and a pairing G1 ® G2 ~ G to a third.) 
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Recall that we had a natural chain equivalence O:1\*(X x Y)--t1\*(X)® 
1\*(Y). Let f EL\P(X; A) and gE1\q(y; A). Thus f: 1\iX) --t A and g: 1\q(Y) --t A. 
Then 

f ® g: 1\p(X) ® 1\q(Y) --t A ® A --t A 

is defined using the ring structure of A. We define the cohomology cross 
product 

by 

f x g=(f®g)oO. 

That is, if O(c) = Lp+q=n(Liaf® bi), then (f x g)(c) = (f ®g)8(c) = Li( -1)Pq. 
f(af)g(b1). (One regards f as zero on 1\i(·) for i "# p, etc.) We compute 

J(f x g) = (-1)P+q+ 1 (f X g)oo 

= (-1)P+q+ 1 (f ® goOoo) 

=(_1)P+q+l(f®goo®oO) (where o® = 1®0+0(1) 
= (_1)P+q+l [f ®go + (-1)qfo®gJoO 

= ( - 1)P + q + 1 [( - 1)q + 1 f ® Jg + ( - 1)q + P + 1 J f ® 9 J ° 0 

= (Jf ® g)oO + (-1)P(f ® Jg)oO 

= J f x 9 + ( -1)P f x Jg, 

giving the coboundary formula 

J(f x g) = J f x 9 + ( - 1 )deg(f) f x Jg. 

It follows that X induces a product 

X :HP(X;A)®Hq(Y;A)--tHp+q(X x Y;A). 

Note that the fact that 0 is unique up to chain homotopy implies that this 
product does not depend on the choice of O. (The reader should detail this.) 

There is another, simpler product called the "Kronecker product" that 
takes 

HP(X; G) ® H p(X) -+ G. 

If a = [J] EHP(X; G) and y = [c] EH p(X) then this product is defined by 

I (a,Y)=f(C)EG. I 
This is also denoted by a(y). It is clear that (a, y) = tJ(cx)(y) where tJ: HP(X; G)--t 
Hom(H p(X), G) is the map appearing in the Universal Coefficient Theorem. 
The Kronecker product is sometimes referred to as evaluation of a 
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cohomology class on a homology class. It is a special case of the "cap 
product" which we shall study later. We will need the following formula. 

3.1. Proposition. For cocycles f, g and cycles a, b of X, Y, respectively, 
we have 

(f x g)(a x b) = ( - l)deg(g)deg(a) f(a)g(b). 

PROOF. (f x g)(a x b) = (f ® g)(}(a x b) = (f ® g)(} x (a ® b). Using that 
(}ox =l+Do®+oD this is (f®g)(a®b)+(f®g)(Do®+oD)(a®b)= 
(f ® g) (a ® b) ± J(f ® g)(D(a ® b» = (f® g) (a ® b) = (_1)deg(g)deg(a) f(a)g(b) by 
our sign conventions. Note that f(a) = 0 if deg(f)"# deg(a). D 

For any space X, we let 1 EHO(X) denote the class of the augmentation 
co cycle E: Ao(X) -+ Z taking each O-simplex to 1. The reason for this notation 
will become apparent momentarily. Clearly f*(1) = 1 for any map f: X -+ Y. 

For a one-point space P, easy acyclic model arguments show that the 
composition 

is naturally chain homotopic to the chain map A*(X x P) ~A*(X) induced 
by the projection Px: X x P ~ X. The first of these induces IX~IX x 1 of 
Hk(X) -+ Hk(X X P). By naturality of the cross product applied to the map 
X x Y -+ X x P, it follows that 

I IX X 1 = pi(IX)EH*(X x Y) 

for any IXEH*(X). Similarly, 

1 x {J = pt({J)EH*(X x Y) 

for any {JEH*(Y). 
We will now discuss the cross product for relative cohomology. As above, 

coefficients for cohomology will be in the ring A throughout, and will be 
suppressed. Suppose that A c X and let f EAP(X, A) = ker(AP(X) -+ AP(A». 
That is, f EAP(X) and is zero on A. The following diagram commutes: 

(J 
~ 

1 1 
(J 
~ 

and the vertical maps are monomorphisms. If cEA*(A x Y) then (f x g)(c) = 
(f®g)(}(c)=O since f is zero on A, and so f x gEA*(X x Y,A x Y)= 
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A*((X, A) x Y). Thus we get a relative product and commutative diagram: 

HP(X,A)®Hq(y) x Hp+q((X, A) x Y) ~ 

1 1 
HP(X)®Hq(y) x ) Hp+q(X x Y). 

Consider the diagram: 

HP(A)®Hq(y) x ) Hp+q(A x Y) 

1 <5*(8)1 1 <5* 

HP+l(X,A)®Hq(y) x Hp+q+ l((X, A) x Y). ~ 

We claim that this commutes. We will chase the diagram with representatives 
f EAP(A), gEAq(y) with bf = ° = bg. Extend f to a co chain I' EAP(X). Then 
I' x g extends f x g. Since bf' is zero on A, bf'EAP+l(X,A). Going down 
and then right in the diagram yields a class represented by (bf') x g. Going 
right then down, gives a class represented by b(f' x g). Since bg = 0, these 
are equal, as was to be shown. 

For the case of a relative group in Y we get the diagram 

HP(X)®Hq(B) __ x_~) Hp+q(X x B) 

11(8)<5* 

HP(X) ® Hq+ l(y, B) x 
~ 

1 <5* 

which does not quite commute. Instead the two directions of travel differ by 
the sign ( -!)p. 

The formulas IX x 1 = Pk(lX) and 1 x fJ = pt(fJ) also hold for relative classes 
IX and fJ. 

Now let us consider the question of commutativity of the cross product. 
That is, the relation between IX x fJ and fJ x IX. 

Let T: X x Y --+ Y x X be (x, y)~(y, x) and consider the (noncommutative) 
diagram 

where r(bq ® aP) = ( -!)pqaP ® bq. Note that r is a chain map. By Theorem 1.3, 
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there is a chain homotopy ro(Jy.xo TIJ. ~ (Jx.y. That is, there is a D so that, 

r(Jy.x TIJ. - (Jx.y = Do + o@D. 

Let bfP=O=bgq. That is,foo=O=goo. Note that (g@f)o(Do+o@D)= 
(g@f)°Do= ±b((g@f)oD)is a coboundary. Now we compute 

T*([g] x [J]) = T*([g x J]) = T*([(g@f)o(Jy,x]) 

= [(g@f)o(Jy,XoTIJ.] 

= ( -1)Pq [(f @ g)r(Jy,X TIJ.] (using commutativity of A) 

= ( -1)Pq [(f @g)(Jx,y] = ( -1)Pq [f x g] 

= (-l)pq[J] x [g]. 

Thus we conclude that for cohomology classes cxEHP(X) and f3EHQ(Y), we have 

I cx x f3 = ( - 1 )pQ T*(f3 x cx). I 

In general there is no Kiinneth Theorem for the cohomology cross 
product although one can prove such a result under conditions of finite type 
for the spaces involved. We need only the case of a field of coefficients (for 
Section 12), and that is easy: 

3.2. Theorem. Let A be a field. Then the cross product 

(H*(X;A)@AH*(Y;A))n--+Hn(X x Y;A) 

is an isomorphism. If one of H*(X;A) or H*(Y;A) is offinite type then the 
cross product 

(H*(X;A)@AH*(Y;A)t--+W(X x Y;A) 

is an isomorphism. 

PROOF. The case of homology can be proved by a simpler version of the 
proof of Theorem 1.5 and that will be left to the reader. For the case of 
cohomology, there is the diagram (coefficients in A throughout) 

H*(X)@H*(Y) 

lfJ@fJ 

x 
---------~~ H*(X x Y) 

lfJ 
Hom(H*(X),A)@Hom(H*(Y),A) ________ Hom(H*(X x Y),A) 

ly ~ Hom(X,l) 

Hom(H*(X)@H*(Y),A) 

which commutes by Proposition 3.1. The maps f3 and f3 @ f3 are isomorphisms 
since Hom(', A) is exact over a field A. The map y is an isomorphism by the 
assumption of finite type on one of the factors. Hom( X ,1) is an iso
morphism by the case of homology. Thus the map on top, the cohomology 
cross product, is an isomorphism. 0 
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It can be seen that y, and hence X, is injective for all fields A in all cases. 
It can also be seen that it is surjective only under the hypothesis of 
Theorem 3.2. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Show that rx x (fJ x y) = (rx x fJ) x y for cohomology classes rx, fJ, y. 

2. Fill in the details of the proof of the formula rx x 1 = p1(rx). 

4. The Cup Product 

The most important product is the "cup product" with which we deal in this 
section. 

4.1. Definition. Let d: X --> X x X be the diagonal map d(x) = (x, x). Then the 
cup product is the homomorphism 

u: HP(X) ® Hq(X) --> Hp+q(X) 

defined by au {J = d*(a x {J). (Coefficients are in any commutative ring with 
unity.) 

An immediate consequence of the rules for the cross product is that 

au {J = (-1)Pq{Jua, 

where p and q are the degrees of a and {J. Also the cup product is natural in X. 
The cup product is often denoted by juxtaposition, i.e., a{J = au {J. 
H PI: X x X --> X is the projection to the first factor then 

au1 =d*(a x 1) = d*pi(a) = (pId)*(a) = 1*(a)=a. 

Similarly, 1 u a = a so that 1 E HO(X) is a two sided unity element. 
One can define the cup product on the co chain level by jug = d!J.(f x g), 

i.e., 

(f u g)(c) = j ® g(8(d!J.(c») 

where CEdp+q(X), j EdP(X), gEdq(X) and where 8 is the Eilenberg-Zilber 
map of Theorem 1.2. We will give a more explicit formula for this later. 

The coboundary formula for the cross product immediately yields one for 
the cup product: 

I b(fug)=bjug+(-1)deg(f)jubg. I 

By naturality of the cochain formula, if the cocycle j vanishes on A (meaning 
on singular simplices entirely in A), then so does jug. Thus, if j vanishes 
on A and 9 vanishes on B then jug vanishes on A and on B, but not 
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generally on Au B. But we know, by the discussion of subdivision, that the 
inclusion d*(A) + d*(B) ~ d* (A u B) induces an isomorphism in homology, 
and hence in cohomology, if A and B are open. In this case, the complex 
{jEd*(X)IJ(a) = 0 if a is a simplex of A or a simplex of B} can be used to 
compute H*(X, A u B). Thus, in this case there is a cup product 

u: HP(X, A; A) ® W(X, B; A) --+ Hp+q(X, A u B; A). 

In particular, this holds if A and B are both open, or if one of them is 
contained in the other, e.g., if one of them is empty. (The latter case is 
immediate from the definition.) 

Suppose given ex 1,exzEH*(X) and [31' [3zEH*(Y). Let dx:X --+X x X, 
dy: Y --+ Y x Y and dx xy: X x Y --+X x Y x X x Y be the diagonal maps. 
Let T:X x X x Yx Y --+X x Y x X x Y be given by T(x 1,xz,Y1,YZ) = 
(Xl' Y1, Xz, Yz)· Then dx x y = To(dx x dy) giving 

(ex 1 x [31)U(exZ x [3z) = di Xy(ex 1 x [31 x exz x [3z) 

= (dx x dy)* T*(ex 1 x [31 x ex z x [3z) 
= (_1)deg(a2)deg(Pll(dx X dy)*(ex1 x ex z x [31 x [3z) 

= (_1)deg(a2)deg(Plldi(ex1 X exz ) x dt([31 x [3z) 

= (_1)deg(a2)deg(Pd(ex1 uexz) x ([31 u [3z) 

and so we have the formula 

In particular, for the projections Px: X x Y --+ X and py: X x Y --+ Y, we have 

pi(ex)upt([3) = (ex x 1)u(1 x [3) = (exu 1) x (1 u[3) = ex x [3, 

so that the cross product can be recovered from the cup product. 
We will now discuss more explicit cochain formulas for the cup product. 

The composition 

d = eodtl : d*(X) --+ d*(X x X) --+ d*(X) ® d*(X) 

is called a "diagonal approximation." Note that on O-simplices d(x) = e(x, x) = 
XQ9x. Also note that Jug = (f Q9 g)oeodtl = (f ® g)od. 

4.2. Definition. A diagonal approximation is a natural chain map 

such that d(x) = x ® x on O-simplices x. 

4.3. Theorem. Any two diagonal approximations are naturally chain homotopic. 

PROOF. This is an easy application of the method of acyclic models which 
will be left to the reader as Problem 5. 0 
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Thus, for computing the cup product of cohomology classes, any diagonal 
approximation will do. We will now describe a particular such approximation 
that makes computations on the cochain level relatively simple. 

For a singular simplex a: An -+ X and for p + q = n, 0 :s; p, q :s; n, we denote 
by 

a Jp: Ap -+ An -+ X 

the "front p-face" of a, which is the composition of a with the inclusion eif--+ei 
of Ap in An- Similarly, we denote by 

qLa: Aq -+ An -+ X 

the "back q-face" of a, which is the composition of a with the inclusion 
eif--+en - q +i of Aq in An-

4.4. Definition. The Alexander-Whitney diagonal approximation is generated 
by 

Aa= L aJp@qLaEA*(X)@A*(X), 
p+q=n 

where a: An -+ X. 

This is clearly natural and has the right value on O-simplices. We must 
check that it is a chain map. By naturality it suffices to do that on In = 
[eo, ... , en]. The computation is straightforward but lengthy and will be 
omitted. 

This diagonal approximation gives us the cup product formula 

(pugq)(a) = (f@g)Aa = (f ®g) L aJ p® qLa = (-1)Pqf(aJp)·g(qLa). 

Note that f u 9 # ± 9 u f on the cochain level. In fact, the failure of 
commutativity on the cochain level turns out to yield some useful "operations" 
on cohomology classes. We will discuss that later in this chapter (Section 16). 

For simplicial chains on an ordered simplicial complex and for p + q = n, 
the formula 

becomes 

We now list the major properties of the cup product on H*(·). 

4.5. Theorem. The following are properties of the cup product on cohomology 
classes which hold whenever they make sense: 

(1) u is natural; i.e., if A: X -+ Y then A *((1. u fJ) = A *((1.) u A *(fJ); 
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(2) au 1 = a = 1 u a; 
(3) au(f3uy) = (au f3)uy; 
(4) au f3 = ( - 1 )deg(a)deg(P) f3 u a; and 
(5) b*(a u i*(f3)) = b*(a) u f3 where aEH*(A), f3EH*(X), and i*: H*(X) -+ H*(A) 

and b*: HP(A) -+ HP+ l(X, A) are the homomorphisms in the exact sequence 
for (X, A). 

PROOF. We already have (1), (2) and (4). Item (3) follows easily from the 
Alexander-Whitney diagonal approximation or from the associativity 
formula for the cross product. 

To prove (5), let f EAP(X) be such that [fl A] = a and let gEAq(X) represent 
f3. Since 9 is a co cycle, bg = O. Now au i* f3 is represented by f I Aug I A = 
(j U g) I A- It follows that b*(a u i* f3) is represented by b(j u g) = (b f) u g, but 
this also represents b*(a)u f3. D 

The graded group H*(X) together with the cup product on it is called the 
"cohomology ring" of X or the "cohomology algebra" of X. 

Note that Theorem 4.5(5) means that b*: HP(A) -+ HP+ l(X, A) is an 
H*(X)-module homomorphism, as are the other maps in the cohomology 
sequence of (X, A) by naturality of the cup product. 

We will now do three explicit examples of computations with the cup 
product. The computations will be made much easier by using general results 
developed later on in the book, but the explicit arguments here should make 
the nature of the cup product more accessible. We will do some examples 
using simplicial homology, but we have not fully justified this usage, although 
that can be done. This is of no importance, the examples being just to make 
the ideas about cup products clearer. Computations are virtually never done 
this way in actual practice. 

4.6. Example. This is an example of a computation made in simplicial 
homology. For the cup product to make sense on the cochain level in 
simplicial homology one must fix an ordering of the vertices of each simplex 
and apply the Alexander-Whitney formula only to chains written in terms 
of simplices in that order. Otherwise, it contains inconsistencies. The easiest 
way to do this is to order all the vertices. For example, we take the projective 
plane triangulated as in Figure VI-I. 

We take the base ring A = Zz, so all cohomology will be in H*(PZ; Zz). 
Let f be the l-cochain marked with the l's in the figure. That is, f takes the 
value 1 on the marked I-simplices and the value 0 otherwise. Since every 
2-simplex has either 0 or 2 of the 1 's, and coefficients are mod 2, it 
follows that b f = O. (For example, we compute (b f) < 2,3,4) = f(o <2,3,4») = 
f( (3,4) - <2,4) + <2,3») = 0-1 + 1 = 0.) 

Consider fu f. We compute (fu f)<2,4,6) = f<2,4) 'f< 4,6) = 1·1 = 1. 
Similarly, (juf)(1,3,6) =f(1,3)·f(3,6) = 1,0=0. In fact, fuf can 
be seen to vanish on all simplices except < 2, 4, 6). Now f u f is a cocycle, 
as are all 2-cochains. However, it is not a coboundary since the coboundary 
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5 

5 

Figure VI-I. Triangulation and cochains on the projective plane. 

of a I-simplex takes value one on exactly two 2-simplices, and it follows that 
any coboundary takes value 1 on an even number of 2-simplices. Thus 
o ¥- [fUJ]EH2(p2; Z2) ~Z2· 

If we let 0( = [J] then we get 0(2 ¥- 0, so that 1,0(, and 0(2 generate the 
cohomology of p2. Thus, as a ring, H*(P2; Z2) ~ Z2[0(]/(0(3), a "truncated 
polynomial ring" over Z2. 

4.7. Example. Here we give an alternative derivation of the cohomology 
ring of p2 using singular, rather than simplicial, theory. Let f be a singular 
l-cocycle representing a generator of the nonzero class 0( = [J]EH1(p2; Z2) ~ 
Z2. Note that the map H 1(P2; Z2) -+ Hom(H 1(P2), Z2), of the Universal 
Coefficient Theorem, is an isomorphism since it is onto and both groups are 
Z2. Let A be a loop representing the generator of H 1(P2), which exists by 
the Hurewicz Theorem (Theorem 3.4 of Chapter IV). Then f(A) = 1. From 
covering space theory, for example, we can take this loop to be the "semicircle" 
in Figure VI-2. 

Let const1 and const2 denote a constant I-simplex and 2-simplex, respec
tively, at the base point of A. Then f(constd = f(a const2 ) = (c5f)(const 2 ) = O. 

* 

2 L-_____ -:> 0 
constant * 

Figure VI-2. A singular 2-simplex in the projective plane. 
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Consider the 2-simplex (J illustrated in Figure VI-2. (It maps edges (0,1) 
and (1,2) along 2 and (0,2) by a constant map, and takes the interior of the 
standard 2-simplex homeomorphically onto p2 - pl.) Then o(J = 22 - const l . 
We compute 

(f u f)((J) = - f((J1 [0.1])' f((J I [1.2]) = f(2)' f(2) = 1. 

Also 

(f uf)(const2) = f(const l )· f(const l ) = 0·0 = 0. 

We claim that f u f is not a coboundary. If f u f = [)g then 

1 = (f u f)((J) = ([)g)((J) = g(o(J) = g(22 - const l ) 

= 2g(2) - g(constd = g(const l ) = g(o const2) 

= ([)g)(const2) = (fu f)(const 2 ) = 0. 

This contradiction shows that a2 = [f u fJ #- 0, as we wished to prove. 

4.8. Example. This is one more calculation using simplicial homology. The 
space will be the torus T2, and the coefficients for cohomology will be the 
integers Z. Order the vertices of the torus as shown in Figure VI-3. 

Let f be the 1-cochain corresponding to the l's along the horizontal in 
Figure VI-3, i.e., it is 1 on any edge mapping to the middle edge by the 
horizontal projection. Similarly, let g be the 1-cochain along the middle 
vertical. It is easily checked that these are both cocycles and so they represent 
classes a = [1] and (J = [g] in H l(T2). Computations as in Example 4.6 
show that f u g (5,8,9> = 1 and it is zero on all other 2-simplices. It is easy 
to see that the cohomology class of such a cocycle is a generator of H2(T2). 
Thus au {J is a generator. It is not hard to show directly that a and (J form a free 
basis of Hl(T2), but we will give an indirect argument for this using only the 

3 

P2 
1 -

4~--~--~~--~4 

2 

Figure VI-3. Triangulation and cochains on the torus. 
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fact that IX U f3 is a generator. Note first that the signed commutative law for 
the cup product implies that for a cohomology class y of odd degree, y2 = _ y2. 
Since the cohomology of the torus is free abelian, this means that the square 
of anyone-dimensional class is O. (In particular, IX and f3 cannot be equal 
since 1Xf3 t= 0.) Suppose that u and v form a free basis of H1(T2). Then we can 
write 

IX = au + bv, 
f3 = cu + dv, 

for integers a, b, c, d. We compute 1Xf3 = (au + bv)(cu + dv) = acuu + aduv + 
bcvu + bdvv = (ad - bc)uv. But, for this to be a generator of H2(T2) ~ Z, we 
must have that ad - bc = ± 1. But that implies that IX and f3 also form a 
basis. 

It is worthwhile pointing out that f = p~(c) and g = p~(c) where c is a 
cocycle of S1 (Ion the "middle" I-simplex) and the Pi are the projections of 
the torus to the circle. If y = [c] then we deduce that IX U f3 = pi(Y) U P1'(y) = 
(1 x y)u(y x 1)= -y x y. 

We will illustrate a similar example using singular theory in Example 4.12. 

4.9. Theorem. Suppose that X = U u V where U and Vare open, acyclic sets. 
Then IX U f3 = 0 for all cohomology classes IX, f3 E H*(X) of positive degree. 

PROOF. Consider the exact sequence HP(X, U)-+HP(X)-+HP(U) for the pair 
(X, U). If IXEHP(X) then it maps to 0 in HP(U) = 0, and so it comes from a 
class iiEHP(X, U). Similarly, f3EHq(X) maps to 0 in Hq(V) = 0, and so comes 
from a class PEHq(X, V). Then iiu PEHp+q(X, Uu V) = Hp+q(X,X) = 0, and it 
maps to lXuf3 via the homomorphism Hp+q(X, Uu V)-+Hp+q(X). D 

4.10. Corollary. The projective plane and the 2-torus cannot be written as the 
union of two open, acyclic sets. D 

4.11. Corollary. The suspension of a space has trivial cup products in positive 
degrees. D 

4.12. Example. Let aEHn(Sn) and bEHm(sm) be generators and let IXEHn(sn) 
and f3EHm(sm) be dual generators, i.e., lX(a) = 1 and f3(b) = 1. Then, by 
Proposition 3.1, 

(IX X f3)(a x b) = ( -ltmlX(a)f3(b) = ( _1)nm. 

It follows that a x b must be a generator of Hn+m(sn x sm) and IX x f3 must 
be a generator of Hn+m(sn x sm). Now let P1:sn x sm-+sn and P2: sn x sm-+ 
sm be the projections and put u = P1'(IX) and v = pi(f3). Then uv = u u v = IX X f3 
generates Hn+m(sn x sm). 

Now consider the case n = m. Here we can take b = a and f3 = IX. The 
Kiinneth Theorem implies that a x ~ and ~ x a form a basis of H n(sn x sn). 
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By Proposition 3.1 we have (ex x 1)(a x ¥) = 1, (ex x 1)( -¢- x a) = ° (because 
the degrees don't match), (1 x a)(a x ¥) = 0, and (1 x ex)( ¥ x a) = 1. Then 
it follows from the Universal Coefficient Theorem (Theorem 7.2 of Chapter V) 
that u = ex x 1 and v = 1 x ex form a basis of Hn(sn x sn). 

4.13. Theorem. With the notation of Example 4.12 and with n = m, let f: sn x sn_ 
sn X sn be a map of degree ± 1, i.e., that induces an automorphism of 
H2n(sn X sn). (For example, any homeomorphism works.) Let the integers 
a, b, c, d be defined by 

f*(u) = au + bv, 

f*(v) = cu + dv. 

If n is even then the coefficient matrix must be 

±01) or ( ° ±1 
and all these can be realized by obvious maps. 

±~) 

PROOF. Since ex 2 = ° we also have u2 = ° and similarly v2 = 0. But then 

0= f*(u 2) = (f*(U))2 = (au + bv)2 = a2u2 + 2abuv + b2v2 = 2abuv. 

Since uv #-° we conclude that ab = 0. Similarly, ° = f*(v 2) implies that cd = 0. 
Also ± uv = f*(uv) = (au + bv)(cu + dv) = (ad + bc)uv, which implies that 
ad + bc = ± 1. In case a = 0, we get bc = ± 1, then d = ° and b, c = ± 1. 
Similarly, if b = ° then ad = ± 1, then c = ° and a, d = ± 1. Maps realizing 
these cases are reflections in the factors, reversal of the factors and 
compositions of these. 0 

We remark that if, in Theorem 4.13, n is 1,3, or 7 then any matrix of 
determinant one can be achieved but for other odd n there are further 
restrictions; see Corollary 15.14 and Proposition 15.15. 

4.14. Theorem. For n even, sn is not an H-space, i.e., there is no map 
/l: sn X sn - sn such that /l 0 i 1 :::::: 1 and /l a i2 :::::: 1, where i 1 and i2 are the inclusions 
i1(x)=(x,*) and i2(x)=(*,x). 

PROOF. Let wEHn(sn) be a generator and let u = pi(w) and v = p!(w) where 
the Pi are the projections. Then 1 = (Pl oi1)* = iipi and it follows that 
ii(u) = wand that i!(v) = w. Similarly, ii(v) = ° = i!(u). 

Put /l*(w) = au + bv. Then w = 1 *w = (/li1)*(w) = ii /l*(w) = ii(au + bv) = 
aw. Thus a = 1. Similarly, we can show b = 1. Therefore, /l*(w) = u + v. 
However, ° = /l*(w2) = (u + V)2 = 2uv #- 0, a contradiction finishing the proof. 

o 
The cup product can be defined for more general coefficient groups. 

For example, the Alexander-Whitney diagonal approximation gives a cup 
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product 

by putting (f u g) (a") = (-l)pQf(a Jp) ® g(qLoJ In particular, since Z@Zk :::::: Zk, 
there is the cup product HP(X; Z) ® Hq(X; Zk) -> Hp+q(X; Zk) and it coincides 
with the product obtained by first reducing mod k and then taking the cup 
product over the ring Zk. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Suppose that a space X can be covered by n acyclic open sets. Then show that 
the cup product of any n cohomology classes of positive degree is zero. 

2. In the proof of Theorem 4.14, determine the crucial place(s) where the assumption 
that n is even is used. 

3. Show that any map S4 --+ S2 X S2 must induce the zero homomorphism on H 4(·). 

4. Find maps SiX S 1 --+ SiX S 1 of degree one realizing all possible matrices of 
determinant one, as in Theorem 4.13. 

5. Prove Theorem 4.3. 

6. Verify that the Alexander-Whitney diagonal approximation ~ of Definition 4.4 is 
a chain map. 

7. Let fJo: Hi(X; Zp) --+ Hi+ l(X; Z) be the Bockstein homomorphism associated with 
the exact sequence O--+Z--+Z--+Zp--+O where p is prime. For a,bEH*(X;Zp), 
show that ppfJo(ab) = fJo(a)b + (-l)deg(a)afJo(b) where Pp is reduction mod p. (Hint: 
If f: ~*(X) --+ Z represents a then t5 f = pg for some cocycle g: ~*(X) --+ Z which 
then represents fJo(a).) 

8. Let fJ: Hi(X; Zp) --+ Hi+ l(X; Zp) be the Bockstein homomorphism associated with 
the exact sequence O--+Zp--+Zp2--+Zp--+O where p is prime. For a,bEH*(X;Zp), 
show that fJ(ab) = fJ(a)b + (l)deg(a)afJ(b). (Hint: Show that fJ = Ppo fJo and apply 
Problem 7.) 

5. The Cap Product 

Throughout most of this section we take homology and cohomology with 
coefficients in a commutative ring A with unity, but we will suppress this in 
the notation. As usual we regard a p-cochain f to be defined but zero on 
i-simplices when i #- p. Define the "cap product" on the chain-cochain level 

by 

fnc = (1 ® f)f1c, 
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where ~ is some diagonal approximation. If we use the Alexander-Whitney 
diagonal approximation, then this is fP n 0" p+q = (1 ® f)(L 0" Jq ® p L 0"), i.e., 

5.1. Proposition. Using the Alexander-Whitney diagonal approximation and 
with E: ~o(X) --+ A being the augmentation (taking all O-simplices to 1), the 
cap product has the following properties: 

(i) Enc=c; 
(ii) f E~P(X), CE~p(X) => E(f n c) = f(c); 

(iii) (f u g)n c = f n(g nc); 
(iv) .Ie: X --+ Y, f E~P(Y), CE~n(X) => Ail(Ail(f) n c) = f n Ailc; and 
(v) f EAP(X) => o(f nc) = 15f nc + (- 1)P f noc. 

PROOF. Parts (i) and (ii) are elementary. For part (iii) let f EAP(X), gE~q(X), 
and o"E~n(X). Let n = p + q + r. Then the left-hand side of (iii) is 

lhs = (-l)(p+q)r(fug)(p+qLO")O" Jr 

= (-l)(p+q)r+ pq f((p+qLO")J p)g(qLO")O" Jr. 

The right-hand side of (iii) is 

rhs = f n( -1)q(p+r)g(qLO")0" Jp+r 

= (- 1)q(p+r)+pr f(pL(O" Jp+r))g(qLO")O" Jr. 

Since pL(O" Jp+r) = (p+qLO")Jp, this is the same as the left-hand side. 
Part (iv) is easy and is left to the reader. For part (v), consider the diagram 

~n(X) (8) ~iX) 1 @f » ~n(X) (8) A ~ ~n(X) 

18@1 18 
l@f 

~n - 1 (X) (8) ~p(X) ----> ~n - 1 (X) (8) A ~ ~n - 1 (X). 

Starting at the upper left with Cn (8) cp and going to the right, we get 
(-1)Pncn ® f(c p), which is identified with (- l)pn f(cp)cw Going down with 
this gives (_1)Pn f(cp)ocw Again from the upper left, but going down gives 
(ocn) (8) cp. Taking this to the right gives (-l)pn- Pf(c p)ocn. Thus the diagram 
commutes up to the sign (- 1)p. Then we calculate 

o(f nc) = 0((1 ® f)~c) 
= (-1)P(1 (8) f)(o ® 1)~c 

= (-1)P(l ® f)(o ® - (1 (8) o))~c 

= (- 1)P{ (1 ® f)(o ®~c) - (1 (8) f)(1 (8) o)~c} 

= (- 1)P{ (1 ® f)~(oc) + ( -l)P(1 ® 15 f)~c} 

=(15f)nc+(-1)Pfn(oc). D 
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The boundary formula (v) shows that this product induces the cap product 
in homology: 

n: HP(X) ® Hn(X) ---+ Hn- p(X). 

This is easily seen to be independent of the diagonal approximation ~ used 
to define it. Properties (i)-(iv) translated to (co)homology classes give: 

5.2. Theorem. The cap product (*) satisfies the following properties: 

(1) Iny=y; 
(2) deg(a) = deg(y) = E*(a n 1') = a(y) = < a, y); 
(3) (a u 13) n I' = an (13 n 1'); and 
(4) )0: X ---+ Y, aEH*(Y), j3EH*(X) = A*(A*(a) n 13) = anA*(j3). D 

Let us now discuss the cap product for relative (co)homology classes. If 
A c X and c is a chain in A then f n c is a chain in A. Thus there are induced 
cap products 

and 

If f E~P(X, A), i.e., f E~P(X) and is zero on A, then for a chain c in X, f n c 
is a chain in X which is unaffected by modification of c by a chain in A. 
Thus the cap product induces maps 

n: ~P(X, A) ® ~n(X, A) ---+ ~n- p(X), 
and 

More generally, if A, Bare subspaces such that the inclusion ~*(A) + ~*(B) ~ 
~*(A u B) induces an isomorphism in homology then there is a cap product 

In particular, this holds when either A or B is empty, or when they are both 
open. 

The formulas of Theorem 5.2 remain valid for relative classes where they 
make sense. 

5.3. Corollary. The Kronecker product <".) ofHP(X) ® H p(X) ---+ A satisfies: 

(1) <auj3,y) = <a,j3ny); and 
(2) <f*(a),y) = <a,f*(y). 
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PROOF. These result from Theorem 5.2(3) and (4) upon applying E* and using 
52m D 

5.4. Theorem. For IXEH*(X), /3EH*(Y), aEH*(X) and bEH*(Y), we have 

(IX x /3)n (a x b) = ( - 1)deg(P)deg(a)(IX n a) x (/3 n b). 

PROOF. Consider the following diagram, where r is the signed interchange 
of the two middle factors and J, g are cocycles representing IX, /3: 

The triangle and square on the bottom commute. The top rectangle commutes 
up to chain homotopy by an acyclic model argument. The vertical map 
1 ® J ®g on the bottom right is a chain map (up to the sign (- 1)deg(f)+deg(g») 

when J and g are co cycles, as the reader can verify. Thus the composition 
from the upper left going down and then right to A*(X x Y) is chain 
homotopic to the composition going right and then down to A*(X x Y). 
Starting with the chain a ® b at the upper left, the first ofthese compositions is 

a®b~A(a)®A(b)~( _1)deg(a)deg(g)(f na)®(gnb) 

~(_1)deg(a)deg(g)(f na) x (gnb). 

The other composition is 

a®b~a x b~A(a x b)~(1 ®J®g)(1 ®O)A(a x b) = (1 ®(f x g))A(a x b) 

=(fxg)n(axb) 

and so, on the level of homology with a and b cycles, these two compositions 
induce the same homology class. 0 

It is easy to generalize the cap product to arbitrary coefficients 

n: AP(X; G) ® An(X) --+ An _ iX) ® G 

via the definition 

giving the product 

n: HP(X; G)®Hn(X)--+Hn_p(X; G) 

and similarly with the various relative cap products. Even more generally 
we can define 
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by 
fP n((J p+q ® g) = (- 1)Pq(J Jq ® f(pL (J) ® g, 

yielding the product 

n: HP(X; G1)®Hn(X; G2 ) -+Hn-iX; G1 ® G2 ). 

PROBLEMS 

1. For sn x sm compute all cap products on (co)homology classes. Do not exclude 
the case n = m. 

2. For exEHP(X), fJEW(Y),aEHiX), and bEHq(Y) show that 

< ex x fJ, a x b) = ( - l)pq < ex, a) < fJ, b). 

3. Let exEH1(p2; Z2) ~ Z2, aEH l(Pl; Z2) ~ Z2 and bEH 2(Pl; Zl) ~ Zl be generators. 
Show that ex Ii a =1= 0, ex Ii b =1= 0, and exl Ii b =1= 0. 

4. If fJ: Hi(X;Zp)->Hi+l(X;Zp) and fJ: H.(X;Zp)->Hn_l(X;Zp) are the Bocksteins 
associated wIth the coefficient sequence 0-> Zp -> Zp2 -> Zp -> ° and if aEHi(X; Zp) 
and eEHn(X; Zp) then show that fJ(a Ii e) = fJ(a) lie + (- l)deg(a)a Ii fJ(e). 

5. If fJo:Hi(X;Zp)->Hi+l(X;Z) and fJo: Hn(X;Zp)->Hn- 1(X;Z) are the Bocksteins 
associated with the coefficient sequence ° -> Z -> Z -> Zp ->0 and if aEHi(X; Zp) and 
eEHn(X;Z) then show that fJo(a Ii e) = fJo(a) Ii e. 

6. Classical Outlook on Duality ¥ 
In most of the remainder of this chapter we shall be concerned with the 
homological properties of manifolds. In this optional section we will describe 
the classical viewpoint on this matter. The modern approach, given in 
subsequent sections, is very powerful and provides easier proofs than does 
the classical approach, but this comes at a cost of forgoing much of the 
intuitive content of the latter. It is the intent of this section to provide that 
intuitive content, without going into details of either theorems or proofs. 
This section is not used elsewhere in this book and may be skipped with 
impunity. Details can be found in the classic textbook of Seifert and Threlfall 
[1]. 

Let M n be a connected, compact, triangulated n-manifold. For an n-simplex 
(Jl of M, any (n -l)-face r of (Jl is the face of exactly one other n-simplex 
(J 2. Then the boundary 8( (J 1 + (J 2) contains r with coefficient ± 2 or O. If (J 1 

and (J 2 are oriented coherently then this coefficient is zero. (This can be taken 
as a definition.) If all the n-simplices of M can be oriented coherently then 
the sum c of all those simplices is an n-cyde and the n-cydes are precisely 
the multiples of c. If a coherent orientation is not possible then there can be 
no nonzero n-cydes, and M is called "nonorientable." Thus Hn(M; Z)::;:;: Z if 
M is orientable and is zero otherwise. With Z2 coefficients, c is always an 
n-cyde and so Hn(M; Z2) ::;:;: Z2. In case M has a boundary then c is an n-cycle 
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Figure VI-4. Dual cell structure on a manifold. 

modulo aM; i.e., Hn(M, aM) ::;:;; Z if Mis orientable. The class [c]EHn(M,aM) 
is called the "fundamental homology class" of M, or the "orientation class" 
of M. 

For simplicity in the rest of the discussion we will take Z2 coefficients, 
and so questions of orientability and sign are mute. 

Consider the barycentric subdivision of M. The closed stars (in the 
subdivision) of the vertices of the original triangulation form a collection of 
n-cells. See Figure VI-4 where the irrelevant parts of the barycentric 
subdivision are suppressed and the boundaries of the dual cells are drawn 
in broken lines. 

Two of these n-cells (stars) are hatched in the figure and they correspond 
to the two vertices u and v of M. The intersection of these two cells is an 
(n - l)-cell (a l-cell in the figure, where it is made up of two edges of the 
barycentric sUbdivision). Consider the correspondence of vertices u, v of M 
with the n-cells D(u), D(v) of this "dual cell structure," the hatched 2-cells in 
the figure. To the l-simplex < u, v) of M, we make correspond the (n - l)-cell 
D(u)nD(v). Cell this (n-l)-cell D«u,v»). Similarly, for a third vertex, w in 
the figure, we make the 2-simplex < u, v, w) correspond to D( < u, v, w) ) = 
D(u)nD(v)nD(w), which is an (n - 2)-cell (which is a single point, a vertex, 
of the dual cell structure in the figure). 

Now consider, for example, the boundary a < u, v) = < v) - < u) of < u, v) 
as a l-chain. How does this relate to D( < u, v »)? The answer is that, if we 
consider D( < u, v) ) not as a chain but as the cochain taking value 1 on the 
physical cell D( < u, v) ), then its coboundary (jD( < u, v») takes value 1 on the 
n-cells D(u) and D(v). This can be written (jD( < u, v») = D(v) - D(u), which we 
cannot resist rewriting as D( a < u, v »). This is a general phenomenon and so 
it can be seen that we can assign, to each (simplicial) p-chain c of M, an 
(n - p)-cochain D(c) (of the dual cell structure) such that (jD(c) = D(ac), and 
vice versa. But then D clearly induces an isomorphism 

called "Poincare duality." 
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Figure VI-5. Dual cell structure on T2. 

(Actually, cohomology was unknown in the classical period, and so this 
duality was expressed via homology alone using "intersection numbers." 
Thus, we are injecting a small bit of modernity into this discussion.) 

One can elaborate on this. For example, for orientable manifolds M n with 
boundary, one gets isomorphisms 

and 
Hp(M,oM) ~ W-P(M) 

H p(M) ~ H n - P(M, aM). 

Again in the absolute case, note that since a single vertex v generates 
Ho(M), the dual generator D(v) of Hn(M) is a single n-cell; i.e., the cocycle 
taking value 1 on D(v) and value 0 elsewhere. 

Figure VI-5 illustrates a triangulation of the torus T2 and its dual cell 
subdivision. A 1-cycle, going from the bottom left to the top right, is shown 
in heavy ruling with arrows, and its dual1-cocycle is indicated in solid ruling 
to distinguish it from the other 1-cells of the dual cell structure. 

There is not much difficulty in providing the details of this discussion. 
What is hard is to show that the results are independent of the triangulation 
and to derive some of the more sophisticated applications of duality. For 
that, the modern approach is far preferable. Triangulations will not enter 
the picture in any way. Indeed, we will prove duality for topological manifolds 
which may not even be triangulable. 

7. The Orientation Bundle 

In this section we begin studying the special properties that (co)homology 
has for manifolds. The study starts by examining the nth homology group 
of an n-manifold and culminates, in Section 8, with the Poincare-Alexander
Lefschetz Duality Theorem. Our treatment owes much to that of Dold [1]. 
The entire remainder of this chapter is devoted to applications of duality. 
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In this section M n will denote a topological n-manifold. We make no 
assumptions of smoothness, connectedness, paracompactness, or anything 
else. (A manifold is, however, Hausdorff by definition.) 

We start by defining and studying a notion of orientation for such spaces. 
For smooth manifolds we already have a notion of orientation, and the two 
will be related at the end of this section. 

The notion of orientation is based on the fact that H n(Mn, M n - {x} ) ~ Z 
for any point xEMn, as we see below. 

Let A c M n be a closed set and let xEA. Let G be any coefficient group 
and denote by 

jx.A: Hn(M, M - A; G)-+Hn(M,M - {x}; G), 

the map induced from the inclusion. 

7.1. Proposition. If A is a compact, convex subset of Rn c M then jx.A is an 
isomorphism and both groups are isomorphic to G. 

PROOF. The set A is contained in the interior of some closed n-disk 
Dc Rn c M. Thus there is the commutative diagram (coefficients in G) 

Hn(M,M - A) ------+ HiM, M - {x}) 
r ~ r ~ (excision) 

Hn(Rn, Rn - A) ------+ Hn(Rn,Rn - {x}) 
r ~ r ~ (homotopy) 

Hn(D, aD) ) Hn(D, aD). 

The group on the bottom is Z ® G ~ G by Theorem 6.6 of Chapter IV. D 

7.2. Definition. Let 0 x® G = Hn(M, M - {x}; G) ~ G. For G = Z we just use 
0 x. Also let 0®G= U{0x ®GlxEM} (disjoint) and let p: 0®G-+M be 
the function taking 0 x ® G to x. Give 0 ® G the following topology: Let 
V c M be open and rxEHn(M, M - 0; G). Then for XE V,jx.u(rx)E0x ® G. 
Let V a={jx.u(rx)IXEV}Cp-l(V)c0®G. Take the Va as a basis for the 
topology on 0 ® G. 

7.3. Proposition. The sets Va defined in Definition 7.2 are the basis of a 
topology. With this topology, p: 0 ® G -+ M, restricted to any component, is 
a covering map and fiberwise addition is continuous. 

PROOF. A point xE0x®G = Hn(M,M - {X}; G) satisfies x =jxA(rx) for some 
A = 0 which is convex in a euclidean neighborhood, by Pr'oposition 7.l. 
Thus any point is in one of the prospective basis sets. 

If XEVanVp then X =jx.u(rx)=jx.v(f3). Take xEWcVnV, Wa convex 
open set in a euclidean neighborhood of x. Then jx.w is an isomorphism by 
Proposition 7.1. Let YEHn(M,M - W;G) be such thatjx.w(y)=x. Then the 
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homomorphism Hn(M, M - U; G)-4 Hn(M, M - W; G) must take a to y since 
y is the unique element going to X. Similarly, [3 must go to y. This shows 
that XEWy C U~n Vp and hence that we do have a basis for a topology. 

To show it is a covering when restricted to components, note that p is 
open and continuous by definition. Consider an open set U with U convex 
and compact in some euclidean subset of M. Consider the commutative 
diagram 

where cp(x, a) = jx,u(a) and Hn(M, M - U; G) has the discrete topology. Then 
cp is open since, for V c U open, cp takes V x {a} onto V~. If cp(x, a) = cp(y, [3) 
then x = y since p(cp(x, a)) = x and p(cp(y, [3)) = y. Also jx,u(a) = jx,(}([3) which 
implies that a = [3 becausejx,u is an isomorphism. Hence cp is one-one into. 

Next, cp is onto since,for any YEU, themapjy,u: Hn(M,M - U; G)-4ey ® G 
is onto. Therefore, for V c U open, cp - 1(V~) = V X {a}. It follows that cp is 
continuous. Consequently, cp is a homeomorphism. 

On a fiber (i.e., inverse image of a point in U) cp is just jx,u which is an 
isomorphism. It follows that the fiberwise group operations correspond to 
the operations on the second factor of U x Hn(M, M - U; G), and so they 
are continuous. D 

7.4. Definition. For A c M closed, the group of sections over A of e ® G is 

r(A, e® G) = {s: A -4e® G, continuouslpos = I}. 

This is an abelian group under the operation (s + s')(x) = s(x) + s'(x). Also 
let r JA, e ® G) be the subgroup consisting of sections with compact support, 
i.e., those sections with value 0 outside some compact set. 

7.5. Definition. The topological n-manifold M is said to be orientable along 
A, where A c M is closed, if there exists a section 3 A Er(A, e) which is a 
generator of each ex for XEA. The manifold M is said to be orientable if it 
is orientable along M. An orientation along A is such a section 3 A' 

7.6. Proposition. If M is an n-manifold, then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 

(1) M is orientable. 
(2) M is orientable along all compact subsets. 
(3) The units in each fiber ex of e form a trivial double cover. 
(4) e ~ M x Z via a homeomorphism commuting with the projection to the base. 

PROOF. For convenience we use the word "cover" in Proposition 7.6 to mean 
everything in the definition of a covering space except for the connectivity 
requirements. 
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Clearly (1)=>(2). For (2)=>(3) it is enough to treat the case in which M 
is connected. If the subspace of 0 formed by the units is not connected 
then it is clear that the units form two components each mapping 
homeomorphically to M. In the only other case, they form a connected 
double cover. This implies that there is a path A in 0 from one unit in a 
fiber to the other unit in that fiber. The image of A in M is compact and 
there is no section over it. 

The implications (3)=>(4) and (4)=>(1) are obvious. D 

F or A c M closed, define the homomorphism 

J A: Hn(M,M - A; G)~r c(A, 0 (8) G) 
by 

J A(O:)(X) = jx,A(O:). 

We must, of course, show that the section J A(O:) has compact support. To 
prove this, let cE~n(M) be a representative of 0:. Then c is a chain in some 
compact subset B of M. We claim that J A(O:) (x) = 0 for x¢B. To see this, 
note that c, as a chain in ~n(M, M - A), goes to zero in ~n(M, M - {x}) since 
B c M - {x}. Thus 0: maps to zero in H n(M, M - {x} ) as claimed. 

We must also show that J A(O:) is continuous. For this, again represent 0: 

by a chain c. Then oc is a chain in M - A (since O:EH.(M, M - A)). Thus oc 
is a chain in some compact subset of M - A. Hence, for XEA there is an 
open neighborhood U of x such that oc is a chain in M - 0. Then c represents 
a class f3EHn(M,M - 0). But then the section cp(U x {f3}) coincides with 
J A(O:) over UnA, where cp is as in the proof of Proposition 7.3, establishing 
continuity. 

7.7. Proposition. 

(1) For A=> B both closed, the following diagram commutes: 

Hn(M, M - A; G) -----> Hn(M, M - B; G) 

lJA lJB 

r c(A, 0 ® G) ---->1 rc(B, 0 (8) G). 

(2) For A, B c M both closed, the sequence 

h k 
o ~ r c(A u B, 0 (8) G) -----> r c(A, 0 ® G) EB r c(B, 0 (8) G) -----> r c(A n B, 0 ® G) 

is exact, where h is the sum of restrictions and k is the difference of 
restrictions. 

(3) If A 1 => A 2 => ... are all compact and A = n Ai' then the restriction homo
morphisms r(Ai' 0 (8) G) ~ r(A, 0 (8) G) induce an isomorphism 

lim r(Ai' 0 (8) G) ~ r(A, 0 (8) G). 
~ 

(N ote that r c = r in (3) since all the Ai are compact.) 
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PROOF. Parts (1) and (2) are elementary. For part (3) suppose that s, s' are 
sections over some Ai which restrict to the same section over A. Since sections 
that coincide at a point do so on an open set about the point, there is an 
open set U::J A such that s = s' on Un Ai' But, by compactness, there is a 
j> i such that Aj cU. Then sand s' coincide on Aj , which means they give 
the same element in the direct limit. Thus the map in (3) is one-one. 

To show that the map in (3) is onto, we must show that a section s 
over A extends to a neighborhood of A. For xEA, there is a section 
sxE r (U x' e ® G), where U x is some neighborhood of x, and where s = Sx on 
U x n A. Cover A by a finite number of these sets, say A c U XI U ... U U Xk' Let 
U = {y I all sx,(y) are equal for yE U xJ This is open (because of the finite 
number of conditions) and contains A. 0 

7.8. Theorem. Let M n be a topological n-manifold and let A c M n be closed. 
Then: 

(a) Hi(M,M-A;G)=Ofor i>n; and 
(b) J A: Hn(M, M - A; G) -> r c(A, e ® G) is an isomorphism. 

PROOF. For a given manifold Mn, then for each closed subset A of M n, let 
P M(A) be the statement that the conclusion of the theorem holds for A. Then 
PM satisfies the following five properties (i) through (v): 

(i) A compact and convex in some euclidean open set in M n = PM(A). 

This is immediate from Proposition 7.1 and its proof. 

(ii) 

This follows from the 5-lemma applied to the commutative diagram 

... --.H,+I(M,M -(AnB» --.H,(M,M -(AuB» --.H,(M,M -A)EBH,(M,M -B)--.H,(M,M -(AnB» 

JAUBl JAEBJB1'" JAnBl'" 
o ,r,(AuB,0@G)~r,(A,0@G)EBr,(B,0@G)--->r,(AnB,0@G), 

in which the first row is a Mayer-Vietoris sequence from Theorem 18.2 of 
Chapter IV. 

Putting A = n Ai> this follows from the commutative diagram 

lim HiM,M -AJ ----+ Hp(M,M -A) 
-> "'" 1 '" 1 
lim r c(Ai' e ® G) ----+ rJA,e®G) 
-> "'" 
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where the top isomorphism comes from the fact that any chain is contained 
in a compact subset. (The isomorphism already holds on the chain level.) 
(For p =1= n, disregard the bottom of the diagram.) 

(iv) 

Ai compact with disjoint neighborhoods Nb P M(AJ all i => P M( U AJ 

This item follows from H p(M, M - U AJ ~ H p( U N i, U Ni - U AJ ~ 
EBH /Ni' Ni - AJ ~ EBH p(M, M - AJ and the similar thing for the r c' Let 
us call such unions with disjoint neighborhoods "separated unions." 

(v) Pw(A n W) for all open, relatively compact We M => PM(A). 

This follows from the commutative diagram (disregard the bottom if p =1= n) 

The theorem now follows from the next lemma. This lemma will be used 
to prove several other important results in subsequent sections. 

7.9. Lemma (The Bootstrap Lemma). Let P M(A) be a statement about compact 
sets A in a given n-manifold Mn. If (i), (ii), and (iii) hold, then P M(A) is true for 
all compact A in Mn. 

If M n is separable metric, and PM(A) is defined for all closed sets A, and if 
(i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) hold, then P M(A) is true for all closed sets A in Mn. 

For general M n, if PM(A) is defined for all closed sets A in M, for all M n, 

and if all five statements (i)-(v) hold for all M n, then P M(A) is true for all closed 
A c M and all Mn. 

PROOF. In the first case, we get PM(A) for all finite unions of compact convex 
sets Ai in a given euclidean open set U by an inductive argument using (i), 
(ii) and the identity An (B 1 u ... u Bk) = (A n B 1) u ... u (A n Bk)' Then (iii) 
implies it for all compact sets inside U. Repeating this argument without 
convexity, one gets PM(A) for all finite unions of "small" compact sets, "small" 
meaning "contained in some euclidean neighborhood." Finally, (iii) implies 
it for all compact sets, since any compact set is the intersection of a sequence 
of such finite unions. (Here we are using that a compact set in a manifold 
is separable metrizable.) 

For the second case note that the one point compactification M + of 
M can be given a separable metric with distances bounded by 1. Let 
f(x) = l/dist(x, (jJ) for XE M. If C c M is closed, let 

Ai = Cnf-1[2i - 2,2i -IJ, 
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and 
Bi = C nf-l[2i - 1, 2i]. 

Set A = U Ai and B = UBi' and note that these are separated unions. Then 
Ai and Bi are compact, so P M(Ai) and P M(Bi) are true. From (iv) it follows 
that P M(A) and P M(B) are true. But An B is also the separated union of the 
compact sets AinBj • Therefore PM(AnB) is true. Now (ii) implies that 
PM(C) = PM(AuB) is true. 

For the last statement, note that an open, relatively compact set We M 
is separable metrizable and so Pw(A n W) is true for all closed A and all 
such W by the second case of the lemma. Condition (v) then implies P M(A) 
for all closed A c M. D 

Note that, for a given abelian group G and a given element gEG, the 
following maps are natural in A (closed in a given M): 

Hn(M,M - A) ~ HiM,M - A)®Z-tHn(M,M - A)® G-tHn(M,M - A; G) 

where the middle map is induced by the homomorphism Z -t G taking 1 to 
g. It follows that they induce a map e -t e ® G commuting with the projection 
to M. On the fibers this is Z -t G taking 1 to g. (Note that we only know 
the additive structure on the fibers, so we cannot distinguish 1 from - 1 in 
a fiber, or 9 from - g.) The (possibly disconnected) cover of a closed connected 
set A in M provided by the units ± 1 in the fibers of e maps to a similar 
set in e ® G. Clearly, this map is a homeomorphism unless 9 = - g, in which 
case the two sheets of the first covering go to a single sheet of the second, 
which is a section of e ® Gover A. This proves the following: 

7.10. Proposition. If A c M n is closed and connected then 

r ( C\ G) {G if M is orient able along A, 
A,o® ~ 

2 G if M is not orientable along A, 

where 2G = {gEG12g = O}. (Note that 2G ~ G*Z2.) D 

7.11. Corollary. If A is closed and connected in M n then 

{ 
G if A is compact and M is orientable along A, 

HiM, M - A; G) ~ 2G if A is compact and M is not orientable along A, 
o if A is not compact. D 

7.12. Corollary. If M n is connected then Hi(M; G) = 0 for i > nand 

{ 
G if M is compact and orientable, 

HiM; G) ~ 2G ifM is compact and not orientable, 
o if M is not compact. D 

7.13. Corollary. If M n is connected then the torsion subgroup THn - 1(M) is 
Z2 if M is compact and not orient able and is 0 if M is noncompact or orient able. 
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PROOF. By Example 7.6 of Chapter V we have the exact sequence 

where T A denotes the torsion subgroup of A. If M is noncom pact then this 
sequence looks like 0 --> 0 --> 0 -->? --> 0, which takes care of that case. If M 
is compact and orientable the sequence looks like 0 --> Q/Z --> Q/Z -->? --> 0 
and it is easy to show that any monomorphism Q/Z --> Q/Z is onto, so the 
"?" is zero. If M is compact but not orient able then the sequence IS 

0-->0 --> 2(Q/Z) -->? --> O. Clearly 2(Q/Z);::;; Z2· D 

If M is a compact manifold then it can be shown that H *(M), and hence 
H*(M), is finitely generated. (See Appendix E.) For smooth manifolds, the 
simple discussion in Corollary E.5 suffices. The following result uses this. 

7.14. Corollary. If M n is a compact connected n-manifold then 

HnM·G ;::;; ( ) { 
G if Mis orientable, 

, G /2G if M is not orient able. 

PROOF. From the Universal Coefficient Theorem we have that 

W(M; G);::;; Hom(Hn(M), G)EB Ext(Hn_1(M), G). 

If M is orientable then Hom(Hn(M),G);::;; Hom(Z, G);::;; G, and Hn-1(M) 
is free abelian by Corollary 7.13, and hence Ext(Hn_1(M), G) = 0 by 
Proposition 6.6 of Chapter V. If M is nonorientable then H n(M) = 0 and 
Hn-1(M) is the direct sum of a free abelian group and Z2, by Corollary 7.13. 
Thus Hom (Hn(M), G) = 0 and Ext(Hn_1(M), G);::;; Ext(Z2' G);::;; G/2G. D 

7.15. Theorem. If M is a smooth manifold then it is orientable in the sense in 
which that was defined in terms of charts if and only it is orientable in the 
sense of this section. 

PROOF. The first sense of orientability is that one can choose an atlas so 
that all the transition functions have positive Jacobian determinants. Suppose 
that is the case. At a point XEM take the inverse ¢ of such a chart, i.e., a 
diffeomorphism ¢: Rn --> U. We can assume that ¢(O) = x. Let SE 
Hn(Rn, Rn - {O});::;; Z be a generator, chosen once and for all. Then ¢*(S)E 
Hn(U, U - {x}) = E>x is a generator. Two such charts can be compared to a 
third one whose domain is contained in those of both charts. Thus suppose 
rjJ: Rn --> V C U is another such chart with rjJ(O) = x. Then ¢ -lrjJ is a dif
feomorphism of Rn into itself, fixing the origin, and with positive Jacobian. 
We have seen (essentially in Lemma 16.3 of Chapter II) that such a map is 
isotopic to the identity. (It is isotopic to a linear map which is isotopic to 
the identity ¢:> its determinant is positive.) Such an isotopy gives a homotopy, 
to the identity, of the pair (Rn, Rn - {O}) mapping to itself. Thus the induced 
map on homology is the identity. Therefore the element Sx = ¢*(S)EE>x is 
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independent of the choice of the chart rP. The section SEr (0) is easily seen 
to be continuous by comparison to the map rP*:Hn(Rn,Rn-Dn)--+Hn(U, 
U - D) where D c rP(Dn) is a small disk neighborhood of x. 

On the other hand, if one has an orientation in the present sense, i.e., a 
section S of 0, then at any point if one looks at any chart, either the element 
rP*(S)E0x given as above by the chart coincides with Sx or not. If it does 
not, then the chart which is just the composition with a reflection through 
a hyperplane does give a conforming element. Taking just those charts that 
do give the orientation section provides an atlas. By the previous remarks, 
the Jacobian of any change of variables within that atlas must have positive 
determinant and so this is an orientation of the old sort. 0 

PROBLEMS 

1. If Mm and N" are manifolds then show that M x N is orientable ""'" both M and 
N are orientable. 

2. If M is a connected manifold such that 7r 1(M) has no subgroups of index 2 then 
show that M is orientable. 

3. If T: R" -> R" is a map with T2 = 1 then show that T has a fixed point. (Hint: Use 
the method of Section 20 of Chapter IV.) 

4. • Repeat Problem 3 replacing T2 = 1 by TP = 1 for some prime p. 

5. For a connected nonorientable manifold M" show that there exists a unique 
orientable double covering space of M". 

8. Duality Theorems 

In this section we prove one of the most important results in this book. It 
is a "duality theorem," generally going under the name "Poincare Duality," 
which relates a homology group of a compact oriented manifold with the 
cohomology group in the complementary dimension. The main Duality 
Theorem (Theorem 8.3) contains generalizations of this due to Lefschetz 
and Alexander. An easy corollary will be a far-reaching generalization 
(Corollary 8.8) of the Jordan Curve Theorem. This section will be central to 

I 
the remainder of this chapter. 

Let M n be an orientable n-manifold and let SMEr(M, 0) be an orientation. 
For K c M compact, SM restricts to SKEr(K, 0) = r c(K, 0) ~ Hn(M, M - K) 
and we will regard SK as lying in Hn(M, M - K). We let S = {SK} be the 
collection of all these, and will call S an orientation. 

For closed sets L eKe M define 

ifP(K,L;G) = lim {HP(U, V; G)[(U, V)::::J(K,L), U, V open}. 
--+ 

This group appears to depend on the embedding of K in M and on the 
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particular manifold M, but actually it doesn't. It is naturally isomorphic to 
what is called the "Cech cohomology group." If K and L are reasonably nice 
spaces such as euclidean neighborhood retracts (e.g., CW-complexes or 
topological manifolds) then it is known (see Corollary E.6) that this is 
naturally isomorphic to singular cohomology. In general, however, it is not. 
(See Dold [lJ for details on these matters, which we shall not need.) 

Suppose that (K, L) c (U, V) as above. Then there is a cap product 

LlP(U V' G)® [Lln(V) + Lln(U - L)] ~Ll _ (U - L U - K' G) 
, , Lln(U - K) n p , , 

given by f neb + c) = f nb + f nc = f nco Note that in homology 
Hn_p(U - L, U - K);:;:;; Hn-p(M - L, M - K). Also H*((Ll*(V) + Ll*(U - L))/ 
Ll*(U - K));:;:;; H*(U, U - K);:;:;; H*(M,M - K) by excision, and since {V, 
U - L} is an open cover of U. Thus, in (co)homology we get a cap product 

HP(U, V; G) ® Hn(M, M - K) --+ Hn- p(M - L, M - K; G). 

Also, this is natural in (K, L) (fulfilling the restrictions it must). In particular, 
one can cap with a class in Hn(M, M - A) for some very large compact set 
A. On the (co )chain level this is given by the following: Let f ELlP(U, V; G) 
and YEHn(M, M - A), and let Y be represented by the chain b + c + dELln(V) + 
Lln(U - L) + Lln(M - K). Then 

[I] ny = [f neb + c + d)] = [f nC]EHn_p(M - L,M - K; G), 

since f nb = 0 while f nd is a chain in M - K. 
Thus by capping with 3 A for A "very large," we get the homomorphism 

n3:HP(U, V;G)--+Hn_p(M -L,M -K;G), 

compatible with changing A, and inclusion maps for (U, V). Thus in the direct 
limit we get a natural map 

I n3:ifP(K,L; G)--+Hn_p(M - L, M - K; G). 

Note that, although we assumed M to be orientable, it is really only 
necessary for it to be orientable along K. Also, if we work over Zz as the 
base ring, then there need be no orientability requirement. 

In order to prove some things about this map, we give its (co)chain 
description. Let rxEiJP(K, L; G) be represented by the p-cocycle f of (U, V), 
where (U, V) is some open neighborhood of (K, L). Thus f = 0 on V and 
of = 0 on U. Extend f to a cochain on all of M. Represent the orientation 
3 by a chain a = b + c + d where b is a chain in V; c, in U - L; d, in M - K. 
Then f n (b + c + d) = f n b + f n c + f n d. But f n b = 0, and f n d is a chain 
in M - K so it doesn't matter. Thus rxn3 is represented by f nco Note the 
special case for which L = 0. In that case, we can take V = 0 as well, and 
the chain b does not even enter into consideration. 

8.1. Lemma. Thefollowing diagram (arbitrary coefficients) has exact rows and 
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commutes: 

... ------+ ifP(K, L) ------+, iiP(K) ------0, iiP(L) ------+, iip + '(K, L) ---+ ... 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

where all vertical maps are the cap products with the orientation class 3. 

PROOF. The exactness of the top row follows from that of the direct limit 
functor; see Theorem 0.4. 

The only thing really in question is the last square (the connecting 
homomorphisms). Choose fEdP(M;G) such that flvEdP(V;G) represents 
rxEHP(V; G) mapping to the class in iJP(L; G) we wish to chase. Thus Jf = 0 
on V. 

Represent 3 by a = b + c + dEdn(V) + dn(U - L) + dn(M - K). This is the 
decomposition of a appropriate to the (K, L) pair. But note that 
a = 0 + b + (c + d)Edn(0) + diV - 0) + diM - L) is the decomposition 
appropriate to the pair (L,0). This shows that the same chain a can be used 
in the definition of both cap products under consideration. Note that, since 
3 is a class of (M, M - K), oa must be a chain in M - K. 

Now we do the chase starting with f. Going right gives Jf. Then going 
down gives Jf na. On the other hand, taking f down first, gives f na and 
then going right gives o(fna)=(Jf)na±fnoa. But fnoa is a chain in 
M - K and so it vanishes on passage to homology. D 

8.2. Lemma. Let K and L be compact subsets of the n-manifold M with the 
orientation 3. Then the diagram (arbitrary coefficients) 

~* 
... ~ihKvL) , HP(K)(JJifP(L) ---_, HP(KnL) ----=-~HP+l(KvL)~ ... 

1 1 1 0* 1 
... ~H._p(M,M -(KvL))~H._p(M,M - K)(JJH._,,(M,M - L)~H._'<M,M -(K nL)) ~H"_P_l(M,M -(KvL))~ .. · 

where the vertical maps are the cap products with 3, commutes and has exact 
rows. 

PROOF. Only the square involving the connecting homomorphisms is at issue. 
The top sequence is induced by the exact cochain sequences 

0--+ Hom(d*(U) + d*(V), G) --+ Hom(d*(U), G) EB Hom (d*(V), G) 

--+ Hom(d*(U n V), G) --+ 0 

for open neighborhoods U:::;) K and V:::;) L. Let rxEHP(K nL; G) be represented 
by fEdP(M; G) where Jf = 0 on Un V for some such U, V. Then 
J*(rx)EHP+l(KuL; G) is obtained as follows. Pull f back to <f,O)E 
Hom(d*(U), G) EB Hom (d*(V), G) and then take its co boundary < J f, 0). 
Then the element hEHom(d*(U) + d*(V), G) defined by h(u + v) = (Jf)(u) 
represents J*(a). We can extend h arbitrarily to hEHom(d*(M), G). 

Now let 3 be represented by the chain a = b + c + d + e in d*(U n V) + 
d*(U-L)+d*(V-K)+d*(M-(KuL)). The last term e can be dis-
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regarded since it will produce chains in M - (K u L) having no effect on the 
final result of the diagram chase. Then J*(0()n3 is represented by 
hn(b + c + d) = hn(c + (b + d» = Jf nc. 

On the other hand, the bottom sequence is induced by the exact chain 
sequence 

O ~ A*(M) A*(M) A*(M) A*(M) 
~--....::'-'.----+ EB -+------''------

A*(M - (K u L» A*(M - K) A*(M - L) A*(M - K) + A*(M - L) 

-+0. 

Thus O(n3EHn_p(M,M-(KnL);G) is represented by fna modulo 
A*(M - K; G) + A*(M - L; G). This pulls back to < f n a, 0) whose boundary 
is < 8(f na), 0) = < Jf na ± f n 8a, 0) = < Jf n c + Jf nd ± f n 8a, 0) which 
is equivalent to < 6 f n c, 0) since J f n d ± f n 8aEA*(M - K). Therefore 
Jf nc, modulo A*(M - (KuL», represents 8*(O(n3), proving the commu
tativity. 0 

8.3. Theorem (Poincare-Alexander-Lefschetz Duality). Let M n be an 
n-manifold oriented by 3, and let K ::J L be compact subsets of M. Then the 
cap product 

n3:fjP(K,L; G)-+Hn-iM - L, M - K; G) 

with the orientation class, is an isomorphism. 

PROOF. By the 5-lemma and Lemma 8.1 it is enough to prove the theorem 
in the case L = 0. That is, it suffices to show that 

is an isomorphism. (The coefficient group is immaterial and will be 
suppressed.) 

The homomorphism (*) is an isomorphism when K is a point, since for 
p =f. 0 both groups are zero, and for p = 0, and for U a neighborhood of x, 
(*) is induced by the map HO(U)-+Hn(M,M - {x}) taking 11--+1 n3{x} = 3{x}. 

For compact sets K c M, let FM(K) be the statement that, "The 
homomorphism (*) is an isomorphism for K for all p." Then it suffices to 
show that F satisfies the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of the Bootstrap Lemma 
(Lemma 7.9). 

For property (i), let K be a convex compact subset of a euclidean open 
set and let XEK. Then (i) follows from the diagram 

- n3 HP(K) ---+) Hn_p(M,M -K) 

1 ~ 1 ~ 
fjP( {x}) n~3) Hn_p(M,M - {x}). 

Property (ii) follows from Lemma 8.2 and the 5-lemma. 
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F or property (iii), Let K 1 :=l K 2 :=l ••• be a decreasing sequence of compact 
sets, all of which satisfy P M ('), and let K = nKi' For each i let U i•j be a 
fundamental system of open neighborhoods of K i. Because Ki has a metrizable 
neighborhood, we can use a sequence here, say the 1/ j-neighborhood, but 
this is only for notational convenience and is not important.) Again, for 
notational convenience, we can redefine these sets so that for any j, 
U 1.j :=l U 2.j :=l "', either by using a metric as above or merely noting that we 
can inductively intersect the original sets with the previous items in this list. 
Then the U i •j form a fundamental set of neighborhoods of K, so 

by Theorem D.S. The commutative diagram 

then proves property (iii). o 

Taking K = M, compact, in the diagram of Lemma 8.1, gives the following: 

8.4. Corollary (Poincare-Lefschetz Duality). If M n is a compact orientable 
n-manifold and L c M n is closed, then we have the following diagram with exact 
rows and all verticals (cap products with the orientation class) being isomor
phisms: 

... ~ fjP(M,L) ~ fjP(M) ------t) fjP(L) ---4) fjp+l(M,L) ~ ... 

t"" t "" t "" t "" 

(The isomorphism involving M alone is called "Poincare Duality.") This holds 
with arbitrary coefficients, and M n need not be orientable for Z2 as base ring. 

o 

8.5. Corollary. If L is a proper compact subset of an orientable connected 
n-manifold M n then fjn(L; G) = ° for any coefficient group G. 

PROOF. It is isomorphic to H o(M, M - L; G) = 0, since M - L =f= 0· 0 

8.6. Corollary (Alexander Duality). If A is a compact subset of Rn then 

iiiR" - A; G) ~ fjn- q-l(A; G). 

PROOF. fjn- q-l(A; G) ~ Hq+ l(Rn, Rn - A; G) ~ iiq(Rn - A; G) by the reduced 
homology sequence of (Rn, Rn - A). 0 
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8.7. Corollary (Alexander Duality). If A 0/= 0 is a closed subspace of sn then 

Hisn - A; G)::;:; Hn-q-1(A; G). 

PR~OF. We have iin- q- 1(A; G)::;:; Hq+ l(sn,sn - A; G). Also Hq+ 1 (sn, sn - A; G) 
::;:; Hisn - A; G) except when q + 1 = n. In that case we have the commutative 
diagram with exact rows 

HO(sn) ~ iJO(A) -----+) HO(A) ----+ 0 

1 ~ 1 ~ 

which makes the result clear. (The O's on the bottom row are because the 
inclusion map sn - A c::.........Sn factors through a contractible space sn - point.) 

D 

8.8. Corollary (Generalized Jordan Curve Theorem). Let M n be a connected, 
orientable, compact n-manifold with H 1 (Mn; A) = 0 over some ring A with unity. 
Let A be a proper closed subset of Mn. Then iin- 1(A; A) is a free A-module 
whose rank is one less than the number of components of M n - A. 

PROOF. The number of components of M - A is rank(H o(M - A)) = 
1 + rank (Ho(M -A)). Since H 1(M)=0 and Ho(M) =0, the exact sequence 
of (M, M - A) gives H o(M - A) ::;:; H 1 (M, M - A) and the latter is isomorphic 
to iJn-1(A) by duality. D 

8.9. Corollary. Let Mn be a connected, orientable, and compact n-manifold 
with H 1 (Mn; Z) = O. Then no nonorientable compact (n - 1 )-manifold N n -1 can 
be embedded in Mn. 

PROOF. This is because Hn-1(N; Z) ::;:; Zz is not free. D 

For example, this last corollary implies that real projective 2n-space cannot 
be embedded in sZn + 1. Of course, in the proof of Corollary 8.9, we are using 
the fact from Appendix E that ii*(N)::;:; H*(N). Note that in the case for 
which Mn and Nn - 1 are smooth and N n - 1 is smoothly embedded, this follows 
immediately from the Tubular Neighborhood Theorem (Theorem 11.14 of 
Chapter II). 

8.10. Theorem (Poincare). There is a compact 3-manifold having the homology 
groups of S3 but which is not simply connected. 

PROOF. Consider the group I of rotational symmetries of a regular icosa
hedron, the "icosahedral group." We have Ie SO(3) and it is well known 
that I is isomorphic to the alternating group A5 on five letters. (This can be 
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Figure VI-6. Shows that I = As. 

seen geometrically by considering the five tetrahedra inscribed in a 
dodecahedron (which is dual to the icosahedron) and the permutations of 
them induced by the action of I. See Figure VI-6.) Also well known is the 
fact that this group is simple. Consider the homomorphism S3 ~ SO(3), where 
S3 is the group of unit quaternions. The inverse image of 1 in S3 is a group 
I', of which 1 is the quotient by the subgroup { ± I} c I'. The dodecahedron 
has an inscribed cube, so that 1 contains the rotation group of a cube. 
Assuming the cube to be aligned with the coordinate axes, this implies that 
the quaternions i, j, k are in I'. Thus iji-1r 1 = ijij = k2 = - 1 is in the 
commutator subgroup [I',I']' The image of [I',I'] in 1 is [I,J] = I, and it 
follows that [I', I'] = I'. The space in question is ~3 = S3 II'. From covering 
space theory, we have nl(~3) ~ I' and so Hl(~3) ~ nl(~3)/[nl' ni] = O. By the 
Universal Coefficient Theorem, Hl(~3) ~ Hom(Hl(~3), Z) = O. By Poincare 
duality, H2(~3) ~ Hl(~3) = O. 0 

This example occupies an interesting niche in the history of topology. 
Poincare originally conjectured that a manifold which is a homology sphere 
is homeomorphic to a sphere. When the above counterexample, called the 
"Poincare dodecahedral space," and others came to light, the conjecture was 
modified to include the hypothesis of simple connectivity. Today, for smooth 
manifolds, that conjecture is known to be true with the single exception of 
dimension three, where it remains an open and very important conjecture 
called, of course, the "Poincare Conjecture." 

Another interesting fact about this space ~3 = SO(3)11 = S3/I' is that it is 
the unique example of an "exotic homogeneous homology sphere." That is, 
if ~n is a closed n-manifold with the homology groups of sn and if G is a 
compact Lie group acting transitively on ~n, with isotropy group H, then, 
with the single exception of this example, ~n is diffeomorphic to sn and G 
acts on it linearly, i.e., as a subgroup of O(n + 1). (See Bredon [1].) For 
another context in which this space occurs, see Section 18. 
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PROBLEMS 

1. -<r If M n is a connected, orientable, and compact n-manifold with HI (Mn; Z) = 0 
and if N n - 1 c M n is a compact connected (n - I)-manifold, then show that 
M n - N n - 1 has exactly two components with N n - 1 as the topological boundary 
of each. 

2. Give a counterexample to Problem 1 if the condition HI (Mn; Z) = 0 is dropped. 

3. Show, by example, that Corollary 8.8 would be false if fj were replaced by H. 

4. For a locally compact space X, define H~(X) = l~ HP(X, X - K) where K ranges 
over the compact subsets of X. (This is called "cohomology with compact 
supports.") For an oriented n-manifold Mn, define a cap product n i}: H~(Mn)--7 

Hn- p(Mn) and show that it is an isomorphism. (Hint: For U c X open with 0 
compact, lim fjP(X, X - U) = lim HP(X, X - 0).) 

--7 --7 

5. Using Problem 4, show that, for a connected n-manifold Mn, H~(Mn) ~ Z for M n 
orientable and H~(Mn) ~ Z2 for M n nonorientable. 

6. If M 2n + 1 is a compact connected (2n + 1 )-manifold, possibly nonorientable, show 
that the Euler characteristic of M Zn + 1 is zero. (Assume the fact that H *(M) is 
finitely generated.) 

7. If M3 is a compact, connected, and nonorientable 3-manifold, show that HI (M) 
is infinite. (Hint: Use Problem 6.) 

8. If U c R3 is open, show that Hl(U) is torsion free. (Hint: This would be false for 
U cRn,n > 3.) 

9. Show that Corollary 8.9 remains true if the hypothesis that HI (M; Z) = 0 is 
weakened to H 1(M;Zz)=O. 

10. Rework Problems 6-9 of Section 19 of Chapter IV in light of the results of the 
present section. 

9. Duality on Compact Manifolds with Boundary 

We remark that, in general, if Mn is compact then the orientation .9 is simply 
an element of Hn(Mn) which is a generator on each component. In this case, 
we usually denote it by [M]EHn(M). This class [M] is called the "orientation 
class" or "fundamental class" of M. 

Let Mn be a compact n-manifold with boundary oM. We shall assume 
that there is a neighborhood of oM in Mn which is a product oM x [0,2), 
with oM corresponding to oM x {O}. This is clearly the case for smooth 
manifolds and it is also known to always be the case for paracompact 
topological manifolds, by a theorem of M. Brown [2]. Also, one can avoid 
such an assumption merely by adding an external collar. For simplicity of 
notation, we will treat oM x [0,2) as a subspace of M. 

Assume that Mn is connected and orientable, by which we mean that 
its interior M - oM is orientable. Then we have the following isomor
phisms: 
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Hn(M, aM) ~ Hn(M, aM x [0,1)) 

~ Hn(int(M), aM x (0,1)) 

~ HO(M - aM x [0,1)) 

~HO(M) 

~z. 

VI. Products and Duality 

(homotopy) 

(excision) 

(duality) 

(homotopy) 

The orientation class 9EHn(int(M), aM x (0, I)) corresponds to a class 
[M]EHn(M,aM). At the other end of this sequence of isomorphisms, the 
orientation class corresponds to 1 EHO(M), the class of the augmentation 
co cycle taking all O-simplices to 1. 

Consider the following sequence of isomorphisms: 

HP(M; G) ~ HP(M - aM x [0,1); G) 

~ Hn- p(int(M), aM x (0,1); G) 

~ Hn-p(M, aM x [0,1); G) 

~ Hn_p(M, aM; G) 

(homotopy) 

(duality, cap with S) 

(excision) 

(homotopy). 

By naturality of the cap product, the resulting isomorphism HP(M; G) ~ 
Hn-p(M, aM; G) is the cap product with the orientation class [M]EHn(M, aM). 

9.1. Lemma. If M n is compact and orientable then aM is orientable and 
[aM] = a* [M] is an orientation class, where a* is the connecting homomor
phism of the exact sequence of the pair (M, aM). 

PROOF. Let A be a component of aM, and put B = aM - A (possibly empty). 
Consider the exact homology sequence of the triple (M, A u B, B). Part of it 
is the homomorphism a*:Hn(M,AuB)~Hn_1(AuB,B). The first group is 
Hn(M, aM) and the second is isomorphic, by excision, to Hn- 1 (A). If c is a 
chain representing [M] EHn(M, aM) then [M] = [c] goes to [part of ac in 
A] in Hn -1 (A). Thus we are to show that the part of ac in A is an orientation, 
i.e., that it gives a generator of Hn-1(A). 

For any coefficient group G, we have 

Hn(M,B;G)~Hn(M,B x [0, 1); G) 

~ Hn(int(M),B x (0,1); G) 

~ rc(int(M) - B x (0,1), e ® G) 

=0, 

since int(M) - B x (0,1) is connected and non-compact. By the Universal 
Coefficient Theorem, 

O=Hn(M,B;Q/Z)~Hn(M,B)®Q/Z EB THn- 1(M,B), 

see Example 7.6 of Chapter V. Hence, Hn _ 1(M,B) is torsion free and the 
exact sequence of the triple (M, A u B, B) has the segment 

O~ Hn(M, aM) ~ Hn- 1(A) ~(torsion free). 
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But Hn(M, 8M) ~ Z, and H n- 1 (A) is either Z (if orient able) or 0 (if not). Thus 
H n - 1 (A) must be Z and 8* must be onto to make the cokernel torsion free. 

o 

9.2. Theorem. If M n is an oriented, compact, connected n-manifold with 
boundary, then the diagram (arbitrary coefficients) 

... ----> HP(M) i* , HP(iJM)~HP+1(M,aM) j* , HP+1(M)----+ 

'''In[M] (--1)P '''In[cM] (_l)p+1 '''In[M] '''In[M] 

... ----> H"'p(M,iJM) ~ H"'p,,(iJM) ------;--->H",p,l (M)~H"'p'I(M,aM)------+'" 
* * J* 

with exact rows, commutes up to the indicated signs. This also holds, without 
the orientability restriction, over the base ring Z2' 

PROOF. All the vertical isomorphisms, except the third, result from previous 
theorems or remarks. The third one will follow from the 5-lemma as soon 
as we have proved the commutativity. 

Let cEAn(M) represent the orientation class [M] EHn(M, 8M). Then 8c is a 
chain in 8M. 

For the first square, let f EAP(M) be a cocycle. Then going right and then 
down gives a class represented by f I aM n 8c = f n 8c = (-1)P 8U n c). Going 
down then right gives 8(f nc). 

For the second square, letfEAP(M) with (jf = 0 on 8M. Then going right 
then down gives ((j f) n c = 8U n c) + ( -1)P + 1 f n 8c which is homologous to 
( -1)P + 1 f n 8c = ( -1)P + 1 f I aM n 8c. Going down then right gives f I aM n 8c. 

Commutativity of the third square is obvious. 0 

9.3. Corollary. n[M]:HP(M,8M;G)~Hn_p(M;G) is an isomorphism. 0 

It is often desirable to have a version of duality entirely in terms of 
cohomology and the cup product. To this end, let A be a principal ideal 
domain and, with the notation of Example 7.6 of Chapter V, put 

the "torsion free part" of the pth cohomology group. Note that if A is a field 
then fi = H. We shall assume the fact, proved in Appendix E, that H*(M;A) 
is finitely generated. Then it follows that Ext(H *(M), A) is all torsion so that 

the Universal Coefficient Theorem gives the isomorphism fiP(M; A) ~ 
Hom(fi iM), A). 

9.4. Theorem. Let M n be a compact, connected, oriented (over A) n-manifold 
with boundary. Then the cup product pairing 

fip(M;A)®Afin-p(M,8M;A)~W(M,8M;A) ~ Ho(M;A) ~ A 
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taking (rx®f3)~rxuf3~<rxuf3, [M])EA, is a duality pairing. That is, the map 

iiP(M; A) ~ HomA(iin-P(M, aM; A), A), 

taking rx~1i where Ii(I3) = < rx u 13, [M]), is an isomorphism. 

PROOF. We have the isomorphism iiP(M;A) --=--'Hom(iip(M),A)--=--' 

Hom(iin-P(M,aM),A) (given by the Universal Coefficient Theorem and cap 
with [M], respectively), taking, say, rx to rx* and then to rxo, where rx*(y) = 
< rx, y). We claim that rxO = Ii, which would prove the desired isomorphism. 
We compute rxO(f3) = rx*(f3 n [M]) = < rx, 13 n [M]) = < rxu 13, [M]) = Ii(I3). D 

PROBLEMS 

1. If Mn and N n are compact connected oriented n-manifolds, one defines their 
"connected sum" M#N as follows: Take a nicely embedded n-disk in each, remove 
its interior, and paste the remainders together via an orientation reversing homeo
morphism on the boundary spheres of these disks. Show that the cohomology 
ring of M#N is isomorphic to the ring resulting from the direct product of the 
rings for M and N with the unity elements (in dimension 0) identified and the 
orientation classes identified. Similarly, the multiples of these identifications must 
also be made. (The orientation cohomology class of M is that class .9EHn(M) which 
is Kronecker dual to [M], i.e., such that .9[M] = 1. It can also be described as 
the class that is Poincare dual to the standard generator in H o(M), the class 
represented by any O-simplex.) In particular, cup products of positive dimensional 
classes, one from each of the two original manifolds, are zero. 

2. Suppose that N n is a compact, orientable, smooth n-manifold embedded smoothly 
in the compact, orientable m-manifold Mm. Let W be a closed tubular neighborhood 
of N in M. Show that there exists an isomorphism Hp(N)~Hm_n+p(W,aW). 

3. -¢- Let Mn be a compact manifold with boundary aM = Au B where A and Bare 
(n-l)-manifolds with common boundary AnB. Since AnB is a neighborhood 
retract in both A and B (see Appendix E) the inclusion d*(A) + d*(B) c...-. d*(A u B) 
induces an isomorphism in homology, and so there is a cap product 

n: W(M, A) ® Hn(M, A u B) -+ Hn- p(M, B). 

Take the orientation class [A] to come from [aM] = a*[M] via Hn- I (aM) = 

H n -I (A u B) -+ H n -I (A u B, B) ~ H n _ 1 (A, A n B) (by excision and homotopy). Show 
that the diagram 

···~W(M,A) ) W(M) ) W(A) ) HP+'(M,A) ~ ... 

lC[O' -j c[M] 

'" !n[A] j c[M] H._p_,(A,cA) 

1" 
... --+H._/M,B) __ H._p(M,iJM) ,H._p-,(AuB,B)--H._p-,(M,B)-- ... 

commutes up to sign. Deduce that there is the duality isomorphism 

n[M]:W(M,A)~Hn_p(M,B). 
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4. Verify, by direct computation, the isomorphism HP(M, A) ::::; H 3 _ p(M, B) for 
M3 = S1 X D2 and where A is a nice 2-disk in aM and B is the closure of the 
complement of A in aM. 

5. If Mm and N n are compact orientable manifolds with boundary, show that 
Hm_p((M,oM) x N)::::;Hn+P(M x (N,oN)). 

10. Applications of Duality 

In this section we will give several applications of duality to problems about 
manifolds. It is standard terminology to refer to compact manifolds without 
boundary as "closed" manifolds. We shall occasionally use the fact, from 
Appendix E, that such manifolds have finitely generated homology. 

10.1. Proposition. Let M" be a closed, connected, orientable manifold and let 
f: 8" -+ M be a map of nonzero degree. Then H *(M"; Q) ;::::: H *(8"; Q). If, 
moreover, deg(f) = ± 1, then H *(M"; Z) ;::::: H *(8"; Z). 

PROOF. For the last part, suppose Hq(M; Z) # 0 for some q # 0, n. Then it 
can easily be seen from the Universal Coefficient Theorem that there is a 
field A such that Hq(M; A) # O. For the first part, take A = Q. 

If O#IXEHq(M;A) then there is a f3EW-q(M;A) with lXuf3#O. Thus 
1Xf3=k·y, where y is a generator of H"(M;A) and O#kEA. Therefore 
0= 0·0 = f*(IX)f*(f3) = f*(IXf3) = f*(ky) = k·deg(f)· generator # O. 0 

10.2. Proposition. The cohomology rings of the real, complex, and quaternionic 
projective spaces are: 

H*(RP"; Z2) ;::::: Z2[1X]/IX"+ 1 

H*(CP"; Z) ;::::: Z[IX]/IX" + 1 

H*(QP"; Z);::::: Z[IX]/IX"+ 1 

where deg(lX) = 1, 

where deg(lX) = 2, 

where deg(lX) = 4. 

PROOF. We already know the additive (co)homology groups of these spaces. 
The arguments for all of these are essentially the same so we will give it only 
for the case of complex projective space. The proof is by induction on n. 
Suppose it holds for n -1, i.c., that there is an element IXEH2(CP"-1) such 
that 1, IX, 1X2, ... , 1X"-1 generate the homology groups in those dimensions. Now 
CP" is obtained from CP" -1 by attaching a 2n-cell. It follows from the exact 
sequence of the pair (CP",CP"-l) that H i(CP")-+H i(CP"-1) is an 
isomorphism for i ::;; 2n - 2. Thus it makes sense to identify IX and its powers 
up to IXn -1 with their preimages in Hi(cpn) in this range. (This is just a 
notational convenience.) Also, of course, the case n = 1 is trivial, so we can 
assume n~2. Thus we have the classes IXEH2(cpn) and 1X"-1 EH 2"-2(cpn). 
By Theorem 9.4, the product IX" = IX U IX"-l must be a generator of H2n(cpn). 

D 
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10.3. Corollary. Any homotopy equivalence CP2" ...... CpZ" preserves orientation 
for n?: 1. 

PROOF. Such a map f must be an isomorphism on H2(CP2") ~ Z and so, for 
a generator a we must have f*(a) = ±a. Therefore f*(a Z") = (f*(a))Zn = 
(± af" = a2n. The contention follows since this is a top dimensional generator. 

o 

We will now study to a small extent the cohomology of manifolds that 
are boundaries of other manifolds. 

10.4. Theorem. Let A be afield (coefficients for all homology and cohomology). 
Let V 2n + 1 be an oriented (unless A = Zz) compact manifold with av = M2" 
connected. Then dim H"(M2") is even and 

dim[ker(i*: Hn(M) ...... Hn(V))] = dim[im(i*: H"(V) ...... H"(M))] = idim W(M). 

Moreover, im(i*) c H"(M) is self-annihilating, i.e., the cup product of any two 
classes in it is zero. 

PROOF. Consider this portion of the Poincare-Lefschetz diagram: 

W(V) 
i* 

) W(M) ii* ) H"+l(V,M) 

n[M] 1 ~ 
i. 

~ In[v] 
Hn(M) ) H"(V). 

From the diagram we see that {im(i*)} n [M] = {ker(c5*)} n [M] = ker(i*). 
Thus rank(i*) = dim im(i*) = dim ker(i*) = dim H "(M) - rank(i*) = dim H"(M)
rank(i*), since i* and i* are Kronecker duals of one another (this is the fact 
that the rank of a transposed matrix equals the rank of the original). Therefore, 
dim H"(M) = 2·rank(i*) = 2·dim(ker(i*)). 

Now if a, [3EH"(V) then c5*(i*(a) u i*([3)) = (c5*i*)(au [3) = 0 since c5*i* = 0 
by exactness. But c5*:H2n(M) ...... H 2"+1(V,M) is a monomorphism since it is 
dual to i*:Ho(M) ...... Ho(V). Thus i*(a)ui*([3)=O as claimed. 0 

10.5. Corollary. If M m = av is connected with V compact, then the Euler 
characteristic X(M) is even; also see Problem 1. 

PROOF. If dim(M) is odd then Poincare duality on M pairs odd and even 
dimensions and so X(M) = 0 for all closed M. For M of dimension 2n, we 
have that X(M) == dim Hn(M; Z2) modulo 2. For M = av, the latter is 0 (mod 
2) by Theorem 10.4. 0 

10.6. Corollary. RpZn, CP2", and QP2" are not boundaries of compact 
manifolds. 0 
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We remark that all orientable two- and three-dimensional closed manifolds 
are boundaries. The Klein bottle is a nonorientable 2-manifold which is a 
boundary. 

10.7. Definition (H. Weyl). Let M be a closed oriented manifold. The signature 
of M is defined to be 0 if dim(M) is not divisible by 4. If dim(M) = 4n, then 
signature(M) is defined to be the signature of the quadratic form < IX, f3) = 
(IXuf3)[M] on H2n(M;R). 

Recall that a quadratic form over the reals is the sum and difference of 
squares. Its "signature" is the sum of the signs on those squares. Another 
term used for this is "index." 

10.8. Corollary (Thorn). If M 4n "= a v4n + 1 is connected with V compact and 
orientable then signature(M) = O. 

PROOF. Let W = H2n(M; R) and let dim(W) = 2k. The quadratic form (over 
R) of Definition 10.7 is equivalent to the sum of, say, r positive squares and, 
thus, 2k - r negative ones. That is, there is a subspace W+ on which the 
form is positive definite and another subspace W- on which it is negative 
definite with dim W+ = r and dim W- = 2k - r. By Theorem 10.4, there is a 
subspace U c W of dimension k such that < IX, f3) = 0 on U. Clearly U u W + = 
{O} and so the sum r + k of their dimensions cannot be greater than the 
dimension 2k of W That is, r + k .::::; 2k, so that r'::::; k. 

Similarly Un W- = {O}, so that (2k - r) + k.::::; 2k, i.e., k .::::; r. 
Thus r = k and the signature is zero. 0 

10.9. Example. The connected sum (see Problem 1 in Section 9) M4 = 
Cp2#Cp2 is not the boundary of an orientable 5-manifold. To see this, note 
that the ring of M4 is generated by classes IX, f3EH2(M), with IXf3 = 0 and 
IX2 = f32, so that its quadratic form is the identity 2 x 2 matrix whose signature 
is 2 (or - 2 for the other orientation). 

Of course, a more general argument shows that the signature is additive 
with respect to the connected sum operation on oriented manifolds. 

However, CP2 # - CP2 is the boundary of the orientable 5-manifold 
V S = (CP2 - U) x I, where U is an open 4-disk in CP2. (_CP2 stands for 
CP2 with the opposite orientation.) The only difference in the cohomology 
ring is that f32 = - IX2, but that is enough, of course, to make the signature 
zero. Naturally, this is a general fact having nothing to do with CP2 
specifically. 

Also we claim that Cp2#Cp2 is the boundary of a nonorientable 
5-manifold. To see this consider (CP2 x I)#(Rp2 x S3), where the sum is done 
away from the two boundary components. Now run an arc from one of the 
boundary components through an orientation reversing loop in Rp2 x S3 
and then to the other boundary component. Done nicely this arc has a 
product neighborhood, and we can remove that. This leaves Cp2#Cp2 as the 
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boundary of the resulting, nonorientable, 5-manifold. Again, this is a general 
construction and has nothing to do with Cpz specifically. 

In Section 20 of Chapter IV, we proved the Borsuk-Ulam Theorem by a 
somewhat special argument. Now we shall reprove it using a fairly direct 
argument with the ring structure of the cohomology of real projective space. 

10.10. Theorem. If m> n then for any map ¢: pm -+ pn, the induced 
homomorphism ¢#: 1[1 (pm) -+ 1[1 (pn) is trivial. 

PROOF. This is clear for n = 1 since the homomorphism in question is Zz -+ Z. 
Thus take m > n > 1. Since 1[1 (pn) is abelian, it is naturally isomorphic to 
Hi (pn) by the Hurewicz Theorem (Theorem 3.4 of Chapter IV). Therefore it 
suffices to show that ¢*: Hi (pm) -+ Hi (pn) is trivial. 

Similarly, the Universal Coefficient Theorem gives a natural epimorphism 

H1(pn; Zz) -+ Hom(H 1 (pn), Zz) 

which is an isomorphism since both groups are isomorphic to Zz. Thus it 
suffices to show that ¢*: H1(pn; Zz) -+ H1(pm; Zz) is trivial. But, if it is not 
trivial then ¢*(rx)=f3#O for some rxEH1(pn;zz). Then O=¢*(O)=¢*(rxm)= 
(¢*(rx))m= pm #0. 0 

Now we will use Theorem 10.10 to reprove Theorem 20.1 of Chapter IV, 
and hence the rest of the results in that section. 

10.11. Corollary. If ¢: sm -+ sn is any map with ¢( - x) = - ¢(x) for all x, then 
m:::;;n. 

PROOF. ¢ induces a map pm -+ P". It suffices, by Theorem 10.10, to show that 
this cannot be trivial on 1[1. Consider any path y in sm from some point x 
to - x. Then ¢ 0 y is a path in sn from ¢(x) to ¢( - x) = - ¢(x). In pm, y projects 
to a loop rx, and in pn, ¢oy also projects to a loop f3. These are not homotopi
cally trivial loops since they lift to nonloops. Therefore ¢#( [rx]) = [f3] is 
nontrivial. 0 

10.12. Theorem. For n ;:::: 2, pn cannot be embedded in sn + 1. 

PROOF. For n even this already follows from Corollory8.9. For n odd, 
Corollary 8.8 implies that if pn c sn + 1 then sn + 1 = Au B with An B = pn. 
(See Problem 1 of Section 8.) We will show that this is incompatible with what 
we know about the cohomology ofpn with Zz coefficients. For the remainder 
of the proof we assume coefficients in Zz, which will be suppressed from the 
notation. We are also going to assume that H*(pn) ~ H*(pn). This is always 
true, and is proved in Corollary E.6. One could-just assume that pn is 
embedded smoothly, from which this follows immediately from the Tubular 
Neighborhood Theorem (Theorem 11.4 of Chapter II). 
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By naturality of the cup product, there is a cup product on fI* induced 
by the direct limit. The exactness of the direct limit functor and the Mayer
Vietoris sequence for open sets implies that there is an exact Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence of the form 

..• --+ Hi(sn + 1) --+ fIi(A) E9 fIi(B) --+ Hi(pn) --+ Hi + l(sn + 1) --+ .. '. 

It follows that fIi(A) E9 fIi(B) --+ Hi(pn) is an isomorphism for 0 < i < n. Also 
the latter group is Z2' Hence we may assume that fIl(A) ~ Z2 and fIl(B) = O. 
There is a class rxEfIl(A) mapping to 0 #- pEH1(pn) ~ Z2' Thus rxn maps to 
pn #- 0, and so the map fIn(A) --+ Hn(pn) is onto. 

Also, since A and B are proper closed subsets of sn+ 1, we have, from 
Corollary 8.5, that fIn + l(A) = 0 = fIn + l(B). 

These conclusions are contrary to the exactness of 

fIn(A) E9 fIn(B) --+ Hn(pn) --+ Hn + l(sn + 1) --+ 0 

(part of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence above). D 

Our last application is to lens spaces, which have been mentioned before. 
Consider the sphere S3 as {(u,v)EC21IuI 2+lvI2=1}. Let w=e2xi/p, a 
primitive pth root of unity. For q relatively prime to p, consider the map 
Yq: S3 --+ S3 given by Tiu, v) = (wu, wqv). This has period p and none of the 
iterates Tq, T;, . .. , T: - 1 has fixed points. That is, Tq generates a free action 
of the cyclic group of order p on S3. The orbit space of this action is called 
L( p, q), and is known as a "lens space." Then L( p, q) is an orientable 
3-manifold and has S3 as its universal covering space, with p sheets. 

For given p, we aim to attach a homotopy invariant to L( p, q) that depends 
on q. For this, we need to recall the "Bock stein homomorphism." The short 
exact sequence 0 --+ Z ~ Z --+ Zp --+ 0 of coefficient groups induces the long 
exact sequence 

... --+ Hn(x; Z) ~ Hn(x; Z) ~ Hn(x; Zp) ~ Hn+ l(X; Z) --+ .... 

Let p=popo:Hn(X;Zp)--+Hn+l(x;Zp). This, and Po itself, is called the 
Bockstein homomorphism. It is natural in X, so that it is what is called a 
"cohomology operation." 

For the case of L = L( p, q), we have that n 1 (L( p, q)) ~ Zp by covering space 
theory. Using the Hurewicz Theorem, the Universal Coefficient Theorem, 
and Poincare duality, we can calculate that 

Hl(L;Z) ~ ZP' 
H2(L;Z) ~O, 

H3(L;Z)~Z, 

The exact sequence 

Hl(L;Z)~O, 

H2(L; Z) ~ ZP' 
H3(L;Z)~Z, 

H 1 (L; Zp) ~ Zp ~ Hl(L; Zp), 

H 2(L; Zp) ~ Zp ~ H2(L; Zp), 

H 3(L; Zp) ~ Zp ~ H3(L; Zp). 
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shows that [30 and p are isomorphisms here, and so 

[3: H1(L; Zp) ~ H2(L; Zp) 

is an isomorphism. 
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Now let aEH1(L( p, q); Zp) be a generator. Then [3(a) is a generator and 
a[3(a)EH3(L( p, q); Zp) is a generator by Poincare duality (Theorem 9.4). Let 
[L(p, q)]EH 3(L( p, q); Zp) be the mod p reduction of a generator of H 3(L( p, q); 
Z) ~ Z. This is unique up to sign. For any generator aEH1(L(p, q); Zp) we 
have that <a[3(a), [L(p,q)J> is a generator of Zp. For any other generator 
b=na (n prime to p), we have <b[3(b), [L(p,q)J> = <na[3(na), [L(p,q)J> = 
n2<a[3(a), [L(p,q)J>. Thus, the generator <a[3(a), [L(p,q)J> is determined, 
independent of the choice of a and of the orientation, up to ± a square 
factor, prime to p, in Zp. Let i ~j be the equivalence relation in Zp meaning 
that i == ±jn2(mod p) for some nEZ, prime to p. Then we define an invariant 
tqEZp, modulo the equivalence relation ~, by 

I tq~<a[3(a),[L(p,q)J> 

where aEH1(L(p, q); Zp) is a generator. 

10.13. Lemma. The invariants tq satisfy tq ~ qt1. 

PROOF. First we remark that detailed calculations can show that t 1 ~ 1, but 
we do not need that. If v = rei8 EC and kEZ then we will use V<k) to denote 
rekiO• Consider the map ¢: S3 ~ S3 where ¢(u, v) = (u, v(q»). Note that 
¢ T1 (u, v) = ¢( wu, wv) = (wu, wqv(q»), and Tq¢( u, v) = Ti u, v(q») = (wu, wqv(q»). 
Thus ¢T1 = Tq¢, which means that ¢ carries the action by T1 on S3 to that 
by Tq on S3. (That is, ¢ is equivariant with respect to these actions.) 
Consequently, ¢ induces a map t/J: L( p, 1) ~ L( p, q). From covering space 
theory, n 1(L(p, 1)) is generated by the loop which is the image of any path 
in S3 from the base point * to T1 (*), and similarly for L( p, q) and Tq. Since 
¢ carries the path for T1 to that for Tq, we conclude that 

t/J#:n1(L(p, 1))~n1(L(p,q)) 

is an isomorphism. By the naturality of the Hurewicz homomorphism, it 
follows that t/J *: Hi (L(p, 1)) ~ Hi (L(p, q)) is an isomorphism and consequently 
t/J*: H1(L(p, q); Zp) ~ H1(L( p, 1); Zp) is an isomorphism. 

Now ¢ is easily seen to have degree q. (For example, it is the double 
suspension of the map v~vq on Sl.) The diagram 

1 1 

shows that t/J has degree q, since the verticals both have degree p because 
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they are p-fold coverings. Therefore tft*[L(p, 1)] = ±q[L(p,q)], the ± 
allowing for a difference in choice of orientations. 

Let aEH1(L( p, q); Zp) be a generator and put b = tft*(a). Then 
f3(b) = tft*(f3(a)) and bf3(b) = tft*(af3(a)) and we have 

t 1 ~ < bf3(b), [L( p, 1)]) 

= <tft*(af3(a)), [L(p, 1)]) 

= <af3(a), tft*[L(p, 1)]) 

= <af3(a), ± q[L(p,q)]) 

= ±q<af3(a),[L(p,q)]) 

~ qtq-

Thus tq ~ q2 tq ~ qtl' as claimed. D 

10.14. Theorem. If L( p, q) c:::' L( p, q') then qq' == ± n2 (mod p) for some integer 
n. (That is, either qq' or - qq' is a quadratic residue mod p.) 

PROOF. If h: L( p, q) ~ L( p, q') is a homotopy equivalence then it has degree 
± 1. Therefore h*[L(p,q)] = ± [L(p,q')]. Then, if bEH1(L(p,q');Zp) is a 
generator and a = h*(b), we have 

tq ~ < af3(a), [L( p, q)]) 

= <h*(bf3(b)), [L(p, q)]) 

= <bf3(b), h*[L(p, q)]) 

= ± <bf3(b),[L(p,q')]) 

D 

10.15. Theorem. There exist two orientable closed 3-manifolds with the same 
fundamental groups and homology groups, but which are not homotopy 
equivalent. 

PROOF. The lens space L(5,1) is not homotopy equivalent to L(5,2) since 
neither ± 2 is a quadratic residue mod 5. D 

Much more is known about these interesting spaces. The converse of 
Theorem 10.14 is true, due to J.H.e. Whitehead [1]; see Example 11.17 of 
Chapter VII. It is not hard to see that L( p, q) ~ L( p, q') if q' == ± q ± 1 (mod 
p) and it is known (hard) that the converse is also true; see Brody [1]. This 
implies, for example, that L(7, 1) and L(7,2) are not homeomorphic, even 
though L(7, 1) c:::' L(7, 2) since 1· 2 == 32 (mod 7). Also see Milnor [4]. Another 
curious fact is that the connected sum of three projective planes embeds in 
L(14,3) but not in L(14, 1) even though L(14, 1) c:::' L(14, 3) since 1· 3 == - 52 
(mod 14); see Bredon and Wood [1]. 
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PROBLEMS 

1. If V 2n +1 is a compact manifold with boundary M2n then show that X(M 2n) = 
2X(V2n+ 1). 

2. If M 4n + 2 is a closed orientable manifold, show that X(M) is even. 

3. • The generalized lens space IJn - 1 (p; q 1, ..• , qn) is defined to be the orbit space 
of the free action of Zp on 82n -1, the unit sphere in en, generated by (u 1,···, un)~ 
(WQ'U1, ... ,Wqn un) where the qi are relatively prime to p. If L2n-1(p;q1, ... ,qn)~ 
Un - 1 (p; q'l' ... , q:), show that q'l ... q: == ± q 1 ... qnkn (mod p) for some integer k. 
(Hint: First show, as in Proposition 10.2, that Hi(L2n-1(p; q1, ... ,qn); Zp) ~ Zp 
for 0::;; i ::;; 2n - 1 and that there is a one-dimensional generator a such that, if 
b = f3(a), then bk generates H2k and abk generates H2k+ \ i.e., H*(L2n - 1(p; q1,···, qn); 
Z p) ~ 1\ (a) ® Zp[b J/(bn), for p odd.) The converse is also true. 

4. If the lens space L( p, q) admits a homotopy equivalence L( p, q) --> L( p, q) which 
reverses orientation then show that -1 is a quadratic residue mod p. 

5. Show that the connected sum L(3, 1)#L(3, 1) is not homotopy equivalent to 
L(3, 1)# - L(3, 1). 

6. Reprove Theorem 20.6 of Chapter IV from the point of view of the present 
section. 

7. Show that there can be no 5-manifold M S with Ho(M) ~ Z, H 2(M) ~ Z3' 
H s(M) ~ Z and all other homology groups zero. (Hint: Use Problem 8 of Section 4.) 

8. • Let M3 be a closed oriented 3-manifold. Consider the exact sequence 

of Example 7.6 of Chapter V. Let D: H 2(M; Q/Z) --=:..... H1(M; Q/Z) be the inverse 
of the Poincare duality isomorphism n[M]: H1(M; Q/Z) --=:""'H2(M; Q/Z). For 
a,bETH1(M) put lk(a, b) = <Dy-1(a),b)EQ/Z. Show that this is a well-defined 
pairing THdM)®THdM)-->Q/Z. (It is called the "linking pairing.") Also show 
that lk(a,b) = lk(b, a). If H 1(M) ~ ZpandO #- aEH1(M)then show that lk(a,a) #- o. 

11. Intersection Theory -¢-

In this section we show how to define the "intersection" of homology classes 
in a compact oriented manifold. If the classes are fundamental classes of 
submanifolds in "general position" then we relate their intersection product 
to the physical intersection of the submanifolds. Also, the intersection product 
is the Poincare dual of the cup product. This provides a nice geometric 
interpretation of the cup product which is intuitively useful. Through the 
correspondence, algebraic information about the ring structure in the 
cohomology of the manifold yields geometric information about the manifold, 
and conversely. 
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Historically, the idea of the intersection product preceded that of 
cohomology and hence of the cup product. Today, it is of less importance 
since, unlike the cup product, it is limited to homology classes in a manifold. 
It is due to Lefschetz. 

Let M n be a compact, oriented, connected manifold, possibly with 
boundary, although we are concerned mainly with the closed case. Let 
D:Hi(M, 8M)-> Hn-i(M) or D:H;(M)->Hn-i(M,8M) be the inverse of the 
Poincare duality isomorphism. That is, 

I D(a)n [M] = a. 

If the manifold M must be specified, we use the notation DM for D. 
Define the "intersection product" 

-: Hi(M)(8)Hj(M)~Hi+j_n(M), or 
-: Hi(M,8M)(8)Hj(M)---+Hi+j-n(M), or 
e: Hi(M,8M)@Hj(M,8M)->Hi+j_n(M,8M), by 

aeb = D-l(D(b)uD(a)) = (D(b)uD(a))n [M] = D(b)n(D(a)n [M]) = D(b)na, 
that is, 

I D(aeb) = D(b)uD(a). 

(Note the reversal in order.) We have 

I a e b = ( - 1 In -deg(a»)(n - deg(b» b e a. 

Also, D(ae(bec)) = D(bec)uD(a) = (D(c)uD(b))uD(a) = ... = D((aeb)ec), so 
that 

ae(bec) = (aeb)ec. 

Our aim is to give a way to see the intersection product geometrically. 
This can be used, for example, to compute the dual cup product from obvious 
geometric information. First we must define and study the "Thorn class" of 
a disk bundle and the "Thorn isomorphism." 

Let N n be a connected, oriented, closed n-manifold and let n: Wn+k -> N n 
be a k-disk bundle over N. For those unfamiliar with the concept of a bundle, 
this means the following: Each point of N has a neighborhood U such that 
n- 1(U) has the structure of a product 

such that the projection n to U corresponds to the projection U x Dk -> U. 
(For a smooth bundle, which we do not r~quire here, ¢ must be smooth.) 
Over two such sets U and V with homeomorphisms ¢ and t/J, the composition 
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!/Jo¢ -1, defined on Un V, induces homeomorphisms ex: Dk ~ Dk for XEU n V. 
We require these maps ex to be linear. 

Thus Wn+k is an (n + k)-manifold with boundary aw being a (k -1)
sphere bundle over Nn. 

Let us also assume that Was well as N is oriented. (In this case the fibers 
are oriented and the linear maps ex preserve orientation. Presently, we will 
give the orientation of the fibers Dk specifically.) Alternatively to having 
Wn+k and N n oriented, we could use Z2 coefficients in all the (co)homology 
in this section. 

The origin in each fiber Dk provides an inclusion (a "section") of N in W 
which we will call i: N ~ W For simplicity of notation we will regard N n as a 
subspace of Wn+k. Note that i*: H*(W) ~ H*(N) is an isomorphism inverse 
to n*:H*(N)~H*(W). 

11.1. Definition. In the above situation, the Thom class of the disk bundle n 
is the class TEHk(W,aW) given by 

T = Dw(i*[N]). 

Equivalently, 

Sometimes we will regard TEHk(w, W - N) ~ Hk(w, aW). 

11.2. Definition (Hopf-Freudenthal). Iff: Nn~ M m is a map from a compact, 
oriented n-manifold N to a compact, oriented m-manifold M, taking aN into 
aM, then 

t: Hn - P(N) ~ Hm - P(M) 

are both defined by 

Also 

f!: Hm_p(M) ~ Hn_p(N) 

are both defined by 

and t: Hn - P(N, aN) ~ Hm - P(M, aM), 

and 

f!=D;1f*DM· 

These are called "transfer" maps or "shriek" maps. (Also see Section 14.) 

11.3. Theorem (Thorn Isomorphism Theorem). If n: W ~ N is a k-disk bundle 
over the connected oriented closed n-manifold N n, then there is the "Thom 
Isomorphism" 

HP(N) ~HP(W) ~HP+k(W, aW) 
~ ~ 
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which coincides with i'. Similarly, i! = ±n*(Ln(')): Hp+k(W, aW)-+Hp(N) is 
an isomorphism. 

PROOF. Note that i! is an isomorphism since i* is, and similarly for i!. Thus 
it suffices to prove that the two indicated maps coincide. Let 13 = i*(a), so 
that a = n*(f3). Then we compute 

i!(f3) = Dwi*D;; 1(13) 

= Dwi*(i*(a)n [N]) 

= Dw( an i* [N]) (by Theorem 5.2) 

=Dw(an(Ln[W])) (by definition or.) 

= Dw((auL)n [W]) (by Theorem 5.2) 

= aUL = n*(f3)uL. 

Similar computations yield the homology isomorphism, which we will not 
~d D 

Now we wish to prove a similar Thom Isomorphism for disk bundles 
over base spaces that are not necessarily manifolds, but which are embedded 
in manifolds. 

Assume that, in the above setup, A c N is a closed subset. Put 1 = 
n- 1(A) c Wand 131 = 1 n aw. (By this notation we do not imply that '131 is 
a manifold or the boundary of anything.) 

11.4. Lemma. If A eN is closed, then fIi(1, 131) = 0 for i < k. 

PROOF. Let PN(A) be the statement that the conclusion of this lemma is true 
for the closed set A. Then P N(A) is certainly true if A is a compact convex 
subset of a euclidean set in N. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence shows that 
P N(A), P N(B), P N(A n B) ~ P N(A U B). The fact that Cech cohomology 
commutes with direct limits (Theorem 8.3, proof of (iii)), shows that if {A;} 
is a decreasing sequence of closed sets, then P N(A i ), all i, ~ P N( n AJ Thus 
the present lemma follows from the Bootstrap Lemma (Lemma 7.9). 0 

11.5. Lemma. The restriction Lx EfIk(1,a1) of L, when A = {x}, is a 
generator. 

PROOF. Note that here, (1, 131) ~ (D\ Sk-1). Suppose, first, that LX = 0 for 
some x. Then consideration of a neighborhood (as A) of x in N shows that 
Ly = o for all y near x. Since N is connected this implies that Ly = o for all YEN. 

For closed sets A eN, let PN(A) be the statement that LA = 0, where LA 

is the restriction of L to (1,131). Then PN(A) is true when A is a convex set 
in some euclidean open set in N, since the restriction to a point in the set 
is an isomorphism on the cohomology involved and LX = O. 
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If PN(A) and PN(B) hold, then PN(AuB) follows from the diagram 

° ~ Hk(WuW,o(WuW)) ~ Hk(W,oW)EBHk(W,oW) 

1 1 
which is a portion of a Mayer-Vietoris diagram, and where the zeros on the 
left are from Lemma 11.4. 

If PN(Ai ) holds for each set in a decreasing sequence of closed sets then 
PN also holds for the intersection, by the fact that the direct limits commute 
with Cech cohomology, as in the proof of Lemma 11.4. Thus, by the Bootstrap 
Lemma (Lemma 7.9), we have that PN(N) holds. But this means that, = 0, 
and it is not. 

We conclude that the hypothesis, that any 'x = 0, is untenable. 
Suppose then that 'x is not a generator for some x. Say 'xEHk(D\ Sk-l) >:::! 

Z is ± m, and let p be a prime dividing m. Then if we pass to Zp coefficients 
we deduce that 'x becomes 0. This still provides a contradiction, as above, 
and proves the lemma. D 

11.6. Corollary. If N is connected then the class 'EHk(W, oW) is (up to sign) 
the unique class whose restriction to the fiber over each point is a generator. 
Thus we can think of, as defining the orientation in the fibers. 

PROOF. The cup product with , gives the Thom Isomorphism 
HO(N) >:::! HO(W) --+ Hk(w, oW). Thus, generates Hk(w, oW) >:::! Z, which makes 
the claim obvious. D 

11.7. Theorem (Thom Isomorphism Theorem). For any compact A eN, the 
map 

n(· )U'A: iJi(A) --+ iJi+k(.4, 0.4) 

is an isomorphism. 

PROOF. This is another argument using the Bootstrap Lemma (Lemma 7.9), 
essentially the same as its·use in Lemma 11.5. The details should be supplied 
with ease by the reader. D 

Remark. One can get the Thom Isomorphism Theorem, from the above, for 
any oriented disk bundle over a compact space embeddable in euclidean 
space, since all such bundles arise as above. We indicate the proof of this: 
Embed the base space A in some sphere S". The bundle then extends over 
a neighborhood of A in S". (One must know a bit more about bundles than 
we are assuming to justify this statement.) One can then take a neighborhood 
in the form of a manifold with boundary. By doubling this (joining two copies 
along the common boundary) one gets a manifold N and a disk bundle over 
it whose restriction to the subspace A is the original bundle. Consequently, 
our assumptions are not as restrictive as they appear. 
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Now we continue with the program of showing how one can interpret the 
intersection product geometrically. Below, all manifolds will be assumed 
compact and oriented, and possibly with boundary. We also assume them 
to be smooth manifolds. 

Let iJ:: Nn --+ WW be a smooth embedding of smooth manifolds with bound
ary, and assume that N meets oW transversely in oN. 

11.8. Definition. In the above situation, denote i;'[N]EHn(W, oW) by 
[N]w. Also define rJ: = Dw([N]w)EHw-n(W), the Thorn class. Here 

Dw: Hn(W, oW) ~ Hw-n(w). 

Note that the Thorn class rJ: is the image of the Thorn class of the normal 
(w - n)-disk bundle vJ: of N in W via 

Hw_n(tube, 0 tube) ~ Hw-n(W, W-tube) --+ Hw-n(W), 

where the first map is the inverse of the excision isomorphism. One can see 
this by "doubling" W to get rid of the boundary. 

By dualizing the definition rJ: = Dw[N]w, we get 

(1) I rJ: n [W] = i;'[N] = [N]w· 

Now suppose that Kk and Nn are two such submanifolds of WW. Then 
note that 

Again, our intention is to interpret this intersection product geometrically. 
Now assume that K meets N transversely in W (In symbols, K ~N.) Then 

v;[ restricts to v~nN' (See Figure VI-7.) That is, v~nN = v;[I KnN. 

This implies that the Thorn class of K in W restricts to the Thorn class 
of K n N in N, since its restriction to any point gives the generator in the 
cohomology of the fiber modulo its boundary, and the Thorn class is charac
terized by this. Of course, actually, this only characterizes the Thorn class 

N 

w 

Figure VI-7. Transverse intersection and normal bundle. 
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up to sign, so demanding that the resulting class be the Thorn class on the 
nose is really an orientation convention: it specifies the orientation of K n N 
when that of N, K, and Ware given. Note that it depends on the order in 
which we take K and N. In actual examples it is difficult to determine the 
correct orientation on K n N from this discussion, but it usually does not 
matter much. We will indicate a practical way of doing that later. Thus we 
have the formula 

(3) 

Note that changing the orientation of W has the effect of changing the sign 
of both Thorn classes, and also changes the sign of the duality converting 
the cup product of the Thorn classes to the intersection class. Thus, in all, 
reversing the orientation of W reverses the signs of intersection products. 

Now we are finally able to give the geometric interpretation of the 
intersection product. 

11.9. Theorem. With the assumptions above, including that K rjl N in W, we have 

and, equivalently, 

[K nNJw = [NJw·[KJw· 

PROOF. We compute: 

[K nNJw = (i~nN)*[K nNJ 

as claimed. 

= (i:)* (i~ nN)* [K n NJ 

= U:)*(r~nNn [NJ) 

= U:)*W:)* (r:) n [NJ) 

= r~ n(i:)*[NJ 

= r~ n(r: n[WJ) 

=(r~ur:)n[WJ 

= [NJw·[KJw 

(by (1)) 

(by (3)) 

(by Theorem 5.2(4)) 

(by (1)) 

(by Theorem 5.2(3)) 

(by (2)), 

o 

What the theorem means is that one can compute the cup product of 
cohomology classes of W (the r's) which are dual to the orientation classes 
of submanifolds Nand K (transverse) of W by looking at the intersection of 
Nand K. The cup product is the cohomology class dual to the orientation 
class of the intersection N n K. 

We have shown how to compute the intersection product geometrically 
only for classes carried by submanifolds. However, some conclusions can be 
derived in more generality. For example: 
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11.10. Theorem. Let M n be an orientable closed manifold and let A, Be M. 
Let aEHp(A) and PEHq(B) and let aM and PM denote their images in H*(M). 
IjaMePM=f.O then AnB=f.0. 

PROOF. Suppose A and B are open. Let D! be the duality isomorphism 
D!:Hp(A)--+lIn-p(M,M -A) and similarly with B. Then D~(p)uD!(a)E 
1I2n -p-q(M,M -(AnB)) and so we could define 

ae P = (D~(P)u D!(a))n [M]EH p+q-n(A n B) 

and it is easy to see that the map Hp+q_n(AnB)--+Hp+q-n(M), induced by 
inclusion, takes aep into aMePM, so that the latter would have to be zero if 
AnB = 0. This proves the open case. Unfortunately, one cannot define such 
intersection products for arbitrary (or even closed) subsets, in general, in 
singular theory. (That can be done in more advanced theories such as sheaf 
cohomology and Borel-Moore homology.) 

However, if A and B are arbitrary and An B = 0 then, since every singular 
chain is carried by a compact set, a and P are images of classes in some 
compact subsets K c A and L c B. Then K and Lhave open neighborhoods 
U and V with Un V = 0 since M is normal. Passage to the induced classes 
auEH p(U) and PVEHq(V) then provides the desired conclusion. D 

Implicit in the proof of Theorem 11.10, of course, is the statement that if 
a,pEH*(M) are carried by subsets A and B of M then aep is represented 
by a cycle carried by any given neighborhood of An B. Figure VI -8 illustrates 
a typical example showing that "any given neighborhood" cannot be deleted 
from the previous sentence. The manifold M is the 3-torus depicted as a 
cube of side 2 about the origin with opposite faces identified. To explain the 
example: one starts with sets Ao and B, both tori in M. The torus Ao is given 
by z = O. The torus B is the cylinder along the x-axis based on the path from 
(y, z) = (-1, -1) to ( - t, 0) to (t,O) to (1,1) in the y-z-plane. The torus B 
can be deformed to the torus Bo which is the cylinder based on the curve 
y=z. Now AonBo is a circle which carries a nonzero I-homology class 
which is [Ao]e[Bo] = [Ao]e[B]. (Note that AorjlBo.) The right side of the 

c 

Figure VI-S. Wild intersection in 3-torus. 
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diagram represents the torus Ao; i.e., the square in the x-y-plane. Let C in 
this square be the union of the boundary of the square with a sin(l/x) type 
curve running from (x, y) = (-1,0) to (1,0) and contained in Iyl ~ t. The set 
C divides the square into two pieces that we will call the left and right sides. 
Define a function f(x, y) on the square by 

f(x y) = {dist((X,y), C) on the left, 
, - dist( (x, y), C) on the right. 

Let A = graph(f) as a subset of M. Then A is a torus that deforms in M to 
Ao. Thus [AJe[BJ = [AoJe[BoJ #0. However AnB is the sin(1/x) type 
curve together with the segment { ± I} x [ - t, tJ x {O} with the ± 1 being 
identified in M. Hence An B is simply connected and so carries no nonzero 
I-class, finishing the example. 

We now turn to some applications of these results on intersections. 

11.11. Example. Perhaps the simplest example is the product of spheres 
W = S" X sm. Let K = S" x {Yo} and N = {xo} x sm. Then [KJw and [NJw 
generate H"(W) and Hm(W). Let rx = r~ and f3 = r: be the dual classes. Then, 
dropping the subscript "W," 

[NJ e [KJ = [K n NJ = ± [(xo, Yo)], 

which is a generator of Ho(W). Thus rxuf3 is dual to ± [(xo, Yo)], and so it 
is a generator of H"+m(s" x sm). (Note that we don't even have to know that 
rx and f3 are generators of their respective cohomology classes, since, if they 
were not, then their cup product could not possibly be a generator of its.) 

Similarly, [KJe[KJ = [KJe[K'J = [0J =0, where K' is a shifted copy of 
K, and this implies that rx 2 = O. Similarly, f32 = O. Thus, this obvious geometri
cal information about K and N completely determines the cohomology ring. 

Still in the example of a product of spheres, but looking at it from the 
other way around, the fact that we know there are the cohomology classes 
rx and f3 whose cup product is nonzero (say, from Poincare duality, cup 
product version) implies that the dual homology classes carried by submani
folds must intersect. This gives a geometric consequence of algebraic 
knowledge. 

11.12. Example. Here we discuss again the product of two spheres, but from 
a different perspective. We wish to determine the exact orientation on the 
intersection of the "factors." Choose an orientation on each sphere S" by the 
choice of a generator [S"J E H "(S"). Orient W = S" X Sk by the class [S" x SkJ = 
[S"J X [Sk]. Let ~ denote the homology class of a O-simplex in any arcwise 
connected space. Let 9"EH"(S") be the unique class such that 9" n [S"J =-¢-. 
We compute, using the formula in 5.4: 

(9" x l)n[S" x SkJ =(9" x l)n([S"J x [SkJ) 

= (9"n[S"J) x (In[SkJ)=-¢-x [SkJ, 

(1 x 9k) n [S" x SkJ = ( - 1)"k(1 n [S"J) x (9k n [SkJ) = ( - 1)"k[S"J x ~. 
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It follows that D([sn] xv)=(-ltk(l x 9k) and D(vx [Sk]) = 9n x 1. Thus 

[sn]e[Sk] = {(9n x l)u(-l)nk(l x 9k)}n[sn] x [Sk] 

= (-ltk(9n x 9k)n([sn] x [Sk]) 

= ( _l)nk( - 1tk(9" n [sn]) x (9kn [Sk]) 

=~x-l'.l=-l'.l. 

The implication of this is as follows. If N n and Kk are smooth, compact, 
connected manifolds meeting transversely in Mn+k then at each point x in 
the finite set N nK, the sign of [x] in the class [N]e[K] is determined as 
follows (note that the order of writing Nand K is important). Choose a 
frame at x in N, consistent with the orientation of N, follow it by such a 
frame in K and compare it with such a frame in the total space W If it 
matches, in the sense of defining the same orientation, then assign [x] a plus 
sign, else give [x] a minus sign. (In a coordinate system about x, this can 
be done by writing down tangent vectors to N as column vectors, then those 
of K. Give [x] the sign of the resulting determinant.) Of course, we have not 
proved this contention other than for the product of spheres example, but 
it is strongly intuitively plausible. A proof would require extending the range 
of definition of the intersection product to relative classes, and discussion of 
naturality. Since we don't really need this, and since it is not very impor
tant, we omit the details. The idea, however, is contained in the proof of 
Theorem 11.1 O. 

In Problem 1, the more general case of the product of three spheres is 
considered. That allows a general description of how the intersection is 
oriented. Here is the description of that (without proof): If N n and Kk are 
compact, oriented manifolds in the compact oriented manifold WW, then the 
intersection product [NJe[K] = [KnN], where the component of KnN 
containing a point x is oriented as follows. Take a frame at x in K n N, then 
fill it out to be a frame of N, consistent with the orientation of N, then fill 
it out with vectors tangent to K so that the frame of K n N and these last 
vectors make a frame of K consistent with its orientation. By transversality, 
these give a full frame of W If this frame is consistent with the orientation 
of W, then give the component of K n N containing x the orientation defined 
by the frame chosen in this procedure. If not, give it the opposite orientation. 
(It should be noted that this works out this nice way because of the reversal 
of order in the definition of the intersection product [N] e [K] = (vKu vN)n 
[W]. Since some other authors do not reverse the order, there is a sign 
difference between our intersection product and theirs. Our intersection 
product does agree with that of most classical authors, e.g., Seifert and 
Threlfall [1].) 

11.13. Example. Consider W = CP2. The two copies of Cpl given in homo
geneous coordinates by {(zo: z 1: O)} and {(O: z 1: Z2)} intersect in a single point 
Cpo. If we call one of these N and the other K, we deduce that [K] e [N] = 
[N nK], which is a generator of HO(Cp2). It follows, as if we did not already 
know it, that both of these are generators of H 2(CP2), so [N] = ± [K] with 
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sign depending on how one chooses the orientations, and not mattering 
much. If ry, is the dual class to one of these, then we conclude that ry,2 generates 
H4(CP2). This completely characterizes the ring structure of H*(CP2). 

11.14. Example. Consider W = p2, the real projective plane. This is not 
orient able, but the results of this section still apply as long as we use (co)homo
logy with coefficients in Z2 exclusively. In the common picture of the projective 
plane as a disk with antipodal points on the boundary identified, we know 
that a curve going from a point on the boundary, through the middle and 
to the antipodal point on the boundary represents the nonzero element of 
Hi (P2; Z2), since it represents the generator of 7C 1 (p2). One can take two such 
curves that intersect transversely in one point. It follows that the dual co
homology class ry,EH 1(p2; Z2) must have ry,2 #- 0, an algebraic conclusion from 
a simple geometric fact. 

On the other hand, the fact that ry,2 #- 0 implies that any two curves joining 
antipodal points on the boundary of the disk must intersect, a geometric 
conclusion from an algebraic fact. 

11.15. Example. Suppose that Nand K are submanifolds of Wand have 
one, or any odd number of transverse intersection points. Then [KJ E 

H*(W; Z2) cannot be zero. For example, suppose that we have an embedding 
N n c wn + 1 that is one-sided. That is, one can follow a normal vector around 
some curve in N and come back to the original point with the normal 
reversed. Then the tip of the normal describes a path in the complement of 
N and we can join its ends by an arc cutting through N at the single, original, 
point. This gives a circle that intersects N transversely in a single point. Thus, 
the circle defines a nonzero class in Hi (W; Z2)' (Also [NJ gives a nonzero 
class in Hn(W; Z2)') Thus, we have shown that if Hi (W; Z2) = 0, then one 
cannot embed a codimension 1 surface in W so as to be one-sided. The 
condition Hi (W; Z2) = 0 implies that W is orientable, and in that case "one
sided" is the same as N being non orient able. So one could rephrase the con
clusion to say that such a W cannot contain a codimension 1, nonorientable 
manifold, a result we had previously by another method. 

The question arises as to which homology classes can be realized by 
embedded submanifolds. A general answer is that not all of them can be so 
realized but enough to them can be realized so as to be useful. We conclude 
this section by showing that all codimension 1 and 2 classes of a smooth mani
fold can be so realized as the fundamental classes of embedded smooth sub
manifolds. The proof requires Hopf's Theorem from Section 11 of Chapter V. 
The proof for codimension 2 requires a result from Chapter VII and also 
Section 15 of Chapter II. However, this material will not be used elsewhere. 
In the case of codimension 1, the submanifold must be allowed to be dis
connected as the example of Sl shows. (Also see Problem 6.) For higher 
co dimension, one can always connect components of the submanifold by 
running tubes from one to another. (This does not change the represented 
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homology class since the difference is a boundary, the boundary of the solid 
tubes.) For a much deeper exploration of this matter, see Thorn [1]. 

11.16. Theorem (Thorn). If M n is a smooth, orientable, closed manifold then 
any homology class in Hn- 1 (M) or in Hn- 2(M) is represented by the fundamental 
class of a smooth submanifold, possibly disconnected in the case of codimension 1. 

PROOF. First consider the case of a class aEHn- 1 (Mn):::::: H1(Mn). By Hopf's 
Theorem 11.6 of Chapter V and Theorem 11.9 of Chapter V there is a map 
f:M --+S1 such that DM(a) = f*(u) where uEH1(S1) is a generator. We can 
assume that f is smooth. Let XES 1 be a regular value. Then u = DS1[X], the 
Thorn class of the normal bundle of {x} in S1. We claim that N n - 1 = f- 1(x) 
is the required manifold. Note that f gives a bundle map from the normal 
bundle of N to that of {x}. It follows from this and Corollary 11.6 that f*(u) 
is the Thorn class of the normal bundle of N. That is, f*(u) = DM[N]M' and 
so DM(a) = f*(u) = DM[N]M. Consequently, a = [N]M as claimed. 

The case of codimension 2 is similar but uses the fact from Section 12 of 
Chapter VII that H2(Mn):::::: [M; CPk] for k large; k> n is more than large 
enough. Again the correspondence is f*(rx)~ [f] where f: M --+ Cpk and 
rxEHZ(CPk) is a generator. Note that rx is dual to [CPk-1]EH zk _Z(Cpk); see 
Problem 3. Instead of taking a regular value, one modifies f by a homotopy 
to be a map transverse to Cpk-1 using Corollary 15.6 of Chapter II. (Actually 
the simpler Corollary 15.4 of Chapter II suffices, by moving Cpk-1 instead.) 
Assuming, then, that f rj-lCpk-1 we put N n- Z = f-1(CPk-1). Again f gives 
a bundle map from the normal bundle of N in M to that of Cpk-1 in Cpk. 
The remainder of the argument is identical to that of codimension 1, and 
shows that [N]M is dual to f*(rx), which is an arbitrary class in HZ(M):::::: 
H n - 2 (M). D 

PROBLEMS 

1. Consider the product sn X Sk X sr. Orient such that [sn X Sk] = [sn] X [Sk], and 
so on, keeping the ordering of the three spheres as given. Also, for notational 
purposes, identify sn X Sk with sn X Sk x-¢:' etc. Then show that: 

[sn X Sk]. [S" X sr] = [S"] (meaning [S"] x p x p), 
[S" x Sk] • [Sk X sr] = [Sk], 

[S" X sr]. [Sk X srJ = [sr]. 

2. Discuss the intersection theory of CP"#CP". 

3. -?- Use intersection theory to show that the fundamental class of Cpi c CP" 
generates H2i(cpn) for all 0::; i::; n. 

4. For homology classes a, b of M", show that a.b = (_l)n(n-dega)d!(b x a), where 
d: M -> M x M is the diagonal map. 

5. Prove the omitted homology case of Theorem 11.3 determining the appropriate 
sign. 
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6. If M' is a smooth closed orientable n-manifold and N' -I eM' is a smoothly 
embedded closed connected oriented (n - I)-manifold with 01= [N]MEH.-t (M) 
then show that [N]M is indivisible; i.e., [N]M 1= ka for any integer k> 1 and class 
aEH._ 1 (M). (This can be proved without smoothness, but is easier with it.) 

7. For a,bEH*(Mm) and c,dEH*(N') show that 

(aeb) x (ced) = (_l)(m-dega)(.-degd)(a X c)e(b x d) 

and use this to rework Problem 1. 

8. Use intersection theory to determine the cohomology ring of a 2-sphere with k 
handles attached (i.e., the connected sum of k tori). 

12. The Euler Class, Lefschetz Numbers, 
and Vector Fields -¢-

In this section we introduce the "Euler class" of a vector bundle over a 
manifold M, and, in particular, ofthe tangent bundle, or of the normal bundle 
of M when M is embedded in another manifold. This is closely related to 
the Thorn class and also to the Euler characteristic, from which it derives 
its name. We use this to give a geometric version of the Lefschetz Fixed Point 
Theorem (in Theorem 12.6) which was the original viewpoint of Lefschetz. 
This is then applied to the study of vector fields, culminating in the classical 
theorem of Poincare and Hopf concerning the "indices" of vector fields. 

Since a vector bundle over a manifold M is the normal bundle of M in 
the total space of the bundle, it suffices to treat normal bundles. 

12.1. Definition. Let N' be a smoothly embedded submanifold of WW, both 
oriented, and with N meeting aw transversely in aN, if there are boundaries. 
Then the Euler class of the normal bundle to N in W is 

X: = (i:)*(r:)EHw-n(N). 

Since r: EHw-n(w), the Euler class must vanish if this group is zero. This 
is a triviality, but it is useful enough to write down: 

12.2. Proposition. In the above situation, if Hw-n(W) = 0, then X: = o. 0 

Let T be a closed tubular neighborhood of N in W Then there is the 
commutative diagram 

Hw-n(w, W - T) ~ Hw-n(w) 

1 ~ 1 
Hw-n(T, aT) ~ Hw-n(T) ~ Hw-m(N). 

The Thorn class r is in Hw-n(T, aT) and maps into the class r: EHw-n(w). 
Both map into the Euler class X: EHw-n(N). 

Suppose, in this situation, that there is a nonzero section of the normal 
bundle, i.e., a map N ~ aT such that the composition N ~ aT ~ N with 
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the projection is the identity. Then the second map in the exact sequence 
H*(T,aT)~H*(T)~H*(aT) is a monomorphism, and so the first map is 
zero. But, by the above diagram, that implies that the Euler class is zero. 
This proves: 

12.3. Theorem. If there is a nonzero cross section of the normal bundle of N 
in W (both oriented) then the Euler class X;; of the normal bundle of N in W 
is zero. 0 

Thus if the Euler class is not zero then there is no nonzero normal section. 
One speaks of the Euler class as an "obstruction" to having a nonzero normal 
section. 

We wish to study the Euler class of the tangent bundle. To do that we 
note that the tangent bundle is realized as the normal bundle of the diagonal 
A in N x N. To see this, note that the tangent bundle of N x N is just the 
product of the tangent bundle of N with itself. The tangent bundle of A sits 
in this as the diagonal. Either one of the factors in the tangent bundle of 
N x N, restricted to A, meets the tangent bundle of A trivially, and thus 
projects isomorphically onto the quotient when we divide out by the tangent 
bundle of A. But that quotient is just the normal bundle of A in N x N by 
definition, showing that the tangent bundle of N is isomorphic to this normal 
bundle. 

For the next few results, we are going to assume that N" is a closed, 
oriented n-manifold. At the end of the section we shall show how to generalize 
to the bounded case. Put W = N x N and let d: N ~ A c W be the diagonal 
map. Then put 

I r=r~xNEH"(NxN), I 

which is the Thorn class of the tangent bundle of N. Also put 

I X = d*(r) = d*(rI8) = d*(X~xN)EHn(N), 

the "Euler class of the tangent bundle" of N. 
We wish to "compute" this class. Recall the properties of the Kronecker 

product given in Corollary 5.3. They will be used extensively in the remainder 
of this section. 

12.4. Theorem. Take coefficients of (co)homology in some field. Let B = {a} 
be a basis of H*(N). Let {aO} be the dual basis of H*(N). That is, 

< aO u {3, [N]) = (5a,P' 

(Note that deg(aO) = n - deg(a).) Then 

r = L (- l)deg (a)aO X c( E H"(N x N). 
aEB 
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Therefore, also 

x = d*T = L (_1)deg(~)lXoUIX. 
~EB 

PROOF. By the cohomology version of the Kiinneth Theorem (Theorem 3.2), 
we can write 

T = LA~.,p.IX'o X p'. 
Note that deg(IX') = deg(p'). For the following computation, choose basis 
elements IX, p of degree p. Then we shall compute < (IX x PO) U T, [W]) in two 
ways: 

«IX x PO)UT, [W]) = <IX X po, Tn [W]) 

= <IX x PO,d*[N]) 
= <d*(1X x PO), [N]) 

= <IXU po, [N]) 

On the other hand 

= (_l)P(n-p)<po UIX, [N] > 
= ( - 1)p(n- p)b~,p. 

«IX x PO)UT,[W]) = «IX x PO)uLA~.,p.(IX'O x P'),[W]) 

= ( - 1)n- p A~,p< (IX U IXO) x (PO U p), [N] x [N]) 

(since one gets zero for IX', P' '# IX, p, all of degree p) 

= (- 1t- p+ p(n- p)+nA~,p< lXo U IX, [N]) <po U p, [N]) 

= (- 1)p(n- p )-p A~,p. 

Thus we conclude that A~,p = (- 1)Pb~,p. o 
12.5. Corollary. The evaluation of the Euler class on the orientation class is 
the Euler characteristic. That is, < X, [N] > = X(N). 

PROOF. We can use the rational field for calculation. Then we have 

<X, [N] > = L( - 1)deg(~)< lXo UIX, [N] > = L( - 1)deg(~) = X(N), 
~ ~ 

since the sums are over a basis of cohomology. 0 

Suppose now that f: N --+ N is a map of a closed, oriented, connected 
manifold into itself. Let (1 x f): N --+ N x N denote the composition (1 x f)od. 
Then (1 x f)(N) = {(x,f(x))EN x N} = r is the graph of f. Orient r by [r] = 
(1 x f)* [N] and W = N x N by [W] = [N] x [N]. Define the "intersection 
number" of [n and [~] as 
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12.6. Theorem. The Lefschetz number L(f) = [r]. [,1], the intersection number. 

PROOF. Let YEHn(w) be the Poincare dual to r, i.e., Y n [W] = Cr]. Let 
f*(rt) = L(Jf(J.af3, where rt, f3 run over a basis of H*(N; Q). As above, let r be 
the Thorn class of the tangent bundle, i.e., the dual of the diagonal [,1]. We 
compute 

[r]. [,1] = E*([r]. [,1]) = E*((r uy)n [W]) 

= (ruy,[W]) = (r,yn[W]) 

= (r,[r]) = (r,(1 ~ f)*[N]) 

= «(1 ~ f)*(r), [N]) 
= I( _1)deg(a)«(1 ~ f)*(rt° X rt), [N]) 

= I( - 1)deg(a) (rt° u f*(rt), [N]) 

= t( -1)deg(a)\ rt° u ~haf3, [N] ) 

= I ( - 1 )deg(a) fa.a 

= L(f). D 

From this, but just for manifolds, we again deduce that if f has no fixed 
points then L(f) = 0, since r n,1 = 0 in that case. This holds even when f is 
not smooth and N is only a topological manifold since the dual classes y, r live 
in H*(W, W - r) and H*(W, W - ,1), respectively, so that y u rEH*(W, W) = ° 
when rn,1 = 0. 

Note that Theorem 12.6 implies that L(f) can be computed from local 
data about the fixed points if f is in "general position," i.e., r rjJ,1. In fact: 

12.7. Corollary. If N is a smooth, closed, orientable manifold and f: N --+ N is 
smooth and such that the differential f*x does not have 1 as an eigenvalue at 
any fixed point x off, then 

L(f) = Lsign(det(/- f*J) 
x 

where the sum is over all fixed points x. 

PROOF. The hypothesis can easily be seen to be equivalent to r rjJ,1. Thus, 
we need only determine the "orientation" (sign) to be attached to each point 
of r n,1 to give the proper intersection product [r]. [,1]. According to 
Example 11.12, we just have to write down tangent vectors to r and then 
to ,1 and compute the sign of the resulting determinant. This gives the 
determinant: 
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as claimed. Even if one does not want to take advantage of Example 11.12, 
it is clear that the sign that should go with x is the one claimed up to a sign 
factor depending only on the dimension n of N. Thus that sign can be 
determined just by working out one example in each dimension. The map 
of sn to itself which is the reflection in the line through the poles, is an 
example that works to give the desired result. The reader can fill in the details 
of this. 0 

We remark that the hypothesis that f be smooth is stronger than necessary. 
It need only be smooth in a neighborhood of each fixed point since it can 
be approximated by a homotopic smooth map with no additional fixed points 
and identical to f in the neighborhood of each fixed point. 

Now consider the case of a k-disk bundle Wn+k over N n. As usual, its 
Thorn class r is defined by r n [W] = i:"[N]. Then the "self-intersection class" 
of N in W is defined to be [N]w.[N]wEHn-k(W). We compute: 

[N]w.[N]w = (rur)n[W] = rn(rn[W]) = rni*[N] 

= i*(i*(r)n[N]) = i*(xn [N]), 

where X is the Euler class of the bundle. Since i*: Hn-k(N) -+ Hn-k(W) is an 
isomorphism, by the homotopy axiom, we may as well think of this as 
xn [N]EHn-k(N). Thus we have: 

12.8. Proposition. If wn +k is an oriented k-disk bundle over the orient able 
closed manifold N n, then the self-intersection class of N in W is the Poincare 
dual, in N, of the Euler class of the bundle. 0 

In case k = n then the augmentation of the self-intersection class is the 
"self-intersection number" [N]w·[N]w = E*([N]w.[N]w) = <X, [N]), also 
called the "Euler number" ofthe bundle. Thus if X = 0 then the self-intersection 
number is zero. This can be realized geometrically by moving the zero section 
of the bundle so it is transverse to the zero section and then counting the 
finite number of intersections with signs as discussed previously for the 
Lefschetz number. It is possible to show that a positive intersection point 
can be cancelled against a negative one. (See Figure VI-9 for the suggestion 

Figure VI-9. Cancellation of opposite intersection points. 
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of this). Thus, if the Euler number is zero, one can get rid of intersections 
altogether. That is, one can prove that if the Euler number is zero then the 
bundle has a nonzero section. In particular, when the bundle is the tangent 
disk bundle, then the Euler number is the Euler characteristic, and one has 
the result that a closed orient able manifold has a nonzero tangent vector 
field if and only if its Euler characteristic is zero. (A proof, but from a different 
perspective, is given in Corollary 14.5 of Chapter VII.) 

In Section 18 we give an important application of the use of the intersection 
product to a very interesting construction of differential topology. That section 
can be read at this point if so desired. 

We devote the remainder of this section to showing how to generalize 
Theorem 12.6 and Corollary 12.7 to the case of manifolds with boundary, 
and to some classical consequences of that generalization. To do this, we 
must generalize some of the material in the last section slightly. 

We are going to be concerned with W = N x N where N has a boundary. 
The "corner" on aw will not cause any trouble. In this case, aw = 
N x aN u aN x N = Au B naturally breaks up into these two pieces, and that 
will be crucial to the discussion. 

Let us first look at the general case of a manifold WW with boundary 
Au B where A and Bare (w - 1 )-manifolds with common boundary An B. 
By Section 9, Problem 3, there is the duality isomorphism 

whose inverse will be denoted by Dw. We depend on the context to distinguish 
this from its analogue with A and B reversed. Let N n and Kk be manifolds 
with boundary such that (N, aN) c (W, A) and (K, aK) c (W, B). Also assume 
that Nand K meet transversely in N nK c W - aw Then, as in Definition 
11.8, there are the classes 

[N]WEHn(W, A), 

which dualize to the Thorn classes 

r: = Dw[N]wEHw-n(W, B), 

We still have the intersection class of these: 

[N]w.[K]w = (r;[ ur:)n [W]EHn+k_jW). 

Since N nK c W - aw, we can take [K nN]wEHn+k_w(W)with Thorn class 

r;[ nN = Dw[K n N]wEH2W -n-k(w, aW). 

The proof of Theorem 11.9 still applies to give [K n N]w = [N]w. [K]w and 
r;[ nN = r;[ ur:. 

Now we specialize to W = N n x N n as in the discussion below Theorem 
12.3, but now where N has a boundary. We regard (.1, a.1) c N x (N, aN) 
and, consequently, r=rZxNEH"((N,aN) x N). 
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In Theorem 12.4 take rt. to range over a basis B of H*(N) and rt.°EH*(N, aN) 
then denotes the corresponding element of the dual basis. There is no difficulty 
in adapting the proof of Theorem 12.4 to show that 

r = L (- l)deg(~)rt.0 X rt. E W((N, aN) x N). 
~EB 

Now we consider the situation of Theorem 12.6. Thus let f: N ---> N be a 
map. Here we assume, however, that f has no fixed points on the boundary 
aN. As before, put 

1 ~ f = (1 x f)od: (N, aN) --->(N, aN) x N 

and let r = {(x,f(X))E N x N} be the graph of f. Note that (r, or) c (N, aN) x N 
and so [r]EHn((N,aN) x N), [r].[~]EHo(N x N) and [rl[~] = E*([r].[~]) 
are defined by the discussion above, since we took [~]EHn(N X (N,aN)). 
Then the proofs of Theorem 12.6 and Corollary 12.7 go through verbatim 
to give, finally, the following result. 

12.9. Theorem (Lefschetz). Let f: N ---> N be a map on the compact, orientable 
manifold N with boundary. Assume thatfhas no fixed points in aN. Then, with 
the above notation, 

L(f) = [rl[~]' 

If, moreover, fis smooth andf*x does not have eigenvalue 1 at any fixed point 
x off, then 

L(f) = Lsigndet(J - f*J, 
x 

the sum ranging over the fixed points off. D 

12.10. Definition. Let N n c Rn be a compact smooth domain. For xEaN, let 
~x be the outward unit normal to aN at x. Then Xf---*~x is a map G: aN ---> sn-l 

called the Gauss map. 

12.11. Theorem (Hopf). In the situation of Definition 12.10, the degree of 
the Gauss map G equals the Euler characteristic X(N). 

PROOF. Let T be a closed tubular neighborhood of aN and define a map 
f: Tn N ---> (a T) n N projecting inward normal vectors to their heads. Note 
that on aN we have f(x) = x - ~x' We can extend f by the identity to the 
remainder of N, so that f: N ---> N and is homotopic to the identity. 

It follows that L(f) = L(I) = X(N) and it remains to show that L(f) = deg G. 
We can approximate f by a smooth map ¢ which coincides with f on 

aN and is a close enough approximation so that ¢ maps N into N, and 
II x - ¢(x) II::;; 1 for all XEN. 

Put ljJ(x) = x - ¢(x): N ---> D n and note that IjJ I aN = G. From the commu
tative diagram 
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Hn- 1 (oN) ~ Hn- 1 (sn-1) 

~ 1°. 
.p. 

c. I ~ 
Hn(N,oN) ~ Hn(on, sn-1) 

we have deg G = deg I/!. 
Now let YEintOn be a regular value ofl/!. Then 1/!-1(y) = {x1,,,,,Xk} is 

finite and there are disks Di about the Xi mapping diffeomorphically to a 
disk D about Y with N - UDi going to on-D. Each map Hn(N,oN)~ 
Hn(N, N - {xJ) ~ Hn(Di,Di - {xJ) is an isomorphism, providing an orienta
tion of D i . The commutative diagram 

Hn(N,oN) 

1 
Hn(N,N - {x1, .. ·,xd) 

1'~ 
Hn(UDi, U(D i - {xJ)) 

l~ 
EBHn(Di,Di - {xJ) ~ Hn(on, on - {y}) 

l' '" l' '" 
EBHn(Di, aD;) 

shows that I/! * [NJ = Lil/! * [DJ. This means that deg I/! is the sum of the local 
degrees at the Xi' and we know the latter are the signs of the Jacobians of 
I/! at Xi' But I/! = I - ¢, so that the differentials satisfy 

I/!*=I-¢*. 

We conclude that sign (det(1/! *J) = sign(det(I - ¢*J) at each X = Xi' so that 

degG = degl/! = Lsigndet(I - ¢*J =L(¢) =L(I) = X(N) 
x 

by Theorem 12.9 and the interim results. D 

The map I/! in the proof of Theorem 12.11 can be thought of as a vector 
field on N and the latter part of the proof can be generalized a bit to the 
case of vector fields with isolated zeros, as follows. If ~ is a vector field on 
Nand xEint N is an isolated zero then take a disk D about X containing no 
other zeros. Then the map 

given by YH~(x)/11 ~(x) II is defined. Its degree is called the "index" of ~ at x. 
See Figure VI-lO. If one removes disks Di about each zero of ~ then the 
above map extends to N - U Di ~ sn -1 and essentially the same proof shows 
that the sum of the indices equals the degree of this map on aN ~ sn -1. If 
~ points outward from N on aN then this map is homotopic to the Gauss 
map and so its degree is X(N). Therefore, we have: 
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-1 o 

2 1+1=2 

Figure VI-lO. Indices of vector fields and index sum. 

12.12. Proposition. If N n c Rn is a compact smooth domain and ~ is a vector 
field on N having only isolated zeros, all in int N, then the sum of the indices 
of ~ at its zeros is equal to the degree of Xf--+~(X)/ II ~(X) lion aN -> sn + 1. In 
particular, if ~ always points outward on aN, then this is the Euler characteristic 
~ D 

One can extend this result to vector fields on arbitrary smooth manifolds 
N, possibly with boundary, as follows: 

Let ~ be a vector field on N which points out of N on aN (if any), and 
has only isolated zeros. Then - ~ induces a local flow {It} on N defined 
only for tE[O, E), some E. (Actually it is defined on all of R+, because of the 
compactness of N and the fact that - ~ points inward on aN. However, we 
do not need that.) The program is to put f = ft for some sufficiently small 
t, relate the indices of ~ to local data for f near its fixed points and to apply 
Theorem 12.9. There are a few technical difficulties: 

(a) the index of ~ at a zero must be defined in the general case; 
(b) f may have more fixed points than the zeros of ~; 
(c) in a coordinate patch around a zero of ~,f is not quite the same as the 

displacement map Xf--+X - ~(x); and 
(d) f may not be transverse to the diagonal; i.e., it may have eigenvalues 1. 

Using local coordinates U ~ Rn at a zero p of ~, one can define the 
index of ~ at p as the index of the induced field on Rn. It is not very hard 
to see this is independent of the choice of local coordinates. The idea of one 
method of doing this is in Lemma 16.3 of Chapter II. We shall not detail that. 
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Next, let Pi' ... ' PkEN be the zeros of ~, fix local coordinates at each Pi 
and take disjoint disks Di about Pi as origin, in terms of the local coordinates 
there. Since - ~ has no zeros on N - U Di> there is an E > 0 so that ft has no 
fixed points outside Uint Di for any 0 < t < E. (For, if not, there is a sequence 
of points Xn such that f(xm t) = ft(xn) = xn for some 0 < t < lin. By passing 
to a subsequence we can assume that Xn -+ x with ~(x) i= O. Then f(xm t) = Xn 
for t in a lin-dense set in [0, E) and continuity then implies that f(x, t) = x 
for all t, whence ~(x) = 0, a contradiction.) Also, in the given local coordinates 
about Pi> we have 

lim x - ft(x) = ~(x), 
t~O t 

and so we can also take E so small that x - flx) and ~(x) are never antipodal 
on aD i, for all i and 0 < t <E. Now put f = ft for some such 0 < t < E. Note 
that, although we have guaranteed that f has no fixed points outside the 
Di> it may well have more than one fixed point in a given Di. 

Since, in the coordinates about Pi> x - f(x) is never antipodal to ~(x) on 
aDi, it follows that XHX - f(x) = 1]i(X) has the same degree as does XH~(X) 
as maps aDi -+ Rn - {O}. Therefore the index Ii of ~ at Pi equals the degree 
of 1]d aDi· Of course, 1]i is defined only on the coordinate patch. 

Let Fi c Ei C Di be concentric disks about Pi such that int Fi contains all 
the zeros on 1]i and let A: Di -+ [0,1] be smooth, equal to 0 outside Ei and 
to 1 on Fi. Let qEFi C Rn be a regular value of 1]i and consider 

1];(X) = 1]i(X) - A(X)q. 

On Fi> this has only "nondegenerate" zeros (meaning the differential is 
nonsingular at the zero). Also, q can be taken so close to the origin that 1]' 

has no zeros on D; - Fi. Also, on aDi,1]; equals 1]i. Thus the index Ii of ~ at 
Pi> which equals the degree of 1];1 aDi' also equals the index sum of 1]; on Di 

by Proposition 12.12. 
Put f'(x) = x -1];(x) on D; and f'(x) = f(x) on N - U D;. Note that 

f' ~ f ~ 1. Now f' does not have eigenvalue 1 at any fixed point, and so 
the sum of its local indices at fixed points in D; equals I;. By Theorem 12.9, 
we can now conclude that the index sum "LI; of ~ equals the index sum (the 
right side of the second displayed equation in Theorem 12.9) of f' which 
equals X(N). Because of the use of Theorem 12.9 we have implicitly assumed 
that N n is orientable. This assumption can be avoided by the passage to the 
orientable double covering of N n• This doubles both the index sum and the 
Euler characteristic. (The doubling of the Euler characteristic can be proved 
via a triangulation of N or by appeal to the Smith exact sequence in Section 20 
of Chapter IV.) Summarizing, we have: 

12.13. Theorem (Poincare-Hopf). If ~ is a tangent vector field on the compact 
manifold N n which has only isolated zeros and points outward along the 
boundary aN, if any, then the sum of the indices of ~ at its zeros equals the Euler 
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characteristic of N: 

LIi= X(N). D 

For another approach to this topic, see Milnor [3]. 

12.14. Corollary (Fundamental Theorem of Algebra). If p(z) is a complex 
polynomial of positive degree then p(z) has a zero. 

PROOF. Let p(z) = zn + alzn-1 + ... + am n > O. For ZE02 define 

~(z) = (1-lzI2tp(z/(I-lzI2)) = zn + a1(1-lzI 2)zn-l + ... +an(1-lzI 2t. 
The last expression shows that ~ is defined and smooth on all of02 and equals 
z~zn on 002 • Therefore ~ gives a vector field on 0 2 which has degree n on 
002 . If p has no zeros then neither does ~. By Proposition 12.12, the degree 
n> 0 of ~ on 002 must equal the index sum of ~ on 0 2 . Therefore ~ must 
have a zero. 0 

As a more serious application we shall briefly discuss "maximal tori" in a 
compact connected Lie group G. We shall assume as known that a compact 
connected abelian Lie group is a torus; i.e., a product of circle groups. The 
proof of this is not hard but would lead us too far afield. We shall also assume 
as known that if a compact Lie group acts smoothly on a manifold then 
there are coordinates about any fixed point in which the group acts by 
orthogonal transformations. The proof of this is easy if one knows some 
Riemannian geometry. In our case, the action considered is by conjugation 
and this special case can be handled by the discussion at the end of Section 12 
of Chapter V. 

There is clearly a maximal compact connected abelian subgroup, hence 
a "maximal torus," T of G. An automorphism of T is given by a unimodular 
matrix with integer entries. It follows that the normalizer N of T in G has N/T 
finite, since otherwise there would be a one-parameter group in N, but not 
in T, which commutes with T, and the closure of this, together with T, would 
give a larger compact connected abelian subgroup of G. 

12.15. Corollary. Let T be a maximal torus of the compact connected Lie 
group G and let N be its normalizer in G. Then: 

(a) X(G/T)=orderN/T; 
(b) X(G/N) = 1; and 
(c) any other maximal torus of G is conjugate to T. 

PROOF. It is easy to see that there is a one-parameter subgroup H of T whose 
closure is T. Consider the action of H on G/T by left translation. We have 
that HgT = gT~g-lHgT = T~g-lTg = T~gEN and so the fixed point 
set of H is the finite set N/T. Thus H generates a vector field on G/T with 
exactly these zeros. By the previous remarks, the vector field is tangent to a 
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small sphere (in appropriate coordinates) about any fixed point. A tangent 
field on such a sphere is homotopic to the outward normal field and so has 
index 1. By Theorem 12.13, the number of zeros is x(GIT), proving (a). A 
similar argument on GIN yields (b). For (c) let T' be some other maximal 
torus of G and consider the action of H on GIT'. By a similar argument, the 
number of fixed points is x(GIT') > 0 and so a fixed point exists. That is, 
there is a gEG such that HgT' = gT'. This implies that g-lTg = T'. D 

The finite group NIT is called the "Weyl group" of G. It, and its action 
on T, is known to characterize G up to "local isomorphism." 

PROBLEMS 

1. Consider S3 as the unit quaternions. Let f: S3 ---> S3 be f(q) = q2. Use the methods 
of the present section to find the Lefschetz number of f. 

2. Consider S3 as the unit quaternions. Let f: S3 ---> S3 be f(q) = q3. Use the methods 
of the present section to find the Lefschetz number of f. 

3. Consider S3 as the unit quaternions. Let f: S3 x S3 ---> S3 X S3 be f(p, q) = (pq, pq2). 
Use the methods of the present section to find the Lefschetz number of f. Also 
check your answer by computing it from its definition. 

4. Let A be a 2 x 2 matrix with integer entries. As a linear transformation of the 
plane, this induces a map f on the torus R x R/Z x Z to itself. Show that the 
number of fixed points of f is 11 - trace(A) + det(A)I unless the latter is zero. (Hint: 
Compute L(f) two different ways.) Also verify this result on at least two nontrivial 
examples. 

5. Let pES" be fixed. For qES", map q to the point on the great circle from p to q 
of twice the distance q is from p along the circle. (For example, - p maps to p and 
the equator having p as a pole maps to - p.) Use Corollary 12.7 to find the degree 
of this map S" ---> S". 

6. Let f: M2 ---> M2 be a smooth self-map on the closed connected orientable 
2-manifold M2. Call a fixed point x of f "elliptic" if the differential f* at x satisfies 
the inequality 1 + det f* > trace f *. If f has only isolated fixed points, all elliptic, 
and has at least one of them, then show that M2 = S2. 

7. Let M" be a closed oriented manifold. Let E be the trivial line bundle over M. 
Then M is said to be "stably parallelizable" if '[ EBE is trivial where '[ is the tangent 
bundle of M. Show how to define a "Gauss map" on such a manifold that generalizes 
the Gauss map M" ---> S" on the boundary of a smooth domain in R" + 1, and which 
has degree zero if M is parallelizable. (The map will depend on some arbitrary 
choices.) 

8. If K is a finite simplicial complex then it is known that K can be embedded in 
the interior of some compact smooth manifold M" with boundary, with K as a 
deformation retract of M". Assuming this, use Theorem 12.9 to rederive Hopf's 
version, Theorem 23.4 of Chapter IV, of the Lefschetz Fixed Point Theorem. 

9. Let T be a toral subgroup of the compact connected Lie group G and assume 
that Tis not a maximal torus. Then show that X(G/T) = O. 
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13. The Gysin Sequence V 

In this section we discuss a useful exact sequence that relates the cohomology 
of the base space of a sphere bundle to that of the total space. This section 
assumes knowledge of the Thorn class and Thorn isomorphism from 
Section 11 and the definition of the Euler class from Section 12. 

Let A be a compact space which is a neighborhood retract in some 
euclidean space. (These restrictions are stronger than necessary, but our 
applications are all compact smooth manifolds anyway.) Let n: A --+ A be a 
k-disk bundle. Then we have the Thorn class rEHk(A, aA). We will use the 
notation j*: H*(A, aA) --+ H*(A) and i*: H*(A) --+ H*(A). 

We define the Euler class X = i*j*(r)EHk(A). This is a generalization of the 
notion of Euler class in the previous section. 

13.1. Lemma. There is the following commutative diagram of H*(A)-module 
homomorphisms: 

HP(A) __ u_x_~) HP+k(A) 

"'1 ft*(-)ur j* r'" 1 ft* 

HP+k(A,aA) ~ HP+k(A). 

PROOF. The module structure is via the cup product. For A it is n* followed by 
the cup product. The commutativity is by 

i*j*(n*([3)u r) = i*(n*([3) u j*(r)) = i*n*([3) u i* j*(r) = [3 u x· 0 

13.2. Theorem. For an oriented (k - i)-sphere bundle n: X --+ A there is the 
exact "Gysin sequence" 

where all maps are H*(A)-module homomorphisms. 

PROOF. This comes from the associated k-disk bundle n: A --+ A and the 
cohomology sequence of the pair (A, aA) = (A, X), by replacing the terms 
involving A using Lemma 13.1. Thus 

a* =(n*(·)ur)-lo<5* = ho<5*, 

where h=(n*(·)ur)-l:HP+k+l(A,X)~HP+l(A). That a* is an H*(A)

homomorphism means that for aEHi(A) and [3EHj(X) we have a*(n*(a)u [3) = 
(-l)ia u a *([3). To see this let k: X ~ A and compute: 

a*(n*(a) u [3) = M*(n*(a) u [3) 

= (-l)ij M*([3un*(a)) 

= (-l)i jM*([3uk*ii*(a)) 
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= ( -1)iih(15*(f3) u n*(IX)) (by Theorem 4.5) 
= (_I)ii+i(j+ l)h(n*(IX) u 15*13) 

= (-I)ih(n*(IX)u15*f3) 
= (_l)iIXU M*I3 
= ( -1)ilX u a* 13, 

where the penultimate equation is from the fact that h is an H*(A)-module 
homomorphism. D 

13.3. Corollary. If a sphere bundle has a section then its Euler class X = O. 

PROOF. We had this before. Here it follows from the fact that n* is a mono
morphism when there is a section s, since s* on* = (nos)* = 1 * = 1. Then apply 
the sequence, as displayed, with p = O. D 

13.4. Corollary. Suppose sn+k-l --+ M n is a bundle with Sk-l as fiber, k> 1. 
Then n = kr for some integer rand M has cohomology ring 

H*(Mn) ~ Z[X]/(Xr+1 ), 

where XEH*(M) is the Euler class of the bundle. 

PROOF. A portion of the Gysin sequence is 

Hi+k-l(sn+k-l) --+ Hi(M) ~ Hi+k(M) --+ Hi+k(sn+k-l). 

Suppose that 0 #- IXEHi+k(M) for some i + k > O. We have 0 < i + k:::;; n < 
n + k - 1. Thus, the right end of the displayed sequence is zero. Hence IX = 
f3u X for some f3EHi(M). This cannot be repeated indefinitely and can only 
end when i becomes zero. This implies that 1, X, X2, ... , Xr, for some r, is an 
additive basis for H*(M), which must be free abelian. D 

It is known that the situation of Corollary 13.4 can happen only for 
k = 1,2,4, or 8; see Section 15. 

13.5. Example. Let T 2n + 1 be the unit tangent bundle to sn. This is also 
called the real Stiefel manifold Vn + 1,2, the space of 2-frames in Rn + 1 (the 
first vector of the frame is the base position on the sphere, the second is 
the tangent vector). This is an (n - I)-sphere bundle over the n-sphere 
sn-l--+ T 2n - 1 --+sn. The Euler class XEHn(sn) is zero for n odd, and twice a 
generator for n even, because the Euler characteristic of sn is zero or two, 
respectively. The critical parts of the Gysin sequence are 

and 
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for i = 0, 2n - 1, 

for n odd and i = n, n - 1, 

for n even and i = n, 

otherwise. 

13.6. Example. Consider an S1-bundle M3 over S2. The Gysin sequence is 

0--+ H1(M) --+ HO(S2) ~ H2(S2) --+ H2(M) --+ 0. 

It follows that if X = ° then M has the cohomology ring of S1 x S2. If X is a 
generator of H2(S2) then M has the homology ofS3 . If X is k times a generator, 
then 

for i = 0,3, 

for i = 2, (k # 0), 

otherwise. 

Consider M3 = D2 X S1 U fD2 X S1 where f: S1 x S1 --+ S1 X S1 is f(z, w) = 
(z, ZkW). Since f is a diffeomorphism, projection to the first coordinate makes 
M3 an S1-bundle over S2. Using the Seifert-Van Kampen Theorem, the 
fundamental group of M is 

1t1(M) ~ {x,ylx = y, 1 = yk} ~ Zk' 

(For k = 0, the fundamental group is Z and for k = ± 1, it is trivial.) Thus, 
for Ikl>1,H1(M)~Zk' By Poincare duality, H2(M)=0. By the Universal 
Coefficient Theorem, H2(M) ~ Zk' Therefore, these examples realize all the 
possible Euler classes. Incidentally, these manifolds M3 are our old friends, 
the lens spaces L(k,1). 

13.7. Example. We will calculate the cohomology ring of the complex Stiefel 
manifold Vn,n-k' the space of complex (n - k)-frames in en. Selecting the last 
n - k - 1 vectors in an (n - k)-frame gives a map Vn,n-k --+ Vn,n-k-1 which 
can be seen to be an S2k+ 1-bundle (see Section 8 of Chapter VII). We aim 
to show that 

the exterior algebra on the Xi where deg(xi) = i. That is, it is the same 
cohomology ring as for the product S2k + 1 X S2k + 3 X ... X s2n - 1 of spheres. 

The proof will be by induction on k. The Euler class XEH2k+2(Vn,n_k_1) = 0, 
by the inductive assumption. Thus, the Gysin sequence degenerates into short 
exact sequences such as 
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By induction, the group on the right is free abelian, and hence the sequence 
splits, and the middle group is free abelian. 

Let x = x 2k+ 1 EH2k+ 1(Vn,n_k) be such that O'*(x) = 1 EHO(Vn,n-k-1)' Since 
x is an odd-dimensional class, 2X2 = O. Since it is in a torsion free group, 
X2 =0. 

Recall that O'*(n*(y) u x) = ( - 1)deg(y)y U O'*(x) = (- 1)deg(y)y. Define the map 

<1>: H*(Vn,n-k-1) ® 1\ (x) --+ H*(Vn,n-k) 

by <I>(y® 1) = n*(y), and <I>(y®x) = n*(y)ux. This is an algebra homomor
phism since x2 = O. The map on y ® x splits ± 0'*, and so <I> is an additive 
isomorphism. Hence it is an algebra isomorphism, as claimed. 

Note that Vn,n = U(n), the unitary group in n variables. Therefore, we have 

meaning it has the same cohomology ring as S1 x S3 X ••. X s2n-1. The group 
U(1) is isomorphic to S1. Also, U(2) ~ S1 x S3, but not as a group. Although 
U(3) has the cohomology ring of S1 x S3 X S5 it is not even of the same 
homotopy type. They can be distinguished, as we will see latter, by their 
homotopy groups and also by the action of certain "cohomology operations" 
on them; see Section 8 of Chapter VII, Problems 1 and 3. 

14. Lefschetz Coincidence Theory v 
If f, g: X --+ Yare two maps, then a "coincidence" of f and g is a point x E X 
such that f(x) = g(x). This is a generalization of the notion of a fixed point 
since the two ideas coincide when X = Y and g = 1 x' In this section we 
describe the Lefschetz theory of coincidences for maps f, g: N n --+ M n of 
manifolds of equal dimension. We could have treated this case in the 
discussion of fixed point theory in Section 12, deriving the results there as 
corollaries. We did not do that for two reasons. First, the coincidence theory 
is somewhat more complicated and the Lefschetz coincidence number is 
much more difficult to compute than the fixed point number. Second, and 
most pertinent, the two most interesting classes of examples (1) coincidences 
of f, g where one of f and g is a homeomorphism and (2) maps to spheres, 
reduce to studying fixed points or other methods. (If g is a homeomorphism, 
coincidences of f and g equal fixed points of g-1f. Two maps f,g:Nn--+sn 
are coincidence free up to homotopy ¢> f~ - g¢>deg(f) = (-1t+1deg(g).) 
However, the theory is quite interesting and clearly worthy of inclusion in 
a book like this. 

Let N n and M n be closed orientable manifolds and let f, g: N --+ M. Then 
f:N--+M has graph r f = {(x,!(x))ENxM} and g:N--+M has graph r g• 

Both graphs are submanifolds of N x M. We define the Lefschetz coincidence 
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number of f and 9 to be 

I L(f,g) = [r J l[rg] = E*([r J]-[rg])EZ, I 
where [r J] = (1 ~ f)*[N], [rg] = (1 ~ g)*[N], and E*:Ho(N x M)-+Z is the 
augmentation. Note that this does not depend on the orientations chosen 
for Nand M as long as we orient N x M by the product orientation. 
Also note that L(f, g)EZz can be defined if N or M is nonorientable. By 
Theorem 12.6 we have L(f) = L(f, 1). 

It is immediate from the definition that L(f, g) i= 0 implies the existence 
of a coincidence; i.e., a point of intersection of r J and r g. Our task is to 
give a formula for this number. 

First we must digress to establish some further formulas for the shriek 
(transfer) maps f, and I' of Definition 11.2 and for the intersection product. 

14.1. Proposition. For f:Nn-+Mm a map of oriented manifolds, we have: 

(1) f*(bn [N]) = J'(b)n [M] and fi(an [M]) = f*(a)n [N]; 
(2) f,[M] = [N]; 
(3) f,(anb) = f*(a)nf,(b); 
(4) f*(a n I!(b)) = ( _l)(m-deg(b»(m-n) J'(a) n b; 
(5) J'(f*(a)ub) = auJ'(b); 
(6) n = m => f*f, = deg(f) = J'f*; 
(7) n = m => f,f * = deg(f) on im(fi) and f* I' = deg(f) on im(f*); 
(8) (f g), = gJ, and (f g)' = I' g'. 

PROOF. Formulas (1) follow directly from the definitions. The case a = 1 
yields (2). For (3), 

f*(a)nf,(b) = f*(a)nD;l f*DM(b) 

= f*(a)n(f*(DM(b))n[N]) 

= f*(auDM(b))n[N] 

= f,«a u DM(b))n [M]) 

= f,(an(DM(b)n [M])) 

= I!(anb). 

The reader can prove (4) and (5), which we will not be using. For (6), 

f*f,(a) = f*D;l f*DM(a) 

= f*(f*DM(a)n [N]) 

= DM(a)nf*[N] 

= DM(a)ndeg(f)[M] 

= deg(f)a. 
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Also, 

/f*(a) = DMf*D;; 1 f*(a) 

= DMf*(f*(a)n [N]) 

= DM(anf*[N]) 
= DM(a n [M]) deg(f) 

= adeg(f). 
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For (7),fJ*fl(a) = fl(deg(f) a) = deg(f)fl(a). The reader can prove the other 
half of (7). Formula (8) follows immediately from the definition of shrieking. D 

14.2. Proposition. Iff: N n -4 M m is a map of oriented manifolds then 

Ifn = m then 

PROOF. We compute 

fl(a)e fJ(b) = D;; 1 f*DM(a)eD;; If*DM(b) 

= D;; l(f*DM(b)u f*DM(a)) 

= D;; If*(DM(b) uDM(a)) 
= D;; 1 f*DM(aeb) 

= f!(aeb). 

The second formula is left to the reader. D 

14.3. Proposition. For f: Kk -4 N n, and g: I.! -4 M m maps of oriented manifolds, 
we have 

(f x g)'(a x b) = (_l)(n+k)deg(b)+n(m-l)/(a) X gl(b) 

and 

PROOF. We compute 

(f x g)'(a x b) = DNxM(f x g)*D;:~L(a x b) 

=DNxM(f x g)*((a x b)n[K] x [L]) 

= ( - l)kdeg(b) DN x M(f x g)*((a n [K]) x (b n [L])) 

= (- l)kdeg(b)DN xM{f*(an [K]) x g*(bn [L])} 

= ( - l)kdeg(b) DN x M{ (/(a) n [N]) x (gl(b) n [M])} 

=(_l)kdeg(b)+n(deg(b)+m-l)DNxM{(/(a) X gl(b))n([N] x [M])} 

= (- l)(n+k)deg(b)+n(m-l)/(a) X g'(b). 
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The second formula will not be used and is left for the reader to derive. D 

Now, finally, we return to the program of providing computational formulas 
for the coincidence number L(f, g). 

14.4. Theorem. For f, g: N n -+ M n maps of closed oriented manifolds, the 
Lefschetz coincidence number is given by each of the following formulas. (Traces 
are computed with coefficients in the rationals, or in Zp where L(f, g) must be 
reduced mod p. The subscript i on tr indicates the trace on the ith degree 
(co)homology.) 

(1) L(f, g) = 'LJ - 1); tr;(f*gl); 
(2) L(f, g) = L;( - 1); tr;(g1*); 
(3) L(f, g) = L;( - 1); tr;(f*gl); 
(4) L(f, g) = L;( - 1); tr;(glf*); and 
(5) L(f, g) = E*(g ~ fH..1M] where 9 ~ f: N -+ M x M is (g x f)od. 
Also 
(6) L(f,g) = (-ltL(g,f). 

PROOF. Let Y I = D N x M [r I] and Y 9 = D N x M [r g]. Consider 1 ~ f: N -+ N x M 
and 1 x g: N x N -+ N x M. Then, with notation from Theorem 12.4, we 
compute 

L(f,g) = E*([r/]-[rg]) = E*«yguYI)n[N x M]) 

=E*(ygn(Yln[N x M]))=E*(ygn[r/ ]) 
= (Yg, [r/]) = (DNxM[r9 ], [r I]) 
= (DNxM(1 x g)*[..1],(1 ~ f)*[N]) 
= «I ~ f)*DNxM(1 x g)*(rn[N x N]), [N]) 
= «I ~ f)*(1 x g)l(r), [N]) 
= ~) - l)deg " «1 ~ f)*(1 x g)l(ao x a), [N]) 

" 
= I( - l)deg " «I ~ f)*(aO x gl(a)), [N]) (by 14.3) 

= I(-I);tr;(f*g') 
; 

because (aO U /3, [N]) = (j",p, This proves (1). 
Formula (2) is from the algebraic fact that tr(AB) = tr(BA). Formula (6) 

is immediate from the definition. The commutative diagram 

Hn-P(N) -L Hn-P(M) ~ Hn-P(N) 

1 n[N] 1 n[M] 1 n[N] 

H p(N) f. , H p(M) g" H p(N) 
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implies that trg*f' = trg!l* and this, together with (6), gives (3). (The sign 
(-It disappears because of the dimension shift between the rows of the 
above diagram.) Formula (3) is equivalent to (4) by tr(AB) = tr(BA). 

It remains to prove formula (5). We will not use this formula but include 
it because of its intrinsic interest. To prove it, we compute 

E*(g ~ fHAMJ = E*(D;:/(g ~ f)*DMXM[AMJ) 
=E*((g ~f)*(r)(')[NJ) 

= «g ~ f)*(r), [N]) 

= ~)_l)deglX<g*(C(O)uf*(C(),[N]) 
IX 

IX 

IX 

IX 

IX 

= ~) - l)i tri(g!f*) 
i 

= L(f,g) 

by (2). Note that the C( in the proof of (5) are for M and differ from the C( in 
the proof of (1) which are for N. Also see Problem (10). 0 

14.5. Theorem. If N n and M n are smooth closed oriented n-manifolds and 
f, g: N -+ M are smooth and such that the difference of differentials 9 * - f * is 
nonsingular at each coincidence point off and 9 then 

x 

where the sum is over all coincidences XENn off and g. 

PROOF. That g* - f* be nonsingular is precisely the condition that r f and 
rg be transverse at a point of their intersection. The orientation ± 1 attached 
to an intersection point x is either sign det(g * - f *)x or its negative depending 
only on the dimension n. This must be consistent with the case 9 = 1 of 
Corollary 12.7, and so the indicated sign is correct. 0 

Now we will prove some immediate corollaries and compute some 
examples. 

14.6. Corollary. For f, g: N n -+ M n and h: K n -+ N n then we have 

L(fh, gh) = deg(h)L(f, g). 
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PROOF. This follows from tr((fh)*(gh)!) = tr(f*h*h!g!) = deg(h)tr(f*g!) by 
Proposition 14.1 (6). D 

14.7. Corollary. For f: N" -+ M" we have L(f,f) = deg(f)x(M). 

PROOF. We have L(f,f) = L(IMf, 1M!) = deg(f)L(IM' 1M) = deg(f)x(M). 
D 

14.8. Corollary. If 9 is homotopic to a homeomorphism with degree ± 1 then 
L(f,g) = ± L(fg-l). D 

The following extraordinary result shows that Corollary 14.8 holds, in a 
fashion, even for many nonhomeomorphisms. If h* (resp., h*) is an endo
morphism of (co)homology groups, not necessarily induced by a map h, we 
shall still use the notation L(h*) = Li( - l)i tr(hi) and similarly for h*. 

14.9. Theorem. Iff, g: N" -+ M" are maps between closed oriented manifolds 
with the same Betti numbers in each dimension and with deg(g) i= 0 then g* is 
nonsingular and 

PROOF. By Proposition 14.1(6) we have g*g! = deg(g), so that g! = 
deg(g)g; 1 (over a field of coefficients). Hence L(f, g) = Li( - l)i tri(f*g!) = 
deg(g)Li( - l)i trJf*g; l) = deg(g)L(f*g; l) and similarly for cohomology. 

D 

What this means is that if 9 (or!) has nonzero degree then the algebra 
of computing L(f, g) is essentially the same as that for computing the fixed 
point number. 

For doing direct computations with the formulas of Theorem 14.4 one 
needs a description of a convenient way to calculate the matrix of i (or g!). 
For this, start with a basis u, v, ... of cohomology (for both Nand M if they 
differ). If one then takes the Poincare dual basis x, y, ... for homology then 
the duality isomorphisms D have the identity matrix and so the matrix for 
g! is identical to that for g* in this basis. The basis of cohomology which is 
Kronecker product dual to x, y, ... is just the basis uo, vo, ... which is Poincare 
cup product dual to u, V, ... . Since g* is Kronecker dual to g* it follows that 
the matrix for g* is the transpose of that for g* in the uo, vo, ... basis. Thus 
if F is the matrix of f* in the u, V, ... basis and Go is the matrix for g* in 
the uo, vo, ... basis then 

I tr(f*g!) = tr(FG~). I 

In the examples, we will use G for the matrix of g* in the original u, v, ... 
basis and will use G! for the matrix of g!. Thus G! = G~ in the notation above. 
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In all our computations, we will take 1 EHO(N) as the basis element and 
8 = 1°EHn(N) as the basis element. Then < 8, [N]) = 1. 

In homology, if one prefers to compute there, one could use a basis x, y, ... 
for H * and its intersection product dual xO, yO, ... in the same way as indicated 
in the above remarks about cohomology. 

14.10. Example. Let j, g: S2 x S2 --+ S2 X S2. First we will compute L(f, g) 
using Theorem 14.9 assuming, then, that deg(g) =1= O. We have 

L(f, g) = deg(g)L(f*(g*) -1) = deg(g)( 1 + tr(FG -1) + deg(f)) 
deg(g) 

where F and G are the matrices of j and g on H2(S2 x S2). Thus 

L(f, g) = deg(f) + deg(g) + deg(g) tr(F adj(G)). 
IGI 

Let us use the matrix notation 

in the basis u = 8 x 1, v = 1 x 8 of H1(S2 x S2), where < 8, [S2]) = 1. Then 
f*(uv) = (au + ev)(bu + dv) = (ad + be)uv, so that 

deg(f) = ad + be. 
Similarly, 

deg(g) = AD + Be. 
Thus 

AD+BC [(a L(f,g) = ad + be + AD + BC + tr 
AD-BC e 

AD+BC = ad + be + AD + BC + (aD - bC - eB + dA). 
AD-BC 

Although easy to compute, this looks very strange. It doesn't even look like 
an integer, which it must be. However, maps S2 x S2 --+ S2 X S2 are very 
restricted. From the proof of Theorem 4.13 we must always have AC = 0 
and BD = O. For AD + BC = deg(g) =1= 0 we conclude that either A = 0 = D 
or B = 0 = e. In these cases the expression for L(f, g) simplifies to 

A = 0 = D => L(f, g) = ad + be + BC - ( - bC - eB) = ad + (b + B)(e + C), 

B = 0 = C => L(f, g) = ad + be + AD + (aD + dA) = (a + A)(d + D) + be. 

Note that both cases are covered by the nice formula 

-(b+B)I· 
d+D 

From such an attractive formula, it is reasonable to expect that the formula 
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also holds in the general case in which deg(g) may be zero. We shall show 
that this is, indeed, the case by computing L(f, g) from the formulas of 
Theorem 14.4, which we wish to illustrate anyway. 

In general, tro(f*g!) = deg(g) since f* = 1 in the standard basis {I} for 
HO and g! = Dg*D- 1 is multiplication by deg(g) since g* is operating in the 
top dimension. Similarly, in the top dimension, f*g! = deg(f)·1 and so its 
trace is deg(f). It remains to compute trz(f*g!) and, for this, we must lay 
down an explicit basis for HZ and its cup product dual basis. 

Start with the choice above of u = 9 x 1 and v = 1 x 9. Then UO = v and 
VO = u. (Note that for odd-dimensional spheres we would have UO = - v and 
VO = u in order for UOu = 9 = vOv.) 

Using, as above, the matrix G for g*, we have 

Then we compute 

g*(u) = Au + Cv, 

g*(v) = Bu + Dv. 

g*(uD) = g*(v) = Bu + Dv = Duo + Bvo, 

g*(VO) = g*(u) = Au + Cv = CUD + AvO, 

so that the matrix for g* and hence for g! is 

We conclude that 

as claimed. 

L(f, g) = deg(g) + tr(FG!) + deg(f) 

= AD + BC + (aD + bC + eB + dA) + ad + be 

= (a + A)(d + D) + (b + B)(e + C) 

14.11. Example. We will study the n-torus r = Sl x ... X Sl here. The coin
cidence number will be computed in two completely different ways, first 
algebraically based on Theorem 14.9, and then geometrically. 

The cohomology of r is an exterior algebra 1\ (x l' ... ,Xn ) on n gen
erators of degree 1 and f* is determined by its action on the Xi. The Lefschetz 
fixed point number makes sense for any endomorphism A on en: L(A) = 
Li( - l)i tr( 1\ i A: 1\ i(cn)) and not only for those induced by maps of the 
torus. Assume, to begin, that A is diagonalizable over C. Then there are n 
independent eigenvectors Vi' ... ' vn with eigenvalues Ai' ... ' An- Then 
{vs, /\ ... /\ vsk ls 1 < ... < sd is a basis of 1\ ken and each is an eigenvector of 
1\ k A since Avs, /\ ... /\ AVSk = As, ... ASkVS, /\ ... /\ vsk . Therefore, tr 1\ k A = 
"'{A ···A Is < ... < Sk} so that L Sl Sk 1 , 

L(A)=(I-A1 )(I-AZ )···(l-An)= II -AI· 

Since L(A) and I I - A I are continuous functions of A and the diagonalizable 
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matrices are dense in the space of all complex n x n matrices, this formula 
holds in general. 

Now for maps I, g: T" --> T" with deg(g) #- 0, and letting F and G be the 
matrices for 1*, g* on Hl(T"), we have 

L(f,g) = deg(g)L(FG- 1) = I GI·II - FG-11 = IG - Fl. 

Since both sides of this equation are continuous functions in F and G, it 
follows that the formula 

L(f,g) = IG-FI 

is valid for all g, not just those of nonzero degree IGI. (Although we have 
not derived a formula for g!, it is clear that there is one which is a polynomial 
function of the entries of G.) 

Now we will show that the same formula can be derived from a purely 
geometric discussion. For any maps I, g: T" --> T", the induced endomorphisms 
F, G on Hl(T"; R) are identical to those induced on Hl(T"; R);:::: R" by the 
maps F, G: T" --> T" induced from F, G. In fact, F ~ 1 and G ~ g, but we don't 
need that. This implies that L(f, g) = L(F, G) and we can concentrate on the 
latter. Assume, for the moment, that G - F is nonsingular. 

By Theorem 14.5 the local coincidence number of F, G at any coincidence 
is sign I G - F I and it remains to find the number of coincidences. But coinci

dences of F and G are identical to the zeros of H = G - F; i.e., the points in 
a fundamental domain which map into lattice points by H = G - F: R" --> R". 
But H: T" --> T" is a covering map and so its number of zeros equals its 
number of sheets. This, in turn, is the factor by which H increases volume, 
and that equals abslHI. Therefore, by Theorem 14.5, L(f,g) = L(F, G) = 
signIHlabsIHI=IHI=IG-FI. If H=G-F is singular, then H is onto a 
proper subtorus of T". If AER" is a sufficiently small vector not in range(H) 
then F'(x) = F(x) + A induces a map F': T" --> T" which is homotopic to F 
and which has no coincidences with G since the similarly defined H' has an 
image which is disjoint from that of H. Hence L(f, g) = L(F', G) = 0 = I G - F I 
in this case also. 

14.12. Example. In order to illustrate the case in which N #- M, let us consider 
maps I, g: S2 x S2 --> CP2. Here Theorem 14.9 is not available because the 
restriction on Betti numbers is not satisfied, and so we must use a formula 
from Theorem 14.4. Since we know the contribution in degrees 0 and 4 from 
the discussion in Example 14.10, it suffices to compute tr I*g! in degree 2. 
We will use the basis u, vEHZ(S2 x S2) as constructed in Example 14.10. 
Therefore UO = v and VO = u. Let tEH2(CPZ) be a generator with Z coefficients 
and orient Cpz so that < t 2 , [CP2] > = 1. Then t = to. Put 

I*(t) = au + bv, g*(t) = Au + Bv. 

Then 1*(t2 ) = 2abuv, so that deg(f) = 2ab. Similarly, deg(g) = 2AB. Now 

g*(tO) = Au + Bv = Buo + Avo 
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so that g! has matrix (B, A). Also, f* has matrix (a, by and so 

L(f, g) = deg(g) + tr(a, bY(B, A) + deg(f) 

= 2AB + aB + bA + 2ab, 

finishing this example. 

Now let us briefly discuss the case of bounded manifolds. If one of the 
maps, say g, takes oN into oM then the proofs can be carried through as in 
the discussion above Theorem 12.9 where rg takes the place of A. There are 
no difficulties with concluding the following generalization of Theorems 14.4 
and 14.5. 

14.13. Theorem. Let f:Nn~Mn and g:(N,oN)~(M,oM) be maps. Assume 
thatfand g have no coincidences on oN. Then with [rf]EHn((N,oN) x M) 
and [rg]EHn(N x (M,oM)) 

L(f,g) = [r f)-[rg] 

can be computed by 

L(f, g) = ~) - 1)i tri(f*g!) on H*(N) 
i 

or by 

L(f, g) = ~) - 1)i tri(f*g!) on H * (M). 
i 

Moreover, iff and g are also smooth and if the differential g * - f * is nonsingular 
at each coincidence, then 

x 

where the sum ranges over all coincidences XENn off and g. o 
For example, we have the following generalization of the Brouwer Fixed 

Point Theorem: 

14.14. Corollary. If g: (Dn, oDn) ~ (Dn, oDn) has nonzero degree then any map 
f: D n ~ D n has a coincidence with g. 

PROOF. The only nontrivial dimension for f*g! is dimension O. There we 
have that g! = D -1 g* D is multiplication by deg(g). Hence L(f, g) = deg(g). 

D 

In a sense, the bounded case reduces to the closed case by doubling both 
manifolds. Let N 1, N 2 be the two copies of N in the doubled manifold and 
similarly for M l' M 2· Letf1,gl: N 1 ~M 1 be copies of f,g· On N 2letf2: N2 ~ 
M1 also be a copy of f and g2:N2~M2 a copy of g. (See Figure IV-ll.) 
Then the only coincidence of f1 Uf2 with gl ug2 is between f1 and gl· 
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gz 

Figure VI-ll. Coincidence doubling. 

Consequently 

L(f,g) = L(f1 U 12,gl ug2 )· 

Of course, the doubled manifolds have more homology, so the computation 
of the coincidence numbers is potentially more difficult, although it can be 
shown that the situation in homology is analogous to Figure VI-11, so that 
the traces are all the same as in the bounded situation. 

PROBLEMS 

1. For maps J,g:M"-->S", compute L(f,g). 

2. If J, g: N" --> Mm and J is constant, show that L(f, g) = deg(g). 

3. Let J, g: S" x sm --> S" X sm with n =F m. 
(a) Compute L(f, g). 
(b) If n =F m are both odd and J* =F g* on both H" and Hm then show that J,g 

have a coincidence. 
(c) If n =F m are both even and J* =F - g* on both H" and Hm then show that 

J, 9 have a coincidence. 
(d) Show, by examples, that the conditions J* =F g* in (b) and J* =F - g* in (c) 

are necessary. 

4. For J, g: Cpo --> Cpo, find L(f, g). Use this to show that, for n even, any two maps 
J, g: cpo --> cpo of nonzero degree must have a coincidence. 

5. Using mod 2 homology, show that any two maps J, g: pZ --> p 2 of nonzero degree 
have a coincidence. Give two proofs, one by coincidence theory mod 2 and one 
by other methods. 

6. Rederive Corollary 14.14 using the technique of doubling. 
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7. Let N 4 be Cpz with an open disk removed. Let f: N -4 Nand g: (N, aN) -4 (N, aN). 
If f and 9 have no coincidence then show that either deg(g) = 0 or f* = - g* on 
Hz(N). 

8. Formulate and prove the generalizations of Corollary 14.6 through Theorem 14.9 
in the case of bounded manifolds. 

9. Let f:M m-4Nn and g:Nn-4Mm be smooth. Let [rf J=(1 ~f)*[MJE 
Hm((M, aM) x N)and [rgJ =(g ~ IMNJEHn(M x (N,aN)). Show that [rfHrgJ = 

L(fog) = L(gof). (Hint: If TNEH"(Nx(N,aN)) is the dual of the diagonal 
[L1NJEHn((N, aN) x N) then (f x 1)*(TN) = Y f where YfEHn(M X (N, aN)) is dual 
to [r f J since f xl: r f -4 L1N extends to a bundle map of normal bundles. 
Similarly, with TMEHm((M,aM) X M) and [L1MJEHm(M x (M,aM)), one has 
(1 x g)*(TM) = (_l)m(n+ l)yg .) 

10 .• For f, g: N n -4 M n, prove the geometric interpretation 

E*(g )( f)![LlMJ = (g)( f)*[N} [LlMJ 

of formula (5) of Theorem 14.4. 

15. Steenrod Operations ¥ 
In this section we describe certain "cohomology operations" discovered by 
Steenrod, related to squaring m-+a2 • The definitive reference is Steenrod 
and Epstein [1J (also see Mosher and Tangora [1J) and we shall follow that 
work by laying down axioms for the operations and discussing the immediate 
applications. The proof of the existence of the operations, i.e., their con
struction, is left to the following section. We shall not consider the more 
difficult matter of uniqueness. 

The ith "Steenrod square," i;:::.: 0, is a cohomology operation 

(meaning that it is a natural transformation of functors of (X, A)) which is 
a homomorphism satisfying the following axioms: 

Axiom (1) SqO = 1. 
Axiom (2) deg(x) = i => Sqi(X) = x 2 • 

Axiom (3) i > deg(x) => Sqi(X) = O. 
Axiom (4) (Cartan formula.) Sqk(xy) = I:7=OSqi(X)USqk-i(y). 

We shall also assume the following two properties which can be shown 
to follow from the axioms: 

Property (5) Sq 1 is the Bockstein (connecting) homomorphism for the 
coefficient sequence 

0--+ Z2 --+ Z4 --+ Z2 --+ O. 
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Property (6) (Adem relations.) If 0 < a < 2b then 

where the binomial coefficient is taken mod 2. 

15.1. Proposition. For xEH*(X;Z2)' YEH*(Y;Z2)' and x x YEH*(X x Y;Z2) 
we have 

n 

Sqn(x X y) = L Sqi(X) X Sqn-i(y). 
i=O 

PROOF. From Axiom 4 we have Sqn(x x y) = Sqn((x x l)u(1 x y)) = 
LiSqi(X X I)Sqn-i(1 x y). But, if Px: X x Y --+ X is the projection then 
Sqi(X x 1) = Sqi(pi(x)) = piSqi(X) = Sqi(X) X 1. Consequently Sqn(x x y) = 
LiSqi(X X I)Sqn-i(1 x y) = Li(Sqi(X) x l)u(1 x Sqn-i(y)) = LiSqi(X) X Sqn-i(y). 

D 

15.2. Proposition. Sqi commutes with 15*. That is, the following diagram 
commutes: 

PROOF. Let Y = X x {O} u A x 1. Then, by naturality, it suffices to prove the 
result for the pair (Y, A x I). Another naturality argument implies that it 
suffices to prove it for the pair (Y, A x {I}). Put C = A x {I} and 
B = A x [O,}] uX x {O} c Y. In the diagram 

Hn(BuC;Z2) ) Hn(C;Z2) 

l~ l~ 
Hn+ 1(Y,BuC;Z2) -----+ Hn + 1(Y,C;Z2) 

the map on top is onto and it follows that it suffices to prove the result for 
the pair (Y, B u C). By the excision (and homotopy) isomorphisms, it suffices 
to prove the result for the pair (A x [}, 1], A x {}} u A x {1}), which is 
equivalent to the pair (A x I, A x 01). Now an element of H*(A x 01; Z2) has 
the form x x y for xEH*(A; Z2) and YEHO(oI). Then t5*(x x y) = x x t5*y. 
(There is a sign (_I)deg(x), which can be dropped since coefficients are in Z2.) 
Therefore 

Sqi(t5*(X x y)) = Sqi(X X t5*y) 

= Sqi(X) x SqO(t5*(y)) (by Proposition 15.1) 

= Sqi(X) x t5*(y) (by Axiom (1)) 
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finishing the proof. 

= b*(Sqi(X) X y) 

= b*(Sqi(X X y)) (by Proposition 15.1, 
Axioms (1) and (3)) 

o 
15.3. Proposition. Sqi commutes with (unreduced) suspension. That is, the 
following diagram commutes: 

fin(x; Zz) __ L_-->. fin + l(I;X; Zz) 

1 Sqi 1 Sqi 

fin + l(X; Zz) ~ fin+i+ l(I;X; Zz). 

PROOF. The suspension can be defined as the composition 

and so the result follows from Proposition 15.2 and the naturality of Sqi. 0 

For example, consider Cpz. We know that H*(CPZ; Zz) has (only) the 
nonzero elements 1EHO(CPZ;Zz), xEHZ(CPZ;Zz) and xZEH4(CPZ;Zz)' We 
have SqZ(x) = XZ =1= O. Recall that 

Cpz ~SzuhD4 

where h: S3 ---> SZ is the Hopf map. This implies that 

I;Cpz ~ S3 u~hD5, 

I;zCPz ~ S4U~2hD6, 

and so on. It follows from Proposition 15.3 that Sqz: H3(I;CPZ; Zz)---> 
H5(I;CPZ; Zz) is nonzero. 

This implies that I;h is not homotopically trivial, for, if it were, then 
I;Cpz ~ S3 V S5. But the commutative diagram 

shows that SqZ = 0 on H3(S3 v S5; Zz) contrary to its being nonzero on 
H3(I;CPZ; Zz). Similarly, none of the suspensions I;n h of hare homotopically 
trivial. Thus we have: 

15.4. Corollary. nn + 1 (sn) =1= 0 for all n :::0: 2. o 

Similar considerations apply to the other Hopf maps. 
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It is convenient to put H(X) = E8iHi(X; Z2) and to define 

Sq: H(X) -+ H(X) 

407 

to be Sq = SqO + Sql + Sq2 + .... This makes sense by Axiom (3). Then the 
Cartan formula becomes 

Sq(xy) = Sq(x)Sq(y). 

In particular 

Sq(Xk) = (Sq(X))k. 

If deg(x) = 1 then we compute Sq(Xk) = (Sq(X))k = (x + X2)k = xk(1 + X)k = 
Li(~)Xk+i. Thus we have: 

15.5. Proposition. For deg(x) = 1 we have Sqi(Xk) = (~)Xk+i. D 

Because of this result and the Adem relations, it is helpful to have a 
convenient way to compute the mod 2 binomial coefficients. 

PROOF. Consider the polynomial ring Z2[X]. We compute 

(1 + xt = (1 + x)'E.a j 2 j 

X (1 + x)a j 2 j 

X (1 + x2jt j (since (1 + xf = 1 + 2x + x2 == 1 + x 2) 

X ~ Gj )xk2i• 

But the coefficient of xb in (1 + x)a is (~), while its coefficient in the last 
expression is X (~j). D 

J 

Note that (~) = 0 while @ = m = (g) = 1. Thus (~) = 1 ~(bj = 1 => aj = 1). 

15.7. Corollary. If deg(x) = 1 then 

fori = 0, 

fori = 2\ 
otherwise. 

D 

15.8. Theorem. Ifi is not a power of2 then Sqi is decomposable, meaning that 
it is a sum of compositions of Steenrod squaring operations of smaller degree 
than i. 
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PROOF. The Adem relations can be rewritten in the form 

(b -l)sqa+b = SqaSqb + I'II (b -1-. j)sqa+b- jSqj 
a j=1 a - 2; 

where 0 < a < 2b. Thus if (b: 1) == 1 (mod 2) then Sqa+b is decomposable. But 
if i is not a power of 2 we can write i = a + b where b = 2k and 0 < a < 2k. 
Since b -1 = 1 + 2 + 22 + ... + 2k - 1 and a::;; b -1 we see from Proposition 
15.6 that (b: 1) == 1 (mod 2). D 

For example, there are the relations 

Sq3 = Sq1 Sq2, 

Sq5 = Sq1Sq4, 

Also note the relations 

Sq6 = Sq2Sq4 + Sq5Sq 1. 

Sq 1 Sq2n = Sq2n+ 1, 

Sq1Sq2n+1 =0, 

Sq2n-1 Sqn = 0, 

Sq2Sq2 = Sq3Sq 1. 

15.9. Corollary. If i is not a power of 2 and if X is a space such that 
Hk(X; Z2) = 0 for all n < k < n + i then Sqi: Hn(x; Z2) --+ Hn + i(X; Z2) is zero. 

D 

15.10. Corollary. If xEHn(x; Z2) and x 2 #- 0 then Sq2;(X) #- 0 for some i with 
O<~::;;~ D 

15.11. Corollary. If H*(X; Z2) = Z2[X] or Z2[x]/(xq) for some q > 2 then 
n = deg(x) is a power of 2. D 

It has been shown by Adams, using a much deeper study of Steenrod 
squares, that n = 1,2,4, or 8 are the only possibilities in the situation of 
Corollary 15.11. See Atiyah [1]. 

15.12. Corollary. If M 2n is a closed 2n-manifold with Hi(M; Z2) = 0 for 
0< i < n and with Hn(M; Z2) ~ Z2 then n is a power of 2 (in fact, n = 1,2,4, 
or 8 by Adams). 0 

15.13. Corollary. If s2n-1 is a fiber bundle over sn with fiber sn-1 then n is 
a power of 2 (n = 1,2,4, or 8 by Adams). 

PROOF. If f: s2n - 1 --+ sn is a bundle projection with fiber sn - 1 then M f is a 
2n-manifold with boundary s2n -1 and so C f is a closed 2n-manifold and has 
homology as in Corollary 15.12. D 
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Letf:S2n-1~Sn be any map, nz.2. Put x=cf =sn ufD 2n. Then X is 
a CW-complex with three cells, in dimensions 0, n, and 2n. The inclusion 

sn ~X induces an isomorphism Hn(x) ~ Hn(sn), so take 0 -=f. xEHn(x; Z) 
to correspond to the orientation class of sn. Similarly, the collapse X ~s2n 

induces an isomorphism H2n(S2n) ~ H 2n(X), so take 0 -=f. YEH2n(x; Z) to 
correspond to the orientation class of s2n. Then 

for some integer hf' This integer hf is called the "Hopf invariant" of f. For 
the Hopfmaps S3~S2, S7~S4, and S15~S8, Cf is a manifold and so 
h f = ± 1 in those cases by Poincare duality. 

15.14. Corollary. Letf:S2n-1~Sn. If the Hopfinvariant hf is odd then n is 
a power of 2 (n = 1,2,4, or 8 by Adams). D 

Now suppose we have a map f: SP x sq ~ sr. Then f induces a map 
DP + 1 X sq ~ Dr++ 1 by coning off. Similarly, it induces SP x Dq + 1 ~ Dr_+ 1 and 
so there is an induced map 

]: SP + q + 1 ::::::: DP + 1 X sq U SP x Dq + 1 ~ Dr} 1 U Dr_+ 1 ::::::: sr + 1. 

(Compare Definition 8.6 of Chapter VII.) Specialize to the case f: sn - 1 X sn -1 ~ 
sn - 1. If the restriction of f to sn - 1 X { * } ~ sn - 1 has degree p and the 
restriction to {*} X sn-1 ~sn-1 has degree q then we say thatfhas "bidegree" 
(p, q). 

15.15. Proposition. If f: sn - 1 X sn - 1 ~ sn - 1 has bidegree (p, q) then the 
induced map]: s2n - 1 ~ sn has H opf invariant ± pq. 

PROOF. We shall use integer coefficients for cohomology throughout this 
proof, which is based on that in Steenrod-Epstein [1]. The mapping cone 
C f can be regarded as the space 

C = (D: uD~)ul(Dn x Dn) 

since v(Dn x Dn) = Dn x sn-1 uSn- 1 X Dn. Thus we have a map 

g:(Dn x Dn,Dn x sn-l,sn-1 x Dn)~(C,D:,D~). 

There is the commutative diagram 

u 
-----> 

and so if we let x_ EHn(C, D:) and X+ EHn(C, D~) correspond to the generator 
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xEH"(C) then x+ ux_ corresponds to x 2. The commutative diagram 

H"(C) ( 
:::::: 

H"(C,O~) 
g* 

----+ Hn(on x on, S"-l X on) 

1:::::: 1:::::: 1:::::: 

Hn(sn) ~ H"(S", o~) ~ Hn(O"t, S"-l) g* 
----+ H"(on X {*}, S" - 1 X {*}) 

:::::: r.5* :::::: r.5* 
-.::..g*------+l H"-l(S"-l X {*}) 

Xp 

shows that g*(x+) = ± pw X 1 where wEH"(on, sn-1) is a generator and hence 
w X 1 E Hn(on x on, sn -1 X on) is a generator. Similarly, we have that 
g*(x _) = ± q1 x w. But g*: H2n( C, sn) --+ H2"(O" X on, o(on X 0")) is an iso
morphism and carries x+ ux_ to ± pq(w x 1)u(1 x w) = ± pq(w x w). Thus 
x+ ux_ = pq(generator). Since x+ and x_ each map to xEH"(C) we conclude 
that x2 = pqy for some generator YEH2"(C). D 

15.16. Corollary. If S"-l is parallelizable then n is a power of 2 (n = 1,2,4, 
or 8 by Adams). 

PROOF. Ifsn-1 is parallelizable then there is a map ¢:S"-1--+S0(n) assigning 
to XES"-l a matrix with first column x and the rest making an (n - 1)-frame 
orthogonal to x. Then ¢(x)e1 = x if e1 is the first standard basis vector. Define 
f: sn-1 X S"-l --+S"-l by f(x, y) = ¢(x)· y. Then f(e1, y) = ¢(e1)· y has degree 
1 as a function of y. Also f(x, e1 ) = ¢(x)·e1 = x has degree 1. Therefore 
1:S2n - 1 --+S" has Hopf invariant 1. D 

We conclude this section by briefly introducing the "Steenrod cyclic 
reduced powers" which are the analogues of the squares for odd primes p. 

Let {3: Hi(X; Zp) --+ Hi + 1 (X; Zp) be the Bockstein associated with the 
coefficient sequence 0 --+ Zp --+ Zp2 --+ Zp --+ o. 

For an odd prime p, the Steenrod cyclic reduced power operation r!J\ 
k ;e:: 0, is a natural transformation 

which is a homomorphism satisfying the following axioms: 

Axiom (1p) [JJ>0 = 1. 
Axiom (2p) deg(x) = 2k :;. r!Jk(X) = xp. 
Axiom (3p ) 2k > deg(x) :;. r!Jk(X) = o. k 
Axiom (4p ) (Cartan formula.) r!Jk(XU y) = L [JJ>i(X)Ur!Jk-i(y). 

i=O 

In addition, we will assume the following fact that can be shown to follow 
from the axioms: 
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Property (5 p ) (Adem relations.) 
(a) If 0 < a < pb then 

(b) If 0 < a :s; pb then 

[a/p] ((P - 1)(b - i)) ;JjJap;JjJb = L (_l)a+i . p;JjJa+b-i;JjJi 
i=O a - pi 

[(a-1)/p] ((P - 1)(b - i) - 1) + L (_l)a+i-1 . ;JjJa+b-ip;JjJi. 
i=O a - pl-l 
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Our first application uses the simplest Adem relation ;JjJ1;JjJ1 = 2;JjJ2 (since 
_(P-~)-l)= -(p-2)==2 (mod p)). 

PROOF. Note that this says nothing unless 2(p + 1):s; 4n since otherwise 
;JjJ1(a) is in a trivial group. By naturality, it suffices to prove the formula 
for n ~ p, and for a generator a. In that case g>2(a) = aP #- O. Now g>l(a)E 
H 2(P+1)(Qpn;zp) and so ;JjJ1(a) = ka(p+1)/2 for some kEZp. Then 

2aP = 2g>2(a) = g>1;JjJ1(a) = g>l(ka(P+ 1)/2) 

= k;JjJ1(a·a·····a) ((p + 1)/2 times) 

= k[;JjJ1(a)·a· ····a + a·;JjJ1(a)· ····a + ... + a· ····a·;JjJ1(a)] 
= k((p + 1)/2)(ka(P+ 1)/2)a(p-1)/2 

= k2 ( (p + 1 )/2)aP• 

Therefore k2(p + 1)/2 == 2 (mod p) so that k2 == k2(p + 1) == 4 (mod p). 
Consequently, k == ± 2 (mod p). D 

15.18. Corollary. If n ~ 2 and f: Qpn --+ Qpn then f*(a) is either 0 or a for 
aEH4(Qpn; Z3). 

PROOF. Of course, the only other possibility is that f*(a) = -a and so what 
we are claiming is that that is impossible. Suppose that f*(a) = -a. 
By Proposition 15.17, ;JjJ1(a) = ka2 #- 0, where k = ± 2. Then 

;JjJ1f*(a) = ;JjJ1( -a) = _;JjJ1(a) = -ka2. 

But this equals 

f*;JjJ1(a) = f*(ka 2) = kf*(a)2 = ka2, 

a contradiction since -1 =f. 1 (mod 3). D 
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15.19. Corollary. Qpn has the fixed point property for n ~ 2. 

PROOF. If aEH4(Qpn;z) is a generator and f:Qpn-->Qpn is a map, then 
f*(a) # - a by Corollary 15.18. It follows as in Section 23 of Chapter IV that 
the Lefschetz number L(f) # O. 0 

15.20. Theorem. There is no "Cayley projective 3-space," i.e., there is no space 
X with H*(X; Z3)::::::: Z3 [a]j(a4) where deg(a) = 8. 

PROOF. For p = 3, we use the Adem relation gplgp3 = gA. If X exists then 
this shows that gt>4(a) = O. But gt>4(a) = a3 # 0 by Axiom (23)' 0 

15.21. Corollary. The 7-sphere does not carry the structure of a topological 
group. 0 

PROBLEMS 

1. For XESn- 1 let Tx:Rn--->Rn be the reflection through the line Rx; i.e., 
Tx(Y) = 2<x,y>x - y. For neven, show that the mapf: sn-l x sn-l--->sn-l given by 
f(x, y) = TAy) has bidegree (2, -1). Conclude that for n even, there exists a map 
s2n -1 ---> sn of Hopf invariant - 2. 

2. For maps s2n -1 -L sn ---L.. sn show that hgof = deg(g)2h f' 

3. For maps s2n-l -LS2n - 1 ---L.. sn show that hgOf = deg(f)hg. 

4. (a) Show that cp2n + 1 is an S2-bundle over Qpn. 
(b) Use (a) to give another proof of Proposition 15.17 showing that the sign there 

is + if rx is the reduction of a generator of H4(Qpn; Z) mapping to the square 
of a generator of H2(cp2n+l;z). 

5. Read Definition 3.1 of Chapter VII for the definition of an "H-space." 
(a) If sn-l is an H-space, show that n is a power of 2 (n = 1,2,4,8 by Adams). 
(b) If X is an H-space with unity e and A c X is a retract of X with eEA then 

show that A is an H-space. 
(c) If X x Yis an H-space then show that both X and Yare H-spaces. 
(d) Show that SI x S3 X SS is not homotopy equivalent to U(3) even though they 

have the same cohomology rings by Example 13.7. 

16. Construction of the Steenrod Squares .p 
In this section we shall construct the Steenrod squaring operations. We shall 
not construct the cyclic reduced powers, but that can be done in essentially 
the same way. We shall prove the axioms for the squares but the proof of 
the Adem relations is beyond our present capabilities and so the applications 
given in the previous section are not completely proved in this book. For 
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proofs of the Adem relations, see Bullett and MacDonald [1], Steenrod and 
Epstein [1], or Mosher and Tangora [1]. 

We will carry the development as far as conveniently possible using 
coefficients in an arbitrary commutative ring with unity. We could simplify 
the formulas by taking Zz coefficients throughout, but the more general 
outlook indicates much better how to convert the arguments to the case of 
the cyclic reduced powers for odd primes. (In the latter case, keep our present 
T - 1 but the substitute yv-I + ... + T Z + T + 1 for our present T + 1.) 

As we hinted at previously, the squares owe their existence to the fact 
that the cup product is not (signed) commutative at the co chain level. 

Consider any diagonal approximation 

Define the chain map 

T: ~*(X) @ ~*(X) ~ ~*(X) @ ~*(X) 

by T( iT p @ iT q) = ( - 1 yq iT q@ iT P' i.e., the signed interchange of factors. Then 
To ~o is another diagonal approximation. Since any two diagonal approxima
tions are naturally chain homotopic there is a natural chain homotopy 

which is a map of degree + 1 such that 

(T -l)~o = T~o - ~o = O~I + ~IO. 
If ~o could be taken to be signed commutative, then we could take ~I = 0 
and the subsequent development would be trivial and would imply that 
Sqi(a) = 0 unless i = deg(a). Since that is not the case, ~o cannot be signed 
commutative. Note that 

(T + l)(T - 1) = T Z - 1 = 0, 

so that 

This means that (T + 1)~1 (with the usual sign conventions) is a natural 
chain map of degree 1. The zero mapping O:~n(X)~(~*(X)@~*(X))n+1 is 
another such map and the method of acyclic models shows easily that there 
is a natural chain homotopy ~z between them. That is 

(T + 1)~1 = o~z - ~zo. 

Applying the operator (T - 1) to this gives 

0= (T - l)(T + 1)~1 = o(T - l)~z - (T - l)~zo 

which means that (T - l)~z is a chain map of degree + 2. Again 0 is also 
such a natural chain map and the method of acyclic models provides a chain 
homotopy ~3 between them. One can continue this ad infinitum, constructing 
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a sequence of natural chain homo to pies An of degree n such that 

I (T+(-1)n+l)An=oAn+1 +(-1tAn+10. I 
Now we pass to the cochain complexes. For any commutative ring A with 
unity, the maps Ak induce maps 

Hom(A*(X), A) ® Hom(A*(X), A) --+ Hom(A*(X) ® A*(X), A) 

Hom(A"l) , Hom(A*(X),A), 

that is, 

A*(X;A)®A*(X;A) ~A*(X;A). 

The usual sign convention is in use, giving hk(en) = (-1reno Ak. Then hk is 
of degree - k; i.e., hk(fP ® gq) has degree p + q - k. Define the "cup-i" product 
of cochains f and 9 by 

Then Uo is the usual cup product u. We shall use the same letter T to denote 
Hom(T, 1). Then note that hk Ten = (-1)knenTAk' Then we have the dual 
formulas 

16.1. Proposition. If deg(a) = q and if n - q is odd, or if 2A = 0, then 

hn+l(!5a®!5a) = (-1)n+l!5hn+1(a®!5a) - !5hn(a ® a). 

PROOF. We compute 

hn+l(!5a®!5a) = hn+l!5(a®c5a) 

= (-1t+ 1!5hn+ l(a®!5a) + hn(a®!5a + (_1)n+l!5a®a) 

= (_1)n+ l!5hn+ 1 (a ® c5a) + hn(a®!5a + (-1)q!5a® a) 

= ( -1t+ l!5hn+ 1 (a ® !5a) + hn( -1)q!5(a ® a) 

= (_1)n+ l!5hn+ 1 (a ® !5a) + (_1)n+ lhn!5(a®a) 

= (-1)n+l!5hn+l(a®!5a) -( _1)n+l( -1)n-l!5hn(a®a) + 0 

= (_1t+lc5hn+l(a®!5a)-!5hn(a®a). 0 

16.2. Proposition. Let deg(a) = q = deg(b). Assume that n - q is odd or that 
2A=0. Then 

hn«a+ b)®(a +b))= hia ®a)+hib® b) + hn+ 1 !5(a® b) +( -1t!5hn+ 1 (a® b). 
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PROOF. This follows from the identity (true under the stated conditions) 

hn(a ® b + b ® a) = hn(1 + (-1)qT)(a <8l b) = hn+ 1 b(a <8l b) + (_1)n bhn+ 1 (a <8l b). 
D 

16.3. Theorem. If q - n is odd or if2A = 0 then aHhn(a <8l a) induces a natural 
homomorphism 

PROOF. If a is a cocycle then hn(a ® a) is a co cycle by Proposition 16.1. By 
Proposition 16.2, hn((a + bb) ® (a + bb)) ~ hn(a ® a) + hn(bb <8l bb) ~ hn(a ® a), 
the latter homology by Proposition 16.1. Thus Sqn is defined. The formula 
of Proposition 16.2 shows that Sqn is additive. D 

Now put j = q - n and define Sqi = Sqn = Sqq_ i' Then we have a natural 
homomorphism 

Sqi: Hq(X; A) -> Hq+ i(X; A) 

defined when j is odd or when 2A = O. 

16.4. Theorem. If aEHq(X; A) then Sqq(a) = a2 when it is defined. 

PROOF. On Hq(X; A), Sqq = Sqo which is induced by ho = u. 

16.5. Theorem. The operations Sqi are independent of the choice of the d;. 

PROOF. Suppose we are given another natural sequence d; satisfying 

(T + ( - 1)k + 1 )d~ = 8 d~ + 1 + ( - 1)k d~ + 1 8. 

D 

Then do - d~: d*(X) -> d*(X) <8l d*(X) is a natural chain map inducing zero 
in homology. The method of acyclic models then provides a chain homotopy 
Dl such that 

do-d~=8Dl +D 18. 

Multiplying this by (T - 1) gives 

8(T -1)Dl +(T -1)D 18=(T -1)do -(T -1)d~ =(8d1 +d18)-(8d'l +d'18). 

This is the same as 

(d1 - d'l - (T -1)Dl)8 + 8(d1 - d'l - (T - 1)D 1 ) = 0 

which means that d 1 - d'l - (T - 1)Dl is a natural chain map of degree + 1. 
Therefore there exists a map D2 with 

d 1 - d'l - (T - 1)Dl = D28 - 8D2• 
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Multiplying this by (T + 1) and going through the analogous argument shows 
that there is a D3 with 

~z - ~~ - (T + l)Dz = D3a + aDy 

Continuing with this and dualizing ~i and ~; to hi and h; and the Di to Ei 
gives the formulas 

hi - h; - EJT + (_1)i) = Ei+ 1 b + (-1)ibEi+ l' 

For a cocycle a, and for the conditions which Sqi(a) is defined, we see that 

hJa@a)-h;(a@a) = ± bEi+1(a@a). 

16.6. Theorem. For all a and j we have 2 Sqj(a) = 0 when it is defined. 

PROOF. If 2A = 0 then this is clear. If j = n - q is odd and ba = 0 then 

2hn(a (8) a) = hn(a (8) a + a (8) a) 
= hn(1 + ( -1)q T)(a (8) a) 

= hn(1 + ( -1)" + 1 T)(a@a) 

= hn+ 1 b(a@ a) + ( -1)nbhn + 1 (a (8) a) 

= (-I)"bhn+ 1 (a (8) a). 

o 

o 

Now if A c X and a is a co cycle of X which vanishes on A then by 
naturality of hn we have that hn(a) vanishes on A. Therefore the operations 
hn are defined on ~ *(X, A) and satisfy all the formulas given for them. 
Consequently, the squaring operation Sqj is defined on Hq(X, A; A) when j 
is odd or when j is arbitrary and 2A = O. 

16.7. Theorem. If A c X and j is odd or 2~ = 0 then the following diagram 
commutes: 

PROOF. Assume either that 2A = 0 or that n - q is odd. Let aE~q(A) with 
ba = O. Let a = i!l.(b) for a cochain b on X and let bb = l(c) so that CE 

~q+1(X,A;A) represents b*[a]. Then hn+1(c<8)c) represents Sqq-n[c] = 
Sqq-nb*[a]. Now 

j!l.hn+ 1 (c (8) c) = hn+ 1 (j!l.C@j!l.C) = hn+ 1 (bb (8) bb) 

= (-1)"+ 1bhn+ 1 (b@bb) - bhn(b (8) b) 

= b{ ( _1)n + 1 hn + 1 (b (8) bb) - hn(b@b)} 
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and 

i~{( _1)n+ lhn+ 1 (b@c5b)-hn(b®b)} = (-It+ lhn+ 1 (i~b @ c5i~b)- hn(i~b @ i~b) 

= (_1)n+ lhn+ 1 (a ® c5a)-hn(a ® a) 

= -hn(a@a)~hn(a@a) 

(by Theorem 16.6) and so hn+1(c@c) represents c5*Sqq-n[a]. D 

16.8. Corollary. Sqi commutes with suspension. 

PROOF. The same argument as in Proposition 15.3 applies. D 

We shall now specialize to the cases A = Z or A = Z2' Then Sqi is defined 
on Hq(X; Z) for j odd, and on Hq(X; Z2) for all j. Let 

I p:H*(X;Z)-+H*(X;Z2) I 

be reduction mod 2; i.e., the map induced by the epimorphism Z -+ Z2' By 
naturality of the construction of the hn' p commutes with the hn" 

16.9. Lemma. If q - n is even and if aEdq(X) then 

hn+ 1 (c5a@c5a) = (_1)n+ lc5hn+ 1 (a ® c5a) + 2hn(a@c5a) 
- c5hn(a ® a) + (_1)n+ 12hn _ 1 (a@a). 

PROOF. We compute 

hn+ 1 (c5a@c5a) = (_I)n+ lc5hn+ 1 (a ® c5a) + hn(a ® c5a + (_1)n+ lc5a@a) 

= (-1)n+1c5hn+ 1 (a ® c5a) + hn(( _1)n+ lc5(a@a) + 2a@c5a) 

= ( _1)n + lc5hn+ 1 (a@ c5a) + 2hn(a@ c5a) - c5hn(a@ a) 

+ (-It+ lhn_1(a® a + (-It+qa@ a) 

= ( _1)n+ lc5hn+ 1 (a ® c5a) + 2hn(a@c5a) - c5hn(a ® a) 
+(-1)n+12hn_1(a@a). D 

Putting a = b in Lemma 16.9 and solving for c5hn(b®b) gives: 

16.10. Corollary. If bEM(X), q - n is even, and c5b = 2c, then 

c5hn(b ® b) = 2[( _1)n+ lhn_1 (b@b) ± c5hn+ 1 (b ® c) 

+ 2{hn(b®c) - hn+l(C®C)}J. D 

Now let aEdq(X; Z2) with c5a = ° and let a = p(b). Then c5b = 2c for some 
integral cochain C and [c]=fJ[a] where fJ:Hq(X;Z2)-+W+l(X;Z) is the 
Bockstein. (This is the definition of 13.) 

Then phn(b®b) = hn(a®a) represents Sqn[a]. By Corollary 16.10, 
c5hn(b ® b) = 2{ ± hn- 1 (b ® b) ± c5(?) + 2(?)}, and so ± hn- 1 (b@b) + 2(?) repre-
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sents PSqn[a]. Hence p(hn_l(b®b))=hn_l(a®a) represents pPSqn[a] = 
P2Sqn[ a] where P2 = pop. But hn-1(a® a) also represents Sqn-l [a] EHq(X; Z2). 

Put q-n=2i so that Sqn= Sq2i and Sqn_l=Sq2i+l. Then for 
IXEHq(X; Z2) we have just shown that Sq2i+ 1(1X) = P2Sq2i(IX). 

The coefficient diagram 

o ----+ Z 2 
----+ Z ----+ Z 2 ----+ 0 

1 1 1 
o ----+ Z 2 ----+ Z4 ----+ Z 2 ----+ 0 

shows that P2 is the Bockstein for the lower sequence. 
Also, if bb=O then hn-1(b®b) represents Sqn-l[b] and also represents 

PSqn(p[b]) by Corollary 16.10. That is, on H*(X;Z) we have that 
Sq2i+l = poSq2i op. Thus we have shown that the following diagram 
commutes: 

16.11. Theorem. (1) j < 0 = Sqi = O. (2) SqO = 1. 

PROOF. Both of these are true for a point, (1) trivially, and (2) since 
SqO(x) = x 2 = x for a zero-dimensional class x by Theorem 16.4. It follows 
that they hold, in general, on HO(X; Z2) for any space X. By naturality, they 
hold on fjO(SO). By Corollary 16.8 they hold on Hn(sn; Z2). Let K be a 
CW-complex and let IXEHn(K(n);Z2). Since Hn(K(n);Z)-+Hn(K(n);Z2) is onto, 
it follows from Theorems 11.6 and 11.9 of Chapter V that there is a map 
</1: K(n) -+ sn and an element 9EHn(sn; Z2) such that </1*(9) = IX. Thus SqO(IX) = 
SqO(</1*(9)) = </1*(SqO(9)) = </1*(9) = IX, and hence the result is true on 
Hn(K(n); Z2). Since Hn(K; Z2) -+ Hn(K(n); Z2) is monomorphic, it follows that 
the result is true on Hn(K; Z2) for any CW-complex K and all n. 

To extend the proof to arbitrary spaces requires some material from the 
next chapter. For any space X one can find a CW-complex K and a map 
K -+ X which induces an isomorphism on homotopy groups. (One does this 
by induction: killing homotopy classes in the kernel and adding cells to 
make the mapping onto in homotopy.) Whitehead's Theorem (Theorem 11.2 
of Chapter VII) implies that the map induces an isomorphism on homology 
and hence on cohomology. The present result for X then follows from that 
for K by naturality. D 
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Since Sq1 = 132 SqO we have Sq 1 = 132 which is Property (5) of Section 15. 
We have now proved all the axioms (at least on CW-complexes) except 

for the Cart an formula. We will now restrict attention to coefficients in Z2. 
In particular, the formulas for the ~i simplify to (1 + T)~i = ~i+ 1 (j + (j~i+ 1· 

For spaces X and Y define the "shuffle" map 

Je: ~*(X)® ~*(X) ® ~*(Y) ® ~*(Y) ....... ~*(X) ® ~*(Y) ® ~*(X) ® ~*(Y) 

by Je(a ® b ® c ® d) = a ® c ® b ® d, where we do not need a sign because of 
the mod 2 coefficients which are understood. Define 

Dn: ~*(X)®~*(Y) ....... ~*(X)® ~*(X)® ~*(Y)®~*(Y) 

by Dn = Li(~2i®~n-2i + ~2i-1 ® T~n-2i+ 1) = ~even ® ~ + ~odd ® T~. We 
claim that 

We shall compute both sides and compare: 

lhs = (a~even)®~ + ~even ®a~ + (a~odd)® T~ + ~Odd ® Ta~ 

+ (~evena)® ~ + ~even ® ~a + (~odda)® T~ + ~Odd ® T~a 

= (a~even + ~evena) ® ~ + ~even ® (a~ + ~a) 
+ (a~odd + ~odda)® T~ + ~odd ® T(a~ + ~a) 

= (1 + T)~Odd ® ~ + ~even ® (1 + T)~ 
+ (1 + T)~even ® T ~ + ~odd ® T(l + T)~. 

Note that T(1 + T) = 1 + T Now for the right-hand side: 

rhs=(I®1 + T®T)Dn 

= [(1 + T)® T + 1 ®(1 + T)](~even ®~ + ~Odd ® T~) 

= (1 + T)~even ® T~ + ~even ®(1 + T)~ 
+ (1 + T)~odd ® TT~ + ~odd ®(1 + T)T~ 

and so the contention follows since TT = 1 and (1 + T)T = (1 + T). 
By the Eilenberg-Zilber Theorem and Theorem 16.5 we can replace 

~*(X x Y) by ~*(X)®~*(Y) and ~*(X x Y) by Hom(~*(X)®~*(Y),Z2) = 

(~(X) ® ~(Y))*, so we can define the squares on X x Y by means of the 
redefined maps 

~n = JeoDn: ~*(X)® ~*(Y) ....... ~*(X)®~*(X)®~*(Y)® ~*(Y) 

....... (~*(X) ® ~*(Y)) ® (~*(X) ® ~(Y)) 

which dualize to 

hn: (~(X) ® ~(Y))* ® (~(X)® ~(Y))* ....... (~(X) ® ~(Y))* 

by hn(a® 13) (c) = (a x f3)(~n(c)) = (a x f3)JeDn(c) since we are using mod2 co
efficient~ 
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We compute: 

hn((a. x f3)@(1' x ro)) 

= ((a. x f3) x (I' x ro))o A,o Dn 

= (a. x I' x f3 x ro) L(A2i@An-2i + A2i - 1 @ TAn - 2i + d 
= L [(a. x I')A2i x (f3 x ro)An_ 2i + (a. x I')A2i - 1 x (f3 x ro)TAn_ 2i+ 1] 

i 

= L[h2i(a.@I') x hn-2i(f3@ro)+h2i-1(a.@I') x hn- 2i+1(ro@f3)]. 
i 

Putting I' = a. and ro = f3 we deduce that 

hn((a. x f3)@(a. x f3)) = L(h2i(a.@a.) x hn- 2i(f3@ f3) 
i 

+ h2i - 1(a.@a.) x hn- 2i +1(f3@f3)) 

= Lhi(a.@a.) x hn- i(f3@f3) 
i 

and so Sqn(a. x f3) = Li Sqi(a.) x Sqn-;(f3). This translates to Sqp+q-n(a. X f3) = 
Li Sqri(a.) X Sqq-n+i(f3). By reindexing, this becomes 

n 

Sqn(a. X f3) = L Sqi(a.) x Sqn-i(f3). 
i=O 

Letting d: X -+ X x X be the diagonal map, we get 
n 

Sqn(a.u f3) = Sqnd*(a. x f3) = d* Sqn(a. x f3) = L d*(Sqi(a.) x Sqn-i(f3)) 
i=O 

n 

= L Sqi(a.)uSqn-i(f3) 
i=O 

which is the Cartan formula. 

17. Stiefel-Whitney Classes -¢-

In this section we apply Steenrod squares and the Thorn isomorphism to 
introduce certain important "characteristic classes" which are invariants of 
vector bundles and of manifolds (via the tangent bundle). These classes will, 
in turn, be applied to derive some interesting nonembedding results for mani
folds. 

All cohomology in this section is taken with Z2 coefficients. In particular, 
there are no orientation requirements. 

Suppose that n: wn +k -+ Nn is a k-disk bundle and let i: N -+ W be the zero 
section. As in Section 11, let rEHk(w, oW) be the Thorn class. By Theorem 
11.3 the Thorn isomorphism 

<D: HP(N) ----=- HP+k(W, oW) 

is given by <D(u) = n*(u)ur. 
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We can also treat general vector bundles W over N either by passing 
to an associated disk bundle or, directly, by taking rEHk(W, W - N) and 
cD: HP(N) -4 HP+k(W, W - N). It will be convenient to use that setting in this 
section. 

17.1. Definition. For a k-plane bundle ~, as above, the qth Stiefel-Whitney 
class wqEHq(N; Z2) is defined by 

Wq = cD-l Sqq(r). 

It is sometimes useful to deal with the "total" Stiefel-Whitney class 

and so 

W = cD-l Sq(r). 

Note that Wo = 1 since r = cD(I). Also note that Wq = 0 for q > k since 
deg(r) = k and by Section 15, Axiom 3. 

The classes W l and W k have immediate interpretations: 

17.2. Proposition. For a k-plane bundle, 

(1) W 1 = 0 - the vector bundle is orientable; and 
(2) wk is the mod 2 reduction of the Euler class X. 

PROOF. We have Wl = cD-l Sql(r) = cD-l f3(r) where f3 is the Bockstein in the 
exact sequence 

Hk(W, W - N; Z4) -4 Hk(W, W - N; Z2) ~ Hk+ l(W, W - N; Z2) 

and so f3(r) = 0 if and only if r is the mod 2 reduction of a Z4 class. But the 
existence of a mod 4 Thorn class is equivalent to having an orientation on 
the bundle. 

For part (2) we note that cD(wk ) = Sqk(r) = r2 = n*i*(r)ur, but it is also 
n*(wk)ur and so Wk = i*(r) = X (mod 2) by definition. 0 

The following fact is immediate from the naturality of the definition of 
the Wi: 

17.3. Proposition. If ~ and I] are vector bundles and f: ~ -41] is a bundle map 
then Wi(~) = f*(wi(I]))· 0 

It follows that W(E) = 1 for any trivial vector bundle E, since E is induced 
from the trivial bundle over a point. 

If ~ and I] are vector bundles over B~ and B~, respectively, then one can 
form the product bundle ~ x I] over B~ x B~. It is clear that the Thorn class 
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r for the product bundle is r~ x rq. Thus 

Sq(r) = Sq(r~) x Sq(rq). 

Also 

(w(~) x w('1))u(r~ x rq) = (w(~)ur~) x (w('1)urq) = Sq(r~) x Sq(rq) 

and it follows that 

W(~ x '1) = w(~) x w('1). 

If B~ = Bq = B and we apply the diagonal map d: B -> B x B to this, we get: 

17.4. Theorem (Whitney Duality). 

w(~EB'1) = w(~)w('1). o 

In particular, W(~EBE)=W(~) for a trivial bundle E. 
Now let N n be a closed manifold. We define the Stiefel-Whitney class 

W q(N) to be the Stiefel-Whitney class W q of the tangent bundle of N. Recall that 
the tangent bundle of N is the pullback, via the diagonal map d: N -> N x N, 
of the normal bundle '1 of the diagonal A c N x N. Hence wq(N) = d*wq('1). 
The Thorn class of '1 maps to rEHn(N x N), the dual of [A], as in Section 11. 
We have 

wq('1)ur = Sqq(r) 

by definition of the Wq and the naturality ofthis equation. Dualizing this gives 

Sqq(r)n[N x N] = (wq('1)ur)n[N x N] 

= wq('1)n(rn [N x N]) 

= wq('1)nd*[N] 

Therefore we have the formula 

= d*(d*(wq('1))n [N]) 

= d*(wq(N)n [N]). 

which characterizes the wq(N). This is equivalent to the nice formula 

I d!wq(N) = Sqq(r). 

We would like to convert this formula into one more easily computable. To 
this aim, consider the homomorphism Uf-+ < Sqi(U), [N]) of Hn-i(N; Z2) -> Z2' 
By cup product duality (Theorem 9.4), the map 

Hi(N; Z2) -> Hom(Hn-i(N; Z2), Z2) 

given by Vf-+<uuv, [N]), is an isomorphism. Therefore there is an element 
ViEHi(N; Z2) taken by this into the homomorphism Uf-+ < Sqi(U), [N]). That 
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is, there exists a unique class ViEHi(N; Z2) such that 

<Sqi(U), [N]) = <ViUU, [N]) 

423 

for all uEHn-i(N; Z2)' These classes Vi are called Wu classes and we can form 
the total Wu class 

V = 1 + V1 + V2 + ... 

(note that Vo = 1). 

17.5. Theorem (Wu). The total Stiefel- Whitney class wand total Wu class V 

of a manifold Nn satisfy 

That is, 

W = Sq(v). 

Wq = L Sqq- j(vj). 
j 

PROOF. Let p: N x N --+ N be the projection to the second factor. With the 
notation from Theorem 12.4, we compute 

wqn[N] = p*d*(wqn[N]) 

= p*(Sqq(r)n[N x N]) 

= p*( Sqq( ~~o x ~ )n[N] x [N]) 

= P*LL(Sqj(~O) x Sqq-j(~))n([N] x [N]) 
a j 

a j 

a j 

Therefore, letting nj.a be the ~th component of Vj in the basis of H*(N; Z2) 
formed by the ~'s, 

a j 

a j 

a j 

a j 

= ~Sqq-j( ~nj,a~) 
= LSqq-j(vj). D 
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In principle, this provides a method of computing the Wi by knowledge 
of the action of the Sqj on H*(N; Z2) since the Vi can be computed from that 
information. 

For example, on CP2, with a being the generator of H2(CP2; Z2)' we have 
Sq2(a) = a2 and so V 2 = a and V = 1 + a. Then W = Sq(v) = 1 + a + a2 and so 
W2 = a and W4 = a2 • 

Now we wish to compute the Stiefel-Whitney classes of real projective 
space pn. This could, in principle, be done using Theorem 17.5 but there is 
a better way as follows. We will prove, by induction, that w(pn) = (1 + at+ 1 
where aEH1(pn; Z2) is the generator, If On is the tangent bundle of pn then 
onlpn-. ~ 0n-1 E8 y where y is the normal line bundle to pn-1 in pn. Now y is 
not orientable since exactly one of pn and pn - 1 is orientable. Therefore, by 
Proposition 17.2, w(y) = 1 + a. By induction, w(on)lpn-. = W(On-1)W(Y) = 
(1 + at(1 + a) = (1 + at+ 1. Since Hi(pn; Z2) ~ Hi(pn-1; Z2) is an isomorphism 
for i #- n, this shows that (1 + at + 1 is correct for w(pn) except possibly for 
wn(pn). By Proposition 17.2, wipn) = X(pn)an = (n + 1)an (mod 2), completing 
the induction. Using the identity (1 + a)2 = 1 + a2 over Z2' and hence (1 +a)2i = 
1 + a2i, we have: 

17.6. Theorem. Letn+ 1 =2:,n;2ibethebinaryrepresentationofn+ 1. Then 

w(pn) = (1 + a)n+ 1 = X (1 + a2i) 
nj= 1 

where a is the nonzero class in H1(pn; Z2)' 

For example, since 11 = 1 + 2 + 8 we have 

W(P10) = (1 + a)(1 + (2)(1 + as) = 1 + a + a2 + a 3 + as + a9 + a10 

since all = O. 

D 

Now suppose that N n is embedded, or just immersed, in some Rk. Let ° 
denote its tangent bundle (not to be confused with the Thorn class, which 
will not be needed below) and v its normal bundle. Then ° E8 v = €k. Let 
Wi = wi(o) = wi(N) and Wi = Wi (V), and put W = 1 + WI + W2 + .... Then, by 
Whitney duality, 

WW= 1. 

It is not hard to see from this that W can be computed from w. In particular, 
it does not depend on the particular immersion. 

For pn we have 

W(pn) =(1 +a)-n-1 =(1 +a)2S -n-1, 

where 2' is the smallest power of 2 for which 2' ~ n + 1 (actually, for any 
2' ~ n + 1). For example, W(P10) = (1 + a)16 -11 = (1 + a)S = (1 + a)(1 + ( 4 ) = 
1 + a + a4 + as. It follows that dim (v) ~ 5, so that p10 cannot be immersed 
in R14. 

ForP2k we have W(P2 k ) = (1 + a)2k +'-2k -1 = (1 + a)2k -1 = 1 + a + a2 + ... 
+ a2k - 1. Conseq uentiy: 
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17.7. Theorem. For n=2k,pn cannot be immersed in R2n-2. o 
It is a theorem of Whitney that any closed n-manifold, n > 1, admits an 
immersion into R2n - 1 and so Theorem 17.7 is best possible. 

One can generalize Theorem 17.6 to complex and quaternionic projective 
spaces: 

17.8. Theorem. Let N be a closed manifold with H*(N;Z2)~Z2[oe]/(oem+l) 
for some oeEHr(N; Z2)' Then w(N) = (1 + oer+ 1 and w(N) = (1 + oe)2 S -m-l for 
any 2S~ m+ 1. 

PROOF. Our proof follows Milnor-Stasheff [1], an excellent reference for 
continuing study in the direction of this section. We have Sq(oe) = oe + oe2 and 
so, from the Cartan formula, 

Sq(oek) = (Sq(oe))k = oek(1 + oe)k. 

Therefore, for the Wu class Vri we have that 

< oem - i U Vri , [NJ) = < Sqri( oem - i), [NJ) 

is the coefficient of oem in Sq(oem- i) = oem - i(1 + oe)m-i, which is (m ~ i). There

fore Vri = (m ~ i) oei and so 

In principle this can be computed. But the computation is independent of 
r = deg(oe) and so it would come out the same as the computation for pm. 
For pm we know this gives 

(1 + oer+ 1 = ~(m; 1 )oek. 

Consequently, this formula persists in the general case. o 

For example, for the Cayley projective plane K we have w(K) = 1 + oe + oe2 

and w(K) = 1 + oe where deg(oe) = 8. In particular, K does not immerse in 
R16 + 7 = R23. 

Finally we state, without proof, the following deep and fundamental result 
of Thorn. (The "only if" part is due to Pontryagin and is not hard; the reader 
may wish to try proving it.) 
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17.9. Theorem (Thorn). A smooth closed connected manifold M n is the boundary 
of a smooth compact (n + I)-manifold if and only if its fundamental class 
9EHn(Mn; Zz) is not a product of Stiefel- Whitney classes of Mn. 0 

PROBLEMS 

1. For the Klein bottle K2 compute W(K2) and w(K 2). 

2. For an orientable 3-manifold M3 show that Sq = Ion M3 and deduce that w(M) = 1. 

3. For M3 = p 2 X 8 1 show that w(M) = 1 + a + a2 and w(M) = 1 + a for some 
o of- aEHI(M; Z2). 

4. If M3 is the nonorientable 8 2-bundle over 8 1 show that w(M) = 1 + a and w(M) = 

1 + a for some 0 of- aEH1(M; Z2). 

5 .• Recall from Problem 4 of Section 15 that cp2n+ 1 is fibered by 2-spheres with 
base space Qpn. The tangent vectors to the fibers give a 2-plane bundle ~ over 
cpln + I. Show that w(~) = 1. 

6 .• For the canonical line bundle ~ over Rpoo, show that w(~) = 1 + a where 
o of- aEH1(RPOO; Zl). Use this to show that there is no vector bundle 11 over Rpoo 
such that ~ EB 11 is trivial. 

7. • Let N n be a given manifold with w(N) of- 1. If i > 0 is minimal such that wi(N) of- 0 
then show that i is a power of two. 

18. Plumbing .p-

The purpose of this section is to illustrate the method of intersection theory 
in doing a homology calculation in an important and nontrivial situation, 
and to discuss some interesting consequences for differential topology. This 
section can be read after the material on intersection theory up to and 
including Proposition 12.8. 

Suppose that ~ and 1] are two smooth n-disk bundles over smooth n
manifolds M n and N n• Around any given point of M there is a neighborhood 
A ~ D n and a trivialization 

i.e., a diffeomorphism commuting with the projections p( E(~IA)~A and 
PI: Dn x Dn ~ Dn, where PI (x, y) = x. Similarly, let B ~ Dn be a neighborhood 
of a point in N and take a trivialization 

Let 8:E(1]IB) ~ E(~IA) be 8= ¢-IXI/J where X:Dn x Dn~Dn x Dn is the 
exchange of factors X(x, y) = (y, x). Then define 

pzn = E(~)U8E(1]) 
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Figure VI-12. Simple plumbing. 

called the "plumbing" of E(~) and E(,,). See Figure VI-12. Note that the 
identification e matches the base of one bundle with the fiber of the other. 

The space p2n is a topological 2n-manifold with boundary and is close to 
being a smooth manifold, but it has "corners." There is a canonical way to 
"straighten" these corners and so to produce p2n as a smooth manifold, or 
one can modify the construction to do that. We will not detail that, but we 
will wish to discuss p2n as a smooth manifold later in this section. 

There are obvious generalizations of this construction. For instance, one 
can plumb several disk bundles to a given one using disjoint coordinate 
patches to carry the identifications. 

We will now restrict attention to the case in which the manifolds M n, N n 

are both sn and the disk bundles are each the tangent disk bundle of sn. If 
one is given a finite tree (or, more generally, a connected graph) T, let p2n(T) 
be the 2n-manifold with boundary obtained by taking a copy of sn for each 
vertex of T and plumbing the tangent disk bundles of two of these if there 
is an edge in T joining the corresponding vertices. This is illustrated in Figure 
VI-13 for an important tree named E8 • 

We wish to compute the homology of Q = Q2n-l(T) = op2n(T). Note that 
p2n = p2n(T) is homotopy equivalent to the one-point union of copies of sn, 
one copy for each vertex of T. (These spheres are the "cores" of the various 
disk bundles, and two cores meet in exactly one point at any plumbing.) 
Thus Hi(p2n) is nonzero in exactly one nonzero dimension, i = n. In that 
dimension, Hn(P2n) is free abelian on k generators where k is the number of 
vertices of the tree T. We have the duality diagram 

o ----> H"-l(Q) ----> Hn(P, Q) --.r..... H"(P) -----+ Hn(Q) ----> 0 

"'1 "'ll"\[PJ "'ll"\[PJ "'1 
0----> Hn(Q) ----+ Hn(P) ~ Hn(P, Q) ----> Hn-1(Q) ----> o. 

Other parts of this diagram show that Q can have no homology in dimensions 
other than 0, n - 1, nand 2n - 1. To compute H *(Q) it suffices to know the 
map j*: Hn(P) -+ Hn(P, Q). Equivalently, it suffices to know the composition 
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Figure VI-13. The Milnor plumbing. 

of j* with the isomorphisms D: Hn(P, Q) ---=-. W(P)(the inverse of (.) n [PJ) 
and [3: Hn(p) ---=-. Hom (Hn(P), Z) (the evaluation, which is isomorphic since 
H *(P) is free abelian). This composition takes aEHn(P) to the homomorphism 
[3Dj*(a) where, for bEHn(P), we have 

{[3Dj*(a) }(b) = (D j*(a), b> 
= G* D(a), b> (by the diagram) 

= (D(a),j*(b) > 
= (D(a),j*D(b)n[PJ) (by the diagram) 

= (D(a)uj*D(b), [PJ) 

= (D(a)uD(b), [PJ) 

= E*(bea) 

=b·a, 

the "intersection number" of band a. Therefore, the matrix ofj* is equivalent 
to the intersection matrix J(T) on Hn(P). Note that J(T) is symmetric if n is 
even and skew symmetric if n is odd. 

Let ai , ... , ak be the basis of Hn(P) represented by the k core n-spheres. 
Since the disk bundles are the tangent bundles of sn we have a;"ai = X(sn) = 
1 + (-1t by Proposition 12.8. Also, two core spheres meet transversely in 
exactly one point if they correspond to an edge of T For n even, a;"aj = 1 
if (i,j) is an edge of T Otherwise ai·aj=O. For n odd, ai·aj = ±1 and 
a{ai = =+= 1 for an edge (i, j). The sign depends on how we orient things and 
is not important. (A change of basis aif-> - ai just changes the sign in the ith 
row and column and, since Tis a tree, it is easily seen that all arrangements of 
signs are possible.) 

We are particularly interested in cases where Q is a homology sphere. (Also 
note that Q is simply connected for n ~ 3, an easy consequence of the Seifert
Van Kampen Theorem.) By the discussion above, Q is a homology sphere 
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if and only if the intersection matrix J(T) is unimodular, i.e., has determinant 
±1. 

For n odd, say n = 2m + 1, the case of the connected graph A2 with two 
vertices (i.e., a single plumbing) yields the matrix 

which is unimodular. Hence 8p4m+ 2(A2) is a homology sphere. In fact, it 
follows from the Generalized Poincare Conjecture, proved by Smale [1J, 
that this is homeomorphic to s4m + 1 for m::::: 1. It was proved by Kervaire 
(see Kervaire and Milnor [1J) that this is not diffeomorphic to s4m+1 for 
suitable values of m; e.g., for m = 2. This "exotic sphere," a smooth manifold 
which is a topological sphere but is not diffeomorphic to the standard sphere, 
is known as the "Kervaire sphere." 

For n even, say n = 2m, and for the tree Es of Figure VI-13, the intersection 
matrix (numbering the "bottom" vertex last) is 

2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 2 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 2 1 0 0 0 1 

0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 2 0 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 

and this turns out to be unimodular. Hence I,4m-1 = 8P4m(Es) is a homology 
sphere for all m::::: 1. For m = 1 it is not simply connected and, in fact, can 
be seen to be the Poincare dodecahedral space of Theorem 8.10. For m> 1, 
I,4m - 1 is homeomorphic to S4m - 1. Milnor has shown that I,4m -1 is not 
diffeomorphic to s4m-1 for m::::: 2. This manifold is called the "Milnor sphere." 
See Kervaire and Milnor [1J, Hirzebruch and Mayer [1J, and Kosinski [1J 
for much more on this topic. 

Addition of a cone over the boundary sphere of p4m(Es), m > 1, provides 
a topological manifold which cannot be smoothed. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Compute H *(ap2n(Ak )) where Ak =. . . "'- (k vertices). 

2. Compute H*(ap2n(Dk)) where Dk =;:::0- • • . .. - (k vertices). 



CHAPTER VII 

Homotopy Theory 

1. Cofibrations 

I believe that we lack another analysis properly 
geometric or linear which expresses location 

directly as algebra expresses magnitude. 

G.W. LEIBNIZ 

(letter to Huygens, 1679) 

One of the fundamental questions in topology is the "extension problem." 
This asks for criteria for being able to extend a map g: A --+ Y defined on a 
subspace A of X to all of X. Of course, this cannot always be done as is 
shown by the case A = Y = S", X = Dn+ 1. 

It is natural to ask whether or not this is a homotopy-theoretic problem. 
That is, does the answer depend only on the homotopy class of g? The answer 
to this is "not generally" as is shown by the space X = [0, 1J, A = {O} u {lInin = 
1,2, ... }, and Y = CA, the cone on A. The map g which is the canonical 
inclusion of A in Y cannot be extended to X, since the extension would have 
to be discontinuous at {O}. However, g :::::: g', where g' is the constant map of 
A to the vertex of the cone, and g' obviously extends to X. 

However, it turns out that some very mild conditions on the spaces will 
ensure that this problem is homotopy theoretic, as we now discuss. 

1.1. Definition. Let (X, A) and Y be given spaces. Then (X, A) is said to have 
the homotopy extension property with respect to Y if the following diagram 
can always be completed to be commutative: 

AxluXx{O} -----> Y r ----~-.;, 
X x 1.--

Note that one can also depict this with the following type of diagram: 

A x {O} -----> A x I r /yz r 
X x {O} ----->' X x I. 

430 
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If (X, A) has the homotopy extension property with respect to Y then 
extensibility of maps g: A -+ Y clearly depends only on the homotopy class 
of g. 

1.2. Definition. Let f: A -+ X be a map. Then f is called a co fibration if one 
can always fill in the following commutative diagram: 

A x {O}------+) A x I 

!X1l / YZ: VXl 
X x {O} ;X x I 

for any space Y. 

Note that if f is an inclusion then this is the same as the homotopy 
extension property for all Y. That attribute is sometimes referred to as the 
"absolute homotopy extension property." 

1.3. Theorem. For an inclusion A c X the following are equivalent: 

(1) The inclusion map A c..- X is a co fibration. 
(2) A x luX x {O} is a retract of X x I. 

PROOF. For (1) => (2), consider the diagram of Definition 1.2 with Y = A x I u 
X x {O}. The filled-in map is the desired retraction. 

For (2) => (1), composing the retraction of(2) with a map A x I u X x {O}-+ 
Y gives the homotopy extension property for all Y, which, as mentioned, is 
equivalent to (1). D 

1.4. Corollary. If A is a subcomplex of a CW-complex X, then the inclusion 
A c..- X is a co fibration. 

PROOF. One constructs a retraction ((Aux(r)) X I)u(X x {O})-+(A x I)u 
(X x {O}) by induction on r. If it has been defined for the (r - I)-skeleton 
then extending it over an r-cell is simply a matter of extending a map on 
sr-1 X I u Dr X {O} over Dr X I, which can always be done because the pair 
(Dr X I, sr-1 X I u Dr X {O}) is homeomorphic to (Dr X I, Dr X {O}), see 
Figure VII-6 on p. 451. 

These maps for each cell fit together to give a map on the r-skeleton 
because of the weak topology on X x I. The union of these maps for all r 
gives a map on X x I, again because of the weak topology of X x I. D 

The main technical result for proving that particular inclusions are 
cofibrations is the following. Note that conditions (1) and (2) always hold if 
X is metric. 

1.5. Theorem. Assume that A c X is closed and that there exists a neighborhood 
U of A and a map 1;: X -+ I, such that: 
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(1) A=q;-1(0); 
(2) q;(X - U) = {1}; and 
(3) U deforms to A through X with Afixed. That is, there is a map H: U x I ...... X 

such that H(a, t) = a for all aEA, H(u,O) = u, and H(u, 1)EA for all UE U. 

Then the inclusion A <=..-. X is a co fibration. The converse also holds. 

PROOF. We can assume that q; = 1 on a neighborhood of X - U, by replacing 
q; with min(2q;, 1). It suffices to show that there exists a map 

<1>: U x I ...... X x {O} u A x I 

such that <1>(x, 0) = (x, 0) for XEU and <1>(a,t) = (a,t) for aEA and all t, since 
then the map r(x, t) = <1>(x, t(1- q;(x))) for XEU and r(x, t) = (x, 0) for x¢:U 
gives the desired retraction X x I ...... A x I u X x {O}. 

We define <1> by 

<1>(u t) = {H(U, tl¢(u)) x {O} for q;(u) > t, 
o H(u, 1) x {t - q;(u)} for q;(u) ~ t. 

We need only show that <1> is continuous at those points (u,O) such that 
q;(u) = 0, i.e., at points (a,O) for aEA. 

Note that H(a, t) = a for all tEl. Thus, for Wa neighborhood of a, there 
is a neighborhood V c W of a such that H(V x I) c W. Therefore, t < E and 
UE V imply that <1>(u, t)E W x [0, E], and hence that <1> is continuous. 

We will now prove the converse. 
Let r: X x I ...... A x I u X x {O} be a retraction, let s(x) = r(x, 1) and put 

U = s-1(A x (0,1]). Let Px, PI be the projections of X x I to its factors. Then 
put H = Pxor: U x I ...... X. This satisfies (3). For (1) and (2), put q;(x) = 
maxteI It - Plr(x, t)1 which makes sense since I is compact. That this satisfies 
(1) and (2) is clear and it remains to show that q; is continuous. Let f(x, t) = 
It - Plr(X, t) I and flx) = f(x, t), all of which are continuous. Then 

q; -1(( _ 00, b]) = {x If(x, t) ~ b for all t} = nft- 1 (( - 00, b]) 
tel 

is an intersection of closed sets and so is closed. Similarly 

q; - 1( [a, 00)) = {x I f(x, t) ~ a for some t} = Px(f - 1 ([a, 00))) 

is closed since Px is closed by Proposition 8.2 of Chapter I. Since the 
complements of the intervals of the form [a, (0) and ( - 00, b] give a subbase 
for the topology of R, the contention follows. D 

It can be shown that, in the situation of Theorem 1.5, X x {O} u A x I is 
a deformation retract of X x I. See Dugundji [1], pp. 327-328. 

Suppose that f: X ...... Y is any map. Recall that the "mapping cylinder" M J 

of f is defined to be the quotient space 

M J = ((X x I) + Y)j((x, 0) ~ f(x)). 
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The inclusion i: X ~ M f clearly satisfies Theorem 1.5 and hence is a 
cofibration. Also, the retraction r: M f ~ Y is a homotopy equivalence with 
homotopy inverse being the inclusion Y ~ M f' The diagram 

commutes. This shows that any map f is a cofibration, up to a homotopy 
equivalence of spaces. 

Also recall the definition of the "mapping cone" off: X ~ Yas the quotient 
space 

C f = Mf/X x {I} ~ MfuCX. 

In the case of an inclusion i: A ~ X, we have Ci = X U CA. There is the map 

defined as the quotient map X U CA --+ X U CA/CA composed with the inverse 
of the homeomorphism X/A --+ X u CA/CA. It is natural to ask whether h is 
a homotopy equivalence. This is not always the case, but the following gives 
a sufficient condition for it to be so. 

1.6. Theorem. If A c X is closed and the inclusion i: A ~ X is a co fibration 
then h: C i --+ X/A is a homotopy equivalence. Infact, it is a homotopy equivalence 
of pairs 

where v is the vertex of the cone. 

PROOF. The mapping cone Ci = Xu CA consists of three different types of 
points, the vertex v = {A x {I} }, the rest of the cone {(a, t) I 0::::; t < I} where 
(a,O) = aEA c X, and points in X itself, which we identify with X x {O} to 
simplify definitions of maps. 

Define f: A x I u X x {O} --+ Ci as the collapsing map and extend f to 
1: X x 1--+ Ci by the definition of cofibration. Then f(a, 1) = v, f(a, t) = (a, t) 
and f(x, 0) = x. 

Put.ft = llx x It}· Since hJA) = {v}, there is the factorization 11 = goj, where 
j: X ~ X/A is the quotient map and g: X/A --+ Ci . (g is continuous by definition 
of the quotient topology.) 

We claim that g is a homotopy equivalence and a homotopy inverse to h. 
First we will prove that hg ~ 1. There is the homotopy h.ft: X --+ X/A. For 

all t, this takes A into the point {A}. Thus it factors to give the homotopy 

hg ~ {hll} ~ {hlo} = {j} = 1. 

Next we will show that gh ~ 1. For this, consider W = (X x I)/(A x {I} ) 
and the maps illustrated in Figure VII-I. The map l' is induced.by ]. The 
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j' --I 

C i w 

k -- {A} X/A 

Figure VII-I, A homotopy equivalence and homotopy inverse, 

map k is the "top face" map. We see that 

J'ol = 1, 

nok = 1 (which we don't need), 

kon ~ 1, 

J'ok = g (definition of g), 
nol = h. 

Hence goh = J'o(kon)ol ~J'ol = 1, as claimed. o 

A nonexample of Theorem 1.6 is A = {o} u {l/n I n = 1,2, ... }, and X = 
[0,1]. Here C i is not homotopy equivalent to X/A, which is a one-point 
union of an infinite sequence of circles with radii going to zero. (C i has 
homeomorphs of circles joined along edges, but the circles do not tend to a 
point and so any prospective homotopy equivalence X/A ~ C i would be 
discontinuous at the image of {o} in X/A,) 

1.7. Corollary. If A c X is closed and the inclusion A ~ X is a co fibration 
then the mapj:(X,A)~(X/A,*) induces isomorphisms 

and 

H*(X/A) ~ H*(X/A, *) ~H*(X,A), 

PROOF. H*(X/A, *) ~ H*(Ci , CA) ~ H*(XuA x [O,}],A x CO,}]) ~ H*(X, A). 
o 

A nonexample is X = SZ with A c X the "sin(1/x)" subspace pictured in 
FigureVII-2. Here X/A~S2 vSz, so that Hz(X/A)~Z(£JZ. But H 1(A)= ° = Hz (A), so that Hz(X,A) ~ Hz(X) ~ Z.1t follows that the inclusion A ~Sz 
is not a cofibration. 

Let us recall the notion of the pointed category and some notational 
items. The pointed category has, as objects, spaces with a base point *, and, 
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Figure VII-2. A pseudo-circle. 

as maps, those maps of spaces preserving the base point. There is also the 
category of pairs of pointed spaces. There is also the notion of homotopies 
in this category, those homotopies which preserve the base point. 

If f: X --> Y is a pointed map then the reduced mapping cylinder of f is 
the quotient space M J of (X x 1) u Y modulo the relations identifying (x, 0) 
with f(x) and identifying the set {*} x 1 to the base point of M J. 

The reduced mapping cone is the quotient of the reduced mapping cylinder 
M J gotten by identifying the image of X x {1} to a point, the base point. 

The one-point union of pointed spaces X and Y is the quotient X v Yof 
the disjoint union X + Yobtained by identifying the two base points. 

The wedge, or smash, product is the pointed space X 1\ Y = X x Y I X v Y. 
The circle S 1 is defined as 1181 with base point {8 I}. 
The reduced suspension of a pointed space X is SX = X 1\ Sl. It can also 

be considered as the quotient space X x 11(X x 81 u { * } x 1). 
As remarked before, S" 1\ sm is the one-point compactification of R" x Rm 

and hence is homeomorphic to S" + m. Thus we can, and will in this chapter, 
redefine S" inductively by letting S"+ 1 = SS". Also note that 

S(SX) = (SX) 1\ Sl = (X 1\ Sl) 1\ Sl = X 1\ S2, etc. 

The preceding results of this section can all be rephrased in terms of the 
pointed category. Extending the proofs is elementary, mostly a matter of 
seeing that the unreduced versions become the reduced versions by taking 
the quotient of spaces by sets involving the base point. For example, 
Theorem 1.6 would say that if A is a closed, pointed, subspace of the pointed 
space X and if the inclusion i: A --> X is a cofibration (same definition since 
the base point is automatically taken care of) then XIA ~ C;, where the latter 
is now the reduced mapping cone, and the homotopies involved must preserve 
the base points. 

1.8. Definition. A base point XoEX is said to be nondegenerate ifthe inclusion 
{xo} c......... X is a cofibration. A pointed Hausdorff space X with non degenerate 
base point is said to be well-pointed. 

Any pointed manifold or CW -complex is clearly well-pointed. A pointed 
space that is not well-pointed is {O} u {I In In;:::: I} with 0 as base point. The 
reduced suspensions of this also fail to be well-pointed. 
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If A ~X is a cofibration then X/A, with base point {A}, is well-pointed 
as follows easily from Theorem 1.5. 

If a whisker is appended at the base point of any pointed space X, then 
changing the base point to the other end of the whisker provides a well
pointed space. (This is, of course, just the mapping cylinder of the inclusion 
of the base point into X.) 

1.9. Theorem. If X is well-pointed then so are the reduced cone CX and the 
reduced suspension Sx. Moreover, the collapsing map LX ---t SX, of the 
unreduced suspension to the reduced suspension, is a homotopy equivalence. 

PROOF. Denote the base point of X by *. Consider a homeomorphism 

h:(I x 1,1 x {O}u8I x l)~(I x 1,1 x {O}) 

which clearly exists. Then the induced homeomorphism 

1 x h: X x I x I ~ X x I x I 

carries X x I x {O} uX x 81 x I to X x I x {O}. Hence it takes A = X x I x {O} 
uX x 81 x I u { * } x I x I to X x I x {O} u { * } x I x I. Therefore, the pair 
(X x I x I, A) is homeomorphic to the pair I x (X x I, X x {O} u { * } x I). 
Since X x {O} u {*} x I is a retract of X x I by the definition of "well-pointed," 
it follows that A is a retract of X x I x I. This implies that the inclusion 
X x 8Iu( *} x I ~X x I is a cofibration. Therefore, SX = X x I/(X x 81 
u { * } x 1) is well-pointed. A similar argument using a homeomorphism 

(I x 1,1 x {O} u {I} x 1) ~(I x I, I x {O}) shows that the inclusion X x {1} u 

{ * } x I ~ X x I is a cofibration and so CX = X x I/(X x {1} u { *} x 1) is 
well-pointed. 

The fact that X x 81 u { * } x I ~ X x I is a cofibration implies that the 
induced inclusion I ~ {*} x I ~X x I/{X x {O},X x {I}} = LX is a cofi
bration by an easy application of Theorem 1.5. By Theorem 1.6, LX ~ 
LXuCI ~LX/I = SX via the collapsing map. 0 

PROBLEMS 

1. Find H *(p2, pI) using methods or results from this section. (If p2 is thought of 
as the unit disk in the plane with antipodal points on the boundary identified, 
then pI corresponds to the "boundary" circle.) 

2. Find H *(T2, { * } X SI U SI X { * }) using methods or results from this section. 

3. For a space X consider the pair (CX, X). What do the results of this section tell 
you about the homology of these, and related, spaces? 

4. Iff: A --> X is a co fibration then show that f is an embedding. If X is also Hausdorff 
then show that f(A) is closed in X. (Hint: Consider M f.) 

5. If A c X is closed and i: A c:::..--. X is a cofibration and A is contractible, show that 
the collapse X --> X/A is a homotopy equivalence. 
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2. The Compact-Open Topology 

Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space, and Y any Hausdorff space. 
By yX we mean the set of continuous functions X -+ y. 

2.1. Definition. The compact-open topology on yX is the topology generated 
by the sets M(K, U) = {J E yX If(K) c U}, where K c X is compact and U c Y 
is open. 

Recall that "generated" here means that these sets form a subbasis for the 
open sets. In the remainder of this book, unless otherwise noted, yX will 
always be given the compact-open topology. 

2.2. Lemma. Let K be a collection of compact subsets of X containing a 
neighborhood base at each point of X. Let B be a sub basis for the open sets 
of y. Then the sets M(K, U), for KEK and UEB, form a subbasis for the 
compact-open topology. 

PROOF. Note that M(K, U)nM(K, V) = M(K, Un V), which implies that it 
suffices to consider the case in which B is a basis. We need to show that the 
indicated sets form a neighborhood basis at each point f E yX. Thus it suffices 
to show that if K c X is compact and U c Y is open, and f E M(K, U), then 
there exist K 1,.,., KnEK and U 1,,..,UnEB such thatfEnM(K;, U;)cM(K, U). 

For each xEK, there is an open set U xEB with f(X)E U xC U, and there 
exists a KxEK which is a neighborhood of x such that f(KJ c Ux' Thus 
f EM(Kx, U x)· 

By the compactness of K there exist points Xl"'" xn such that 
K c KXl u'" uKxn . Then fEnM(Kxi, Ux) c M(K, U). D 

2.3. Proposition. For X locally compact Hausdorff, the "evaluation map" 
e: yX x X -+ Y, defined by e(f, x) = f(x), is continuous. 

PROOF. If f and x are given, let U be an open neighborhood of f(x). Since 
f is continuous, there is a compact neighborhood K of x such that f(K) c U. 
Thus f E M(K, U) and M(K, U) x K is taken into U by the evaluation e. Since 
M(K, U) x K is a neighborhood of (f, x) in yX x X, we are done. D 

2.4. Theorem. Let X be locally compact Hausdorff and Yand T arbitrary 
Hausdorff spaces. Given a function f: X x T -+ Y, define, for each t E T, the 
functionft: X -+ Y byft(x) = f(x, t). Thenfis continuous~both ofthefollowing 
conditions hold: 

(a) each ft is continuous; and 
(b) the function T -+ yX taking t to ft is continuous. 

PROOF. The implication <= follows from the fact that f is the composition of 
the map X x T -+ yX x X taking (x, t) to (ft, x), with the evaluation 
yX x X -+ Y. 
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For the implication =;., (a) follows from the fact that ft is the composition 
X -+ X x T -+ Yofthe inclusion XH(X, t) withf. To prove (b), let tE T be given 
and let ftEM(K, U). It suffices to show that there exists a neighborhood W 
of t in T such that t' E W =;. ft.EM(K, U). (That is, it suffices to prove the 
conditions for continuity for a sub basis only.) 

For xEK, there are open neighborhoods Vx c X of x and Wx c Tof t such 
that f(Vx x WJ c u. By compactness, K c Vx, U· .. U VXn = V say. Put 
W = w", (l'" (l WXn ' Then f(K x W) c f(V x W) c U, so that t' E W =;. 

ft·EM(K, U) as claimed. D 

This theorem implies that a homotopy X x 1-+ Y, with X locally compact, 
is the same thing as a path 1-+ yX in yX. 

An often used consequence of Theorem 2.4 is that in order to show a 
function T -+ yX to be continuous, it suffices to show that the associated 
function X x T -+ Y is continuous. 

2.5. Theorem (The Exponential Law). Let X and T be locally compact 
HausdorJJspaces and let Ybe an arbitrary HausdorJJspace. Then there is the 
homeomorphism 

taking f to f*, where f*(t)(x) = f(x, t) = ft(x). 

PROOF. Theorem 2.4 says that the assignment fHf* is a bijection. We must 
show it and its inverse to be continuous. Let U c Y be open, and K c X, 
K' c T compact. Then 

f EM(K x K', U) ..;;. (tEK', XEK =;. ft(x) = f(x, t)E U) 

..;;. (tEK' =;. ftEM(K, U)) 

..;;. f*EM(K',M(K, U)). 

Now the K x K' give a neighborhood basis for X x T. Therefore the 
M(K x K', U) form a subbasis for the topology of yX x T. 

Also, the M(K, U) give a subbasis for yX and therefore the M(K', M(K, U)) 
give a subbasis for the topology of (yXf. 

Since these subbases correspond to one another under the exponential 
correspondence, the theorem is proved. D 

2.6. Proposition. If X is locally compact HausdorJJ and Yand Ware HausdorJJ 
then there is the homeomorphism 

yX x WX ~(Y x wl 
given by (f, g)Hf ~ g. 

PROOF. This is clearly a bijection. If K, K' c X are compact, and U c Yand 
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v c Ware open then we have 

(f,g)EM(K, U) x M(K', V) ¢> (xEK =!> f(X)EU) and (xEK' =!> g(X)EV) 

¢> (xEK =!> (f ~ g) (x) E U X W) and 

(xEK' =!> (f ~ g)(X)E Y X V) 

¢> (f ~ g)EM(K, U x W)nM(K', Y x V). 

Thus (f, g) 1-+ f :l( 9 is open. 
Also, (f,g)EM(K, U) x M(K, V)¢>(f:l( g)EM(K, U x V), which implies 

that the function in question is continuous. D 

2.7. Proposition. If X and Tare locally compact Hausdorff spaces and Yis an 
arbitrary Hausdorff space then there is the homeomorphism 

yX+T ~ yX X yT 

taking f to (f a ix, fa iy). 

PROOF. This is an easy exercise left to the reader. D 

2.8. Theorem. For X locally compact and both X and Y Hausdorff, yX is a 
covariant functor of Yand a contravariant functor of x. 

PROOF. A map QJ: Y --+Z induces QJx: yX --+Zx, by QJx(f) = QJa f. We must show 
that QJx is continuous. By Theorem 2.4 it suffices to show that yX x X --+ Z, 
taking (f,x) to QJ(f(x)), is continuous. But this is the composition QJae of QJ 
with the evaluation, which is continuous. 

Next, for t/!: X --+ T, both spaces locally compact, we must show that 
Y"': yT --+ yX, taking f to fat/!, is continuous. It suffices, by Theorem 2.4, to 
show that yT x X --+ Y, taking (f, x) to f(t/!(x)), is continuous. But this is just 
the composition ea(l x t/!), which is continuous. D 

2.9. Corollary. For A c X both locally compact and X, Y Hausdorff, the 
restriction yX --+ yA is continuous. 0 

2.10. Theorem. For X, Y locally compact, and X, Y,Z Hausdorff, the 
function 

zy x yX --+Zx 

taking (f, g) to fag, is continuous. 

PROOF. It suffices, by Theorem 2.4, to show that the function zy x yX x X --+ 
Z, taking (f, g, x) to (f ag)(x), is continuous. But this is the composition 
ea(l x e). D 

All of these things, and the ones following, have versions in the pointed 
category, the verification of which is trivial. 
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We finish this section by showing that, for Y metric, the compact-open 
topology is identical to a more familiar concept. 

2.11. Lemma. Let Y be a metric space, let C be a compact subset of Y, and 
let U::::J C be open. Then there is an E > 0 such that B£(C) cU. 

PROOF. Cover C by a finite number of balls of the form B£(x;)(x;) such that 
B2£(x,)(x;) cU. Put E = min(E(xi)). Suppose xEBE(C). Then there is a CEC with 
dist(x, c) < E and an i such that dist(c, Xi) < E(XJ Thus xEB2£(x.)(Xi) c U. D , 

2.12. Theorem. If X is compact Hausdorff and Yis metric then the compact
open topology is induced by the uniform metric on yX, i.e., the metric given by 
dist(f,g) = sup{dist(f(x),g(x))lxEX}. 

PROOF. For f E yX, it suffices to show that a basic neighborhood of f in each 
of these topologies contains a neighborhood of f in the other topology. 

LetE > Obegiven. LetN = BE(f) = {gEyxldist(f(x),g(x)) < Eforall XEX}. 
Given x, there is a compact neighborhood N x of X such that pEN x=> 
f(p)EB£/2(f(X)). Cover X by NXI U ... uNXk . We claim that 

V = M(Nxl ,B£/2(f(x1 )))n ... nM(Nxk,B£/2(f(Xk))) c N. 

To see this, let gEV, i.e., xENx, => g(x)EB£/2(f(X;)). But f(X)EB E/2(f(X;)) and 
so it follows that gE V=> dist(f(x), g(x)) < E for all x. That is, V c N. 

Conversely, suppose that fEM(Kl' U dn ... nM(K" Ur ), i.e., f(K;) cUi 
for i = 1, ... ,r. By Lemma 2.11, there is an E > 0 such that BE(f(Ki)) c Ui for 
all i = 1, ... , r. If xEKi then B£(f(x)) c BE(f(Ki)) CUi. Therefore, if gEB£(f) 
and xEKi then g(x)EBif(x)) CUi. Thus gEM(Ki' U;) for all i and so 
Bif) c n M(Ki' UJ D 

2.13. Corollary. If X is locally compact Hausdorff and Y is metric then the 
compact-open topology on yX is the topology of uniform convergence on 
compact sets. That is, a net faE yX converges to f E yX in the compact-open 
topology- falK converges uniformly to flK for each compact set K c x. 

PROOF. For => recall from Corollary 2.9 that yX -+ yK is continuous. Thus 
falK-+ flK in the compact-open topology. But yK has the topology of the 
uniform metric and so falK converges to flK uniformly. 

For =, suppose that falK converges uniformly to flK for each compact 
K c X. Let f E M(K, U). Then there exists an E > 0 so that B£(f(K)) c U. There 
is an (X such that p> (X => dist(fp(x),J(x)) < E for all xEK. That is, 
fp(X)EBE(f(K)) cU. Thus P > (X => fpEM(K, U). This implies that fa 
converges to f in the compact-open topology. D 

PROBLEMS 

1. Consider the Tychonoff topology on the set yX of continuous functions from X 
to Y, i.e., the subspace topology as a subspace of the space of all functions X --+ Y 
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with the product topology. Which parts, if any, of Theorem 2.4 hold in this 
topology? Give either proofs or counterexamples. 

2. Describe the Tychonoff topology on yX in a manner similar to the description in 
Corollary 2.13 of the compact-open topology. 

3. Prove Proposition 2.7. 

4. Show that II is not compact in the compact-open topology. 

3. H-Spaces, H-Groups, and H-Cogroups 

An H-space or H-group is a space with a product that satisfies some of the 
laws of a group but only up to homotopy. An H-cogroup is a dual notion. 
The "H" stands for "Hopf" or for "Homotopy." 

3.1. Definition. An H-space is a pointed space X with base point e, together 
with a map 

e:XxX-+X 

sending (x,y) to xey, such that eee=e, and the maps X-+X taking x to 
x e e and x to e e X are each homotopic reI {e} to the identity. 

It is homotopy associative if the maps X x X x X -+ X taking (x, y, z) to 
(xey)ez and to xe(yez) are homotopic rel{(e,e,e)}. 

It has a homotopy inverse A: X -+ X if e = e and the maps X -+ X taking x 
to xex and to xex are each homotopic rel{e} to the constant map to {e}. 

An H-group is a homotopy associative H-space with a given homotopy 
inverse. 

There are two main classes of examples. The first is the class of topological 
groups. The second is the class of "loop spaces." The loop space on a space 
X is the space 

i.e., X S1 in the pointed category. The product is concatenation of loops, and 
the homotopy inverse is loop reversal. nx is a pointed space with base point 
being the constant loop at *. 

If f: X -+ Z and g: Y -+ Ware maps then let f v g: X v Y -+ Z v W be the 
induced map on the one-point union. Also let V: Z v Z -+ Z be the codiagonal; 
i.e., the identity on both factors. If f: X -+ Z and g: Y -+ Z then let 
f '!. g: X v Y -+ Z be the composition f '!. 9 = Vo(f v g); i.e., the map which 
is f on X and 9 on Y. 

3.2. Definition. An H-cogroup is a pointed space Yand a map y: Y -+ Y v Y 
such that the following three conditions are satisfied: 
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(1) The constant map *: Y --+ Y to the base point is a homotopy identity. 

That is, the compositions (* ':!. 1)oy and (1 ':!. * )oy of Y ~ Y v Y --+ Yare 

both homotopic to the identity reI base point. 
(2) It is homotopy associative. That is, the compositions (y v 1)oy and 

(1 v y)oy of Y ~ Y v Y --+ Y v Y v Yare homotopic to one another reI 

base point. 
(3) There is a homotopy inverse i: Y --+ Y. That is, (1 ':!. i)oy and (i':!. 1)oy of 

Y ~ Y v Y --+ Yare both homotopic to the constant map to the base 

point reI base point. 

There is one important class of examples, the reduced suspensions. The 
"coproduct" y: SX --+ SX v SX is given by 

( ) {
(2t, X)l 

Y t,x = 
(2t - 1, x}z 

if t ::;;~, 

if t:2':~, 

where the subscripts indicate in which copy of SX in the one-point union 
the indicated point lies. The homotopy inverse is just reversal of the t 

parameter. 

3.3. Theorem. In the pointed category: 

(1) Yan H-group => [X; Y] is a group with multiplication induced by (f e g)(x) = 

f(x)eg(x); 
(2) X an H-cogroup => [X; Y] is a group with multiplication induced by f *g = 

(f ':!. g)oy; and 
(3) X an H-cogroup and Yan H-space => the two multiplications above on 

[X; Y] coincide and are abelian. 

PROOF. Part (1) is obvious. Part (2) is nearly as obvious. For example, to 
show associativity in part (2) note that (f *g)*h = [((f ':!. g)oy) ':!. h]oy which 
equals the composition 

X --y----+) X V X __ y_v_l_-+) (X v X) v X (f ',' g) ',' h ) Y. 

The first composition is homotopic to (1 v y)oy, and the last map is equal 
to f ':!. (g ':!. h). This provides the homotopy to f *(g*h). The other parts of 
(2) are no harder. 

For (3) we need the following lemma: 

3.4. Lemma. In the situation of Theorem 3.3(3), and for f, g: X --+ Y, we have 

(f eg)*(hek) = (f *h)e(g*k). 

PROOF. For a particular point XEX suppose that y(x) = (w, *)EX V X. Then 

(f eg)*(hek)(x) = ((f eg) ':!. (hek))(w, *) = (f eg)(w) = f(w)eg(w). 
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Also 

(f *h)e(g*k)(x) = (f * h)(x)e(g * k)(x) = f(w)eg(w). 

The case y(x) = (*, w') is similar and will be omitted. o 

Returning to the proof of (3) in Theorem 3.3, note that for both products, 
the identity 1 is given by the constant map to the base point. Operating in 
[X; Y], we have 

Thus 

and 

Therefore, ex e /3 = /3 e ex = ex * /3. o 

4. Homotopy Groups 

For now on, unless otherwise indicated, we regard the n-sphere S· as having 
the cogroup structure as the reduced suspension S· = SS·-1 = S·-1 /\ S1. The 
O-sphere SO is {a, I} with base point {a}. 

Then, for a space X with base point xo, we define the nth homotopy group 

This is a group for n ~ 1 with the product defined by Theorem 3.3(2). 
Note that sn = sn-1 /\ S1 = S1 /\ ... /\ S1 = 1"/01". Thus we can regard 

7rn(X, xo) = [In, 01"; X, xo]. 

In this context, if f, g: 1" --+ X are maps taking 01" to X o, then the group 
structure is induced by 

4.1. Theorem. If X is an H-space then the multiplication in 7rn(X, x o) is induced 
by the H -space multiplication and is abelian for n ~ 1. 

PROOF. This is a direct corollary of Theorem 3.3. o 

4.2. Lemma. In the pointed category [SX; Y]:::::: [X;QY] as groups. 
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PROOF. Recall the correspondence 

f:X x Sl~ Y ~ 1': X ~ ySl, 

given by f'(x)(t) = f(x, t). The map g: X 1\ Sl ~ Y, using the composition f of 
g with the quotient map X x Sl ~ X 1\ Sl, corresponds to 1': X ~ ySI where 
f'(x) ( *) = f(x, *) = * and 1'( * )(t) = *, i.e., 1'( *) = *, the base point of Q Y. 
Thus the correspondence induces a one-one correspondence between pointed 
maps SX ~ Y and pointed maps X ~ Q Y. Also pointed homotopies cor
respond. For f, g: SX ~ Y the product in [SX; Y] is induced by 

(f )( ) {
f(x,2t) for t ~ i, 

*g x, t = 
g(x, 2t - 1) for t ;ed. 

This is equal to (f*g)'(x)(t). The multiplication in [X;QY] is (f'.g')(x) = 
f'(x) * g'(x), where * is loop concatenation. At t this is f'(x)(2t) for t ~ i and 
is g'(x)(2t - 1) for t ~ l Thus (f *g)' = I' .g'. 0 

Remark. For X compact we have y SX ::::::; (QY)X by the exponential law. The 
proof of Lemma 4.2 shows that the H-space operations on these spaces 
correspond. Therefore there are the group isomorphisms [SX; Y] = no(YSX)::::::; 
no((QY)X) = [X;QYl 

All we have done goes over immediately to the case of pointed pairs (X, A), 
with base point in A. For example, [SX, SA; Y, B] is a group and is canonically 
isomorphic to [X, A; Q Y, QBl 

In particular, consider Dn = D1 1\ sn-1 ::::J SO 1\ sn-1 = sn-1. Then (Dn, 
sn - 1) = sn -l(D 1, SO), the (n - I)-fold reduced suspension. Hence we define 
the relative homotopy group by 

This is a group for n ~ 2. Under composition with the projection 
r ~ D1 1\ Sl 1\ .. , 1\ Sl = D n, ar corresponds to (is the inverse image of) sn-1 
and the inverse image of the base point is the set r- 1 =(1 x ar- 1)u 
({O} x r- 1 ). Thus 

4.3. Corollary. nn(1'.*) is abelian for n ~ 2 and nne Y, B, *) is abelian for n ~ 3. 
Moreover, the group structure is independent of the suspension coordinate used 
to define it. 

PROOF. Consider the correspondence of Lemma 4.2: [Sl 1\ ... 1\ Sl; Y] ::::::; 
[sn - 1; Q Yl The loop structure corresponds, by definition, to the suspension 
in the last coordinate. These yield identical group operations by Lemma 4.2. 
The product from the loop space in [sn-1;QY] is the same as that from any 
of the suspension coordinates by Theorem 3.3(3). But the latter clearly is 
identical to the product on [Sl 1\ ... 1\ S\ Y] using the same factor Sl as the 
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suspension coordinate used for [sn - \ 0 Y], and this is arbitrary. The product 
in [sn-l; OY] is abelian for n - I ~ I by Theorem 4.1. The relative case is 
similar. 0 

4.4. Corollary. 1tn(Y, *):;::: 1tn- 1(OY, *):;::: ... :;::: 1t1(on-l Y, *):;::: 1to(ony, *) and 
similarly in the relative case. D 

4.5. Theorem. Let A be a closed subspace of X containing the base point *. 
Suppose that F: X x J --+ X is a deformation of X contracting A to *; i.e., 

F(A x J) c A, 

F(x,O) = x, 

F(A x {I})=*, 
F( { *} x J) = *. 

Then the quotient map 4J: X --+ X j A is a homotopy equivalence. Similarly for 
pairs (X, X') with A c X'. 

PROOF. Let t/J:XjA --+X be induced by Fix x {l}. Then t/Jo4J ~ Ix via F. The 
homotopy F induces F':(XjA) x J --+XjA and this is a homotopy between 
4Jot/J and IX/A" 0 

5. The Homotopy Sequence of a Pair 

In this section we develop an exact sequence of homotopy groups analogous 
to the exact homology sequence of a pair. It is, of course, an indispensable 
tool in the study of homotopy groups. Everything in this section is in the 
pointed category. In particular, mapping cones and suspensions are reduced. 

5.1. Definition. A sequence 

of pointed spaces (or pointed pairs) is called coexact if, for each pointed 
space (or pair) Y, the sequence of sets (pointed homotopy classes) 

[C; Y] ~[B; Y] L[A; Y] 

is exact, i.e., im(g#) = (f#) - 1 ( * ). 

5.2. Theorem. For any map f:A--+X and for the inclusion i:X ~Cf the 
sequence 

is coexact. 
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PROOF. Clearly io f ~ *, the constant map to the base point, so the sequence 
is of "order two." Suppose given ¢: X -> Y with ¢o f ~ * via the homotopy 
F. Then F on A x I and ¢ on X fit together to give a map C f -> Yextending ¢. 

5.3. Corollary. Iff: A c..- X is a co fibration, where A c X is closed, then 

A->X ->X/A 

is coexact. 

o 

PROOF. This follows from Theorem 5.2 and the fact that we can replace C f 
by its homotopy equivalent space X/A (by Theorem 1.6). 0 

5.4. Corollary. Let f: A -> X be any map. Then the sequence 

f i j k 
A -------> X -------> C f -------> C i -------> C j 

is co exact, where j and k are the obvious inclusions. o 

Now we will replace, in this sequence, Ci and Cj by simpler things. Note 
that C i = CfUXCx. (See Figure VII-3.) 

By pulling the cone CX towards its vertex and stretching the mapping 
cylinder of f to accommodate it, we see that C i has a deformation carrying 
CX to the base point through itself. Thus, Theorem 4.5 implies that the 
collapsing map C i -> CJCX = C fiX = SA is a homotopy equivalence. 
Similarly, Cj ~ sx. Under these homotopy equivalences we wish to show that 
k becomes Sf. Consider Figure VII-4. 

The map [stretches the top cone of SA to the cylinder part of C feCi and 
is C f on the bottom cone. The map coll l is the collapse of the bottom of 
the picture and gives the homotopy equivalence C i ~ SA obtained above. 
The map coll2 is the collapse of the top of Cj in the picture (the dashed lines) 
and is the homotopy equivalence Cj ~ sx. 

Clearly, coll l o[ ~ 1, so that [is a homotopy inverse of colll> i.e., [ocoll l ~ 1 
as well. Also, coll2 0 k o [ = Sf 0 g ~ Sf, where g is the collapse of the top cone of 
SA. Composing this with coll l on the right gives coll2 0 k ~ coll2 0 k o [ocoll l ~ 

Figure VII-3. The mapping cone Ci . 
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COlh~ ~ ~ t colI, 

SA?) 
Sf -- <;>Sx 

Figure VIl-4. Homotopy equivalences of mapping cones. 

Sf ocoll i . This shows that the diagram 
k 

C i -------+ C j 

cOll,l 1 co III 
SA --.!..L SX 

is homotopy commutative, as we wished to show. We have shown: 

5.5. Corollary. Given any map f: A ~ X of pointed spaces, the sequence 

A~X~CI~SA~SX 

447 

is coexact, where g:C I ~ SA is the composition of the collapse C I ~ C II X with 
the homotopy equivalence SA ~ C IIX induced by the inclusion of A x I in 
(A x I) + X followed by the quotient map to C I and then the collapsing of the 
subspace X of C I· D 

5.6. Lemma. Coexactness is preserved by suspension. 

PROOF. Suppose A ~ B ~ C is coexact. Then the sequence 

[SC; Y] ~ [SB; Y] ~ [SA; Y] 

is equivalent to the sequence 

[c;nY]~[B;nY] ~[A;nY] 

which is exact. 

5.7. Corollary (Barratt-Puppe). Iff: A ~ X is any map then the sequence 

A~X~C ~SA~SX~SC ~S2A~··· I I 

is coexact. Also SC I ~ CSI' etc. Similarlyfor maps of pairs of pointed spaces. 

D 
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PROOF. This follows from the preceding results except for the statement 
SC f::::: CSf' That is easy to see and is left to the reader since we do not need 
it. It would not quite be true if the suspension and mapping cones were not 
reduced. 0 

Thus a map of pairs !: (A, A') -+ (X, X') with f' = !IA" gives the pair of 
mapping cones (C f' C f')' and, for a pointed pair (Y, B), there is the exact 
sequence of sets 

... -+ [S2 X, S2 X'; Y, B] -+ [S2 A, S2 A'; Y, B] -+ ESC f'SC 1'; Y, B] 

-+ [A, A'; Y, B], 

where the terms involving suspensions consist of groups and homomorphisms. 
The rest contains only pointed sets and maps. 

Consider the special case of the inclusion!: (SO, SO) ~(D1 ,SO). The pair 
of reduced mapping cones C f is a triangle with one side collapsed (because 
of the reduction) with the subspace consisting of two sides of the triangle with 
one of those collapsed. Clearly this is homotopy equivalent to the pair (Sl, *). 
Thus we have the coexact sequence 

(SO, SO) -+ (D1, SO) -+ (Sl, *) -+ (Sl, Sl) -+ (D2, Sl) 

where the second map is the result of collapsing SO to the base point. 
By suspending this r - 1 times, we get the coexact sequence (pointed) 

(sr-1, sr-1) -+ (Dr, sr-1) -+(sr, *) -+ (sr, sr) -+(Dr+ 1, sr). 

All these fit together to give a long coexact sequence. Now 

[sr, sr; Y, B] = [sr; B] = nr(B), 

[sr, *; Y, B] = [sr; Y] = nr(Y), 

[Dr, sr-1; Y, B] = nr(Y, B). 

Thus we obtain the "exact homotopy sequence" of the pair (Y, B): 

... ---+nr+1(Y,B) ---+nr(B) ~n/Y) ~nr(Y,B) ~nr-1(B) ---+ ... 

... ---+ n1 (Y, B) ---+ no(B) ---+ no(Y), 

where all are groups and homomorphisms until the last three, which are 
only pointed sets and maps. Tracing through the definitions shows easily 
that i# is induced by the inclusion B ~ Y,j# is induced by the inclusion 
(Y, *) ~ (Y, B), and 0# is induced by the restriction to sr-1 cDr. 

Given a map !: (Dn,sn-l, *)-+(Y,B,*), it is important to know when 
[fJ = 0 in nn( Y, B, *). The following gives one such criterion. 

5.8. Theorem. For a map!:(Dn,sn-l,*)-+(Y,B,*), [f]=O in nn(Y,B,*)¢> 
! is homotopic, reI sn-l, to a map into B. 
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* 

B 

Figure VII-5. A relative homotopy. 

PROOF. For <=, let f c::::. g reI S" ~ 1, where g: D" -'> B. Then g is homotopic 
within B to the constant map to the base point since D" is contractible. 

For =>, suppose we have a homotopy F: D" x 1-'> Y, reI base point, 
keeping S" ~ 1 going into B and ending with the constant map to the base 
point. Think of D" x I, not as a cylinder but as a frustum of a cone as in 
Figure VII-5. Consider a cylinder circumscribed about the cone as in the 
figure. Extend the map F to be constant along verticals on the outside of 
the cone. This gives the desired homotopy reI S" ~ 1 to a map into B. 0 

5.9. Definition. A pair (X, A) is said to be n-connected if, for each 0 ~ r ~ n, 
every map (Dr,S'~l)-'>(X,A) is homotopic reI sr~l to a map into A. (Here 
SO ~ 1 = 0.) That is, each path component of X touches A and nr(X, A, a) = 0 
for all aEA, and all 1 ~ r ~ n. 

5.10. Proposition. nr(S") = 0 for all r < n. 

PROOF. Of course, we have already proved this in a previous chapter. One 
uses either smooth or simplicial approximation to change a map sr -'> S" to 
a homotopic map which misses a point and then uses that the complement 
of a point in S" is contractible. 0 

5.11. Proposition. The pair (D"+ \ S") is n-connected. 

PROOF. This follows from the exact sequence n,(D" + 1) -'> n,(D" + 1, S")-,> 
nr~ 1 (S") for r ~ n. 0 

Recall that for a map f: sn -'> sn, deg(f) is defined to be that integer such 
that f*: H"(sn) -'> Hn(sn) ~ Z is multiplication by deg(f). 

5.12. Theorem. The function deg: nn(sn) -'> Z is an isomorphism. 

PROOF. This was proved by Thom-Pontryagin Theory in Corollary 16.4 of 
Chapter II. An alternative proof of this is given by Theorem 7.4 of Chapter IV 
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which implies that deg is a homomorphism, together with Lemma 11.13 of 
Chapter V which shows that the kernel is zero (and which is independent of 
the remainder of that section). D 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let X be the "figure 8" space embedded in 82• Find n2(82,X). 

2. Let M be the quotient space of I x D2 obtained by the identification (0, z) = (1, z), 
where the disk is regarded as the unit disk in C. Denote the boundary (a Klein 
bottle) of this 3-manifold by K. Find n2(M, K). 

3. If A c X and n1 (A) ..... ndX) is a monomorphism, show that n2(X, A) is abelian. 

6. Fiber Spaces 

The notion of a fibration is a generalization of that of a fiber bundle and is 
of central importance in homotopy theory. We study it here. One of the 
major results is an exact sequence (Theorem 6.7) of homotopy groups which 
is crucial for many calculations. 

6.1. Definition. A map p: Y ...... B has the homotopy lifting property with respect 
to the space X if the following commutative diagram can always be completed 
as indicated: 

X x {O} ------> Y 

f """,// 1 p 

XxI' IE. 

6.2. Definition. A map p: Y ...... B is a H urewicz fiber space if it has the homotopy 
lifting property with respect to all spaces X. It is a Serre fibration, or simply 
fibration, if it has the homotopy lifting property with respect to X = Dn, for 
all n. 

The simplest example of a fibration is the projection Y = B x F ...... B, since, 
given the two maps f: X xI ...... Band g: X x {O} ...... B x F such that f(x,O) = 
pg(x,O), the diagram can be completed by the lift f'(x, t) = f(x, t) x qg(x, O) 
of f, where q: B x F ...... F is the projection. 

A common notation for a fibration p with "fiber" F = P - 1 ( *), is 

F ...... Y~B. 

6.3. Proposition. If p: Y ...... B is a fibration and (K,L) is a CW pair (a CW
complex K and subcomplex L), then the following commutative diagram 
can be completed as indicated: 
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K x {O}uL x I ~ Y 
[' ~!p 

K x I '--~-~-~-~~-~---~___+, B. 

PROOF. By induction on the skeletons of K - L we need only prove this for 
the case 

Dn x {O} U sn - 1 X I ------t Y r ~///~?T lp 
Dn x 1// , B. 

But the left-hand side of this diagram, as a pair, is homeomorphic to the 
pair (Dn x I,Dn x {O}), so the completion of the diagram is direct from 
Definition 6.2. (See Figure VII-6.) 0 

6.4. Theorem. Let p: Y --> B be a fibration and (K, L) a CW pair such that L is 
a strong deformation retract of K. Then the following commutative diagram 
can be completed as indicated: 

PROOF. Consider the commutative diagram 

Lx {OJ ------t Lx IuK x {l} projur , L ~ Y 

f r _------~--------_r --------~ lp 
K x {O} ------+, K x I ------ , K ------t B 

F f 

where F is the hypothesized deformation. Thus F(k, 0) = k, F(k, l)EL and 
F(l,t) = I, for all kEK, lELand tEl. The map ¢ exists by Proposition 6.3. We 

Figure VII-6. A homeomorphism of pairs. 
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have 

po ¢(k, 0) = f(F(k, 0)) = f(k) 

and 

¢(1,0) = (goproj)(l, 0) = g(l). 

Hence the restriction of ¢ to K x {O} gives the desired completion. 0 

For example, K could be on and L a single point in on, and then the 
theorem implies that a map of a disk to the base space can always be lifted 
with the lift already specified at one point of the disk. 

6.5. Lemma. If PESn- 1 then on x 81 u {p} X I is a strong deformation retract 
of on x I. 

PROOF. This follows from Problem 3 of Section 11 of Chapter IV. 0 

6.6. Theorem. Let p: Y ~ B be a fibration, and suppose p(Yo) = boo Suppose 
that boEB' c B and put Y' = p-l(B'). Then 

P#: nn(Y' Y', Yo) ~ nn(B, B', bo) 

is an isomorphism for all n. 

PROOF. To show that P# is onto let f:(on,sn-1,*)~(B,B',bo). Apply 
Theorem 6.4 to the diagram 

where the top map sends the base point to Yo. The completion g exists by 
Theorem 6.4 and, necessarily, g: (on, sn- \ *) ~ (Y, Y', Yo). Since f = pog we 
have [f] = p#[g]. 

To show that P# is one-one, let go, gl: (on, sn- \ *) ~ (Y, Y', Yo) and suppose 
that pgo c:::: pg 1 via the homotopy F: (on, sn - \ *) X I ~ (B, B', bo). Then 
consider the diagram 

(on X 8I)u(* X I) -----> Y r -------------~ 1 p 

--- F on X I ) B. 

By Lemma 6.5 and Theorem 6.4, the homotopy can be lifted to a homotopy 
between gl and gz· 0 

Now consider the homotopy sequence of the pair (Y,F) where p: Y ~B is 
a fibration and F = p -l( *) is the fiber. The term nn(Y' F) may be replaced, 
by Theorem 6.6, with nn(B). The resulting homomorphism nn( Y) ~ nn(B) is 
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clearly induced by p and so will continue to be denoted by p#. The resulting 
homomorphism 

8#° pi 1: nn(B) ---+ nn-1 (F) 

can be described as follows: Let f: sn ---+ B represent an element of nn(B). 
Compose it with the collapsing map nn ---+ sn to give a map nn ---+ B, then lift 
it to a map into Y, with base points corresponding. This represents 
pi 1([fJ)Enn(Y, F). Restricting this map to sn-1 gives a map sn-1---+F rep
resenting an element of nn- 1 (F). It is reasonable to still call this 
homomorphism 8#: nn(B) ---+ nn -1 (F). Thus we have: 

6.7. Theorem. Ifp: Y ---+ B is afibration and ifYoE Y, bo = p(Yo), and F = p-1(bo), 
then taking Yo as the base point of Yand of F and bo as the base point of B, 
we have the exact sequence: 

... ~ nn(F) ~ nn( Y) ~ nn(B) ~ nn -1 (F) ~ ... 

"·~n1(Y)~n1(B)~no(F)~no(Y)~no(B). 0 

For example, a covering map is clearly a fibration. In that case the fiber 
F is discrete and so nn(F) = 0 for n ~ 1. Thus the exact sequence implies that 
P#: nn(Y) ---+ nn(B) is an isomorphism for n ~ 2 and a monomorphism for n = 1. 
Of course, it is easy to deduce this directly. In particular nn(S1) ~ nn(R 1) = 0 
for n ~ 2. 

Later we will show that the Hopf map S3 ---+ S2 is a fibration with fiber S1. 

For this example the exact sequence looks like 

nn(S1) ---+ nn(S3) ---+ nn(S2) ---+ nn -1 (S1). 

The groups on the ends are trivial for n ~ 3. Therefore nn(S3) ~ nn(S2) for 
n ~ 3. In particular, we deduce the interesting fact that n3(S2) ~ Z. In fact, 
by looking closely at the homomorphism we see that the Hopf map itself 
represents the generator of n3(S2). 

6.8. Theorem. If p: Y ---+ B is a fibration with fiber F and if there is a homotopy 
H: F x I ---+ Y between the inclusion and a constant map, then the sequence 

0---+ nn( Y) ---+ nn(B) ---+ nn _ 1 (F) ---+ 0 

is split exactfor n ~ 2. Thus nn(B)~nn(Y) x nn-1(F). In particular, n 1(F) is 
abelian. 

PROOF. For any map f: sn -1 ---+ FeY, the homotopy gives a construction 
of an extension!,: nn ---+ Y. The composition po!': (nn, sn-1) ---+ (B, *) represents 
an element A([fJ)Enn(B). It is clear that A:nn-1(F)---+nn(B) is a 
homomorphism and that 8#OA = 1. 0 

We will show later (in Section 8) that, besides the Hopf fibration S1 ---+ S3 ---+ 

S2, there are Hopffibrations S3 ---+S7 ---+S4 and S7 ---+S15 ---+S8. In all these, the 
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fiber is homotopically trivial in the total space. Thus Theorem 6.8 provides 
the isomorphisms 

nn(S2) :::::: nn(S3) EB nn-1 (Sl), 

nn(S4) :::::: nn(S 7) EEl nn _ 1 (S3), 

nn(S 8) :::::: nn(S 15) EB nn _ 1 (S 7), 

for n ~ 2. (These are written additively since these groups are all abelian.) 

6.9. Theorem. If p: Y ~ B is a fibration with fiber F and if F is a retract of Y 
then the sequence 

o ~ nn(F) ~ nn( Y) ~ nn(B) ~ 0 

is split exact for n ~ 1. Thus nn(Y):::::: nn(B) x nn(F). 

PROOF. The retraction r: Y ~ F gives a homomorphism r #: nn( Y) ~ nn(F) with 
r#oi# = 1. D 

6.10. Corollary. nn(X x Y):::::: nn(X) x nn(Y) via the projections. D 

6.11. Theorem. For a map p: Y ~ B, the property of being a fibration is a local 
property in B. 

PROOF. The theorem means that p is a fibration if each point bEB has a 
neighborhood U such that p: p - l(U) ~ U is a fibration. 

Suppose weare given the commutative diagram 

on x {O} -L Y 
;;r 

r /// lp 
/ on X I -----> B. 

F 

Take a triangulation of on, e.g., regard on as IAnl. Pull back the covering 
of B by the open sets U to a covering of on. We can then subdivide on 
sufficiently finely and take an integer k sufficiently large so that for all 
o ~ i < k, and all simplices (J in the subdivision of on, we have that F((J x 
[ilk, (i + 1)/k]) is contained in some open set U over which p is a fibration. 

Let K be the subdivided on. Suppose we have lifted the homotopy F to 
F ', keeping the diagram commutative, over the subspace K(j) x [O,(i + 1)lk] u 
K x [0, ilk] for some j and i. If (J is a (j + 1)-cell of K and ffT is its characteristic 
map, then we get, by composition, the commutative diagram 
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where U is an open set containing (J and over which p is a fibration. This 
diagram can be completed by Proposition 6.3. These lifts fit together to give 
a lift over K(j+l) x [O,(i+ 1)jk]u(K x [O,ijk]). By induction onj, and because 
of the weak topology on K x I we finally get a lift over K x [0, (i + 1)jk]. 
This is just our assumption with -1 replacing j and i + 1 replacing i. An 
induction on i finishes the proof. 0 

6.12. Corollary. A bundle projection is a fibration. o 
We finish this section by giving some constructions of important fibrations. 

6.13. Theorem. Let X be locally compact and A c X closed. If the inclusion 
of A in X is a co fibration then the restriction map yX -+ yA is a Hurewicz 
fibration for all Y. 

PROOF. The commutative diagram 

W x {O} -----+ yX r //</>/" Ip 
wxr I yA 

corresponds, via the exponential law, to the commutative diagram 

W x A x {O} W x X x {O} 

wxL,yy'(JXI 
Thus it suffices to show that the inclusion W x A ~ W x X is a cofibration. 
By Theorem 1.3 this is equivalent to showing that (W x A x I)u(W x X x 
{O}) is a retract of W x X x I. But the product of the identity on Wand a 
retraction of X x I to A x luX x {O} does this. 0 

Our next result in this direction concerns "pullbacks." If p: Y -+ Band 
f: X -+ B are maps then the "pullback" pi of p via f is the projection 
p':f*Y -+X where 

I f*Y={(X,Y)EXX Ylf(x) = p(y)}. I 
It is easy to see that the pullback satisfies the universal property that, given 
any commutative diagram 

there exists a unique map W -+ f* Y compatible with the maps to X and Y. 
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6.14. Theorem. If p: Y -+ B is a fibration and f: X -+ B is any map then 
p':f* Y -+ X is a fibration. This is also true for Hurewicz fibrations. 

PROOF. Consider the commutative diagram (with W = nn in the case of Serre 
fib rations): 

W x {O} 
f >- --(1)----, 

/ ,. "-.,. -,. 
W x 1------+ f*Y ~ Y 

~l lp 
X----+B. 

The prospective map marked (1) exists, maintaining commutativity, since p 
is a fibration. Then the map marked (2) exists by the universal property of 
pullbacks. D 

6.15. Corollary. If p: Y -+ B is a fibration and B' c B then the restriction 
p':p-l(B')-+B' ofp is afibration. This is also truefor Hurewiczfibrations. 

PROOF. This is just a matter of noting that the pullback to a subspace is the 
same as the restriction to it. 0 

6.16. Corollary. Theorem 6.13 also holds in the pointed category andfor pairs, 
etc. 

PROOF. This is the application of Corollary 6.15 to the inclusion 
(Y, *)(A.*) c yA, etc. D 

For a pointed space X, we define the "path space" of X to be PX = 
(X, *)(1.0). Similarly, we can regard the loop space OX as (X, *)(I.{O,l)) ~ 
(X, *)(SI,*). 

6.17. Corollary. For a pointed space X the map P X -+ X taking Je to Je(l) is a 
fibration with fiber ox. This is called the "path-loop fibration of x." 

PROOF. In the pointed category this is the restriction map Xl -+ X 8I, which 
is a fibration by Theorem 6.13, and the latter space, the base, is homeomorphic 
to X via the evaluation at 1. D 

6.18. Proposition. In the pointed category, the path space P X is contractible. 

PROOF. Define F: P X x 1-+ P X by F(Je, t)(s) = Je(ts). To see that this is 
continuous, note that it is the restriction of the same thing on Xl x I -+ Xl. 
By Theorem 2.4, it suffices to show that the map Xl x I x I -+ X taking (Je, t, s) 
to Je(ts) is continuous, but that is clear. 0 
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PROOF. Of course, we already had this. Here, it is a consequence of the exact 
sequence of the fibration ax -+px -+x and the fact that the homotopy 
groups of PX are trivial since it is contractible. 0 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let M3 be the 3-manifold defined as the quotient space of I x S2 by the identifica
tion {O} x {x} ~ {I} x {Tx}, where T:S2 -+S2 is a reflection through a plane in 
R3. Find 1tl(M) and 1t2(M). 

2. -¢- Let f: X -+ Y be a map and M f its mapping cylinder. Let k: X x 1-+ M f be the 
canonical map. Put 

Pf=(Mf , Y,X)(I.{Oj.{lj). 

Define maps s: X -+ P f, p: P f -+ X, and 1t: P f -+ Y by 

s(x)(t) = k(x, t), 

p(A) = A(l), 

1t(A) = A(O). 

Show that 1t and pare fibrations. Also show that po s = 1 x and sop ~ 1 PI via a 
homotopy that preserves each fiber of p (called a "fiber homotopy"). Also show 
that f = 1t°S. Thus any map f: X -+ Y is homotopy equivalent to a fibration 
1t:Pf -+ Y. 

3. Find 1ti(CP") for 1 :s; i :s; 2n + 1. 

4. Let p: X -+ Y be a fibration and suppose that s: X -+ Wand t: W -+ Yare maps with 
p = tos. 1ft is injective, show that s is a fibration. If s is onto, show that t is a fibration. 

5. Consider the path-loop fibration p: PX -+X. Let W be the set of homotopy classes 
rei OI of paths 1-+ X. Give W the quotient topology from the canonical map 
PX -+ W. Rederive Theorem 8.4 of Chapter III (existence of universal covering 
spaces) in this context. 

6. Let X be the "figure 8" space embedded in S2. Find 1t2(S2jX). Compare Problem 
1 of Section 5. 

7. If X is well-pointed, show that PX and OX are well-pointed. 

8. Show that 1t2(SI v S2) is not finitely generated. 

7. Free Homotopy 

In this section we will study "free homotopies" sn x I -+ X, i.e., homotopies 
not respecting the base point. We will also derive the effect that changing 
the base point has on homotopy groups. 

Let * be a base point in sn and consider the space Xsn of nonpointed maps 
from sn to X. The map p: Xsn -+ X, defined by p(f) = f(*), is a fibration since 
it is just restriction to {*}. 

7.1. Definition. f EXsn is freely homotopic to gEXsn along ([EXI, (f ~ ag) if 
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there exists a path a: J ~ xsn such that po a = a and a(O) = / and a(l) = g; 
that is, if there is a homotopy J x sn ~ X between / and g such that on 
J x {*} ~ X it is a. 

We note some, mostly elementary, properties of this definition: 

(1) a: J ~ X, gEXsn '3 g(*) = a(l) => 3/ '3/ c:::. "g. 

To prove this, just lift the path a to a: J ~ xsn so that a(l) = g, and let 
/ = a(O). 

(2) / c:::." g c:::.th => / c:::.".th. 
(3) / c:::. a g =>g c:::.,,-l/. 
(4) / c:::. g reI * => / c:::. e g where e is the constant path at p(f). 
(5) / c:::. a g, a c:::. "[ reI oJ => / c:::. t g. 

To see this, use Theorem 6.4 to complete the following diagram: 

1 x (Olf ~~ __ -"-~:~-~~~~~~I~:~_~ r 
J x r- ) x. 

(6) / c:::. a g,f' c:::." g => / c:::. f' rel*. 

This follows from (2) through (5). 

(7) / c:::. a g,f' c:::. / reI *, g' c:::. g reI *, a' c:::. a reI oJ => f' c:::. a4. 

This follows from several of the preceding facts. 

(8) 1jJ: X ~ Y,f c:::. a g => ljJo / c:::.",oac/J°g. 
(9) / c:::.af',g c:::." g' => / *g c:::.a!' *g'. 

To see this, consider the diagram induced by the comultiplication 
y:sn~sn v sn: 

1 1 1 

The map on top takes (f, g) to / *g. The vertical maps are evaluation at the 
base point. The inclusion on the lower left is as the diagonal. The free 
homotopy from / to f' is just a path a' from / to f' over a. The other free 
homotopy is a path a" from g to g' over a. This pair (a', a") of paths gives a 
path in Xsn v sn over (a, a). Thus /1(a', a") is a path in Xsn from / *g to f' *g', 
proving (9). 

These facts imply the following: 
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7.2. Theorem. For each path a: I --+ X, there is an isomorphism 

such that 

(a) [fJ=an[gJ¢>f~O"g; 
(b) a ~,rel JI => an = On; 
(c) a(l) = ,(0) => (a*')n = anO'n; 
(d) a constant => an = 1; and 
(e) (naturality) ¢: X --+ Y and, = ¢oa => the following diagram commutes: 

nn(X, a(l)) 

1 ¢# 

nn(Y, ,(I)) 
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o 

7.3. Corollary. If f: (sn, *) --+ (X, xo), then [fJ = 0 in nn(X, xo) ¢> f is freely 
homotopic to a constant map. 

o 
7.4. Corollary. The group n1 (X, xo) acts as a group of automorphisms on 
nn(X, xo). Moreover, for n = 1, the automorphisms are inner. More precisely, 
for ocEn1(X), pEniX), let oc(P) = an(p) where a is a loop representing oc. Then: 

oc(P ± y) = oc(P) ± oc(y), 
(ococ')(P) = oc(oc'(P)), 

I(P) = p. 
Also, for n = 1, oc(P) = ocpoc -1. o 

7.5. Definition. A space X is called n-simple if n1 (X, xo) acts trivially on 
nn(X, x o) for all XoEX. It is called simple if it is n-simple for all n ~ 1. 

For X arcwise connected, one needs the condition of Definition 7.5 only 
for one Xo. Evidently, X being I-simple is the same as n 1(X,xO) being abelian 
for all Xo. 

7.6. Example. Let n ~ 2 and let X be the nonorientable Sn-bundle over S1. 
That is, 

X = (sn x 1)1'" --+ IIJI = St, 

where '" is the equivalence relation (x,O) '" (Tx, 1) for all XESn, where T is 
the reflection of sn through sn - 1 (or any homeomorphism of degree - 1). 
The exact sequence for this fibration yields the exact sequences 
0--+ n1(X) --+ n1(S1) --+ 0 and 0 --+ nisn) --+ niX) --+0, since n ~ 2. Thus n1(X) ~ Z 
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and 1l:n(X) ~ Z. The image of {*} x I gives a loop in X representing the 
generator OCE1l: 1(X). The sphere sn (the fiber) represents the generator [JE1l:n(X), 
and it "travels" along this loop and comes back as the map T: sn -+ sn. This 
shows that oc([J) = - [J, so this space X is not n-simple. 

Now we shall briefly discuss the case of the relative homotopy groups. 
Consider the map 

p: (X, A)(D",oD") -+ A 

which is the evaluation at the base point * EoDn. To see that this is a fibration 
note that it is the composition 1l:°r!' in the diagram 

(X, A)(D",oD") -----+ xD" 

1~' 1 ~ 
A oD" I x oD" 

in 
A(*)=A. 

The map 1] is the restriction and so is a fibration. The map 1]' is a pullback 
of 1] and so is a fibration. The map 1l: is a restriction and so is a fibration. 
Finally, the composition p = 1l: 0 1]' of fibrations is a fibration. 

Thus, just as in the absolute case, paths in A operate on 1l:n(X, A) with 
base points running along the paths. The following consequence is clear. 

7.7. Theorem. 1l: 1(A, *)acts as a group oJautomorphisms on 1l:n(X,A, *), 1l:n(A, *) 
and 1l:n(X,*), the latter via i#:1l: 1(A,*)-+1l: 1(X,*). These actions commute with 
i#, i#, and 0#. D 

There is more to say in the case n = 2: 

7.S. Theorem. Consider 0#: 1l:2 (X, A, *) -+1l: 1(A, *). For oc, [JE1l: 2(X, A, *) we have 

(o#(oc))([J) = oc[Joc- 1• 

PROOF. A representative D2 -+ X of [J can be taken so that everything maps 
into the base point except for a small disk, and this disk can be placed 
anywhere. Thus, we see that a representative of oc[Joc -1 can be taken as in 
the first part of Figure VII-7. 

In the figure, (J represents o#(oc). In the first part, the "pie slice" represents 
[J. The parts marked oc and oc - 1 are mirror images. The second part of the 
figure is the same map, and only the division lines have changed. The third 
part represents a stage of a homotopy; the map changes only inside the 
portion with the vertical rulings, and that part is constant along verticals. 
The fourth part is the final result of that homotopy, and the map on the left 
portion of the disk is constant along verticals. The fifth part of the figure 
represents a free homotopy along (J. The map changes only in the extreme 
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(J (J 

* 

Figure VII-7. Relative action of the fundamental group. 

left-hand portion of the disk, and there it is constant equal to O'(t), where t 
is the parameter running from 0 at the leftmost point of the disk and 1 at 
the vertical separating the [3 part. The sixth and last part of the figure 
represents the final result of this free homotopy. It clearly represents [3. Thus, 
the figure gives a free homotopy rx[3rx- 1 ==:'a[3. Since 0' represents 8#(rx), this 
shows that (8#(rx))([3) = rx[3rx- 1 . D 

We conclude this section with a brief discussion of the (J.H.C.) "Whitehead 
product." This material is not used elsewhere in the book. From our 
conventions in this chapter, sn is represented as the quotient space of I" 
collapsing the boundary to a point. The collapsing map Jan: I" -4 sn provides 
the characteristic map for a CW-complex structure on sn with one n-cell an' 

Regard sn x sm as the product complex as in Section 12 of Chapter IV. Then 
Jan x am = Jan X Jam: In X 1m -4 sn X sm is the characteristic map for the 
(n + m)-cell of the product. Let g = Ja(an x am): 8(ln X 1m) -4 sn V sm denote the 
corresponding attaching map. Then g defines an element 

If </J:sn-4X and t/!:sm-4X are maps representing rx = [</J]En.(X) and 
[3 = [t/!]Enm(X), then there is the map 

and so we get an element 

called the "Whitehead product" of rx and [3. 
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Clearly, for n = m = 1, we have 

For n = 1 and m ~ 2, [0(, P] is represented by the map (01) x 1m u I x aIm = 
0(1 x Im)-+x given by cP0Pl:I x alm-+I ~X and t/t0P2: 01 x Im-+lm~x, 
where Pl and P2 are the projections from I x 1m to I and to 1m, respectively. 
The homotopy class in 7tm(X) represented by this map is the sum of the 
classes represented by the restrictions of it to I x aIm u {1} x 1m and to 
{O} x 1m. The first of these is freely homotopic along cP to t/t given by the 
parametrized family of restrictions to [t,1] x almu{1} x Im-+x, and so it 
represents O(p). The second represents - p by our orientation conventions. 
Therefore 

for o(E7tl(X) and PE7tm(X), m~2. Thus X is m-simple¢> [O(,P] =0 for all 
o(E7tl(X) and PE7tm(X). 

Clearly 

when n+m~ 3. 
It is not hard to see that 

when m~2. 
It is also known that the Whitehead product satisfies the following "Jacobi 

identity" for o(E7tn(X), PE7tm(X), and 1'E7tiX) for n, m,p ~ 2: 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let M3 be the 3-manifold with boundary resulting from I x D2 by the identification 
{I} x {z} = {O} x {z} and let K be its boundary, a Klein bottle. Completely describe 
the action of 7t l (K) on 7t2(M, K). 

2. <r If F -+ X -+ B is a fibration with F, X, and B arcwise connected, define an action 
of 7tl(B) on each 7tiF) and derive as many properties of it you can. 

3. Let *EAcX. Define an action of7t1(X) on the set 7tl(X,A), denoted by (rx,P)l-+rxp 
of7t1(X) x 7tl(X,A)-+7tl(X,A), such that: 
(a) rx(rx'P)= (rxrx')P for all rx,rx'E7tl(X),PE7tl(X,A); 
(b) o#P=o#P'<;>rxP=P' for some rxE7t1(X); 
(c) rxE7t1(X),PE7t 1(X, A) => (rxp = P<;>rx = 1); 
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(d) IXEn 1(X) = IX1 = j#IX; and 
(e) IXEn1(X) = (IX 1 = 1 = (IX = i#(y) for some YEn1(A))). 
(Here we use the notation 

4. -¢- If B cAe X, derive the "exact sequence of the triple (X, A, B)": 

00. -> nn(A, B) ->nn(X, B) -> niX, A) ->nn-1(A, B) -> 00' -> n1(X, A). 

S. If X is an H-space then show that all Whitehead products vanish on X. 
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6. Show that sn is an H-space = the Whitehead product [In' In] = 0, where InEnn(sn) 
is represented by the identity map. 

7. Prove the identity [IX,/31 + /32] = [IX,/31] + [IX,/32] for all IXEnn(X) and /3iEnm(X), 
m:?:2. 

8. Classical Groups and Associated Manifolds 

Recall from Section 12 of Chapter II that a "Lie group" is a topological 
group G which is also a smooth manifold such that the product G x G ~ G, 
(g,h)Hgh and the inverse G~G,gHg-1 are smooth. 

The classical groups are by far the most important examples, and the only 
ones we will deal with here. 

Also recall from Section 12 of Chapter II that if G is a closed subgroup 
of GI(n, C) then it is a Lie group, and, from Section 13 of Chapter II, that if 
K c H c G are closed subgroups then the canonical map G/K ~ G/H is a 
fiber bundle map with fiber H/K. 

In this section we are going to calculate a number of homotopy groups 
for spaces related to the classical groups. 

8.1. Example. Consider the determinant homomorphism det: U(n) ~ S1. Its 
kernel is SU(n) and so there is the fibration SU(n) ~ U(n) ~ S1. 

H AEU(n) then there is the unique decomposition A = BC where BESU(n) 
and C is a diagonal matrix of the form 

eiO 0 0 0 
o 1 0 0 
o 0 1 0 

o 0 0 ... 1 . 

Thus U(n) ~ SU(n) x S1 as a space, but not as a group. 
Either from the fibration or the homeomorphism, one concludes that 

ni(U(n)) ~ ni(SU(n)) for i;:::: 2. 

8.2. Example. Consider the "Grassmann manifold" Gn,k of k-planes through 
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the origin in Rn. For gEO(n) and V EGn.k, g(V) is another k-plane. Any k-frame 
is taken into any other by some gEO(n), so the same is also true of k-planes. 
Thus O(n) acts transitively on Gn•k • The isotropy group of the standard 
Rk C Rn is clearly O(k) x O(n - k). It follows that 

Gn.k :::::: O(n)j(O(k) x O(n - k)). 

Similar considerations apply to complex and quaternionic k-planes. The 
Grassmann manifold for k = 1 is just projective n-space, in all three cases. 
Therefore, one gets the homeomorphisms 

O(n)/(O(I) x O(n - 1)):::::: Rpn- 1, 

U(n)/(U(1) x U(n-l))::::::cpn-1, 

Sp(n)/(Sp(l) x Sp(n-l))::::::Qpn-1. 

Recall the similar Stiefel manifold Vn•k of k-frames in n-space. In Section 
15 of Chapter I we had that Vn,k:::::: O(n)jO(n - k). Thus we have the fibration 

O(k) --+ Vn,k --+ Gn,k' 

The case k = 1 gives the fibrations 

SO --+ sn - 1 --+ Rpn - 1, 

Sl --+ s2n-1 --+ cpn- 1, 

S3 --+s4n-1 --+ Qpn-1. 

The case n = 2 gives the Hopf fibrations 

SO --+ Sl --+ S1, 

Sl --+ S3 --+S2, 

S3 --+ S7 --+ S4. 

Since, in the fibration Sl --+ s2n + 1 --+ cpn, the fiber is null homotopic in the 
total space, we have the isomorphism 

nr(cpn) :::::: nr(S2n+ 1) E8 nr-1 (Sl). 

This is Z for r = 2 and nr(S2n + 1) for r"# 2. In particular, nr(CpOO):::::: Z for 
r = 2 and is trivial otherwise. The case n = 1 and r = 3 gives that n3(S2) :::::: Z. 

8.3. Theorem. For n::::: 3, nn+ l(sn):::::: Z2' generated by a suspension of the Hopf 
map S3 --+ S2. 

PROOF. This proof requires two items from the optional Section 16 of 
Chapter II and Section 15 of Chapter VI. First, note that the Hopf fibration 
S3--+S2 is the projection {(u,v)ECxClluI 2 +lvI 2 =1}--+Cp1={(U:V)} 
taking nonhomogeneous coordinates to homogeneous ones. But (u: v) = 

(uv- 1:1), so that the map can be considered as (u,v)f--+UV- 1EC+::::::S2 , the 
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one-point compactification of C. Let h(u, v) = uv -1 denote this (compactified) 
map. Let g(u,v) = (ii,v) ofS3~S3 and r(u)=ii ofSz~Sz. Then hog=roh. 
However, g is a reflection in a 2-plane in C x C, which is the same as a 
rotation in the orthogonal plane through an angle 7r. Therefore h ~ hog = roh. 
Note that r is a reflection in a plane of SZ and hence has degree - l. 

Now consider the suspensions of hand r. We get Sh ~ SroSh. But Sr, 
having degree - 1, is homotopic to any other map of degree - 1, and so is 
homotopic to the reversal T of the suspension parameter. Thus we have that 
Sh ~ ToSh. But ToSh = Sho T, using T for the reversal of the suspension 
parameter in SS3 as well as in SS2. Hence [Sh] = [ToSh] = [Sho T] = - [Sh] 
in 7r4(S3) by definition of the inverse in homotopy groups. Consequently, for 
a = [h] E7r3(S2), and SaE7r4(S3), we have that 2Sa = O. But a generates 7r3(S2) 
because of the exact sequence 

h o = 7r3(Sl)~7r3(S3) ~7r3(S2)~7r2(Sl) = 0 

which shows that a = h#[ls3]. By Theorem 16.7 of Chapter II, S: 7r3(S2) ~ 
7r4(S3) is onto and so Sa generates 7r4(S3). Thus 7r4(S3) is either Z2 generated 
by Sa or it is zero. By Corollary 15.4 of Chapter VI, it is not zero. By Theorem 
16.7 of Chapter II, the suspensions give isomorphisms 

and so we are finished. D 

From the Hopf fibration Sl ~ S3 ~ S2 it follows that 7rn(SZ) ~ 7rn(S3) for all 
n ~ 3. Thus we have that 7r4(S2) ~ 7r4(S3) ~ Zz, and one sees easily that the 
nonzero element is the class of the composition hoSh of the Hopf map with 
its suspension. The suspensions of this are also nontrivial as we now show 
with the aid of the optional Section 15 of Chapter VI. 

8.4. Proposition. The element [sn-2(hoSh)]E7rn+isn) is nontrivial for all 
n~2. 

PROOF. Let f=sn-1h:sn+2~sn+1 and g=sn-2h:sn+1~sn. Suppose that 
gof~*. Then the map g:sn+1~sn extends to ¢:CJ~sn. Note that the 
mapping cone C", of ¢ is a three cell complex 

and that the quotient space 

C",/sn = sn+Z u SJ Dn + 4 

is the suspension SC J ~ sncpZ. Also, the subcomplex Cg = sn ugDn+z of C", 
is homotopy equivalent to sn- zCpz. By the results in Section 15 of Chapter 
VI we know that Sq2:Hn(Cg;Zz)~Hn+2(Cg;Z2) and Sq2:Hn+z(SCJ;Z2)~ 
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Hn+4(Sc f; Z2) are isomorphisms. From the commutative diagram 

Hn(cg; Z2) 
Sq2 

I Hn+2(C . Z ) 
~ 

g' 2 

r~ r~ 
Hn(C",;Z2) 

Sq2 
I Hn+2(C . Z ) 

Sq2 IHn+4(C . Z ) 
"', 2 "', 2 

r~ r~ 
Hn+2(c",/sn;Z2) 

Sq2 
Hn+4(C",/S"; Z2) ~ 

~ 

it follows that Sq2Sq2 is nontrivial on Hn(C",; Z2)' But there is the Adem 
relation Sq2Sq2 = Sq3Sq 1 and the latter is zero on H"(C",;Z2) since 
Hn+1(C",;Z2)=O. 0 

It is known that 1l:"+2(sn) ~ Z2 for n ~ 2 and so the elements given by 
Proposition 8.4 are the only nonzero classes in this group. 

8.5. Example. In this example we compute the homotopy groups of the 
classical groups as far as we can do it at this stage of our knowledge. First, 
consider the fibration 

O(n - 1) -+ O(n) -+ sn-1 

The exact sequence of this fibration looks like 

1l:n - 1 (sn-1) -+ 1l:n-z(O(n - 1)) -+ 1l:n - 2 (O(n)) -+ 0 -+ .... 

It follows that 

{
isomorphism for r < n - 2, 

1l:r(O(n - 1))-+1l:r(0(n)) is an 
epimorphism for r = n - 2. 

Similarly, the complex and quaternionic cases yield that 

1l:r(U(n -l))-+1l:r(U(n)) is an {is~morph~smforr < 2n - 2, 
epImorphIsm for r = 2n - 2. 

(S ( 1)) (S ( )) . {isomorPhism for r < 4n - 2, 
1l:r P n - -+ 1l:r P n IS an 

epimorphism for r = 4n - 2. 

Thus, for r fixed and n increasing, these groups stabilize at some point. 
The stable values are denoted by 1l:r(O), 1l:r(U), and 1l:r(Sp), respectively. (There 
are spaces 0, U, and Sp which have these homotopy groups but this is not 
of concern to us here.) Therefore, we have 

1l:r(O) = 1l:r(SO) = 1l:r(O(n)) 

1l:r(U) = 1l:r(U(n)) 

1l:r(Sp) = 1l:r(Sp(n)) 

for n ~ r + 2, 

for n ~ [(r + 2)/2], 

for n ~ [(r + 2)/4]. 
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One can also use the same method to calculate no and the dimensions of 
these manifolds. We leave this to the reader, but will use the results. 

Now consider the action ofSp(I), the unit quaternions, on the quaternions 
by conjugation. This preserves the norm and leaves the real axis fixed. Thus 
it operates on the orthogonal complement of the real axis. This gives a 
homomorphism 4>: Sp(l) -4 SO(3). The kernel of 4> is the center of Sp(l) 
which is easily seen to be {I, - I} ~ Z2' Thus there is the monomorphism 
Sp(I)/Z2 -4 SO(3). Since these are both connected compact 3-manifolds, 
Invariance of Domain implies that 4> is onto. Thus SO(3) ~ Sp(I)/Z2 ~ RP3. 

This, plus the fibration Sl-4 U(2)-4S3, allows us to make the following 
computations: 

n1(SO) = n1(SO(3)) ~ Z2' 
n 1 (U) = n 1 (U(1)) ~ Z, 

n2(U) = n2(U(I)) = 0, 

n3(U) = n3(U(2)) ~ Z, 

n1(Sp) = n1(Sp(1)) = 0, 

n2(Sp) = n2(Sp(l)) = 0, 
n3(Sp) = n3(Sp(l)) ~ Z, 

n4(Sp) = n4(Sp(I)) ~ Z2' 

Now, using S3 for the group Sp(I), consider the homomorphism 
S3 x S3 -4S0(4) given by the action of this group on the quaternions given 
by (q1,q2)(q)=q1qq;1. The kernel of this is the set of (q1,q2) such that 
qlqq;l = q for all quaternions q. Looking at this for q = 1 gives q1q;1 = 1, 
i.e., ql = q2' Then the equation becomes qlqq~ 1 = q for all q, i.e., that ql is 
in the center. Thus the kernel has only the two elements (1,1) and ( - 1, - 1). 
Thus there is the monomorphism S3 x S3/Z2 -4 SO( 4). But these are both 
compact connected 6-manifolds and so this is onto. It follows that 
n;(SO(4)) ~ n;(S3)EBn;(S3) for i ~ 2. Thus n2 (0) = n2(SO) = n2(SO(4)) = O. 

The reader might note that all the groups n2(G) we have computed for a 
Lie group G have been zero. It turns out that this is no accident, but that is 
all we can say about it at this point of our knowledge. 

Finally, consider the action ofSp(2) by conjugation on 2 x 2 (quaternionic) 
Hermitian matrices of trace O. (We leave it to the reader to show that there 
is such an action; it is not completely trivial.) This is a real euclidean space 
of dimension 5. Thus, this gives a homomorphism Sp(2) -4 SO(5), and the 
kernel can be seen to be Z2' It follows that n3(0) = n3(SO) = n3(SO(5)) ~ 
n3(Sp(2)) = n3(Sp) ~ Z. 

All of these stable groups are known. A striking result known as "Bott 
periodicity" says that n;+2(U) ~ n;(U), i ~ O. Also n;+4(0) ~ n;(Sp), and 
n i +4(Sp) ~ n;(O) for i ~ O. Granting this, and the computations we have 
mentioned, gives the following table: 

i(mod 8) = 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7, 
ni(U) = 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z, 

ni(O) = Z2 Z2 0 Z 0 0 0 Z, 
n;(Sp) = 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 Z. 

Now we wish to construct the last of the "Hopf fibrations." To do this 
we need the following construction: 
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8.6. Definition. If X and Yare spaces then the join X * Y is the space obtained 
from X x Y x I by identifying {x} x Y x {O} to a point for each XEX, and 
identifying X x {y} x {1} to a point for each yE Y. 

When talking about the join X * Y we can use "coordinates" (x, y, t), but 
remember that the point represented by these coordinates is independent of 
y when t = 0 and of x when t = 1. 

The join X * Y can be regarded as a subset of the product CY x CX of 
cones. It is the inverse image of the set {(t,s)ls+t= I} under the mapping 
CY x CX ~I x I, the map to the cone parameter values. 

The join X * Y can also be thought of as the union (X x C Y) u (CX x Y), 
which is the union of the mapping cylinders of the projections X +- X x Y ~ Y. 

8.7. Proposition. 

PROOF. Consider the map ¢: sn * sm ~ sn + m + 1 induced by the map t/!: sn x 
sm x I ~sn+m+1 given by t/!(x,y,t) = xcos(nt/2) + ysin(nt/2), where xERn+ 1 

and YERm+ 1. It is clear that this does induce a one~one onto map on the 
join. Since the join is compact and the sphere is Hausdorff, ¢ must be a 
homeomorphism by Theorem 7.8 of Chapter I. D 

As usual, we shall use L W to denote the unreduced suspension of W. 
Then a map ¢:Xx Y~W induces a map h</>:X*Y~LW by h</>(x,y,t) = 
(¢(x,y),t). 

Suppose we are given a map ¢: X x X ~ X, denoted by (x, y)l->xy just as 
if this were a group. Then the left translation Lx(Y) = xy and right translation 
Rx(Y) = yx are defined. 

8.8. Proposition. Let ¢: X x X ~ X be a map such that Lx and Rx are 
homeomorphisms for each XEX. Then h</>: X *X ~LX is a fiber bundle with 
fiber X. 

PROOF. Let C = X x [0, 1)/ X x {O} C LX, the open cone. Consider the map 

X x (X x [0, 1)) ~ X x X x I 

given by (x, y, t)l->(x, L; l(y), t). This clearly induces a map t/!: X x C ~ X *X, 
given by the same "coordinate formula." 

The following diagram 

XxC ~ X*X (x,y, t) I ) (x, L; l(y), t) 

jpmj j h¢ I I 
C )LX (y, t) ~ (y, t) = (x· L; l(y), t) 
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provides a trivialization of hq, over the open set where t =1= 1. Similar 
constructions yield a trivialization over the open set where t =1= O. D 

We define the Cayley numbers to be pairs (a, b) of quaternions with the 
product 

(a, b)(e, d) = (ae - db, da + be). 

If x = (a, b) then we put x = (a, - b). It is easy to compute that xx = 
lal 2 + Ibl 2 = xx and that IxYI = Ixllyl where Ixl = (XX)1/2. (Use that Re(pq) = 
Re(qp) for quaternions p, q.) It is also easy to see that this product is distributive 
over addition on both sides. (It is not, however, associative.) 

Thus this product gives a map S7 x S7 ~S7. We claim that the maps Lx 
and Rx are homeomorphisms. By invariance of domain it suffices to show 
that they are one-one into. 

Suppose that LxCy) = Lx(y'). That is, xy = xi. Then x(y - i) = 0 and so 
Iy - il = Ixlly - y'l = Ixy - xy'l = 101 = O. Thus y = i. A similar argument 
holds for Rx. 

Thus we have proved that there is a fiber bundle 

S15 = S7 *S7 ~LS7 = S8 

with fiber S7, as we promised. 

PROBLEMS 

1. • Show that 7r4(U) ~ 7r4(U(3» = 0 without using Bott periodicity. (Hint: Use 
Section 13 of Chapter II, Problem 4 and Section 15 of Chapter VI, Problem 5.) 

2. Show that 7r4(0) = 0 without using Bott periodicity. (Hint: Consider the fibration 
SO(5)-->SO(6)-->S5 and use the fact from Corollary 15.16 of Chapter VI that S5 
is not parallelizable.) 

3 .• Show that SU(3) has a CW-structure with single cells in dimensions 0, 3, 5, 
and 8 (only). Show that the attaching map for the 5-cell cannot be homotopically 
trivial. Deduce that SqZ :H3(SU(n); Zz) --> H5(SU(n); Zz) is nonzero for all n;::: 3. 
(Hint: Consider the fibration SU(2) --> SU(3) --> S5.) 

4. Use Bott periodicity to show that 7r5(S2) ~ Zz. 

9. The Homotopy Addition Theorem 

In this section we aim to prove a result that says that if Bn is an n-disk and 
we have a map f: (Bn, aBn) ~ (X, A) and if there are disjoint n-disks (J in Bn 

such that f takes the complement of the small disks to A, then the element 
of 7rn(X, A) represented by f is the sum of the elements represented by the 
restriction of f to the small disks (J. 

There are some technicalities to clear up, even with having this make 
sense. We have to take care of base points and we have to make clear what is 
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meant by the homotopy class represented by such a map. We shall use * to 
denote base points in cases where this will not cause confusion. It is not 
meant to denote the same point in different spaces. 

This result will be used in the proof of the Hurewicz Theorem in the next 
section. There it is applied only to a nice situation, the standard simplex and 
its faces. Thus most of the complications of the proof of the general case 
could be avoided. We prefer to do it in full generality, however. 

9.1. Lemma. If f: (Dn, sn -1, *) __ (Dn, sn -1, *) induces the identity homo
morphism 

thenf ~ 1. 

PROOF. There is the following commutative diagram, part of the homology 
sequence of the pair (Dn, sn -1): 

Hn(Dn,sn-1) ~ Hn_1(sn-1) 

1 f*=l If~ 
H.(Dn, S·-l) ~ H._ 1(S·-1) 

where f' denotes the restriction of f to sn - 1. It follows that f~ is also the 
identity on H. _ 1 (S· - 1). By Theorem 5.12 it follows that f' is homotopic 
to the identity. Thus [f'] = 1 in nn -1 (sn -1, *). Since 0#: n.(Dn, S·-1, *)-
nn _ 1 (S· - 1, *) is an isomorphism taking the class of the identity to the class 
of the identity, it follows that [f] = 1. D 

Now let (J be an n-cell (i.e., homeomorphic to Dn) with a base point in its 
boundary. An "anchoring" of (J is a choice of a pointed homeomorphism 
3,,: Dn __ (J. An "anchored" n-cell is such a (J together with its anchoring 3". 
(This is temporary terminology that will be discarded after Corollary 9.3.) 

Choose, once and for all, a generator [D·] E H .(D·, s· -1) ~ Z. Let 
[(J] = .9:([D·]). 

For two anchored n-cells (J and r, a "map of degree one" from (J to r is 
a map g: ((J, 0(J, *)--(r,or,*) such that g*[(J] = [rl 

9.2. Corollary. If (J and r are anchored n-cells then any two maps f, g: (J -- r 

of degree one are homotopic rel* as maps of pairs ((J, 0(J) -- (r, or). 

PROOF. The map3r-1ofo3,,:(Dn,S·-1,*) __ (Dn,S·-1,*) induces the identity 
in homology and hence is homotopic to the identity by Lemma 9.1. The same 
is true for g replacing f and the result follows. D 

Suppose that (J is an anchored n-cell and that f:((J,o(J,*)--(X,A,*) is a 
map. Then f 0 3" represents a class [f°3,,]Enn(X,A,*). We shall denote this 
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class simply by [fJ. The following corollary shows that there is no danger 
doing so. 

9.3. Corollary. If a and, are anchored n-cells, g:("lh,*)--+(a,oa,*) is of 
degree one and f:(a,oa,*)--+(X,A,*), then [fog] = [fJ. 

PROOF. In homology we have (g 03,)* = (3q)*. By Corollary 9.2 it follows 
that g03,~3q. Therefore [f] = [f03q] = [fog 03,] = [fog]. 0 

An "orientation" of an n-cell a is a choice of a generator [a]EHn(a,oa). 
An anchoring 3q:Dn--+a induces an orientation [a] =3q.[Dn] as above. It 
follows from Corollaries 9.2 and 9.3 that [a] determines 3q up to homotopy. 
Therefore Corollaries 9.2 and 9.3 hold with "anchored" replaced by 
"oriented." 

Now suppose that Bn is an oriented n-cell and that a c Bn is another 
oriented n-cell. We do not assume that oa c oBn. We say that these cells 
are "oriented coherently" if, for some point xEint(a), the orientations 
[a]EHn(a,oa) and [Bn]EHn(Bn,oBn) correspond under the isomorphisms 

Hn(a,oa) ~ Hn(a,a - {x}) ~ Hn(Bn,Bn - {x}) ~ Hn(Bn,oBn). 

It is easy to see, by replacing the point x by a small disk about it, that 
this concept does not depend on the choice of the point x. 

9.4. Lemma. For n ~ 2, the complement of the interiors of a finite number of 
disjoint n-disks in int(Bn) is arcwise connected. For n ~ 3 it is simply connected. 

PROOF. Selected a point from the interior of each disk. Then there is a strong 
deformation retraction of the complement of those points to the complement 
of the interiors of the disks, so it suffices to treat the complement of a finite 
number of points. This complement is of the homotopy type of the one-point 
union of some (n - I)-spheres. This is arcwise connected (an invariant of 
homotopy type). For n ~ 3, this is a CW-complex with one O-cell and some 
(n - I)-cells. Any map from 8 1 to it is homotopic to a cellular map, and that 
must be a constant map to the O-cell. (An easy proof for the complement of 
a finite number of points can also be given using smooth approximation and 
transversality.) 0 

Now suppose that n ~ 2 and that Bn is an oriented n-cell. Let a 1, ... , ak c Bn 

be n-cells with disjoint interiors oriented coherently with Bn. 
Let f: (Bn, Bn - Uint(ai ), *)--+(X,A,*). Then flq, represents an element of 

nn(X, A, ?), where'? is the point of A to which the base point of a goes. We 
wish to replace this with an element of nn(X, A, *). To do this, choose a path 
in Bn - U int(a) from the base point *EoBn to the base point of ai' which is 
in oai. Use this path to produce, as in Section 7, an element lXiEnn(X, A, *). 

If n ~ 3 then the class lXi is independent of the path used to define it since 
any two of those paths are homotopic. In the case n = 2, lXi is determined 
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only up to operation by an element of 

f#(n1(Bn - U int(a))) = f#a#n2(Bn, Bn - U int(a)) c a#n2(X, A, *). 

The operation by the latter group is by conjugacy by Theorem 7.8. Thus the 
image of iY.i is unique in the abelianized group 

ii2(X, A, *) = n2/[nb n2]. 

For consistency of notation we define, for use in this section, iin = nn for 
n ;::0: 3. These considerations allow us to state the main result. 

9.5. Theorem (The Relative Homotopy Addition Theorem). Let n ;::0: 2. Let 
Bn be an oriented n-cell. Let (J 1, ... , (Jk be n-cells in Bn with disjoint interiors, 
and oriented coherently with Bn. Let 

f: (Bn, Bn - U int(JJ, *) -+ (X, A, *). 

Let iY.Eiin(X, A, *) be represented by f, and let iY.iEiin(X, A, *) be represented by 
flui as above. Then iY. = L~=l iY.i· 

PROOF. Before starting let us stress that all we know about the disks (Ji is 
what comes from invariance of domain: their interiors as disks are the same 
as their interiors as subspaces of Bn. We do not know anything about their 
shapes. They could look like amoebas, and continuous amoebas instead of 
smooth ones at that. Indeed, we shall picture them that way. 

The proof will be by induction on the number k of the cells (Ji. First, we 
give the inductive step. Note that we can shrink the disks (Ji using their 
internal coordinates. By this we mean a homotopy which does nothing 
outside the disks but changes the map on the disks themselves so that it is 
concentrated on a small concentric subdisk outside of which the map (any 
stage of the homotopy) is constant along rays (defined in the (Ji coordinates 
of course). Clearly the disks can be made so small, in terms of the large disk, 
that they are contained in disjoint metric (large disk) disks about some points. 
One can then take the one of the metric disks farthest south and move it 
downwards (a homotopy) until it is in the bottom half disk of Bn without 
disturbing the other disks. Then the others can be moved up (by a stretch of 
Bn, for example) until they are in the upper half disk. Now, by induction, 
the sum of the iY.i in the top half of Bn gives the same element as the entire 
upper half as an n-cell. The case k = 1 implies that the iY.i in the bottom half 
is the same as the element defined by the entire lower half disk. 

Thus it remains to prove the case k = 1, and the case k = 2 where the disk 
(J 1 is the upper half disk of Bn and (J 2 is the lower half disk. 

We take up the latter case, k = 2, first. This is done by a sequence of 
homotopies illustrated in Figure VII-8. 

The first step is a combination of a homeomorphism changing the shape 
of Bn into a cube and a simple homotopy that makes the map take the 
left-hand face of the cube to the base point. The next homotopy squeezes 
the cube right leaving a larger part going to the base point. The next stage 
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*8 ~*[Zd] ~ [IZ] ~ ~ 
CU *~ U:J ~ 

clip 

Figure VII-8. Case k = 2 of the Homotopy Addition Theorem. 
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shrinks the small cells using the large coordinates. Next a deformation is 
performed on the cube which moves the small cells left. The vertical dividing 
line bulges in towards the left. This leaves the entire right half of the cube 
going to A under the map. The next homotopy just slices more and more 
from the right half of the map, and it ends with the map that was on the 
left half. At this time the division between the upper and lower halves of the 
cube goes entirely into the base point. But then the definition of addition 
shows that the element represented by the entire cube is the sum of that 
defined by the top half and that defined by the bottom half. By the case 
k = 1, these are just !Xl and !X2. 

Thus it remains to prove the case k = 1. (No, that is not trivial.) For this 
case we may assume En = Dn. By a homeomorphism (of degree one), or a 
homotopy, we can also assume that the center 0 of D n is in int(a} Let r be 
a concentric (with respect to Dn) disk about 0 and contained in int(cr). (See 
Figure VII-9.) We shall complete the proof in three "stages." 

Stage 1. By using the linear structure of cr we can do a shrinking homotopy 
reI En - int(cr) ending with a map taking En - int(r) into A. (See Figure VII-lO, 
but note that this is on cr instead of on En.) This shows that we may as well 

f 
-(X,A) 

Figure VII-9. Initial state of case k = 1. 
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assume that 

base point 
path 

constant 
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f -

r -
Figure VII-IO. Stage 2 homotopy. 

I(Bn - int(r)) c A. 

Stage 2. First recall that the element [f" J Enn(X, A, *) was defined using 
the image under I of a path from the base point of Bn to that of (J and going 
through Bn - int((J). But note that since the larger set Bn - int(r) is simply 
connected and is (now) taken by I into A, we can allow images of paths in 
that set instead. 

Now consider a shrinking homotopy using the structure of Bn which ends 
with Bn shrunk to the size of r. (See Figure VII-lO.) Let I' be the end of the 
homotopy. Then I ~ I' reI *. Also, throughout the homotopy, Bn - int(r) goes 
into A. Also note that I' is constant on radii (of Bn) between ar and aBn. 

The restriction of this homotopy to (J x I is a Iree homotopy along a path 
which is the image under I of a path in Bn - int (r). (This is illustrated as a 
vertical line in Figure VII-lO.) Thus II" and 1'1" represent the same element 
of nn(X, A, *). Consequently, we may replace I by 1'. 

We are also free to change the base point of (J (changing, along with it, 
the path from the base point of Bn). Thus we can assume that the base point 
of (J is the first point of (J met by a radius coming in towards the center from 
the base point of Bn. Since I' is constant on radii outside r, it takes this 
portion of the radius into the base point of X. This can be used for the path 
from the base point of Bn to that of (J. That is, we can now forget about that 
path. 

It remains to show that [f'J = [f'l"J in nn(X, A, *). 
Stage 3. Consider a slightly larger, concentric, disk r' about r still 

contained in int((J). There is a map on Bn to itself which is the identity on r 
and stretches the part between rand r' so that r' goes homeomorphically 
to Bn, and which is the radial projection to aBn outside r'. Let r: ((J, a(J) ~ 
(Bn, aBn) denote the restriction of this to (J. Since r is the identity on r, and 
r is its own inverse image, r has degree one. Also note that 1'1" = I' 0 r since 
I' is constant on radii outside r. Thus, [f'l"J = [f'orJ = [f'J, where the last 
equality is because r has degree one. 0 

9.6. Theorem (The Absolute Homotopy Addition Theorem). Let n ~ 1. Let 
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sn + 1 be an oriented (n + I)-sphere and let r 1, ... , rk be (n + I)-cells in sn + 1 with 
disjoint interiors oriented coherently with sn+ 1. Let f: (sn+ 1 - U int(rJ) ~ Y. 
Then 

k 

L [f larJ = 0 in nn(Y), 
i= 1 

where nn(Y) = Ten(Y) for n> 1 and is the abelianized Te 1(Y) for n = 1. 

PROOF. Of course, one has to make clear the meaning of these homotopy 
classes and of the orientations. This is done similarly to the relative case and 
shall be left to the reader. For simplicity of notation, we may as well assume 
that the sphere is the standard sphere sn + 1. Put X = Y U fsn + 1. The canonical 
map from sn+ 1 into this is an extension of f and we shall retain the notation 
f for it. Thus we have that 

f:(sn+1,sn+1 - Uint(rJ)~(X, Y). 

Compose this with the mapc:On+1~Sn+1 collapsing the boundary of the 
disk to the base point of the sphere. (The base point of the sphere is, of 
course, assumed to lie outside any of the rd For simplicity of notation we 
will use the same notation r i for the inverse images of these disks in on + 1 
Thus we get a map 

f:(on+1,on+1_ Uint(r;))~(X, Y). 

On the pair (on+ 1, sn), f represents j#[f]ETen+ 1 (X, Y, *) where j#: Ten + l(X, *) ~ 
Ten + 1 (X, Y, *) is from the exact sequence of a pair. The Relative Homo
topy Addition Theorem (Theorem 9.5) implies that j#[f] = Li[flr.] in 
nn+ 1 (X, Y, *). Applying 8# we get 

k k 

0= 8#j#[f] = L 8#[f IrJ = I [f larJ 
i= 1 i= 1 

in nn( Y, *). D 

10. The Hurewicz Theorem 

Previously we proved the Hurewicz Theorem linking Tel (X, *) with H 1 (X). 
Here we shall generalize this to higher dimensions. We shall also derive a 
relative version of the theorem. 

To simplify notation in this section we are going to regard the standard 
n-simplex ~n and the disk on as the same space. This should not cause 
confusion, particularly because ofthe fact, from the last section, that to specify 
a homotopy class it suffices to have a map from any pointed n-disk B that is 
oriented, i.e., has a given generator of Hn(B, 8B). 

Since the identity I = In on ~n is a singular n-cycle of (~n' 8~n)' its homology 
class 3 = [I] can be taken as the orientation class. Any map f: (~n' 8~n' *)~ 
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(X, A, *) represents a homotopy class [f] Enn(X, A, *). It is also a cycle and 
so represents a homology class 

Now, for two such maps f and g, 

[f] = [gJ =- f '::::: g => f* = g* => [I] = [g]. 

Thus the following definition makes sense (except for the word "homo
morphism" which we must justify). 

10.1. Definition. The Hurewicz homomorphism hn: nn(X, A, *) ~ Hn(X, A) IS 

defined by hn[f] = [I]. That is, hn[f] = f*(,9o). 

10.2. Lemma. The Hurewicz map hn is a homomorphism. 

PROOF. Consider the co multiplication y: (Dn, sn - 1) ~ (Dn, sn - 1) V (Dn, sn - 1). 
Let Pi' i=1,2, be the two projections (Dn,sn-l)v(Dn,sn-l)~(Dn,sn-l). 
Then Pioy,:::::l for each i. Let i1,iz be the two inclusions (Dn,sn-l)~ 
(Dn, sn-1) V (Dn, sn-1). Then Pioij = 1 if i = j and is the constant map if i =f= j. 
The composition 

Hn(Dn, sn-1) Y. ) Hn(Dn v Dn, sn-1 V sn-1) 

takes & to (,9o, ,9o). But Pl. EEl Pz. is an isomorphism with inverse i1• + iz •. Thus 

y*(,9o) = i1.(,9o) + iz'(,9o)· 

If f, g: (Dn, sn -1, *) ~ (X, A, *) then ((f ':!. g)oy)* = (f ':!. g)*y *. Therefore 

hn([f] + [gJ) = hn([(f ':!. g)oyJ) 

= ((f ':!. g)oy)*(,9o) 

= (f ':!. g)*(i 1.(,9o) + iz'(,9o)) 

= ((f ':!. g)oi 1)*(,9o) + ((f ':!. g)oiz)*(,9o) 

= f*(,9o) + g*(,9o) 

= hn[f] + hn[g]. o 

10.3. Corollary. For n > 2, ker(hn) contains the subgroup generated by the 
elements of the form a(f3)-f3for aEn 1(A,*) and f3Enn(X,A,*). In case n=2, 
ker(hz) contains the subgroup generated by the a(f3)f3- \ which contains the 
commutator subgroup of nz(X, A, *). 

PROOF. Let [gJ = a[f] for some aEn 1 (A). Then f and g are freely homotopic, 
which implies that f* = g*. Thus [I] = [g]. If f3 = [f] then this means 
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that hn[rx(P)] = hn(f3). Since hn is a homomorphism, we conclude that 
hn (rx(f3) - 13) = O. The proof needs only minor changes to cover the noncom
mutative case n = 2. 0 

10.4. Definition. Let Aln)(x, A) denote the subgroup of Ak(X, A) generated by 
those singular simplices CT: Ak -> X which carry the n-skeleton of Ak into A, 
modulo Ak(A). 

Since Aln)(x, A) is a sub complex of Ak(X, A) we get a homomorphism 

where the first group denotes, of course, the homology of this subcomplex. 
If (X, A) is n-connected, we are going to show that this is an isomorphism. 

10.5. Theorem. If (X, A) is n-connected then the inclusion A~)(X, A) ~ 
A*(X, A) is a chain equivalence. 

PROOF. First we will define, for each singular simplex CT: Ak -> X, a map 
P(CT): I x Ak -> X, such that the following four conditions are satisfied: 

(1) P(CT)(O, y) = CT(Y); 
(2) P(CT)(l, ')EAln)(x); 
(3) CTEAln)(x) => P(CT)(t,') = CT for all t; and 
(4) P(CT)o(l x FD = P(CT(i)), 

where F~ is the ith face map and CT(i) = CT 0 F~. 
The function P is already defined for CTEAln)(x). We shall define it on 

other simplices by induction on k. Suppose P is defined for all i-simplices, 
i < k. If CT is a k-simplex, then P(CT(i)) is defined for all i. These fit together to 
give a map (I x 8Ak)u({O} x Ak)->X, Let us denote this by P(8CT). 

If k::;; n then 

Since nk(X, A) = 0 by assumption, this map can be filled in taking the top 
{I} X Ak of the cylinder into A. Define P( CT) to be any such map. 

If k > n then just use the Homotopy Extension Property on (Ab 8Ak ) to 
define P(CT). This completes the inductive construction of P. 

Now define 

¢: Ak(X, A) -> Ain)(X, A) 

by ¢(CT) = P(CT)(l,') = P(CT)AJziO) x Zk) where ziO): Ao -> {I} c I = Al is the O-face 
of 11' 

Define a chain homotopy D: A*(X, A) -> A*(X, A) by 

D(CT) = P(CTh(ZI x Id. 
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8D«(J) = 8(P«(J)4(11 x lk)) 

= P«(J)4(81 1 x lk - 11 X 81k) 

= P«(J)4[I~O) X lk - 1~1) X lk - L (_l)i 11 X l~)]. 
i 

D(8(J) = D( ~ (_l)i(J(i») = ~ (_l)i D«(J(i») 

= L (-1)ip«(J(i»)4(11 x lk- d 
i 

= L (_l)i P«(J)4(1 x F~)4(11 x lk-1) (by (4)) 
i 

=L(-1)ip«(J)4(11 x l~»). 
i 

Thus 8D(J + D8(J = P«(J)4(I~O) x lk) - P«(J)4(1~1) x lk) = <fJ«(J) - (J, the latter 
equation by (1). It follows that inclusiono<fJ ~ 1. By (3), <fJoinclusion = 1. 0 

10.6. Corollary. If (X, A) is n-connected then Hi(X, A) = 0 for all i ~ n. 0 

10.7. Theorem (The Relative Hurewicz Theorem). Suppose that A c X are 
both arcwise connected and that (X, A) is (n - i)-connected, n ~ 2. Then 
H1(X, A) = o for all i<n and 

hn: nn(X, A,*) -+ Hn(X, A) 

is an epimorphism whose kernel is the subgroup generated by the elements 
w(P) - P for all WEn 1(A, *) and pEnn(X, A, *). In particular, if n1(A) = 1 then 
hn is an isomorphism. 

PROOF. We know that w(P) - pEker(hn). Let n:(X, A) denote the quotient by 
the subgroup generated by these elements. (Note that this is independent of 
the base point and that ni(X, A) is abelian.) 

Iff: (.1.n' 8.1.n) -+(X, A), thenf E.1.~n-1)(X, A) and so hn induces a map (which 
we call by the same name): 

hn: n:(X, A) -+ H~n -l)(X, A) ~ H n(X, A). 

For a singular simplexf:.1.n -+ X which represents a generator of .1.~n-1)(X, A), 
we have f: (.1.n' 8.1.n) -+ (X, A) and therefore [fJ En:(X, A) is defined. (If 
f:.1.n-+A then [fJ =0.) Thus the assignment fH[fJEn:(X, A) generates a 
homomorphism 

<fJ: .1.~n-1)(x, A) -+ n:(X, A). 

Also, since .1.~n .. =-?)(x, A) = 0, .1.~n-1)(x, A) is entirely made up of cycles. We 
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claim that the boundaries are in the kernel of ¢. To see this, suppose that 
g is a singular simplex in d~n+-/)(x, A). Then withj#: nn(X) -+ nn(X, A), we have 

¢(og) = I (_I)i¢(go Fi) 
i 

= I (_I)i[go Fi] 
i 

by the Homotopy Addition Theorem (Theorem 9.5) applied to odn + l' But 
the last term is zero since [g I a~n +,J = 0 in nn(X) because it extends to d n + 1 

as a map to X. 
Thus ¢ induces a homomorphism ¢: H~n-1)(x, A) -+ n:(X, A) given by 

¢[J] = [fJ· This is a two sided inverse of hn by construction. D 

By taking A = {*}, and noting that for n > 0, Hn(X) ~ Hn(X, *), we get: 

10.8. Corollary (The Absolute Hurewicz Theorem). If X is (n - I)-connected 
for some n ::::: 2, then hn: nn(X, *) -+ Hn(X) is an isomorphism. (Also see Problem 4 
of Section 11.) D 

10.9. Corollary. If A c X are both I-connected and Hi(X, A) = Of or i < n, then 
hn: nn(X, A) -+ Hn(X, A) is an isomorphism. 

PROOF. The exact sequence n 1 (X) -+ n 1 (X, A) -+ no(A) of pointed sets has both 
ends trivial, and so the middle is also trivial. Since X and A are both simply 
connected, Theorem 10.7 implies that the first nonvanishing terms, ni(X, A) 
or Hi(X,A), are isomorphic. Thus nz(X, A) = ... =nn_1(X,A)=0 and the 
terms in dimension n are isomorphic. D 

10.10. Corollary. If X is I-connected and Hi(X) = 0 for i < n then ni(X, *) = 0 
for i < nand nn(X, *) ~ Hn(X). D 

10.11. Corollary. A connected CW-complex K is contractible <0> n 1 (K) = 1 
and H*(K) = O. 

PROOF. This implies that ni(K) is trivial for all i. Start with the map 

¢:K x {O}uK x {1}-+K 

given by ¢(x, 0) = x and ¢(x, 1) = *. Extend this to K x 1-+ K by induction 
on the skeletons. Since all homotopy groups of K are trivial, there is nothing 
to prevent this from being carried out. D 

10.12. Example. The dunce cap space X (Figure 1-6) is a CW-complex with 
one O-cell, one I-cell and one 2-cell attached by the loop with word aZ a - 1. 

Thus the fundamental group is {a I aZ a -1 = I} = 1. The boundary map 
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Cz --+ C 1 in the cellular chain complex takes a generator x (the two cell) to 
2a - a = aEC 1. Thus there are no 2-cycles. Consequently, H*(X) = O. It then 
follows from Corollary 10.11 that X is contractible. 

10.13. Example. Let X = ~(S3/l') be the unreduced suspension of the 
Poincare dodecahedral space of Theorem 8.10 of Chapter VI. By the 
Seifert-Van Kampen Theorem (Theorem 9.4 of Chapter III), X is simply 
connected. By the suspension isomorphism, X is a homology 4-sphere. Thus, 
by Corollary 10.10, n;(X) = 0 for i < 4 and n4 (X) ~ z. 

To end this section, let us discuss a technical detail that we glossed over 
in the definition of the Hurewicz homomorphism hn- We said at the start 
that we would take An to equal Dn, but actually one must choose some 
homeomorphism between them at least up to homotopy. It is clear that a 
change in this choice can only affect the sign of hm i.e., different choices yield 
homomorphisms that differ only by sign. It is also clear that one can achieve 
any desired sign by the appropriate choice of homeomorphisms. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let K and L be finite CW-complexes and consider the join K*L. If K is contractible, 
show that K * L is contractible. If K and L are simply connected, show that K * L 
is 4-connected. Generalize. 

2. Compute n;(Cp2, Cpl) for i as large as you can. 

3. Let f: S3 -+ S3 II' be the canonical map where the latter space is the Poincare 
dodecahedral space of Theorem 8.10 of Chapter VI. Let X = (S3 II') U fD 4 . Show 
that n2(X), n3(X), H 1 (X), and H z(X) are trivial but that H 3(X) # O. 

11. The Whitehead Theorem 

11.1. Proposition. For A c X the following diagram commutes, and is called 
the "homotopy-homology ladder": 

... ~ nn(A) ~ nn(X) ~ nn(X, A) ~ nn-l(A) ~ ... 

1 h. 1 h. 1 "h. 1 h._l 

... ~ Hn(A) ~ Hn(X) ~ Hn(X, A) ~ Hn-1(A) ~ .... 

PROOF. This is clear from the definitions of the Hurewicz homomorphisms, 
except for the sign of the square involving the connecting homomorphisms. 
But, as remarked at the end of Section 10, hn was not quite pinned down as 
to sign. One is free to choose the sign so that this diagram does commute, 
or one can leave it open and treat this ladder as only commuting up to 
sign in that square. This makes no difference as far as our uses of this 
result go. 0 
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Suppose that f:X -+ Yis a map. Recall that, up to homotopy equivalence, 
one can regard f as an inclusion by replacing Y by the mapping cylinder 
M J. Thus the ladder can be applied to the pair (M J' X) and then Y can be 
substituted for M J in the absolute groups. This yields the following homotopy
homology ladder for a map: 

... ---+ 1ti(X) 14 1ti(Y) ---+ 1ti(MJ,X) ---+ 1ti- 1(:X) ----+ ... 

1 h; 
f* 

1 h; 1 h; 1 h;-l 

... ---+ Hi(X) -----+ Hi(Y) ---+ Hi(MJ,X) ---+ Hi- 1(X) -----+ .... 

11.2. Theorem (J.H.C. Whitehead). Let n ~ 1. Given a map f: X -+ Y with X and 
Yarcwise connected, we have: 

{ isomorPhismfor i < n} 
I(a). f# is an . . . = the same for f*, 

eplmorphlsmfor I = n 
I(b). f# is an isomorphismfor i:::;'n=the same for f*· 

II. If X and Yare simply connected then: 

. {isomorPhismfor i < n} h fi f f * IS an . . . = t e same or #. 
eplmorphlsmfor I = n 

PROOF. We shall prove part I(b). The exact homotopy sequence of (M J' X) 
shows that 1ti(M J' X) = 0 for i:::;, n. By the Hurewicz Theorem we get that 
Hi(MJ,X)=O for i:::;'n and that hn+1:1tn+1(MJ,X)-+Hn+1(MJ'X) is an 
epimorphism. Thus the relevant part of the homotopy-homology ladder is 

o 
-----+ 

H n + 1(MJ ,X) 

and the result follows from a diagram chase. 
The proof of I(a) is similar but easier and will be omitted. For part II, the 

exact homology sequence of the pair (M J' X) shows that Hi(M J' X) = 0 for 
i:::;, n. The exact sequence 1t1(Y)-+1t 1(MJ,X)-+1to(X) shows that 1t1(MJ,X) = 
O. Since 1t1 (X) = 0, the kernel of the first nontrivial relative Hurewicz 
homomorphism is zero. It follows that 1ti(M J' X) = 0 for i:::;, n. The result can 
now be read off from the exact homotopy sequence of (M J' X). D 

11.3. Example. This example shows that the theorem would be false in 
absence of the hypothesis that the isomorphism is induced by a map of spaces. 
The product S2 x S4 has the same homology groups as does CP3. The 
homotopy sequence of the fibration S1 -+ S7 -+ CP3 shows that 1t3(CP3) = 0, 
whereas 1t3(S2 x S4) = 1t3(S2) EEl 1t3(S4) ~ z. 
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11.4. Example. This example shows that the analogue of the Whitehead 
Theorem is false in the relative case. Consider the inclusion map f: 
(D~,S2) ~(S3,D~.). This gives an isomorphism in homology (because it 
is essentially an excision map). However 1[4(D3, S2) ~ 1[3(S2) ~ Z while 
1[4(S3, D 3) ~ 1[4(S3, *) ~ Z2 by Theorem 8.3. This example also shows, of 
course, that homotopy groups do not satisfy an excision property. 

11.5. Example. Let n, m > 1. The inclusion map f: sn V sm ~ sn X sm 
induces an isomorphism 

H;(sn v sm) --+ Hi(sn x sm) 

By the Whitehead Theorem it follows that 

f#: 1[i(sn v sm) ~ 1[i(sn x sm) 

for i < n + m. 

for i < n + m - 1. 

It is not an isomorphism for i = n + m - 1, as the reader is asked to show 
in Problem 1. 

Now we shall apply the Whitehead Theorem to the study of the effect on 
homotopy groups of attaching cells to a space. Assume that X is arc wise 
connected and let {fa: sn --+ X} be a family of maps, where n ;:::: 1. Put 

Y = Xu {J al {D: + 1 }. 

11.6. Proposition. In the above situation, 1[i(X) --+ 1[i( Y) is an isomorphism for 
i < n and is an epimorphism for i = n. If X is simply connected then the kernel 
of 1[n(X) --+ 1[n(Y) is the subgroup generated by the [fa]. 

PROOF. As in the proof of Lemma 11.2 of Chapter IV, an approximation 
argument shows that (Y, X) is n-connected. Thus 1[;(Y, X) = 0 for i::;; n. From 
the exact homotopy sequence we get that 1[i(X) --+ 1[i(Y) is an isomorphism 
for i < n and an epimorphism for i = n. Now assume that 1[l(X) = 1 and 
consider the commutative diagram 

1[n+l(Y'X) ~ 1[n(X) ~ 1[n(Y) 

1~ 1 1 
H n+ 1(Y,X) ----> Hn(X) ----> Hn(Y) ----> o. 

The isomorphism on the left is by the Relative Hurewicz Theorem, and it 
implies that 1[n+l(Y,X) is generated by the ega] where ga: (Dn+ 1, sn)--+(y, X) 
is the characteristic map for the cell rJ.. (This follows since the homology 
group is generated by the Hurewicz images of these classes.) Therefore ker(i#) 
is generated by the 8#[ga] = [fa]. 0 

11.7. Theorem. Let n;:::: 2 and let X be arc wise connected and semi/ocafly 
I-connected (i.e., X has a universal covering space). Let fa: sn --+ X and 

Y = XU{Jal {D:+l} 
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as above. Then: 

ni(X) ---+ n;( Y) is an isomorphism for i < n, 

and 

nn(X)---+nn( Y) is an epimorphism with kernel generated by { wUaJ I WEn 1 (X)}. 

PROOF. Note that i#(wUaJ) = i#w(O) = 0 in nn(Y), the attached disk killing 
it. Let X' be the universal covering space of X and choose a base point over 
the one in X. Let ~ ::;:; n 1 (X) be the group of deck transformations. We can 
lift each fa to f~: sn ---+ X'. If w E ~ then w 0 f~ is another lift of fa. 

Note that w o f~ is freely homotopic to a pointed map and this free 
homotopy covers a free homotopy of fa in X about a loop in X representing 
w±lEn1(X). Thus CWo f~JEnn(X') maps to w±lUaJEnn(X). 

Put 

Y' = X' U {wOf,} {D:+ 1 }. 

This is a covering space of Y by Theorem 8.10 of Chapter IV, with deck 
transformation group ~. Consider the commutative diagram 

nn(X') -----* nn ( Y') -----* 0 

1~ 1~ 
nn(X) -----* nn( Y). 

By Proposition 11.6 the kernel of the epimorphism on top is the group 
generated by the CWo f~]' These map to W±1 UaJ in nn(X) and the result 
follows. D 

Proposition 11.6 can be used to prove the following result about "killing" 
homotopy groups. 

11.S. Theorem. Let X be arcwise connected and let n;:::: 2. Then there exists 
a space Y:=> X obtained by attaching cells to X (called a "relative CW
complex") such that 

ni(X) ---+ ni( Y) is an isomorphism for i < n, 

and ni(Y) = 0 for i;:::: n. 

PROOF. Choose maps fa: sn ---+ X representing generators of nn(X). Put 

Y1 =XuU,}{D:+ 1 }. 

Then ni(X) ---+ ni(Y1 ) is an isomorphism for i < nand nn(Y1 ) = O. 
Now do the same thing with generators of nn+l(Y1) producing a space 

Y2 :=> Y1 :=> X such that ni(Y2 ) ---+ ni(Y1 ) is an isomorphism for i < n + 1 and 
nn + 1 (Y2 ) = 0, etc. Taking Y to be the union of the Yj and using the fact that 
ni( Y) = lim j ni( Y j) finishes the proof. (The fact about direct limits was proved 
earlier f07 CW-complexes, and the proof applies to the more general relative 
CW-complexes.) D 
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11.9. Corollary. Let n ~ 2 and let TC be an abelian group. Then there exists a 
space X = K(TC, n) such that TCi(X) = 0 for i #- nand TCn(X) ~ TC. This also holds 
for n = I where TC is any group. 

PROOF. The case n = I will be left to the reader. For n ~ 2, let TC have a 
presentation of the form 

(exact) where F is free abelian. Let {fa} be a basis of F and consider the 
one-point union 

Then TCi(W) = 0 for i < n, and TCn(W) ~ Hn(W) ~ F. For each rER let gr: sn -+ W 
represent ~(r)EF = TCn(W). (Just taking r from a set of generators of R suffices.) 
Put 

Y1 = WU{a(r)} {D:+ l}. 

Then TC1(Y1)=O for i<n and TCn(Yl)~F/~(R)~TC. Now add higher
dimensional cells to Y1 to kill all the higher-dimensional homotopy. This 
yields the desired "K(TC, n)" space. D 

11.10. Theorem. Let X be (n - I)-connected, n ~ 2, and let TC = TCn(X). Then 
there is a fibration 

K(TC,n-l) ~ E 

Ip 
X ....!!..... K(TC,n) 

where 8#: TCn(X) -+ TCn(K(TC, n)) ~ TC is an isomorphism. (This notation means that 
p is the pullback of the path-loop fibration of K(TC, n) via 8, and so the top map 
is the inclusion of the fiber in the total space.) Moreover, E is n-connected and 
p#: TCi(E) -+ TCi(X) is an isomorphism for i #- n. 

PROOF. Let Y be the space obtained from X by attaching cells to X to kill 
the ith homotopy group of X for all i ~ n + 1. Then Y is a K(TC, n) and the 
inclusion X ~ Y induces an isomorphism on nth homotopy groups. The 
fibration in question, then, is that induced by the inclusion X ~ Y. The 
fiber F is the loop space of Y and so is a K( TC, n - I). There is the following 
commutative diagram, where the top row is the homotopy sequence of this 
induced fibration over X and the bottom is part of that for the path-loop 
fibration of Y: 

o ~ TCn(E) ~ TCn(X) 

~1 
TCn(Y) 
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It follows that TCn(E) and TCn _ 1 (E) are both trivial. The remainder follows 
from the rest of the top sequence. D 

11.11. Definition. A map f:X -+ Y is an n-equivalence if f#:TCi(X)-+TCi(Y) is 
an isomorphism for i < n and an epimorphism for i = n. If f is an n-equivalence 
for all n then it is called a weak homotopy equivalence or an oo-equivalence. 

Note that the condition in Definition 11.11 is equivalent to TCi(M f' X) 
being 0 for i ~ n. 

11.12. Theorem. For n ~ 00, a map f:X -+ Y is an n-equivalence if and only 
if, for every relative CW-pair (K, L) with dim(K - L) ~ n any commutative 
diagram 

can be completed to 

where the top triangle commutes and the bottom triangle commutes up to a 
homotopy reI L. 

PROOF. The implication <= is just the definition of TCi(M f' X) = 0 using (K, L) = 
(Di,Si-l). 

Let i: X ~ M f be the inclusion and p: M f -+ Y the projection. Since M f => Y, 
the map g can be regarded as a map g: K -+ M f and f can be regarded as a 
map f:X -+Mf . Thengl L = foh ~ ioh since f ~ i:X -+Mf . By the homotopy 
extension property applied to (K, L), there is a homotopy F: K x 1-+ M f of 
g to amapg':K -+Mf such that g'IL = ioh, andpoF:K x 1-+ Yis a homotopy 
reI L. Thus pog ~ pog' reI L. 

Now extend the map h x lug' x {O}:L x IuK x {O} -+Mf to G:K x 1-+ 
M f such that G(K x {I}) c X by induction over skeletons of (K, L) using 
that TCi(M f' X) = 0 for i ~ n and that dim(K - L) ~ n. Define <jJ: K -+ X by 
<jJ(x) = G(x, l)EX. 

Then for xEL, <jJ(x) = G(x, 1) = G(x, 0) = h(x), meaning that the top triangle 
commutes. Also, io<jJ = G(·, 1) ~ G(·, 0) = g' reI L. Thus fo<jJ = poio<jJ ~ pog' ~ 
pog = g reI L. D 

11.13. Corollary. Iff: X -+ Y is an n-equivalence (n ~ 00) and K is a CW-
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complex, then 

f#: [K; X] ~ [K; Y] 

is bijective for dim(K) < n and surjective for dim(K) = n. This also holds in 
the pointed category. 

PROOF. The onto part is by application of Theorem 11.12 to (K,0). The 
one-one part is by application of Theorem 11.12 to (K x I, K x aI). In the 
pointed category use the base point instead of 0· 0 

11.14. Corollary. Let f: K ~ L be a map between connected CW-complexes. 
Thenfis a homotopy equivalence if and only iff#: ni(K) ~ ni(L) is an isomorphism 
for all i. 

PROOF. Select base points corresponding under f and restrict attention to 
pointed maps. Then f#: [L; K] ~ [L; L] is bijective by Corollary 11.13. Thus 
there is a [g]E[L;K] with f#[g] = [1]. But f#[g] = [fog], so fog ~ 1. 

On homotopy groups we have 1# = (f og)# = f#og#. But f# is an isomor
phism so it follows that g# is also an isomorphism in all dimensions. Then 
by the same argument used for f applied to g, there is a map h: K ~ L such that 
goh ~ 1. Thus f ~ fogoh ~ h, from which we get 1 ~ goh ~ go f. 0 

11.15. Corollary. Suppose that K and L are simply connected CW-complexes. 
Iff: K ~ L is such that f*: Hi(K) ~ Hi(L) is an isomorphism for all i, then f is 
a homotopy equivalence. 0 

11.16. Example. Consider the suspension l:(sn x sm) of the product of two 
spheres, n, m > O. We have the composition 

l:(sn x sm)~l:(sn x sm) v l:(sn x sm) v l:(sn x sm)~sn+l V sm+l V sn+m+l, 

where the first map is from the coproduct and the second is the one-point 
union of the maps l:n1, l:nz, and l:1], where n1 and nz are the projections to 
the factors of the product and 1]: sn x sm ~ sn /\ sm ~ sn + m. It is easily seen 
that this composition is an isomorphism in homology. Thus it is a homotopy 
equivalence by Corollary 11.15. 

11.17. Example. We shall prove the converse of Theorem 10.14 of Chapter VI, 
thereby giving a complete homotopy classification of the lens spaces L(p, q). 
We must show that if ± qq' is a quadratic residue mod p then L(p, q) ~ L(p, q'). 
The condition is equivalent to the existence of integers k, n, and m, prime to 
p, such that nZkq' + mp = ± 1 and kq == 1 (modp). With the notation from 
the proof of Lemma 10.13 of Chapter VI consider the map 8: S3 ~ S3 given 
by 8(u, v) = (u(n), v(kq'n)). Then it can be checked immediately that 8Tq = T;,8; 
i.e., 8 carries the Zp-action generated by Tq to that generated by T;,. Now 
consider p disjoint disks in S3 permuted by Tq • By pinching the boundaries 
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of these disks to points, we get a space W = S ~ u Sf u ... uS; (one point 
unions but at different points) and an equivariant map 83 ~ W where 83 and 
S~ have the Tq-action and the other S~ are permuted by Tq. Map W ~83 
by putting 0 on S~, and a map of degree m on Sf propagated to maps of 
degree m on the other S~ by equivariance. Then the composition $: 83 ~ W ~ 
83 has degree deg(O) + mp = n2kq' + mp = ± 1 and carries the Tq action to 
the T;, action. Since $ has degree ± 1 it induces isomorphisms $: 1t;(83 ) ~ 
1t;(83 ) for all i. The induced map '1': L(p, q) ~ L(p, q') on the orbit spaces then 
gives isomorphisms '1'#: 1t;(L(p, q)) ~ 1t;(L(P, q')) for all i; (see the proof of 
Lemma 10.13 of Chapter VI). Thus 'I' is a homotopy equivalence by Corollary 
11.14 as desired. This discussion generalizes easily to prove the converse of 
Problem 3 of Section 10 of Chapter VI; i.e., the higher-dimensional analog 
of the present example. 

We finish this section with a brief discussion of the classification problem 
in topology. This is the problem of finding a way to tell whether or not two 
spaces are homeomorphic. This is too ambitious, so let us modify it so as 
to be less demanding. Let us ask for a decision procedure to determine 
whether or not two finite polyhedra are homotopy equivalent. Perhaps this 
does not sound too ambitious, but, in fact, it is, as we now explain. Suppose 
we are given a group G in terms of a finite number of generators and relations. 
Then we can construct a finite simplicial complex having G as its fundamental 
group by taking a one-point union of circles, one for each generator, and 
then attaching 2-cells (which can be done simplicially) to kill the relations. 
(Perhaps such a construction should be called "fratricide.") If we had such 
a decision procedure, then that procedure could be used to decide whether 
or not G is the trivial group (i.e., whether or not the space is simply connected). 
The problem of finding a decision procedure for determining whether or not 
a group G, defined by generators and relations, is trivial, is essentially what 
is known as the "word problem" in group theory. The word problem is 
known to be unsolvable (proved in 1955 by Novikov [1]), i.e., it is known 
that there exists no such decision procedure. Thus we have the following 
fact. 

11.18. Theorem. There does not exist any decision procedure for determining 
whether or not a given two-dimensionalfinite polyhedron is simply connected. 

D 

Also, it follows from Section 9 of Chapter III, Problem 13 that there is 
no decision procedure for deciding whether or not a given 4-manifold is 
simply connected. 

This should not be taken as discouraging. After all, the simply connected 
spaces make up a large segment of interest in topology. Moreover, the result 
can be viewed as proof that topologists will never find themselves out of 
work. 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Show that nn + m _ 1 (8n v 8m) --+ nn + m _ 1 (8n X 8m) is not an isomorphism. 

2. Finish Example 11.16 by showing that the indicated map is an isomorphism in 
homology. (Hint: Show the second map is onto in homology.) 

3. If K is a simply connected CW-complex with Hn(K) ~ Z and H;(K) = 0 for i =1= n, 
then show that K ~ 8n. 

4. Prove this amendment to the Absolute Hurewicz Theorem: Suppose that X is 
(n -I)-connected, n;::.: 2. Then the Hurewicz homomorphism hi: n;(X) --+ H;(X) is 
an isomorphism for i:::; n and an epimorphism for i = n + 1. (Hint: Consider the 
pair (Y, X) where Y is a space obtained from X by attaching n-cells to kill nn(X).) 

5. Consider ()(Enl(81 v 8 2) and /3En 2 (8 1 v 82) given by the inclusions of the factors. 
Let f: 82 --+8 1 v 82 represent 2/3 - ()((/3)En2(81 v 82) and put X = (8 1 V 82)u fD 3 • 

Show that the inclusion 8 1 c.... X induces an isomorphism on nl and on H * but 
is not a homotopy equivalence. 

6. A "graph" is a CW-complex of dimension 1. A "tree" is a connected graph with 
no cycles in the sense of graph theory; i.e., having no simple closed curves. 
(a) Show that a tree is contractible; i.e., prove the infinite case of Lemma 7.7 of 

Chapter III. 
(b) Show that a connected graph has the homotopy type of the one-point union 

of circles (possibly infinite in number); i.e., of a graph with a single vertex (the 
infinite case of Lemma 7.13 of Chapter III). 

(c) Show that the fundamental group of any connected graph is free; i.e., prove 
the infinite case Theorem 7.14 of Chapter III. 

(d) Show that a subgroup of a free group is free; i.e., prove the infinite case of 
Corollary 8.2 of Chapter III. 

7. For any space X construct a CW-complex K and a map f: K --+X which is a weak 
homotopy equivalence. (This is called a "CW-approximation" to x.) Use this to 
remove the hypothesis in Theorem 11.7 that X is semilocally I-connected. 

12. Eilenberg-Mac Lane Spaces 

An arcwise connected space Y is called an "Eilenberg-Mac Lane space of 
type (n, n)" if nn(Y) ~ nand ni(Y) = 0 for i i= n. We have already met these 
spaces in the last section where Corollary 11.9 proved their existence as 
CW-complexes, where, of course, n must be abelian for n> 1. In this section 
we shall also require n to be abelian for n = 1. Such a space is also called 
simply a "space of type (n, n)" or a "K(n, n)." 

The purpose of this section is to show that there exists a natural equivalence 
of functors 

[K; K(n, n)] ~ Hn(K; n), 

on the category of CW-complexes K and maps. (Compare Hopfs Theorem 
11.6 of Chapter V.) 
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Note that if Y is of type (n, n + 1) then the loop space QY is of type (n, n), 
as follows from the exact homotopy sequence ofthe path-loop fibration of Y. 

Also [K;QY] ~ [SK; Y] by Lemma 4.2. It is also clear that any map 
K(n + 1) --+ Q Y extends to K since ni(Q Y) = 0 for i > n, and any partial homotopy 
K(n+1) X luK x 01 --+QY extends to K x I for the same reason. Therefore 
[K;QY] ~ [K(n+ 1); QY]. 

The sequence 

is coexact by Corollaries 1.4,5.3, and 5.5. Thus, for Y of type (n, n + 1), there 
is the diagram 

[S2K(n-1)/s2K(n-2); Y] ----+ [S2K(n-1); Y] ----+ 0 

~ 1 
[SK(n)/SK(n-1); Y] 

(*) 1 ~ 
o ----+ [SK(n+ 1); Y] ----+ [SK(n); Y] ----+ [K(n+ 1)/K(n); Y] 

1 
o 

in which the long rows and column are exact and the diagonal maps marked 
b are defined by commutativity. The 0 at the left end of the third tier is by 
[SK(n+ 1)/SK(n); Y] = 0 since SK(n+ 1)/SK(n) is a bouquet of (n + 2)-spheres 
and nn+2(Y) = O. Similarly, the 0 at the end of the exact column is by 
[SK(n-1); Y] = 0, by Corollary 11.13, since dim(SK(n-1») ~ nand ni(Y) = 0 
for i ~ n. The 0 on the right of the first row is for the same type of reason. 

An easy diagram chase gives 

It remains to identify the maps bn and bn _ 1. They differ only by a change 
ofthe index n, so it suffices to look at bn • This is induced by the composition 

Recall that the first map is the homotopy equivalence given by collapsing 
the cone to a point. The second map is the collapse of K(n + 1), and the last 
is the collapse of SK(n-1). 

Now K(n+1)/K(n) is a bouquet of(n + I)-spheres, one for each (n + I)-cell (J 

of K. Similarly, SK(n)/SK(n-1) = S(K(n)/K(n-1») is a bouquet of(n + I)-spheres, 
one for each n-cell r of K. 

For an (n + I)-cell (J, consider the characteristic map 
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This extends to 

Letting Jr,: sn+ 1 -+ K(n+ 1)/K(n) be the (inclusion) map induced by f", we have 
the commutative diagram 

sn + 1 ( Dn + 1 U CSn -----> ssn sn + 1 

IJa IfaUCfaa 1 Sfaa ISP' 

K(n+1)/K(n) -----=-- K(n+1)uCK(n) ----. SK(n) ----. SK(n)/SK(n-l) = V sn+l 
t 

where Pt is the projection of K(n)/K(n-l) to the rth sphere in the bouquet. It 
follows that bn takes the 11th sphere to the rth sphere by the map S(pJa,,); 
i.e., a map of degree deg(pJa,,). 

Now an element of [V "sn + \ YJ can be regarded as a function that 
assigns to each (n + 1)-cell (J of K, an element of [sn+ 1; YJ = nn+ 1 (Y) = n. 
That is, it is a cellular cochain in C+ I(K; n) = Hom(Cn + 1 (K), n). Similarly, 
an element of [ V ,sn + 1; YJ is a function assigning to each n-cell r of K, an 
element of n. That is, it is a cochain in cn(K; n). We have shown that the map 
[SK(n)/SK(n-l); Y] -+ [K(n+ 1)/K(n); YJ corresponds to the homomorphism 

b: Cn(K; n) -+ C+ I(K; n) 

given by bf((J) = L,deg(PJa,,)f(r), where (J is an (n + 1)-cell and r ranges 
over the n-cells. But the right-hand side is f(L, deg(PJa,)r) = f(o(J). Therefore, 
b is precisely the cellular coboundary up to sign, justifying our use of that 
symbol. 

We have constructed the isomorphism 

which is natural in K. 
We can replace QY by a CW-complex L since the construction of a 

CW-complex L of type (n, n) in Corollary 11.9 makes it clear how to also 
define a weak homotopy equivalence L-+QY (or into any K(n, n)). This is 
actually a homotopy equivalence because Milnor [1J has shown that QY 
has the homotopy type of a CW-complex when Y has, but we neither need 
nor will prove this fact. By Corollary 11.13, [K;LJ ~ [K;QY] for all CW
complexes K. Replacing [SK; YJ by [K;QYJ and then by [K;LJ, the im
portant part of diagram (*) becomes 

[K(n)/K(n-l); LJ ~ C(K; n) = Hom(Cn(K), n) 

1 
o ----+ [K;LJ ----+ [K(n);LJ 

1 
o. 
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Starting with a map ¢: K --> L representing [¢ J E[K; LJ, chasing it to c"(K; n) 
is given by first restricting it to K(n) then (or prior on K) passing to a 
homotopic map that takes K(n-1) to the base point of L, and then passing 
to the induced map ¢': K(n) / K(n -1) --> L. !,inally, this gives a cochain c</>, on 
K by c</>,Cr)= [¢'ofrJEnn(L)=n, where fr: sn -->K(n)/K(n-1) = vrsn is the in
clusion of the rth sphere induced by the characteristic map fr: Dn --> K(n). As 
shown, c</>, is a cocycle when it comes from ¢: K --> L this way. (One can also 
see that directly,) The fact that [¢JI-->[c</>,] is a bijection means that the 
class [c</>,] depends only on [¢ J and this means that the cocycle c</>, depends 
on the choice of ¢', given ¢, only up to a coboundary. (One can also see 
this directly, but we do not need that.) 

Describing the correspondence the other direction is as easy: Starting with 
a class ~EHn(K; n), represent it by a cocycle c: Cn(K) --> n and construct a map 

fe: K(n)/K(n-1) = V sn --> L 
r 

by putting a representative sn --> L of c(r)En = nn(L) on the rth sphere. This, 
then, induces a map K(n) --> L and it extends to f: K --> L because c is a co cycle 
and by the main discussion. 

If we take the space L of type (n, n) to be as constructed in Corollary 11.9 
then L(n - 1) = { * } and so L(n) = V rsn where the n-cells r correspond to given 
generators of n. Then it is clear that 1E[L;LJ corresponds to the class 
uEHn(L; n) represented by the cocycle c taking each n-cell r to the corre
sponding generator of n, Then c*: H n(L) --> n is an isomorphism, (Also recall 
that the Hurewicz map nn(L) --> Hn(L) is an isomorphism,) A class vEHn(L; n) 
which corresponds to an isomorphism H n(L) --> n is called a "characteristic 
class," This is defined for any space with n as the first nonzero homotopy 
group. 

Let us denote by T: [K; L J ~ Hn(K; n) our natural equivalence of func
tors. Then T(l) = u. For a map f: K --> L, the commutative diagram 

shows that f#(1) = [fJ and T[fJ = f*(T(l)) = f*(u). More generally, any 
map f: K --> K' of CW-complexes induces 

[K';LJ 

1/# 

[K;LJ 

T 
------> 

T 
-----> 

W(K';n) 

1/-
Hn(K;n). 

If f: L--> L is a homotopy equivalence, then f* is an isomorphism. It follows 
that T[fJ = f*(u) is characteristic. Conversely, if f is such that f*(u) is 
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characteristic, then f#: [L; L] ~ [L; L] is a bijection, and so there is a map 
g: L~ L such that f#[g] = 1. This implies that go f ~ 1 and hence f*g* = 1, 
so that g* is also an isomorphism and fog ~ 1. This essentially means that 
any characteristic class uEHn(L; n) is as good as any other. 

For any space Y of type (n, n) there is a weak homotopy equivalence L~ Y 
and this induces [K;L] ~ [K; Y]. This allows the results for [K;L] to 

be transferred to [K; Y]. Summarizing, we get: 

12.1. Theorem. Let Y be a space of type (n, n), n abelian, and let uEHn(y; n) 
be characteristic. Then there is a natural equivalence of functors 

Tu: [K; Y] ~ Hn(K; n) 

of CW-complexes K, given by TuU] = f*(u). D 

Note that if (K,A) is a relative CW-complex then KIA is a CW-complex 
and so it follows that, in the situation of Theorem 12.1, 

There are three cases of well-known spaces of type (n, n). The most obvious 
one is Sl which is a K(Z, 1). Also Cpoo = Ucpn, with the weak topology, is 
a K(Z, 2). This follows from the fibrations Sl ~ s2n+ 1 ~ cpn and the fact that 
ni(CPOO) = lim n;(cpn). Similarly, poo is a K(Z2' 1), and, more generally, an 
infinite lens1pace is a K(Zp, 1). 

Let us now discuss an application to "cohomology operations." 

12.2. Definition. A cohomology operation () of type (n, n; k, OJ) is a natural 
transformation 

of functors of CW -complexes. It need not consist of homomorphisms. 

For example, CXf---*CX 2, for cxEHn(·;z) is a cohomology operation of type 
(n, Z; 2n, Z), and similarly with the higher powers and other coefficient groups. 
Another example is the Bockstein /30: Hn(.; Zp) ~ Hn+ 1(.; Z), which is of type 
(n, Zp; n + 1, Z). Similarly, the Bockstein /3: Hn(.; Zp) ~ Hn + 1(.; Zp) is of type 
(n, Zp; n + 1, Zp). 

12.3. Theorem (Serre). There is a one-one correspondence between the co
homology operations of type (n, n; k, OJ) and the elements of Hk(K(n, n); OJ), which 
is given by ()f---*()(u) where uEHn(K(n, n); n) is characteristic. 

PROOF. This is equivalent, via Theorem 12.1, to the statement that operations 

t/J: [X; K(n, n)] ~ [X; K(OJ, k)] 
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correspond to elements of [K(n, n); K(w, k)J via 1/11-+1/1(1). To simplify no
tation, let K = K(n, n) and L = K(w, k). 

Given f: X -4 K we have the diagram 

[K;KJ t/J [K;LJ ~ 

1/# 1/# 

[X;KJ t/J [X;LJ, ~ 

which, on elements, is 

[IJ 1-+ 1/1(1 ) 
r r 

[f] 1-+ 1/1 [f]. 

Thus, 1jJ[f] = f#I/I(1) = [go f] where g:K -4L represents 1/I(I)E[K;L]. Con
versely, [gJE[K;LJ induces the operation 1/1, by defining 1jJ[f] = [go f]. D 

For example, the fact that HZn(cpw; Z):::::: Z implies that all cohomology 
operations fJ: HZ(,; Z) -4 HZn(.; Z) have the form fJ(a) = kan for some kEZ. 

On the other hand, the fact that al-+az of H4(X; Z) -4 H 8(X; Z) is nontrivial 
on some space X (e.g., CPW) implies that H8(K(Z, 4); Z) "# O. 

Similarly, the fact that HZ(pw; Z):::::: Zz implies that there is exactly one 
nontrivial operation H 1(.; Zz) -4 HZ(,; Z). Since the Bockstein in that case is 
nontrivial (e.g., on PZ), it is that unique operation. 

12.4. Corollary. No nontrivial cohomology operation lowers dimension. 

PROOF. This follows from the fact that Hk(K(n, n); w) = 0 for 0 < k < n by the 
Hurewicz and Universal Coefficient Theorems, or simply by the construction 
of K(n, n) in Corollary 11.9, which has trivial (n - I)-skeleton. D 

In the next section we will need some technical items about connections 
between characteristic elements, and another matter. This will fill out the 
remainder of this section. It is suggested that a first time reader skip this 
material and refer back to the statements, which are quite believable, when 
they are used in the following section. 

In the remainder of this section, and in the following sections, we shall 
make the blanket assumption that all pointed spaces under consideration 
are well-pointed. 

Let the "suspension isomorphism" in cohomology be defined as the com
position 

(for n ~ 0). Sometimes this is defined with a difference in sign. This would 
have no effect on our main formulas, just on some details of the derivations. 
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We also use the analogous definition for the suspension isomorphism in 
homology and the suspension homomorphism for homotopy groups. 

12.5. Lemma. Iff: X --+ Y is a map between (n - I)-connected spaces which 
induces an isomorphism on nn(X) --+nn(Y):::::: nand ifUEHn(y; n) is characteristic, 
then f*(U)EHn(x; n) is characteristic. 

PROOF. There is the commutative diagram 

Hn(y; n) ~ Hom(Hn(Y), n) 

"I f' '" 1 HomU •. l) .. 
~ Hn(X;n) Hom(Hn(X), n) 

" 
where the f3's are the maps in the Universal Coefficient Theorem (Theorem 7.2 
of Chapter V). By definition, UE Hn(y; n) is characteristic ¢>f3y(u): Hn( Y) --+ n is 
an isomorphism. We have that f3x(f*(u))(a) = f3y(u)(f*(a)) by commutativity. 
Thus f3x(f*(u» = f3y(U) 0 f* is an isomorphism, implying that f*(u) is charac
teristic. D 

12.6. Lemma. The class uEHn(y; n) is characteristic, wher~ Y is (n - 1)
connected, ¢> SUEHn+ l(SY; n) is characteristic. 

PROOF. The Hurewicz Theorem implies that SY is n-connected. It is an 
immediate consequence of the definition that the following diagram com
mutes up to sign (which can be seen to be (_1)n+ 1): 

W(Y; n) fly ) Hom(Hn(Y), n) 

~ j S ~ ~ r Hom(S, 1) 

Hn+l(SY;n) fJSY) Hom(Hn+1(SY),n). 
~ 

Then f3Sy(S(u))(Sa) = ± f3y(u)(a) and so f3SY(S(u» = ± f3y(U) 0 S-1 is an 
isomorphism. D 

12.7. Lemma. The diagram 

nn(X) 
S 

nn+ 1 (SX) --> 

1 l. 
Hn(X) 

S 
Hn+1 (SX) --> 

commutes, where the verticals are the Hurewicz maps. 

PROOF. The suspension for homotopy is defined as the composition along 
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the top of the commutative diagram 

nn(X) 
~ 

nn+l(CX,X) --+ nn+l(SX) --
1 1 1 

Hn(X) 
~ 

H n+ 1(CX,X) 
~ -- -----+ H n+ 1(SX, *) 

and the lemma follows. o 

For any space K consider the map A: snK --+ K which is the adjoint to 
1: nK --+nK. That is, A is induced by the evaluation map KI x J --+ K. The 
class [A] corresponds to [1] under the bijection [SnK;K]~[nK;nK]. The 
diagram (of sets) 

(K2X~ 
(KI x J)XXI -----+ K XX1 

commutes where the horizontal map is induced by the evaluation, the 
diagonal one is the exponential correspondence f'(x, t) = f(x)(t), and the 
vertical map is fl-+ f x 1 where (f x 1)(x, t) = (f(x), t). This induces the 
diagram 

[X;nK]~ 

81 ,~ 
[SX;SnK] ~ [SX;K], 

where the diagonal is the adjoint (exponential) correspondence. Thus this 
diagram commutes. 

Now if K = K(n, n + 1) then we conclude that the diagram 

Hn(nK) 

8 1 ~ 
H n+1(SnK) 

commutes and it follows that 

is an isomorphism. 
Now choose any characteristic class UEHn+ l(K; n). By Lemma 12.5, 

A*UEHn+ 1 (SnK; n) is characteristic. By Lemma 12.6, v = S-l A*UEHn(nK; n) 
is characteristic. These remarks imply the following result: 

12.8. Proposition. Let K = K(n, n + 1) and let uEHn+ l(K; n) be characteristic. 
Then A*I1EHn+l(SnK;n) and v=S-lA*UEHn(nK;n) are characteristic and 
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the following diagram commutes: 

S " 
[A;nK] -----+ [SA;SnK] ~ [SA;K] 

.jr. s .[r,. .:{ 
Hn(A; n) -----+ Hn+ 1 (SA; n). 7 1~ o 

12.9. Proposition. For a co fibration A ~X let c:XuCA--+SA be the 
collapsing map. Then the composition (for arbitrary coefficients) 

is - (j*, where (j* is the connecting homomorphism for the exact sequence of 
(X,A). 

PROOF. Consider the diagram 
HrI(A) ____ o_' __ ~) Hn+1(CA,A) 

i~ i~ 
Hft(Au*,*) ___ ,---O' ___ ~) Hn+1(CA,Au*) 

t~ t~ 

H"(A x iJI,A x {I)) 0' ) W+1(A x I,A x iJl) +-1 -----

t~ t-l 

H"+l(SA,.) 

II 
W+1(SA,.) 

t-l 
W(A x iJI,A x {O}) 0' ) H"+l(A X I,A x iJI) 1 W+1(SA,*) 

i~ i~ t~ 
W(A x {1}uX x {O},X x {O}) ~H"+l(A x luX x {O},A x {l}uX x {O}h_~H"+l(SuCA,X) 

t ~ t t 
W(A x {I}) 0' W+l(A x luX x {O},A x {I}) 1 H"+l(XuCA,.) 

i~ i~ i~ 
W(A x I) 

t~ 

W(A) 

____ 0'_-+) Hn+l(A x luX x {O},A x J) +-( --'---Hn+ 1(XuCA,CA) 

t~ t~ 
_____ 0_' ___ ---+) Hn+l(x,A) ( H n+ 1(X, A). 

Some of the (j* maps in the diagram are from exact sequences of triples. The 
horizontal isomorphisms on the right are induced by obvious maps as are the 
vertical homomorphisms. The composition along the left is the identity and 
so, from the upper left, all the way down and then right to Hn+1(X,A) is 
just (j*. The composition along the top is S, by definition. The composition 
from the upper right, all the way down and then left to H n + 1 (X, A) is -c*, 
the sign caused by the inversion of the parameter SA --+ SA midway down. 
Hence c* 0 S = - (j* as claimed. 0 

12.10. Lemma. Let io, i1: X --+ X x 01 be io(x) = (x, 0) and i1 (x) = (x, 1). Then 
for (j*: H"(X x OJ) --+ Hn+ 1(X X I, X x oJ) ~ Hn+ 1(SX), with any coefficients, 
we have S-1(j* = i6 - ii. 

PROOF. We know that (i6,inHn(X x oI)~Hn(X)EBHn(x). Let jO,j1: 
Hn(X)--+Hn(x x 01) induce the inverse isomorphism, so that i6jo = 1 = iV1 
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and i~jl = 0 = i~jo' Then joi~ + jl i~ = 1. Clearly, jo is the composition 

jo:Hn(X)~Hn(x x ol,X x {1})~W(X x (/) 

induced by X f---+ (x, 0) and the inclusion h: (X x 01,0) c.- (X x aI, X x {1} ). 
Also jl = w*jo where w is the reversal of the I parameter. Consider the 
following commutative diagram, similar to that in the proof of Proposition 
12.9: 

Hn(x) b* Hn+ l(Cx,X) "" Hn+l(sx) 

I"" I"" 
W(Xu*,*) b* , Hn+1(CX,Xu*) ( H n+ l(SX) 

1"" 1"" 
Hn(x x ol,X x {I}) 

b* Hn+l(x x I,X x oJ) Hn+l(sx) ------* ~ 

1 h* 

Hn(x x (/) b* , Hn+l(x x f,X x of). 

This shows that S-l(j*jo = 1, since S is the composition from top left to bottom 
right, going right then down. Then S-l(j*jl = S-l(j*W*jo = S-lW*(j*jo = 

- S-l(j*jo = -1, since w induces -Ion H*(SX). Consequently, S-l(j* = 

S-l(j*ol = S-l(j*Uoi~ + j1ii) = i~ - ii- D 

PROBLEMS 

1. Show that any K(Z, n) is infinite dimensional for each even n > O. 

2. Show that any K(Z2' n) is infinite dimensional for each n > O. 

3. Show that there are no nontrivial cohomology operations of type (1, Z; k, w) for 
any k > 1 and any w. 

4 .• Show that there are no nontrivial cohomology operations of type (n, Z; n + 1, w) 
for any n > 0 and any w. 

5. Rederive Hopf's Classification Theorem (Theorem 11.6 of Chapter V) as a corollary 
of the results of this section. (Hint: Use Corollary 11.13 and Theorem 11.8.) 

13. Obstruction Theory p-
In this section and the next we impose the blanket assumption that all pointed 
spaces under consideration are well-pointed. This is not an important restric
tion and is made merely to avoid having to distinguish between reduced and 
unreduced suspensions. 
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We shall now attack the fundamental lifting and extension problems in 
homotopy theory. Suppose that F ~ Y ~ B is a fibration. The lifting problem 
is the question of finding criteria for being able to complete the commutative 
diagram 

A -----+ Y r ,///1 1 
X -----+ B. 

The extension problem is the question of giving criteria for being able to 
complete the diagram 

But the extension problem is simply the special case B = { *} of the lifting 
problem and so it suffices to discuss the latter. 

As with any problem as difficult as this, it is desirable, perhaps necessary, 
to break the problem into a sequence of simpler problems. This is exactly 
what obstruction theory does. We first take up the case in which the fibration 
Y ~ B is induced from the path-loop fibration over a K(n, n + 1) via some 
map (J: B ~ K(n, n + 1) and then try to fit these together to gain information 
about the general case. 

13.1. Definition. Let Po: P Bo ~ Bo be the path-loop fibration over some space 
Bo and let (J: B ~ Bo be a map. Then the induced fibration Pe: Ee ~ B is called 
the principal fibration induced by (J. That is, Ee ~ B is the pullback: 

Suppose given such a principal fibration and consider maps f: S ~ Ee, 
where S is any space. Then, by the definition of a pullback, such maps fare 
in one-one correspondence with pairs f1: S ~ B, f2: S ~ P Bo of maps such 
that (J f1 = POf2· 

In the pointed category, we have PBo = B~ so that such maps f2: S ~ B~ 
correspond to homotopies 1/1: S x I ~ Bo with I/I(s, 0) = * and I/I(s, 1) = POf2 (s) = 
(J f1 (s); see Section 2. Therefore, there is a one-one correspondence between 
liftings f: S ~ Ee of a given f1: S ~ Band homotopies 1/1: S x I ~ Bo such that 
l/I(s,O) = * and I/I(s, 1) = (Jf1(S); i.e., homotopies from * to (Jf1. 

Next let (X, A) be a relative CW -complex, and specialize to the case Bo = 
K(n, n + 1), so that the fiber is D.Bo = K(n, n). Consider the commutative 
diagram 
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L~?r~r 
X -------+ B --------+ B o. 

Ix e 

We shall call this diagram a "lifting problem f of type (n, n)," and the pro
spective map g, a "solution" to this lifting problem. Then the lifting problem 
corresponds to a map 

tf;:A x luX x 81 ~Bo 

such that tf;(x,O) = * and tf;(x, 1) = (J fx(x). A solution g corresponds to an 
extension of tf; to X x I ~ Bo. Since tf; takes X x {O} to the base point, it 
defines a map 

¢f: Xu CA = (A x luX x 8I)/X x {I} ----=--'(A x luX x 81)/X x {O} ~ Bo, 

where the middle map is the parameter flip in I, a technicality to allow use 
of our standard definition of CA, etc. If a solution exists to the lifting problem 
then ¢f extends to CX = X x l/X x {I} and so ¢f::::::: *. Conversely, if ¢f::::::: * 
then ¢ f extends to CX by the homotopy extension property (since 
(CX, X u CA) is a relative CW-complex). Therefore, the lifting problem f has 
a solution if and only if the element 

[¢fJE[XuCA;BoJ 

is trivial. Recall that the collapsing map Xu CA ~ X/A is a homotopy 
equivalence by Theorem 1.6, and so, using Corollary 1.7, 

[Xu CA;BoJ :::; [X/A; BoJ:::; H n + l(X/A; n):::; H n + l(X, A; n). 

Let C'[+ 1 EHn + l(X, A; n) be the cohomology class corresponding to [¢ f]. 
That is, 

C'[+ 1 = Tu[¢ f J = ¢1(u) 

where uEHn + l(Bo; n) is characteristic. 
By the naturality of these constructions, the image of C'[+ 1 in H n + l(X; n) 

is the class corresponding to the same lifting problem after A is forgotten 
(i.e., A is taken to be empty). Letj: X ~XuCA, so thatj*: H*(X,A)~H*(X). 
Note that ¢ foj = (Jo fx. By the diagram 

[XuCA;BoJ 
j# 

l [X;BoJ 

1 Tu 1 Tu 

W+l(XU CA; n) L W+ 1(X;n) 

we have j*(cf ) = j*Tu[¢fJ = T.(l[¢fJ) = Tu[(JfxJ = ((Jfx)*(u) = fi(J*(u) 
where uEHn + l(Bo; n) is characteristic. Thus we have proved: 
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13.2. Theorem. Let (X, A) be a relative CW-complex and let Ee-+B be the 
principal fibration induced by (): B -+ Bo = K(n, n + 1). Then, given the lifting 
problem f of type (n, n): 

A~Ee 

L/'/~ Ipe 
X ----+ B ----+ K(n, n + 1) 

Ix f) 

a solution g exists =- a certain "obstruction class" C'f+ 1 EHn+ l(X, A; n) vanishes. 
Moreover, C'f+l goes tof1()*(U)EHn+1(X;n) where u is characteristic. D 

Now suppose we have not only one but two solutions go, gl to the lifting 
problem f: 

We ask for a similar obstruction to making go"" gl reI A, by a fiber homotopy. 
But this is just the lifting problem F: 

A x luX x {O}uX x {l} 

f 
fAoprojugo x {O}ug j x {I} , Ee 

_-'P 

---
-_----G lp8 

X x I --------:--------., B ------+e K(n, n + 1) 
fxoproj 

and so there is the obstruction 

[<PF]E[X x luC(A x luX x al);K(n,n+ 1)] 

~ [X x l/(A x luX x al);K(n,n + 1)] 

~ [S(X/A); K(n, n + 1)] 

~ [X/A; QK(n, n + 1)] 

~ [X/A;K(n,n)] 

~W(X,A;n). 

The corresponding cohomology class is called the "difference class" of go 
and gl and is denoted by 

dn(go, gl)EHn(X, A; n). 

By definition and Proposition 12.8, dn(go,gl)=S-lc~+l where C~+lE 

W+ l((X, A) x (/, a1); n) and where S: Hn(x, A; n) ~Hn+ l((X, A) x (/, a1); n) 

is the suspension isomorphism. 
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Suppose we have three such liftings go, g l' and gz. Then there is the lifting 
problem 

A x [0,2JuX x {O}uX x {1}uX x {2} ~EIO r __ ------ Po 

X x I ) B -------+ K(n, n + 1) 

for which the above constructions produce a class in 

[X x [0,2J/(A x [0, 2J u X x {O, 1, 2}); K(n, n + I)J 

~ [S(X/A) v S(X/A);K(n,n + 1)]. 

Now, forgetting the middle solution g1 amounts to composing this with the 
coproduct S(X / A) --+ S(X / A) v S(X / A). In terms of the difference classes, this 
implies that 

dn(go, gz) = dn(go, g d + dn(g l' gz)· 

(The fact that the coproduct corresponds to addition of cohomology classes 
results immediately from the explicit correspondence between [.; K(n, n + I)J 
and H n + 1(·;n) given in Section 12.) Therefore we have: 

13.3. Theorem. For two solutions go, g1 of the lifting f of type (n, n) there is 
an obstruction dn(go, g1)EHn(X, A; n) which vanishes if and only if go is fiber 
homotopic reI A to g 1. These satisfy the relation 

D 

The next step in studying the general lifting problem for a fibration p: Y --+ B 
is to attempt to decompose p into a sequence ... --+ Y3 --+ Yz --+ Y1 --+ B of 
fibrations, each principal and induced from a path-loop fibration over some 
K(n, q + 1). Such a decomposition is called a "Moore-Postnikov decomposi
tion" of p. If B is a point, the decomposition is called a "Postnikov decomposi
tion" of Y 

13.4. Definition. A map f: Y --+ B between arcwise connected spaces is called 
simple if f#n1 (Y)::J [n1 (B), n1 (B)J (the commutator subgroup) and the pair 
(M I' Y) is simple (meaning that n1 (Y) acts trivially on nn(M I' Y) for all n ;:::: 1). 

The following theorem is the main technical result for the construction of 
Moore-Postnikov decompositions: 

13.5. Theorem. Suppose given a simple map fn: Y --+ Yn which is an n-equivalence. 
Then there exists a principal fibration p: Yn+1 --+ Yn induced by a map 8: Yn--+ 
K(n, n + 1) and a lifting fn+ 1: Y --+ Yn+ 1 of fn such that fn+ 1 is an (n + 1)
equivalence and is simple. 

PROOF. We can replace Yn by MIn and fn by the inclusion Y ~ MIn (using 
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the homotopy lifting property). Therefore, upon renaming MIn as X and Y 
as A, it suffices to prove the following lemma: 

13.6. Lemma. Let i: A ~ X be a simple co fibration with (X, A) n-connected 
and put n=nn+l(X,A)::::oHn+1(X,A)::::oHn+dXIA). Let vEHn+l(XIA;n) 

be characteristic and let X -+ XI A ~ K = K(n, n + 1) represent v; i.e., 
8*(u) = v for UEHn+ l(K; n) characteristic. Let p: E -+ X be the induced principal 
fibration with fiber F = QK = K(n, n). Let g: A -+ E be the map g(a) = (a, c) 
where c is the constant path at the base point. Then g is an (n + I)-equivalence 
and is simple. 

PROOF. Note that, in the case n=O, simplicity implies that nl(XIA)::::o 
n1 (X u CA)::::o n 1 (X)li#nl (A) is abelian, and so there is no difficulty with the 
notion of characteristic elements in this dimension. 

Consider the commutative diagram 

We have that i# is isomorphic for q < nand p# is isomorphic for q =f. n, n + 1, 
and so g# is isomorphic for q < n. We must show that g# is isomorphic for 
q = nand epimorphic for q = n + 1. If we have this, then the exact sequences 
for (Mi' A), (Mg, A), and E -+ X show that nj(Mg, A) -+ nj(Mi' A) is monomor
phic for j > n + 1 and hence for all j since nj(Mg, A) = 0 for j::S:: n + 1. This 
implies that n1(A) acts trivially on all nj(Mg,A) and hence that g is simple. 
Therefore it suffices to prove this contention about g#. 

We can extend the composition of 8: X I A -+ K with the collapse X -+ X I A 
to a map </J: Xu CA -+ K taking CA to the base point and hence define the 
pullback diagram 

E' ) PK 

1 1 
XuCA --,-¢--+) K=K(n,n+ 1). 

Regard F as the fiber over the vertex of CA. Let A: nq+ 1 (X, A) -+ nq(F) be the 
composition along the top of the commutative diagram 

A:nq+dX,A) nq+ 1(XuCA,CA) "" nq+ 1(XvCA,*) niF) --> <-- ) 

1 1 ~/-
"" Hq+,(X,A) --> Hq+,(XuCA,CA) nq+,(K). 

The assumption that v is characteristic implies that </J# is an isomorphism 
for q = n, and hence for q ::s:: n since both groups vanish for q < n. The Hurewicz 
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Theorem implies that the two verticals on the left are isomorphisms for q ::;; n. 
Consequently, A is an isomorphism for q ::;; n. 

We claim that the following diagram commutes up to sign: 

... ----+ 

... ----+ 

1tq+1(A) ---t 1tq+l(X)---+ 1tq+1(X,A) ----+ 

!g# ! = !A 
1tq(A) 

!g# 

---+1 1tiF) -----+1 1tq(E) -----+ •••• 

The desired result will follow from this, the 5-lemma, and the fact that 1tq(F) = 0 
for q =f:. n. 

The commutativity of the first two squares is trivial. For the third square, 
the composition going down then right is illustrated by the top of 
Figure VII-H. The composition right then down is illustrated by the bottom 
of the figure. 

Most of the top of the figure is the description of A as follows. We consider 
an element oc of 1tq + 1 (X, A) as represented by a map on the lower half 
(q + 1 )-disk as suggested by the figure. Cone off the top to give the extension 
to the full disk shown in the second part of the figure. Then lift the map to 
a map into E as indicated in the third part. Restricting the map to the 
boundary sq gives a map sq --+ F which represents A(OC). This is the fourth 
part of the figure. As a map into E there is a homotopy to the restriction of 
the third part of the diagram to the map on the top hemisphere and the 
equator of the disk, illustrated by the fifth part of the figure. This completes 
the description of going down by A and then right in the diagram in question. 

For the composition right then down, also consider the diagram 

~ 

1tq(A) -- 1tq+1(CA,A) 

19# 19# ~ 
1tq(E) -- 1tq+ l(E', E) -- 1tq+l(E~A,EA). 

Taking OCE1tq+1(X,A) to 1tiA) is illustrated by the first two parts of the 
bottom of Figure VII-ll. The diagram shows that the effect of g# can be 
described by first coning off to give a map into CA represented by the third 

Q 
, E 

A .. 

Figure VII -11. Comparison of two constructions. 
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part of the figure, then lifting to get the fourth part of the figure, then 
restricting to the boundary to get the last part of the figure. The only difference 
of this final result from that given by the top of the figure is one of orientation, 
and so the square commutes up to sign as claimed. 0 

13.7. Theorem. Let g: Y -+ B be a simple map. Then there exists a sequence 

of principal fibrations induced by maps Yn -+ K(nn' n + 1), and maps gn: Y -+ Yn 
factoring g and such that Pn 0 gn + 1 = gn and gn is an n-equivalence. Moreover, 
nn = nn+l(Mg, Y). (Thus for B = *, we have nn = nn+ l(CY, Y) ~ nn(Y).) 

PROOF. The first map Y1 -+ Yo is essentially just the covering map correspond
ing to the normal subgroup g#n1(Y) of n1(B), provided that B is locally 
arcwise connected and semilocally 1-connected. Most of the theorem follows 
immediately from Theorem 13.5 and it remains only to identify the groups nn. 

Since Yn+ 1 -+ Y,. is a fibration with fiber being a K(nn' n) we have that 

{
isomorphic for q #- n, n + 1, 

ni Y,. + 1) -+ nq( Yn) is epimorphic for q = n, 
monomorphicfor q = n + 1. 

It follows that 

(Y) () . {isomorPhicfor q > n, 
nq n -+ nq B IS . 

monomorphIc for q = n. 

Let K be the mapping cylinder of Yn -+ B. Then it follows that niK, Yn) = 0 
for q ~ n + 1. Let V = Mgn' the mapping cylinder of gn: Y -+ Yn and let Wbe 
the union of Vand K along Yn; see Figure VII-12. Then (w, Y) ~ (Mg, Y), by 

Fl-Y" 

v 

w 

K 

Figure VII-12. Mapping cylinders. 
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Theorem 14.l9 of Chapter I since K ~ B. We have the exact sequence 

1tn+Z(W, V)--->1tn+1(V, Y)--->1tn+1(W, Y)--->1tn+1(W, V). 

But (K, Yn ) is a strong deformation retract of (W, V) and so the groups on 
the ends of this sequence are zero. It follows from the proof of Theorem 13.5, 
i.e., the proof of Lemma 13.6, that 1tn = 1tn+ 1 (V, Y) and hence it follows from 
the preceding remarks that 1tn = 1tn + 1 (V, Y) ~ 1tn + 1 (W, Y) ~ 1tn + 1 (M 9' Y) as 
claimed. D 

Recall from Problem 2 of Section 6 that any map g: Y ---> B is homotopy 
equivalent to a fibration. The fiber of such a fibration is called the "homotopy 
fiber" of g. 

13.8. Proposition. If F is the homotopy fiber of q: Y ---> B as in Theorem 13.7, 
then 1tn ~ 1tn(F). 

PROOF. It suffices to treat the case of a fibration g: Y ---> B. Let F, Fn and F~ 
be the fibers of the fibrations g: Y ---> B, Yn + 1 ---> Yn, and Yn + 1 ---> B, respectively. 
The 5-lemma (in the strong form of Problem 2 of Section 5 in Chapter IV) 
applied to the diagram 

1tn+1(Yn+d ~ 1tn+1(Yn) ~ 1tn(Fn) ~ 1tn(Yn+d ~ 1tn(Yn) 

1= 1~ 1 1= 1mono 
1tn + 1 (Yn+ 1) ~ 1tn+1(B) ~ 1tn(F~) ~ 1tn(Yn+ 1) ~ 1tn(B) 

epij i= i i~ i= 
1tn+1(Y) ~ 1tn+1(B) ~ 1tn(F) ~ 1tn(Y) ~ 1tn(B) 

shows that the middle verticals are isomorphic, and so 1tn(F) ~ 1tn(Fn) = 
1tn' 0 

Whenever one has a sequence of maps 

"'~YZ~Y1~YO 

one can define their "inverse limit" lim Yn = {y = (Yo, Y1' Yz," .)E Yo X Y1 X ... 

!Pn(Yn+1) = Yn} with the topology induced from the product topology on 
X Yw If one has maps gn: Y ---> Yn such that Pnogn+ 1 = gn for all n then there 

is the induced map goo: Y ---> lim Yn given by 
~ 

goo (y) = (go (Y), g 1 (Y), gz (y), ... ). 

13.9. Proposition. In the situation of Theorem 13.7, the projection lim Yi ---> Y" is 
~ 

a fibration and an n-equivalence. 

PROOF. That this is a fibration is a trivial exercise on the definition of the 
inverse limit and of a fibration. Suppose that (K, L) is a CW -pair with 
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dim(K - L)::;; n. Then the lifting problem 

L----+ Ym + 1 

f' /,,7f ! 
K~Ym 

has a solution for m ~ n since H m + l(K, L; 1l:m) = O. It follows that the lifting 
problem 

L ~ limY 
~, 

f ...... --" ! 
K ••••• Y 

, n 

has a solution. Therefore the result follows from Theorem 11.12. D 

13.10. Corollary. The map goo: Y -+ lim Yn is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
~ 

PROOF. In the diagram 

Y~limYi 

g\7 
Yn 

both of the maps to Yn are n-equivalences and it follows that goo is an 
(n - I)-equivalence, for all n. D 

Let us now summarize our results·to this point. For a map p: Y -+B which 
is not a fibration, a solution to the "lifting problem" f: 

is a completion of the form 

A ~ Y 

f' /" 1· ,/ P 

""" 
X~B 

Ix 

A _---=/:..:.:Ac--_ .... , Y 

[xl' 
X------+, B. 

Ix 

where the lower triangle commutes only up to homotopy rei A. The reader 
can show that this does correspond to the regular lifting problem when p is 
replaced by a fibration, i.e., that the lower triangle can be made to commute 
III that case. Then we have shown: 
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13.11. Theorem. Let (X, A) be a relative CW-complex and let p: Y -+B be a 
simple map with homotopy fiber F. Then for the lifting problem f: 

there exists a sequence of obstructions cj + I e H n + I (X, A; nn(F)), where all 
previous obstructions must be zero before the next one is defined, and where 
different choices of previous liftings may lead to different obstructions, such that 
there is a complete sequence of obstructions of which all are zero ¢> there is a 
solution to the lifting problem. Also, if go and gi are solutions and ifpago ~ pagi 
rel A via the homotopy G: X x 1-+ B, then there exists a sequence of obstructions 

d~(go,gl)eHn(x, A; 1tn(F)) 

to lifting the homotopy G. o 
Let us now specialize, for the remainder of this section, to the case B = *, 

in which the lifting problem becomes the simpler extension problem: 

A ---+ Y 
," 

! "" " g X:<· 
Then the map Y -+ * being simple reduces to the space Y being simple and 
arcwise connected. Then we have a sequence of obstructions 

cj+ I eHn + I(X, A; 1tn(Y)) 

to the existence of an extension to X. Also, for two extensions go, g I: X -+ Y 
we get a sequence of obstructions dn(go, gl)eHn(X, A; nn(Y)) to the existence 
of a homotopy reI A between go and gi. 

Let us specialize further to the case in which Yis (n - I)-connected. Then 
the first nontrivial obstruction to extending f:A -+ Y to g: X -+ Y is 

cj+ I eHn + I(X, A; 1tn(Y)). 

This is called the "primary obstruction." In this case we wish to identify the 
obstructions more concretely. 

The first nontrivial lifting problem then comes from the diagram 

Y 

/lgn+l 
A ~Yn+l=gK 

/' 1 //' 1 
. " e x' 1* IK=K(1t,n+l), 
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where n = nn(Y). For simplicity of notation we shall occasionally use ffor the 
composition A --+ Yn + 1 of f with gn + 1· 

In defining the obstruction, we constructed a map 

c/J/XuCA--+K. 

In the present case, c/J f is trivial on X and so it factors through 
(XuCA)/X = CA/A ~ SA: 

c r 
c/J/XuCA ----+SA ----+K. 

It is easy to check that - f' is the map corresponding to f via the exponential 
law K SA ~ QK A (see Theorem 2.4) where the" -" indicates composition with 
the map SA --+ SA reversing the suspension parameter. (The exponential 
correspondence is defined even when A is not locally compact and it induces 
the isomorphism [A;QK] ~ [SA;K] of groups.) This setup then induces the 
diagram 

[A; YJ 

1 
~ c# ~ 

[A;QK] ------+ [SA;K]--=---+l [Xu CA; K] _4 --[X/A;K] 

1 Tv S 1 Tu c* ITu 
Hn(A;n) ----+ Hn+l(SA;n) ________ --+1 Hn+1(X,A;n) 

where vEHn(QK; n) is characteristic, uEHn+ l(K; n) is characteristic (recall 
K = K(n, n + 1) and QK = K(n, n», and S is the suspension isomorphism. We 
shall take v as in Proposition 12.8 and then the left-hand square commutes 
by Proposition 12.8. Starting with [f]E[A; YJ, taking it down and then to 
the extreme right to [X/A;K] and then down to Hn+l(X,A;n) yields _c/+ 1 

by definition of the latter. (The "-" is because there was a reversal of the 
suspension coordinate in the definition of c f.) By commutativity and 
Proposition 12.9, we have c/+ 1 = -c*STv[f] = -c*Sf*(v) = c5* f*(v). Similar 
remarks hold for the first nontrivial obstruction for a homotopy between 
two extensions go and gl. This obstruction is called the "primary difference" 
dn(gO,gl) = S-lc~+lEHn(x,A; niY», where G:A x luX x 01 --+ Yisf x 10n 
A x I and gi on X x {i}. Now j*dn(go, gl) = S-1c5*G1(v) where Gx is the map 
X x oJ --+ Y contained in G. Thus 

j*dn(go,gd = S-1c5*G1(v) = i6G1(v) - iTG1(v) = g6(v) - gT(v) 

by Lemma 12.10. We conclude: 

13.12. Theorem. For a relative CW -complex (X, A) and the extension problem 

A~Y 

1// 
;1f 

/ 

X 
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where Y is (n - 1)-connected (and simple if n = 1), the primary obstruction to 
extension to X is 

C'f+ 1 = (j* f*(v )EHn+ 1(X, A; n) 

for some characteristic class vEHn(y; nn(Y» ~ Hom(Hn(Y), nn(Y»' 
Similarly, if go, g1: X -+ Yare two extensions off: A -+ Y then the primary 

obstruction to a homotopy reI A between them, called the "primary difference," is 

dn(go, g1) = S-1(j*G*(V)EHn(X, A; nn(Y», 

where G:A x luX x (}1 -+ Yisf x 1 on A x 1 and gi on X x {i}. Also 

j*dn(go, g1) = gri(v) - g!(v)EHn(X; nn(Y», 

where j*: Hn(x, A; nn(Y» -+ Hn(x; nn(Y» is the canonical map. o 
It is worth noting that there is an easy direct proof that this is an 

obstruction to an extension, since, iff extends to g: X -+ Y, then the diagram 

Hn(y; n) Hn(y; n) 

1 g* 11* 
Hn(x; n) i* 

Hn(A; n) .5* Hn+ 1(X, A; n) --+ --+ 

shows that (j* f* = 0 since it equals (j*i*g* = 0 because (j*i* = O. 
In order to derive some concrete applications let us further restrict to the 

case in which the only possible nonzero obstruction is the primary one. 

13.13. Corollary. Suppose that (X, A) is a relative CW-complex and that Y is 
(n - 1)-connected. Assume that H i+ 1(X, A; ni(Y» = 0 for all i > n. Then a map 
f: A -+ Y can be extended to g: X -+ Yif and only if (j* f*: Hn( Y; n) -+ Hn + 1(X, A; n) 
is trivial, where n = niy). 

PROOF. If (j* f* = 0 then the extension exists since the only obstruction is 
c'f+ 1 = (j* f*(v) = O. The converse follows from the preceding remark. 0 

Similarly, for A = 0, we get: 

13.14. Corollary. Let X be a CW-complex. Let Y be (n -1)-connected and 
assume that Hi(X; ni(Y» = 0 for all i> n. Let n = nn(Y)' Then two maps 
gO,g1:X -+ Y are homotopic~gri = g!:Hn(y; n)-+Hn(x; n). 0 

If we assume only one possible nonzero obstruction to both the extension 
and the homotopy problems we get the following generalization of Hopf's 
Theorem (Theorem 11.6 of Chapter V) on maps to spheres. 

13.15. Theorem. Let (X,A) be a CW-pair. Let Y be (n -1)-connected, and 
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simple if n = 1. Assume that 

Hi(X, A; ni(y)) = 0 = H i+ 1 (X, A; ni(Y)) 

for all i> n. Let fo: X -+ Y be given. Using [X; YJA to denote the homotopy 
classes reI A of maps X -+ Y which equal fo on A, there is a one-one 
correspondence 

[X; Y]A_Hn(X,A; nn(Y)) 

given by [fl]Hdn(foJd. 

PROOF. We will first show that the indicated correspondence is onto. Let 
W = A x luX x 01 and Wo = A x luX x {O}. Consider the extension 
problem (with n = nn(Y)): 

Note that, under [X;Y,,+I]~[Wo;Yn+l]--SHn(Wo;n),f~ goes to 
f6(v). 

Let tXEHn(x, A; n) so that StXEHn+ l((X, A) x (l, 01); n) = H n+ I(X X I, W; n). 
Consider the commutative diagram (coefficients in n): 

/Hn(w,wo)~ 

Hn(w) £5* ) Hn+ I(X X I W) 

/ 1 1 ' Hn(x x I) 

'-- Hn(w,o) £5* ........ -----» Hn+l(x x I, Wo) = O. 

An easy diagram chase shows that there is an element ~EHn(W) going to 
n(v) in Hn(wo) and to StX in H n+ I(X X 1, W). By Hn(w; n):::::: [W; Yn+ 1], this 
means that there exists a map F n + 1: W -+ Yn + 1 such that c5* F: + 1 (v) = StX and 
which equals fo on X x {O}. Let fl: X -+ Yn+1 correspond to the restriction 
of Fn+l to X x {I}. 

Now we can extend Fn+l to F: W -+ Ybecause the obstructions to doing 
this are in Hi+l(X,A;ni(Y))=O for i>n. Also dn(foJl) = S-Ic5*F*(v) = tX, 
completing the proof that the correspondence is onto. 

To show that the correspondence is one-one, suppose that dn(fOJl) = 
dn(foJ2)' By the additivity property (Theorem 13.3) of the difference 
obstructions, we conclude that dn(flJ2) = O. This is the primary obstruction 
to makingfl ~ f2 reI A. The rest of the obstructions are in Hi(X, A; ni(Y)) = 0 
for i > n, so we are done. 0 

13.16. Corollary. Let Ybe (n - I)-connected. If X is a CW-complex such that 
H i+ I(X; ni(Y)) = 0 = Hi(X; ni(Y)) for all i> n, then there is a one-one 
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F y 

*~==~+--------------------------( 

B 

Figure VII-13. Mapping cylinder of a fibration. 

correspondence 

[X; Y]~W(X; 1tn(Y)) 

given by fl--+ f*(u) where uEHn(y; 1tn(Y)) is characteristic. 

PROOF. Iffo: X --+ Yis a constant map then -dn(fo,J) = f*(u) - fci(u) = f*(u) 
by Theorem 13.12. [j 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let p: Y --> B be a fibration with fiber F. Because ofthe inclusion (CF, F) c:::..-... (M p' Y) 
there is the homomorphism 

71:.(F)...2- 71:n +1(CF, F) --+71:.+ 1(Mp , Y). 

Show that the diagram 

----+ ... 

-----+ ..• 

commutes, and hence that 71:.(F) ~ 71:n + 1 (M p' Y), giving a more conceptual 
proof of Proposition 13.8. Figure VII-13 provides a hint. 

2. If p: Y --> B is a fibration with arcwise connected fiber F, show that p is 
simple = 71:1 (B) acts trivially on 71:.(F) for all n ~ 1; see Problem 2 of Section 7. 
(Hint: Use Problem 1.) 

3. -¢- If p: Y --> B is a fiber-orientable sphere bundle then show that p is simple. (Hint: 
Use Problem 2 and the fact that a map S· --> S· of degree one is homotopic to the 
identity.) 

14. Obstruction eochains and Vector Bundles ~ 

We again take up the lifting problem. Let (X, A) be a relative CW-complex 
and let X(k) be the union of A with the k-skeleton of X. Consider the principal 
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lifting problem f: 

A~Yn+1 r //,,//1! 

X-----+ Yn -----+) K(n, n + 1) 

and the associated problem 

The obstruction to the latter is in Hn + 1 (x(n), A; n) = 0 and so the lifting exists. 
Next consider the lifting problem 

x(n)~Yn+1 

r ///1 ! 
X~Yn 

and the lifting problem 

x(n) ) Y 
.A n+ 1 r _------- ! --x(n+ 1)----+ Yn. 

The associated obstructions are related by the maps 

c'i+ 1 EHn + l(X, A; n) 

i 
H n+1(X,x(n); n) = zn+1(X,A; n) = cocycles 

1 mono 

cn+ 1 EHn + l(x(n+ 1) x(n). n) = Cn+ l(X A' n) 
f " , , 

where we don't name the middle obstruction. As indicated, one can identify 
the middle group with the cellular cocycles because it is canonically 
isomorphic to H n + l(x(n + 2), x(n); n) and the sequence 

0----> H n + l(x(n + 2), x(n); n) ------+ H n+ l(x(n+ 1), x(n); n) 

is exact. 
This relationship between the three obstructions shows that cj+ 1 EC+ l(X, 

A;n) is a cocycle and it represents cj+1 = [Cj+1]EHn+1(X,A;n). It is 
important to realize that it depends on the choice of the lifting to x(n) ----> Yn + l' 

Let (J be an (n + I)-cell of X and consider the diagram 
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Then the obstruction Cj+ 1 maps to that for the problem 

which is in H n + 1(a, oa; n) ;:::; n. Since a -+ Yn is homotopically trivial, this lifting 
problem is equivalent to the extension problem 

h 
oa-----+K(n, n) 

[,///1 
a ) * 

and the obstruction here is just the co chain af--+[h]Enn(K(n,n));:::;n. It is 
suggestive to use the notation o#[f ° X,,] Enn(F) ;:::; n for this class [h], where 
X,,: a -+ X is the characteristic map for the cell a and F = nK(n, n + 1) = K(n, n) 
is the fiber of Yn + 1 -+ Yn • Thus 

cj+1(a) = o#[f0x"l 

(The actual identification of cj+ 1(a) as an element of n depends on the choice 
of characteristic class for K(n, n + 1). A different choice acts by an auto
morphism of n independent of a. None of this matters from a practical 
standpoint.) 

One can start with this formula for cj + 1 as another approach to obstruc
tion theory. That is, in fact, a more traditional method; see G. Whitehead [ll 

Now let us pass to the general lifting problem: 

A ----+ Y r /",,/f lp 
X'----.. B 

and let ... -+ Y2 -+ Y1 -+ Yo = B be a Moore-Postnikov decomposition of p. 
The following diagram indicates some of the relationships among the 

various associated lifting problems: 

Notes on this diagram: 

«1» onto since obstructions to lifting are zero; 
«2» liftings of «1» are homotopic on x(n-1); 
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«3» here obstructions to extension and homotopy are all zero; 
«4» cj+ 1 EHn+ l(X, A; nn(F)) is the only obstruction to this lifting. 

In addition we have shown: 

14.1. Theorem. Let (X, A) be a relative CW -complex and p: Y ~ B a simple 
fibration with fiber F. Consider the lifting problem: 

A fA ,y 

r//~ 
X------+B. 

fx 

Suppose we are given a lifting fn: x(n) ~ Y. Then cj+ 1 EC+ I(X, A; nn(F)) is 
defined and is a co cycle representing cj+ 1. It is given by 

cj+ 1(0") = o#[f 0 XIT]Enn(F) 

where XIT: (Dn + 1, sn) ~ (X, x(n») is the characteristic map for the (n + 1)-cell (J. 

Also, fn extends to a lifting x(n + 1) ~ Y -= cj + 1 = O. Moreover, the restriction 
fn_l:x(n-l)~Yoffn extends to a lifting x(n+l)~Y-=O=cj+l=[cj+l]E 
w+ I(X, A; nn(F)). D 

Similar considerations apply to obstructions to homotopies. 
We shall now apply these remarks to the case of an orientable k-plane 

(vector) bundle p: E(~) ~ B where B is a CW -complex of dimension n. The 
orient ability of the bundle ~ implies the simplicity of the associated sphere 
bundle of p by Problem 3 of Section 13. Then obstructions to a nonzero 
section of ~ are in Hi+1(B;ni(Rk- {O}))~Hi+l(B;ni(Sk-l)) and this is zero 
for i;::: n and for i < k - 1. Therefore all obstructions vanish if k > n. This 
proves: 

14.2. Corollary. If ~k is an orientable k-plane bundle over a CW-complex B 
of dimension nand ifk > n then there exists an n-plane bundle r( over B such that 

~k ~ 1Jn EB Ek - n 

where Ek- n is the trivial (k - n)-plane bundle. D 

Now let ~: W ~ B be a k-disk bundle and assume that B is triangulated. 
Recall that there is the Thorn class r~EH\W, oW) and the Euler class 
X~ = i*r~EHk(B) where i: B ~ W is the zero section. 

14.3. Theorem. If ~: W ~ B is an oriented k-disk bundle over the polyhedron 
B then the primary obstruction to a nonzero section is the Euler class 

X~ = i*r~EHk(B). 

PROOF. There are no obstructions to construction of a sectionjo: B(k-l) ~ oW 
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and jo extends to a map j: B ~ W by local triviality. Then X~ = i*r~ = j*r~ 
since i ~j. Now j:(B(k),B(k-1»)~(W,oW) and so 

takes r~ to a cochain ck = j*(r~). For a k-cell (J of B, we have that 

ck((J) = j:(r~I,,), 

where j" is the restriction of j to ((J, o(J) ~ (w, oW). Now W is trivial over (J 
and so this can be thought of as a map ((J, o(J) ~ (0\ Sk-1). Since the Thorn 
class represents a generator of Hk(O\ Sk -1) in each fiber, it is clear that 
j:(r~I,,) is just the degree of j" which is the same as o#[j°X,,] = c~((J) by 
Theorem 14.1, showing that the primary obstruction is 

as claimed. D 

14.4. Corollary. If ~ is an orientable n-plane bundle over the n-dimensional 
complex B then ~ has a nonzero section ¢> 0 = X~EHn(B). D 

14.5. Corollary (Hopf). A smooth connected orientable closed manifold M n 

has a nonzero tangent vector field ¢> X(M) = O. D 

14.6. Corollary. Let Mn ~sn+2 be an embedded orientable smooth 
submanifold. Then the normal bundle is trivial. 

PROOF. By Proposition 12.2 of Chapter VI, the Euler class X of the normal 
bundle v2 to M in sn + 2 is zero. The higher obstructions to a section are in 
H i+ l(M; ni(Sl)) = 0 for i> 1. Therefore, there is a nonzero section. Thus the 
normal bundle splits as v2 = E1 EB ~1 for some line bundle ~1. But v2 is 
orientable, whence ~1 is orientable, which means that it is trivial. Therefore 
v2 is trivial. D 

14.7. Theorem. If Mn ~sn+2 is a smooth embedding of the closed orientable 
manifold Mn then Mn = 0 vn + 1 for some compact orientable manifold 
Vn + 1 C sn+2. 

PROOF. By Corollary 14.6 the normal bundle is trivial and so we can regard 
a tubular neighborhood of Mn as an embedding Mn x 0 2 C sn+2. Let K = 

sn + 2 - int(Mn x 0 2) and consider the exact Mayer-Vietoris sequence 

H1(sn+2)~H1(K)tBH1(M X 02)~H1(M X Sl)~H2(sn+2). 

It follows that 
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Consider the diagram 

Assume first that H1(M)=O. Then H1(K)~H1(MxS1)~[MxS1;Sl] 

and this implies that the prospective map g: K --+ Sl exists. We can assume 
that g is smooth. Then put V~+ 1 = g-l(X) where x is a regular value. Since 
V~+l intersects M n x Sl in M n x {x}, it extends in an obvious manner to the 
desired Vwith av = M. Vis orient able because it has a trivial normal bundle. 
It can be assumed that g is the projection to Sl in some neighborhood of 
M x Sl of the form M x Sl X I and then the resulting V is smooth. 

If H1(M) #- 0 then the element of H1(M x Sl) corresponding to the 
projection M x Sl--+Sl goes into the pair (a,fJ)EH 1(K)ffiH 1(M) by the 
isomorphism H1(M x Sl)~H1(K)ffiH1(M) above. The element fJEH1(M) 
corresponds to a map f: M --+ Sl. Then the map M x Sl --+ Sl taking 
(x,t)t--+(f(X)-lt) gives a reframing of M. The reader can check that under 
this reframing, the projection M x Sl X Sl now corresponds to (a,O)EH1(K)Ef) 
H1(M), and then the argument in the case H1(M) = 0 applies to this case as 
well. 0 

A particular case of Theorem 14.7 is a smooth embedding of Sl in S3 (or 
R3), called a "knot." Thus every knot bounds an orientable surface in R3. 
Such a surface is a sphere with handles and with a disk removed. The number 
of handles is called the "genus" of the surface. For a given knot there is 
such a surface with minimal genus and then that genus is called the "genus 
of the knot." Figure VII -14 shows a knot of genus 1 (the cloverleaf) and part 
of the orientable surface of minimal genus it bounds. 

Figure VII-14. Knot of genus 1 and spanning surface. 
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14.8. Corollary. There is no smooth embedding of CP2 in S6. 

PROOF. If there were such an embedding then CP2 = av 5 , with V 5 orientable, 
contrary to Corollary 10.6 of Chapter VI. 0 

More generally, by the results in Section 10 of chapter VI, a codimension 
2 closed orient able submanifold of S" must have even Euler characteristic 
and zero signature. 

14.9. Theorem. An orientable k-plane bundle ~ over an n-dimensional complex 
B is stable for k > n. That is, if ~, ~' are two such bundles and if ~ EB 11 ::::: ~' EBIl 
for some vector bundle 11 then ~ ::::: ~', if k > n. 

PROOF. This proof will use some unproved, but elementary, facts about vector 
bundles. By Theorem 14.2 of Chapter II and the remark below it, there exists 
a vector bundle v such that v EB 1] is trivial. This implies that it suffices to 
prove the theorem in case 1] = E is the trivial line bundle. If ~ EB E ::::: ~' EB E 

then there is a bundle p over B x I which is ~ EB E on one end and ~' EB E on 
the other. Then E provides a section s of p over B x aI. The obstructions to 
extending s to B x I are in Hi+ l(B x (/, aI); 1ri(Sk)) which is 0 for i < k (hence 
for i::;; n) and for i + 1 > n + 1; hence for all i. Therefore s does extend. The 
complement to s is a bundle over B x I whose ends are ~ and ~'. But a 
bundle over B x I is isomorphic to a product with I of a bundle over Band 
so ~ ::::: ~' as claimed. 0 

14.10. Corollary. If M" is a smooth closed stably parallelizable submanifold of 
R" +k and k > n, then the normal bundle is trivial. 

PROOF. The Whitney sum rEB v is the restriction of the tangent bundle of 
R" +k and so is trivial. But rEB Ek is also trivial for k > n by the definition of 
"stably paraUelizable" and by Theorem 14.9. It follows from Theorem 14.9 
that v::::: Ek. 0 



Appendices 

Dare to be naive. 

BUCKMINSTER FULLER 

A. The Additivity Axiom 

In the proof of the uniqueness of homology theories for CW-complexes we 
needed, in the case of infinite-dimensional complexes, a result that asserted 
that the map l~j H p(K(j)) ~ H p(K) is an isomorphism; see Section 10 of 
Chapter IV. This will be established here. (Note that this is trivial for singular 
theory and the whole point is in proving it from only the axioms.) It is a 
consequence of the Additivity Axiom, due to Milnor. Also used is the 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence, which can be proved from the axioms according 
to Problem 4 of Section 18 of Chapter IV. We also need Corollary 11.14 of 
Chapter VII. 

First, for a CW -complex K, consider the product complexes K(n) X [n, n + 1], 
o:s; n, and their union T, called a "telescope," see Figure A-I. We can describe 
a point of T by (x, t) where x E K(n) if n :s; t < n + 1. There is the map 8: T ~ K 
taking (x, t) to x. We claim that this is a homotopy equivalence. Choose a 
base point xoEK(O). For any o:s; to < 00 we will identify n*(T, {xo, to}) with 
n*(T,{xo,O}) via the path {xo} x [0, to]. This being said, we can disregard 
base points. 

For any cellular map f: sn ~ K we know that its image is in K(n) and thus 
g(x) = (f(x), n)EK(n) x {n} c T is defined. Clearly [f] = 8# [g], so that 8# is 
onto. Any cellular map g: sn ~ T has image in 

K(O) X [0,1] U K(1) x [1,2] U .. · U K(n) X en, n + 1] U K(n+ 1) X [n + 1,00) 

and thus is homotopic, along {xo} x [0,00), to a map into K(n+1) X {n + I}. 
If 80 g is homotopically trivial in K then it is so in K(n + 1) (by a cellular 
homotopy). But that homotopy can be pulled back to K(n+1) X {n + I}, 
showing that g is homotopically trivial in K(n + 1) X {n + I} c T. These two 
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facts imply that ()#: 7r:n(T} --+ 7r:n(K} is an isomorphism for all n. By 
Corollary 11.14 of Chapter VII, (): T --+ K is a homotopy equivalence. 

Also note that () restricts to 

(}n: Tn = K(O) X [0, IJ u···uK(n-l) X [n - l,nJ uK(n) X {n} --+K(n) 

and this restriction is clearly a homotopy equivalence because of the tele
scoping of Tn onto K(n) X {n}. We have the commutative diagram 

Hp(Tn} ~ Hp(K(n)} 
::::: 

1 
~ 

1 
HiT} Hp(K} 

::::: 

where the verticals are induced by inclusion. This induces 

Our desired result is that the vertical map on the right is an isomorphism. 
Thus it suffices to prove that the vertical map on the left is an isomorphism. 
We will prove a slightly more general result. 

Consider a sequence of spaces XO,X 1 , ••• and mapsfn:Xn--+Xn+l for all 
n ~ O. Let Yn be the mapping cylinder of fn but with parameter values in 
[n,n+ IJ. That is, Yn is the quotient space of Xn X [n,n+ IJuXn + 1 by the 
relation (x, n + I) '" fix}. We will consider Xn as embedded as the "top" of 
Yn and X n + 1 as the "bottom." Then we can form the telescopic union 
T = You Y1 u···; see Figure A-I. Again, we can describe points in T by pairs 

'I 'I I I \ I 

~~~:y,: ') !Y,: Q~ __ 
I ~ I \1 I.-/. 4 

Xo1 1 X"" ~;\ 
1 1 I, 1 X" I 1 
1 1 1 1 2 1 1 X3 1 1 _ --
I I I I I I \ I 

I r I I I: ': X 4 
I I I I I I \ I 

I I t I I I 
II ! .. , III I I" 1, ...... 1--+1--

VII' I V2 I I 1 V3 
I VI I 1 I V2 1 

I.. ., 1 ~ ·1 
1 1 

Figure A-I. A telescope. 
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(y, t) where YEX n when n:s:; t < n + 1. Put 

Un = {(y, t)E T12(n - 1) - ~ < t < 2(n - 1) + ~}, 
Vn = {(y, t)ET12n - ~t < t < 2n -t}, 
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for n z 1. Then the Un are disjoint open sets in T homotopy equivalent to 
X 2(n -0· The Vn are disjoint open sets in T homotopy equivalent to X 2n - 1· 

Let U = U Un and V = U Vn. Then Un V is the disjoint union 
U 1 n VI + VI n U 2 + U 2 n Vz + ... which is homotopically equivalent to the 
disjoint union X 0+ XI + .... By the Additivity Axiom, H p(U n V) can be 
described as 

Similarly, 

Hp(U) = {(ao, 0, az, 0, .. . )laZiEH p(X zJ, aZi = ° for large i}, 
H p(V) = (CO, a1 ,0, a3,·· .)1 aZi + 1 EH p(X Zi+ 1), aZi + 1 = ° for large i}. 

Also, it is clear that the homomorphism H p(U n V) -> H p(U) takes 

(ao, a1,·· .)~(ao, 0, az + fl*(a 1 ), 0, a4 + f3*(a 3), 0, ... ) 

and H p(U n V) -> H p(V) takes 

(ao, a1 ,·· .)~(O, a1 + fo*(ao), 0, a3 + fz*(a z), 0, ... ). 

Taking the direct sum of the first of these maps with the negative of the 
second gives the map 

described by 

¢(ao, a1 ,···) = (ao, - a1 - fo*(a o), az + fl*(a 1 ), - a3 - f2*(a Z )'·· .). 

Put ¢(ao,a1 , •.. )=(bo,b1 , ..• ). If the bi are all ° then so are the ai as is seen 
by an induction. Thus ¢ is a monomorphism. The map ¢ is one of the maps 
in the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for (U, V). (See Problem 4 of Section 18 of 
Chapter IV.) It follows that H*(T) = H*(Uu V) is the cokernel of ¢. 

The image of ¢ is generated by the 

¢(O, 0, ... , ai' 0, ... ) = (0, ... , ± ai' =+= fi.(a;), 0, ... ). 

These are exactly the relations defining the direct limit of the factors H p(X n). 
Consequently, we have proved that the maps Hp(Xn)->Hp(T) induce an 
isomorphism limnH p(Xn):::::: H p(T), which is our desired result. 

-> 
The same proof works for pairs of CW-complexes, but the result for such 

pairs also follows immediately from the 5-lemma. 
For more on this topic see Milnor [2]. 
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B. Background in Set Theory 

Intuitively, a "set" is a collection of objects called "members" of the set. In 
mathematics the notion of a "set" is taken as undefined, as is the relation of 
membership, and axioms are put down for these to follow. We will not do 
so in this "naive" treatment. Of course, it is well known that an undisciplined 
approach easily leads to logical difficulties such as the "set of all sets that 
do not contain themselves." These problems are handled in set theory by 
careful treatment of the axioms. But that is not the purpose of this appendix. 
We merely intend to set down terminology and notation that the reader 
must already have a feeling for, or he would not be studying this book. We 
will briefly discuss some "obvious" concepts and results, and will then prove 
some things that are not so obvious. 

The terms "collection" or "family" are synonyms of "set," although the 
term "family" is usually used only for somewhat complicated sets such as a 
family of subsets of a set or a family of functions. The term "class" is often 
used as a synonym for "set," but in axiomatic set theory, it is used for a 
more encompassing concept: a "set" is a class that is a member of another 
class. A "proper class" is a class that is not a "set." The phrase "the class of 
all sets that do not contain themselves" is meaningful, but "the class of all 
classes that do not contain themselves" is not. We will not worry about such 
things, but we will avoid the use of the term "class" when we mean a "set." 
(An exception to this is the use of "class" in the phrase "equivalence class" 
which is traditional.) 

We shall use the logical symbols 3 to mean "there exists", 31 to mean 
"there exists a unique," 'rI to mean "for all," 3 to mean "such that," => to mean 
"implies," ¢: to mean "is implied by," and ~ to mean "if and only if." 

If an object x is a member of a set S then we write XES. If not then we 
write x¢S. If P(x) is a statement about objects x which can be true or false 
for a given object x, then {xIP(x)} stands for the set of all objects for which 
P(x) is true, provided this does in fact define a set. If S is a set then {xESI P(x)} 
is the same as {XIXES and P(x)}. 

If Sand T are sets then we say S is contained in T, or S is a "subset" of 
T if XES => X E T. This is denoted by SeT or T::J S. The statement S c S is 
true for all sets S. If SeT is false then we write S ¢ T. 

The "empty set" 0 is the unique set with no objects, i.e., xE0 is false for 
all objects x. The statement 0 c S is true for all sets S. 

The "union" of two sets S and Tis Su T = {XIXES or xET}. The "or" here 
is always inclusive, i.e., in the previous sentence it means XES or XET or 
both XES and XET. The "intersection" of two sets S and Tis Sn T= {XIXES 
and xET}. The "difference" of two sets is S- T= {sESls¢T}. 

If A is a collection of sets then U {SISEA} = {xI3SEA 3 XES} and 
n {SISEA} = {XI'rISEA,XES}. If {S"IOt:EA} is an "indexed" family of sets, we 
also use the notation US" = {xI3Ot:EA 3 XES,,} and nS" = {XI'rIOt:EA,XES,,}. 

Unions, intersections and differences follow these laws: 
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SuT= TuS, 

Ru(SuT)=(RuS)uT, 

R u(S n T) = (R u S)n(R u T), 

RunSa= n(RuSa), 
(X - S)u(X - T) = X -(Sn T), 

U(X -Sa)= X - nSa, 

(USa)n(U TfJ) = U(Sa n TfJ ), 

Sn T= TnS, 

Rn(Sn T) = (RnS)n T, 

Rn(Su T) = (RnS)u(Rn T), 

Rn USa = U(RnSa), 
(X - S)n(X - T) = X - (Su T), 

n(X - Sa) = X - USa' 
(nSa)u(n TfJ) = n(Sa u TfJ)' 
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The "cartesian product," or simply the "product" of two sets Sand T is 
the set of ordered pairs S x T= {<S,t)ISES,tET}. We sometimes use (s,t) 
instead of < s, t) to denote an ordered pair. 

A "relation" R between two sets Sand T is a set of ordered pairs ReS x T. 
We usually write s R t to mean <s, t )ER. For example, E is a relation between 
a set of objects and a collection of sets. Another example is the relation x ::::; y 
between the set R of real numbers and itself. 

The "domain" of a relation ReS x T is {t 13sE S 3 S R t} and the "range" 
of R is {sI3tET03sRt}. 

A "function" f from the set X to the set Y is a relation feY x X with 
domain X such that (XEX,YEY,y'EY,yfx and y'fx):;.y = y'. One writes 
y=f(x) to mean yfx. We also use f:X --+ Y, and variants of this to mean 
that f is a function from X to Y. The notation Xf---*y is also used for y = f(x). 

A function f: X --+ Y is said to be "injective" or "one-one into" if f(a) = 
f(b):;.a = b. It is said to be "surjective" or "onto" if yE Y :;.3XEX03Y = f(x). 
It is said to be "bijective" or a "one-one correspondence" if it is both injective 
and surjective. 

The identity function on X taking every member of X to itself is denoted 
by lx, or simply by 1 when that is not ambiguous. 

If Rand S are relations (in particular, if they are functions) then we define 
the "composition" of Rand S to be 

R 0 S = { < a, c) 13b 3 aRb and b S c}, 

and the "inverse" of R to be 

R- 1 = {<a,b)lbRa}. 

It is easy to see that (R 0 S) - 1 = S - loR - 1. It is also elementary that go f is 
a function when f and g are both functions. 

If R c Y x X is a relation and A c X then we put R(A) = rYE YI3aEA03Y R a}. 
Note that, for a function f: X --+ Y,f(A) c Y is defined for A c X and f -l(B) c 

X is defined for BeY. 
If f: X --+ Yand A c X then let flA = f n(Y x A), the "restriction" of f to 

A. 

B.l. Definition. A relation ReX x X is an equivalence relation on X if: 

(1) (reflexive) x R x for all XEX, 
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(2) (symmetric) 
(3) (transitive) 

xRy => yRx, 
xRy and yRz => xRz. 

B.2. Definition. If R is an equivalence relation on X then we put 

[x] = {YEXlxRy}. 

This is called the equivalence class of x. 

B.3. Proposition. If R is an equivalence relation, then [x] = [y] -= x R y. Also 
WnW#0-=W=W· D 

In other words the equivalence classes [x] partition X into disjoint subsets 
whose union is X. 

B.4. Definition. If R is an equivalence relation on X then the set of equivalence 
classes {[x] IXEX} is denoted by XjR. There is the canonical surjection 
cfJ: X ~ XjR given by cfJ(x) = [x]. 

B.S. Definition. If X is a set then its power set is .?JI(X) = {AlA c X}. Also 
let .?JIo(X) = .?JI(X) - {0}. 

B.6. Definition. If X and Yare sets, put yX = {Ilf: X ~ Y}. 

B.7. Proposition. If 2 denotes the set {a, I} of two elements then the corre
spondence A+-+XA between .?JI(X) and 2x given by 

is a bijection. 

{o if xrtA, 
XA(X) = 1 if xEA, 

B.S. Definition. A partial ordering on a set X is a relation $; on X such that: 

(1) (reflexive) 
(2) (antisymmetric) 
(3) (transitive) 

a $; a for all aEX, 
a $; band b $; a => a = b, 
a $; band b $; c => a $; c. 

D 

A set together with a partial ordering is called a partially ordered set or a poset. 

B.9. Definition. A po set X is said to be totally ordered (or simply ordered or 
linearly ordered or a chain) if a, bEX =>either a$; b or b $; a. 

B.IO. Definition. A function f: X ~ X on a poset is called isotone if x $; y => 
f(x) $; f(y)· 

B.ll. Definition. If(X, $;) is a poset and A c X then XEX is an upper bound 
for A if aEA =>a $; x. The element x is a least upper bound or lub for A if it 
is an upper bound and x' an upper bound for A=>x $; x'. Similarly for lower 
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bound and greatest lower bound or glb. Also, supremum = least upper bound 
and infimum = greatest lower bound, and sup and irifare abbreviations of these. 

B.12. Definition. A lattice is a poset such that every two element subset has 
an lub and a glb. It is a complete lattice if every subset has an lub and a glb. 

B.13. Proposition. If S is a set then &(S) is partially ordered by inclusion (i.e., 
by c) and is a complete lattice. D 

B.14. Proposition. If X is a complete lattice and f: X --+ X is isotone, then f 
has afixed point, i.e., 3XEX3f(x) = x. 

PROOF. Let Y = {xEXlf(x) ~ x} and put Yo = sup(Y). Note that yE Y = f(y) ~ 
y= f(f(y)) ~ f(y) = f(Y)E Y. Also yE Y = y:s; Yo = y:s; f(y):s; f(yo) = f(yo) is 
an upper bound for Y = f(yo) ~ Yo = YoE Y = f(Yo)E Y = f(yo):S; Yo. Since we 
had the opposite inequality, we conclude that f(yo) = Yo· D 

B.15. Proposition. Let f: X --+ Y and g: Y --+ X be functions. Then there are sets 
A c X and BeY such that f(A) = Band g(Y - B) = X-A. 

PROOF. Consider the power set .9'(X) ordered by inclusion. It is a com
plete lattice by Proposition B.13. If SeX then let h(S)E.9'(X) be h(S) = 
X - g(Y - f(S)). 

If SeT then it is easy to see that h(S) c h(T), so that h is isotone. By 
Proposition B.14 there is a subset A c X such that h(A) = A. Let B = f(A). 
Then g(Y - B) = g(Y - f(A)) = X - h(A) = X-A. D 

B.16. Definition. A totally ordered set X is said to be well ordered if every non
empty subset has a least element. That is, 0 #- A eX =3aEA3(bEA =a:S; b). 
(Of course, the least element of A is glb(A).) IfxEX then its initial segment is 

IS(x) = {YEXly < x}, 

and its weak initial segment is 

WIS(x) = {YEXly:S; x}. 

Also, if XEX and is not the least upper bound of X (which may not exist) 
then we put 

succ(x) = glb{YEXly > x}, 

the successor of x. 

Note that every subset of a well ordered set is well ordered. 

B.17. Lemma. Let X be a poset such that every well ordered subset has an 
lub in X. If f:X --+X is such thatf(x) ~ xfor all XEX, thenfhas afixed point. 
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PROOF. Pick an element Xo EX. Let S be the collection of subsets Y c X such 
that: 

(I) Yis well ordered with least element Xo and successor functionfl y- {lubY}' 

(2) Xo i= yE Y => lubx(lSy(Y}}E Y. 

For example, {Xo}ES,{Xo,f(Xo}}ES, etc. We need the following sublemmas 
(A) and (B): 

(A) If YES and Y' ES, then Y is an initial segment of Y' or vice versa. 

To prove (A) let V = {XE Y n Y'lWISy(x} = WISy'(x)}. Suppose first that 
V has a last element v. If v is not the last element of Y then succy(v} = f(v}. 
If v is not the last element of Y' then succy,(v} = f(v}. Hence if neither of Y, Y' 
is an initial segment of the other then f(V}E V, whence f(v} = v and we are done. 

If, on the contrary, V has no last element, let Z = lubx(V}. If Y i= V i= Y' 
then it follows from (2) that ZE Y nY' (because if Y = inf(Y - V) then V = ISy(y} 
and therefore Z = lubx(ISy(Y}}E Y by (2)). Therefore, ZE V, a contradiction, 
proving (A). 

(B) The set Yo = U {YI YES} is in S. 

To prove (B) note that if YoE YES then it follows from (A) that 
{YE Yo I Y < Yo} = ISy(Yo} and so this subset is well ordered with successor 
function f. This implies immediately that Yo is well ordered and satisfies (1). 
Also lubx(IS(Yo}}E Y c Yo which gives condition (2) for Yo. Thus (B) is 
proved. 

Now we complete the proof of Lemma B.17. Let Yo = lubx(Yo}. If Yo¢ Yo 
then YoU{Yo}ES and so YoEYo after all. If f(yo} > Yo then YoU{j(Yo)}ES 
contrary to the definition of Yo. Thus f(yo} = Yo as desired. 0 

B.IS. Theorem. The following statements are equivalent: 

(A) For each set X, there is a function f: [J}Jo(X}-+X such that f(S}ES for all 
0i=ScX. 

(B) If X is a poset such that every well ordered subset has an lub in X then 
X contains a maximal element, i.e., an element aEX:3 a' ~ a=>a' = a. 

(C) (Maximal Chain Theorem.) If X is a poset then X contains a maximal 
chain, i.e., a chain not properly contained in any other chain in X. 

(D) (Maximality Principle.) If X is a poset such that every chain in X has an 
upper bound, then X has a maximal element. 

(E) (Zermelo, Well-Ordering Theorem.) Every set can be well ordered. 
(F) If f: X -+ Y is surjective then there is a section g: Y -+ X of f, i.e., an 

injection g: Y -+ X such that fog = 1 y. 
(G) (Axiom of Choice.) If {SalaEA} is an indexed family of non empty sets Sa 

then there exists afunctionf:A-+USa such thatf(a}ESafor all aEA. 

PROOF. (A}=>(B): Assume (B) is false. Then let Xa = {xEXlx > a}. By assump
tion Xa i= 0 for all aEX. Let g:[J}Jo(X}-+X be a choice function. Define 
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f:X --+X by f(a) = g(Xa) > a. Then f(x) > x for all XEX contrary to Lemma 
B.17. 

(B)=(C): Let S be the collection of all chains in X ordered by inclusion. 
If C c S is a chain of chains (i.e., Y1 , Yz EC = Y1 C Yz or Yz c Y1 ) then 
U {YI Y EC} is a chain. Therefore every chain in S has a lub. By (B) there is a 
maximal element of S, i.e., a maximal chain. 

(C)=(D): Pick a maximal chain C and note that if x is an upper bound 
of C, then x is maximal. 

(D) = (E): Consider the collection W of elements of the form (U, «) where 
U c X and « is a well ordering on U. Order these by (U, «):::;; (V, «')¢>they 
are equal or (U, «) is an initial segment of (V, «') and « is the restriction 
of «' to U x U. 

As in the proof of Lemma B.17 we see that every chain in W has a (least) 
upper bound, namely, the union of its elements. Thus (D) implies that there 
exists a maximal (with respect to :::;;) well ordering, say (U, «). 

We claim that U = X. If not, let XEX - U and define (Uu {x}, «') where 
«' = «u(U x {x}), i.e., make x larger than anything in U. This contradicts 
maximality of (U, «). 

(E)=(F): Well order X and let g(y) be the first element of f-l(y). Then 
fog(y)=y. 

(F)=(G): Let S = U Sa and X = {<s, rx)ES x AlxESa}' Let Ps: X --+S and 
P A: X --+ A be the projections Ps < s, rx) = sand P A < s, rx) = rx. Then PAis onto 
since each Sa #- 0. Thus there is a section g: A --+ X for PA; i.e., g(rx) = <s, rx) 
for some SESa . Let f = Psog: A --+ S. Then f is a choice function since f(rx) = 
Psg(rx) = Ps < s, rx) = s for some SESa , all rxE A. 

(G)=(A): For TE.'?I'o(X) define ST = T. Then .'?I'o(X) = {STI TE.'?I'o(X)}} is 
an indexed collection of nonempty sets. Note that UST = X since, for any 
XEX,XE{X} = Six)' By (G) there is a function f:.'?I'o(X)--+ UST = X such that 
f(T)ES T = Tfor any 0#-TcX. D 

The Maximality Principle (D) is often inappropriately referred to as "Zorn's 
Lemma." It is actually due, independently, to R.L. Moore and Kuratowski, 
a dozen years before Zorn. 

The only numbered results in this appendix that depend on the Axiom of 
Choice are Theorems B.28 and B.26(d). (The latter requires only a countable 
number of arbitrary choices, and so is relatively innocuous.) 

B.19. Definition. Two sets X and Yare said to have the same cardinal number 
if there exists a one-one correspondence between them. 

Given a set S of sets, this relation is an equivalence relation on S. If XES 
we denote the equivalence class of X by card (X). We also write card(X):::;; 
card(Y) if there exists an injection f: X --+ Y 

B.20. Theorem (Schroeder-Bernstein). If card(X):::;; card(Y) and card(Y):::;; 
card(X) then card(X) = card(Y). 
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PROOF. (Note that this proof does not use the Axiom of Choice.) By hypothesis 
there exist injections f:X --+ Yand g: Y --+X. By Proposition B.IS there exist 
subsets A c X and BeY such that f(A) = Band g(Y - B) = X-A. Therefore 
fIA:A~BandgIY-B: Y - B~X - A are one-one correspondences. Put them 
together. 0 

B.21. Corollary. The ordering ::;; on the cardinals is a partial ordering. 0 

It is not hard to see that, assuming the Axiom of Choice in the guise of 
the Well-Ordering Theorem, the cardinals are well ordered by ::;;. This is, 
in fact, equivalent to the Axiom of Choice. 

B.22. Theorem. For any X, card(X) < card(g1)(X)). 

PROOF. The relation card(X)::;; card(g1)(X)) holds because of the injection 
xf-+{x}. Let f:X --+g>(X) be any function. Put A = {xEXlx¢f(x)}. We claim 
that there can be no YEX with A = f(y). If there is such a y then 

YEA => y¢f(y) = A 

and 

y¢A => YEf(y) = A, 

so neither possibility is tenable. Thus there never exists a surjection 
f: X --+ g1)(X). 0 

The symbol w is used to denote the set of nonnegative integers with the 
usual ordering. Let w' = w u {w}, tacking on a last element. Note that card(w) 
is the least infinite cardinal. 

B.23. Definition. A set X is said to be countable if there exists an injection 
f:X --+w. 

B.24. Lemma. The product w x w is countable. 

PROOF. The function f:wxw--+w given by f(n,k)=(2n+I)2k-1 is a 
bijection. o 

B.2S. Lemma. Iff: X --+ Y is an injection with X=!0 then there exists a 
surjection g: Y --+ X such that go f = Ix. 

PROOF. For some XoEX let g(y) be Xo for y¢f(X) and g(y) = f -l(y) for 
yEf(X). 0 

B.26. Theorem. 

(a) If X is countable and f: X --+ Y is onto then Y is countable. 
(b) A subset of a countable set is countable. 
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(c) X, Y countable = X x Y countable. 
(d) A countable union of countable sets is countable. 

PROOF. For (a) let g: X ---+ w be injective and define h(y) = inf g(f -l(y)). Then 
h: Y ---+ w is an injection. 

Part (b) is trivial. 
For (c), if f: X ---+ wand g: Y ---+ ware injections then the composition of 

f x g: X x Y ---+ w x w with the injection w x w ---+ w, given by Lemma B.24, 
gives an injection X x Y ---+ w. 

For (d), suppose that Xa is a countable set defined for IXEA i= 0 which 
is countable. Then let fa: W ---+ X a be a surjection and g: w ---+ A a surjection. 
Let h:w x w---+U{XaIIXEA} be given by h(n,k) = fg(n) (k). Then h is surjective 
and so UXa is countable by (a). D 

In general, it can be shown that if X, Yare nonempty, and not both finite, 
then card(Xu Y) = max(card(X),card(Y)) = card(X x Y). The consequence 
that card(X x X) = card(X), whenever X is infinite, is equivalent to the Axiom 
of Choice. 

B.27. Theorem. If R is the set of rea Is then card(R - {O}) = card(f?1>(w)) > 
card(w). 

PROOF. Let R+ denote the nonnegative reals. The injection R+ ~R and 
the injection R ---+ R+ given by XHeX show that card(R) = card(R+). Similarly, 
card(R) = card(R - {O}). We shall exhibit a bijection R+ ---.f?1>(w). 

First write each positive real number r in its continued fraction expansion 

1 
r = ao + -----------

a 1 + ---------
1 

a2+------
a3 + .,. 

where the ai are integers with ao :2: 0 and ai > 0 for i > O. We shall denote 
this expansion by r = [ao, aI' a2 , ••• ]. A terminating (rational) continued 
fraction will be written in the form 

r = ao + ______ -"'1 _______ _ 
1 a1 + --------=-------

1 
as - 1 +----

as + 1 

and condensed to [ao, a1 , .•• , as]. In particular, an integer n > 0 is written as 
n = (n - 1) + 1 = [n - 1]. With this understanding, a continued fraction re
presenting r is uniquely determined by r. Thus this determines a one-one 
correspondence of the positive reals r with the sequences, infinite or finite, 
[ao, aI' ... ]. Also let the real 0 correspond to the empty sequence. Finally, let 
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a sequence [aO,a1 , ••• ] correspond to the subset {ao,ao + a1 ,aO + a1 + a2""} 
of w. This is easily seen to be a one-one correspondence between the non
negative reals and subsets of w, as claimed. The real number 0 corresponds 
to the empty subset of w. 0 

It should be noted that, in the above correspondence, the rationals corre
spond to the finite subsets of w. Thus the set of all finite subsets of w is 
countable. (I believe the foregoing proof is due to A. Gleason.) 

B.2S. Theorem. There exists an uncountable well-ordered set Q' with last 
element Q such that x < Q=IS(x) is countable. 

PROOF. Well order the reals and put on an extra element xo at the end. Then 
let Q be the least element in the ordering such that IS(Q) is uncountable. 
This exists since IS(xo) has cardinality that of R which is greater than that 
of w. Then Q' = WIS(Q) is the desired set. Note that by an equivalence, one 
can regard Q' as Qu{Q}. 0 

We shall refer to Q, as in Theorem B.28, as "the least uncountable ordinal" 
and to other elements of Q' as "countable ordinal numbers." 

B.29. Theorem. If card (X) = card(X x Y) then card(g1!o(X)) = card(g1!o(X) x 
g1! o(Y)). 

PROOF. By assumption there is a one-one correspondence f: X x Y --+ X. 
This induces a one-one correspondence F: .?Jl(X x Y) --+ .?Jl(X) by F(S) = 
{J(x, y)1 <x, y )ES}; i.e., F(S) = f(S). But g: g1! o (X) x .?Jl o(Y) --+ g1! o(X x Y) given 
by g( <S, T») = S x T is an injection, and so Fog: .?Jlo(X) x g1!o(Y)--+.?Jlo(X) is 
also an injection. There is also an injection .?Jlo(X)--+g1!o(X) x .?Jlo(Y) (unless 
Y = 0, in which case the result is trivial) and so the contention follows from 
the Schroeder-Bernstein Theorem (Theorem B.20). D 

B.30. Corollary. For any positive integer n we have card(Rn) = card(R). 

PROOF. By Lemma B.24, card(w x w) = card(w). By Theorem B.27, card(R) = 
card(R - {O}) = card(.?Jlo(w)), so Theorem B.29 implies that card(R2) = 
card(R x R) = card(R). If we know that card(Rn) = card(R) then 
card(Rn+ 1) = card(R x Rn) = card(R x R) = card(R) and so an induction 
finishes the proof. D 

As mentioned before, the Axiom of Choice implies similar facts for arbitrary 
infinite cardinals, but Theorem B.29 and Corollary B.30 do not depend on 
the Axiom of Choice. 

In this book, we shall often make use of the Axiom of Choice without 
explicit mention. In cases where use of the axiom is known to be crucial, we 
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do mention that. There are probably many other places where the axiom is 
crucial but where that fact is not definitely known to the author. 

C. Critical Values 

The purpose of this appendix is to give a proof of Sard's Theorem: 

C.l. Theorem. If M n is a smooth manifold and f: M n --* Rk is smooth and if 
C = crit(f) c M n is the critical set off then the set f( C) of critical values has 
measure zero in Rk. 

The proof does not require knowledge of measure theory. (The definition 
of "measure zero" does not presume a definition of "measure," and it is 
an invariant of smooth manifolds, and so is not really a measure-theoretic 
concept.) Our proof of Theorem C.l is partly based on that of Holm [I]. 

C.2. Definition. A set KeRn is said to have measure zero if, for any E > 0, 
there exists a sequence of open cubes Qi with K c U Qi and Li vol(Q;) < E. 

This is equivalent to saying that K can be covered by countably many 
balls of arbitrarily small total volume, since the ratio of the volumes of a 
cube and the circumscribed ball depends only on n, and vice versa. Similarly, 
one could use rectangles, etc. 

For an open set VeRn let vol(V) = inf{Li vol(QJ} where {Q;} is a sequence 
of cubes covering V. This may be infinite. The definition of "measure zero" 
can then be rephrased as the existence of open sets of arbitrarily small volume 
and containing the given set. 

C.3. Proposition. 

(a) A countable union of sets of measure zero has measure zero. 
(b) If every point xEK eRn has a neighborhood N with K n N of measure 

zero then K has measure zero. 

PROOF. If K = Kl uKz U ... , and if Ki c Vi' an open set of volume < E/2i 
then V = U Vi ::l K and vol V ::; Li vol Vi < LiE/2i = E, proving (a). For (b), 
let {W;} be a countable basis for the topology of Rn. If xEK, let N x be a 
neighborhood of x with K n N x of measure zero. Let Wi(x) c N x with XE Wi(X)' 
Then K n Wi(x) has measure zero and K = UK n Wi(x) is (really) a countable 
union of sets of measure zero. D 

The following lemma shows that "measure zero" is a "smooth invariant": 

C.4. Lemma. If K has measure zero, where K c V and VeRn is open, and 
if g: V --* Rn is differentiable, then g(K) has measure zero. 
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PROOF. Let Q cUbe a cubical neighborhood of XEK. Let B be a bound 
for alII 8gJ8x j l on Q. If N is an open ball ofradius r about a point of K n Q 
then the Mean Value Theorem (Theorem 1.1 of Chapter II) implies that 
g(Q n N) is contained in a ball of radius Br. Thus, if Q n K is covered by 
balls of total volume < E, then g( Q n K) is covered by balls of total volume 
<~ D 

Now we proceed with the proof of Sard's Theorem. Let f: M n ~ Rk be 
smooth and put f = (f1, ... ,Jk). The proof will be by induction on n, and 
the case n = 0 is true. Let C be the critical set of f, which is closed in Mn. 
Let DeC be the set of points where the differential of f vanishes. We shall 
divide the proof into the cases of showing that f(D) has measure zero, and 
f(C - D) has measure zero. Note that D is closed in C and hence in M. 

c.s. Lemma. The set f(D) has measure zero in Rk. 

PROOF. If the differential f* of f is zero at x then so is the differential of fl. 
Thus, if E is the critical set of f1 (which equals the set where the differential 
of f1 vanishes) then f(D)cf1(E) x R k - 1. Since Rk - 1 can be covered by a 
countable set of cubes, each of volume < 1,11 (E) X Rk -1 has measure zero 
in Rk if f1 (E) has measure zero in R. Hence, it suffices to prove Lemma C.s 
for k = 1, i.e., when f: U ~ R is a real valued function, U open in Rn. 

Let D; = {xEUlall partial derivatives of f of order:::;; i vanish}. Then we 
have that D = D1 :::J D2 :::J ••• :::J Dn , and all are closed. 

Case n. Proof that f(Dn) has measure zero: 

It suffices to show that f(Dn n Q) has measure zero for any closed cube Q c U. 
Let s be the length of the sides of Q. Let m be an integer and partition Q 

into mn cubes of side slm, hence of diameter sJnlm. Let XEQ n Dn and let Q' 
be one of the small cubes containing the point X. Since the partial derivatives 
of f through order n + 1 are bounded on Q there is a constant B, independent 
of m, such that 

XEQ' = If(x)-f(x)I:::;;Bllx-xlln+1:::;;B·(sJnlm)"+1 

by Taylor's Theorem. Thus f(Q') is contained in an interval oflength Almn + \ 

where A is a constant independent of m. Hence f(Q n Dn) is contained in a 
union of intervals of total length :::;; Amn Imn + 1 = Aim. Since Aim ~ 0 as m ~ 00, 

f(Q n Dn) has measure zero, finishing Case n. 

Case i < n. Proof that f(D; - D;+ d has measure zero: 

Since D;+ 1 is closed in U, we may as well throw it out of U and so assume 
that D;+ 1 = 0. At a point xED;, then, all partial derivatives of order :::;; i 
vanish and there is a partial derivative of order i + 1 which does not vanish. 
Let 9 be such an ith order derivative of f, whose differential is nonzero at 
X. We may pass to a smaller open neighborhood of x on which the differential 
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of g is nonzero. Then g = 0 on Di and 0 is a regular value for g. Let VH -1 = 
g-l(O). Then Diccrit(flv) since the differential of flv vanishes on Di. By 
the inductive assumption, f(DJ = flv(Di) has measure zero, as claimed. 

Putting Case n together with Cases 1 :::;; i < n proves the lemma. D 

C.6. Lemma. The setf(C-D) has measure zero. 

PROOF. Since D is closed we can remove it from MH as far as the proof goes, 
and so we can assume that D = 0. Since the differential of f does not vanish 
at x, there is a coordinate projection, say the last coordinate, g: Rk --+ R such 
that the differential of go f does not vanish at X. We can restrict attention 
to a neighborhood V of x where go f has nonzero differential; i.e., where all 
values are regular for go f: V --+ R. For tER, V~-l = (go f)-l(t) is then a smooth 
(n -I)-manifold. Putft = flv: V~-l--+g-l(t) = Rk - 1 x {t}. Since the differen
tial of f at any XEYr maps some vector to a vector not in Rk - 1 x {t} (i.e., 
going non trivially to R under g), it follows that x is critical for f if and only 
if it is critical for ft. By the inductive hypothesis, the set of critical values of 
ft is of measure zero in Rk - 1 X {t} for each t. Since it suffices to show that 
the image of C n Q has measure zero for each cube Q c V, it suffices to show 
that a compact set in Rk has measure zero if its intersection with each hyper
plane Rk -1 x {t} has measure zero. This follows from the Fubini Theorem 
in measure theory. An elementary proof of it is given in the next lemma. D 

This completes the proof of Sard's Theorem (Theorem C.I). D 

As promised, we now give an elementary proof of the consequence of 
Fubini's Theorem used in the proof of Lemma C.6. Although Fubini's Theorem 
is part of every mathematician's education, a large number of students will 
not have seen it prior to the time of studying this book. In any case, the 
proof of the following lemma is very easy. 

C.7. Lemma. If K c RH is a compact set whose intersection with each hyper
plane RH -1 x {t} has measure zero in the hyperplane, then K has measure zero 
in RH. 

PROOF. We may as well assume that K c JH. For any closed set S c JH let 

I-I(S) = inf{vol VI V::::l S open}. 

This clearly has the properties 

I-I(S):::;; 1, 

S c T => I-I(S) :::;; I-I(T), 

I-I(Su T):::;; I-I(S) + I-I(T). 

Define a function f: I --+ R by 

f(x) = I-I(KnJH- 1 x [0, x]). 
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I x 

Figure C-l. Piccolo Fubini. 

For any xEI, and given any E > 0, there is an open set V in 1"-1 such that 
V x {x} :::J K n W - 1 X {x}) and with vol V < E. By compactness of K, there is a 
number ho > 0 such that V x [x - ho, x + ho] :::J K nW- 1 x [x - ho, x + ho]). 
(See Figure C-l.) Then, for any number h with 0 < h < ho, (K nln-1 x 
[0, x + h]) c (K nl"-l x [O,x])u(V x [x, x + h]) can be covered by an open 
set of volume less than f(x) + Eh. That is, 

f(x + h) ~ f(x) + Eh for 0 ~ h < ho. 

Similarly (Knl"-l x [O,x])c(Knl"-l x [O,x-h])u(Vx [x-h,x]), so 
that 

f(x) ~ f(x - h) + Eh for 0 ~ h < ho. 

Therefore 

O f(x + h) - f(x) 
< <E - h -

for all I h I < ho. It follows that f is differentiable at x with derivative zero. 
Also f(O) = O. Hence f == 0 by elementary calculus. Consequently, 0 = f(l) = 
inf{vol UIK c U open}, which is the desired conclusion. 0 

D. Direct Limits 

In this appendix we discuss the algebraic notion of direct limits. This is used 
in the discussion of duality in Chapter VI, and to a lesser nonessential degree 
in some other parts of the book. It is also used in Appendices A and E. 

D.l. Definition. Let D be a directed set and let G~ be an abelian group defined 
for each (XED. Suppose we are given homomorphisms ffJ,~: G~ --+ GfJ for each 
P> (X in D. Assume that for all y > P > (X in D, we have fY,fJ!p,~ = fy,~. (Such a 
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system is called a direct system of abelian groups.) Then G = lim G", is defined 
to be the quotient group of the direct sum G = EBG", modltlo the relations 
fp,,,,(g) ~ g for all gEG", and all /3 > rx.. 

Since any element of the direct sum involves only a finite number of G"" 
it is equivalent to an element in a single G",. Thus the direct sum could be 
replaced by the disjoint union, but the present definition makes the group 
structure transparent. 

The inclusions G", ~ EBG", induce homomorphisms i",: G",--+lim G", and it 
--+ 

is clear that ipofp,,,, = i",. Moreover, for any gEG there is a g",EG"" for 
some rx., such that g = i",(g",). Also, for any index rx.ED, and element 
g",E G"" i",(g",) = 0 ~ 3 /3 ~ rx. 3 fp,,,,(g,,,) = O. In fact, these two properties charac
terize the direct limit: 

D.2. Proposition. Suppose given a direct system {G",,jp,,,,} of abelian groups. 
Let A be an abelian group and h",: G",--+A homomorphisms such that 
/3 > rx. => hpo fp,,,,=h,,,. Then there is a unique homomorphism h: li]1 G",--+A such that 
hoi", = h",for all rx.. Moreover: 

(1) im(h) = {aEAla = h",(g) for some g and rx.} = Uim(h",); and 
(2) ker(h) = {gEI!!p G",13rx. and g",EG", 3g = i",(g",) and h",(g",) = O} = U i",(ker h",). 

PROOF. Define h(g",) = h",(g",). This defines a homomorphism on EBG", and it 
respects the equivalence relation defining the direct limit, so it is well defined. 
Uniqueness is obvious as is property (1). The equivalence class g of g",EG", 
is taken to 0 by h ~ h",(g",) = 0 in A which is just another way of writing 
property (2). D 

D.3. Corollary. In the situation afProposition D.2, h: lim G", --+ A is an isomor-
--+ 

phism if and only if the following two statements hold true: 

(i) 'v'aEA, 3rx.ED and g",EG", 3 h",(g",) = a; and 
(ii) if h",(g",) = 0 then 3/3 > rx. 3 fp,,,,(g,,,) = o. D 

D.4. Theorem. The direct limit is an exact functor. That is, if we have direct 
systems {A~}, {A",}, and {A:} based on the same directed set, and if we have 
an exact sequence A~ --+ A", --+ A: for each rx., where the maps commute with 
those defining the direct systems, then the induced sequence 

lim A' --+ lim A --+ lim A" 
-+a --+12-+a: 

is exact. 

PROOF. This is a very easy diagram chase in the diagram made up of all the 
original exact sequences and the limit sequence, using Corollary 0.3. D 

D.S. Theorem. Suppose given two directed sets D and E. Define an order on 
D x E by (rx., /3) ~ (rx.', /3') ~ rx. ~ rx.' and /3 ~ /3'. Suppose G""p is a direct system 
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based on D x E. Then the maps G a.fJ -+ l~fJ G a.fJ -+ l~a (l~fJ G a.fJ) induce an iso
morphism 

PROOF. This is just a matter of (easy) verification of (i) and (ii) of Corollary 
D.3. For (i), note that any element of the iterated limit comes from an element 
of some limfJ G a.fJ' but that, in turn, comes from some G a.fJ implying it comes 
from thedouble limit. For (ii), if some element of G a•fJ maps to zero in the 
iterated limit then it must already map to zero in some limfJ Ga'.fJ' But, similarly, 
that implies it must already map to zero in some G;fJ" D 

E. Euclidean Neighborhood Retracts 

In this appendix we answer the question of which subsets of euclidean space 
are retracts of some neighborhood there. Such a set is called an ENR 
(euclidean neighborhood retract). We shall see momentarily that the existence 
of such a retraction does not depend on the embedding. Thus this is an 
intrinsic property of the embeddable space and should be describable in 
terms of that space alone. Since a retract X of an open set U c Rn is closed 
in U, it is locally compact. Moreover, since Rn is locally contractible, it is 
easy to see that X is also locally contractible, meaning that any neighborhood 
U of a point XEX contains a smaller neighborhood V of x such that there 
is a homotopy F: V x 1-+ U starting at the inclusion and ending at a constant 
map. These, together with embeddability, are precisely the conditions needed. 

E.1. Lemma. Suppose X c Rn is a retract of an open neighborhood U of X in 
Rn. Let K be a metrizable space and let Y c K be homeomorphic to X. Then Y 
is the retract of some neighborhood Vof Y in K. 

PROOF. Letf:X -+ Ybe a homeomorphism and r: U -+X the given retraction. 
Since Y is locally compact, it is the intersection of an open neighborhood 
W of Y in K with Y, by Proposition 11.7 of Chapter I. Thus Y is closed in 
W. The composition off - 1 with any coordinate projection X c Rn -+ R can be 
extended to W by Tietze's Theorem (Theorem lOA of Chapter I). These 
combine to give a map h: W -+ Rn extending f-1. Let V = h-1(U). Then 
foroh: V -+ Yis the required retraction. D 

E.2. Lemma. Let X c Rn be locally compact. Then there is an embedding of 
X in Rn+ 1 as a closed subset. 

PROOF. Since X is locally compact and hence locally closed, X = U 1\ X for 
some open U eRn. Let C = X - X = X - U, which is closed. Let f: Rn -+ R 
be f(x) = dist(x, C) which is easily seen to be continuous. Then we claim that 
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¢: X --+ Rn x R = Rn + l, given by ¢(x) = (x, II f(x)), is an embedding of X onto 
a closed set. To see this, let {x;} be a sequence in X such that lim ¢(x;) = (Yl'Yz) 
exists in Rn x R. Then lim(x;) = Yl and lim(11 f(x;)) = Y2' so that 
dist(x;, C) = f(x;)-f0. This implies that Yl = lim(x;)EX - C = X and so 
lim ¢(x;) = ¢(Yl)E¢(X), as claimed. 0 

Note that the "n + I" in Lemma E.2 cannot be improved to "n" as is 
shown by the example of the open Mobius band Me R3. If M could be 
embedded as a closed subset in R 3 then adding the point at infinity would 
give an embedding ofP2 = M+ in S3 contrary to Corollary 8.9 of Chapter VI. 

E.3. Theorem (Borsuk). If X is locally compact and locally contractible then 
any embedding of X in any Rn is a retract of some neighborhood there. 

PROOF. By the lemmas we can assume that X is closed in Rn. First, we will 
briefly outline the idea of the proof which is very simple. We divide Rn - X 
into cells which get small as they approach X. This is easiest done with 
cubes as cells. We then attempt to build a map to X on each cell by induction 
on the dimension of the cell. If a map is given on the boundary of a cell 
whose image is in a set which contracts in X then the map extends to the 
cell by putting the contraction along radii from the center of the cell. In 
order for this to produce a neighborhood retraction, we need two things: 

(1) it must be continuous with the identity on X as cells approach X; and 
(2) it must be defined on enough cells to provide a neighborhood of X. 

Both these things are guaranteed by arranging that small cells don't map 
too far away. 

Now the details. Divide Rn into cubes by hyperplanes parallel to the 
coordinate planes and of integer distance from the origin. Define a set C 1 

as the union of those closed cubes which do not touch X. Note that any 
point a with dist(a, X) > In is contained in a cube in C 1 since In is the 
diameter of an n-cube of side 1. Now divide the complement of int(Cd into 
cubes of side t whose sides are integer or half integer distance from the 
coordinate planes and let C2 be Cl together with all the smaller cubes not 
touching X. Continue this with cubes of side t, etc., giving sets Cl , C2 , C3 , ...• 

By the remark that C 1 contains all points a with dist(a, X) > In, and its 
analogues for C;, any point a¢X is in only a finite number of such cubes. 
Therefore C = UC; is a locally finite CW-complex structure on Rn - X. 

Now we attempt the construction of the retraction r. For any O-cell a of 
C let ro(a) be some point of X such that 

(1) dist(a,ro(a)) < 2·inf{dist(a,x)lxEX}. 

For any cell (J of C and map f: (J --+ X define 

p(f) = max{dist(x,f(x))lxE(J}. 
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Suppose, by induction, that we have defined a map ri on the union Ai of 
some of the i-cells of C to X. Then we define ri + 1 as follows. Let rr be an 
(i + I)-cell of C for which ri is defined on 8rr. If there exists an extension of 
ri I aO" to a map rr ~ X then let f be such an extension so that 

(2) p(f)<2·inf{p(g)lg:rr~X,g=ri on 8rr}. 

These maps f fit together to give the desired map ri+ 1 on a union Ai+ 1 of 
some of the (i + I)-cells of C, to X. 

Let A = UAi U X and r: A ~ X the function which is ri on Ai and the 
identity on X. We claim that r is the desired retraction. We must show that 
r is continuous, and that A is a neighborhood of X. Both of these will be 
proved by the same reasoning. Consider any point PEX and number Eo > O. 
Then we can find numbers E 1 ,E2 , ... ,E2n such that 

and 

B i + 1 is deformable to a point inside Bi , 

where Bi = X nBE/p). Let U = BE2n/4(P). Then r(U nAo) c B2n by (1). Assume 
inductively that r is defined on each i-cell rr of C such that rr c U and that 
r(rr)cB2n - 2i . Let rr be an (i+l)-cell of C inside U. Since r(8rr)cB2n _2i 
and B 2n - 2i contracts inside B2n-2i-1' there exists an extension of rlaO" to 
f:rr~B2n-2i-1. Consequently, r is defined on rr. If aErr then dist(a,f(a))::;; 
dist(a,p)+dist(p,f(a))«~.-)E2n+E2n-2i-1. By (2), dist(a,r(a))< @E2n + 
2E2n-2i-1, for any aErr, and so 

dist(p, r(a)) ::;; dist(p, a) + dist(a, r(a)) 

< (i)E 2n + (i)E2n + 2E2n - 2i-1 

< E2n + 2E2n-2i-1 

< 3E2n-2i-1 

< E2n-2i-2' 

whence r(rr) c B2n-2i-2. This completes the induction and shows that r is 
defined on each cell in U with values in BEO(P). This implies both that r is 
defined in a neighborhood of p and that it is continuous at p. D 

E.4. Corollary. If a topological manifold M m is embedded in Rn then it is the 
retract of some neighborhood there. D 

E.5. Corollary. If M is a compact topological manifold then H *(M) and H*(M) 
are finitely generated. 

PROOF. The first part of the proof of Theorem 10.7 of Chapter II applies to 
topological manifolds and shows that M can be embedded in some Rn. It 
is then a retract of some neighborhood there. There is a smaller neighborhood 
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of M that is a finite CW-complex (e.g., a union of cubes). Thus there exists a 
finite CW -complex K, an inclusion i: X c......... K and a retraction r: K --+ X. 
Since the identity map I:X --+X factors as 1 =roi we have that 

Since H*(K) is finitely generated, so is H*(X). A similar argument works for 
cohomology, or one can use the Universal Coefficient Theorem for that. 

E.6. Corollary. If the manifold M m (or any ENR) is embedded in Rn then 

H*(M) = l!!p {H*(K)} --+ H*(M) 

is an isomorphism, where K ranges over the neighborhoods of M in Rn. 

D 

PROOF. The proof has two disparate parts. First, we will show that any 
neighborhood U c M contains a smaller neighborhood V which strongly 
deforms to M through U. Then we will show that this implies the direct limit 
statement. 

For the deformation statement, it suffices to produce, for some neighbor
hood W of M, a deformation F: W x 1--+ Rn, with F(m, t) = m for all mEM 
and tEI,f(w,O) = w, and f(w, I)EM, since, for any U, F -l(U) is an open set 
containing M x I, and hence containing an open set of the form V x I by the 
compactness of I. But if r: W --+ M is a retraction of a neighborhood of M 
in Rn, then F: W x 1--+ Rn defined by F(w, t) = tw + (1 - t)r(w) is such a 
deformation. 

For the second part, let U be a neighborhood of M in Rn so small that 
there is a retraction of U to M. Then the restriction map (induced by inclusion) 
H*(U) --+ H*(M) is onto, and is split by the map induced by the retraction. 
Suppose that MeV c U with F: V x 1--+ U a deformation as above. Let 
r = F(·, 1): V x {I} --+ M, a retraction. Let i: V x {O} --+ U be the inclusion 
(v, O)~VE V c U, and j: M c......... U, the inclusion. Consider the commutative 
diagram 

H*(M) ~ H*(V x {I}) 

j* I I ~ 
H*(U)~ H*(V x I) 

~1 
H*(V x {O}). 

We see that j*(rx) = 0 = F*(rx) = 0 = i*(rx) = O. Thus any element rxEH*(U) 
going to 0 in H*(M) already goes to 0 in H*(V). This, together with the 
surjectivity pointed out before, proves the result, by Corollary D.3. 0 
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E.7. Corollary. Let f: X ~ Y where X and Yare ENRs and X is compact. 
Then the mapping cylinder M J and the mapping cone C J (unreduced) are ENRs. 

PROOF. Local contractibility is clear, and so it suffices to produce embeddings 
in euclidean space. Assume that X c Rn and Y c Rm. Then the map 
(x, t)H(tx, (1 - t)f(x), t)ERn x Rm x Rand YH(O, y, 0) induce an embedding 
of M J. Changing the tx to t(l - t)x gives an embedding of C J. D 

E.8. Corollary. A finite CW-complex is an ENR. o 
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Z 
Zp 
Q 
R 
C 
H 
Rn 
sn 
nn 
pn or Rpn 
cpn 
Qpn 
lor I 
I" 
Tn 
K2 
GI(n,F) 
SI(n, F) 
O(n) 
U(n) 
Sp(n) 
At 

Vn,k 

Gn.k 

L(p,q) 
L(p; q 1, ... , qn) 
yX 
Tp(M) 

integers, 43 
Z/pZ, 131 
rational numbers, 215 
real numbers, 1 
complex numbers, 53 
quaternions, 53 
real euclidean n-space, 1 
unit sphere in Rn + 1, 40 
unit disk in Rn, 40 
real projective n-space, 43, 55 
complex projective n-space, 55, 197 
quaternionic projective n-space, 206 
unit interval [0,1], 6 
n-cube, 198 
n-torus, 43 
Klein bottle, 43 
general linear group, 53 
special linear group, 53 
orthogonal group, 53 
unitary group, 53 
symplectic group, 53 
transpose of A, 53 
Stiefel manifold, 54 
Grassmann manifold, 463 
classical lens space, 86 
generalized lens space, 151 
space of maps X --+ Y, 23, 437 
tangent space at p of M, 76 
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E(~) 

B(~) 
N(H) 
nn(X) 
X 
X(X) 
Cp(X) 
An 
Ap(X) 
AP(X) 
E or E* 

Zp 
Bp 
Hp(X) 
HP(X) 
fjP(X) 
if p(X) 
H~(M) 
K(n) 

KIn] 

mesh(K) 
carr(x) 
StK(v) 
AP(V) 
OJ /\ '1 
np(M) 
dOJ 
P or Po 
A®B 
Hom(A,B) 
Ext(A,B) 
A*B or Tor(A,B) 

<P",r: sn -+ sn 
XxY 
X Xa 
X+Y 
+Xa 
uxv 
uuv 
ana 
< a, a > 
() 

S 
[M] 
a.b 
[Kl[N] 

total space of vector bundle ~, 108 
base space of vector bundle ~, 108 
normalizer of H, 148 
nth homotopy group of X, 119, 130 
Euler class, 378 

Index of Symbols 

Euler characteristic of X, 153, 215 
cellular/simplicial chain group of X, 203, 247 
standard n-simplex, 169 
singular chain group of X, 170 
singular cochain group of X, 273 
augmentation, 172 
group of p-cycles, 171 
group of p-boundaries, 171 
pth homology group of X, 171 
pth cohomology group of X, 273 
pth Cech cohomology group of X, 348 
pth reduced homology group of X, 181, 184 
pth de Rham cohomology group of M, 263 
n-skeleton of K, 195 
nth barycentric subdivision of K, 251 
mesh of K, 251 
carrier of x, 251 
open star in K of v, 252 
alternating p-forms on V, 260 
exterior product of OJ and '1, 260 
differential p-forms on M, 262 
exterior derivative of OJ, 262 
Bockstein homomorphism, 181 
tensor product of A and B, 271 
group of homomorphisms A -+ B, 272 
(extensions), derived functor of Hom, 275 
torsion product of A and B, 278 
induced map from cellular map, 209 
cartesian product of X and y, 22 
cartesian product of the X a' 22 
topological sum of X and Y, 24 
topological sum of the X a' 24 
cross product of u and v, 220, 322 
cup product of u and v, 326 
cap product of a and a, 334 
Kronecker product of a and a, 322 
Eilenberg-Zilber map, 316 
orientation class, 348 
fundamental class of manifold M, 335 
intersection product of a and b, 367 
intersection number of K and N, 380 
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r 
/ andf! 
DM 
Sqi 
f!}i 

Wi 

K(n,n) 
Cn+ 1 
f 

dn(f, g) 
dist(x, y) 
BE(X) 
diam(A) 
Mf 
Cf 
DC 
(jf 
XvY 
VXa. 
XI\Y 
Vf 
Ll 
Ll 
[X, YJ 
[X; Y] 
[a: rJ 
[n,nJ 
[a:,PJ 
G*H 
*Ga. 
f*g 
~X 

SX 
cx 
fa 
foa 
Pa:K(n)~sn 

Yn:ln~sn 

f# 
fl1 
fl1 

f* 
f* 
y 
L(f) 
L(f,g) 
tr 

Thorn class, 368 
transfer map, 368 
(inverse of) Poincare duality map, 367 
Steenrod square, 404 
Steenrod cyclic reduced power, 410 
ith Stiefel-Whitney class, 421 
Eilenberg-Mac Lane space, 484 
obstruction class, 499 
difference obstruction class, 500 
distance from x to y, 1 
E-ball about x, 2 
diameter of A, 28 
mapping cylinder of f, 42 
mapping cone of f, 42 
boundary of c, 9, 170 
coboundary of f, 271, 321 
one-point union of X and Y, 44 
one-point union of the Xa.' 200 
smash product of X and Y ( = X x Y IX v Y), 199 
gradient of f, 80 
deck transformation group, 147 
diagonal approximation, 327 
Lie bracket of vector fields X and Y, 88 
homotopy classes of maps X ~ Y, 48 
incidence number between cells a and r, 204 
commutator subgroup of n, 173 
Whitehead product of a: and p, 461 
free product of groups G and H, 158 
free product of groups Ga.' 158 
concatenation of paths, loops, or homotopies, 46 
unreduced suspension of X, 190 
reduced suspension of X, 128 
cone on X, 430 
characteristic map for a, 195 
attaching map for a, 194 
collapsing projection, 200 
canonical collapsing map, 199 
induced map on homotopy groups, 131 
induced chain map, 175 
induced cochain map, 286 
induced map on homology, 176 
induced map on cohomology, 273 
subdivision operator, 223 
Lefschetz fixed point number, 254 
Lefschetz coincidence number, 394 
trace, 253 
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f~g 
TA or T(A) 
PX 
nx 
Tu 

[fJ 
[f] 
QI---+b 

A=-.X 
A 
int(A) 
Gx 

[vo,···, vn ] 

<vo,···,vn ) 

(vo,···, Vn) 
f)t. g 
V 
f,!g 
lim 

f is transverse to g, 84, 114 
torsion subgroup of A, 255, 283 
path space of X, 456 
loop space of X, 441 

Index of Symbols 

induced equivalence by characteristic element u, 491 
isomorphism, homeomorphism, or diffeomorphism, 5 
homotopy or homotopy equivalence, 45, 219 
homologous, 171 
homotopy class of f, 124, 129 
homology class of f, 171 
element Q goes to element b, 523 
inclusion map of A in X, 46 
closure of A, 8 
interior of A, 8 
isotropy subgroup of G at x, 54 
affine simplex, 169 
simplicial simplex as a chain, 246 
simplicial simplex as a space, 246 
the composition (f x g)od: N ~N x N ~K x M, 380 
co diagonal map X v X ~X, 441 
the composition Vo(f v g): X v Y ~Z v Z ~Z, 441 
direct limit, 535 

inverse limit, 505 
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Action 
effective 54 
free 154 
group 54, 86, 150 
monodromy 146, 150 
properly discontinuous 150-154,219 
smooth 306 

Acyclic models (see Models, acyclic) 
Adem relations 405,408,411,412,466 
Adjoint 495 
Affineindependence 245 
Affine simplex (see Simplex, affine) 
Algebra 

cohomology 263, 329 
Lie 305 

Alexander duality (see Duality, 
Alexander) 

Alexander horned disk 231-232 
Amalgamation 159 
Amoeba 472 
Anchoring 470-471 
Antipodal map (see Map, antipodal) 
Approximation 

CW 488 
diagonal 327-328,334, 335,413 
simplicial 251-253 
smooth 96-97 

Atlas 69,76,347-348 
Attaching 41,482-484 
Augmentation 172, 181,220,224,335, 

356 
Axiom of Choice 18,526-531 

Barycenter 224,251 
Barycentric coordinates 169 
Base point 118, 128 

non degenerate 435 
Base ring (see Ring, base) 
Basis 

neighborhood 4, 6, 8, 13, 24, 32, 437 
of a topology 5-6, 9, 437 

Betti number (see Number, Betti) 
Bicollaring 235 
Bidegree 409,412 
Bijection 523 
Bockstein homomorphism 181,334, 

338,363,404,410,417-418,492-493 
Bott periodicity 467, 469 
Boundary 9,71, 170-171, 177,204,213, 

221, 247, 315, 321, 355ff, 360-361, 
366 

Bouquet (also see Union, one-point), 489 
Braid diagram (see Diagram, braid) 
Bundle 106-114,455 

disk 109, 367ff, 426-429 
euclidean 109 
induced 111-114 
line 294,389,424,426,515,517 
normal 93,99,110,113, 378ff, 515 
orientation 340-348 
principal 111 
sphere 109,368,390-393,408,412 
tangent 88-89, 109, 113, 378ff, 391, 

420 
vector 108, 378ff, 420-426, 511-517 
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Card (see Number, cardinal) 
Carrier 251 
Cartan formula 404,410,419-420 
Category (first and second) 57,81 
Cell 194fT 
Cell attachment 482-484 
Cellular approximation (see Theorem, 

cellular approximation) 
Chain 168ff, 524 

maximal 526 
Chain contraction 316 
Characteristic, Euler 153,215-217,256, 

285, 321, 355, 360, 366, 378, 380, 
383-389,391,398,515 

Chart 68-75,82-84,347-348 
flat 83 

Class 
characteristic (also see Class, Stiefel-

Whitney and Class, Chern), 491jJ 
Chern 294 
difference 500-501,507,509-511 
equivalence 524 
Euler 379jJ, 421, 514-515 
fundamental 199, 339, 355, 377 
obstruction 500,507,509,512-515 
orientation (also see Class, 

fundamental) 301 
self-intersection 382 
Stiefel-Whitney 420-426 
Thorn 367-372, 377, 379-384, 

514-515 
Wu 423 

Classification problem 487 
Closure 8 
Cobordism 120-126 
Cochain 271jJ 
Coefficients 180, 184 
Coexact 445-448 
Cofibration 430-436 
Cogroup 441-442 
Cohomology 

Cech 348jJ 
deRham 263-271,286-297,304-314 
sheaf 373 

Cohomology operation (see Operation, 
cohomology) 

Cohomology ring (see Algebra, 
cohomology) 

Coincidence 393-404 
Collapsing 40,433-436,445-447 
Collar 267,355 
Compactification 

one-point 32-33 
Stone-Cech 34-35 

Compactness (see Space, compact) 

Completion 29 
Complex 

chain 177 
CW 194-218,246 
relative CW 483 
simplicial 245-254 

Index 

Component 10-12, 31, 234-239, 353, 
355 

Component, arc 12 
Concatenation 46,127,441 
Cone 219,223,287,430 

mapping 42-43,48-51,433,445-448 
Connectivity (see Space, connected) 
Continuity 1-7, 15,437-439 
Convergence, uniform 6, 440 
Convex 56 
Coproduct 442 
Corner 383, 427 
Countable 

first 6 
second 6 

Covering 138-158, 198,216, 341-348 
orientable 348 
regular 149-151 
universal 145, 155 

Crosscap 163 
Curl 269,291 
CW-complex (see Complex, CW-) 
CW pair 450 
Cycle 168jJ 
Cylinder, mapping 42-43, 46-50, 432-

436,457,481,485 

Decision procedure 487 
Deck transformation (see Transformation, 

deck) 
Deformation retract (see Retract, 

deformation) 
Degree 124,142-143,186-187, 

190-194,244,256,300-304,315,333, 
359,403,409,449,470 

Dense 9 
Derivation 77 
Derivative, exterior 262 
Diagonal 24 
Diagonal approximation (see 

Approximation, diagonal) 
Diagram, braid 188-189, 230 
Diameter 28 
Dictionary order 6 
Diffeomorphism 63, 70 
Difference, primary 508-509 
Differential 78 
Direct system 535 
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Directional derivative 76 
Distance 1 
Divergence (div) 269,291 
Dodecahedral space (see Space, 

dodecahedral) 
Doubling 59, 370, 371,402 
Dual cell structure 339 
Duality 

Alexander 351-353 
cup product 357-358 
Lefschetz 351-353 
Poincare 338-340, 348ff, 367 
Whitney 432 

Duality pairing 358 
Dunce cap 50, 206, 257, 479 

Embedding 27, 353, 362 
smooth 79, 89-92 

E~R 255-256,536-540 
Equivalence 

bundle 108 
chain 219 
homotopy (see Homotopy equivalence) 
n- 485 
weak homotopy 485 

Euler characteristic (see Characteristic, 
Euler) 

Euler number (see ~umber, Euler) 
Evaluation (also see Map, evaluation), 

322 
Exactness (see Sequence, exact) 
Excision 183,223-228,285,482 
Exponential law (see Law, exponential) 
Ext 274ff 
Extension problem 430, 498ff 

Face 169,328 
Fattened manifold (see Manifold, 

fattened) 
Fiber 107,146,450 

homotopy 505 
Fiber homotopic (see Homotopy, 

fiber) 
Fibration 450-457 

Hopf (see Map, Hopf) 
Hurewicz 450 
induced 456 
path-loop 456-457, 484 
principal 498 
Serre 450 

Final 16 
Finite intersection property 19 
Fixed point property 257-259,294,412 

Flow 86-88, 386 
Form 

alternating 260 
closed 263,291 
differential 26ljJ, 304-314 
exact 263,291 
induced 263 
integration of 265ff 
invariant 306,308 
left-invariant 305 
symmetric 310 

Fox-Artin wild arc 231 
Fratricide 487 
Function 

closed 7 
continuous 4 
isotone 524 
nowhere differentiable 60-62 
open 7 
periodic 291 
semicontinuous 62 
transition 70 

Functional structure 69 
induced 72-74 

Functor 131,176 
exact 535 
left exact 272 
right exact 272 

Fundamental group (also see Group, 
fundamental) 

of arbitrary complex 487 
of circle 142, 149 
of CW-complex 211 
of 4-manifold 164, 487 
of graph 153,488 
of Klein bottle 161 
of knot complement 164 
of product space 137 
of projective space 143, 147, 149 
of surface 162 
of topological group 138 
of torus 143,149 
of union 159-164 

Gauss map (see Map, Gauss) 
General position (see Transversality) 
Genus 162,516 
Germ 76 
Glb 525 
Gradient (grad) 80,93,269,291 
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Graph 152-153, 239, 240, 380ff, 427, 
488 

Grassmann manifold (see Manifold, 
Grassmann) 
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Group 
classical 53-55, 101-106,463-469 
covering 158, 311 
divisible 274 
free 152-15~ 158-161,488 
fundamental 132jJ, 172-175,211 
graded 177 
H- 441 
homotopy 127-132,393, 443if 
icosahedral 353-3 54 
injective 274 
isotropy 54, 146 
Lie 53-55, 101-106, 110-111, 291, 

304-314,388-389,463-467 
one-parameter 102, 106, 312-314 
orthogonal 53-55, 103-104, 164-

167, 191, 354, 464-467 
presentation of 164 
projective 274 
semisimple 311 
simple 311 
structure 107 
symplectic 53-55,103-104,464-467 
topological 51-56,138,158,412 
torsion free 279 
unitary 53-55, 103-104, 393,412, 

463-469 
Weyl 389 

Haar integral 306 
Heine-Borel property 19 
Hom 270-281 
Homeomorphism 5 
Homology 

axioms for 183 
Borel-Moore 373 
Cech 169,184 
cellular 200if 
computation of 204-206,258 
reduced 181, 184 
relative 180 
singular 168-182,219 if 
smooth singular 269-271,286-291 
uniqueness of 210 
with coefficients 180 

Homology groups (and/or Cohomology 
groups) 

of CW -complex 200 if 
of dunce cap 206 
of figure eight 175 
of Klein bottle 175,205,250, 284 
oflens spaces 205-206, 363, 366 
of Lie groups 304-314 
of manifolds 338 if 

of one-point union 190-191 
of plumbing 427-429 

Index 

of products 211-214,320,325,374 
of projective spaces 175, 193, 204, 

206,217-218,240-241,249,283, 
292-296,329-330,338,359,375-377, 
411-412 

of simplicial complex 247 
of sphere 175,185 
of sphere bundle 390-393 
of spherical complement 233 
of Stiefel manifolds 392 
of suspensions 190 
of torus 175,205-206,250,331 
of union 228-231 
of unitary group 393 

Homomorphism, connecting 178, 183 
Homotopy 44-51, 115jJ, 127 jJ, 430if 

chain 219,275,317-318 
constant 46 
fiber 457 
free 136,457-461 
inverse of 47 

Homotopyequivalence 45,486,488 
Homotopy extension property 430-431 
Homotopy fiber (see Fiber, homotopy) 
Homotopy groups 

of attachment 482-484 
of classical groups 463-469 
of H-spaces 443 
of one-point unions 457, 482, 488 
of products 454 
of projective spaces 457, 464, 480 
of spheres 121-126,131,295,453-454, 

464-466 
Homotopy inverse 45 
Homotopy lifting property 450 if 
Homotopy rei 46 
Homotopy type 45 
Hopf invariant 409, 412 
Hopf map (see Map, Hopf) 
H-space (see Space, H-) 

Imbedding (see Embedding) 
Immersion 79, 424-425 
Index (also see Signature) 385-388 
Indivisible 378 
Initial segment 525 
Inequalities, Morse 217 
Infimum (inf) 525 
Initial segment 525 
Injection 523 
Interior 8 
Intersection matrix 428-429 
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Intersection product (see Product, 
intersection) 

Isometry 29 
Isomorphism, Thorn 368~370 

Isotopy 116, 120, 122 
Isotropy group (see Group, isotropy) 

lello 165 
loin 409,468,480 

Killing homotopy groups 418, 483~484 
Klein bottle 43, 88, 89, 111, 138, 140, 

142,151,158,161,163,175,197,205, 
214,250,284,361,426,450,462 

Knot 163~164, 516 
K(n, n) (see Space, Eilenberg~Mac Lane) 

Ladder 177,227,288,480~481 

Lattice 525 
Law, exponential 438, 444 
Lemma 

bootstrap 345,351,369,370 
five 181~182 

Lebesgue 28 
Poincare 288 
reparametrization 46 
Sperner's 253 
Urysohn's 29 
Zorn's 527 

Lens space (see Space, lens) 
Lie algebra (see Algebra, Lie) 
Lie bracket 88, 263, 305 
Lifting problem 143, 498jJ 
Limit 14 

direct 231, 534~536 
inverse 505 
of net 14~ 18 

Line integral 134 
Linking number (see Number, linking) 
Locally compact (see Space, locally 

compact) 
Locally finite collection 35 
Loop 132jJ 
Loop space (see Space, loop) 
Lub 524 

Manifold 
closed 359 
differentiable 68jJ 
fattened 119 
framed 121 

Grassmann 463 
orientable 71 
oriented 70 
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parallelizable 89,389,410,469,517 
product 75 
smooth 68jJ 
Stiefel 54, 391 ~393, 464 
strange 59~60 

topological 59,68, 341ff, 429 
unsmoothable 429 
with boundary 71 

Map 4 
antipodal 40, 43, 163, 187, 217~218, 

240~245,253,256, 362 
attaching 194 
bundle 108 
cellular 207 
chain 176, 177 
characteristic 195 
differentiable 70 
discrete valued 10 
equivalence to a fibration 457 
equivariant 240~245, 364, 487 
evaluation 437 
exponential 101~1O6, 314 
Gauss 384, 385, 389 
Hopf 131, 295, 406~409, 453, 464~469 
identification 39, 43 
isometric 29 
pointed 128, 434jJ 
proper 20,22,33 
restriction 455 
simple 501,507 
simplicial 250 
smooth 70,71 
splitting 179~ 180 

Mapping cone (see Cone, mapping) 
Mapping cylinder (see Cylinder, mapping) 
Mayer~ Vietoris (see Sequence, Mayer~ 

Vietoris) 
Maximality principle (see Principle, 

maximality) 
Mesh 251 
Metric, Riemannian 109 
Metric space 

complete 25 
separable 10 
totally bounded 25 

Metrizable 26~31, 36, 38, 69 
Mobius band 537 
Models, acyclic 221,287,317,323,327, 

337,413 
Monodromy action (see Action, 

monodromy) 
Moore~Postnikov decomposition 501 
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Neighborhood 4jJ 
cubic 267 
symmetric 51 
tubular 92~ 101 

Net 14~ 18,21,23,24,440 
universal 17,21 

Nowhere dense 9 
Number 

Betti 172, 258~259, 398,401 
cardinal 527~530 
Cayley 469 
coincidence 393jJ 
Euler 382~383 

incidence 204, 246, 297 
intersection 340, 380~382, 428 
Lefschetz fixed point 254, 294, 381, 

384,389,393,394,398 
linking 11 7 ~ 118, 366 
ordinal 530 
self-intersection 382 

Obstruction 297~298, 379, 497~517 
difference 500~501, 507~509 

primary 507~509 

One-parameter subgroup (see Group, 
one-parameter) 

One-sided 376 
Operation, cohomology 328, 363, 393, 

404~420,492~497 

decomposable 407 
Orbit 54 
Order 

linear 524 
partial 524 
simple 524 
total 524 
well 525 

Ordinal 6,530 
Orientation 71, 199,205,267, 301, 338~ 

348,355,370,471 

Partition of unity 35~37, 89 
Plane, projective (also see Space, 

projective) 40,50,74, 139, 142, 143, 
147,158,162,163,193,204,214,230, 
248~250,257,283,284,300,304,320, 

321,329~332,338,361,365,375,376, 

401,403,425,426,436,480,493,517, 
537 

Plumbing 426~429 
Poincare conjecture 354, 429 
Poincare duality (see Duality, Poincare) 
Pointed (see Map, pointed) 

Index 

Polyhedron 246 
Poset (see Order, partial) 
Postnikov decomposition 501 
Principle, maximality 17,18,37,38,275, 

526~527 

Product 
cap 323, 334~338, 349, 358 
cartesian 523 
cross 220~223, 321~338 

cup 326~337,413~414 

exterior 260 
free 158~ 159 
intersection 366~378, 395 
Kronecker 322, 338 
smash 435 
tensor 180,271~281, 315 
torsion 278 
wedge 260, 435 
Whitehead 461~463 

Pullback 111, 455, 484, 498 

Quadratic residue 365 
Quantum 167 
Quasi-component 11,12,31 

Refinement 35 
Relation, equivalence 523 
Representation, adjoint 308~314 
Residual set (see Set, residual) 
Resolution 

injective 275 
projective 277 

Restriction (see Map, restriction) 
Retract 42, 51, 186,245, 257, 412, 431, 

454 
deformation 45, 432, 451 
neighborhood 536~540 

of disk 98, 186 
Ring 

base 280 
cohomology (see Algebra, cohomology) 
truncated polynomial 330 

Saturation 41 
Section 342, 368, 378~379, 382~383, 

391, 514~515, 526 
Semi continuity 62 
Separated sets 223, 345 
Sequence 

Barratt~Puppe 447 
Cauchy 25 
exact 178 
fibration 453 
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Gysin 390-393 
homology 180 if 
homotopy 445-450, 463 
Mayer-Vietoris 228-230,285-287 
Smith 240, 387 
split 179-180 

Set 
cellular 237-239 
clopen 10 
closed 3 
countable 528 
dense 9,18 
directed 14 
elementary 139 
evenly covered 139 
fixed point 253jJ, 307, 378if 
open 3 
power 524 
residual 57-62,81 
symmetric 51 
uncountable 530 

Sheet 139,147,149,216 
Shriek (see Transfer) 
Shrinking 37,90 
Signature 361,517 
Simple (see Group, simple or Map, simple 

or Space, simple) 
Simplex 169, 170 

affine 169,223-226,246 
smooth 269,286-291 

Skeleton 195 
Space 

acyclic 182, 332, 334 
arcwise connected 12 
comb 134-135 
compact 18-21 
complete metric 25 
completely regular 26, 30, 34-35 
connected 10-12, 25 
contractible 45, 51, 99, 185,211,219, 

436,479,480 
covering 138-158, 198,216,457 
dodecahedral 353-354,429,480 
Eilenberg-Mac Lane 484,488-493 
fiber 450-457 
1I- 333,412,441-443,463 
lIausdorff 13,15,24 
irreducible 10 
lens 86, 151, 206, 219, 363-366, 392, 

486-487,492 
locally compact 31-34,57,437-441 
locally connected 12 
locally relatively simply connected 

155 
loop 441-445,456-457 

metric 1-3,6, 14,25-29,57-62 
metrizable 26, 28, 38-39, 69 
n-connected 207, 449 
n-simple 459 
normal 13, 20, 30, 36, 40 
orbit 150, 219 
paracompact 35-39 
path 456-457 
pointed 44, 128, 199,435 
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projective (also see Plane, projective) 
55, 114, 147, 149, 175, 190, 197, 198, 
206, 216, 217-218, 241, 245, 257, 
292-297,304,359-360,362,377,403, 
411-412,424-426,457,464,481,492 

quotient 39-44 
regular 13 
semilocally I-connected 155 
separable metric 9 
a-compact 37-39 
simple 459, 501 
simply connected 132 
topological 3 jJ 
totally bounded metric 25 
well-pointed 212, 435-436, 457, 493, 

497 
Zariski 10, 14 

Sphere 
exotic 429 
homology 354,428-429,480,488 
Kervaire 429 
Milnor 429 
noncontractibility of 99 

Split (see Sequence, split) 
Stability 131 
Star 252, 339 
Steenrod squares (see Operation, 

cohomology) 
Stereographic projection 73 
Stiefel manifold (see Manifold, Stiefel) 
Subdivision 223-228, 339 
Submanifold 79 
Submersion 79 
Subnet 16 
Subspace 8 

locally closed 33 
of compact space 34-35 
of completely regular space 28 
of lIausdorff space 14 
of normal space 60 
of regular space 13 

Successor 525 
Sum 

connected 158,358,361,366 
topological 24, 183, 286 
Whitney (see Whitney sum) 
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Support 36,90,265,342,355 
Supremum (sup) 525 
Surjection 523 
Suspension 124-126,128-129,190,212, 

332,406,417,435,442,448,464,486, 
493-494 

Tangent bundle (see Bundle, tangent) 
Tangent field (also see Vector field) 

87-88,188,256,383-388,515 
Tangent space 76 
Tangent vector (see Vector, tangent) 
Telescope 519-521 
Theorem 

Banach 64 
Borsuk 537 
Borsuk-Ulam 240-245,362 
Brouwer fixed point 98, 186,402 
cellular approximation 208 
classification of covering spaces 154 
classification of deck transformations 

149 
covering homotopy 140 
de Rham 271,286-291 
divergence 269 
Eilenberg-Zilber 318 
Euler-Poincare 215 
exponential (see Law, exponential) 
Freudenthal suspension 126 
Fubini 533 
fundamental, of abelian groups 215 
fundamental, of algebra 81-82, 142, 

194, 388 
Gauss' 269 
Green's 269 
Gysin's 390 
ham sandwitch 242-243 
homotopy addition 469-475 
Hopf classification 124,297-304, 

497, 509 
Hurewicz 174,475-480,488 
implicit function 65-66 
invariance of dimension 235 
invariance of domain 235 
inverse function 67-68, 82-86 
Jordan-Brouwer 234 
Jordan curve 230-240, 353 
Kiinneth 318-320,325 
Lefschetz-Hopffixed point 253-259, 

381,384,389 
lifting 143 
Lusternik-Schnirelmann 243 
Mayer-Vietoris (see Sequence, Mayer-

Vietoris) 

maximal chain 526 
mean value 63 
metrization 28 
path lifting 140 

Index 

Poincare duality (see Duality, Poincare) 
Poincare-Hopf 387 
Sard's 80-82,531-534 
Schoenflies 235-239 
Schroeder-Bernstein 527 
Seifert-Van Kampen 158-164 
Serre 492 
simplicial approximation 252 
smooth approximation 96, 97 
Stokes' 267-269 
Stone-Tukey 243 
Thorn isomorphism 368,370 
Thom-Pontryagin 122 
Thorn realizability 377 
Tietze extension 30 
tubular neighborhood 92-100 
Tychonoff 23 
universal coefficient 281-283 
Urysohn 28 
well-ordering 526 
Whitehead 481 
Whitney duality 422 
Whitney embedding 91,92 
Wu 423 

Theory, homology 183 
Topological group (see Group, 

topological) 
Topology 

coarsest 7 
compact-open 437-441 
discrete 5 
finest 7 
generated 5 
half open interval 6 
identification 39 
induced 39 
largest 7 
order 6, 7, 14, 18 
product (Tychonoff) 22,214,441 
quotient 39 
relative 8 
smallest 7 
strongest 7 
subspace 8 
trivial 5 
weak (eW) 194-195,214 
weakest 7 

Tor 274-280 
Torsion 279 
Torsion subgroup 255, 283, 346, 357, 

366 
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Torus 43,50,72,75,143,158,163,175, 
197,205,206,210,216,250,304,331, 
334,373,378,388-389,400-401,436 

maximal 388 
Trace formula 254 
Transfer 240, 368, 394-395 
Transformation, deck 147 
Transgression 297 
Translation (left and right) 51,468 
Transversality 84-86,91, 114-118,371, 

381 
Tree 152-153,427,488 
Triangulation 169,246 
Trivialization 107, 426 
Tubular neighborhood (see 

Neighborhood, tubular) 
Type, finite 215 
Type (n, n) (see Space, Eilenberg-Mac 

Lane) 

Union 
disjoint 24 
one-point 44, 50, 153, 199, 206, 257, 

488 
separated 345 
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Unity, partition of (see Partition of Unity) 
Universal net (see Net, universal) 

Value 
critical 80, 531-534 
regular 80,531-534 

Vector 
probability 100 
tangent 76 

Vector bundle (see Bundle, vector) 
Vector field (also see Tangent field) 86-88, 

268-269,291,305 
incompressible 291 
index of 385-388 
left-invariant 305jJ 

Well-pointed (see Space, well-pointed) 
Whisker 436 
Whitney sum 113,422 
Word 158-162,487 

Zariski space (see Space, Zariski) 
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